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SDSU COLLEGIAN
I N'd EX
1974-1980
SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
AALDERKS KEN
AARON DAVID
ABDNOR JAMES
ABORTION
ABOUREZK JANES
ABUSE
ACADEMIC ADVISING
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
8/31/1977 A281
6/09/1976 AlOl
10/09/1974 A03I
10/30/1974 A083
11/06/1974 AOll
10/22/1975 Alll
10/20/1976 A031
10/27/1976 A093
4/26/1978 A031
6/21/1978 A021
3/26/1980 AlOl
4/09/1980 A031
4/30/1975 A121
10/15/1975 A023
3/17/1976 A091
4/07/1976 A013
10/19/1977 A041
2/01/1978 AOll
1/23/1980 A051
1/30/1980 A051
1/30/1980 A054
2/19/1975 A021
10/22/1975 Alll
10/20/1976 A082
1/26/1977 AOll
1/26/1977 A041
11/08/1978 A041
11/09/1977 A051
ACADEMIC CALENDAR
ACADEMIC FREEDOM
4/07/1976 A014
10/05/1977 A021
2/22/1978 A064
1/29/1975 A043
4/23/1975 A041
9/12/1979 AOSl
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
ACADEMIC SENATE
ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT AUTO
4/16/1975 A127
6/18/1975 A041
9/03/1975 A021
9/03/1975 A023
9/10/1975 AOll
9/17/1975 Alll
10/01/1975 A021
11/05/1975 A082
11/12/1975 A024
3/31/1976 A081
4/28/1976 A014
7/07/1976 A131
10/06/1976 A021
11/17/1976 AlOl
2/16/1977 A021
4/20/1977 AD24
4/20/1977 A034
9/28/1977 A015
10/19/1977 AOIS
10/19/1977 A021
2/15/1978 A023
10/18/1978 A021
1/24/1979 A091
1/31/1979 A072
2/20/1980 B023
11/05/1975 A014
11/12/1975 AOll
2/25/1976 A031
1/25/1978 A012
1/24/1979 A013
3/26/1975 A023
6/18/1975 AOll
11/05/1975 A015
1/14/1976 A051
4/07/1976 AOSl
*AALDERKS NOW HEADS HEALTH SERVICp
i3pH'sP?EfLl!J '̂ CTONNESONl*•74 CANDIDATES QUERIED
XABDNOR UNOPPOSED IN DISTRICT PRTMAPV
«BDSoR®ToisEl''H2?'lKTPRi^^ (UWRENCE)""'"
STATE ABORTION FUNdInG
LET^ERlSgsEs''ioRRgg°( >̂•'
ISN"T ABORTION MURDER? (L)
*^5^URE2K hearings FOCUS ON AGRICULTIIPP ^nicniLi\
S®S'i®
itPKsiS"*
OPINION ON... ACADEMIC FREEDOM fM
sli'|̂ S0'̂ XlMEs''8PJ^0^g|gg?"cLASsii '̂ CSTEWARD)
REOUIRiSENTs'REVlgEo"'-"'̂ ACADEMIC SENA
iiiilS
ippll&iiis—GPA AVERAGE FOR DEAN'S LIST RPTUf ctiit»tci\
academic SENATE KILLS FACULTY EVALUATION?
sInAtI
pSslliflS
incident
1
m
SUBJECT
accident auto
I ACCIDENT CYCLE
accident hunting
accreditation
ACHESON MILDRED
acker DUANE
ACME DANCE COMPANY
activities center
activity fees
activity tickets
ADAMS NEVORAH
ADAMSON WADE
ADDICTION
ADMINISTRATION
ADMISSIONS
ADOPTION
ADULT EDUCATION
ADVERTISING
ADVISERS
ADVISING
ADVISORY COUNCIL
AEROSOL CANS
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
AFGHANISTAN
AFRICA
AG
AG & BIOLOGICAL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/08/1976 A061 ACCIDENT CASE GOES TO TRIAL
10/19/1977 A031 POLICY CONFUSES STUDENTS, FACULTY (RAAP)
12/13/1978 AOll SDSU FRESHMAN KILLED, A HURT IN TWO-CAR CRASH
1/17/1979 AOll 'NUTSY NIGHT' PLANNED IN MEMORY OF TOGSTAD
4/09/1980 AOll *ONCE COMA VICTIM, NOW PHYSICAL THERAPIST IS AHEAD 0
9/24/1976 A021 KBIKING ACCIDENT
9/01/1976 AQ12 xSTUDENT SERVICES DEAN INJURED IN BIKE ACCIDENT
9/14/1977 A015 NIGERIAN STUDENT DIES IN CAR-BICYCLE MISHAP
11/10/1976 AQ41 OPINION ON... FUND TO HELP BLINDED HUNTER (L)
4/30/1975 AQ22 UNIVERSITY RE-ACCREDITED BY NORTH CENTRAL ASSOC.
1/14/1976 A062 COLLEGE OF NURSING UP FOR ACCREDITATION
9/06/1978 AQ21 PHARMACY IN DANGER OF LOSING ACCREDITATION
2/14/1979 A091 USD LAW SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT 'CRUCIAL;' ACCREDITATION
2/28/1979 A044 SDSU FACES POTENTIAL LOSS OF PHARMACY COLLEGE ACCRED
4/04/1979 A051 PHARMACY ACCREDITATION GETS SECOND CHANCE (HOUGH)
3/21/1979 A151 EVENT HONORS HOMEMAKER
5/07/1975 A104 DUANE ACKER NAMED PRESIDENT AT KSU
11/01/1978 A021 DANCE GROUP TO APPEAR HERE WED.-FRI.
SEE DRAMA, THEATER
9/17/1975 A043 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
1/14/1976 Alll ACTIVITIES CENTER HELPS-STUDENTS
11716/1977 A051 kCENTER OFFERS REALM OF ACTIVITY
SEE ALSO UAFBC, STUDENT FEES
10/16/1974 A044 WANT TO KNOW WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES? (ED)
6/04/1975 A031 FEES, ALLOCATIONS CRITICIZED
11/05/1975 A061 ACTIVITY FEE LOWERS FOR STUDENTS WITH FEWER THAN SEV
2/18/1976 A014 STUDENT SENATE APPROVES FOUR ACTIVITY FEE INCREASES
2/09/1977 A044 BECOME INVOLVED IN FEES, BUDGET PROCESS (GULLICKSON)
5/04/1977 A164 SUMMER FEES TO BE $4 PER CREDIT
7/13/1977 A041 OPINION ON... SUMMER ACTIVITY FEES (L)
3/22/1978 A044 THREE ACTIVITY FEES (L)
4/12/1978 A031 FUNDING STRESSES MAJORITY
3/28/1979 A045 FEE SYSTEM UNFAIR (L)
1/23/1980 A015 SA SAYS ACTIVITIES FEES COULD BE INCREASED OVER 25 P
10/09/1974 AQ42 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
11/06/1974 4093 BOC VOICES SUPPORT FOR RECIPROCAL ACTIVITY TICKET
10/22/1975 AOll SENATE APPROVES SPOUSE ACTIVITY TICKET FOR CAMPUS
10/22/1975 A041 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
11/15/1978 A061 XDANCING HAKES STRIDES IN THE BROOKINGS AREA (SNEVE)
3/26/1980 A145 XADAMSON ALWAYS WANTED TO BE A PITCHER FOR TWINS
4/30/1980 A031 RECOVERED DRUG ADDICT GIVES ACCOUNT OF 'DISEASE OF D
11/17/1976 A021 CECIL STILL HOLDS NEWS BUREAU, DEVELOPMENT JOBS
5/02/1979 A012 SDSU RANKS LOW ON FEMALE BOSSES (SPRINGER)
8/28/1974 A241 ADMISSIONS ADD WATS LINE (CANTER)
3/12/1975 AlOl ADMISSION POLICIES SIMPLIFIED
9/03/1975 A061 JOE FARNHAM ASSIGNED MORE DUTIES
5/07/1975 A071 TWO VIETNAMESE CHILDREN ADOPTED
5/07/1975 AlOl HARD-TO-PLACE CHILDREN STILL AWAIT ADOPTION (HEBBERT
1/26/1977 AOll GRAY MARKETS ARISE IN S.D. CHILD ADOPTIONS
11/16/1977 A031 GRAY MARKET ADOPTION PROBLEM PREVALENT (SNEVE)
9/10/1975 AQ33 ADULT EDUCATION CLASSES BEGIN SEPTEMBER 15
4/23/1975 A046 KILL PROPOSAL RESTRICTING ADVERTISING OF ALCOHOLIC B
4/30/1975 A013 REISSER:i^LCOHOL USE GIVES SCHOOL 'BAD PUBLIC RELATI
4/30/1975 AQ43 OPINION ON^V. ADVERTISING PARTIES (L)
5/07/1975 AOll REGENTS EXAMINE CODES; ITEM S UNDER ADVISEMENT
7/07/1976 AOll XLAW ALLOWS DRUG ADVERTISING (CARLSON)
9/14/1977 A103 'BETTING LINE' PUBLICATIONS LOSE NCC INFO (KLINE)
11728/1979 A071 XHARDING LECTURER KILBOURNE CALLS ADVERTISING SEXIST
4/23/1980 A041 ADVISERS DETERMINE GRADUATION DATE (GERLACH)
10/09/1974 A071 UPPERCLASS STUDENTS AID FRESHMEN IN THEIR MAJORS
3/26/1975 A046 OPINION ON... ADVISING SYSTEM (L)
10/06/1976 A091 NEW ADVISING PROGRAM ADDED TO GENERAL REGISTRATION C
10/23/1974 A061 COUNCIL ENCOURAGES STUDENT INPUT
10/30/1974 A046 xDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
10/29/1975 A134 ADVISORY GROUP TO STUDY CAMPUS ROLES, GOALS
11/05/1975 A051 ADVISORY COUNCIL DISCUSSES PROGRAMS
2/19/1975 A061 XCONGRESS PROPOSES REGULATIONS ON AEROSOL SPRAY CANS
10/26/1977 A053 FACULTY SHORT MINORITIES, WOMEN (RICHARDSON)
1/16/1980 A023 XHISTORY PROFESSOR 'OPTIMISTIC THE AFGHANISTAN INVA
1/16/1980 A044 COLLEGIANvPOLL INDICATES STRONG SUPPORT FOR CARTER'S
11/05/1975 A082 HARVARD EXPERT SPEAKS ON AFRICAN FLORA, FAUNA
1/31/1979 Alll XDR HUTCHESON, I PRESUME? (PATES)
12/05/1979 A094 AFRICAN VACATION IS LEARNING EXPERIENCE
6/22/1977 A061 BERG CHAIRING INTERNATIONAL GROUP
8/28/1974 A151 AG COLLEGE RECEIVES STUDENT INTERN PROGRAM
9/18/1974 A061 AG JOB OUTLOOK IMPROVES
1/22/1975 A113 FEMALE AG ENROLLMENT UP (CURRY)
9/03/1975 A091 VOCATIONAL AG STUDENTS NOW CERTIFIED TO TEACH
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SUBJECT
AG & BIOLOGICAL
AG BUSINESS
AG COMMUNICATORS
AG EDUCATION
AG ENGINEERING
AG EXPERIMENT
AG EXTENSION WORK
AG FORUM
AG HERITAGE
AG MUSEUM
AG RESEARCH
AG-SD
AG-US
AGED
AGRICULTURE
AHEAD
AIAW
AIDS
AIRLINES
AIRPLANE ACCIDENT
AIRPLANES
AIRPLANES PAPER
AIRPORTS-BR
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/2A/1975
3/17/1976
9/08/1976
9/08/1976
10/13/1976
8/31/1977
9/07/1977
12/1A/1977
9/13/1978
12/06/1978
11/14/1979
1/30/1980
4/30/1980
4/30/1980
4/14/1976
2/20/1980
2/19/1975
6/18/1975
11/17/1976
9/19/1979
9/03/1975
9/24/1975
9/07/1977
12/12/1979
2/20/1980
1/15/1975
1/15/1975
9/24/1975
12/14/1977
12/12/1979
2/06/1980
2/06/1980
3/26/1980
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
3/12/1975
6/04/1975
10/01/1975
1/26/1977
4/27/1977
9/27/1978
4/25/1979
9/12/1979
10/03/1979
10/10/1979
10/17/1979
10/24/1979
11/07/1979
9/12/1979
2/18/1976
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
5/05/1976
A013 XBERG TO BALANCE AG, ARTS AND SCIENCE; SAYS PROGRAMS
A113 AG BIO DAY DISPLAYS STUDY OPPORTUNITIES
A051 .'GLASS COW' PART OF AG RESEARCH
A121 AG AND ENGINEERING HAVE MORE WOMEN MAJORS
A073 AG;COLLEGE'S JOB PLACEMENT SERVICE 'UNIQUE'
A021 AGTROTC PROGRAMS BROADENED /
A151 XAG'-COLLEGE PACKS 3-WAY PUNCH
A161 AG STUDENTS VISIT USSR
A171 pest:management MAJOR ADDED TO AG CURRICULUM
A105 AG-BIO CAREER DAY PLANNED
A021 GET' A FOOT IN THE BARN DOOR AT AGRICULTURAL CAREER D
A105 XSDSU AG QUEEN CANDIDATES
A051 AG DEPT. BUNGLES AGAIN (L)
A054 INVESTIGATION URGED (L)
A081 DISCUSSIONS, AWARDS HIGHLIGHT AG-BUSINESS DAY
A081 AG BUSINESS TAKES POTENTIAL TEACHERS
A094 AG;WRITERS CONFERENCE ON TUESDAY
A061 LACK-OF AG TEACHERS RESULTS IN 15 HIGH SCHOOL VACANC
A025 STUDENT ATTENDS FIRST WORLD AG EDUCATION CONFERENCE
A071 ^NATIONWIDE SHORTAGE OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATORS
A134 AG-ENGINEERS TAKE 2ND PLACE IN REPORT CONTEST
A211 FARM OF THE FUTURE DESIGNED BY AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER
A021 EXPERIMENT STATION WORKS ON AG FUTURE
A151 BUDGET CUTS MAY PARE 50 JOBS FROM EXTENSION, EXPERIM
A031 EXPERIMENT STATION IS IMPROVED; RAILROAD ISSUE REMAI
A071 XHALL NEW EXTENSION HEAD
A072 EXTENSION NEEDS PROGRAM DIRECTOR
A165 PUBLIC TV AIRS PROGRAMS FOR AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
A041 WHEAT DISEASE CURE GIVEN
A151 BUDGET CUTS MAY PARE 50 JOBS FROM EXTENSION, EXPERIM
A055 EXTENSION BUDGET BOMBED (CARLSON)
A061 EXTENSION HEAD OFFERS ALTERNATIVE (SPRINGER)
AOll XTWO ENVIRONMENTAL ADVOCATES ARE PART OF THE EXTENSI
A021 ABOUREZK SCHEDULES HEARING
A021 XABOUREZK HEARINGS FOCUS ON AGRICULTURE (OLSON)
A061 XMUSEUM RECEIVES NO STATE MONEY (BROWN)
A091 MUSEUM GETS $15,000 GIFT FROM GTA
A124 IOWA STATE GRADUATE BECOMES HEAD OF MUESUM-HERITAGE
A085 AG HERITAGE MUSEUM PLANS MOVE INTO STOCK PAVILION TH
A081 xStOCK PAVILION BEING REMODELED AS AG MUSEUM DESPITE
A081 MUSEUM DISPLAYS AG HISTORY
A021 WENONA TO GIVE UP AG MUSEUM (SAVAGE)
A091 NEW AG MUSEUM TO OPEN SUMMER
SEE AG HERITAGE
Alll XSUNFLOWER SEEDS ARE NOT JUST PEOPLE-PLEASERS (HAGEN
AlOl SOUTH DAKOTA AMONG TOP STATES IN FLAX PRODUCTION
A071 ^'COLLEGE BOY* IMPROVES IRRIGATED CORN YIELDS
A081 XCALF PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY RESEARCHED AT BEEF UNIT
A081 STATE TRAIL SYSTEM ADVOCATED (CARLSON)
SEE ALSO FARMS 8 FARMING
A081 XWHAT DOES EARTH MEAN? (HAGEN)
A163 ELDERLY BROOKINGS CITIZENS TAPED FOR HISTORY PROJECT
AlOl LEGISLATION GIVES ELDERLY 2 BREAKS (RIGNEY)
A103 XAGED FACING NURSING HOME NEED.STAFF, FAMILY SUPPORT
Alll BEING OLD WILL MEAN BEING "IN"
A113 XBROOKINGS ELDERLY TELL THEIR SIDE OF GETTING OLD
A123 HALF OF AGED BELOW POVERTY LEVEL (TONNESON)
A073 XELDERLY TO PAY MORE FOR NURSING; MANOR TRUSTEES 'MA
SEE AG, FARMS 8 FARMING
ARMY AIDS STUDENT RECRUITS IN EARNING COLLEGE CREDIT
SEVEN FACULTY MEMBERS ON NATIONAL COMMITTEES
SEE ALSO HIV
KAIR FARES LOWER FROM HERE, BUT FLIGHT LAYOVERS LONG
XCITY MAY FACE LOSS OF AIRLINE SERVICES (NORLAND)
SEE ACCIDENT AIRPLANE .
A056 XAERO-MATES FLY AIRPLANES WITHOUT LEAVING GROUND
A143 XAIRCRAFT SAVE TIME AND MONEY (CURRY)
A131 XUP, UP AND AWAY (MAYBE) (JENSEN)
A031 XINTERPLANETARY CRAFT?
A021 STUDENTS SHOW PILOTING SKILLS (NACHTIGAL)
A092 MODEL AIRPLANES CAUSE EXCITEMENT
A053 POT PLANE EVADED RADAR
AQ72 PAPER AIRPLANE SHOW ON CAMPUS DEC. 12
A033 BROOKINGS AIRPORT FACES PROBLEMS (SIMONS)
A071 DESIGNERS TO DECORATE AIRPORT
AQ31 XGATES KEEP AIRPORT SECURE (SIMONS)
A091 FAA LEVELS TWO COMPLAINTS AGAINST POLICE
A071 XCOLLEGE, BUSINESSES TO SUFFER MOST IN POSSIBLE AiV^
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1/29/1975 A081
11/12/1975 A171
1/28/1976 A071
7/09/1980 AOll
10/16/1974
4/09/1975
8/31/1977
1/25/1978
2/01/1978
4/26/1978
4/09/1980
11/20/1974
2/12/1975
4/09/1975
10/29/1975
1/14/1976
9/01/1976
SUBJECT
airports-br
UBEE EDWARD
albertus robin
alcohol
alcohol-fuel
alcoholism
ALEXANDER JANE
ALEXANDER JD
ALEXANDER RUTH
ALEXANDER SARAH
ALFRED BRAD
all-state camp
ALLAN JOHN
ALLERDIN6S DEAN
allergies
ALPHA GAMMA RHO
alpine club
alumni
alumni center
date paper notation
12/08/1976
<i/05/1978
1/30/1980
9/27/1978
^/04/1979
A/11/1979
2/12/1975
11/06/197A
11/20/197A
4/09/1975
9/10/1975
9/10/1975
9/10/1975
9/17/1975
10/01/1975
10/22/1975
6/08/1977
1/25/1978
1/17/197.9;
•2/07/1979'
4/04/1979
12/05/1979
2/20/1980
4/30/1980
4/30/1980
10/17/1979
10/17/1979
11/07/1979
12/05/1979
1/30/1980
2/06/1980
6/25/1980
6/25/1980
12/11/1974
3/12/1975
4/09/1975
10/08/1975
1/28/1976
11/24/1976
8/31/1977
2/08/1978
2/15/1978
9/19/1979
12/14/1977
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
11/27/1974
1/24/1979
7/21/1976
5/02/1979
6/04/1975
9/08/1976
12/10/1975
4/23/1980
8/28/1974
4/09/1975
10/01/1975
3/23/1977
9/25/1974
9/25/1974
9/25/1974
9/25/1974
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
5/04/1977
6/22/1977
1/18/1978
2/14/1979
7/25/1979
9/25/1974
9/25/1974
1/15/1975
9/17/1975
6/09/1976
A081
A2AA
A105
A1Q2
A061
A071
A021
A041
A043
A021
AOll
A023
A044
AOll
A043
A023
AOll
A041
A081
AlOl
A026
A026
A051
A034
AQ84
A061
A064
AQ81
A081
A095
A124
A031
A031
A121
A023
A085
A053
A081
A021
A121
AOll
A043
A081
A091
A203
A2Q3
A213
A074
A115
A061
A151
A122
A081
A121
A024
A054
AlOl
A054
A231
A166
A186
A201
A204
A151
A151
A063
A211
A092
AQ34
A021
A061
AQ21
A161
A181
A103
A065
A051
AIRPORT FUTURE 'UP IN AIR*
kairport impact studied
soccer-stylI^kicker^^despite inexperience, kicks way
PULITZER WINNER TO LECTURE HERE (SPRINGER)
kALBEE: AMERICANS INDIFFERENT TO SERIOUS ART
XDANCERS PERFORM TONIGHT (BROWN)
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC
OPINION ON... ALCOHOL CHECK STOP (L)
OPINION ON... ASAP (L)
ARTICLE RESTRICTS ADVERTISING ALCOHOL
ACADEMIC SENATE VOTE MAY END OFF-CAMPUS DRINKING CON
KEGGER ADVERTISING RECEIVES SENATE'S ATTENTION AGAIN
ITEM S MISSES POINT BY CONDEMNING DRINKING (ED)
kITEM S travels slowly THROUGH AUTHORITIES
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
S.D. FEDERATION CONSIDERS 3.2 BEER SALE, STUDENT FEE
ALCOHOL EXCEPTIONS MADE (RIGNEY)
BOOZE CAN KILL YOUNG AND OLD (ED)
POT USE ON RISE BUT ALCOHOL.STILL TOP (RICHARDSON)
XTHAR'S ALCOHOL IN THEM THAR'STILLS (SAVAGE)
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK PROCLAIMED
AWARENESS MINI-WEEK AIMS AT SAFER HOLIDAY
T|5e GOLDEN WAY OF LIFE SEEKS WANTON DRINKERS
FEDERATION ENDORSES ALCOHOL PROPOSAL
STUDENTS IMBIBE TO RELIEVE TENSION (SUING)
SfFUEL ALCOHOL PRODUCED TO DETERMINE FEASIBILITY
*ALCOHOL^"iuN POWER HAVE FUTURE IN SD (CARLSON)
kALCOHOL fuels ARE MISUNDERSTOOD, BILLS BOGGED DOWN
ALCOHOL FUEL RESEARCH MAY BE IN FUNDING TROUBLE
SD BROTHERS BUSY MAKING ALCOHOL, TURNING HOME-GROWN
ALCOHOL FUELS PROJECT BOLSTERED BY USDA (WELSH)
XCORN TO ALCOHOL (BUTLER)
K«I WOULDN'T WISH THIS ON ANYONE'
ALCOHOLISM DISCUSSION SCHEDULED TOMORROW
EMPLOYEE ALCOHOL PROGRAM SET UP (JOHNSON)
NURSING STUDENTS HELP ALCOHOLICS IN MINNEAPOLIS
ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER PLANNED FOR BROOKINGS; HEAR
^PROBLEMS WITH ALCOHOLISM INCREASE WITH 70S (KROLL)
XCENTER HELPS PEOPLE HELP THEMSELVES (RICHARDSON)
KSTUDENT ALCOHOLIC FIGHTING BACK (SEVIG)
STUDENT ALCOHOLIC PRAISED (L)
XCLEMENTS, RED WILLOW STRUGGLE WITH SUCCESS
XNEVA HARDING SUBJECT OF UPCOMING BOOK
XINTENSE DEFENSE
•74 GRID TEAM PICKS CAPTAINS
XPLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC
X3 JACKS NAMED TO ALL-NCC TEAM
XHISTORY OMITS WOMEN (RIETMAN)
REGENTS, NSC ADMINISTRATORS NAMED IN BOYS STATE SEX
XMEN'S TRACK TEAM FACES TOUGH COMPETITION
ALL-STAT^@ftMP TO PRESENT MUSICAL
XPROF. SAVS 'OUI' TO FRENCH CULTURE (KELTGEN)
XMALE HOME EC MAJOR IN UNIQUE SITUATION (RIGNEY)
XSPRING IS' FUN FOR SOME, BRINGS MISERY FOR ALLERGY S
XAGR FRATERNITY BEGINS CONSTRUCTION OF NEW HOUSE
XAGR CONSTRUCTS 52-MAN HOUSE
GREAT PLAINS ALPINE CLUB TRIPLES MEMBERSHIP; EXPANDS
GREAT PLAINS ALPINE CLUB EXPLORES GRAND CANYON NATIO
WELL-KNOWN ALUMNI TO GET RECOGNITION
ALUMNI GROUP, 22,000 STRONG, EARNS AWARD
XSEVEN TO RECEIVE ALUMNI AWARDS
COMPANIES MATCH ALUMNI DONATIONS
XSEVEN PERSONS NAMED TO ALUMNI HALL OF FAME
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION LISTS 22,000 (HUBER)
ALUMNI GIVING ENTERS NEW ERA
XFIVE GRADS AMONG DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI
STUDENTS tHAVE FINANCIAL STAKE IN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
REUNION DRAWS 400 GRADS BACK TO CAMPUS (FEURERSTEIN)
STATE UNIVERSITY'S OLDEST ALUMNA DIES AFTER 105 YEAR
XALUMNI DIRECTOR NOT A 'CHEERLEADER' (UKEN)
ALUMNI CONTRIBUTE INCREASED AMOUNT
XALUMNI TO BUILD HEADQUARTERS
ALUMNI CENTER DONORS OFFERED CHOICE
ALUMNI CENTER CONSTRUCTION AWAITS LEGISLATIVE APPROV
CONSTRUCTION STARTED ON NEW ALUMNI CENTER
XALUMNI DEDICATE TOMPKINS CENTER
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SUBJECT
ALUMNI CENTER
ambassadors
AMBULANCE
AMDAHL GEORGE
AMELIO GILBERT
AMERICAN CIVIL LIB
AMIOTTE ARTHUR
AMNESTY
AMUNDSON MARK
ANDERSEN TENA
ANDERSON BETH
ANDERSON DONALD
ANDERSON KEN
ANDERSON ROLF
ANDERSON STEVE
ANDREWS JENNE
ANIMAL CONTROL
ANIMAL DISEASE
ANIMAL SCIENCE
ANIMALS
ANIMATION
ANTIFREEZE
ANXIETY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/13/1976
7/07/1976
1/28/1976
2/01/1978
A/20/1977
A/OA/1979
9/25/197A
10/05/1977
3/22/1978
10/11/1978
5/02/1979
10/03/1979
10/02/197A
11/2Q/197A
A/23/1975
9/10/1975
9/17/1975
2/16/1977
3/22/1978
2/06/1980
9/08/1976
9/15/1976
9/22/1976
9/29/1976
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
10/20/1976
10/27/1976
11/03/1976
11/10/1976
11/17/1976
11/2A/1976
12/15/1976
1/21/1976
3/2A/1976
3/22/1978
A/12/1978
1/2A/1979
1/31/1979
2/1A/1979
3/28/1979
A/OA/1979
11/13/197A
12/11/197A
2/19/1975
11/2A/1976
9/11/197A
11/26/1975
12/10/1975
5/05/1976
1/25/1978
1/15/1975
10/09/197A
12/11/197A
3/19/1975
A/30/1975
6/0A/1975
8/27/1975
9/03/1975
10/29/1975
1/1A/1976
1/21/1976
2/0A/1976
A/28/1976
9/22/1976
9/29/1976
12/15/1976
A/20/1977
5/0A/1977
10/27/1976
11/03/1976
2/21/1979
10/30/197A
10/16/197A
2/19/1975
A201
A032
A061
A016
A123
AG73
Aa21
A121
A131
A213
AlAl
A131
A0A6
AQll
AQ21
AOAA
AOAA
Alll
A1A5
A133
A102
A151
Alll
A071
A112
A323
A072
Alll
A091
A091
A181
A061
A121
A123
A181
A131
AlOA
A123
A1A3
A1A3
Alll
Alll
A151
A185
A161
A071
A033
A031
A061
A071
A081
A053
A021
A081
AOll
A051
A081
A081
A131
A015
AQ73
A03A
A015
AlOl
AQ12
AOll
A053
A081
A091
A05A
AOAl
AlOl
A03A
A031
A083
*VISITORS, ALUMNI UTILIZING NEW TOMPKINS CENTER
AMBASSADORS COMPLETE RECRUITMENT PROCESS
*STUDENTS DRIVE HOSPITAL AMBULANCE IN BROOKINGS AREA
GRADUATE DONATES $250,000
^EVENING FOR THE ARTS TO FEATURE GILBERT NEIL A"" '̂ '0
SEE ACLU
SIOUX CULTURE IS SYMPOSIUM TOPIC
VETERANS INDICATE DISSATISFACTION WITH PRES. FORD'S
XGOLFERS TAKE THIRD; AMUNDSON MEDALIST
AMUNDSON LEADS GOLFERS
XAMUNDSON REPEATS AS NCC MEDALIST
KMEN'S TENNIS TEAM DROPS THREE OF FOUR
*SDSU'S AMUNDSON SEEKS THIRD STRAIGHT NCC GOLF TITLE
MANG. EDITOR RESIGNS, ANDERSON TAKES OVER
XHEAD HOBO, COLLEGIAN EDITOR APPROVED BY BOC MONDAY
COLLEGIAN EDITOR WINS AWARD FOR EDITORIALS
ITEM S MISSES POINT BY CONDEMNING DRINKING (ED)
ONCE IN A WHILE... THINGS GO RIGHT (ED)
XRABBIT RECORD BREAKERS (HAMMOND)
KJEALOUSY SPURS ALL-AMERICAN (SCHNEIDER)
*AFTER A1 YEAR ABSENCE, HE PLANS TO GET DEGREE
""" " SEE IT (ED)
(ED)
THE WAY
THE WAY
THE WAY
THE WAY
THE WAY
THE WAY
THE WAY
THE WAY
*THE WAY
*THE WAY
*THE WAY
I
I SEE IT __
I SEE IT (ED)
I SEE IT (ED)
I SEE IT (ED)
I SEE IT (ED)
I SEE IT (ED)
I SEE IT (ED)
I SEE IT (ED)
I SEE IT (ED)
I SEE IT (ED)
THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
SANDERSON LEADS FROSH GYMNASTS (SCHNEIDER)
KGYMNASTS TAKE THIRD IN NCC MEET; TRAVEL TO NATIONAL
*ANDERSON PACES JACKS (FREDERICK)
ANDERSON, WILABY MAKE NCAA CUT IN MEN'S GYMNASTICS
ANDERSON STARS; JACKS SECOND (GERLACH)
ANDERSON DEFEATS NATIONAL CHAMPION
SANDERSON TAKES FIVE EVENTS IN WIN OVER UND
aeWORK PAYS OFF FOR GYMNAST (GERLACH)
ANDERSON ALL-AMERICAN GYMNAST (KLINE)
KGETCHEL EXCITED, OPTIMISTIC ABOUT SWIMMING SQUAD
XJACK SWIMMERS TAKE DUAL, RELAY AT GRINNELL COLLEGE
SANDERSON ENJOYS PEOPLE, SWIMMING, STAYING IN SHAPE
WRITER READS BRINGS SECOND POET TO CAMPUS
XBROOKINGS DESTROYS UNCLAIMED ANIMALS
*CITY PLANS NEW POUND
XFAMILY FINDS DEAD DOG ALIVE
CAPISTRANO dogs RETURN... (JOHNSON)
XANIMAL POUND 'LOOKS BAD*
DIAGNOSTIC LAB REACCREDITED
HAROLD TUMA APPOINTED HEAD OF ANIMAL SCIENCE
XHAROLD TUMA PROMOTED
CONSTRUCTION BIDS TO OPEN FOR ANIMAL SCIENCE, LIBRAR
ANIMAL SCIENCE BIDS OPENED
LIBRARY BID PENDING APPROVAL BY REGENTS
XANIMAL SCIENCE, LIBRARY BUILDINGS ON SCHEDULE
*3 DEPARTMENT DIRECTORS NAMED
NEW BUILDINGS PROCEED ON SCHEDULE
FIRE CAUSES LITTLE DAMAGE AT ANIMAL SCIENCE
DEPARTMENTS UNITE IN 3-YEAR STUDY; RESEARCH PINE NEE
XCONSTRUCTION PROGRESSES
^UNIVERSITY OWNS 10,000 ANIMALS (MERNAUGH)
REGENTS LOOK AT FUNDING FOR ANIMAL SCIENCE CENTER
ANIMAL SCIENCE LACKS FUNDS, MAY OPEN LATE
ANIMAL SCIENCE CENTER WILL OPEN; GOV. WITHHOLDS FUND
XANIMAL SCIENCE COMPLEX OPENS DOORS EARLY (RICHARDSO
SePaLSO°LIVESTo'̂ "*" animal SCIENCE CENTER
OPINION ON... ANIMALS IN PARADE (L)
OPINION ON... ANIMALS IN PARADE (L)
XANIMATION FESTIVAL TO OFFER FANTASY, SCIENCE FICTIO
ANTIFREEZE PRICES RISE SHARPLY
SEE ALSO FEARS
CLASS HELPS RID ANXIETY AT TEST TIME
XDESENSITIZING PROGRAM RELIEVES TEST ANXIETIES
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SUBJECT
APATHY
^ -PPLEGATE RICHARD
,;PPLES
APRIL FOOLS
ARBACH MARK
ARCHEOLOGY
ARCHERY
ARMY
ART
ART CENTER
C"
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/20/197^
9/14/1977
2/08/1978
3/01/1978
4/30/1980
8/31/1977
9/25/1974
10/11/1978
2/01/1978
9/01/1976
9/15/1976
8/27/1980
4/20/1977
1/29/1975
8/28/1974
9/11/1974
9/11/1974
9/11/1974
9/18/1974
9/25/1974
10/09/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
3/19/1975
3/19/1975
4/16/1975
8/27/1975
10/15/1975
10/29/1975
3/24/1976
4/28/1976
5/05/1976
8/25/1976
9/01/1976
9/01/1976
5/04/1977
12/14/1977
9/06/1978
9/06/1978
9/20/1978
12/06/1978
12/13/1978
12/13/1978
1/17/1979
2/07/1979
3/28/1979
4/04/1979
9/12/1979
12/12/1979
1/16/1980
1/16/1980
2/27/1980
4/16/1980
4/30/1980
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
9/11/1974
9/11/1974
10/09/1974
1/15/1975
6/18/1975
9/10/1975
9/17/1975
10/29/1975
12/10/1975
2/18/1976
2/18/1976
4/28/1976
5/05/1976
8/25/1976
2/02/1977
5/04/1977
6/08/1977
7/27/1977
8/31/1977
9/21/1977
10/19/1977
A043
A041
A043
A041
A031
A304
A122
A241
A031
A142
A091
A231
A164
A081
A061
A061
A061
A065
A031
Alll
'^A063
A094
A153
AlOl
AlOl
A115
AlOl
A241
A051
A161
A143
A061
A171
A043
Alll
A103
A093
A121
A251
A062
A073
A021
A074
AlQl
A081
A061
A071
A061
A133
A053
A103
A091
A091
A171
A061
'A065
Alll
A061
A064
A063
A105
A063
AQ73
A044
A081
A151
A081
A091
A143
A064
A132
AQ51
A115
A051
A073
A201
AlOl
A231
OPINION ON... APATHETIC STUDENTS (L)
APATHY HITS TOP POST
XLIBERALLY SPEAKING (GEBHART)
NEW^SENATE^MEMBERS^OT SUBJECT TO APATHY (DARR)
APPLEGATE TO HEAD FISHERY RESEARCH
XFRESH CIDER SQUEEZING'
CLUB 'HIGH ON SQUEEZINS'
KNEIP FOOLED
*EX-REFUGEE SMUGGLER NOT BORED BY COLLEGE (ROYBAL)
XFIVE DIG SUMMER AWAY; UNCOVER INDIAN LODGE
ARCHEOLOGY SITES BEING RESEARCHED IN THIS AREA
XJACKRABBIT ARCHERS PLAN TOURNEY, OUTDOOR SHOOT SCHE
ARMY AIDS STUDENT RECRUITS IN EARNING COLLEGE CREDIT
NATIVE ARTISTS FEATURED IN SHOW
*ARTIST DRAWS HISTORY (BROWN)
JAPANESE PRINTS SHOWN ^
JfORIENTAL OBJECTS DISPLAY ARTISTRY ^
^PROMOTION, CIRCULATION OF LOCAL ART GOAL OF BROOKIN
DUNN PAINTING BROUGHT TO LIFE
HISTORIC ART TOURS STATE-?
STAFF TALENT SHOWN DURING ART EXHIBIT
ARTIST RECREATES 300 YEAR OLD ART CJONES)
*ARTIST CREATES VARIED MEDIA (CARLSON)
ART STUDENT HONORED IN ART GUILD
XARTIST USES WORDS TO COMMUNICATE
'GOOD EARTH' TO DOUBLE SIZE EARLY NEXT MONTH
'NEW BOB MILLER' SHOW SET FOR OCT.17-NOV.9
ART CLASSES TO USE NUDE MODELS (HUBER)
PAINTING CLASS TO EMPLOY NUDES DURING INTERIM
STUDENT SELECTED FOR FELLOWSHIP TO ART SESSION
ART GALLERY EXHIBITS BEST OF STUDENT WORK
ART DEPARTMENT CANNOT INSURE STUDENTS' WORK, PREVENT
OPINION ON... ART HEAD CRITICIZES STORY (L)
XART GALLERY DISPLAYS FACULTY WORK; PLANS SEMESTER M
ART STUDENT PAINTINGS PURCHASED BY SUC
GOOD EARTH MARKETS VARIOUS LOCAL CRAFTS
XHARVEY DUNN'S CRACKING; PAINT PROBLEM NOT UNUSUAL
XSCRIMSHANKER UNIQUE IN S.D.'
ORIENTAL ART COLLECTION TO BE SOLD
RITZ GALLERY SHOWS LOCAL ART TALENT (HUNT)
XGRADE-SCHOOLERS SHOW VIVID IMAGINATION IN THEIR ART
ART WORK CALLED A HAZARD (THOMPSON)
XNOT ALL ENGLISH PROFESSORS WRITE (THOMPSON)
XART FACILITIES BETTER-BUT STILL POOR (PATERSON)
XORANGE PEELS IMPORTANT PART OF ARTIST'S (LAWRENCE)
XEXHIBIT JUDGE FINDS ASTONISHING QUALITY IN STUDENT
XART SHOW - EXPERIMENTATION AND SHOWCASE FOR FACULTY
SENIOR ART SHOW'S PURPOSE - DISPLAY AND RESPONSE
ART CONFUSING^^COMING PERFORMANCES AMUSING (HAGEN)
XARTISAN USES HOT AIR TO CREATE GLASS MINIATURES
ART: WELDING TYPEWRITERS TO TANKS
OLD NORWEGI'AN HERITAGE LIVES ON THROUGH ART
BACKGROUND OF ART CENTER EXPLORED (JOHNSON)
RARE SCULPTURE GIVEN TO CENTER
ART CENTER EXHIBITS
JAPANESE PRINTS SHOWN
PRINTS LOANED TO CENTER
HISTORIC ART TOURS STATE
ART CENTER DISPLAYS TWO EXHIBITS
BIENNIAL II FEATURES 27 ARTISTS
XCREATIVE WORKSHOPS SCHEDULED THIS MONTH
OPINION ON... ARTIST'S SPONSORS (L)
FRENCH POSTERS ON DISPLAY IN ART CENTER
SD ART SHOW EXHIBITED IN S. AM. FOR BICENTENNIAL
ART CENTER SEEKS ACCREDITATION BY NATIONAL MUSEUM AS
XMARGHAB LINEN COLLECTION FAMOUS FOR HAND-EMBROIDERE
VOLUNTEERS,STUDY ART HISTORY TO BECOME MUSEUM WORKER
ART CENTER^SUMMER EXHIBITS
MEMORIAL ART CENTER TO FEATURE EXHIBITS, TALKS ON AR
BORGLUM, GREENER ART ADDED TO COLLECTION
GHOST DANCE SHIRTS NOW AT ART CENTER
MUSEUM ASSOCIATION ACCREDITS ART CENTER
STATE ARTISTS SHOW WORKS ON CAMPUS
ART CENTER TO FEATURE EXHIBITIONS, CAFE CINEMA
X'SMALL IDEA* GROWS INTO LARGE SUCCESS (UKEN)
INDIAN ART EXHIBIT SET
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SUBJECT
art center
art museum
ARTISTS
ARTRAIN
ARTS
arts 8 EXHIBITS
ARTS 8 SCIENCES
ARTS CENTER
ARTS COUNCIL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/1^/1977 A081 MARGHAB COLLECTION OFFERED IN MEMORIAL ART CENTER
3/01/1970 AOSl ART CENTER BUYS COLLECTION
9/20/1978 A051 ART CENTER SPONSORS SCULPTURE COMPETITION
11/15/1978 A071 kGUGGENHEIM EXHIBIT AT ART CENTER OFFERS A RARE OPPO
12/13/1978 A06^ SCULPTURE TO BE ERECTED OUTSIDE THE ART CENTER
1/17/1979 A115 CHICAGO SCULPTOR TO GIVE LECTURE ON HIS WORKS TON
1/17/1979 A121 *SD ARTISTS' STYLES NO DIFFERENT FROM STYLES ELSE
2/14/1979 AllB *MAn"''rIlATIONS WITH NATURE IS ESSENCE OF SIOUX ART
3/28/1979 AOSl ^SPECIAL EXHIBIT RECOGNIZES UNDERPLAYED ROLE OF WOME
10/17/1979 A091 *MEMORIAL ART CENTER'S COLORFUL PAST COMES TO LIFE
7/09/1980 A091 OJIBWA, SIOUX ART COLLECTION SHOWN
SEE ALSO ART CENTER
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ARTISTS
7/16/1975 A034 LEATHERCRAFT BECOMES PEACEFUL WAY OF LIFE (SIMONS)
10/29/1975 A091 MYSTERY BEHIND PAINTING SOLVED
12/14/1977 A085 *LOCAL ARTIST PRACTICES, TEACHES ROSEMALING ART
9/13/1978 AOSl *NEW MEXICO ARTIST SPENDS TIME RAMBLIN'
1/17/1979 A121 JfSD ARTISTS' STYLES NO DIFFERENT FROM STYLES ELSEWHE
5/02/1979 AlOl KSDSU ARTIST ATTRIBUTES TALENT TO GOD (HOUGH)
2/06/1980 A081 *FROM SCRIMSHAW TO SMITHING, LOCAL ARTIST DEPICTS PR
7/02/1975 A104 ARTISTS' WORKS TRAVEL BY RAIL ON ARTRAIN
10/30/1974 A065 FINE ARTS FORUMS
12/11/1974 A033 *ARTS AND CRAFTS
3/19/1975 Alll ART EVENING SLATED FOR APRIL 26
7/02/1975 A104 ARTIsfs '̂'wORKs''TRAVEL BY RAIL ON ARTRAIN
iVAVAVll IWl SSJ?; yrsSS'fiATURES FONDA, BALLET TROUPE
1/28/1976 A094 PERFORMING ARTS INITIAL PROGRAM NEXT TUESDAY
2/18/1976 A093 'SOUNDS OF AMERICA' SALUTES NATION'S MUSICAL HERITA6
4/28/1976 A131 FALL ARTS LINE-UP CHOSEN
8/25/1976 A134 *FIVE EVENTS IN FALL LINEUP
9/15/1976 AlOl THIS IS DUNN COUNTRY
11/17/1976 A134 *T.I.: ARTS ARE THE ONLY KEY TO CULTURAL COMMUNICATI
12/15/1976 A044 FINE ARTS PROGRAMS UNIVERSAL; LOSS WOULD DAMAGE COMM
4/20/1977 A123 ^EVENING FOR THE ARTS TO FEATURE GILBERT NEIL AMELIO
8/31/1977 A194 xPERFORMING ARTS SERIES CUT TO 4, BUT STILL UNIQUE
12/07/1977 A041 ARTS IMPORTANT TO EDUCATION (ED)
1/25/1978 A114 *BALLET FOLK OPENS SPRING PERFORMING ARTS CALENDAR
4/19/1978 A081 *ARTS FESTIVAL TAKES SHAPE
9/20/1978 AOSl KMARIONETTE SHOW BEGINS ARTS SEASON
10/25/1978 AOll ARTS PROGRAMS WILL BEAR BRUNT OF RESOLUTION CUTS
4/11/1979 A071 XALBEE: AMERICANS INDIFFERENT TO SERIOUS ART
4/11/1979 A083 EVENING FOR THE ARTS TO HAVE RIVERBOAT MOTIFF
9/12/1979 A071 ARTS AT SDSU DESERVE ATTENTION (LAWRENCE)
4/30/1980 A172 ARTS PROJECTS FUNDS AVAILABLE
8/27/1980 A176 ARTS PROJECTS FUNDS AVAILABLE
9/28/1977 AQ94 COMMITTEE MAKES CAMPUS MORE 'HOMEY'
8/28/1974 A044 NEVER DID HE STOP TO THINK... (ED)
9/04/1974 A044 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN'S EDUCATION EDITORIAL (L)
10/02/1974 A085 STUDENTS DETERMINE COURSE FORMAT (CANTER)
12/11/1974 A161 XBARNES DIALS STUDENTS
2/19/1975 A047 OPINION ON... STUDENT-A-DAY (L)
9/03/1975 A141 REORGANIZED ARTS 8 SCIENCE PROGRAMS PROVIDE THREE AD
9/10/1975 A053 60'/, OF ASS GRADUATES EARN OVER $10,000
9/17/1975 A121 ARTS 8 SCIENCES EXPERIENCES ENROLLMENT RISE
9/24/1975 A013 *BERG TO BALANCE AG, ARTS AND SCIENCE; SAYS PROGRAMS
9/24/1975 A191 BARNES' STUDENT-A-DAY ENTERS FOURTH YEAR
2/18/1976 A113 ARTS, SCIENCES ENCOURAGES FACULTY RESEARCH, WRITING
3/17/1976 AOll A 8 S FACULTY ATTEMPTS GREATER ROLE IN POLICY
3/17/1976 A043 OPINION ON... ATTEMPTS AT MANIPULATING FACULTY OPINI
3/24/1976 A043 OPINION ON... UNSIGNED COMMENT ON FACULTY VOTE (L)
5/05/1976 A023 A 8 S FACULTY FORUM GIVEN TENTATIVE APPROVAL BY BERG
9/01/1976 A141 FACULTY ROLE INCREASED
9/15/1976 AG31 SURVEY SHOWS A8S GRADUATES GETTING JOBS
9/15/1976 AlOl IMPRACTICAL IDEAS STUDIED BY WAY-OUT COMMITTEE
5/04/1977 A021 KNEW ASSOCIATE DEAN HOPES TO HELP CONTINUE UNIVERSIT
5/04/1977 A025 COLLEGE DEAN HAS MIXED FEELINGS ON FACULTY FORUM
5/04/1977 A093 DEPARTMENTS REVISE STRUCTURES
8/31/1977 A301 NON-MAJOR GRADUATES MAY RISK FUTURE SCHOOLING
9/07/1977 A161 KA 8 S COLLEGE PROVIDES 'LIFE' BEYOND JOBS
4/25/1979 AOll ARTS AND SCIENCE FACULTY BALK AT EFFORTS TO PATCH UP
2/20/1980 B031 ARTS AND SCIENCE FORUM IS BRIEF
8/25/1976 A131 PLANS FOR FINE ARTS CENTER BEGIN (HUBER)
10/13/1976 A044 FINE ARTS CENTER NEEDED FOR STUDENTS, ARTS PATROK^
9/15/1976 A083 SEVEN SHOWS TRAVEL THROUGH STATE; MEMORIAL CENTEF
2/23/1977 Alll ARTS COUNCIL NOW PLANNING CULTURAL EVENTS
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SUBJECT
ARTS COUNCIL
ARTS FESTIVAL
ASPARAGUS
ASSAULT
ASSMAN ED
ASTROLOGY
ASTRONOMY
ATHLETES
ATHLETIC FEES
ATHLETICS
ATHLETICS-COACHES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
AQ84
A071
A031
A034
A061
A122
A021
A092
A103
AI14
A061
A103
A061
A071
A083
A151
A021
A031
A024
A032
A161
AlOl
9/19/1979
2/19/1975
7/16/1975
7/16/1975
7/16/1975
3/24/1976
6/09/1976
6/09/1976
7/07/1976
7/07/1976
5/04/1977
6/22/1977
7/13/1977
7/12/1978
7/09/1980
3/19/1975
3/12/1975
6/04/1975
4/09/1980
10/08/1975
10/15/1975-
10/19/1977
1/19/1977
10/19/1977
6/07/1978
7/12/1978
11/01/1978
1/17/1979
3/19/1980
4/30/1980
2/11/1976
9/04/1974
9/25/1974
11/06/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
3/19/1975
4/09/1975
4/09/1975
4/23/1975
4/30/1975
5/07/1975
7/02/1975
9/03/1975
12/10/1975
1/28/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
9/01/1976
9/22/1976
9/29/1976
9/29/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
11/10/1976
12/08/1976
12/15/1976
1/26/1977
2/02/1977
6/22/1977
8/31/1977
10/12/1977
10/19/1977
10/26/1977
4/05/1978
9/13/1978
1/17/1979
2/21/1979
10/17/1979
11/07/1979
2/13/1980
8/27/1980
A091
A261
A031
A053
A073
A044
A134
A144
A021
A094
A291
A093
A171
A211
A214
A193
A022
A121
A071
A084
A093
A144
A141
A233
Alll
A071
A241
A251
A133
A014
A021
A071
A323
A332
A091
A212
A043
Ali5
A041
A121
A251
A081
A271
A083
A191
A123
A151
A071
A015
A112
A151
A162
8/28/1974 A184
ARTS COUNCIL CELEBRATES TENTH YEAR COLSON)
FESTIVAL BEING PLANNED (JOHNSON)
XFESTIVAL DRAWS CROWDS (SIMONS)
LEATHERCRAFT BECOMES PEACEFUL WAY OF LIFE (SIMONS)
XSOMETHING FOR EVERYONE...
BIGGEST FESTIVAL SINCE HOBO DAY SET JULY 10
XBROOKINGS FESTIVAL
SUMMER FESTIVAL EXPANDED; COUNTERPART TO HOBO DAY
SUMMER FOLK FESTIVAL TO BRING IN 15,000
NON-STOP, LIVE MUSIC PLANNED FOR FESTIVAL
*•77 SUMMER FESTIVAL TO FEATURE 'HERITAGE'
XSUMMER FESTIVAL SET
XSUMMER FESTIVAL 1977
KART ENTHUSIASTS COME DESPITE WET GREETINGS
FOLK ARTS FEST BEGINS JULY 12
EDIBLE PLANTS AND FUNGI PROVIDE CULINARY DELIGHT
STUDENT CHARGED IN ASSAULT CASE
KOCH CONVICTED; REQUESTS INVESTIGATION
BARROOM BRAWL CAN LEAD TO ARRESTS (CORR)
XTHERE ARE NO BORING DAYS
XASTROLOGY ENTHUSIAST SEESrVICTORIOUS JACKRABBIT TEA
ASTRONOMY CLASS LOOKS TO'THE STARS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES
CHRISTIAN ATHLETES WANT MEMBERS
ATHLETES PAY INSURANCE
SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS DOUBLE FOR WOMEN ATHLETES AT SDSU
JACKS GAIN FRESHMAN ATHLETES
ZULK ACQUIRES TOP NOTCH MINNESOTA ATHLETES
RELIGIOUS SPIRIT GREAT (L)
SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
XCOMPETITION DRIVES SCHNEIDER TO SUCCESS IN COLLEGIA
ATHLETIC FEES MAY INCREASE BY $2
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETICS, SPORTS
RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
XTRAINERS DO MORE THAN GIVE ASPIRIN (FEY)
BOC VOICES SUPPORT FOR RECIPROCAL ACTIVITY TICKET
TASK FORCE STUDIES ROLE OF ATHLETICS
MARSHALL EXPLAINS ATHLETIC GRANT SYSTEM (FEY)
INFLATION CAUSES ATHLETIC BUDGET WORRIES (FEY)
WOMEN'S INJURIES TO GAIN ATTENTION AT USD SEMINAR
OPINIONS ON ATHLETICS DIFFER BETWEEN TWO COMMITTEES
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
RECRUITING GOING WELL; COACHES SIGN TOP TALENT
NCC ADOPTS MORATORIUM ON AWARDING LETTER JACKETS
COLLEGIAN ATHLETIC WINNERS ANNOUNCED
WORKSHOP TO FEATURE TRAINING
REORGANIZED ARTS 8 SCIENCE PROGRAMS PROVIDE THREE AD
ATHLETIC TASK FORCE REPORTS RESULTS
NCAA DIVISIONS DROP SCHOLARSHIP PROPOSAL, SEVEN NCC
USD ATHLETIC DEBT AS MUCH AS $170,000 (TONNESON)
THE WAY I SEE IT (ANDERSON)
KNAMED PRESIDENT
THE WAY IrS^EE IT (ANDERSON)
INTERCOLUE'GIATE athletics funding TOP PRIORITY ON RE
SENATE CONSIDERS ATHLETICS FUNDING
THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
THE ATHLETIC TRAINER—MORE THAN FIRST AID TO INJURED
SD INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS IN TROUBLE (MARTIN)
THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS FUTURE UNCERTAIN (GULLICKS
NINETY-EIGHT WIN ATHLETIC LETTERS
NCC ORGANIZATION WILL PROVE BENEFICIAL (GULLICKSON)
ATHLETIC FUND DRIVE DOING WELL
ATHLETICS TEAMS WILL HAVE FULL SLATE
ATHLETIC FUND DRIVE NEAR PROJECTED TARGET
EQUIPMENT MANAGER HELPS DEPARTMENT EFFICIENCY
BOOHER PREPARES STUDENT TRAINERS
ATHLETICS MAY SUFFER FROM LIST (HAMMOND)
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS FUNDS DOUBLED FOR 1978-79 SEASON
JACK ATHLETIC SQUADS EXPERIENCE BUSY VACATION
SDSU LIMBERS UP FOR ATHLETIC RECRUITMENT (SNEVE)
ATHLETICS LEADS BOOST EXPECTED BY SENATE (SPECK)
ATHLETIC BOARD JOBS HELP PAY FOR MEALS; SOME DISENCH
TRAINERS PLAY VITAL ROLE IN ATHLETICS
JACKS WIN NCC ALL-SPORTS TITLE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COACHES
HATTLESTAD JOINS RABBIT FOOTBALL STAFF
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SUBJECT
ATHLETICS-COACHES
ATTENDANCE
ATTORNEY GENERAL
ATWOOD MARGARET
AUDITING
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
AURORA SD
AUTHORS
AUTO
AUTO ACCIDENT
AUTO LICENSES
AUTO PARKING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
KEOUGH NAMED GYMNASTICS COACH
SMARKING RESIGNS
^MARKING RESIGNS; ZULK TAKES OVER
XMILANOVIGH PICKED FOR COACHING SPOT
HENDRICKS RESIGNS FROM FOOTBALL STAFF
XDALY CHOSEN TO FILL DEFENSIVE SECONDARY COACHING
XMICK MARTIN NAMED HEAD WRESTLING COACH
MARTIN NAMED ROOKIE COLLEGE COACH OF THE YEAR
MILANOVICH RESIGNS
DIRKSEN RESIGNS
COACHES TO FILL THREE VACANCIES
COACHES: ATHLETES MORE IMPORTANT THAN WINNING
GREGORY ON AWARD GROUP
XUNDERWOOD NAMED MEN*S TRACK COACH; GUIDES CROSS COU
COACHES RESIGN POSTS
FOUR NEW COACHES ADDED TO SDSU COACHING RANKS
SDSU SHOOTERS WIN TRI-STATE (KLINE)
ESBOLDT REPLACES THORSON AS COACH
KNEW GRIDIRON COACH FITS HAYES MOLD (JENSEN)
UNIVERSITY HAS NO POLICY FOR INSTRUCTORS LATE FOR GL
XSANDE ANSWERS CHARGES
•SURFACING* LETS READER FEEL, TASTE, TOUCH, SMELL QU
AUDIT SHOWS IMPROPER HANDLING OF STUDENT CENTER'S FU
BERG: AUDIT GOOD BUT EXPENSIVE
kSAME TUNE, NEW WORDS
AUGUSTANA SEEKS FOLK MUSICIANS FOR FOLKFEST *79 COMP
AUGIE. NOTES BIG BUSINESS DAY
XVOLGA, AURORA EXPANDING
SEE WRITERS
KAUTO MAKERS GIVE REBATES
kVAN production up 350 PERCENT; CUSTOM VEHICLES REPL
SEE ACCIDENT AUTO
NON-RESIDENT CAR OWNERS NEED FORMER TITLE, SALES TAX
CAMPUS EMPLOYEES VIOLATE PARKING RULES
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (EN6LER)
KMETERS FATE QUESTIONABLE
PARKING TICKETS, FARM PATROLS OCCUPY POLICE
METERS PLAGUE COMMITTEE
METER FINES REDUCED TO FIFTY CENTS
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
ON-STREET PARKING PROHIBITED
CARSrLEFT IN ROAD END UP TOWED
COMMISSION REFUSES TO REDUCE FINES
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
MEDARY AVE PARKING STILL BEING PERMITTED
VISITOR PARKING POLICIES. COME UNDER DISCUSSION
500 MORE STICKERS SOLD THAN LOT SPACE ON CAMPUS
CAMPUS PARKING PROBLEMS FACE STUDENTS; UNIVERISTY PO
XDOWNTOWN MERCHANTS PROPOSE FREE PARKING
BIDS FOR STOCKPILING AT LANDFILL OPENED AT CITY COMM
KMETERS DISCONTINUED
SENATE ACCEPTS TOWING AWAY CARS FOR PERSONS WITH DEL
PROPOSALS FOR NO PARKING PASS
XFREE DOWNTOWN PARKING WORKING, PLAN NAY BECOME PERM
TRAFFIC COMMITTEE SETS NEW SM AND SC POLICIES
KRETAILERS PAY TO GET FREE PARKING (TONNESON)
STUDENTS NO LONGER WILL RECEIVE THREATENING LETTERS
OPINION ON... PARKING AND TRAFFIC (L)
PARKING STICKER FEE TO GO UP $2; LOTS TO BE EXPANDED
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION MARKERS DUE ON CARS FRIDAY; F
STUDENT TICKETED, CAR TOWED AFTER PROTEST (RAASCH)
PARKING SPACES CHANGED TO ALLOW MORE SC CARS
XCOMMITTEE SAYS NO MULTIPLE DECALS (KRAUSE)
SA REVIEWS PARKING
FINES BUILD PARKING FUND
PARKING SPOTS VS. STICKERS
STUDENTS OPPOSE FACULTY ON SC, FE COMBINATION
ACTION MAY BE TAKEN FOR VIOLATIONS (DUFFY)
PARKING VIOLATIONS (L)
CAMPUS PARKING FINES RAKED IN $31,160 LAST YEAR
BINNEWIES UP FOR MORE LOTS (ELLIOTT)
FOOTBALL STADIUM COULD GET MORE PARKING SPACE
NEW LOTS UNNECESSARY (L)
NO SOLUTION YET TO FACULTY FINES (ELLIOTT)
PARKING PROBLEMS (L)
TWO SOLUTIONS FOR PARKING (L) v
PARKING FEES INCREASE TO $5
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9/25/I97A
10/02/197A
10/02/1974
10/16/1974
2/12/1975
3/12/1975
7/02/1975
6/23/1976
7/27/1977
8/31/1977
8/31/1977
9/21/1977
10/19/1977
12/07/1977
6/21/1978
9/06/1978
2/21/1979
6/12/1979
9/12/1979
2/25/1976
10/23/1974
5/04/1977
10/08/1975
8/25/1976
9/25/1974
3/28/1979
4/23/1980
12/08/1976
A255
AO 11
A073
A121
A095
A084
A141
A091
A103
A231
A234
A121
A293
Alll
A024
A195
A161
A021
A131
A051
A023
AlOl
AOll
A291
A201
A055
AQ71
A121
2/05/1975 A031
9/01/1976 A061
11/01/1978
8/28/1974
9/18/1974
9/25/1974
10/09/1974
11/13/1974
11/27/1974
11/27/1974
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
1/29/1975
2/12/1975
2/26/1975
9/03/1975
9/17/1975
9/17/1975
10/01/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/22/1975
10/29/1975
11/05/1975
11/12/1975
12/10/1975
1/14/1976
1/14/1976
4/07/1976
5/05/1976
8/25/1976
9/29/1976
10/20/1976
12/15/1976
7/27/1977
9/21/1977
12/14/1977
3/22/1978
11/22/1978
12/13/1978
3/21/1979
3/28/1979
4/04/1979
4/11/1979
5/02/1979
10/17/1979
10/31/1979
12/05/1979
A022
A135
A046
A035
AlOl
A183
A021
A041
A026
A064
A034
A043
A041
A141
A053
A122
A051
A061
A071
A061
AOll
AQ32
A073
A125
A093
AlOl
A043
A051
A025
A015
AQ21
AOll
A091
A161
A021
A021
A023
A045
A021
A022
A021
A046
A014
A042
A043
A026
SUBJECT
AUTO PARKING
AUTO REPAIRS
AUTO-BR
AUTO-SD
AUTOGRAPHS
AVIATION
BACHAND MARY KAY
BACKPACKING
BAEZ JOAN
BAIRD PHIL
BAIT FARM
BAKER FRED
BAKER GEORGE
BAKER PHIL
BAKER, GEORGE
BAKKE DAVE
BALLOONS
BAND
BAND CONCERT
BAND JAZZ
BAND MARCHING
BANKRUPTCY
BANKS S BANKING
BANKS DENNIS
BAPP DAVID
BARNES ALLEN
BARNES OLIVE
BARNESS WINSTON
BARNETT DON
BARS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/05/1979
1/16/1980
1/30/1980
2/13/1980
2/27/1980
3/19/1980
4/02/1980
4/09/1980
2/26/1975
3/31/1976
4/23/1975
A055
AQ13
A021
A052
A051
AOll
A025
AQll
A034
A061
A031
1/31/1979
9/18/1974
2/25/1976
2/20/1980
11/01/1978
12/06/1978
8/28/1974
4/28/1976
11/16/1977
12/11/1974
11/02/1977
6/07/1978
1/15/1975
11/13/1974
9/06/1978
2/19/1975
2/21/1979
7/07/1976
2/22/1978
12/11/1974
9/25/1974
9/25/1974
10/30/1974
9/03/1975
9/10/1975
10/15/1975
9/08/1976
10/26/1977
11/02/1977
11/09/1977
2/22/1978
10/11/1978
6/23/1976
11/20/1974
6/18/1975
7/16/1975
8/27/1975
9/10/1975
9/20/1978
3/26/1980
3/31/1976
4/30/1975
8/28/1974
9/04/1974
12/11/1974
2/19/1975
9/24/1975
9/07/1977
9/28/1977
10/05/1977
9/11/1974
4/26/1978
11/01/1978
1/22/1975
1/22/1975
2/12/1975
5/07/1975
6/04/1975
6/18/1975
8/27/1975
1/28/1976
3/31/1976
2/23/1977
8/31/1977
9/14/1977
A015
A055
A031
B074
A035
A021
A221
A192
sAlll
A131
A071
A021
A053
A154
A195
A175
A145
A134
A113
A136
A173
A223
A065
A141
A061
A183
A083
A045
AQ43
A042
A113
A151
A021
A024
AOll
A061
A032
A031
A035
A031
A041
AQ22
A044
A044
A161
A047
A191
A161
A093
AO15
A075
AD21
A053
A064
A077
A034
AO 31
AQ61
AOll
AlOl
A061
AOll
Alll
A071
A044
PARKING UNJUST (L)
STUDENTS HIT HARD BY TICKET SPREE (SPECK)
kPARKING TICKETS ADD TO FINAL FEES
TICKETS OR SECURITY? (L)
PARKING OPTIONS PRESENTED (SCHMITZ)
DELINQUENT FACULTY MEMBERS COULD HAVE NAMES PUBLISHE
SENATE ASKS FOR CLARITY OF COMMITTEE'S DUTIES (SPECK
PARKING STICKER PRICES LOWERED FOR OUTER AREAS
AUTO REPAIR BUSINESS RISES
XCAR REPAIR COSTS CHANGE DAY BY DAY (MERNAUGH)
XDEALER PLANS AUTO PLAZA (SIMONS)
SEE ALSO SEAT BELTS
XJUMP-START MARKET SHIFTS INTO FULL GEAR (LAWRENCE)
AUTOGRAPHS HELP GRADES
XFLYING CLASSROOM GAINS POPULARITY (KROLL)
STUDENTS HAVE NO FEAR OF FLYING
X1978 MISS SDSU-BROOKINGS
KBEAUTY BEATS SANTA IN COW MILKING COMPETITION
KDAY TRIPPING (6EBHART)
BACKPACKING IN BLACK HILLS SUBJECT OF HPER SEMINAR
BACKPACKING: A CHANGE TO GETMWAY (EGGER)
KJOAN BAEZ SINGS ORIGINAL RENDITIONS
KSTUDENT YEARNS FOR CULTURAL LIFESTYLE SHARING
XPORTERS RAISE SUCKERS, FATHEADS AT BAIT FARM
ECKANKAR SEARCHES SOUL FOR TRUE FREEDOM (CARLSON)
3CHEALTH, ELIGIBILITY MAY BE KEYS FOR GYMNASTICS TEAM
FOUR NEW COACHES ADDED TO SDSU COACHING RANKS
KGEORGE BAKER TERMED COACH'S DREAM; TOP PERFORMER ON
BAKKE WINS THREE EVENTS AT ST. OLAF TRACK (STRASBURG
XUP, UP AND AWAY
SEE MUSIC BAND, BAND MARCHING
BANDS CELEBRATE DIAMOND JUBILEE
XJAZZIN' IT UP
XKNEES GO MARCHING BY (KLINKEL)
25 HIGH SCHOOL BANDS TO PERFORM IN PARADE
XHALFTIME MUSICAL PRIDE
XCLICK THOSE STICKS
XBAND COMBINES MUSIC, ENTHUSIASM
MARCHING BAND PRESENTS BICENTENNIAL HALF-TIME
*THEY ALL MARCH TO THE SAME BEAT
BAND RECOGNITION (L)
MARCHING BAND RESPONSE (L)
MORE MARCHING BAND (L)
BANDS CELEBRATE DIAMOND JUBILEE
*'PRIDE' CREATED BY DEDICATION, PRACTICE
FEDERAL BILL BANS STUDENT BANKRUPTCY FOR FIVE YEARS
LOAN TALK SPONSORED BY IRHC
THIRD BANK POSSIBLE
COMMISSION TO STUDY BROOKINGS BANKING NEEDS
NEW BANK POSSIBLE FOR AREA IF INVESTIGATION PROVES N
FIRST NATIONAL BANK TO OPEN BRANCH OFFICE
CHECK WRITING POLICY NOT WELL UNDERSTOOD
UNION TO GET) INSTANT CASH OUTLET PENDING SUC APPROVA
OPINION ONl'.^ JANKLGW, INDIAN TREATMENT (L)
K'STREETCAR INAMED DESIRE'
NEVER DID HE STOP TO THINK... (ED)
OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN'S EDUCATION EDITORIAL (L)
XBARNES DIALS STUDENTS
OPINION ON... STUDENT-A-DAY (L)
BARNES' STUDENT-A-DAY ENTERS FOURTH YEAR
XA & S COLLEGE PROVIDES 'LIFE' BEYOND JOBS
BARNES TO SPEAK MONDAY NIGHT
XBARNES BLAMES UNIONS, GOVERNMENT FOR ARTS PLIGHT
XINCUMBENT BARNESS RELIES ON RECORD FOR ELECTION
XSENATE RACE TO FOCUS ON WATER (GREGERSON)
xBARNETT: WATER BIGGEST STATE ISSUE (SNYDER)
IRISH SHANTY NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
HORTS TO STAY IN BUSINESS
XCLOSING TIME VIOLATED
HORTS PLANS^NEW LOCATION
HORTS MOVING TO NEW LOCATION
XHORTS GOES UPTOWN
XHERE'S HORTS
TAVERNS ASK TO STAY OPEN, SELL BEER SUNDAYS; PETITIO
XCUSTOMERS .PAY FOR GLASSWARE THEFTS (PATERSON)
XTEQUILA SUNRISES DAWN ON FIVE BROOKINGS BARS (PAHLK
CITIZENS GROUP OPPOSES NEW 3.2 BAR (SEVIG)
YOUNG ADULTS HAVE RIGHTS
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SUBJECT
BARS
BARTRON ROBERT
BASEBALL
BASKETBALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/14/1977 A044 OPINION ON.., 'BETTER BROOKINGS' GROUP (L)
9/14/1977 A081 3.2 BEER ISSUE HEADING FOR COURT CSEVIG)
9/21/1977 A043 OPINION ON... LETTER CONCERNING RAMEY, BAR ISSUE (L)
10/05/1977 A071 BAR OWNER TO INTERVENE IN 3.2 BEER DISPUTE
10/19/1977 A071 *BROTHER AND SISTER INCORPORATE AT 'HORTS'
11/23/1977 A073 *BAR OPENS DESPITE STRUGGLE
12/07/1977 A064 NO LIMIT PLACED ON CITY'S 3.2 BARS
2/01/1978 A053 BAR FIRE STANDARDS VIEWED
3/22/1978 A091 GOOFY'S GOES GO-GO
1/17/1979 AOll 'NUTSY NIGHT' PLANNED IN MEMORY OF TOGSTAD
1/31/1979 A074 DONATIONS, BOOZE FLOW FOR NUTSY NIGHT (STORM)
2/14/1979 A044 NUTSY NITE CON (L)
3/21/1979 A046 THANKS FOR NUTSY NIGHT (L)
3/28/1979 A071 ^FRIDAY'S COULD REVERSE LACK OF LOCAL CONCERTS
10/03/1979 A091 XWATERBED RECORD.INVOLVES DRAMA, SWEAT, BEER
1/23/1980 AOll KHORATIO'S TO REOPEN IN 30 DAYS (GERLACH)
2/20/1980 A051 THE GOLDEN WAY OF LIFE SEEKS WANTON DRINKERS
3/26/1980 AQ44 HOMETOWN SATURDAY NIGHTS DO NOT MEAN ANYTHING MORE T
3/26/1980 A051 SINGER'S STORM THROUGH FRIDAY'S LEFT BAR (AND CUSTOM
1/31/1979 AOll HOFFMAN, HEIDEPRIEM EYED FOR REGENT POSTS (ROBY)
2/07/1979 A014 XJANKLOW AXES ACTING REGENT, NOMINATES WATERTOWN DOC
10/16/1974 A103 FALL'. BASEBALL HIGHLIGHTED BY JACKRABBIT WORLD SERIES
3/19/1975 A171 HUETHER BELIEVES DIAMONDMEN WILL CHALLENGE FOR NCC P
4/09/1975 A124 DEFENSES, WEATHER TROUBLE BASEBALL TEAM; RABBITS FIN
4/16/1975 A196 COACHES FAVOR MANKATO IN PRESEASON BASEBALL POLL
4/23/1975 A061 BASEBALL SQUAD SPLITS NCC OPENER WITH USD
4/30/1975 A081 xHOMERUNS ALLOW.JACKS TO TAKE TWO FROM MANKATOj CONF
4/30/1975 AlOl 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
5/07/1975 A081 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
5/07/1975 A084 XBASEBALL TEAM LEADS CONFERENCE
6/04/1975 A102 JACKS SWEEP THREE; WIN NCC BASEBALL TITLE
7/16/1975 A071 STUDENTS FILL ROSTER OF BROOKINGS CUBS
9/17/1975 A091 BASEBALL TEAM OPENS FALL PRACTICE
10/15/1975 A261 ^STRONG HITTING ATTACK PACES GREY TEAM TO VICTORY IN
3/24/1976 A183 UNDER THE BLEACHERS (KELT6EN)
3/24/1976 A211 XJACKRABBITS PREPARE TO DEFEND NCC CROWN (HAAN)
4/07/1976 Alll JACKS LOSE,SEVEN IN NEW MEXICO
4/07/1976 Alll UNDER THE BLEACHERS (KELTGEN)
4/14/1976 AlOl BASEBALL TEAM ADDS THREE WINS; OPENS CONFERENCE SEAS
4/28/1976 A181 JACKRABBITS TO BATTLE MANKATO IN CRUCIAL NCC WEEKF""
5/05/1976 A083 xJACKS LOSE TO MANKATO; MEET UNI THIS WEEKEND
10/20/1976 A071 GREY SWEEP WHITES TO WIN BASEBALL SERIES
3/30/1977 A131 BASEBALL TEAM OPENS SEASON WITH TEXAS' NINE GAME SER
4/20/1977 A144 XJACKS TAKE TWO FROM BISON (HAMMOND)
4/27/1977 A075 BASEBALL TEAM WINS THREE GAMES (HAMMOND)
5/04/1977 A124 BASEBALL TEAM RIDES WIN STREAK, CLINCHES NORTHERN DI
6/08/1977 A071 FOUR LOSSES END BASEBALL SEASON
2/15/1978 A081 HUETHER GIVEN BASEBALL HONOR
4/05/1978 A183 HOME BASEBALL BEGINS APRIL 11
4/12/1978 A103 JACKS LOSE IN TEXAS, OPEN AGAINST BISON
4/19/1978 A091 xJACKS TAKE HOME BASEBALL SERIES
4/26/1978 A191 JACKS, SIOUX SPLIT BASEBALL SERIES
3/28/1979 Alll HITTERS TO BE FEATURED IN 1979 BASEBALL TEAM (KLINE)
4/11/1979 A121 XBASEBALL TEAM WINS ONE ON SOUTHERN ROAD TRIP (KLINE
4/25/1979 A042 BASEBALL TEAM PRAISED (L)
4/25/1979 A124 xJACKS WIN TWINBILLS
5/02/1979 A151 BASEBALL TEAM SWEEPS NDSU
3/26/1980 A134 SPEED, PITCHING VITAL FOR SUCCESS
3/26/1980 A145 xADAMSON ALWAYS WANTED TO BE A PITCHER FOR TWINS
4/09/1980 AlOl USUAL STRUGGLE FOR BASEBALL TEAM ON ROAD TRIP SOUTH
4/16/1980 Alll xWIND HAMPERS PLAY; JACKS SWEEP NDSU SERIES
4/23/1980 Alll XSPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
4/30/1980 A131 XJACKS ON TOP OF NCC BASEBALL RACE; UND NEXT
6/11/1980 AlQl JACKS 10-6 RECORD GOOD FOR THIRD IN CONFERENCE BASEB
6/25/1980 A071 XNCC'S BEST HITTER TO RETURN (BUTLER)
6/25/1980 A074 DEKRAII HONORED FOR THIRD TIME
10/02/1974 AOll XMARKING RESIGNS
10/30/1974 A114 LEAD OFF (JOHNSON)
11/13/1974 A141 XYOUNG CAGE SQUAD OPENS NOV. 29 (FEY)
11/20/1974 AQ91 XKUNG FU FIGHTING
11/27/1974 A061 XVARSITY SWAMPS JUNIOR VARSITY IN CHARITY GAME
11/27/1974 A061 "RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
12/11/1974 A183 NCC RACE SHOULD BE BALANCED, NDSU, UND SLIGHT FAVORI
12/11/1974 A191 XBUNNIES WILL BE YOUNG
12/11/1974 A191 MARTIN TAKES JV BASKETBALL REINS
12/11/1974 A221 ZULK PLEASED WITH JACK'S OPENING CAGE CONTESTS ,
12/11/1974 A224 xJACKS WIN TWO OVER WEEKEND \ '
12/11/1974 A234 xGOING UP?
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/15/1975 A08<i JACKS WILL FACE VETERAN COYOTE SQUAD SATURDAY
1/15/1975 A085 JACKS SPLIT WEEKEND NCC GAMES
1/15/1975 A087 MANKATO 81, JACKRABBITS 72
1/15/1975 A091 TEMPORARY SCOREBOARDS MAY BE USED WHEN JACKS HOST CO
1/15/1975 A095 WOMEN HOLD 2-1 RECORD
1/22/1975 A121 *YOUNG JACKRABBIT SQUAD SURPRISES COYOTES (FEY)
1/22/1975 A126 CHARLIE COYOTE DISCOVERS 'RABBITS' DEN UNFRIENDLY HA
1/22/1975 AlAl WOMEN'S CAGE SQUAD WINS TWO OF THREE ROAD GAMES
1/22/1975 Al^ 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
1/29/1975 A063 JACKS LOSE TO CHIEFS, 6^-73
1/29/1975 A064 WOMEN'S CAGE TEAM WINS TWO; UPS RECORD TO 6-3
1/29/1975 A073 VIKINGS ANNOUNCE ROSTER FOR BENEFIT BALL6AME
2/05/1975 A061 'RABBITS LOSE TWICE TO N.D. TEAMS
2/05/1975 A071 *WOMEN'S CAGE TEAM WINS ONE, LOSES ONE
2/12/1975 A071 *DOUBLE LOSS LEAVES JACKS IN NCC CELLAR (RAASCH)
2/12/1975 A083 CREVIER, SMITH LEAD WOMEN OVER USD
2/19/1975 Al<il KJACKS MOVE INTO FIFTH PLAGE WITH PAIR OF WINS
2/19/1975 Al^il ITT LIFE CAPTURES STATE AMATEUR BASKETBALL TITLE
2/19/1975 Al<i<» RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
2/19/1975 A146 JfAUGIE STILL IN CONTENTION, FOR NCC BASKETBALL TITLE
.2/1,9/1975 A153 KWOMEN WIN THREE MORE
2/26/1975'A061 XJACKS EDGE AUGIE, 71-69
2/26/1975 A067 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
2/26/1975 A075 WOMEN COP STATE CROWN
3/12/1975 A081 JACKS FINISH CAGE SEASON WITH TWO LOSSES
3/12/1975 A091 LEE COLBURN PLAYING EUROPEAN PRO BASKETBALL
3/12/1975 A096 JACK WOMEN COP SEVENTH IN REGIONAL BASKETBALL PLAY
3/19/1975 A164 RON WIBLEMO NAMED TO ALL-NCC BASKETBALL SQUAD
3/19/1975 A181 XWIBLEMO WASN'T RECRUITED BY MARKING (RAASCH)
3/19/1975 A182 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
4/23/1975 A071 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
4/30/1975 A092 NO JACKRABBITS MAKE NCC ALL-ACADEMIC CAGE SQUAD
4/30/1975 AlOl 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
6/04/1975 AlOl TWO BASKETBALL PROSPECTS SIGN LETTERS OF INTENT
9/03/1975 Alll GOODBYE TO MUSSLEMAN AND U OF M BASKETBALL
10/15/1975 A283 BASKETBALL TEAM RECEIVES NEW GRADUATE ASSISTANT
11/12/1975 A173 *ZULK WILL ALTERNATE FOUR GUARDS (FEY)
11/12/1975 A181 XSHANKS SHOOTS
11/19/1975 A121 JfDEFENSE, REBOUNDING KEY TO CONFERENCE TITLE (FEY)
11/26/1975 A061 XBASKETBALL ECLIPSE
11/26/1975 A061 CAGE TEAM IMPROVED; FACE TOUGH SEASON
12/10/1975 A211 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SQUAD BOLSTERED BY FOUR FORMER ST
12/10/1975 A212 SHANKS QUITS BASKETBALL TEAM, PLANS TO TRANSFER TO N
12/10/1975 A213 *RABBITS NOTCH FIRST VICTORY
12/10/1975 A221 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
12/10/1975 A231 GLOBETROTTERS COMING TO BROOKINGS (FEY)
1/14/1976 A121 JACKS DROP SW MINN., DWU, VALPARAISO; BIG 6 MISSOURI
1/14/1976 A123 *RABBITS NUDGE VIKINGS, 72-70 ®nib:,uuKl
1/14/1976 A131 FORMER CAGERS LOSE TO JACKS IN FUND-RAISER
1/14/1976 A133 JACKS CAPTURE FIFTH IN HOLIDAY TOURNEY
*SHOOTIN6, rebounding ENABLE WOMEN CAGERS TO STOP AU
1/21/1976 A103 kJACKS FALL TO MANKATO IN OVERTIME; DOWN UNI FOR 2-1
1/21/1976 A113 WOMEN WIN WEEKEND GAMES; UP RECORD TO 6-1 "
1/28/1976 A103 *WOMEN DOWN.'NSC, MINNESOTA, TO GO 8-1 (KELTGEN)
1/28/1976 A113 JACKS FALL TO USD, CRUSH CHIEFS 101-81 TRAVEL TO ND
1/28/1976 A121 UNDER THE BLEACHERS (KELTGEN)
V.WXVJt DAKOTA STATE, NORTH DAKOTA STOP CAGERS; JACKRA
2/11/1976 ^015 &EfATTACK®'̂ '̂ ^
2/11/1976 A083 KSCHROEDER'S BASKET SINKS COYOTES
2/11/1976 A091 xWOMEN CAGERS EDGE ST. CLOUD, DEFEAT USD COYOTES; 12
2/11/1976 AlOl UNDER THE BLEACHERS (KELTGEN) 12
2/18/1976 A13I JACKRABBITS STOP MT. MARTY; FALL TO WAYNE STATE 58-
2/18/1976 A151 CAGERS TRAVEL TO AUGUSTANA FRIDAY '
2/25/1976 A093 *JACKRABBITS TO MEET SIOUX, BISON
2/25/1976 A093 UNDER THE BLEACHERS (KELTGEN)
3/17/1976 A141 CAGERS.END SEASON WITH 12-12 RECORD
ll/lVAUl Sill " ''̂ ""CIPflTE IN UPCOMING BASKETBA
11/17/1976 A203 ^BASKETBALL SQUAD SETS SIGHTS ON NCC CROWN
IVAYAm SSti
WAtAUt 2i°l? tournaments
12/08/1976 A203 xWOMEN INEXPERIENCED, TALENTED (HAMMOND)
12/08/1976 A201 BASKETBALL TWINBILL SAT. NIGHT
- 12 -
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/08/1976 A211 NCC BASKETBALL LOOKS CLOSE (ANDERSON)
12/15/1976 A123 *SEASON OF EXTREME CONTINUES
12/15/1976 A124 RABBITS, BISON TO TANGLE IN NCC BASKETBALL TOURNAMEN
12/15/1976 A123 *WIN, LOSS GIVE JACKS 2-2 SEASON RECORD
1/19/1977 AOBl XWOMEN DEFEAT MT. MARTY (HAMMOND)
1/19/1977 A083 MEN WIN ONE OF THREE GAMES (STILES)
1/19/1977 AlOS JACKS TO HOST COYOTES
1/26/1977 AlOl kJACKRABBITS TOP COYOTES (STILES)
1/26/1977 A103 *WOMEN LOSE TO OMAHA
1/26/1977 A112 *THEY"MAKE THE JACKS GO (HAMMOND)
2/02/1977 A061 JACK CAGERS SPLIT GAMES
2/02/1977 A062 WOMEN WIN AND LOSE
2/09/1977 A081 BASKETBALL TEAM DEFEATS CHIEFS, LOSES TO COYOTES ON
2/09/1977 A08A WOMEN LOSE TO WESTMAR
2/09/1977 A091 INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
2/09/1977 A095 *MEN»S NCC BASKETBALL
2/16/1977 AlOl kMANKATO TIP IN SINKS JACKS (HAMMOND)
2/16/1977 AlOA xWOMEN BOUNCE BACKj WIN THREE IN A ROW
2/23/1977 A082 WOMEN GO TO STATE TOURNEY; PLAY AUGUSTANA IN OPENER
2/23/1977 A08A CAGERS DROP FINAL HOME CONTEST
3/02/1977 A06A WOMEN BEAT NORTHERN, ADVANCE TO REGIONALS (STILES)
3/02/1977 A073 BASKETBALL SEASON ENDS JACKS DROP LAST GAMES
3/23/1977 A18A CAGERS, COYOTES GO TO CUBA
3/23/1977 A191 XNELSON AND SUNDVOLD: CAPTAINS OF CAGERS (HAMMOND)
3/23/1977 A191 JACKRABBIT'S BROWN NAMED ALL-NCC
3/23/1977 A205 ACADEMIC TEAM NAMED
3/23/1977 A211 RABBIT CAGERS FINISH SIXTH IN AIAW REGIONALS (STILES
3/23/1977 A21A CAGERS HAVE DISMAL SEASON (HAMMOND)
4/06/1977 A013 JACKRABBITS, COYOTES TAKE TEAMS TO HAVANA (HAMMOND)
4/20/1977 A155 INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
10/19/1977 A271 *CUBAN, JACK REMATCH SCHEDULED NOV. 13
11/09/1977 AOll CUBAN TEAM TO 'INVADE' STATE UNIVERSITY (HAMMOND)
11/09/1977 A041 CUBAN-SU GAME A HISTORY MAKER (ED)
11/09/1977 A093 CUBANS TO BE JACKS FIRST TEST (KLINE)
11/16/1977 A012 KJACKS LOSE TO CUBANS DESPITE VALIANT EFFORT
11/16/1977 A081 XCUBAN GAME: POLITICS, PRIDE
11/23/1977 A083 kWOMEN CAGERS RETURN 'EXPERIENCE' (GERLACH)
12/07/1977 A113 *JACKS DEFEAT MINOT DESPITE MISCUES (KLINE)
12/14/1977 A121 CAGERS DROP THREE OF FOUR IN HAWAII
12/14/1977 A143 WOMEN CAGERS WIN FIRST GAME OF YEAR, JOYCE OPENS SEA
1/18/1978 A041 BASKETBALL TEAM NEEDS SUPPORT (ED)
1/18/1978 AQ83 kCAGERS FALTER, WINLESS IN CONFERENCE (FREDERICK)
1/18/1978 A094 JACKS STOP NCC FOES; CAPTURE FOURTH TITLE
1/18/1978 AlOl JV CAGERS RISK EXTINCTION
1/18/1978. AlOl WOMAN STUMBLE IN CAGE TOURNEY
1/25/1978 A043 BASKETBALL EXPENSIVE (L)
1/25/1978 A141 XRABBITS STOP MAROON CHIEFS FOR FIRST CONFERENCE
1/25/1978 A153 xJOYCE LEADS WOMEN'S CAGE SQUAD
2/01/1978 AOll CAGE TEAM RIPS UND
2/01/1978 A094 CAGERS EARN NORTH DAKOTA SPLIT; MAROON CHIEFS, COYOT
2/01/1978 A103 WOMEN WIN TWO OF THREE; CAGERS HOST VANKTON TONIGHT
2/08/1978 A061 xTHE OLD RIVALRY
2/08/1978 A071 JACKRABBITS CUT COYOTES
2/08/1978 A072 NORTHWESTERN CAGERS ADDED TO HOLIDAY TOURNEY
2/08/1978 A073 WOMEN EVEN CAGE RECORD, BEAT DWU
2/15/1978 A073 CAGERS SPLIT ON ROAD, FACE VIKINGS SUNDAY
2/15/1978 AQ81 MAVERICKS DEFEAT RABBITS TO FACE ST. CLOUD, MANKATO
2/22/1978 A161 KSPRINGFIELD'S LOSS, JACKS' GAIN (SCHNEIDER)
2/22/1978 A161 kCAGERS FACE SIOUX, BISON AFTER LOSS TO AUGIE
2/22/1978 A171 ASHLEYS COMBINE CAGE TALENTS (FREDERICK)
2/22/1978 A173 XHAINLINE SAVES JACKS
3/01/1978 A083 XJACKS ADVANCE TO NCAA REGIONALS
3/01/1978 A091 INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
3/01/1978 AlOl WOMEN SPLIT DISTRICT GAMES; STATE CAGE TOURNEY NEXT
3/22/1978 A141 REBOUNDING KEY TO YANKTON WIN IN HYPOTHETICAL 'A', B
3/22/1978 A141 NICKELSON, BROWN NAMED TO ALL-NCC TEAM
3/22/1978 A165 CAGERS END SEASON WITH TOURNEY VICTORY
3/22/1978 A165 JOYCE LEADS WOMEN
6/07/1978 A081 ZULKS WINS RECRUITING GAME
9/06/1978 A174 COLORADO JOINS CONFERENCE
11/01/1978 A093 JACKS TO HOST ARGENTINIAN TEAM (NACHTIGAL)
11/08/1978 A061 XCAGERS HOLD OFF ARGENTINE RALLY (NACHTIGAL)
11/22/1978 A083 ZULK ORGANIZES "BLEACHER BUMS" (MEYER)
12/06/1978 A131 WOMEN CAGERS STOP UPPER IOWA 86-53
12/06/1978 A141 xCAGERS WIN OVER MT. MARTY (MEYER)
12/06/1978 A154 xJACKS DROP FIRST OF WESTERN TRIP
12/13/1978 A121 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM 3-0 WITH FRIDAY-SATURDAY 1 \
12/13/1978 A141 XMAYVILLE TEACHES JACKS LESSON ^ -
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SUBJECT
BASKETBALL
BASTIAN JOHN
BATCHELLER PAUL
BATIK
BATTEN PAT
-^•JEAUTY CONTESTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/17/1979 Al^»l *A CENTER IS FOUND (STRASBUR6)
1/17/1979 Al«%3 KAUGUSTANA UPENDS JACKS 63-52 CKLINE)
1/17/1979 A1A3 WOMEN CAGERS FOURTH IN WYOMING TOURNAMENT
1/17/1979 A151 JACK ATHLETIC SQUADS EXPERIENCE BUSY VACATION
1/17/1979 A163 FATIGUE, TURNOVERS KEY TO ST. CLOUD CAGE LOSS
1/2A/1979 A133 BENCH STRENGTH KEY TO UNO WIN OVER JACKS
1/24/1979 A135 xWOMEN WIN TWO DESPITE COLD SHOOTING
1/31/1979 A131 DEANS* HOT SHOOTING LEADS USD COYOTES OVER (KLINE)
1/31/1979 A133 XWINZENBURG TOP BASKETBALL RECRUIT FOR ZULK
1/31/1979 A141 PIG AUCTION IN FROST ARENA? CKLINE)
1/31/1979 A145 XJACKRABBIT WOMEN CAGERS LOSE 66-50 TO COYOTES
2/07/1979 A121 XJACK'S DUMPED TWICE (KLINE)
2/07/1979 A133 JfWOMEN SPLIT CONTESTS
2/07/1979 A141 STRONGMEN TO COMPETE AT SDSU (KLINE)
2/14/1979 A131 JACKS IN NCC CELLAR AFTER WEEKEND LOSSES (KLINE)
2/21/1979 A143 XUSD BEATS COLD SHOOTING JACKS
2/21/1979 A155 XWOHEN LOSE TO COYOTES, DEFEAT AUGUSTANA 89-75
2/28/1979 A113 WOMEN CAGERS QUALIFY FOR REGION 6 TOURNEY (ROBY)
2/28/1979 A113 JACKS CLOSE OUT SEASON WITH TWO CONFERENCE WINS
3/21/1979 A131 JACKS IN POST-SEASON TOURNEYS (KLINE)
4/04/1979 AlOl xIM SPORTS NIGHT FEATURES.BASKETBALL
• 6/12/1979VA011 CREVIER FINDS HER FUTURE IN'PRO BASKETBALL
7/25/1979 A031 TEAM WINS IN AUSTRALIA
10/31/1979 AlOl XWALKER, SDSU BASKETBALL TEAM PREPARE FOR NOV.17 OPE
11/14/1979 A081 XLINGENFELTER PURSUES REBOUNDING, ASSIST RECORDS
11/28/1979 A114 TRANSFERS, RECRUITS TO AID WOMEN'S TEAM
12/05/1979 AlOl xUNI RALLIES FOR A 69-64 VICTORY (COLE)
12/05/1979 AlOl TURNOVERS, FOULS HAMPER JACKS ON ROAD TRIP (JENSEN)
12/05/1979 A115 kSPORTS IN A NUTSHELL
12/12/1979 A171 JACKS WIN TWO OVER WEEKEND (COLE)
12/12/1979 A181 XJACKS DOMINATE BOARDS; PRESS HELPS IN 75-66 WIN OVE
12/12/1979 A191 KILLNESS, COLD CLIMATE DOESN'T STOP MCNAMARA
1/16/1980 A131 JACKS DEFENSE STOPS COYOTES 60-54 IN DOME
1/16/1980 A131 DESPITE INJURIES, JACKS WIN TWO (ANTOINE)
1/16/1980 A134 CHANGING AROUND AT FROST ARENA
1/16/1980 A141 XFRONT LINE KEY IN TOURNEY WINS
1/16/1980 A151 JACKS BEAT UNO; CAUGHT OFF GUARD BY UNC
1/16/1980 A155 SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
1/23/1980 A124 XCREVIER AIMS SKILLS AT YOUNG PEOPLE (COLE)
1/23/1980 A131 XUND WINS IN OVERTIME, LAST SHOT BEATS NDSU (JENSEN)
1/23/1960 A131 XRETTIG, JOYCE LEAD JACKS TO WIN OVER BISON, SIOUX T
1/23/1980 A152 SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
1/30/1980 AOll XPACKED TO THE RAFTERS
1/30/1980 Alll XFAST BREAK, HOT SHOOTING KEY VICTORIES OVER COYOTES
1/30/1980 A123 XNEW RABBIT LINEUP MAKING PROGRESS (ANTOINE)
2/06/1980 A051 JACKS DRAW RECORD CROWD (L)
2/06/1980 A151 XINSIDE GAME KEYS VICTORIES OVER UNO, UNC (ANTOINE)
2/06/1980 A153 XWOMEN HAND NORTHERN FIRST LOSS OF YEAR
2/06/1980 A151 WALDO'S NEW LIFE STYLE MAKES ROLE MEANINGFUL
2/13/1980 A141 xnBIG MAC ATTACK" GUIDES JACKS (COLE)
2/13/1980 A151 JACKS NARROWLY BEATEN IN NCC TITLE GAME (ANTOINE)
2/13/1980 A155 JOYCE, RETTIG MAKE ALL-TOURNEY TEAM
2/20/1980 AOll XJACKS SLAM^NDSU; CAPTURE CONFERENCE TITLE (ANTOINE)
2/20/1980 A091 xNO SISTERLY LOVE SHOWN IN WIN (JENSEN)
2/27/1980 Alll XBIG MEN KEY IN TITLE GAME WIN (BUTLER)
2/27/1980 A114 UNSELFISH PLAY WINS OPENER (ANTOINE)
2/27/1980 A115 REGIONAL PAIRINGS ANNOUNCED
2/27/1980 A124 WOMEN WIN, ADVANCE IN PLAYOFFS
3/19/1980 soil XJACKS WIN REGIONAL TOURNEY (JENSEN)
3/19/1980 S021 xWALKER IS MODEL OF CONSISTENCY
3/19/1980 S031 XWINNING SEASON ENDS IN LAKELAND (JENSEN)
3/19/1980 S041 KHONORS GALORE THIS YEAR (BUTLER)
3/19/1980 S051 XOWLS SPOIL RABBITS' TITLE HOPES (ANTOINE)
3/19/1980 S061 XROLLER COASTER SEASON ENDS IN TOURNAMENT, INJURIES
3/19/1980 S071 XJOYCE PLAYS BALL JUST FOR FUN (COLE)
3/19/1980 S081 INJURY MAKES NEW FRIENDS (SIEBRASSE)
3/26/1980 A141 xJACKS OF '73 AND '80 PLAY ALIKE (COLE)
4/02/1980 A095 HONESTY BEST APPROACH IN JACK'S RECRUITING DRIVE
3/31/1976 A015 xFEDERATION ELECTS BASTIAN AS EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
3/23/1977 A051 FEDERATION/REELECTS BASTIAN
9/28/1977 A023 XBASTIAN PREDICTS A SUCCESSFUL YEAR
10/15/1975 AISl XSEVEN PERSONS NAMED TO ALUMNI HALL OF FAME
11/17/1976 A143 XBATIK IS A STICKY PROCESS
10/19/1977 A224 MILLER BATIKS TO BE SHOWN
10/30/1974 AlOl PANTHERS FEATURE POWERFUL GROUND GAME LED BY BATTEN
SEE ALSO PAGEANTS
3/12/1975 AOll K1974 MISS SDSU COULD REIGN FOREVER (JOHNSON)
5/07/1975 A016 CAMPUS BEAUTY PAGEANT PUT TO REST UNTIL NEXT YEAR
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BEAUTY CONTESTS
BEAVER CREEK NATUR
BECKER DON
BECKER TJ
BECKWITH TERRY
BEEF
BEER
BEES
BEHAVIOR
BEHREND MARK
BELKONEN BETH
BELL DALE
BELL RODNEY
BELL TERREL
BELLAH ROBERT
BELLMAN CHARLES
BELLSON LOUIS
BENSON CHUCK
BENTLEY GARRY
BERBERIAN ARPINEE
BERBERIAN HRATCH
BERG SHERWOOD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/19/1975 A065 24 STUDENTS ENTERING SNOW QUEEN CONTESTS
3/17/1976 A031 CHANCES SLIM FOR MISS SDSU BEAUTY CONTEST
3/31/1976 A022 MINI-PAGEANT SCHEDULED TO SELECT NEW MISS SDSU
4/28/1976 Alll GUTHMILLER SELECTED AS 1976 MISS SDSU IN RECENT PAGE
6/23/1976 A073 GUTHMILLER WINS MISS SD PAGEANT
8/25/1976 A223 GUTHMILLER REPRESENTS SD IN MISS AMERICA PAGEANT ^ ^
9/29/1976 A081 INSTRUCTOR DIRECTS BEAUTY CONTEST; 'MISS AMERICA
10/13/1976 A251 GUTHMILLER: PAGEANT IS LEARNING EXPERIENCE
1/26/1977 A051 KRODEO QUEENS SHOULD HAVE MORE THAN BEAUTIFUL FACES,
2/23/1977 AIDS '77 MISS SDSU PAGEANT
4/06/1977 A051 THIRTEEN COEDS VIE FOR BEAUTY CROWN APRIL 17
4/20/1977 A051 xBEAUTY QUEEN
4/05/1978 A045 PAGEANT OBJECTIONS (L)
4/19/1978 A031 xBEAUTY QUEEN MAY REIGN FOREVER (SEVI6)
4/26/1978 A044 MISS BLACK S.D. (L)
10/11/1978 A022 SDSU PAGEANT OCT.29
11/01/1978 A035 *1978 MISS SDSU-BROOKINGS
12/06/1978 A021 XBEAUTY BEATS SANTA IN COW MILKING COMPETITION
10/24/1979 A061 *SDSU-BR00KIN6S PAGEANT SUNDAY (LAU6HLIN)
11/28/1979 AQ51 XTITLE HAS BROUGHT OUT BEST IN DETMERS
12/14/1977 A154 NATURE CENTER PUSHES AWARENESS
10/27/1976 A115 XBECKER UNDISPUTED RACQUETBALL CHAMP (HAAN)
1/17/1979 A094 xWHAT IS A TJ BECKER? (STORM)
7/02/1975 A154 NEBRASKA SWIMMERS RECRUITED BY STATE
11/02/1977 A061 COMMODITY CHECK-OFFS CONTROVERSIAL ISSUE BETWEEN BEE
2/13/1980 A134 BEEFERENDUM VOTE DIVIDES CATTLEMEN, VALUE OF PROMOTI
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC, ALCOHOL
10/16/1974 A013 BEER AT UNIVERSITY FUNCTIONS DISCUSSED BY BOC MONDAY
10/16/1974 A053 CONTROVERSY ABOUT BEER KEGS 'SHELVED* BY SUBCOMNITTE
10/23/1974 A031 xCITY TURNS DOWN 3.2 BEER LICENSE
10/23/1974 A045 OPINION ON... KEG LOCATION (L)
9/17/1975 A034 BEER PETITION FOR 'HANGAR' THROWN OUT
6/23/1976 A051 BEER DRINKERS CAN BE BETTER SCHOLARS
10/06/1976 A071 BEER LEADS LIQUOR SALE INCREASE
9/14/1977 A044 OPINION ON... 'BETTER BROOKINGS' GROUP (L)
9/14/1977 A081 3.2 BEER ISSUE HEADING FOR COURT CSEVIG)
9/28/1977 AOll STUDENT RULES FURTHER COMPLICATE KEG ISSUE CMEDEMA)
10/05/1977 AQ71 BAR OWNER TO INTERVENE IN 3.2 BEER DISPUTE
10/12/1977 AQ61 COURT GRANTS BEER LICENSE
10/11/1978 A033 SUPREME COURT TO HEAR 3.2 BEER ISSUE CROBY)
5/02/1979 AQll SHOOTOUT LOOMS OVER KEGS IN HALLS (FREEMAN)
4/30/1980 A181 XHOME BREWED BEER - ALMOST A WAY OF LIFE (CARLSONI
8/27/1980 A074 BEER SALE DISPUTE CONTINUES
9/06/1978 A241 xPHARMACIST LIKES 'BEE-BIZ' (PATES)
11/08/1978 A091 STUDIES CHALLENGE MOON MYTHS (PATES)
7/26/1978 A031 XWRITER VISITS OTHER WORLDS THROUGH SCIENCE FICTION
2/12/1975 AOIl XBELKONEN DECLARES CANDIDACY FOR FEDERATION EXECUTIV
3/19/1975 AOll XFEDERATION ELECTS BELKONEN
1/26/1977 A031 xBELKONEN IN RHODES FINALS (KRUMM)
3/19/1980 A125 xSENATE CANDIDATE CONSIDERS HIS CAMPAIGN STYLE UNCON
9/03/1975 A131 *3 DEPARTMENT DIRECTORS NAMED
2/04/1976 A021 U.S. EDUCATION EXPERT MAY VISIT EASTERN S.D.
10/01/1975 A061 BERKELEY PROF TO LECTURE AT SYMPOSIUM
4/26/1978 A031 XABDNOR UNOPPOSED IN DISTRICT PRIMARY (SEVIG)
3/22/1978 Alll XLOUIE BELLSON TO PLAY HERE
4/05/1978 A151 XBELLSON, BANDS 'WOW' AUDIENCE (PATES)
11/08/1978 A054 xfiENSON ENDS WITH 'BEST SHOT' (GERLACH)
9/11/1974 A113 XRABBITS RUN WELL AT USD (GEBHART)
9/18/1974 A116 BENTLEY SETS COURSE, MEET RECORD; TEAM TAKES SECOND
9/25/1974 A251 XHARRIERS WIN OWN INVITATIONAL
10/09/1974 A084 xBENTLEY, ISU CAPTURE TITLES IN DOUBLE DUAL COMPETIT
10/09/1974 A086 BENTLEY SECOND IN CANADIAN MEET
10/30/1974 Alll XDIRKSEN COMMENTS ON 'RABBIT RUNNERS SLATED FOR NCC
11/06/1974 A073 XRUNNERS CAPTURE NCC TITLE
11/20/1974 AQ61 XBENTLEY WINS SECOND STRAIGHT NCAA TITLE
4/23/1975 A061 XBENTLEY SETS STATE MARK IN 1500 METERS; TAKES THREE
4/30/1975 A083 xBENTLEY CAPTURES DRAKE SIX-MILE TITLE
4/30/1975 AlQl 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
1/21/1976 A123 BENTLEY MAKES OLYMPIC BID IN AUSTRALIA
4/19/1978 A091 XBENTLEY REAPPEARS IN TWILIGHT
10/16/1974 A085 OPERATIC PERFORMER TO SING AT RECITAL
10/29/1975 A091 XANTONIO BRICO TO DIRECT ORCHESTRA IN GUEST APPEARAN
6/04/1975 AOll XSTATE UNIVERSITY REMEMBERS BERG (PRESZLER)
8/27/1975 A061 XSTATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS RETURNS AS NEW PRESIDENT
9/24/1975 A013 XBERG TO BALANCE AG, ARTS AND SCIENCE; SAYS PROGRAMS
10/15/1975 A084 COMMITTEE PLANS INAUGURAL FOR PRES. BERG
10/29/1975 A021 BERGS CONTINUE HUNT FOR HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS
10/29/1975 A131 PRES. BERG TO BE INAUGURATED NOV. 20; CLASSES ARE uh
1
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BERG SHERWOOD
BERG STEVE
BERRY RUSSELL
BERTUS JIM
BIA
BIBBV JOHN
BICENTENNIAL
BICYCLES
BICYCLING
BIELNAIER HIKE
BIG SIOUX RIVER
BIGFOOT
BIGHORN SHEEP
BILLBOARDS
BILLS MARK
BILLS MIKE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/12/1975 A015
11/12/1975 A032
11/19/1975 A091
11/26/1975 A052
3/2A/1976 AOll
<»/07/1976 A021
7/21/1976 A031
8/25/1976 A041
8/25/1976 AlOl
8/25/1976 A295
9/08/1976 AOIS
9/15/1976 AOll
6/22/1977 A061
8/31/1977 A013
10/19/1977 AOll
10/19/1977 A091
3/22/1978 AOll
4/05/1978 AOll
9/13/1978 AQ34
10/10/1979 A035
1/23/1980 A021
>8/27/1980''A061
3/22/1978 A15S
4/20/1977 AOll
4/27/1977 A045
9/14/1977 A021
9/28/1977 A031
5/02/1979 A021
3/26/1980 AOll
6/11/1980 AOll
6/25/1980 A013
7/23/1980 A014
8/27/1980 A013
1/30/1980 A033
10/16/1974
10/15/1975
1/19/1977
9/18/1974
1/15/1975
4/09/1975
4/16/1975
5/07/1975
6/18/1975
9/03/1975
9/24/1975
10/22/1975
10/29/1975
2/04/1976
3/17/1976
3/17/1976
3/17/1976
7/07/1976
7/07/1976
7/07/1976
9/11/1974
9/11/1974
9/18/1974
10/02/1974
10/09/1974
11/20/1974
12/14/1977
12/05/1979
4/16/1975
4/30/1975
10/19/1977
4/05/1978
11/23/1977
2/08/1978
11/19/1975
10/13/1976
11/17/1976
11/19/1975
10/13/1976
11/17/1976
1/19/1977
11/16/1977
A071
A151
A071
A097
A031
A081
A071
A041
A053
A031
A021
A054
A141
A022
A031
A031
A121
A081
A103
A154
A022
A034
A031
A031
A031
A073
A071
A071
A151
Alll
A033
A221
A021
A041
A123
A332
A183
A123
A332
A183
A082
Alll
kSTUDENTS INVITED TO ATTEND PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL
INAUGURAL ATTENDANCE URGED, BUT CLASSES NOT CANCELLE
LEGISLATORS HEAR BERG DESCRIBE CAMPUS NEEDS
PRESIDENT BERG STILL HAS NO FAMILY HOME
PRESIDENT STARTS BUDGET CUTS (HEBBERT)
BERG SEEKS STUDENT VIEWS BY VISITING STUDENT CENTER
XTWO PRESIDENTS SHARE GOALS FOR NEW YEAR (HUBER)
BERG BEGINS ANOTHER TIGHT YEAR (ED)
XGULLICKSON, BERG SHARE GOALS FOR ACADEMIC YEAR
PRES. BERG APPOINTED TO ARMY ROTC PANEL
BERG WILL ANNOUNCE ASSISTANT THIS WEEK
XCECIL DROPS TWO JOBS TO BE BERG'S ASSISTANT
BERG CHAIRING INTERNATIONAL GROUP
XBERG CITES MAJOR UNIVERSITY ISSUES CKRAUSE)
X'CLEVEREST FLOAT* ALMOST ENDED BERG'S COLLEGE CAREE
ALL IN A DAY'S WORK FOR BERG
KHIGHER ED NEARS SUDDEN DEATH PLAYOFF (WOSTER)
BERG RELEASES PRIORITY LIST (WOSTER)
BERG VISITS ASIAN GERM BANK (STEWARD)
KHOBO DAY - 1979
XBERG : STATE WILL RELY ON.'SDSU DURING BOS (NORLAND)
XBERG PREDICTS CHANGES-POSSIBLE MONEY PROBLEMS
LIFTERS PLACE IN NATIONALS
BERRY FILES SUIT FOR $219,527 AGAINST STATE UNIVERSI
OPINION ON... BERRY'S PLIGHT (L)
BERRY'S COURT SUIT CHALLENGED (MEDEMA)
BERRY CASE DRAGS ON
LAWSUIT DELAYED BY FEDERAL COURT BACKLOG
XSDSU PROF. FIGHTS RETIREMENT (NORLAND)
BERRY FACES FORCED RETIREMENT ON JULY 1 (NORLAND)
BERRY IN A WAITING GAME (NORLAND)
BERRY SHORT OF TIME; ORDERED OUT BY FRIDAY
KPROFESSOR SAYS HE WILL FIGHT MANDATORY RETIREMENT
kKIRKEGAARD AND BERTUS ANNOUNCE PLATFORM (SIEBRASSE)
SEE US BIA
KBIBBY, PRUNTY OPPONENTS
XSEVEN PERSONS NAMED TO ALUMNI HALL OF FAME
^EDUCATION TOP CONCERN OF LOCAL LEGISLATORS
BICENTENNIAL OFFICE OFFERS STATE GRANTS
CITY ASKS FESTIVAL STATUS
CAMPUS ONE OF 5 BICENTENNIAL COLLEGES (LARSEN)
BROOKINGS DESIGNATED FESTIVAL CITY FOR NATIONS BICEN
BICENTENNIAL DEBATES HERE NEXT FALL
$200 GRANT HELPS TO FUND HOBO DAY PARADE FLOATS
BICENTENNIAL EVENTS PLANNED FOR BROOKINGS
BICENTENNIAL PRODUCES MIXED REACTIONS; COUNTER-GROUP
BICENTENNIAL WAGONS TO PARADE THROUGH CITY
XWAGON TRAIN FOLLOWS OLD TRAILS (EDWARDS)
BICENTENNIAL COMMITTEE ALLOTS OVER $40,000 FOR TWELV
7 TAKE 'BICENTENNIAL SEMESTER' (STEIGER)
LITTLE I BICENTENNIAL THEME TO STRESS STATE'S HERITA
CLASS PLANS BICENTENNIAL PROJECT
ROYER, SPENCER TO PERFORM IN KENNEDY CENTER SEPT. 9
SUMMER FOLtC#ESTIVAL TO BRING IN 15,000
XFASHION NEWS
XRIDING HIGH.. .
FILHOLM ADVISES BIKE RIDERS TO OBSERVE CITY TRAFFIC
10-SPEED BIKES; WHAT SHOULD YOU LOOK FOR? (LARSEN)
BIKE LIFE PROLONGED BY REGULAR SERVICING (LARSON)
BIKE TOURING REQUIRES PREPARATION (LARSEN)
BIKE STORAGE AVAILABLE IN DORMS
XMAN MAKES BIKES FROM SCRATCH (HOUGH)
SEE CYCLING
*3 DAYS' WORK, 5 SENTENCES YIELDS $1,000 FROM MOVIE
USE OF BIG SIOUX LIMITED
OUTDOOR LORE
BIG FOOT BEAST MOVES EAST
SHEEP TRAPPING GOAL OF GROUPS (PU6SLEY)
SIGNS COULD COST S.D. $4.2 MILLION (GREGERSEN)
BILLBOARDS HURT SOUTH DAKOTA (ED)
BILLS BROTHERS LEAD RABBIT RUNNERS
XMARK, MIKE — TWO OF A KIND (ANDERSON)
BILLS EARN ALL-AMERICAN AS JACKS FINISH FIFTH
BILLS BROTHERS LEAD RABBIT RUNNERS
XMARK, MIKE -- TWO OF A KIND (ANDERSON)
BILLS EARN ALL-AMERICAN AS JACKS FINISH FIFTH
THOMAS, BILLS MOST VALUABLE
KRUNNERS FINISH SECOND NATIONALLY, BILLS EARNS ALL-A
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BINNEWIES HALL
BIOETHICS
BIOLOGY
BIORHYTHM THEORY
BIRD SHELLY
BIRDS
BIRK TOM
BIRTHDAYS
BIRTHRIGHT
BJERKE RONALD
BLACK HILLS
BLACK OAK ARKANSAS
BLAKE TOM
BLANDO PEGI
BLANKETS
BLARE ROCKY
BLIND
BLOOD
BLUE AND GOLD GOLF
BLUE KEY SMOKER
BLUNT SD
BLY ROBERT
BOARD OF CONTROL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1I/20/197A AlOl XCASINO NIGHT
9/20/1978 A015 BINNEWIES WING EVICTED FOR VANDALISM, FIRE ALARMS
9/27/1978 AOAA BINNEWIES EVICTION (L)
3/28/1979 A022 BINNEWIES UP FOR MORE LOTS (ELLIOTT)
4/25/1979 A014 *BINNEWIES BEACH PARTY
9/19/1979 AOll BINNEWIES PARTY RESULTS IN STAFF CHANGES CFAGERHAr.--V
9/19/1979 A045 STAFF SUPPORTS RAS CD
10/03/1979 A014 BINNEWIES RAS REDEEMED, ALL REHIRED
10/05/1977 A141 BIOETHICS INVITES; RSVP'S NEVER CEASE (JENSEN)
8/25/1976 A294 BIOLOGY TAPE SYSTEM FEATURED IN MAGAZINE
1/23/1980 A041 BIOLOGY PROVES FRUSTRATING (LAWRENCE)
1/25/1978 A162 INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
1/14/1976 A143 FROSH GYMNAST SETS RECORD
1/21/1976 AlQl HOLZBERLEIN, BIRD, HILTON LEAD JACKS TO SECOND PLACE
3/23/1977 A191 BIRD LEADS GYMNASTS TO SEVENTH PLACE
9/25/1974 Alll xGREAT BEAUTY FOUND IN MEXICAN HAWK (KLINKEL)
1/26/1977 A071 aeWOMAN HAS FLIGHTY HOBBY
11/01/1978 AlOl *KEY FACTORS START, STEER MIGRATION
2/28/1979 A071 XPIERRE'S CAPITOL LAKE IS FOR THE BIRDS
4/16/1980 Aia6 BLACKBIRDS ON WAY - HERE'S HOW TO SLOW DOWN THEIR AP
4/30/1980 A192 PARTRIDGE STUDY USES ELECTRONIC TRACKING
6/21/1978 'A024 COACHES RESIGN POSTS
12/10/1975 AOll XRECORD BIRTHDAY?
10/06/1976 AOll KBIRTHDAY WRAP
3/17/1976 A093 kAGENCY ADVISES PREGNANT WOMEN (STEI6ER)
11/13/1974 AG33 XBJERKE SAYS TRAINING MAKES HIM QUALIFIED
11/27/1974 A034 BJERKE VOWS BEST AFTER ELECTION WIN
8/28/1974 A236 STUDENTS SET NATIONAL FIRST WITH ECO-ETHNOLOGY
4/09/1975 A117 FIELD STUDIES TO BE OFFERED IN BLACK HILLS
8/25/1976 A031 XTOURISM BOOMS IN HILLS
9/08/1976 Alll XFIRST A HIKE, THEN A CLIMB CRAASCH)
4/26/1978 A131 XFRENCH CREEK GORGE REMAINS VIRGIN WILDERNESS
7/11/1979 AOll THOUSANDS JOIN HILLS PROTEST
7/11/1979 A061 NUCLEAR PROTEST TOO EARLY
6/25/1980 A053 RAPID CITY TO HOST SURVIVAL FORUM (REINBRECHT)
8/27/1980 A221 X1980 BLACK HILLS SURVIVAL GATHERING
9/15/1976 AOll XBLACK OAK PLAYING 'RAUNCH AND ROLL* IN FROST ARENA
9/29/1976 A012 XRUBY DEFENDS BLACK OAK'S STYLE (MILLER)
10/27/1976 A1I3 BLAKE, HOBO HICS WIN IM TURKEY TROT TITLES
9/12/1979 AOll PUB COUNCIL SELECTS BLANDO AS JACKRABBIT EDITOR
1/21/1976 A151 NAVAJO BLANKET DISPLAY TO FEATURE MAJOR PATERNS 0J> -
4/16/1975 A053 XLITTLE I CANDIDATES f
2/15/1978 A013 XBLIND STUDENT CHOSEN TO SKI FOR LIGHT (SNEVE)
10/09/1974 A076 BLOODMOBILE WILL RETURN TO CAMPUS; HELP NEEDED
10/23/1974 A044 BLOOD (ED)
10/30/1974 A023 XBLOOD DRIVE NEXT WEEK; DONOR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
11/06/1974 A026 BLOOD PLEDGES MAY SURPASS LAST YEAR'S TOTAL
11/13/1974 A024 XBLOODMOBILE EXCEEDS GOAL; STUDENTS DONATE 738 UNITS
11/20/1974 A044 OPINION ON... BLOOD DONOR'S BENEFITS (L)
11/20/1974 A044 OPINION ON... DONORS THANKED (L)
11/20/1974 A0S3 XBLOOD DONORS
12/11/1974 A043 OPINION ON... BLOODMOBILE (L)
3/19/1975 A061 XGOAL OF 625 BLOOD UNITS SET FOR APRIL RED CROSS DRI
4/09/1975 A025 X106 BLOOD UNITS DONATED FOR BOY
4/09/1975 A043 OPINION ON... BLOODMOBILE (L)
4/23/1975 A043 OPINION ON... BLOODMOBILE ASSISTANCE (L)
4/23/1975 A044 OPINION ON... FATHER THANKS SON'S BLOOD DONORS (L)
10/15/1975 AlOl CAMPUS COVERED IF 1/5 STUDENTS DONATE BLOOD
11/12/1975 A082 BLOODMOBILE ARRIVES NEXT WEEK; RED CROSS SETS 700 UN
10/13/1976 A041 OPINION ON... NEWSPAPER COVERAGE, BLOODMOBILE (L)
10/13/1976 Alll BLOODMOBILE COMING!
11/02/1977 A041 GIVE LIFE -- DONATE BLOOD (ED)
11/02/1977 A061 RED CROSS SPONSORS CAMPUS BLOODMOBILE
11/15/1978 A033 xSTUDENTS DONATE BLOOD TO HELP SAVE LIVES (DUFFY)
11/15/1978 A041 BLOODMOBILE THANX (L)
6/22/1977 A121 GOLF COURSE RETURNS TO CITY
9/25/1974 A141 XBLUE KEY SMOKER GIRLS
9/25/1974 A023 BLUNT RESERVOIR DAM MAY SNAG OAHE
11/07/1979 A071 XA CONVERSATION WITH ROBERT BLY; HE'S CONTROVERSIAL
SEE ALSO SA-SENATE
9/25/1974 A142 PROPOSED BOC BY-LAW TO ALLOW REMOVAL OF MEMBERS
10/02/1974 AOll REMOVAL CLAUSE DEFEATED BY BOC (KRANZ)
10/09/1974 A014 BOC FUNDS CHEERLEADERS, PLANS CONCERT
10/09/1974 A044 xDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
10/16/1974 A013 BEER AT UNIVERSITY FUNCTIONS DISCUSSED BY BOC MONDAY
10/23/1974 A053 LIBRARY RECEIVES PRIORITY (KRANZ)
10/23/1974 A095 BOC RESEARCHES DROPPING F GRADE
10/30/1974 AOll BOC DELAYS ACTION ON F GRADE REMOVAL
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BOARD OF CONTROL
BOARD OF REGENTS
BOATING
BODEN LYNN
BOETEL NORMA
BOHR JOHN
BOMB THREATS
BOMBS
BONESTELL MICHAEL
BONHAM JOHN
BONHAM SALLY
BONNES MIKE
BONSAI
BOOK REVIEW
BOOKS
BOOKSTORE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/06/197A
11/13/197A
11/13/1974
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
1/22/1975
7/02/1975
9/03/1975
10/29/1975
1/21/1976
3/24/1976
3/31/1976
8/25/1976
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
9/25/1974
11/27/1974
2/05/1975
2/19/1975
4/23/1975
/rl 2/10/1975
10/19/1977
4/27/1977
4/19/1978
4/02/1980
4/09/1980
4/09/1980
10/29/1975
11/05/1975
11/12/1975
12/10/1975
1/14/1976
1/28/1976
1/28/1976
1/16/1980
11/19/1975
9/11/1974
9/25/1974
10/16/1974
10/30/1974
11/13/1974
1/22/1975
2/05/1975
2/19/1975
2/19/1975
4/16/1975
5/07/1975
10/15/1975
12/10/1975
3/24/1976
8/25/1976
12/08/1976
1/26/1977
4/20/1977
5/04/1977
11/16/1977
12/07/1977
1/18/1978
4/05/1978
9/20/1978
2/14/1979
8/27/1980
9/25/1974
10/09/1974
11/06/1974
9/17/1975
11/12/1975
11/26/1975
12/08/1976
3/23/1977
3/30/1977
2/22/1978
2/14/1979
3/26/1980
10/16/1974
9/10/1975
4/07/1976
AQ46
A046
A123
Aa43
AOll
A045
A152
AOll
A123
A132
A223
AO 31
A261
A203
A213
A251
A074
A061
A141
A063
A223
A261
A071
A071
AOll
AOll
AO 41
AQ13
A015
A031
AOll
A031
A091
A091
A061
A071
A067
AlGl
A087
A063
A061
A087
A044
A117
A121
Alll
A051
A215
A155
A151
A135
A155
A083
A121
AlOl
A093
A071
A071
AI41
A071
AOll
A171
A033
A051
A015
A131
A084
AOll
A153
A151
A081
Alll
AlOl
A061
AOll
A015
A121
OPINION ON... CHEERLEADER BUDGET (L)
XDIGGIN* OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
FEU STUDENTS AT HEARING
OPINION ON... APATHETIC STUDENTS (L)
xfiOC ALLOCATIONS FALL SHORT OF REQUESTS
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER) '
SEE REGENTS
NEW BOATING LAW NOW IN EFFECT
XCRASH COUNTS DOWN TIME 'TIL LAUNCH (BROWN)
GF 8 P WARNS HUNTERS OF BOATING DANGERS
DECALS VALIDATE BOAT LICENSE NUMBERS FOR THREE YEARS
BOATING AND FISHING LICENSES AT BARGAIN PRICES
XCRASH TO LAUNCH PIPE DREAM tl (HUBER)
XDAY TRIPPING (TONNESON)
•74 GRID TEAM PICKS CAPTAINS
XPLAYERS> COACHES VIEW NCC
LYNN BODEN MAY PLAY IN SHRINE GAME
X3 JACKS NAMED TO ALL-NCC TEAM
BODEN, LAWRENCE AWAIT PRO TRYOUTS
XLION COACH FORZANO SAYS BODEN COULD START (FEY)
BODEN SIGNS FOUR YEAR CONTRACT WITH DETROIT (MARTIN)
BODEN MAY BE ROOKIE-OF-THE>-YEAR
XOSCEOLA TO DETROIT: BODEN FINDS SUCCESS (HAMMOND)
BOETEL RESIGNS
KBOHR BACKS TRUST FUND TO HOLD TAX INCREASE
XBOMB THREATS HIT SDSU SUNDAY; FORCE LATE-NIGHT EVAC
XBROOKINGS MAN ARRESTED FOR BOMB AND OBSCENE CALLS
BOMBS AWAY DREAM BABIES; FALSE ALARMS LEAD TO LEGEND
FBI ANALYZES FRAGMENTS FROM PIERSON EXPLOSION
NO DEVELOPMENTS REPORTED IN BOMBING INVESTIGATION
PROGRESS SLOW ON BOMBING INVESTIGATION
BOMBING INVESTIGATION AT VIRTUAL STANDSTILL
STUDENT PLEADS GUILTY, SENTENCED TO THREE YEARS
TWO STUDENTS SENTENCED IN CONNECTION WITH DRUG BUST
TWO STUDENTS SENTENCED IN CONNECTION WITH DRUG BUST
XCAMPUS TUNNELS AID COMPUTER HOOKUPS (PERKINS)
KBONSAI STUDENTS LEARN ART, SCIENCE
BOOKS (KINYON)
BOOKS (KILDAHL)
BOOKS (JACKSON)
BOOKS (WEST)
BOOKS (WITHERINGTON)
BOOKS (ALEXANDER)
OPINION ON... ATLAS SHRUGGED (L)
BOOKS (YARBROUGH)
NEW BOOKS
BOOKS (WALZ)
BOOKS (FOREMAN)
BOOKS (FERGUSON)
BOOKS (FERGUSON)
BOOKS (WEST)
COWGIRLS WITH BLUES INVADE DAKOTA AREA (WITHERINGTON
CHRISTMAS.^IS—'NOT COMING TO BE BARKED AT'
EVAN'S P0E>IS SHOW OBSESSION WITH PAST
'PLAY IT AS IT LAYS' GIVES MESSAGE THAT LIFE WITHOUT
'SURFACING* LETS READER FEEL, TASTE, TOUCH, SMELL QU
FAR TORTUGA: VOYAGE AGAINST TINE (WILLIAMS)
DEAD HORSE TABLE; 'GUTSY POETRY' (WOSTER)
CRITIC CALLS MOMADAY'S NEW BOOK AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL
•ORDINARY PEOPLE' NOVEL HAILED (SEVIG)
INDIAN BIBLIOGRAPHY PRAISED AS IMPORTANT RESEARCH TO
REFUSING A RAPIST NOT IMPOSSIBLE (KAROLEVITZ)
X'HANTA YO'"AN INDIAN VERSION OF ROOTS OR A FARCE..
ALLEGED EXECUTIVE MISCONDUCT OF PAST PRESIDENTS EXAM
ELEANOR MCGOVERN FINDS PEOPLE IGNORANT ABOUT S.D.
XDISCARDING OF BOOKS HALTED PENDING DECISION
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR WRITES BOOK FOR HPER MAJORS
X103-YEAR-OLD BLIND WOMAN READS WITH STATE LIBRARY T
COLLEGIAN OFFERS NEW WAY TO BUY AND SELL BOOKS
X'DOC PEEKE' COMPILED BY GRADUATE (KRAUSE)
'WINTER INilTHE BLOOD' IS 'ROOTS' FOR MIDWEST
STATE GRID'WRITES 'KILLER BLIZZARD' (KRAUSE)
XPUBLICATION FINDS POETRY IN SPORT
XWATERGATE WOUNDS HIS NOVEL-BUT NOT FATALLY (ELLIOTT
XBOOKS FOLLOW TRENDS BUT OLDIES STILL GOODIES (LAUGH
TWO BOOKSTORE FUNDS EXPLAIN UNION MIX-UP (KRANZ)
XBOOKSTORE PRICES RISE; FAULT WITH PUBLISHERS
XSTUDENTS SHOPLIFT $2,000 FROM BOOKSTORE
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BOOKSTORE
BOONE DEANNA
BOORSTIN DANIEL
BORCHARD GREG
B0R6LUN GUTZON
BORK LESLIE
BORLAUG NORMAN
BOTSWANA
fiOULDING KENNETH
BOWEN RICHARD
BOWHUNTING
BOWLING
BOXING
BOY SCOUTS
BOYCOTT
BOYD JOHN
BOYD MALCOLM
BOZELL JOE
BRADLEY PAT
BRADY DON
BRANDT JOEL
BRAUN LEROY
BREAD FOR THE WORL
BRICO ANTONIA
BRIDAL SHOW
BRIDE JAN
BRIDGE CLUB
BRIGGS HILTON
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/25/1976
10/13/1976
3/22/1978
2/28/1979
11/07/1979
2/27/1980
12/08/1976
2/26/1975
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
7/23/1980
8/27/1980
2/02/1977
11/17/1976
1/25/1978
12/10/1975
1/21/1976
. 1/28/1976
9/13/1978
' 4/25/1979
1/16/1980
1/23/1980
4/27/1977
5/04/1977
4/28/1976
6/09/1976
6/09/1976
6/09/1976
6/23/1976
11/17/1976
10/25/1978
11/15/1978
1/17/1979
6/27/1979
4/30/1980
6/22/1977
1/22/1975
2/12/1975
6/04/1975
3/24/1976
1/25/1978
4/12/1978
4/04/1979
11/07/1979
5/02/1979
6/11/1980
9/18/1974
A021
A281
A071
A063
A031
A071
A153
A016
A021
A021
AOll
A012
A051
A041
A051
Aa23
A022
A173
A143
A051
A021
A021
A021
A051
A051
-AO 14
AOll
AOll
A021
A031
AOll
A034
A061
AOll
A061
AO 21
A081
A141
A145
A091
AO 71
A191
A131
AlOl
A121
Alll
A051
A061
A031
3/17/1976
4/07/1976
4/28/1976
9/25/1974
9/01/1976
4/20/1977
2/15/1978
4/05/1978
4/12/1978
1/31/1979
2/21/1979
9/27/1978
4/09/1980
10/05/1977
10/15/1975
10/29/1975
11/05/1975
11/05/1975
2/12/1975
1/31/1979
12/11/1974
9/25/1974
1/22/1975
3/19/1975
4/16/1975
4/30/1975
4/30/1975
5/07/1975
A151
A094
A134
A083
A141
A051
AOll
AD31
A014
AOll
A031
A103
AOll
A031
A231
A091
A131
A133
A053
A051
AO 6 7
A201
AOll
A191
A201
A016
A021
A021
VARY FROM BOOKSTORE; BUT RANDOM
BOOKSTORE SETUPS DIFFER; SA BOOKSTORE STUDEN
bookstore CLAIMS NO PROFITS FROM BOOKS (STEWARD)
*34 YEARS IN THE BOOKSTORE..AND STILL COUNTING
.SENATE COMMITTEE SAYS BOOKSTORE NOT RIPPING STUDENTS
•HIGHER EDUCATION' CAMPUS SHOPS OFFER SPECIAL CONVEN
*'DOC PEEKE' compiled BY GRADUATE (KRAUSE)
*B00RSTIN WILL KICK OFF BICENTENNIAL ?ELEBRATIt
HISTORIAN TO GIVE LECTURE MARCH 17 ..
Sh transformed CCURRY)
generalities, cspringer,
KEEPING AN EYE ON THE COLLEGIAN (L)
BORGLUM, GREENER ART ADDED TO COLLECTION
COLLECTION 45 YEARS OLD, STILL GROWIN
[ISSEF likes FEATURES OF OLD CAMERAS (KOHLER)
?LAN-MX?'2^Vp^^0^g'
COLLEGE TO SWAP PROFESSORS (LAWRENCE
BOWEN NEW COMMISSIONER (RIGNEY)
BOWEN, DEZONIA SWAP JOBS
DEZONIA ACCEPTS JULY 1 PRESIDENCY; REMAINS BUSY AS C
sees persistent change to Some
WANTS to move (CLAUSSEN)
BOWEN ALTERS CENTRALIZATION VIEW
REGENTS WILL LET BOWEN DECIDE
BOWEN^PROGREsllNG^"''®'"*''̂ "^PLACEMENT (SNYDER)
BOWEN TARGET OF SOLONS
WITH TENURE WOULD NOT BE UNUSUAL
GF&P approves BOWHUNTER PROGRAM uNu:>uflL
BOWLING TEAM OPENS YEAR WITH PAIR OF WINS
BOWUNG TEAM SPLITS MATCH WITH USD
ESftfSi! EkfiSS ADDITION OF EIGHT LANES & LOUNGESSStIRS (COMPETE IN REGION; MEN SECOND, WOMEN FOl
^Pt^fiSON LEAD BOWLERS; COMPETE IN FARGO f
3CN0RT0N PLACES NATIONALLY (SCHNEIDER)
CTHOMPSON)
BOY SCOUTS TO PICK UP NEWSPAPERS
SEE STRIKE
^SWIMMERS WIN SECOND PLACE IN NCC MEET
MALCOLM BOYD TO GIVE FINAL HARDING LECTURE
59XS'ISSUES INCLUDE LIFE'S PROBLEMS*BIKE RECREATION GAINS SUPPORT IN CITY (LARSEN)
PERFORMANCE NAMED RECENTLY
^ASSISTANT UNION DIRECTOR SOUGHT
WILL RUN; PRESIDENTIAL RACE CLOSED
«fS!3: B
CGREGERSEN)
gli^ENE CALLS
WORLD launches campus debut
CONDUCTRESS LEADS ORCHESTRA ON NOV.2
JS!iIP!lJS,.®SIP9 TO DIRECT ORCHESTRA IN GUEST APPEARANCONDUCTOR STRIVES FOR PERFECT CONCERT (CARLSON) '*gNTONIAsBRICO'S SUCCESS, FAME A30?YEAR STRUGGLE
CONTINGENT INTO MALE (SAVAGE)
DUPLICATE BRIDGE CLUB HAS WIDE PARTICIPATION
*SEyENJO RECEIVE ALUMNI AWARDS
*51221^1 5E^^te labors over new constitution*DIRKSEN OFFERS TIPS FOR JOGGERS (FEY)
*BRI6GS RETIRES THIS YEAR (LARSEN 8 BROWN)
NEW LIBRARY TO BE NAMED AFTER BRIGGS
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BRIGGS HILTON
IRIGGS JAMES
^'IRIGGS LIBRARY
BRIGGS STEPHEN
brisbois bud
BROADCASTING
BROOKCON 76
BR00KIN6S CLINIC
BROOKINGS MALL
BROOKINGS SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/12/1975 AOSl
11/17/1976 A061
5/0A/1977 A091
9/21/1977 A053
10/19/1977 AD26
4/06/1977 AOSl
10/20/1976 AOll
10/20/1976 A041
4/30/1975 A071
9/11/1974 AOS!
9/18/1974 A053
4/16/1975 A164
4/16/1975 AlBl
11/12/1975 A141
2/25/1976 A051
6/08/1977 A054
10/25/1978 A093
1/24/1979 A071
2/07/1979 A061
7/26/1978 ^.A051
8/28/1974^A091
2/05/1975 A031
4/23/1975 AOll
6/04/1975 A021
8/28/1974 A09i
11/06/1974 A031
5/07/1975 A032
6/04/1975 A061
8/27/1975 A032
8/27/1975 A113
10/08/1975 A031
10/08/1975 A031
10/29/1975 A034
9/29/1976 AOSl
12/12/1979 A121
8/28/1974 A083
9/18/1974 A041
9/25/1974 A043
10/16/1974 A061
11/13/1974 A123
1/15/1975 A031
2/05/1975 A031
4/16/1975 A071
4/23/1975 A031
4/30/1975 A033
5/07/1975 AOll
7/02/1975 A061
7/16/1975 A074
9/17/1975 AOSl
11/26/1975 A034
1/21/1976 A063
1/21/1976 A081
2/04/1976 AOSl
2/18/1976 A073
3/31/1976 A113
4/07/1976 A063
4/07/1976 A063
4/28/1976 AOSl
6/09/1976 A061
6/23/1976 A021
7/21/1976 A071
9/01/1976 AOSl
9/08/1976 AOll
9/08/1976 A063
9/15/1976 A061
10/13/1976 AOll
10/13/1976 A131
1/19/1977 A072
1/26/1977 A061
3/02/1977 A051
3/23/1977 A091
3/23/1977 A095
6/08/1977 AOSl
6/22/1977 Alll
8/31/1977 AlOl
10/05/1977 A061
10/19/1977 A071
*BRIGGS TO TEACH ECONOMICS CLASS CBLESENER)
UNIVERSITY'S HISTORIC HOUSE IS BRIGGS' HOME
BRIGGS TO SPEAK AT OPENING OF ANIMAL SCIENCE CENTER
kBRIGGS PUSHING UNIVERSITY CONTRACTS OVERSEAS
*BRIGGS HOUSE REVIVES PRESIDENTIAL NOSTALGIA
KBRIGGS SCHOLARS
SEE LIBRARY
kSCHOLARSHIP FOUNDER BRIGGS DIES IN FLORIDA
UNIVERSITY LOSES STANDARD-BEARER (ED)
TRUMPETER TO SOLO DURING JAZZ FESTIVAL
AP EDITOR TO SPEAK TO BROADCASTERS
KTV ANCHORMAN ^ .
JACKS MAY LOSE WNAX COVERAGE (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
BROADCASTING SOCIETY PLANS REACTIVATION
KOTA DIRECTOR CHECKS POSSIBILITY OF OBTAINING CABLE
GRANTS AID IN PROMOTION
RADIO BETTER THAN TV IN SERIES CNACHTIGAL)
kON THE AIR WITH KGKG (ELLIOTT)
kSTUDENT pieces TOGETHER TV NEWS PUZZLE (ELLIOTT)
BROOKCON '78 ATTRACTS FANTASY FANS (SNYDER)
knew clinic FACILITY OFFERS ADDITIONAL SPACE, DOCTOR
WOMEN'S SPECIALIST SERVES CLINIC
BROOKINGS CLINIC SUGGESTED AS STUDEKT HEALTH ALTERNA
BROOKINGS CLINIC PROPOSED $25 HEALTH CARE PROGRAM —
kARRIVAL of MATERIALS DELAYS MALL OPENING (LARSEN)
XSANTA'S COMING
MALL PLANS GRAND OPENING
NEW^BANk'̂ POSSIBLE for area IF-INVESTIGAtrON PROVES N
kEIGHT new BUSINESSES ADD TO AREA-MALL- .
PRINT SHOW OFFERING CASH PRIZES
kSHRIVERS opening in MALL
OPTICAL SHOP OFFERING STUDENT DISCOUNT
MALL LOUNGE PROPOSED; CITY SAYS 'NOT NOW'
BROOKINGS MALL SHOP MANAGERS: COMPETITION GOOD FOR B
CITY BUSINESSES LOSING $16 MILLION/YEAR (KRANZ)
OPINION ON... BROOKINGS CITY SPEED TRAP (L)
OPINION ON... SPEED TRAP (L)
kFOUR WARDS AVAILABLE IN CITY
FEW STUDENTS AT HEARING
CITY ASKS FESTIVAL STATUS
BROOKINGS PLANS CITY DEVELOPMENT
BROOKINGS DESIGNATED FESTIVAL CITY FOR NATIONS BICEN
KDEALER PLANS AUTO PLAZA (SIMONS)
koperation face lift
KSPRING cleaning 7 _ .. - : .. .
MERCHANTS REPORT BETTER-BUSINESS -
SEVERAL EVENTS SCHEDULED-TNGITY
PROBLEMS FROM HOUSING TO LITTER HANDLED BY CITY SANI
BROOKINGS STARTS FIVE-YEAR-PLAN TO EXPAND CHRISTMAS
XRESIDENTS SHOP OUT OF TOWN; RETAILERS RESPOND TO SU
MILLION DOLLAR BOND BUYS CITY NEW'FACILITIES, TAX HI
CITY CONTRACTS FOR GIANT AD
SUMMER STREET WORK PLANNED; LOT OWNERS TO HELP PAY P
BROOKINGS PARK FACILITIES PROVIDE STUDENT RECREATION
CITY WITHOUT SANITARIAN; FEW PEOPLE APPLYING
FORUM SLATED FOR CANDIDATES THURSDAY. NIGHT
OFFICIALS RAtE REVENUE SHARING EFFECT OMJAREA. . . -
RETAILERS EXPAND BUSINESS DESPITE^VARIED-PROBLEMSj
CORRECTION -k-- -
XPRESSLER: THREE-COUNTY DROUGHT-RELIEF UNLIKELY
COLLEGE, CITY NEED EACH OTHER. (GULLICKSON)
XRURAL CRIME RATE DECREASES
XSTUDENTS LIVE EASY WHEN TOWN'S NIGHT LIFE BEGINS
BROOKINGS READIES FOR MEETING '76
XUNIVERSITY—CITY'S-#! INDUSTRY (RIGNEY-& TONNESON)
XPEOPLE ALWAYS MADE DIFFERENCE (TONNESON)
NEW BUSINESSES LIMIT SPACE FOR FUTURE-BROOKINGS STOR
MALL PET SHOP REPLACED BY HANDICRAFT STORE
CITY RULE CHALLENGED (SEVIG)
XFISHBACK MOTIVATED BY 'IDEALISM', PROMPTS TWO SPECI
VOTERS KILL ALDERMANIC ISSUE BY 2-1 MARGIN
XLOCATION HELPS MEDARY BUSINESSES (JOHNSON)
XBROOKINGS EXPANDS TO SOUTH
XSUMMER OF '77 (SEVIG)
NO 'IN' WITH CITY IS NECESSARY FOR CHANGE (JENSEN)
CITY BOASTS 200 NEW, EXPANDED BUSINESSES (PATES)
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BROOKINGS SD
BROOKVIEW MANOR
BROTHERS JOYCE
BROWN PAUL
BROWN STEVE
BRUBECK DAVE
BUCKLEY PAUL
BUD6ET-BR
BUDGET-SA
BUDGET-SD
BUD6ET-SDSU
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/02/1977 A051 STUDENT PATRONAGE PAYS OFF FOR MERCHANTS
11/16/1977 A061 EXPANSION BENEFITS SOME (PATES)
12/07/1977 A093 CITY.HOSPITALITY (L)
7/11/1979 A013 *SONS OF NORWAY DANCERS HELPED CELEBRATE
7/11/1979 AOAl KCENTENNIAL LASTS WEEK...BUT TIME FLIES FAST
9/19/1979 A021 D()WNTOWN BUSINESSES NOT WORRIED ABOUT NEW MALL
10/03/1979 A061 PRICE FIXING CHARGES DENIED BY VARIOUS BROOKINGS
1/30/1980 A04A COMMISSION MEETING BECOMES PUBLIC ATTACK ON STUDE
1/30/1980 A051 CITY COMMISSION MEETING OFFERS HOUSING OPTIONS
4/02/1980 A041 BOTH CITY AND CAMPUS HAVE FAULTS (ED)
8/27/1980 A051 KBROOKINGS--A COLLEGE TOWN NEVER SLEEPS
5/05/1976 A073 kELDERLY TO PAY MORE FOR NURSING; MANOR TRUSTEES 'MA
4/04/1979 A061 ^BROTHERS LECTURE TO BE ON LOVE IN SOCIETY
4/11/1979 AOll *DR. JOYCE BROTHERS: LOVE GOES UNDER THE KNIFE
9/25/1974 A201 xSEVEN TO RECEIVE ALUMNI AWARDS
12/11/1974 A224 *JACKS WIN TWO OVER WEEKEND
12/11/1974 A234 *GOING UP?
11/12/1975 A173 *ZULK WILL ALTERNATE FOUR GUARDS (FEY)
11/17/1976 A203 XBASKETBALL SQUAD SETS SIGHTS ON NCC CROWN
3/23/1977 A191 JACKRABBIT'S BROWN NAMED ALL-NCC
10/09/1974 A067 xPIANIST AND SON
4/27/1977 A031 XA SWING AND A DOG MAKE SPRING
9/25/1974 A056 CITY COMMISSION PASSES $9 MILLION BUDGET FOR 1975
SEE SA-BUDGET
12/10/1975 A014 XKNEIP '77 BUDGET REQUESTS TUITION INCREASE OF $1.50
12/10/1975 A051 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
2/25/1976 A013 SCHOOLS FACE BUDGET CUTS (HEBBERT)
3/17/1976 AOll REGENTS CUT BACK SIX PROGRAMS, SCHOOL RESPONSIBLE FO
9/01/1976 A015 REGENTS PROPOSALS INCLUDE CAMPUS MERGERS, QUOTAS
9/07/1977 A013 INSTITUTIONS WILL DEVELOP PLAN TO INCREASE SALARIES
10/26/1977 A103 $26,000 BUDGET GAP IN REGENT PROPOSAL
9/20/1978 A015 BERG: $2 MILLION CUT 'UNREASONABLE'
10/04/1978 A021 FACULTY SALARIES DOMINATE BUDGET TALKS
11/01/1978 AOll 'INSTITUTIONAL CUTS NEEDED' (SNYDER)
11/01/1978 A012 XPROPOSED CUTS STIR CAMPUS RESPONSE
1/17/1979 AOll REGENTS GRILLED BUT FEW OFFER BETTER SOLUTION
6/27/1979 A051 REGENTS REVISE BUDGETING
10/17/1979 A015 BOWEN SAYS 10 PERCENT CUT WOULD DAMAGE EDUCATION
11/07/1979 AOll PRESIDENTS SAY CUTS WILL HAVE MULTIPLE EFFECTS
12/12/1979 AQ41 JANKLOW'S BUDGET CUTS ARE RAPING EDUCATION
1/16/1980 AOll GOV JANKLOW'S BARE BONES BUDGET MAJOR LEGISLATIVE^
1/16/1980 A051 SEVEN AREAS ARE THREATENED (BORCHARD)
1/16/1980 A071 BUDGET HAMPERS ECONOMICS PROGRAM (PETERSON)
1/23/1980 A015 REGENTS GET TAIL TWISTED OVER TYPO (CURRY)
1/23/1980 A044 SKYLAB NIGHT AS WELL HIT S.D. (SPRINGER)
2/13/1980 AOSl JANKLOW: BOTTOM LINE IS SD IS GOING BANKRUPT (L)
4/02/1980 A063 HIGHER ED SLUSH FUNDS DENIED (WAYBRIGHT)
8/27/1980 A041 ANOTHER 'BARE BONES' YEAR (ED)
8/27/1980 A104 XJANKLOW ASKS REGENTS TO LIMIT SPENDING
SEE ALSO SA-BUDGET
9/18/1974 AOll MOISAN DEFENDS HIS UNION BUDGET DECISIONS (ANDERSEN)
10/09/1974 A071 BUDGET REQUESTS DUE
10/16/1974 AOll TWO BOOKSTORE FUNDS EXPLAIN UNION MIX-UP (KRANZ)
12/11/1974 A214 INFLATION CAUSES ATHLETIC BUDGET WORRIES (FEY)
3/26/1975 AOll BUDGET COMMITTEE REFUSES ZERO-FUNDING (PRESZLER)
3/26/1975 A044 BUDGET CONTROL NEEDS STUDENT CONSENSUS
3/26/1975 A044 xDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
2/11/1976 A021 ATHLETIC FEES MAY INCREASE BY $2
3/24/1976 AOll PRESIDENT STARTS BUDGET CUTS (HEBBERT)
4/07/1976 A121 CUTS IN UNIVERSITY BUDGET TO OCCUR IN 10 MAIN AREAS
4/14/1976 A021 BUDGET CUTS TO BE PRESENTED TO REGENTS
4/28/1976 A132 CULTURAL BUDGET CUT $7,600 FOR NEXT YEAR
7/07/1976 AOll GROUNDS BUDGET DWINDLES; CAMPUS KEEPS EXPANDING
9/01/1976 AQ21 TENTATIVE BUDGET ALLOWS MORE THAN $2.2 MILLION IN CA
9/08/1976 A031 ON-CAMPUS STATE AGENCIES RECEIVE MORE THAN $590,000
9/22/1976 A055 CORRECTIONS
9/29/1976 A081 BUDGET CUTS INCREASE STUDENT-TEACHER RATIO
11/10/1976 A013 UNION BUDGETING PLAN CRITICIZED (JOHNSON)
11/24/1976 A013 CUTS MEAN 'DOING WITHOUT' (CANTER)
12/08/1976 A014 HIGHER EDUCATION FUNDING INCREASED IN 1978 BUDGET
10/12/1977 A012 0 8 M BUDGETARY FUNDS 'IN VERY BAD SHAPE'
4/12/1978 A031 FUNDING STRESSES MAJORITY
12/06/1978 AOll SENATE BUDGET PROPOSALS TOP $380,000 (RICHARDSON)
12/13/1978 AOll BUDGET HELD UP UNTIL AFTER CHRISTMAS (RICHARDSON)
5/02/1979 AOSl NON-COMPLIANCE TO TITLE IX EXPECTED (RIETMAN)
9/26/1979 A043 REGENTS DEFEND BUDGET, QUALITY EDUCATION (SCHMITi
11/28/1979 A031 BUDGETING PROCESS IS REVIEWED (PETERSON) ' J
12/12/1979 A151 BUDGET CUTS MAY PARE 50 JOBS FROM EXTENSION, EXPbVin
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SUBJECT
BUDGET-SDSU
BUDGET-US
BUFFALOES
BUGEJA MICKEY
BUILDINGS
BUMPER STICKERS
BUNCH BONNIE
BUNKERS RENEE
BURGER KING
BURGHIO PAT
BURGLARIES
BURKE ROBERT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/23/1980 A031 SCIENCE STUDENTS TO FEEL PINCH (SIEBRASSE)
1/30/1980 AQ72 APPROPRIATIONS FOR BRIGGS LIBRARY OVERDUE (CURRY)
2/06/1980 A055 EXTENSION BUDGET BOMBED (CARLSON)
2/13/1980 A171 XINFLATION NO.l FOE IN SDSU SPORTS FUTURE (BUTLER)
3/19/1980 AOAl CARTER'S BUDGET PLAN PROVIDES PAINFUL NEWS
10/16/197A A091 FACULTY STUDIES BUFFALO AS POSSIBLE BEEF SUBSTITUTE
12/12/1979 A151 BUFFALO SELLS FOR $1,300
10/15/1975 A161 *ASTROLOGY ENTHUSIAST SEES VICTORIOUS JACKRABBIT TEA
8/28/1974 A243 INCREASED COSTS CUT BUILDING PROJECTS
10/09/1974 AOll XRISING INTEREST RATES BITE AT EDUCATION BUILDING PR
10/23/1974 AOll KREGENTS DELAY FOUR BUILDINGSj THREE PROJECTS RECEIV
10/23/1974 A021 PROBLEMS PLAGUE STUDENT CENTER, ONE YEAR WARRANTY AB
10/23/1974 A046 *DI6GIN» OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
10/23/1974 A053 LIBRARY RECEIVES PRIORITY (KRANZ)
10/30/1974 A053 PUGSLEY RENOVATION SENDS MUSICIANS TO AUDITORIUM
11/20/1974 A044 OPINION ON... CONDITIONS OF MUSIC BUILDING (L)
11/27/1974 A046 OPINION ON... MUSIC BUILDING (L)
1/22/1975 A015 KPOOR FACILITIES PLAGUE MUSIC DEPARTMENT (CARLSON)
1/29/1975 A015 MUSIC BUILDING INSPECTED
1/29/1975 A016 PUGSLEY FACELIFT BEGINS; BUILDINGS AWAIT ACTION
2/05/1975 A014 ^LIBRARY STILL IN PLANNING,STAGE; INFLATION REDUCES
2/r2/a975-A014 BUILDING BIDS MAY OPEN
2/26/1975 AOll REPAIRS AT MUSIC BUILDING RECOMMENDED
3/19/1975 AOll CONSTRUCTION BIDS TO OPEN FOR ANIMAL SCIENCE, LIBRAR
4/16/1975 A091 xPUGSLEY, SCOBEY REBUILT (JOHNSON)
4/30/1975 A051 ANIMAL SCIENCE BIDS OPENED
6/27/1975 A081 XANIMAL SCIENCE, LIBRARY BUILDINGS ON SCHEDULE
9/17/1975 A065 CONSTRUCTION STARTED ON NEW ALUMNI CENTER
10/08/1975 A023 PRELIMINARY PLANS MADE FOR GROVE'S REMODELING
10/08/1975 A062 PARKING LOT TO REPLACE EAST MEN'S HALL NEXT YEAR
10/15/1975 A083 BOARD REFUSES BUILDING PERMIT FOR LAMBDA CHIS
10/29/1975 A015 NEW BUILDINGS PROCEED ON SCHEDULE
12/10/1975 A131 REMODELING FOR PUGSLEY, SCOBEY NEARS COMPLETION
2/04/1976 A015 XCONSTRUCTION PROGRESSES
3/17/1976 A021 DEPARTMENTS MAKE THEIR MOVE TO SCOBEY HALL, PUGSLEY
5/05/1976 A021 xCONSTRUCTION PROGRESS
5/05/1976 A051 XBIDS BEING SOUGHT FOR DESTRUCTION OF DORM, GARAGE,
6/09/1976 A051 XALUMNI DEDICATE TOMPKINS CENTER
6/23/1976 A041 xPOOR FACILITIES HINDER FINE ARTS (ED)
6/23/1976 AlOl ROCK THE WRECKER TO RAZE EAST MEN'S
8/25/1976 A271 KCAMPUS CONSTRUCTION PROGRESSES
9/29/1976 AOll ANIMAL SCIENCE LACKS FUNDS, MAY OPEN LATE
10/13/1976 A283 XBUILDIN6 NAMES HONOR PEOPLE (FREDERICK)
11/10/1976 A061 WECOTA, WENONA ENTER SECOND LIFETIME
12/08/1976 A021 PIPE BURSTS; SOME BASEMENT OFFICES DESERTED
12/08/1976 A031 xPUGSLEY HALL CEILING WEAK; STEEL STRUCTURE BEING BU
12/08/1976 Alll KEXTENSION BUILDING NOMINATED TO NATIONAL HISTORIC S
12/08/1976 A121 XBABIES, STUDENTS FORMERLY RESIDED IN HOME EC HOUSE
12/08/1976 A171 xSOUND OF MUSIC COMES FROM FIVE BUILDINGS
12/15/1976 A053 ANIMAL SCIENCE CENTER WILL OPEN; GOV. WITHHOLDS FUND
1/26/1977 A085 AG HERITAGE MUSEUM PLANS MOVE INTO STOCK PAVILION TH
2/16/1977 A021 REPAIRS OF LINE NEAR COMPLETION IN STUDENT UNION
2/16/1977 A031 CAN'T M0VE;.THE BUILDING? THEN MOVE A DEPARTMENT!
3/02/1977 A014 APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE KILLS UNIVERSITY CONSTRU
4/20/1977 A081 XANIMAL SCIENCE COMPLEX OPENS DOORS EARLY (RICHARDSO
4/27/1977 AOll NEW LIBRARY FAILS STATE INSPECTION—ROOF LEAKS
5/04/1977 A091 BRIGGS TO SPEAK AT OPENING OF ANIMAL SCIENCE CENTER
9/07/1977 A021 xHPER BUILDING UNFINISHED
12/14/1977 A135 BARN TO BE RENOVATED, IF CONDITIONS ARE MET
9/06/1978 A051 xPROGRESS ALTERS APPEARANCE OF CAMPUS SITES
10/11/1978 A135 XEXTENSION BUILDING SERVES REMINDER FOR SDSU START
11/15/1978 A021 RAMPS, ELEVATORS INSTALLED FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
11/22/1978 A031 CAMPUS BUILDINGS STILL PROBLEM (WILKINSON)
1/23/1980 A094 XEXTENSION BUILDING DEMOLITION AWAITS APPROVAL BY LE
4/16/1980 AOll EAST END OF BARN MAY BE TURNED OVER TO AG INFO
8/27/1980 A071 xCAMPUS BOASTS ADDITIONS
9/25/1974 A205 COLLECTORS STUCK WITH STICKERS
3/30/1977 AOll SENATE DELAYS APPROVAL OF TWO WOMEN REGENTS
4/20/1977 A023 WOMEN TAKE POSTS ON BOARD OF REGENTS
10/18/1978 AQ15 FARM, REGENTIAL CHORES CHALLENGE BONNIE BUNCH
7/07/1976 AQ81 BUNKERS NAMED TOP DAIRY STUDENT
2/21/1979 A051 BURGER KING TO MAKE BIG MAC ATTACK (NACHTIGAL)
10/03/1979 A021 xBURGER KING HAD A 'WHOPPER' OF A SUNDAY; 10,200 BUR
8/28/1974 A151 XFOUR DORMITORIES GAIN NEW DIRECTORS
11/12/1975 A1Q4 POLICE WORKING ON BURGLARY AT COMMONS
2/14/1979 A051 PREMEDITATED BOGUS BURGLARIES LEAVE 45 WITHOUT TYPEW
1/16/1980 AOll THREE SDSU STUDENTS ARRESTED FOR BURGLARY
4/16/1975 A036 XTEACHERS OF YEAR
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SUBJECT
BURNS BOB
BUS SERVICE
BUSHNELL BASH
BUSINESS
BUSINESS BUREAU
BUTLER FRANK
BUTLER PAT
BYMERS JOAN
BYRD DARCY
CABLE TELEVISION
CACAVAS JOHN
CALCULATORS
CALENDARS
CALLIGRAPHY
CALLIOPE
CAMBODIA
CAMDEN STATE PARK
CAMERA CLUB
CAMERAS
CAMPAIGN FUNDS
CAMPANILE
CAMPANILE CARD
CAMPANILE SCHOLAR
CAMPING
CAMPS
CAMPUS
CAMPUS COMMENTS
CAMPUS DIRECTORY
CAMPUS MINISTRY
CAMPUS POLICE
CANADA
CANCER
CANOEING
CAP
CAPERS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/07/1976
A/20/1977
5/02/1979
A/02/1980
1/15/1975
9/13/1978
9/27/1978
9/19/1979
9/11/197A
1/28/1976
2/11/1976
6/11/1980
2/21/1979
3/28/1979
A/25/1979
10/22/1975
2/15/1978
12/11/197A
6/22/1977
1/18/1978
12/11/197A
3/12/1975
11/07/1979
2/12/1975
11/05/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
11/17/1976
1/25/1978
9/11/197A
6/0A/1975
6/18/1975
12/10/1975
10/13/1976
12/15/1976
10/19/1977
6/27/1979
2/12/1975
9/03/1975
3/2A/1976
A/28/1976
6/23/1976
12/08/1976
11/08/1978
12/06/1978
9/10/1975
6/09/1976
6/07/1978
1/31/1979
A/30/1975
6/18/1975
11/19/1975
12/10/1975
6/23/1976
7/07/1976
6/22/1977
9/1A/1977
A08A
A131
A021
A061
A031
AG81
A071
A033
AOll
A071
A121
AOAl
A1A6
A116
AlAl
A121
A061
AQ9A
AQ31
AQ71
A133
A0A6
AQ91
A061
A03A
A031
A031
A023
AQ22
Aa81
AQ9A
AG61
A181
AlAl
AG15
A0A5
A052
AlOl
AlQl
A221
A191
AlOl
A231
A081
Alll
A022
A023
A085
A121
AOAA
A051
A091
A131
A103
AOll
A023
A021
9/17/1975 A061
12/13/1978
A/09/1980
A/30/1975
10/01/1975
A/28/1976
6/22/1977
3/01/1978
A/26/1978
12/11/197A
1/15/1975
1/29/1975
A091
AQ91
Alll
A103
A191
AlAl
A021
Alll
AlAl
AlGl
A0A5
BURNS TO PRESENT TWO FREEDOM FORUMS
XBURNS RECEIVES TEACHING HONOR AFTER BEING NOMINATED
PROFESSOR BURNS TO ADDRESS GRADUATES
BURNS TO MAKE LEGISLATIVE BID (SPRINGER)
BUS SERVICE TO MANKATO
XBUSHNELL: SMALLEST ONE DAY BASH
XBUSHEL OF BUSHNELL FUN
BUSHNELL BASH TO FEATURE CONCERT, ART SHOW, LUNG-
SEE ALSO RETAIL TRADES
DESPITE ITS POPULARITY, BUYER PROTECTION COSTLY
NO BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU; CITIES TOO SMALL, SALES S
BUTLER RANCH, TRUST FUND DONATION FURTHERS SCHOLARSH
BIG OIL DOESN'T WANT GASOHOL (ED)
BYMERS SETS TRACK RECORD
XBYMERS STARS IN WOMEN'S TRACK MEET
XBYMERS SETS STATE RECORD IN HURDLES
XROYAL BUMS ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION IN EVENTS
SEE TELEVISION CABLE
XCLINIC FEATURES COMPOSER (PATES)
^CALCULATORS USED IN CLASSES
STUDENT GUIDE TO BE REPLACED BY CALENDAR (BEERS)
PORTILLO OFFERS DEMONSTRATIONS
SEE ALSO OAKWOOD
k'GAKWOOD' features POETS; REPLACES 'CALLIOPE'
NO MONEY FOR CAMBODIA (ED)
^AMERICAN PEOPLE ASKED TO HELP CAMBODIANS
*DAY TRIPPING (CANTER)
CAMERA CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS NEXT WEEK
XCAMERA BUYING QUESTIONS ANSWERED (MELBY)
CAMERA ACCESSORIES IMPORTANT (MELBY)
XBORK'S CAMERA COLLECTION A5 YEARS OLD, STILL GROWIN
XPROFESSOR LIKES FEATURES OF OLD CAMERAS (KOHLER)
PRESSLER MAY RECEIVE $15,000 FROM GOP
^DEDICATION JUNE 14 FOR 'SINGING SILO'
PLAYER HELPS DEDICATE NEW CAMPANILE BELLS
CAMPANILE TUNES ORIGINATE FROM LIBRARY
XORIGINAL MATERIALS COST LESS THAN PRESENT CHIMES IN
XCAMPANILE CHRISTMAS
CAMPANILE.CHIMES (L)
CAMPANILE STAYS SHUT
SEE DEBIT CARDS
SEE SCHOLAR PROGRAM
WINTER CAMPOUT SUCCESS DESPITE WINDCHILL OF 20 Dl
OUTING CENTER OPENS TO SERVE CAMPERS (HAAN)
KEEPING EXTREMITIES WARM IMPORTANT IN COLD WEATHER
OUTING CENTER RENTS WEEKEND CAMPING GEAR
DAY TRIPPING (TONNESON)
WINTER CAMPING: IT'S A CHALLENGE
XTWO TAKE WILDERNESS CHALLENGE (PATES)
XWINTER CAMPING TIP: BE PREPARED (PATES)
LACK OF COMMUNICATION BLOCKS STUDENT LAKE USE
JUNE SPORTS CAMPS OPEN TO PUBLIC
SUMMER CAMPS GO FOR WIDE APPEAL
4 YACC CAMPS TO OPEN
XOPINION ON... EMPLOYEE VIOLATIONS (L)
XCAMPUS UPGRADE
LEGISLATORS HEAR BERG DESCRIBE CAMPUS NEEDS
ROTUNDA CAMPUS GREEN SHOWY
BROWN HILLS TO ADORN NEW HPER GREEN
GROUNDS BUDGET DWINDLES; CAMPUS KEEPS EXPANDING
NO MAJOR GROUNDS WORK PLANNED ON CAMPUS FOR THIS SUM
CAMPUS PLAN CALLS FOR BEAUTIFYING CORE
SEE ALSO SUBJECT OF COMMENTS
TELEPHONE NUMBERS, ADDRESSES NEEDED FOR CAMPUS DIREC
SEE ALSO RELIGION, CHRISTIANITY
SEE POLICE CAMPUS
XSDSU AG GRAD LEADS METRO YOUTH INTO CANADA (PATES)
XJACKS NO.l FAN BATTLES CANCER
OUTDOOR LORE
GF a P TO DEVELOP RIVER CANOE TRAIL
BIG SIOUX CANOE TRAIL HITS PUBLIC RELATIONS SNAG
XSCHOOL OFFERS WORKSHOP AT WILDERNESS CANOE BASE
XSTUDENTS BUILD CANOE
XRIDING THE RAPIDS (SEVIG)
SEE CAREER 8 ACADEMIC
AUDITIONS SET FOR 'CAPERS'
X'TV TRIVIA' HEADS COTTONTAIL CAPERS
OPINION ON... COTTONTAIL CAPERS (L)
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SUBJECT
CAPERS
CAPITOL
CAPITOL LAKE
CAPTAIN 11
CAR POOLING
CARD STEVE
CARE
CAREER & ACADEMIC
CAREER PLANNING
CAREER SERVICE
CAREERS
CARILLON
CARLIN GEORGE
CARLSON CARLA
CARLSON JIM
CARNIVAL
CARS
CARSNER CATHY
CARTER JIMMY
CARTOGRAPHY
CARTOONIST
CARVER GALEN
CASHIERS OFFICE
CASTLEMAN JOHN
CATEAU RANGERS
CATHOLIC
CATHOLIC CAMPUS
CATS
CATTLE
CAVORTS
CB RADIO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/15/1976
1/19/1977
1/18/1978
1/17/1979
1/16/1980
1/23/1980
2/16/1977
2/28/1979
8/25/1976
11/17/1976
A/05/1978
9/0A/197A
10/09/197A
11/20/197A
2/12/1975
5/07/1975
9/03/1975
1/1A/1976
2/11/1976
A/28/1976
'10/13/1976
11/2A/1976
8/31/1977
9/28/1977
A081 COTTONTAIL CAPERS WILL BE MAGICAL MUSIC PRODUCTION
Alll *COTTONTAIL CAPERS
A073 K'REMEMBER' OPENS THURSDAY
A113 *HEROES AND VILLIANS ON STAGE THIS WEEK
AlOl XCAPERS TO SPOOF AESOP AND GRIMM (HAGEN)
A091 CAPERS ; A LOT HAPPENS IN A DAY CDARR)
A091 *A LOOK AT THE STATE CAPITOL (GEBHART)
A071 JfPIERRE'S CAPITOL LAKE IS FOR THE BIRDS
A21A XHE MUST BE KIND, HE MUST BE BRAVE
A103 USU WALL MAP ASSISTS STUDENTS IN FINDING RIDES
A031 XHAM, CARD SEEK SEATS
SEE COUNCIL AFFIRMING
A065 STUDENTS ADVISED: 'BECOME MARKETABLE" '
A052 CAREER PLANNING STRESSED IN PLACEMENT RAP SESSION
A053 CAREER CLASS AIDS STUDENTS. -
A05A CAREER PLACEMENT OFFERS TOOLS; STUDENTS 'BUILD WHAT
A073 XPLACEMENT BUDGET LESS THAN USD'S
A061 CAREER ADVICE, PLACEMENT MERGED IN STUDENT SERVICES
A163 PLANNING AND PLACEMENT OFFICE AIDS STUDENTS IN OBTAI
Alll OPEN FILES AT PLACEMENT SERVICES USED BY FEW IN SPIT
,A021 UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT RATES ;'.GOOD' (MORIN)
A143 ^COUNSELORS STRESS JOB PLANNING
A031 500 GRADUATES TAKE ADVANTAGE OF CREDENTIAL FILE
A3G2 CAREER CENTER MOVED-TO AD BUILDING OFFICE .
A021 PLACEMENT OFFICE GIVES INTERVIEW TIPS ' " "
SEE CAREER & ACADEMIC
CAREER SERVICES ACT SETS UNIFORM STATE STANDARDS
CAREER'SERVICES GROUP-FORMED-- - —
SEE OCCUPATIONS
A094 XDEDICATION JUNE lA FOR 'SINGING SILO'
AG61 PLAYER HELPS DEDICATE NEW-CAMPANILE BELLS
A014 GEORGE CARLIN TO TOP FRIDAY HOBO"CONCERT
A15A XCARLIN HEADLINER FOR HOBO DAY
A183 KGEORGE CARLIN TO GIVE FRIDAY COMEDY SHOW
AG53 xCONCERT DRAWS 3,300
A013 X1976 EDITOR
A0A3 COLLEGIAN EDITOR SERVES AS CONSULTANT TO HEW
AG41 DEFINITIONS LONG OVERDUE (ED)
A013 XBLIND STUDENT CHOSEN TO SKI FOR LIGHT (SNEVE)
A12A XBLIND SKIER DISCOVERS INDEPENDENCE ON SNOW (SABATIN
A073 BROOKINGS WINTER FESTIVAL SET FOR THIS SUNDAY
A241 *FIRST TASTE OF SDSU-COURTYARD CARNIVAL
SEE AUTO
A161 ^SECURITY HIRES FIRST WOMAN
A031 KSTUDENTS LEARN LAW ENFORCEMENT; JUGGLE ROLES AS OFF
AG21 KCARTER-CRITICIZES-AG POLICIES . ..
AOAl OPINION ON... JIMMY CARTER'S>'LOSING_EACE'^<L)
AOAA COLLEGIAN POLL INDICATES STRONG-SUPPORT FOR-CARTER!S.
AOAl INVOLVEMENT QUESTIONED-(ED)--
A161 X6E06. ADDS MAP-O-GRAPH
A07A XWELCOME TO THURBER'S WORLD (LAWRENCE)
A071 XNCC'S BEST HITTER TO RETURN (BUTLER)
A023 VOUCHER -METHOD OF PAYING BILLS COMPLICATED SYSTEM OF
A051 LIBRARIAI '̂ tALLS PRESENT OBSCENITY LAW ADEQUATE
A061 CATEAU RANGERS LEARN RAPPELLING OFF ARMORY
SEE CHURCH CATHOLIC
A081 CHRISTIANS TIRED OF FIGHTING WITH EACH OTHER
A093 CAMPUS PARISH RECEIVES FUNDS . - ---
AlOl FATHER CHRIS JOINSCCP STAFF .:. "
A291 ^DOMESTIC CAT TOP PHEASANT PREDATOR (CANTER)-
A051. MUTILATED CATTLE REPORTED IN S.D., NEIGHBORING STATE
A015 'MUTILATIONS' CONTINUE; AUTOPSIES INCONCLUSIVE .. .
AG31 SPECULATIONS ARISE ABOUT CATTLE INCIDENTS
A06A SHERIFFS, EXPERTS DESCRIBE MUTILATIONS
AGll KPLANS FOR INCREASED CATTLE"^ PRODUCTION DRY-UP .
A242 PREDATORS CAUSE CATTLE MUTILATIONS
A201 ASPEN TESTED WELL AS CATTLE FEED
AG3A DEPARTMENTS UNITE IN 3-YEAR STUDY; RESEARCH PINE NEE
A271 CATTLE NUMBERS DROP-35 PERCENT BECAUSE OF LATE FROST
AG76 • *COMMITTEElj)CAVORTS
AGSA concupiscent CAVORTS SET FOR TUESDAY
AlAl CONCUPISCENT CAVORTS FEATURES PIE FIGHT; TALENT NOT
A185 CAVORTS PROGRAM SET FOR TONIGHT
AGAl CAVORTS DISGUSTING (L)
A015 HOBO DAY CAVORTS TAKE NEW DIRECTION (OLSON)
AG44 PUNK ROCK ENCOURAGED (L)
AG61 CITIZENS BAND RADIO POPULARITY BOOMS IN CITY
A061 XCITIZENS BAND RADIO CLUB BEGINS WITH GOALS OF COOPE
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10/13/1976 A025
2/09/1977 A051
6/0A/1975
6/18/1975
9/17/1975
9/2A/1975
10/15/1975
10/22/1975
11/19/1975
8/25/1976
12/08/1976
2/15/1978
2/06/1980
2/07/1979
8/27/1980
1/22/1975
12/08/1976
9/22/1976
A/27/1977
1/16/1980
1/30/1980
1/22/1975
A/02/1980
6/25/1980
10/27/1976
11/01/1978
11/05/1975
2/05/1975
12/10/1975
3/23/1977
10/13/1976
10/02/197A
10/09/197A
10/16/197A
10/23/197A
11/06/197A
12/11/197A
12/10/1975
1/21/1976
10/13/1976
8/29/197A
9/18/197A
9/17/1975
10/15/1975
10/18/1978
9/12/1979
9/19/1979
9/2A/1975
11/12/1975
SUBJECT
CB RADIO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
OCR
CECIL CHUCK
CENSORSHIP
CENSUS
CENTENNIAL
11/26/1975
12/10/1975.
9/29/1976
9/15/1976
A/23/1975
A/23/1975
A/23/1975
A/23/1975
A/30/1975
A/30/1975
A/30/1975
A/30/1975
5/07/1975
5/07/1975
5/07/1975
5/07/1975
5/07/1975
3/22/1978
12/05/1979
3/26/1980
A/09/1980
9/21/1977
6/27/1979
7/11/1979
7/11/1979
7/11/1979
7/11/1979
CENTENNIALS
CENTER FOR INNOVAT
CERAMICS
CHAMBER MUSIC
CHAMBER OF COMM-BR
9/13/1978
8/27/1980
11/06/197A
2/0A/1976
2/25/1976
3/31/1976
6/09/1976
3/26/1980
A/02/1980
A/25/1979
5/02/1979
1/19/1977
2/02/1977
5/07/1975
A/16/1975
9/2A/1975
11/19/1975
11/28/1979
12/05/1979
12/12/1979
8/28/197A
11/20/197A
11/20/197A
A/07/1976
9/08/1976
12/08/1976
A/20/1977
10/09/197A
10/30/197A
11/Q6/197A
10/15/1975
A/1A/1976
9/08/1976
3/23/1977
6/27/1979
10/03/1979
3/26/1980
6/22/1977
9/25/197A
6/22/1977
11/17/1976
5/0A/1977
6/22/1977
10/05/1977
10/05/1977
10/12/1977
10/26/1977
CHAPIN HARRY
CHAPIN TOM
CHAPMAN RAY
CHAPPELL GARY
CHEATING
CHECKS
CHEERLEADERS
CHEESE
CHEEVER HERBERT
CHEMICALS
A03A
A061
A082
AOll
AOll
AOAl
AOAA
AOAA
A0A3
AOAA
AQA5
A0A6
A015
A0A3
AOAA
A0A6
A0A6
A051
AOAl
AHA
AOAA
A061
A031
A013
AOAl
A061
Aa63
CB RADIO CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS IN DECEMBER
CB CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS
DEBATERS 'GET A HANDLE* FOR TOURNAMENT PLAY (HALL)
SEE CAMPUS COMMUNITY
*CECIL DROPS TWO JOBS TO BE BERG'S ASSISTANT
WHO CENSORS? UPB FILMS RAISE QUESTION CPRESZLER)
STAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
SFILM CENSORS DENY RIGHTS (ED)
OPINION ON... EROTIC FILMS BANNED (L)
OPINION ON... SUPPORT UBOD, MOISAN (L)
OPINION ON... DISAPPROVES FILM SEIZURE (L)
OPINION ON... MORAL PERMISSIVENESS (L)
OPINION ON... NO RIGHT TO CENSOR (L)
UBOD MOVES TO LIMIT OWN CENSORSHIP POWERS
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
STAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
CENSORSHIP REVISION STILL UNACCEPTABLE (ED)
OPINION ON... LETTERS SUPPORTING UBOD CENSORS (L)
PARENTS, NOT NETWORKS, SHOULD CENSOR VIOLENCE
'NIGGER* CENSORED (L)
CENSUS OFFICE 'COUNTING ON YOU' (WAYBRIGHT)
CENSUS COULD HELP BROOKINGS (6ERLACH)
CITY TO HOST 'ONE BIG BIRTHDAY PARTY' (TRUMBLE)
CENTENNIAL DRAWS NEAR
SSONS OF NORWAY DANCERS HELPED CELEBRATE
SCENTENNIAL LASTS WEEK...BUT TIME FLIES FAST
GOOD LUCK BROOKINGS!
IDEAS WANTED FOR BIRTHDAY (SCHMITZ)
SEE ALSO BICENTENNIALS
SEE CITE
XCERAMICS IS LEARNING EXPERIENCE FOR POTTER (KRUMM)
•FRUSTRATED CERAMIST' DABBLES IN ART
SEE MUSIC CHAMBER
CHAMBER OFFERS CUSTOMER SERVICE (BIRCH)
CITY CONTRACTS FOR GIANT AD
BROOKINGS AREA CHAMBER OPPOSES CONSTRUCTION OF FLAND
CHAMBER HELPS LOCAL CONSUMERS AIR COMPLAINTS
JOB BANK GOES UNUSEDj AA WILLING TO SHARE
STUDENT SENATE TO JOIN CHAMBER, APPROVES $9A PER SEM
STUDENTS JOIN CHAMBER COMMITTEES (WILSON)
HARRY CHAPIN TO PERFORM BENEFIT CONCERT FOR WORLE
XCHAPIN'S TALENT AIDES WORLD CAUSE (LAWRENCE)
X'MAKE A WISH' GUITARIST TO APPEAR
XCHAPIN SHOWS AGE, BUT FLIES HIGH (RIGNEY)
XTHREE PROFESSORS IN PLACEMENT, STUDENT SERVICES, AD
JiTEACHERS OF YEAR
XSTUDENTS FIND CLEVER CHEATING METHODS
OPINION ON... AMOUNT OF CHEATING TEACHERS NEVER (L)
ROTUNDA CLASSROOMS ARE PRIME CHEATING GROUNDS
CHEATING HANDLED CASE-BY-CASE (ANTIONE)
SDSU STUDENT MAY APPEAL A CHEATING RAP (ANTOINE)
FIVE CENT CHECK CHARGE GREETS INFO CENTER USERS
XCHECKS CASHED AT NO COST
XDIGGIN* OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
XBAD-CHECK ARTISTS WORK BROOKINGS DURING SPRING, FAL
XNUMBER OF BAD CHECKS INCREASES
CHECK CASHING POLICY OUTLINED
SPIES ADOPTS NEW POLICY; NO MORE CHECKS FOR CASH
BOC FUNDS CHEERLEADERS, PLANS [CONCERT
BOC QUESTIONS FUNDS CPRESZLER)
OPINION ON... CHEERLEADER BUDGET (L)
KSTATE UNIVERSITY CHEERLEADERS
OPINION ON... CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS (L)
CHEERLEADER FUNDING EXAMINED BY SENATE (RIGNEY)
^CHEERLEADERS PROMOTE A-C-T-I-O-N AT GAME
^CHEERLEADERS WORK IN SUMMER
XGO BIG BLUE (CARLSON)
^CHEERLEADERS 'BACK THE JACKS'
XCHEESE MAKING MORE THAN CURDS 'N WHEY (METCALF)
HERB CHEEVER REMAINS 'FIRED UP' ABOUT WORK ON KNEIP'
DEMOS ELECT CHEEVER TO LEAD PARTY FAITHFUL
HUSBAND AND WIFE TEAM STUDIES CHEMICAL HARM TO LAKES
MYSTERY ODOR IS RHOPLEX
DUTCH ELM CHEMICALS INEFFECTIVE, ILLEGAL IF NOT UTIL
PCB'S MAY BE CONTAMINATING COLMAN AREA (WOSTER)
DEP TAKING RIGHT STEPS ON PCB ISSUE
XAGENCIES TESTING FOR PCBS (WOSTER)
DEP TESTS FIND LOWER PCB LEVELS
AlAl
A191
A031
A081
A03A
A071
A071
AQ31
AOAA
A093
Alll
Alll
A051
A021
A036
AOll
AQ51
A021
AOll
AOll
A051
A02A
A0A6
A071
A023
A092
A071
AOIA
A02A
A0A6
A201
AOAA
A015
A223
A081
A071
A151
A071
A091
AOll
A161
A071
AQ63
AOll
AOAl
A013
AOll
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CHEMICALS
CHEMISTRY
CHESS
CHEYENNE RIVER SIC
CHICAGO RAWHIDE
CHIEJINA CHIDOZIE
CHILD ABUSE
CHILD CARE CENTER
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
CHILDBIRTH
CHINA
CHITTICK DOUGLAS
CHOIR
CHORUS
CHRISTENSEN RON
CHRISTENSON SCOTT
CHRISTIANITY
CHRISTIAN50N KIM
CHRISTIANSON MIKE
CHRISTMAN JANE
CHRISTMAS
CHURCH CATHOLIC
CHURCH LUTHERAN
CHURCHILL DEAN
CIRCLE K
CIRCUS
CITIES S TOWNS
CITY COMMISSION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/26/1977
11/02/1977
2/06/1980
2/06/1980
8/28/197A
10/15/1975
2/0A/1976
9/28/1977
9/28/1977
3/21/1979
7/09/1980
12/06/1978
10/17/1979
8/25/1976
10/01/1975
12/08/1976
10/2<i/1979
12/08/1976
4/20/1977
12/14/1977
10/01/1975
3/17/1976'
9/22/1976
11/17/1976
3/26/1980
4/27/1977
1/17/1979
4/06/1977
5/04/1977
9/18/1974
9/25/1974
11/26/1975
5/05/1976
4/27/1977
5/04/1977
5/04/1977
10/18/1978
11/01/1978
3/19/1980
6/12/1979
2/19/1975
2/23/1977
4/19/1978
11/06/1974
11/19/1975
12/10/1975
12/08/1976
12/15/1976
12/15/1976
12/14/1977
12/14/1977
12/14/1977
2/07/1979
4/09/1980
4/30/1980
1/29/1975
5/07/1975
11/19/1975
10/19/1977
1/24/1979
4/02/1980
7/11/1979
11/13/1974
11/27/1974
2/12/1975
1/21/1976
1/26/1977
12/14/1977
3/01/1978
3/21/1979
3/19/1980
9/04/1974
9/25/1974
10/16/1974
A043
AQ31
A051
AQ64
A073
A251
A031
A024
A035
A051
A063
A061
A021
A181
A014
A091
A023
A053
A021
AQ31
AQ63
A061
A081
A071
A031
A041
A045
A091
A064
Alll
A271
A063
A083
A043
A044
A051
A033
A081
A052
A061
A141
AOll
A071
A031
A143
A121
A131
A015
A061
A061
A061
AlOl
A042
A023
AlOl
A081
A063
A021
A103
AlOl
A023
A071
A123
A023
AQ54
A071
A072
A091
A061
A121
A015
A036
A056
A064
FINAL VERDICT ON PCBS STILL OUT (WOSTER)
EXPERT CLAIMS ELECTRIC COMPANIES RESPONSIBLE FOR HIG
DEPENDENCE ON AG CHEMICALS GROWS
CATTLE DEATHS ATTRIBUTED TO INSECTICIDE
^DEPARTMENT HEADS NAMED
*CHEM PROFS USE TRICKS TO TEACH
CHEM DEPARTMENT FEELING EFFECTS OF PHD SUSPENSION
LAB SCALES STOLEN FROM CHEMISTRY LAB
CHEMISTRY PROFESSOR WINS SCIENCE AWARD
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, ALBERT, IN AN UNHAPPY TIME CD
NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS APPROVED BY REGENTS
KCHAMP: 'EGO* NEEDED TO PLAY CHESS WELL (THOMPSON)
CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX FIND OIL (CARLSON) .
CHICAGO RAWHIDE FAVORS BROOKINGS FOR FACTORY SITE
XNI6ERIAN PRINCE ADJUSTS SLOWLY TO REGISTRATION, CLA
FEAR OF CHILD ABUSE SPURS LOCAL PUSH FOR INVESTIGATI
CHILD ABUSE OCCURRING MORE IN SOUTH DAKOTA
OPINION ON... PANCAKE DINNER, CO-OP CENTER (L)
LAB DEVELOPS POTENTIAL (SCHANZENBACH)
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CERTIFICATION POSSIBLE
XPRENATAL CLASSES PLAN TALKS, LAMAZE METHOD
XCOST OF BIRTH 'NOT OVERLY'EXPENSIVE* (NELSON)
CHILDBIRTH WITHOUT DRUGS POSSIBLE WITH PRACTICE
LAMAZE CLASSES FOR DECEMBER BABIES START NOV. 24
LAMAZE MEANS PAINLESS CHILDBIRTH (EMNETT)
OPINION ON... JIMMY CARTER'S 'LOSING FACE' (L)
CHINA EXPERTS (L)
XLANDFILL, GROWTH: BIG ISSUES OF CANDIDATES (SEVIG)
kCHITTICK fills FIFTH SEAT (HAS) -
SEE MUSIC CHOIR
SEE MUSIC CHORUS
COACHES ANNOUNCE PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
•PLAYERS OF THE WEEK' SELECTED
THREE JACKS SELECTED ALL-NCC
KJACKS LOSE TO MANKATO; MEET UNI THIS WEEKEND
OPINION ON... CHRISTIAN STANDARDS (L)
NEW LIFERS INHUMANE
OPINIONS ON... CONTROVERSY CONTINUES OVER HOMOSEXUAL
FOCUS ON CHRISTIANITY SET FOR OCT. 22-27
XFORMER SOONER NOW IN CHRIST'S BACKFIELD (MEYER)
CHRISTIAN SINGING APALLS (L)
XENERGY CRISIS IS STUDENT PROJECT
kJACKS move into fifth PLACE WITH PAIR OF WINS
XTWO SENATORS FIRST TO DECLARE CANDIDACY
XSDSU JUNIOR FILLS FEDERATION POST
KSANTA'S COMING
CHRISTMAS GIFTS REPLACED BY SCHOLARSHIP
SAGA PLANNING CHRISTMAS-MEAL-.-- -
^CHRISTMAS 'HORRIBLE-TIME FOR-POOR'-(TONNESON) - -
^CAMPANILE CHRISTMAS - - -
XCHRISTMAS SHOPPING
XCHILDREN DELIGHT OVER OLD ST. NICK (JENSEN)
PRESENT-DAY SANTA CLAUS IS SHOWN PRODUCT OF A LENGTH
XJOY TO THE WORLD
CHRISTMAS MUSIC (L)
SEE ALSO CATHOLIC CAMPUS
XCHRISTIAN INSPIRATION PROVIDED BY PARISH
CAMPUS PARISH SERVES STUDENTS FOR 20 YEARS
*^WE NEED EACH OTHER VERY MUCH' (HEBBERT) . ..
LSA CENTER PLANS MOVE TO 14TH AVE. " *
XLUTHERAN CENTER TO OPEN ^ T-
XCLOWNS FOR CHRIST: -DEATH, LOVE, SADNESS
XCLOWNS TRY BRINGING PEOPLE CLOSER TO CHRIST (STORM)
XCLOWNS, DONUTS, SONG PART OF ULC WORSHIP
STATE 6RAD STUDENT NAMED AS RODEO HEAD
CIRCLE K MEMBERS WORK BUT FIND 'IT'S NEVER-BORING'
XTHANKS6IVING DINNER
CIRCLE K RECOGNIZES LEADERS --
KSTUDENTS MEET PEOPLE, LEARN, WORK IN CITY, IN CIRCL
*LOCAL SERVICE IS CIRCLE K SPECIALITY
WORKSHOP REFLECTS RIGG'S VARIED CIRCUS BACKGROUND
sSIDEWALK CIRCUS RETURNS FEATURING 'FLYING DOG'
XCIRCUS MEN CREATE OWN WORLD (RIETMAN)
KTHE ROYAL LICHTENSTEIN QUARTER-RING SIDEWALK CIRCUS
SEE ALSO NAMES OF TOWNS
COMMISSION OKAYS TWO LIQUOR LICENSES
CITY COMMISSION PASSES $9 MILLION BUDGET FOR 1975
CITY OFFICIALS TO GET 10% PAY RAISE
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CITY COMMISSION
CITY COMMISSIONER
CITY ORDINANCES
CITY PLAZA
CIVIC CHORUS
CIVIC SYMPHONY
CIVIL DEFENSE
CIVIL RIGHTS
CLASSES
CLAUSSEN SANDI
CLEMENTS VASSAR
CLOCKS
CLOTHING
CLUBS
COACHES
COAL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/2<i/1975 AQ6A CITY COMMISSION TACKLES PROBLEMS OF PROPOSED STREET
10/08/1975 A031 CITY COMMISSION SELLS BANDS FOR LIBRARY
10/15/1975 A071 BIDS FOR STOCKPILING AT LANDFILL OPENED AT CITY COMM
10/22/1975 A06<« DISCUSSION OF STREET RESOLUTION HEADS LIVELY COMMISS
3/17/1976 AO01 COMMISSIONER ELECTION APRIL 13; LIQUOR ISSUE MAY MAK
12/08/1976 A081 TAXES, TRAVEL, COAST STRIKE, LAND USE
5/0^/1977 A064 *CHITTICK FILLS FIFTH SEAT CLIAS)
9/11/1974 A035 HOEKE QUITS CITY OFFICE
2/18/1976 A061 *TRAVELING OFFICIALS NOT ON VACATIONS CTONNESON)
3/31/1976 AD71 *CITY CANDIDATES SHARE VIEWS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT ISS
4/07/1976 A044 OPINION ON... CANDIDATE'S STATEMENT (L)
SEE ORDINANCES
8/28/1974 A081 *MALL OPENS WITH FIVE NEW STORES
12/13/1978 A063 'THE MESSIAH' TO BE PERFORMED
10/16/1974 A085 kLIFESIZE PUPPETS
10/15/1975 A231 CONDUCTRESS LEADS ORCHESTRA ON NOV.2
10/29/1975 A091 XANTONIO BRICO TO DIRECT ORCHESTRA IN GUEST APPEARAN
3/02/1977 A081 *CARLOS MONTOYA TO PERFORM WITH SDSU-CIVIC SYMPHONY
3/23/1977 A161 *CARLOS MONTOYA PERFORMS
1/25/1978 Alll SDSU-CIVIC SYMPHONY PROVIDES CULTURE, MUSICAL EXPERI
1/25/1978 A114 xBALLET FOLK OPENS SPRING PERFORMING ARTS CALENDAR
10/11/1978 A094 SDSU SYMPHONY TO PERFORM WITH LASER SPECTACLE OCT 22
11/22/1978 A061 *SDSU CIVIC SYMPHONY (PIERSEL)
11/28/1979 A061 *GERSHWIN CONCERT WAS 'CLASSICALLY'
1/23/1980 A091 ^CONDUCTOR TRIES FOR STUDENT APPEAL
1/23/1980 A091 SINGERS TO SALUTE AMERICA'S PAST
12/11/1974 A033 *BIKES STORED IN SHELTERS
2/25/1976 AQ21 3fCIVIL DEFENSE SHELTERS INSPECTED
9/17/1975 A135 CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER TO DISCUSS EDUCATION
2/23/1977 A051 STUDENTS' CIVIL RIGHTS DEFINED IN PROPOSED CODE
11/28/1979 A041 CIVIL RIGHTS MUST BE GUARDED (ED)
8/28/1974 A243 15 NEW COURSES APPROVED
9/25/1974 A021 PROPOSED WEEKEND COLLEGE BRINGS EDUCATION TO MASSES
10/02/1974 A085 STUDENTS DETERMINE COURSE FORMAT (CANTER)
10/09/1974 A103 INDIAN STUDENTS CAN TAKE SPECIAL SECTION COURSES
10/16/1974 A031 CLASS HELPS RID ANXIETY AT TEST TIME
11/13/1974 A081 DEPARTMENTS DETERMINE ADDITIONAL CLASS SECTIONS
12/11/1974 A071 ADULT 'SPECIAL STUDENTS' OFFERED COLLEGE COURSES
12/11/1974 A166 STUDENT INTEREST INCREASES IN DOUBLE MAJOR PROGRAM
4/09/1975 A041 OPINION ON... CLASSES DURING BLIZZARD (L)
10/15/1975 A031 RECEIVE CREDIT FOR SKIPPED COURSE BY PASSING ITS E
1/14/1976 A043 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
2/04/1976 A025 TESTING OUT OF CLASSES CONFUSING TO STUDENTS
2/11/1976 A015 NEW FRESHMEN NEED LESS GRADUATION CREDITS (RI6NEY)
2/18/1976 A023 7:30 CLASSES DESIGNED TO UTILIZE CLASSROOMS (STEIGER
3/17/1976 A121 COMMITTEES TO MAKE STUDY ON CORE AREAS
3/17/1976 A122 TEACHERS, STUDENTS HAVE SAME CREDIT HOUR SYSTEM
3/17/1976 A122 STUDENTS NOT PENALIZED FOR CATALOGUE MISTAKES
4/07/1976 A023 BOARD RULES FUTURE TEACHERS MUST TAKE INDIAN STUDIES
4/14/1976 A031 FOUR STUDENTS REMAIN TO BE GRADUATED AS INDUSTRIAL A
6/23/1976 A053 FRESHMEN IMPROVE BASIC COLLEGE SKILLS
9/01/1976 A051 FRESHMEN NEED 6 FEWER CREDITS TO BE GRADUATED
9/15/1976 A051 OCEAN FRONTIER CREDIT CLASSES OFFERED TO MIDWESTERN
10/13/1976 A024 VO-TECH CREDITS TRANSFER
10/27/1976 A091 DOUBLE MAJORS ATTRACT UP TO 200 STUDENTS
3/30/1977 A062 MODIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS AFFECT FROSH
4/20/1977 A024 BODY APPROVES CHANGE IN AUDITING CLASSES
11/09/1977 A021 XMASS CLASS STILL UNPOPULAR WITH SOME (KRUMM)
9/13/1978 A171 PEST MANAGEMENT MAJOR ADDED TO AG CURRICULUM
4/09/1980 A051 DROP DATE PAST (L)
3/12/1975 AOll *THREE SLATES ENTER SA PRESIDENTIAL RACE
3/19/1975 A041 *ENGLER, CLAUSSEN
3/26/1975 A045 KENGLER, CLAUSSEN
4/09/1975 A043 xENGLER, CLAUSSEN
4/16/1975 AOll XENGLER CARRIES SA ELECTION
9/19/1979 A081 XCLEMENTS, RED WILLOW STRUGGLE WITH SUCCESS
11/17/1976 A134 CHIMES, TIME, PINE ARE PART OF CLOCKMAKING
SEE ALSO COSTUMES
WARM TEXTURED FABRICS MAKE WINTER FASHION SCENE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CLUBS
CLUB URGES INDEPENDENCE THROUGH INACTION
SEE ATHLETICS-COACHES
4/28/1976 AlOl FIVE STUDENTS TO DETERMINE ENERGY EFFECTS
12/08/1976 A061 XFROM TRAINS TO TRUCKS TO BOILERS...
1/19/1977 A122 PLANT BURNS MORE COAL
3/23/1977 A081 NATURAL GAS SUPPLY TO BE CUT OFF; PHYSICAL PLANT S;
7/26/1978 A063 xWORK IS PROGRESSING SMOOTHLY ON THE NEW COAL STOF.
1/17/1979 A062 PLANT HAS NEW COAL HANDLING FACILITY, TESTS FLAX ^
12/12/1979 A061
8/27/1980 A081
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SUBJECT
COAST TO COAST
COBB'S RESTAURANT
COBURN DONALD
COFFEEHOUSE
COFFIN WILLIAM SLO
CONE
COHEN ZE*EVA
COINS
COLBURN LEE
COLBURN ZORA
COLE ALEX
COLE'S
COLLECTORS
N COLLEGE BOWL
: COLLEGE STUDENTS
^ COLLEGES PRIVATE
COLLEGES/UNIV
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/25/1976 A181 XCOAST TO COAST WAREHOUSE MOVES IN
9/15/1976 A071 COAST TO COAST DEAL, INDUSTRIAL PARK DEVELOPMENT TO
9/22/1976 A041 WILL PEOPLE PAY FOR INDUSTRY? (ED)
9/22/1976 A084 GROUP OPPOSES INDUSTRY (TONNESON)
10/06/1976 A015 CITY PETITIONERS CLOUD COAST TO COAST FUTURE
10/06/1976 A0<^4 WHERE WAS OPPOSITION TO COAST TO COAST PROPOSAL?
10/13/1976 A083 ^WAREHOUSE CONSTRUCTION GOES ON AS CITY SUPPORTS IND
11/03/1976 A051 *COAST CONTRACT APPROVED 10-1
12/08/1976 A091 xIRON WORKERS STRIKE COAST TO COAST
1/19/1977 A061 XCOAST ROOFING CREW SETS GUINESS RECORD
A/27/1977 A06A COAST TO COAST NOW ACCEPTING JOB APPLICATIONS
7/27/1977 A091 COAST TO COAST HAS TROUBLES WITH BUILDING
8/31/1977 Alll XCOAST TO COAST HURDLES CONFLICT FOR OPENING
2/27/1980 A031 COBB'S NOT JUST A BAR-B-Q, OFFERS DELICIOUS VARIETY
11/05/1975 A051 FOREIGN SERVICE VETERANS JOIN ARMY ROTC STAFF
9/07/1977 AlOl FOLK AND JAZZ SINGERS BOOKED FOR COFFEEHOUSE
2/01/1978 A081 xWITH AT THE COFFEEHOUSE THIS WEEK
2/15/1978 A061 KESD'S 'NIGHTLINE' TO PLAY COFFEEHOUSE CONCERT TAPES
9/06/1978 AlOl BARRY DRAKE TO OPEN AT COFFEEHOUSE
2/13/1980 A116 COFFEEHOUSE OFFERS BREAK, RELAXING MUSIC (GRAY)
4/02/1980 A071 XGUITARIST, BANJO PLAYER WIN.COFFEEHOUSE OPEN NIGHT
.•9/17/19.75 A135 CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER TO DISCUSS EDUCATION
9/24/1975 AI71 CHURCH SPOKESMAN SAYS EDUCATION EMPHASIZES GAIN
4/20/1977 A015 HEFA CHAPTER VOTES TO SUPPORT NEA-COHE
11/16/1977 A041 OTHER OPINIONS
4/19/1978 A021 FACULTY ADOPTS COHE (KRAUSE)
2/14/1979 AOll XSENATE BILL COULD SPLINTER FACULTY UNION (WOSTER)
6/27/1979 A041 COHE ASKS FOR MOON
2/20/1980 A015 FACULTY GROUP QUITS, COHE NOT ATTENTIVE (PETERSON)
3/26/1980 A051 MORE HOME RULE (L)
11/02/1977 A092 COHEN APPEARS THIS WEEK
11/09/1977 A071 xZE'EVA COHEN PERFORMS
2/27/1980 A023 XTEETH, RINGS, AND COINS TRADED AT LOCAL COIN MARKET
10/30/1974 A114 LEAD OFF (JOHNSON)
3/12/1975 A091 LEE COLBURN PLAYING EUROPEAN PRO BASKETBALL
4/07/1976 AOll XTEACHERS OF THE YEAR SELECTED
9/19/1979 A021 xCOMEDIAN ALEX COLE ENTERTAINS
8/27/1975 A104 COLE'S ADDS MEN'S STORE DOWNTOWN
6/21/1978 A061 xHULK, CONAN SPUR HANSON INTO NEW COMIC CREATION
7/12/1978 A041 LETTERS (L)
12/12/1979 A141 PI KAPPA DELTA WINS COLLEGE BOWL FINALS
SEE STUDENTS COLLEGE
1/22/1975 A05I PRIVATE COLLEGES TRY TO STAY ALIVE (LARSEN)
9/03/1975 A093 ENROLLMENTS DECREASE, COLLEGE COSTS RISE
10/22/1975 A044 FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION NEEDS CRITICAL LOOK FROM
11/05/1975 A133 500 STUDENTS CHANGE COLLEGES ANNUALLY; MOST CHANGES
11/19/1975 A044 POWER GRAB AIMED AT DEZONIA, REGENTS (ED)
11/19/1975 A081 PLAN MAY SPLIT EDUCATION POST
3/24/1976 A033 COST OF EDUCATION HERE COMPARES WITH AREA SCHOOLS
6/23/1976 Alll HIGHER EDUCATION LOW ON D.C. PRIORITIES
10/27/1976 A012 VIEWS OF HIGHER ED MAY BE SHIFTING (JOHNSON)
11/03/1976 AOll QUESTION OF WHO SHOULD PAY COST OF HIGHER EDUCATION
11/10/1976 A014 STUDIES,:..OFFICIALS UNSURE: ARE COLLEGES TEACHING SAL
11/17/1976 A034 BOWEN AL-TERS CENTRALIZATION VIEW
11/17/1976 Alll HIGHER EDUCATION IN NEIGHBORING STATES APPEARS IN GO
2/09/1977 A041 STUDENTS NEED TO CHANGE ATTITUDES (ED)
3/30/1977 A021 XHIGH SCHOOL RULES ARE MORE LIBERAL THAN 1970 COLLEG
7/13/1977 A013 ENROLLMENT DROP NAY POSE SERIOUS QUESTIONS FOR HIGHE
10/12/1977 A041 SPEAK OUT AGAINST THE MADNESS
10/19/1977 Alll COLLEGE IS GROWTH EXPERIENCE FOR FRESHMEN (JENSEN)
2/22/1976 A041 DOES ANYONE CARE ABOUT EDUCATION? (L)
2/22/1978 A061 xPRESIDENTS TO LIST COURSE PRIORITIES (KRAUSE)
3/01/1978 A041 PAINLESSLY WRONG (ED)
3/22/1978 AOll XHIGHER ED NEARS SUDDEN DEATH PLAYOFF (WOSTER)
3/22/1978 A081 XMCKELLIPS EXPRESSES HOPE FOR HIGHER ED (EGGER)
9/27/1978 A035 NATIONAL ENROLLMENTS DECREASE SLIGHTLY
10/04/1976 A021 POLL SAYS STUDENTS WOULD GO
10/11/1978 Alll WHY STUDENTS QUIT COLLEGE (WOSTER)
1/24/1979 A053 COLLEGE MAY BE WRONG PATH TO GOOD LIFE (HANSON)
2/07/1979 A053 SDSU FEELING STUDENT RECRUITMENT PINCH (SNEVE)
2/14/1979 A061 FOREIGN STUDENTS IMPORTANT IN RECRUITING (KAROLEVITZ
3/28/1979 AlOl HIGHER ED JOB A ROLLER COASTER RIDE FOR FOSTER (ROBY
4/04/1979 AOll RESOLUTION 21 LOSES ITS TEETH (WOSTER)
4/11/1979 AOll REGENTS, COHE FINISH CONTRACT TALKS (HOUGH)
4/11/1979 A031 SENATE: REVISE TUITION LEVY
4/11/1979 A041 STUDENTS SHOULD SPREAD THE WORD ON SDSU'S HIGH QUALI
12/05/1979 A031 GETTING AN EDUCATION—ALL YOU NEED IS CASH (PETERSON
12/05/1979 A044 ISSUES REVEALED (L)
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COLLEGES/UNIV
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/06/1980 AOll
10/02/197A
12/11/197'i
2/19/1975
l/lA/1976
1/21/1976
2/11/1976
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
4/07/1976
4/14/1976
4/14/1976
4/14/1976
4/28/1976
6/09/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
9/01/1976
9/29/1976
9/29/1976
10/06/1976
10/27/1976
12/08/1976
12/08/1976
12/15/1976
12/15/1976
12/15/1976
1/19/1977
1/26/1977
2/02/1977
2/09/1977
2/09/1977
2/09/1977
2/16/1977
2/23/1977
3/02/1977
3/23/1977
3/30/1977
4/06/1977
6/22/1977
7/13/1977
7/27/1977
7/27/1977
7/27/1977
8/31/1977
9/07/1977
4/12/1978
4/19/1978
4/19/1978
9/06/1978
9/06/1978
9/27/1978
9/27/1978
10/11/1978
10/25/1978
10/25/1978
11/08/1978
11/15/1978
11/22/1978
12/06/1978
1/17/1979
1/17/1979
1/17/1979
1/24/1979
1/24/1979
1/24/1979
1/24/1979
1/31/1979
1/31/1979
2/28/1979
3/28/1979
9/26/1979
10/24/1979
10/24/1979
10/24/1979
10/24/1979
10/24/1979
A014
AOll
AOll
A044
AOll
A015
AOll
A044
AO 15
AOll
A012
A044
AOll
A041
A041
A073
A041
AOll
A021
A041
A041
AOll
A044
AOll
A033
A041
AOll.
AOll
A044
A015
A033
A063
A015
A013
A043
A014
AlOl
A044
A051
AOll
AOll
A024
A034
A173
A031
A061
AOll
A051
AQ41
A041
A033
A044
A013
A042
A054
AOll
A041
A041
A016
AOll
A014
AOAl
AOll
A013
A021
A091
AOll
A034
AOll
A041
A014
AOll
AOll
A021
A041
A044
GOV'. SAYS HIGHER ED. NOT PRIME ITEM (FAGERHAUG)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COLLEGES/UNIV, TRIBAL COLLEGE
ENROLLMENT STABILIZES
SINGLE UNIVERSITY BILL FACES UNCERTAINTY
EDUCATION POWER SHIFT OPPOSED
KILL SINGLE UNIVERSITY CONCEPT (ED)
atGOV. KNEIP PROCLAIMS JAN.29-30 STUDENTS OF HIGHEL
NEW FRESHMEN NEED LESS GRADUATION CREDITS (RIGNEY!
«THIBODEAU PROPOSES GRANT FOR TELLING EDUCATION'S ST
DON'T LIMIT HIGHER EDUCATION (ED)
COMMISSIONER POSITION OPEN
SUTTON RECEIVES COMMISSIONER APPLICATION
STATE SCHOOLS LOSING NUMBER GAME (HEBBERT)
HIGHER EDUCATION NEEDS BOOST (ED)
BOWEN NEW COMMISSIONER (RIGNEY)
CITIZENS RISE TO MEET CHALLENGE (ED)
HIGHER EDUCATION GETS LOW PRIORITY (ED)
EDUCATION FORUM QUESTIONS STATE COLLEGE FUNDING
REGENTS START ON THE RIGHT TRACK BUT FACE ENROLLMENT
TOURIST OFFICIALS VOICE CONCERN OVER EARLY STARTING
ALUMNI, STUDENTS TO EXPLAIN UNIVERSITIES TO LEGISLAT
NEGATIVE SOLUTIONS BEING OFFERED FOR HIGHER EDUCATIO
ACT NOW TO SAVE HIGHER EDUCATION
AP FIGURE ON SCHOOL CLOSING LOW
CONCEPT OF HIGHER ED LOST IN CONCERN WITH DUPLICATIO
MISSION CHANGES SUGGESTED IN ROUGH DRAFT (6EBHART)
FORUM CONSIDERS HIGHER EDUCATION (KROLL)
REPORT SUGGESTIONS DANGEROUS (ED)
LEGISLATURE TO CONSIDER CHANGES IN HIGHER ED SYSTEM
GOVERNOR ORDERS SINGLE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM (GEBHART)
OPINION ON... KNEIP'S SINGLE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM ORDER
SINGLE UNIVERSITY FAILS IN HOUSE BY 53-16 VOTE
OGLALA JOINS ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS
HIGHER ED ISSUE CONTINUES (TONNESON)
HIGHER EDUCATION BILLS TO ALTER BASIC SYSTEM
COMMITTEE KILLS THREE EDUCATION BILLS, PASSES ONE
STUDENT PROGRAMS DESERVE FUNDING (GULLICKSON)
HIGHER ED TO RECEIVE INCREASE (TONNESON)
SUTTON SAYS UNIVERSITIES SHOULD REDEFINE GOALS
REGENTS RUNNING PIZZA PARLOR? (TONNESON)
HIGHER ED NEEDS BETTER PROMOTION (RIGNEY)
30X-ENROLLMENT DROP PREDICTED (RIGNEY) (
MANY ENROLLMENT OPTIONS OPEN (RIGNEY)
HIGHER ED FILM WILL BE SHOWN THURS.
ENROLLMENT DROP WON'T ALTER RECRUITING TACTICS
HIGHER EDUCATION MOVIE FILMED ON CAMPUS (PATERSON)
XHIGHER EDUCATION TAKES FUTURE TO THE PEOPLE
STATE SCHOOLS SPLIT OVER STRIKE
OFFICIALS BACK FUTURE OF HIGHER ED MEETING (WOSTER)
HIGHER EDUCATION NEEDS COOPERATION (SMITH)
FACULTY NEEDS STUDENT SUPPORT (ED)
1978 SCHOOL YEAR MAY BE PIVOTAL
SD 49TH IN ENROLLMENT
PUBLIC ED CAMPAIGN RETURNS (FREEMAN)
DEANS REACT TO RESOLUTION 21
HIGHER EDUCATION CONFERENCE A SUCCESS (FREEMAN)
GOV. OFFERS NO HIGHER ED SOLUTION (HANSON)
XMORRILL: CONSOLIDATION OR CLOSING IS INEVITABLE
HIGHER EDUCATION LOOKING GOOD (ED)
TIDES MAY BE SHIFTING ON RESOLUTION 21- A REASON FOR
FUNDING HIKED 19'4 IN LAST 2 YEARS
REGENTS GRILLED BUT FEW OFFER BETTER SOLUTION
FEDERATION CITES FACULTY LOSS FEARS IN OPPOSITION
SHED COMING (L)
XREGENT MINER REDUCES RESOLUTION 21 CUTS (ROBY)
JANKLOW COULD APPOINT FIVE NEW REGENTS BY JULY (ROBY
REGENTS DENY BIAS TOWARD ALMA MATERS
ACADEMIC SENATE OFFERS RESOLUTION 21 ALTERNATIVE
HOFFMAN, HEIDEPRIEM EYED FOR REGENT POSTS (ROBY)
ENROLLMENT DROP NATION'S HIGHEST
LEGISLATORS, REGENTS MEET SECRETLY ON EDUCATION
RESOLUTION 21 PROBLEM MAY SOON COME TO END
NEW REGENT FISCHBACK CALLS FOR 'HIGHEST STANDARDS' I
JANKLOW REQUESTS 10 PERCENT DECREASE (OLSON)
EDUCATION FUNDING THREATENED; PUBLIC EDUCATION CAMPA
POOR ATTITUDE, RESOLUTION 21, REGENTS LEAD FACULr' '
FUNDING PROBLEM IS FOR REAL; STATE MUST CHANGE (El
PUBLIC MUST REALIZE EDUCATION'S ROLE (SCHMITZ)
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COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
XOLLEGIAN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/31/1979
11/07/1979
11/07/1979
11/07/1979
1/23/1980
1/23/1980
8/28/1974
9/25/1974
10/02/1974
10/09/1974
10/09/1974
10/16/1974
10/23/1974
10/23/1974
11/20/1974
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
11/27/1974
1/15/1975
4/09/1975
4/16/1975
^ 4/23/1975^
4/23/1975
9/03/1975
9/03/1975
10/01/1975
10/01/1975
10/22/1975
10/29/1975
10/29/1975
11/05/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
11/19/1975
11/19/1975
11/26/1975
12/10/1975
12/10/1975
12/10/1975
3/24/1976
4/28/1976
4/28/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
9/01/1976
9/01/1976
9/01/1976
10/13/1976
10/27/1976
11/03/1976
11/03/1976
12/08/1976
12/08/1976
4/06/1977
4/20/1977
9/14/1977
9/28/1977
10/05/1977
10/19/1977
10/19/1977
11/09/1977
11/09/1977
11/23/1977
11/23/1977
12/07/1977
12/07/1977
12/07/1977
12/14/1977
12/14/1977
2/22/1978
3/01/1978
4/12/1978
4/26/1978
7/26/1978
10/11/1978
10/25/1978
11/08/1978
12/13/1978
AQ15 SCHOOLS SHORT OF FUNDS FOR WINTER FUEL NEEDS (SPECK)
AOll PRESIDENTS SAY CUTS WILL HAVE MULTIPLE EFFECTS
AQ41 EDUCATION MAY ESCAPE CHOPPING BLOCK (WOSTER)
A0R1 PPnPPATIGN MAKES PLAN TO PUT SCHOOL CLOSURE AS ITS T
A031 PUBLIC IS IGNORANT OF STATE COLLEGE'S NEEDS, BENEFIT
A061 RESOLUTION ESTABLISHES FUNDING GUIDELINES
A211 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
A043 COLLEGIAN RECEIVES 43RD ALL-AMERICAN
A046 MANG. EDITOR RESIGNS, ANDERSON TAKES OVER
A043 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN CAPTION (L)
A044 XLETTER OF APOLOGY
SSJI FOR COLLEGIAN
SEl^SS°!l0BS;-CO^LiG!iX"E£lT0 '̂ipPR0VED BY BOC MONDAY
A045 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN (L)
A044 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN NEWS (L)
A045 MORE OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN (L)
A043 PUBLISHING DATES, LETTERS TO EDITOR EXPLAINED
AQ44 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN REPORTING (L)
A041 STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE ON COLLEGIAN, JACKRABBIT
:A021 COLLEGIAN EDITOR WINS AWARD-FOR EDITORIALS
A042 COLLEGIAN WINS ALL-AMERICAN NUMBER 44 rTucu
AQ46 EDITORIAL LETTERS TO BE ACCEPTED, GUIDELINES GIVEN
A052 PUBLISHING INFORMATION, SUBSCRIPTION RATES GIVEN FOR
A043 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN STORY ABOUT GREEKS (L)
A044 OPINION ON... SPELLING, USAGE (L)
A024 COLLEGIAN JOINS LIST OF NATION'S TOP 6 PAPERS
A044 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN PARADE COVERAGE (L)
A046 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN, HOBO DAY (L)
A061 ^NATIONAL NEWSPAPER AWARD
A045 OPINION ON... COVERAGE OF MUSIC DEPT (L)
A052 OPINION^ON?^. TOO MANY COLLEGIANS PRINTED? (L)
A053 OPINION ON... MORE MUSIC COVERAGE (L)
nil 90-
A231 JACiIl^KELTGEn'̂ CHOSEN COLLEGIAN SPORTS EDITOR
A051 COLLEGIAN, JACKRABBIT FALL STAFFS SELECTED
A043 COLLEGIAN EDITOR SERVES AS CONSULTANT TO HEW
A221 3M, REGENTS, DRUG ADS HIGHLIGHT SUMMER NEWS
A021 SENATE PLANS AUDIT OF PUBLICATIONS
A043 OPINION ON... ART HEAD CRITICIZES STORY (L)
A045 COLLEGIAN MAKES FORMAT CHANGES TO INCREASE EASE OF R
A041 OPINION ON... NEWSPAPER COVERAGE, BLOODMOBILE (L)
A041 COLLEGIAN RECEIVES 47TH ALL AMERICAN DISTINCTION
AOll COLLEGIAN QUESTIONS SA ROLE (RIGNEY)
A041 DON'T RESTRICT STUDENT NEWSPAPER (ED)
AG41 DEFINITIONS LONG OVERDUE (ED)
A053 COLLEGIAN STAFF CHOSEN FOR SPRING SEMESTER
A041 OPINION ,0N^. . COLLEGIAN COVERAGE (L)
A046 COLLEGIAN NAMED ALL-AMERICAN
Aa41 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN CONTENT (L)
Aa43 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN CONTENT (L)
A045 OPINION ON.,.. LETTER TO THE EDITOR (L)
A051 COLlIgIAN INSTITUTES^EW FORMAT; RECEIVED 49TH ALL-A
A042 WOMEN'S COVERAGE (L)
Aa42 COLLEGIAN CONTENT (L)
AOll EDITOR APPROVAL DELAYED (KRAUSE)
A043 READERS' VIEWS (L)
A043 COLLEGIAN ERROR (L)
A043 COLLEGIAN CONTENT (L)
A046 COLLEGIAN - SENATE (L)
A041 CAMPUS COVERAGE WELL BALANCED
A045 WOSTER NAMES SPRING STAFF FOR COLLEGIAN
A046 PHOTO PAGE MISSED (L)
A041 PAINLESSLY] WRONG (ED)
A061 COLLEGIAN WINS AWARD
A044 MISS BLACK S.D. (L)
A041 COLLEGIAN UNCARING (L)
A041 CITYWIDE ISSUES DISCONTINUED (ED)
A041 COLLEGIAN WRONG (L)
A016 COLLEGIAN EDITOR RESIGNS SUNDAY
AOll ^COUNCIL OVERRIDDEN: INTERIM EDITOR KEPT (RICHARDSON
• t
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SUBJECT
COLLEGIAN
COLLINS CAHIL
COLLINS CAL
COLLINS CRAIG
C0LL06RAPH
COLMAN SD
COLON AUDREY ROUE
COLSON JOHN
COMEDIANS
COMEDY
COMICS
COMMENCEMENT
COMMITTEES
COMMUNICATIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/13/1978
12/13/1978
12/13/1978
2/1^^/1979
2/28/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/28/1979
A/11/1979
9/19/1979
9/19/1979
9/19/1979
9/19/1979
9/26/1979
9/26/1979
10/17/1979
10/2A/1979
10/31/1979
ll/lA/1979
ll/lA/1979
11/28/1979
11/28/1979
11/28/1979
12/05/1979
12/05/1979
12/12/1979
1/16/1980
1/16/1980
1/16/1980
2/06/1980
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
3/26/1980
A/16/1980
A/30/1980
A/30/1980
A/30/1980
6/25/1980
6/25/1980
6/25/1980
7/23/1980
7/23/1980
7/23/1980
7/23/1980
7/23/1980
8/27/1980
8/27/1980
1/30/1980
1/30/1980
1/30/1980
11/13/197A
10/05/1977
10/05/1977
10/12/1977
10/26/1977
10/26/1977
A/06/1977
A/20/1977
1/23/1980
10/15/1975
1/28/1976
10/18/1978
1/17/1979
9/12/1979
9/19/1979
12/11/197A
1/31/1979
6/21/1978
A/09/1975
A/23/1975
11/19/1975
A/lA/1976
3/12/1975
3/26/1975
2/08/1978
A/11/1979
AOAl
AOAl
AGAl
AOAl
AOAl
AQA5
AOAA
A0A5
AOAA
AOAl
AOIA
AOAl
AOAl
A0A2
AOAl
AQA2
A0A5
AOAl
AOAl
AOAl
AOAA
AOll
A0A3
AOAA
A0A3
AOAA
A081
A051
AQ51
A051
AOAA
Alll
A053
A052
A05A
A013
AOAl
A051
A023
AOAl
AOAl
AOII
AOAl
AOAl
A051
AQ53
AOAl
A083
A121
A121
A121
A073
AOll
AOAl
AQ13
AOll
A0A3
A071
AOll
AQ91
A183
AQ93
AOll
A13A
A07A
A021
A135
AQ93
A061
A023
AOAl
A013
AQ21
A053
AOAl
A051
A071
EDITOR DECISION COMPLEX ISSUE CED)
GOOD. JOURNALISM? (L)
WHY APPLY? CD
SA SHOULDN'T TAMPER WITH COLLEGIAN ROLE
COLLEGIAN HAS RIGHT TO ENDORSE CED)
EDITORIAL TACTLESS CD
SCREWED-UP SWIM STORIES CD
ENDORSEMENT UNETHICAL CD
THANKS COLLEGIAN CD
COLLEGIAN STANDS BEHIND STORY CED)
INSERTION JOKE CALLED 'RACIAL SLUR' BY BLACKS
COLLEGIAN DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT JOKE CED)
LUCKY LADY APOLOGIZES CD
AD INSERT CRITICIZED CD
TOO MANY ERRORS CD
BCAO SAYS THANKS CD
'BOX' IGNORED CD
KEEP IT UP TIM CD
DOES COLLEGIAN ENDORSE PLAGIARISM? CD
COLLEGIAN TO BEGIN WEEKLY POLL CED)
CORRECTION CD
XMORLAND TO REPLACE HAMMOND AS COLLEGIAN EDITOR
AD POLICY DEFENDED CD
. . .BUT YOU BLEW IT CD
SPORTS COLUMN BORING CD
SERIES GIVES CLOSER LOOK CD
MEET THE PRESS COLLEGIAN STYLE
NO TASTE CD
UNFAIR ARTICLE CD
SHODDY JOURNALISM CD
AND NOW A WORD FROM A 95 YEAR OLD SCHIZO
KTHE COLLEGIAN: 95 YEARS OLD AND STILL KICKING
"DOUBLE SPEAK" TECHNIQUE CD
COLLEGIAN COMPLAINTS CD
EXCELLENT COVERAGE CD
XPAT SPRINGER NAMED AS EDITOR; S.A. FINISHES WITH
SELECTION OF EDITOR CLOUDED BY COLLEGIAN DEFICIT WOR
NAKED RASCALS CD
kTHE staff of your 1980 SUMMER PAPERS
COLLEGIAN COULD FACE A SHUTDOWN CED)
LETTERS CD
SUMMER COLLEGIAN SURVIVES SHUTDOWN SCARE CSPRINGE
WILSON EXPLAINS ACTIONS CWILSON)
A BETTER PLAN IS CALLED FOR CBUTLER)
DISTURBED IN FARGO CD
COUNCIL DISPUTED (L)
KEEPING AN EYE ON THE COLLEGIAN CD
SUMMER COLLEGIAN SHUT DOWN PREVENTED BY COMPROMISE
XSOMMER BREAKS RECORD, BROTHERS SPLIT VICTORIES
XSOMMER BREAKS RECORD, BROTHERS SPLIT VICTORIES
XSOMMER BREAKS RECORD, BROTHERS SPLIT VICTORIES
PRINTING WORKSHOP STARTS TODAY
PCB'S MAY BE CONTAMINATING COLMAN AREA (WOSTER)
DEP TAKING RIGHT STEPS ON PCB ISSUE
XAGENCIES TESTING FOR PCBS CWOSTER)
DEP TESTS FIND LOWER PCB LEVELS
FINAL VERDICT ON PCBS STILL OUT CWOSTER)
^NATIONAL WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS CHAIR TO APPEAR A
COLOM URGES SUPPORT FOR ERA CKROLL)
XCONDUCTOR TRIES FOR STUDENT APPEAL (LAUGHLIN)
XGEORGE CARLIN TO GIVE FRIDAY COMEDY SHOW
COMEDY TEAM WILL APPEAR IN USC CAFETERIA
SHALL CROWD DOESN'T SLOW COMEDIAN CHAMMOND)
STEVE MARTIN'S 'WILD AND CRAZY GUY* IMAGE (LAURENCE)
XHIKE WILLIAMS
XCOMEDIAN ALEX COLE ENTERTAINS
x'STEAMBATH' STARS BIXBY
XSENIOR SHOW CASE COMBINES SAMPLING OF COMEDY, DRAMA
XHULK, CONAN SPUR HANSON INTO NEW COMIC CREATION
SEE ALSO GRADUATION
STUDENT COMMITTEE POSITIONS ARE OPEN
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS CENGLER)
COMMITTEES IGNORE STUDENT OPINION CTONNESON)
COMMITTEES PROVIDE STUDENT INPUT (HEBBERT)
TODAY'S STUDENTS LACKING IN COMMUNICATION SKILLS
OPINION ON... ACTIVITY FEES, WRITING SKILLS (L)
XSPEAKIN6 WITHOUT TALKING (HUBER)
MISUNDERSTOOD INDIAN VALUES A ROADBLOCK TO COMMUN
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SUBJECT
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNIST party
COMMUNITY ACTION
COMPETITION
COMPLAINTS
COMPUTERS
CONCERTS
CONGRESS
CONLIN ROXANNE
CONN HARRY
CONSERVATION
CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION-SD
CONSTRUCTION
CONSUMER COUNCIL
CONSUMERS
CONTRACEPTIVES
COOKBOOKS
COPPERNOLL ANN
COPYING
COPYRIGHT
CORN
COSBY BILL
COSTELLO ELVIS
COSTUMES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/03/1979 AOll COMMUNICATIONS VOID CAUSE FOR FEDERATION DISUNITY
7/23/1980 A061 *COOL RECEPTION FOR COMMUNIST PARTY (LAWRENCE)
3/23/1977 A105 LOCAL CAP PROVIDES EXTRA WINTER WARMTH
9/07/1977 A071 CAP HELPS PEOPLE HELP THEMSELVES ^JgH'̂ SONic
12/08/1976 A21A COMPETITION NOT NECESSARY FOR CENTURY FITNESS CLUB
8/28/197A A0A3 KWOULDN'T YOU LIKE-TO KNOW? CENGLER)
11/26/1975 A051 GRIPE BOXES AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENTS
l/lA/1976 A0A3 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? CGULLICKSON)
11/13/197A A091 $9,000 MICROCOMPUTER HELPS ENGINEERING CLASSES
A/16/1975 A141 xCOMPUTER TERMINALS ASSIST 180 STUDENTS (CARLSON)
12/10/1975 AHA LIGHT BULB MALFUNCTION CAUSES COMPUTER DELAY
12/10/1975 AlAl NEW COMPUTER CAUSES HEAT PROBLEMS HERE
12/10/1975 A181 XCAMPUS DEPENDENT ON COMPUTERS ^nLTDurux
2/25/1976 A023 COMPUTER SYSTEM MONITORS- MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
A/07/1976 A031 ^MISTAKES ON COMPUTER PRINTOUTS USUALLY RESULT OF HU
12/08/1976 A181 COMPUTER CENTER PUT TO MANY USES ^
A/27/1977 A031 COMPUTER AIDS RESEARCHERS IN FINDING REFERENCE MATER
11/06/1978 A021 MAPPING FEATURE ADDED TO COMPUTER
11/1A/1979 A021 Scan YOU BEAT ACOMPUTER AT ITS OWN GAME? (LAUGHLIN)
1/16/1980 A061 XCAMPUS TUNNELS AID COMPUTER HOOKUPS (PERKINS)
SEE ALSO MUSIC CONCERTSo-; -..
SEE US CONGRESS ••
2/26/1975 A021 RAPE SEMINAR BEGINS TONIGHT
9/19/1979 A012 KCONN-UNIVERSITIES UNDERMINING NATION'S MORALITY (SP
A/16/1980 A093 LECTURER TO DISCUSS MORAL GOVERNMENT
9/QA/197A A0A3 OPINION ON... CONSERVATION VERSUS CONSTRUCTION (L)
3/23/1977 A235 ^CONSERVATION DIGEST PUBLISHES PHOTO EDITION
6/22/1977 A151 YCC PROGRAM BEGINS YEAR
8/31/1977 A32S TWO CONSERVATIONISTS-NAMED BY .FEDERATION
1/25/1978 A171 CONSERVATION MEASURES FIRST STEP TOWARD INSURING ENE-
A/26/1978 A121 CONSERVATIONISTS FAVOR GRAZING FEE INCREASE
10/09/197A AOll TEXAS COURT RULING ON MANDATORY DORM LIVING SAYS STU
8/28/197A A05A EXECUTIVE REORGANIZATION STILL PLAGUES STATE COMMITT
5/07/1975 A036 CONSTRUCTION TO BEGIN ON CAMPUS
11/03/1976 A061 *FALL CONSTRUCTION
1/19/1977 A061 *COAST ROOFING CREW SETS GUINESS RECORD
9/22/1976 A021 STUDENTS, CIRCLE K JOIN TO FORM CONSUMER COUNCIL
8/28/197A A083 CITY BUSINESSES LOSING $16 MILLION/YEAR (KRANZ)
1/21/1976 A161 LOCAL CONSUMER PROTECTION GROUP BEING FORMED
7/21/1976 A075 CONSUMER ISSUES AIRED BY EXPERTS AT UNIVERSITY
2/09/1977 A061 CONSUMERS CORNER
2/16/1977 A072 CONSUMERS CORNER
3/02/1977 A052 CONSUMERS CORNER
3/23/1977 A0A2 OPINION ON... CONSUMERS CORNER (L)
3/23/1977 A091 CONSUMERS CORNER
3/30/1977 A071 CONSUMERS CORNER
A/06/1977 A091 CONSUMERS CORNER . -
A/27/1977 A061 CONSUMERS CORNER
5/0A/1977 AQ81 CONSUMERS CORNER
2/27/1980 A031 CONSUMER ADVICE AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS
SEE ALSO CONDOMS, FAMILY PLANNING
9/25/197A AOll *CONTRACEPTION NOT AVAILABLE (PRESZLER)
10/02/197A A0A3 OPINION ONv.. CONTRACEPTION AT STATE UNIVERSITY (L)
1/15/1975 AOll S.A. SURVEY RATES BIRTH CONTROL HIGH
A/16/1975 A021 CONTRACEPTION SERVICE FOR CAMPUS RECOMMENDED BY HEAL
A/23/1975 A081 BIRTH CONTROL -- ADVANTAGES, RISKS (HEBBERT)
9/2A/1975 A021 CONTRACEPTIVE RESOLUTION APPROVED BY STUDENT SENATE
9/2A/1975 AOAA START CONTRACEPTIVE SERVICE; -RESEARCH POSTPONES ACTI
12/10/1975 AOIA SENATE GETS CONTRACEPTIVE OPTIONS;.NO IMPLEMENTATION
12/10/1975 AOAl WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
12/10/1975 AOAA WHY THE DELAY? GET STARTED WITH CONTRACEPTION SERVIC
1/21/1976 AOll CONTRACEPTIVE PLAN STARTED
1/21/1976 AOAA CONTRACEPTIVE PROGRAM. APPROVED FOR STUDENTS (ED)
2/0A/1976 AOIA LOW-INCOME PERSONS TO BE ELIGIBLE FORSTATE CONTRACE
2/0A/1976 A121 CAMPUS PHARMACY TO STOCK 6 KINDS OF BIRTH CONTROL PI
2/11/1976 A031 HEALTH SERVICE PROJECT DELAYED DUE TO INFLUENZA
3/17/1976 A061 HEALTH SERVICE GYN PROGRAM SERVICING FEWER THAN EXPE
5/05/1976 A03A PILOT CONTRACEPTIVE SERVICE REVIEW PLANNED; TO DECID
12/15/1976 A021 ^CONTRACEPTIVE PROGRAM WORKING
9/1A/1977 AOll METHOD, USE AFFECT BIRTH CONTROL (JOHNSON)
12/10/1975 A202 DEPT. OF GAME, FISH AND PARKS DISTRIBUTE GAME AND FI
8/25/1976 AHA XTWO NEWCOMERS, ONE ALUMNUS NAMED AS DORMITORY DIREC
11/10/1976 A021 MOST DUPLICATING MACHINES RENTED; 200,000 COPIES MAD
10/27/1976 A021 REVISED STATUTE BANS TEST COPYING
9/1A/1977 A121 PATHOLOGIST FINDS NEW CORN VIRUS
11/27/197A A08A *COSBY CONCERT
3/28/1979 A051 ELVIS COSTELLO HAS DRESS OF '505, STYLE OF 60S AND
5/05/1976 A061 3(C0STUMING--THREAD TO THEATRICAL SUCCESS (NELSON)
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COUDRON^VIRGINIA
COUNSELING
COUNSELING CENTER
COUNTRY SHOP
COURTESY
COURTS
COWBOYS
COYOTES
CPHE
CRABBS GERALDINE
CRAFT CENTER
CRAFTS
CRAIN DAVID
CRAIN GAYLA
CRANE LYNN
CRANEY JEANNE
CRANSTON JOHN
CRANSTON PEG
CREDIT
CREDIT CARDS
CREVIER KAREN
CREVIER TANYA
DATE PAPER NOTATION
XSll ffiliLOPHENrAND COUNlELING''oFFICrADDl"wUN COUNSE
Sifi REPLACE^POISONS IN CONTROL OF CO
^l!ilENi°R?sl ?"mEET challenge CED)
SpItttn' out the WORD (GULLICKSON)
i E EIKEPr ^^SlrAR^gP'̂ EEISf?ro.ect
B ADOS NEW CLASSES
SSn «ONSAfSTUolNTrgRN art, SCIEN^
B isSi iiPti clSIiP PPhlSiflKl"""
A102 11cRAFT°CENTER INTRODUCES^SILK°SckENING PROCESS
E riSIS E5IESU«5I..S
1 «y!S>.
A014 *NEW LAW equalizes CREDIT
1 ..E
THREE ARRESTED FOR BURGLARY, GRAND LARCENYSgii pPEpIMfNARY/HEARING DATE DETERMINED
AORl TRIAlI" HEArInGS CONTINUE FOR STUDENTS
1 iiliifpir-:-
10/13/1976.
2/06/1980
9/0A/197A
9/11/1974
9/18/197A
1G/02/197A
11/05/1975
9/28/1977
3/31/1976
5/0A/1977
1/15/1975
2/02/1977
3/30/1977
12/07/1977
4/28/1976
2/19/1975
12/05/1979
6/09/1976
6/09/1976
9/22/1976
9/17/1975
9/04/1974
4/23/1975
5/07/1975
6/04/1975
7/16/1975
11/05/1975
11/19/1975
6/09/1976
6/23/1976
12/08/1976
7/27/1977
9/07/1977
3/28/1979
12/12/1979
10/01/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
10/04/1978
1/16/1980
6/21/1978
9/06/1978
9/06/1978
10/11/1978
7/16/1975
7/16/1975
10/09/1974
10/08/1975
8/28/1974
10/30/1974
2/05/1975
12/11/1974
2/12/1975
6/12/1979
1/23/1980
CRIME & CRIMINALS 3/12/1975
3/26/1975
4/23/1975
4/30/1975
5/07/1975
6/04/1975
11/26/1975
1/14/1976
2/11/1976
2/25/1976
3/31/1976
5/05/1976
9/01/1976
9/08/1976
9/22/1976
10/26/1977
2/15/1978
4/05/1978
11/15/1978
2/14/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
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CRIME & CRIMINALS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
CRISIS TEAM
CROQUET
CROSS COUNTRY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/21/1979 A061 MONEY CRUNCH INCREASES THEFTS (SPRINGER)
1/29/1975 AD24 STUDENTS OFFERED LAW, JUSTICE OPTION
11/26/1975 A083 kSOCIOLOGY GRAD ASSISTANT SAYS U.S. JUSTICE IN NEED
l/lS/1976 Alll INCREASE IN CRIME CREATES JOBS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
11/10/1976 A051 MCCLEMANS SENTENCED TO FIVE YEARS IN PENITENTIARY
10/19/1977 A081 NEW CRIMINAL CODE LEGALIZES SWITCHBLADES, DANCING,
2/28/1979 A013 CAMPUS JUDICIARY SYSTEM PUT ON TRIAL (KAROLEVITZ)
3/21/1979 AQ13 CRITICS: CAMPUS COURTS IGNORE LEGAL RIGHTS
3/28/1979 A012 SDSU COMPUTER UNWILLING AIDE IN GRADE FRAUD
4/0<i/1979 AOIS DORM POLICY CHALLENGE COULD TOUCH SDSU (ROBY)
5/02/1979 A081 RUTGERS STOPS GROUP DAMAGES (RIETMAN)
8/28/197A A091 AREA CRISIS TEAM TO SERVE STUDENTS AND COMMUNITY
2/19/1975 A091 xCRISIS TEAM ON CALL HOURS A DAY (ROHDE)
6/27/1979 A081 CROQUET TOURNEY OPENS
7/23/1980 A073 SECOND CROQUET TOURNEY SET (HEMMINGSON)
8/27/1980 A031 YOU SAY CROQUET'S DULL, BORING...YOU WANT TO FIGHT
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM
8/28/197A A193 xHARRIERS AIM FOR SECOND NCAA TITLE
9/0<i/1974 A096 KWOLD REFLECTS ON ASPECTS OF CROSS COUNTRY
9/11/1974 A113 XRABBITS RUN WELL AT USD (GEBHART)
9/18/1974 A114 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY) ..
9/18/1974'A116 BENTLEY SETS COURSE, MEET-^RECORD; TEAM TAKES SECOND
9/25/1974 A251 XHARRIERS WIN OWN INVITATIONAL
9/25/1974 A285 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/09/1974 A084 JtBENTLEY, ISU CAPTURE TITLES IN DOUBLE DUAL COMPETIT
10/16/1974 AlOl RUNNERS TAKE NINTH AT NOTRE DAME MEET
10/16/1974 Alll CROSS COUNTRY UNIQUE BUT DEMANDING SPORT (FEY)
10/23/1974 A081 RUNNERS SECOND AT WISCONSINj TAKE 18TH STRAIGHT OVER
10/23/1974 A081 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/30/1974 A104 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/30/1974 Alll HERMANN WINS 10,000 METER RUN; CONFERENCE TEAM NAMED
10/30/1974 Alll XDIRKSEN COMMENTS ON 'RABBIT RUNNERS SLATED FOR NCC
10/30/1974 A116 DIRKSEN SIZES UP OPPONENTS FOR NCC CROSS COUNTRY MEE
11/06/1974 A071 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
11/06/1974 A073 *RUNNERS CAPTURE NCC TITLE
11/06/1974 A075 JACKRABBITS RATED TOP CROSS COUNTRY SQUAD
11/13/1974 A147 CROSS COUNTRY TEAM TALKS ABOUT NATIONALS
11/20/1974 A081 *BENTLEY WINS SECOND STRAIGHT NCAA TITLE
6/04/1975 A113 WOMEN'S SPORTS GROWING
9/10/1975 A093 TOBIN, HERMANN KEYS TO CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
9/17/1975 A092 FISCHER LEADS JACK RUNNERS TO VICTORY IN OPENING MEE
9/24/1975 AlOl kCROSS COUNTRY TEAM WINS OWN INVITATIONAL, DUALS CON
9/24/1975 Alll *N0 COMPETITION FOR WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY TEAM IN FI
10/01/1975 A083 USD NARROWLY BEATS YOUNG CROSS COUNTRY TEAM (FEY)
10/01/1975 A093 USD RUNNER AGAIN FINISHES AHEAD OF KITTELSON, THOMAS
10/01/1975 A103 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/08/1975 A081 DEFENDING BIG EIGHT CHAMPS DROP STATE UNIVERSITY TEA
10/08/1975 A081 THOMAS SHINES IN LOSS TO ISU
10/15/1975 A273 COACH JAY DIRKSEN REPORTS INITIAL WOMEN'S CROSS COUN
10/22/1975 A081 RABBIT RUNNERS PLACE THIRD AT WISCONSIN
10/22/1975 AlOl THREE RUNNERS REPRESENT JACKRABBITS AT ST. CLOUD
10/29/1975 AlOl JACKS PREPARE FOR NCC CROSS COUNTRY MEET (FEY)
11/05/1975 AlOl 3CJACKS TAKE,,12TH NCC CROSS COUNTRY TITLE
11/12/1975 A161 DIVISION e-I'If FINALS NEXT RACE FOR CROSS COUNTRY SQUAD
11/12/1975 A181 THOMAS SETS^ COURSE MARK IN WINNING USTFF MEET
11/19/1975 A123 BILLS BROTHERS LEAD RABBIT RUNNERS
11/19/1975 A123 THOMAS PLACES 27TH AT AIAW NATIONALS
8/25/1976 A251 MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY OUTLOOK GOOD (HAAN)
8/25/1976 A251 WOMEN PREPARING FOR SECOND SEASON
9/08/1976 AlOl CROSS COUNTRY OPENS FRIDAY
9/15/1976 A131 RABBIT RUNNERS DEFEAT MOORHEAD; PREPARE FOR SDSU INV
9/15/1976 A153 SPORTS FLASHBACK: FOOTBALL, CROSS COUNTRY DOMINATE
9/22/1976 A104 MEN FIRST, WOMEN SECOND IN OWN SDSU INVITATIONAL
9/29/1976 A071 WOMEN HARRIERS WIN, MEN LOSE TO UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH
10/06/1976 Alll DIRKSEN: RUNNERS ARE IMPROVING
10/06/1976 A112 THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
10/13/1976 A304 HARRIERS WIN BHSC INVITATIONAL; JUNIOR VARSITY BEATS
10/13/1976 A314 WOMEN RUNNERS FINISH SIXTH AT IOWA STATE U
10/13/1976 A332 xMARK, MIKE — TWO OF A KIND (ANDERSON)
10/20/1976 A071 CROSS COUNTRY SQUAD TAKES SECOND
10/27/1976 AlOl XRUNNERS DOWN NEBRASKA
11/03/1976 A081 JACK HARRIERS DEFEND NCC TITLE SATURDAY
11/03/1976 A081 THOMAS WINS USTFF TITLE
11/03/1976 A093 XTHOMAS TOP FEMALE RUNNER (ANDERSON)
11/10/1976 A083 UNO EDGES JACKRABBITS FOR CROSS COUNTRY CROWN
11/10/1976 A085 WOMEN TAKE STATE AAU TITLE
11/10/1976 A091 *THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
11/17/1976 A183 BILLS EARN ALL-AMERICAN AS JACKS FINISH FIFTH
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CROSS COUNTRY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
CROSS COUNTRY SKI
CROSSWAIT BRUCE
CUBA
CUBANS
11/17/1976
1/19/1977
8/31/1977
8/31/1977
9/21/1977
9/28/1977
10/05/1977
10/12/1977
10/19/1977
10/26/1977
11/02/1977
11/16/1977
12/07/1977
12/07/1977
7/12/1978
9/06/1978
9/20/1978
9/27/1978
10/0<i/1978
10/11/1978
10/11/1978
10/18/1978
10/25/1978
11/01/1978
11/08/1978
11/15/1978
11/15/1978
7/25/1979
9/12/1979
9/26/1979
10/10/1979
10/31/1979
11/07/1979
11/28/1979
8/27/1980
5/07/1975
3/23/1977
A/06/1977
5/04/1977
10/29/1975
11/09/1977
11/16/1977
11/16/1977
12/07/1977
9/24/1975
9/24/1975
10/22/1975
4/28/1976
10/19/1977
2/15/1978
2/22/1978
3/01/1978
1/30/1980
1/30/1980
1/26/1977
10/26/1977
2/01/1978
3/22/1978
9/13/1978
9/13/1978
9/27/1978
10/04/1978
1/17/1979
1/31/1979
2/14/1979.
3/28/1979
4/04/1979
3/01/1978
7/02/1975
8/27/1975
9/03/1975
9/03/1975
10/08/1975
10/15/1975
11/26/1975
11/17/1976
CULT-ENTERTAIN COM
CULTS.
CULTURAL CENTER
CULTURAL DIVERSITY
CURRICULUM
A183
A082
A231
A245
A132
A104
A133
A093
A281
A093
A104
Alll
A043
A113
A021
A191
A083
A1Q3
AlOl
A183
A184
A095
A104
A071
A076
AQ83
A091
A071
A131
Alll
A151
A071
AQ41
Alll
A152
A033
A184
A043
A053
'A131
A041
A012
A081
A043
.A151
A155
A021
A132
A081
A012
A012
A012
AOll
A024
A063
A073
A051
A121
A151
A151
A083
A063
AlOl
A106
A105
A061
A073
A051
AQ21
A084
A044
A044
A045
AOll
A023
AlOl
WOMEN, RUN IN NATIONALS
THOMAS, BILLS MOST VALUABLE
HARRIERS FAVORED IN NCC (KLINE)
SIX VETERAN WOMEN RETURN TO CROSS COUNTRY
HARRIERS WIN AT ST. CLOUD
HARRIER SQUADS WIN TWO (KLINE)
RUNNERS IMPRESSIVE IN LOSS TO IOWA ST. CROSS COUNTi
XBILLS, THOMAS LEAD RUNNERS
THINCLADS PLACE IN WISCONSIN MEET
XRUNNERS PREPARE FOR NCC MEET
HARRIERS WIN NCC TITLE
XRUNNERS FINISH SECOND NATIONALLY, BILLS EARNS ALL-A
COLLEGIAN CONTENT (L)
YEAR ENDS FOR WOMEN IN CROSS COUNTRY FINALS
NEW RUNNERS JOIN UNDERWOOD THIS FALL
COACH: RUNNERS TO CONTINUE SUCCESS
THOMAS, BRANDT LEAD HARRIER WIN
*MEN HARRIERS FIRST, WOMEN EIGHTH AT MEET
XHARRIERS WHIP USD, IOWA STATE
XHARRIERS SWEEP SDSU INVITE
THOMAS TOP COLLEGIATE DISTANCE RUNNER (HANSON)
XBILLS PACES JACKS RUNNERS TO SECOND PLACE FINISH
HARRIERS OUT TO DEFEND NCC TITLE
NO SURPRISE-JACK RUNNERS WIN NCC CROWN AGAIN
THOMAS TAKES SEVENTH PLACE
XHARRIERS 'SECOND FIDDLE' AGAIN (MEYER)
CROSS COUNTRY MEANS TRADITION (MEYER)
JACKS SIGN TOP RUNNERS
CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM DESERVES SOME RECOGNITION (ROBY)
XMAN, WOMEN HARRIERS WIN DUALS AGAINST USD (JENSEN)
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY TEAM WINS INVITATIONAL (JENSEN)
*MEN»S CROSS COUNTRY TEAM CAPTURES NCC MEET
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY SHOWS STYLE; USD-SDSU FOOT (ED
XJACKS RUN WELL, FINISH FOURTH (JENSEN)
HARRIERS RETURN PLENTY OF VETERANS
SEE SKIING
CROSSWAIT MOVING TO RAPID CITY
CAGERS, COYOTES GO TO CUBA
CUBA TRIP NEEDLESS, UNPRODUCTIVE (VITALI)
OPINION ON... CASTRO'S CUBA (L)
XCUBAN REMEMBERS HARDSHIPS; HOPES FOR RENEWED RELA^''
CUBAN-SU GAME A HISTORY MAKER (ED)
XJACKS LOSE TO CUBANS DESPITE VALIANT EFFORT
XCUBAN GAME: POLITICS, PRIDE
CITY HOSPITALITY (L)
TALKS, CONCERTS ORGANIZED THROUGH AUTHORITY OF UNIVE
UCEC PLANS IMPROVEMENTS IN BALLROOM, TICKET OFFICE
ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEES ARGUE CONTROL POWER, PR06RA
CULTURAL BUDGET CUT $7,600 FOR NEXT YEAR
CULTURAL-ENTERTAINMENT TO FACE COMMITTEE REVAMP
CULTS SEEK OBEDIENCE, FINANCIAL GAINS (NACHTIGAL)
UNIFICATION CHURCH, OTHERS SETTLE IN AREA (NACHTIGAL
CULTS'ATTRACT LONELY, DISCONTENTED (NACHTIGAL)
'CULT' COUPLE EVICTED FROM STUDENT UNION (DAILEY)
SDSU STUDENT ENCOUNTERS CULT, ATTENDS MEETING OF 'TH
XCENTER STRESSES DIVERSITY; NEW DIRECTOR APPOINTED
CHEROKEE GIVES ONE-MAN ART SHOW
xVISITING PUPPET TROUPE WILL CONDUCT WORKSHOP (PATES
CULTURE CENTER SET FOR SPRING (PATES)
CENTER OFFERS CLASSES, EXHIBITS, SHOWS (KRUMN)
PHOTO WORKSHOPS, PUPPET GROUP AT CCC
XPUPPETEERS TO PRESENT MUSICAL SHOW, WORKSHOPS
COMMUNITY CULTURAL CENTER ANNOUNCES CRAFT COMPETITIO
XNOT ALL ENGLISH PROFESSORS WRITE (THOMPSON)
CULTURAL CENTER COURSES FEB. 5
XSTORM DEVILS, DRAGONS, JACK FROST ALL COME TO LIFE
XORANGE PEELS IMPORTANT PART,OF ARTIST'S (LAWRENCE)
SIOUX CULTURE IS SYMPOSIUM TOPIC
SEE ALSO DIVERSITY, MULTICULTURALISM
KENNEDY RESIGNS POST
REGENTS APPROVE FOUR DEGREE ADDITIONS IN PROGRAMS HE
STATE SCHOOLS RE-EVALUATE GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
LOWER GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS TO BOOST QUALITY OF ED
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
FACULTY BODY UPS CORE COURSES SIX CREDITS FROM SEr/^
CHRIST COLLEGE DESCRIBES CAMPUS CLASSES
TWO CORE AREA REQUIREMENTS APPROVED BY ACADEMIC SI
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CURRICULUM
OUSTER CAROL
CUSTER STATE PARK
CYCLING
DSD FOODS
DAIRY
DAIRY BAR
DAKOTA AUDIO
DAKOTA DEBS
DAKOTA DOME
DAKOTA DUSTERS
DAKOTA PROPOSITION
DAKOTA STATE COL
DAKTRONICS INC
DALY MIKE
DAMES CLUB
DANS
DANCE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/31/1977 A131 UNIVERSITY UPS MINIMUM CORE REQUIREMENTS
2/01/1978 A021 STATE UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS WOMEN'S STUDY CURRICULUM
11/13/197A A077 MUSIC STUDENT PRESENTS RECITAL
12/12/1979 A153 NEEDLES TRAIL OPEN
9/0A/1974 AlGl *STUDENT BICYCLES ACROSS MIDWEST (KLINKEL)
VAVAVA
^A/23/1975 Aoil COMMUTER^IlKE^LANES POSSIBILITY FOR BRDOKINGS (HAUPT
4/30/1975 A034 STUDENTS WANT BIKE LANES INSTEAD OF TRAFFIC PAINS
9/17/1975 A141 KSTUDENT BICYCLES 2,700 MILES (JOHNSON)*
WAlAlVsT21who violate
^3/31/1976 A041 OPINION On"^!^LANES FOR BK^YCLE RIDERS> PEDESTRIANS
4/07/1976 A113 BICYCLE RACE SCHEDULED AT VERMILLION APRIL 24, 25
6/09/1976 A121 DAY TRIPPING (TONNESON)
4/20/1977 A073 SPRING TUNE-UPS HELP BIKES WHEEL INTO TOURING SEASON
9/06/1978 A151 TOURING REPLACES BEER TIPPING AS NATIONAL EXERCISE
12/13/1978 A114 CYCLISTS SLOWED DOWN
9/17/1975 A031 DSD FOODS OPENS WITH SHORT-ORDER INEXPENSIVE MENU
9/11/1974 A013 *DAIRY ACT AFFECTS STATE'̂ MILK PRICES (CARLSON)
9/11/1974 A115 *DAIRY SHED BURNS; 60 CATTLE SAVED
10/16/1974 A096 DAIRY JUDGES WIN FIRST IN CHICAGO
10/30/1974 A055 xDAIRY TEAM FIRST IN NATION .. -
4/16/1975 A121 xPLANTS PROVIDE WORK EXPERIENCE (NOLD)
7/02/1975 A133 DAIRY SCIENCE CLUB RANKS FIRST IN-NATIONAL STANDARDS*
10/15/1975 A041 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (6ULLICKS0N)
10/22/1975 A031 MEN PLACE 14TH IN MIDWEST_.DAIRY JUDGING:CONTEST
12/10/1975 Alll KSANTA PLAYS NEW ROLE
7/07/1976 A081 BUNKERS NAMED TOP DAIRY STUDENT
7/07/1976 A132 RIGHT TURN ON RED, DAIRY LAW IN EFFECT - -
11/03/1976 A104 DAIRY JUDGING TEAM TAKES FIRST IN NATIONALS; SEAS CO
6/22/1977 A071 XCHEESE MAKING MORE THAN CURDS 'N WHEY (METCALF)
9/21/1977 A151 COALITION, DAIRIES BATTLE OVER MILK 'RIP-OFF' (PATES
12/07/1977 AOBl *DAIRY DAYS
11/01/1978 A041 DAIRY ACT SHOULD BE MAINTAINED (ED)
12/06/1978 A104 *DAIRY JUDGING TEAM WINS NATIONAL TITLE
9/19/1979 A051 JtDAIRY-MICRO ICE CREAM MIXED TO PERFECTION
3/26/1980 A124 DAIRY SIZE DOWN, PRODUCTION UP (LAWRENCE)
10/15/1975 A052 3IDAIRY BAR OFFERS 70 FLAVORS; CLAIMS TO HAVE BEST IC
11/05/1975 A041 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (6ULLICKS0N)
10/15/1975 A063 ^DISCOUNT STEREO NEED FILLED BY DAKOTA AUDIO
7/07/1976 A121 KWOLF PUP
9/08/1976 A021 TITLE IX MET BY STATESMEN, DAKOTA DEBS
9/18/1974 A021 DAKOTA DOME COSTS NEAR $9 MILLIONj^DELAYS OPENING
2/12/1975 A081 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY) J.
8/27/1975 A034 BIDS DELAY DAKOTA-DOME CONSTRUCTION : -pt
10/15/1975 A024 RADICAL CHANGES IN .OfFIN6 EORzUSO-ATHLETIC*BUILDING^
- 7/16/1975 A'021 RIDERS SEARCH FOR MOTORCYCLING-OFF-.HIGHWAYS
3/26/1980 A103 PROPOSITION COULD FORCE COLLEGE CLOSING (FAGERHAUG)
4/16/1980 A016 SENATE TO INFORM ABOUT DAKOTA PROP (SPECK)
4/23/1980 A041 PROPOSITION MAY DESTROY EDUCATION .(WILSON)* -
10/08/1975 A021 REGENTS LOOK AT NURSING PROGRAM FOR DSC
8/25/1976 A031 DSC STUDENT FILLS REGENT POSITION
10/27/1976 A014 DSC, SPRINGFIELD SURVIVE REGENTS' ATTEMPT AT CLOSURE
11/24/1976 AOll REGENTS DISCUSS CHANGES IN STRUCTURE, DSC MERGER
5/04/1977 AOll REGENTS WANT FURTHER STUDY ON ROLES AND MISSIONS, DS
9/14/1977 A051 DSC UP FOR 'ADOPTION'; . .
10/05/1977 A044 OPINION ON... DSC MERGER CD• ; - " . v
10/26/1977 AOll REGENTS ACT ON RECIPROCITY, DSC -r /
1/18/1978 A031 SENATE COMMITTEE KILLS CLOSURE OF DAKOTA STATE
3/19/1980 A021 *DAKTRONICS SUPPLIES OLYMPIC SCOREBOARDS*
3/12/1975 A084*DALY CHOSEN TO FILL DEFENSIVE-SECONDARY COACHING VA
11/12/1975 Alll MEMBERSHIP DROPS IN DAMES CLUB; EFFORT. MADE TO REACH
9/25/1974 AQ23 BLUNT RESERVOIR DAM MAY SNAG OAHE
2/25/1976 A034 BROOKINGS AREA CHAMBER OPPOSES CONSTRUCTION OF FLAND
3/17/1976 A161 XFLANDREAU DAM DRAWS CRITICISM (MORIN)
3/24/1976 A145 CORRECTION
- SEE ALSO INDIAN DANCE . _ . .
9/11/1974 A025 UTAH MODERN DANCERS IN RESIDENCE ON CAMPUS (HEBBERT)
9/11/1974 A067 'FREE' DANCE NOT FREE; PROFITS TO BE RAFFLED
9/25/1974 A1D3 ^CREATIVE DANCERS
11/06/1974 A106 DANCE ED, PLANNING NEW MINORS
2/12/1975 AGZl KDANCERS PERFORM TONIGHT (BROWN)
4/09/1975 A071 xCOED BALL
4/30/1975 A061 MODERN DANCE CONCERT TONIGHT
10/01/1975 Alll *UPD RAFFLE DANCE
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DANCE
DANCE BALLET
DANCE CLUB
DANCE DISCO
DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
DANIEL DAVE
DARKROOM
DASCHLE TOM
DAVIS CINDY
DAVIS STEVE
DAWN ONE DISCO
DAWS RON
DAWSON JOHN
DAY CARE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/15/1975 AQ91 kDANCERS FOCUS ON ANNUAL CONCERT
10/22/1975 A123 BUMP, HUSTLE IN NEW DANCE CLUB (HUBER)
2/10/1976 AD84 *DANCE CONCERT TOMORROW
2/18/1976 A151 *DANCERS DO IT THEMSELVES (KELTGEN)
2/25/1976 A045 OPINION ON... ASSIGNING COMMITTEES FOR ANNUAL CO
3/17/1976 A081 *DANCE STUDIO NO LONGER 'ODDITY' (HUBER)
12/08/1976 A15A *RODGERS DANCE COMPANY TO OPEN SPRING ARTS SEASON
1/19/1977 A113 *DANCE RESIDENCY
1/26/1977 AQ81 KROD'RODGERS DANCE COMPANY
2/16/1977 AG84 kSTUDENT CHOREOGRAPHERS PLAN 12 NUMBERS FOR SPRING D
9/21/1977 Alll FRANGIONES HOST LOCAL DANCE DEBUT (SNEVE)
10/05/1977 AlOl *DANCE STUDENTS DO MORE THAN JUST DANCE (SNEVE)
11/02/1977 AG92 COHEN APPEARS THIS WEEK
11/09/1977 A071 *ZE'EVA COHEN PERFORMS
1/25/1978 A091 KSQUARE DANCE CLUB FEATURES FUN, EXERCISE (STEWARD)
3/01/1978 A063 *DANCE CONCERT SET
A/05/1978 AOAA COED BALL (1)
11/01/1978 A021 DANCE GROUP TO APPEAR HERE WED.-FRI.
11/15/1978 A061 *DANCING MAKES STRIDES IN THE BROOKINGS AREA (SNEVE)
3/28/1979 A061 DANCE SHOWS STRENGTH AND BEAUTY (RIETMAN)
A/25/1979 AQ91 OZONE DANCE CO. OFFERS DIVERSITY
10/03/1979 A09A MEXICAN DANCE PERFORMANCE A MISTAKE (LAWRENCE)
10/10/1979 AOAA ARTICLE UNFAIR (L)
10/2A/1979 A025 BROKEN GLASS STOPS DANCE (JAKES)
11/07/1979 A051 *DANCE CONCERT WAS FINAL TOUCH TO GLORIOUS FINE ARTS
2/27/1980 A091 ATMOSPHERE ABSTRACT IN DANCE CONCERT (DARR)
3/17/1976 A122 XLITTLE BALLERINAS
3/2A/1976 A151 ^CONNECTICUT BALLET'S REPERTOIRE INCLUDES CLASSICAL,
3/2A/1976 A15A XDANCE RESIDENCY PROGRAM FEATURES HARTFORD BALLET
3/31/1976 A081 ^VERSATILITY IMPORTANT TO DANCE LIFE (HEBBERT)
10/20/1976 A081 KBALLET COMPANY
10/27/1976 A083 *BALLET—NEW FORMS IN AN OLD ART
1/25/1978 All^ KBALLET FOLK OPENS SPRING PERFORMING ARTS CALENDAR
2/01/1978 A061 xFOLK BALLET
2/0<i/1976 A081 SQUARE DANCERS LEAVE SD COLD FOR HONOLULU
9/15/1976 A081 DANCE CLUBS KEEP MOVING
12/06/1978 A093 XDANCE CLUB MAKES GAINS IN BROOKINGS (LAWRENCE)
2/14/1979 Alll 96DANCE CLUB GIVES CONCERT TONIGHT (LAWRENCE)
10/24/1979 A051 XDANCE CLUB PERFORMS, INFORMS AT GRADE SCHOOL
2/20/1980 A061 DANCE CONCERT TO EXPLORE INDIAN, ORIENTAL, JAZZ W"?''
11/01/1978 A061 XDISCO DANCING MAY HUSTLE IN BROOKINGS (THOMPSON)
SEE ALSO DYSTROPHY DANCE
11/10/1976 AOll XSENATE APPROVES HOBO CHAIRMAN; CONSIDERS 1979 HOncu
4/09/1975 A031 DARKROOMS ARE SIMPLE (MELBY)
9/15/1976 A041 OPEN DARKROOM FOR STUDENT USE (ED)
9/15/1976 AlOl STUDENT DARKROOM CLOSED BECAUSE OF SMALL THEFTS, MIS
11/10/1976 A061 ACTIVITIES CENTER OPENS STUDENT DARKROOM AGAIN
10/05/1977 AD33 DASCHLE SEEKING 1ST DISTRICT SEAT
4/26/1978 A021 xFOUR TO RUN FOR PRESSLER'S SEAT (KRAUSE)
10/11/1978 A071 *DASCHLE: FARM PRICES, TEACHER SALARIES RELATED
7/09/1980 A031 KDASCHLE SPEAKS ON ISSUES AT BRUCE (BUTLER)
6/21/1978 A024 COACHES RESIGN POSTS
11/01/1978 A081 XFORMER SOONER NOW IN CHRIST'S BACKFIELD (MEYER)
11/23/1977 A073 *BAR OPENS DESPITE STRUGGLE
9/13/1978 A065 DAWN DISCO MAY DIE
6/18/1975 A071 k90 FINISH JACKRABBIT 15 RACE
1/22/1975 AOll DR. DAWSON NOT REHIRED (PRESZLER)
9/04/1974 A021 SPACE, FINANCIAL TROUBLES LIMIT DAY CARE CENTER
9/25/1974 A061 xCITY PRE-SCHOOLERS LEARN IN THEIR OWN WAY
9/25/1974 A131 kTINY TOTS ACTIVATE DAY CARE CENTER
10/23/1974 A043 OPINION ON... CO-OP DAY CARE CENTER (L)
10/23/1974 A061 COOP DAY CARE CENTER REFUSES GRANT FROM BOC
10/30/1974 A071 DAY CARE CENTER EXPANDING (BROWN)
12/11/1974 A041 OPINION ON... DAY CARE CENTER (L)
4/16/1975 A146 CO-OP CARE CENTER SEEKS ADDITIONAL FUNDING SOURCE
10/15/1975 A081 xMODIFICATION OF FEDERAL STANDARDS SOUGHT FOR CHILD
1/21/1976 A031 XNEW LAW MAY CREATE PROBLEMS IN FUNDING FOR DAYCARE
3/31/1976 A033 OPINION ON... FUND-RAISING FOR DAY CARE (L)
6/23/1976 A113 *TINY TOTS KEEP COOL
9/29/1976 A051 kDAY CARE: IMPORTANT BUT EXPENSIVE
10/06/1976 A044 OPINION ON... ARGUMENTS AGAINST DAY CARE (L)
10/06/1976 A071 ^DISCUSSION BECOMES MONOLOGUE
10/20/1976 A051 INDUSTRIALIZATION DISRUPTS FAMILY
10/27/1976 A061 XHUMANIST CHALLENGES MYTH OF IDEAL FAMILY (TONNESON)
11/03/1976 A061 *DAY CARE DIRECTOR BLASTS STATE FOR 'RESHUFFLING' "5
10/05/1977 A051 XDAY CARE CENTER EXPANDS INTO COMMUNITY (JENSEN)
12/14/1977 A043 BUDGET DISAPPOINTING (L)
1/18/1978 AQ46 MORE HELP TO DAY CARE (L)
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DAY CARE
DAY RALPH
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS
DE LA HUNT DAN
DEADWOOD SD
DEAN JOHN
DEAN'S LIST
DEANS
DEANS CHRIS
DEARBORN DELWYN
DEATH
DEATH PENALTY
DEBATE
DEBAUCHE ED
DEBOER MELVIN
DEBOER PAUL
DEDRICK DAVE
DEE JAMES
DEER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/25/1978
2/01/1978
2/01/1978
10/17/1979
10/17/1979
10/2A/1979
10/2«t/1979
10/31/1979
4/16/1980
4/23/1980
4/30/1980
2/14/1979
9/18/1974
10/09/1974
10/30/1974
10/19/1977
12/15/1976
2/09/1977
2/16/1977
2/25/1976
8/31/1977
,1/31/1979'
9/07/1977
3/24/1976
12/15/1976
5/02/1979
3/28/1979
10/16/1974
10/23/1974
10/23/1974
11/06/1974
11/13/1974
12/11/1974
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
2/05/1975
2/19/1975
4/09/1975
4/16/1975
4/23/1975
5/07/1975
9/24/1975
9/24/1975
10/22/1975
10/22/1975
11/05/1975
11/12/1975
11/12/1975
5/05/1976
9/29/1976
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/27/1976
11/10/1976
11/24/1976
3/30/1977
10/19/1977
2/28/1979
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
4/09/1975
10/22/1975
2/04/1976
11/17/1976
12/14/1977
8/25/1976
9/17/1975
10/27/1976
10/11/1978
1/17/1979
1/24/1979
11/06/1974
11/13/1974
11/27/1974
2/12/1975
11/17/1976
A021 SURVEY SHOWS MOST STUDENTS SUPPORT DAY CARE FUNDING
AQll XSENATE REFUSES DAY CARE REQUESTS (EGGER)
A041 CHILD DAY CARE DEMANDS ACTION
AOll MONEY NEEDED TO SHOW STUDENT PROGRAM SUPPORT
A014 CENTER PETITION RAISES QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR (SPECK
A014 DAY CARE IS FUNDED BY SENATE (PETERSON)
A041 FORWARD WITH DAY CARE (L)
flozi SsTUDEMfs''MA"LOST PRIORITY FOR CAMPUS DAY CARE CENT
A016 SENATE PASSES MOTION TO SUPPORT DAYCARE
Aloi KWATERGATE^W0UNDs'̂ HIs'"N0VEL-BUT not FATALLY (ELLIOTT
A016 DAYLIGHT SAVINGS BILL MIGHT BE REPEALED
A021 DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME BILL REPEALED
A131 *DE LA HUNT PROVIDES KICK FOR JACKS' OFFENSIVE ATTAC
A141 DEADWOOD LIVING REPLICA OF* 'OLD WEST' (KOHLER)
A081 DEAN CONTRACT LIMITS PRESS
AQ71 XWATERGATE FIGURE TO SPEAK MONDAY
AOll *DEANV WATERGATE WAS PAINFUL EDUCATION (6EBHART)
A021 TASK FORCE CONSIDERS DEAN'S LIST REQUIREMENT
A311 3 NEW DEANS AMONG CHANGES IN ADMIN.
A131 DEANS' HOT SHOOTING LEADS '̂USD COYOTES OVER (KLINE)
A151 *AG COLLEGE PACKS 3-WAY PUNCH
A241 NURSES LEARN TO DEAL WITH DEATH
A022 *CLASS COPES WITH DEATH; STUDIES SUICIDE, EUTHANASIA
A026 STUDENT DROWNS IN CANOE MISHAP
A041 DEATH PENALTY SHOULD BE REVOKED (ED)
A025 DEBATERS TAKE SECOND IN MONTANA CONTEST
A026 DEBATE TEAM TO CHALLENGE OXFORD SQUAD
A061 DEBATERS ENGAGE IN TOUGH INVITATIONAL. MEET
A091 DEBATERS REACH SEMI-FINALS ;
A183 DEBATERS CLAIM FIRST IN USD OPEN MEET
A241 FORENSICS TEAM CAPTURES SWEEPSTAKES*AT TOURNEY
A103 DEBATERS ACHIEVE FOURTH SWEEPSTAKES THIS YEAR
A023 DEBATE TEAM COMPETES IN WISCONSIN
A025 DEBATE TEAM WINS
A095 DEBATE TEAM HOSTS LOCAL TOURNAMENT
A141 DEBATERS CAPTURE TOURNAMENT
A131 DEBATE TEAM ENDS 'SUCCESSFUL SEASON'
A051 FORENSICS SQUAD WINS SWEEPSTAKES
AQ41 BICENTENNIAL DEBATES HERE NEXT FALL
A081 BICENtENNIAL DEBATES DESIGNED TO INVOLVE YOUTH
A201 FIRST DEBATE TOURNAMENT IN BILLINGS
A051 DEBATERS FINISH FIFTH IN YELLOWSTONE TOURNEY
A073 LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATERS TO DISCUSS COUNTRY'S HISTOR
AQ21 BICENTENNIAL YOUTH DEBATE WINNERS NAMED
A151 HOME DEBATE INVITATIONAL THIS WEEKEND
A153 STUDENT SPEAKERS CAPTURE TOP HONORS^TN-USD MEET
A052 FORENSIC SQUAD RECEIVES.HONORS^AT- STATE:TOURNAMENT
A082 DEBATERS 'GET-A HANDbEJ^OR-TOURNAMENT-ELAY-itHAmiL.-
A084 DEBATERS TOP NOVICE DIVISION AT CREIGHTON U.
A043 GREAT DEBATES EXPLOIT SLIP-UP; IGNORE OTHER CANDIDAT
A252 DEBATE SQUAD TAKES TOP HONORS
A085 DEBATERSfMISS QUARTER FINALS IN NEBRASKA TOURNAMENT
A073 DEBATERS IMPROVE RECORD; COMPETE IN THREE TOURNEYS
A073 FORENSICS SQUAD FARES WELL IN WEEKEND TOURNAMENTS
A093 FORENSICS TEAM PLACES THIRD OF 105 IN NATIONAL PI KA
A232 FORENSICS SEASON OPENS; SQUAD LACKS EXPERIENCE
A062 DEBATERS TO HOST NEW ZEALAND
A011.XTHREE SLATES ENTER SA PRESIDENTIAL RACE. -
Aa43 *DEBAUCHE, HEISINGER - ~. . •-
A041 XDEBAUCHE, HEISINGER . .
A045 kDEBAUCHE, HEISINGER
A121 *ROYAL BUMS ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION IN EVENTS
A053 TWO AGRICULTURE STUDENTS FINALISTS IN SOVIET UNION E
A081-*HE'S-JUST A SUPER GOOD GUY (HILDEBRAND)
A071 XMAN MAKES BIKES FROM SCRATCH (HOUGH)
A214 XHE MUST BE KIND, HE MUST BE BRAVE
AOll KNEIP NAMES NEW REGENT TO COMPLETE MENDEL'S TERM
A071 XREGENTS SEVEN VOICES FOR HIGHER. EDUCATION - _
AOll XDEE: REGENTS NOT EDUCATION BAD GUYS (SNYDER)
A061 DEE WON'T RETURN
AQ81 *PARTING SHOTS--RETIRING REGENTS WISH THEY WOULD'VE
AlOl xHIDE TANNING
A171 OUTDOOR LORE
A064 OUTDOOR LORE
A091 OUTDOOR LORE
A171 HUNTERS TO SEND IN DEER TEETH; HELPS TELL ANIMAL'S A
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SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
DEER
DEFENSE
DEKRAII CRAIG '
DELORIA VINE
DENARY FLOYD
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
DENHOLM FRANK
DENTON CHRIS
DENTON CLARENCE
DENTON MARGARET
DEPARTMENTS
DEPOE CHARLES
DEPRESSION
DEPT OF REVENUE
DERRINGER RICK
DETENTION CENTER
DETMERS PEGGY
DEZONIA ROBERT
DIABETES
DIAL ACCESS PROGRA
DINGMAN SCOTT
DIRECT
DIRKSEN JAY
DISABILITIES
DISASTERS
DISCIPLINE
12/1A/1977
12/05/1979
1/28/1976
10/20/1976
6/25/1980
10/08/1975
10/15/1975
8/28/197A
6/22/1977
3/26/1980
10/30/197A
1/21/1976
A/26/1978
7/26/1978
7/02/1975
8/31/1977
7/02/1975
11/03/1976
8/25/1976
9/13/1978
9/10/1975
11/28/1979
10/23/197A
2/19/1975
A/16/1975
A/30/1975
11/19/1975
11/19/1975
1/21/1976
6/09/1976
6/09/1976
8/31/1977
3/19/1975
11/10/1976
11/27/197A
10/29/1975
8/31/1977
2/19/1975
6/23/1976
11/17/1976
A15A
A08A
A033
A082
A07A
A022
A211
A221
AO II
A103
A083
A023
A021
A071
AlOl
A121
AQ33
Aa21
A093
A161
A031
A051
A093
AOIA
A127
A051
AOAA
A081
AOll
AG 11
A021
A311
A0A7
A073
A063
A051
A231
A091
A061
A071
10/30/1974 A081
4/23/1975 A015
4/30/1975 A063
10/01/1975 A045
11/12/1975 A021
11/19/1975 A024
12/10/1975 A021
4/07/1976 A061
10/19/1977 A041
2/01/1978 A031
DISEASES
DIVERSITY 4/14/1976 A084
DOBBERSTEIN ARTHUR 9/25/1974 A201
DOCTORS
DOGS 9/24/1975 A181
12/10/1975 A061
7/07/1976 A121
7/07/1976 A141
11/17/1976 A211
DOHERTY BARB 4/16/1975 A036
2/08/1978 A051
DOLAN CRAIG 2/05/1975 A061
3/19/1975 A187
DOLE ROBERT 9/29/1976 A021
DOLLS 12/06/1978 A074
DOOHAN JAMES 4/30/1980 A164
DORMITORIES
DOUPNIK LARRY 1/26/1977 A091
DOWNS TOMMY 4/05/1978 A241
DOWNTOWN 10/30/1974 A041
11/06/1974 A025
12/11/1974 A044
11/24/1976 A051
4/26/1978 A091
XDEER NUMBERS REMAIN HEALTHY
ROAD-KILLED DEER
XSTUDENT TEACHES ART OF DEFENSE (JOHNSON)
ABOUREZK.: DEFENSE BUDGET EXPERIMENTS WITH STUPIDITY
DEKRAII HONORED FOR THIRD TIME
XSIOUX INDIAN ACTIVIST TO LECTURE ON 'CERTAIN UN/^ ^
XINDIAN ACTIVIST CLAIMS GOVERNMENT INFRINGING ON 1
KDAY TRIPPING (GEBHART)
DEMOS ELECT CHEEVER TO LEAD PARTY FAITHFUL
SDSU DEMOCRATS MAY ATTEND CONVENTION (CURRY)
K*7A CANDIDATES QUERIED
XDENHOLM'S CANDIDACY UNCERTAIN (CANTER)
XFOUR TO RUN FOR PRESSLER'S SEAT (KRAUSE)
XSTAGE VETS FIND SUCCESS ON DIFFERENT PATHS
PROFESSOR PRODUCES FILM ON LAND USE, HUMAN VALUES
XWOMEN'S CENTER EXPANDS
SEE SUBJECTS OF DEPARTMENTS
DEPARTMENT HEAD, PHYSICAL PLANT DIRECTOR NAMED
XANGER MAIN CAUSE OF DEPRESSION (KRAUSE)
STATE AGENCY HAS 'DISAGREEMENT'
RICK DERRINGER WAS HOTTER THAN A PISTOL (PATERSON)
XNEW DETENTION CENTER TO AID LAW ENFORCEMENT
XTITLE HAS BROUGHT OUT BEST IN DETMERS
HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSIONER WILL KEYNOTE NEWSPAPER
XREGENTS STUDY TUITION EXCHANGE; 3 BUILDINGS GIVEN G
DEZONIA TO ADDRESS ACADEMIC SENATE
DEZONIA COMMENDS LEGISLATIVE ACTIONS
POWER GRAB AIMED AT DEZONIA, REGENTS (ED)
PLAN MAY SPLIT EDUCATION POST
DEZONIA ANNOUNCES RESIGNATION OF POST
BOWEN, DEZONIA SWAP JOBS
DEZONIA ACCEPTS JULY 1 PRESIDENCY; REMAINS BUSY AS C
XDEZONIA WORKED FOR BERG THIS SUMMER
DIABETES SEMINAR AT LOCAL HOSPITAL BEGINS MARCH 20
CENTER DIALS UP MUSIC, LECTURES (HALL)
PALMER EARNS FIRST DEGREE BLACK BELT
DRUG.SERVICE-DIRECT REPLACING CRISIS TEAM
DIRKSEN RESIGNS
SEE ALSO HANDICAPPED, ADVANCE
x'LITTLE OPPORTUNITY FOR ATTENTION, LOVE' (KLINKEL)
DISABLED TRAIN FOR COMPETITIVE JOBS
DISASTER OFFICER: SHELTERS TO BE USED BY 1979 (SI j
SEE ALSO SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
SEE ALSO SEX DISCRIMINATION, RACISM
FEMALE POLITICIANS DENY DISCRIMINATION
STUDENTS IGNORED IN HOUSING DISCRIMINATION RE6ULATI0
XWOMEN'S YEAR CHAIRMAN DISCUSSES DISCRIMINATION
ADD STUDENT OCCUPATION TO DISCRIMINATION LAWS (ED)
XAROTC INSTRUCTOR RELEASED FROM DUTY; APPEALS TO UNI
MAJ. RAY'S STATUS STILL UNCLEAR (TONNESON)
XMAJOR RAY LEAVING; NO ACTION ON APPEAL (TONNESON)
DISCRIMINATION LAWS PROTECT RENTERS IN HOUSING SEARC
OTHER OPINIONS (ED)
SHORT PEOPLE
SEE ALSO ANIMAL DISEASE
CONFERENCE TO EXPLORE SIGNIFICANCE OF STATE'S CULTUR
XSEVEN TO RECEIVE ALUMNI AWARDS
SEE PHYSICIANS
XPAD... PAD... PAD... THUMP!
XFAMILY FINDS DEAD DOG ALIVE
xWOLF PUP
DAY TRIPPING (KELTGEN)
XTHE 'EARS' HAVE IT
XTEACHERS OF YEAR
XSPEAKING WITHOUT TALKING (HU6ER)
XSWIM TEAM CONTINUES WINNING STREAK
DOLAN HAS GOOD YEAR AS DIVER ON SWIM TEAM
XDOLE BRINGS CAMPAIGN TO STATE (GEBHART)
x'OLD WOMAN* ENJOYS DOLLS (KRUMM)
XSTAR TREK FANS TO GET A TREAT - "SCOTTY" TO APPEAR
SEE RESIDENCE HALLS
XDOUPNIK FAN CLUB INCREASES TO 53 (FREEMAN)
DOWNS GETS LIFE SENTENCE
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (EN6LER)
STUDENTS 'APATHETIC TOWARD BUSINESSES
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACtS (JENSEN)
XDOWNTOWN LOSES WOOLWORTH STORE
DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS ORGANIZE TO COMBAT MALL COMPEfiTil
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SUBJECT
DRAFT (MILITARY)
DRAKE BARRY
DRAMA
DRILL TEAM
DRINKING
DRINKING AGE
DRIVING
DROPOUTS
DROUGHT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/06/1980
2/06/1980
2/06/1980
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
2/13/1980
2/13/1980
2/13/1980
2/20/1980
2/27/1980
3/19/1980
4/09/1980
4/16/1980
4/23/1980
4/23/1980
4/30/1980
6/25/1980
7/23/1980
2/18/1976
AOll DRAFT QUESTION DRAWS MIXED SDSU REACTION (CURRY)
A041 THE NO-DRAFT MINORITY MUST ORGANIZE TO SURVIVE (ED)
A065 STUDENT OFFICIALS POLLED SUPPORT DRAFT MEASURE
A072 STUDENTS STRONGLY FAVOR DRAFT, MILITARY ACTION
A015 AREA COLLEGES ORGANIZE AGAINST DRAFT RENEWAL (ROSO)
A041 FIRST ERA, THEN DRAFT WOMEN (PETERSON)
A051 REGISTRATION, DRAFT, WAR; A LOGICAL PROGRESSION
A052 DRAFT OBJECTORS UNITE! (L)
A051 DRAFT WOULD IMPROVE MILITARY
A055 DRAFT FORUM (L)
A055 DEFEND WHAT IS LEFT (L)
A051 UNHEEDED DRAFT IS CONSIDERED INCONSISTENT WITH U.S.
AOll MILITARY AND ALTERNATIVES DISCUSSED-IN DORMS
A041 DRAFT MOVES CLOSER TO REALITY. (ED).-
A044 STUDENTS, ROTC, AND J\NTI-DRAFT SHARE BLAME-FOR DRAFT
A061 KTO DRAFT, OR NOT TO DRAFT; THAT IS THE QUESTION
AOll DRAFT COUNSELING GROUP FORMED (REINBRECHT)
AOll XSTART OF DRAFT REGISTRATION DRAWS LOW KEY RESPONSE
A081 XFOLKSINGER APPEARS AT COFFEEHOUSE
SEE ALSO THEATER
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW?-,(ENGLER)
ACTING CLASS STAGES POTPOURRI I DEC. 12
KDESIGNER CREATES SETS (BROWN)
CAST ANNOUNCED FOR '1776'; INCLUDES 25 CHARACTERS
XSTUDENT TO PRESENT PLAY BASED ON.BECKETT'S WORKS
x'1776' TO HIGHLIGHT BICENTENNIAL
^MUSICAL '1776' OPENS TONIGHT; RE-ENACTS_HISTORY
XACTRESS VIVECA LINDFORS" TO PLAY 36-WOMEN IN ONE-WOM
OPINION ON... MESSED-UP-RESERVATIONS FOR PLAY CD-
NEW WORLD CONSORT PRESENTS FRENCH MUSICAL. COMEDY
ONE-ACT PLAY PRODUCTION FEATURES-FUN,-BI2ARRE FANTAS"
XONE-ACTS PRESENTED . - = -~
*AUDITION-ONE STEP IN PLAY PROCESS CHUBER)
POTPOURRI II FEATURES STUDENT-DIRECTED ACTING
OPENING PLAY CAST LISTED
STATE UNIVERSITY DRAMA GROUP SPONSORS FIRST THEATRE
KROBBINS, GUTHRIE HIGHLIGHT ALPHA PSI DRAMA WORKSHOP
CARRIE ROBBINS IS MORE THAN JUST A PROFESSIONAL
PLAY CAST MEMBERS SELECTED
CAST SET FOR 'DREAM'
X'DREAM' TO REFLECT HUMOR, LOVE (PATES)
^'INDIANS' TO OPEN NEXT WEEK (KRUMM)
AUDITIONS FOR 'MAME' SCHEDULED FOR OCT. 25-26
SDSU DRAMA WORKSHOP OCT.20-21
THEATER X EMPHASIZES UNKNOWN ELEMENT -•
Jt'INDIANS' REVEALS AMERICAN SPIRIT-(MARKER) . . --
xLISZT WILL REINCARNATE-WEDNESDAY AT^SDSU-^ ^
KHEROES AND VILLIANS ON^STAGE THIS>^WEEK
CHILDREN'S THEATRE AT SDSU-TO FEATURE-CINDERELH-A^PR-
KSENIOR SHOW CASE COMBINES SAMPLING OF COMEDY, DRAMA
XSTUDENT ACTORS TAKE TURN DIRECTING (KAROLEVITZ)
KIBSEN'S 'HEDDA 6ABLER' BEGINS 9-DAY RUN TONIGHT
'MY FAIR4LADY' IS RESULT OF MONTHS OF HARD WORK -
*DESPITE FLAWS, 'LADY' FAIRLY SUCCESSFUL
^SPIRITED COMEDY-SUPERNATURALLY WELL-DONE (HAGEN) -
3f'TW0 BY TWO'-'MATCHMAKER' AND PRAIRIE REPERTORY
DRILL TEAM TO PRESENT WORKSHOP
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC, ALCOHOL -
•- SEE .LUJUOR TRAFFIC. . _
A046 OPINION ON... TURN SIGNALS (t) li- 'V:.:-,.
A055 OPINION ON... DRIVING SAFETY IN S.DT.CL)
Alll KEEP YOUR WINDOWS CLEAR - OR ELSE :
A021 'STUDENTS WITHDRAWING FROM SCHOOL SHOULD GO THROUGH S'
Alll WHY STUDENTS QUIT COLLEGE (WOSTER)
A031 FEWER SDSU STUDENTS QUITTING SCHOOL- IN 1978 .
AlOl DROUGHT, FROST IN STATE COULD COST FARMERS MILLIONS
AOll XPLANS FOR INCREASED CATTLE PRODUCTION DRY-UP
A194 DUST BOWL DAYS COULD REOCCUR IF SHELTERBELTS AREN'T
AlOl METEOROLOGIST SAYS RAINFALL IN STATE TO BE- BELOW'AVE
AOll ^DROUGHT PEAK IN '78;-SUB-SOIL ALREADY DRY^ (KELTGEN)
A071 KPRESSLER: THREE-COUNTY DROUGHT RELIEF UNLIKELY
A224 XDROUGHTS AND THE LAKES
A294 DROUGHT TO DEPRESS SCHOOL'S ENROLLMENT
A113 kDROUGHT office PROVIDES RELIEF
A126 FISHING RULES RELAXED EARLY DUE TO DROUGHT
A031 DROUGHT, BELIEF IN BENEFITS CAUSE IRRIGATION
A061 FARM INCOME DOWN; COUNTY SEEKS RELIEF
A293 XLAKES MAY SUFFER HIGH WINTER KILL, BUT MARSHES BENE
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ll/20/1974,A041
12/11/1974 A153
2/19/1975 Alll
9/24/1975 A161
10/29/1975 A073
10/29/1975 A081
11/12/1975 A131
11/12/1975 A141
11/19/1975 A051
2/18/1976 A083
2/18/1976 A091
2/25/1976 AlOl
3/24/1976 A151
4/28/1976 A135
9/21/1977 A113
10/05/1977 A113
10/19/1977 A211
10/19/1977 A221
2/01/1978 A081
3/22/1978 A125
4/12/1978 A081
10/11/1978 A081
10/11/1978 A085
10/11/1978 A093
10/25/1978 A075
10/25/1978 A081
12/13/1978 A061
1/17/1979 A113
1/17/1979 A135
1/31/1979 A093
1/31/1979 AlOl
2/21/1979 A113
12/05/1979 A061
12/12/1979 A141
2/27/1980 A081
8/27/1980 A181
7/16/1975 A071
4/20/1977
5/04/1977
12/13/1978
4/28/1976
10/11/1978
11/22/1978
10/23/1974
11/06/1974
11/12/1975
4/28/1976
6/09/1976
7/21/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
9/15/1976
9/15/1976
9/22/1976
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
SUBJECT
DROUGHT
DRUGS
DUCKS
DUNLAP MIKE
DUNLAP SHAWN
DUNN DOUG
DUNN HARVEY
DUNPHY CHRIS
DURLAND ROBERT
DURST JAMES
DUVALL STEVE
DUXBURY ROBERT
DYLAN BOB
DYSTROPHY DANCE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/17/1976 A171 DROUGHT TAKES TOLL ON WILD ANIMALS
12/08/1976 A031 STUDENT LOAN MONEY INCREASES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA DROUGH
12/08/1976 A221 *DRY WEATHER LOWERS LAKE LEVELS; FISH, PLANTS FACE
12/15/1976 A021 DROUGHT MAY FORCE JOBLESS YOUTH TO ENROLL IN COLLEGE
A/27/1977 A021 DROUGHT YIELDS POSITIVE RESULTS BY INCREASED STUDENT
9/07/1977 AOll ^WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE S.D. DROUGHT?
6/11/1980 A013 HEAVY RAINS, FLASH FLOODS BRING SOME DROUGHT RELIt
12/11/I97A A2A1 KCOMMUNITY DRUG CONSUMPTION INCREASES (BROWN)
4/30/1975 A015 LEGAL AUTHORITIES WILL DEAL WITH SECOND DRUG OFFENSE
4/30/1975 A034 TWO MEN ARRESTED IN OFF-CAMPUS RAID
7/02/1975 AOll XPROFESSOR TESTIFIES FOR DEFENSE IN DRUG CASES
8/27/1975 A015 kHOUSING FINALIZES DORM DRUG POLICY
9/10/1975 A035 4 STUDENTS CHARGED WITH DRUG POSSESSION
9/24/1975 A071 FORMER STUDENT RECEIVES SENTENCE FOR DRUG POSSESSION
10/29/1975 A051 DRUG SERVICE-DIRECT REPLACING CRISIS TEAM
12/10/1975 AOll *SIXTEEN BUSTED IN LOCAL RAIDS
1/14/1976 A043 OPINION ON...EFFECT OF SOUTH DAKOTA'S DRUG BUSTS (L)
1/14/1976 A053 EIGHT PERSONS APPEAR HERE ON DRUG CHARGES
1/28/1976 A043 OPINION ON... JOURNALISTS' OBLIGATIONS TO PUBLIC (L)
1/28/1976 A044 OPINION ON... CONFISCATION OF CAR CD
1/28/1976 A091 TWO STUDENTS SENTENCED IN CONNECTION WITH DRUG BUST
2/04/1976 A015 COMMITTEE VOTES DOWN DRUG BOUNTY BILL (GEBHART)
2/11/1976 AOll XJANKLOW: WAR ON CHEMICALS
3/17/1976 A081 CITY DRUGGISTS: PATRONS BUY SOME HARMFUL, INEFFECTIV
3/17/1976 A121 THREE FACE FELONY CHARGE FOR POSSESSION
3/24/1976 A031 JANKLOW DISCUSSES NEW DRUG LAWS (BLESENER)
3/24/1976 A233 SPECIAL DRUG ABUSE PANEL SERVES LOCAL, AREA SCHOOLS
6/23/1976 A031 DECEMBER DRUG BUSTS END IN TWO JAIL TERMS, PROBATION
7/21/1976 A021 CORRECTION
9/08/1976 A014 DORM DRUG ENFORCEMENT COMPARED TO OFF CAMPUS
10/13/1976 A014 JANKLOW: NARCS BUILDING CASES HERE SINCE AUGUST
11/24/1976 A051 NARC GOT SUGAR, NOT SPEED; JUDGE DISMISSES DRUG CASE
10/12/1977 AOll LAETRILE USE ISSUE BRINGS DOCTOR, HOSPITAL TO COURT
10/19/1977 A012 LAETRILE SOLD IN SIOUX FALLS
12/14/1977 A021 PCP POPULATE DESPITE ITS DANGERS (PATES)
1/17/1979 A081 POT USE ON RISE BUT ALCOHOL STILL TOP (RICHARDSON)
1/24/1979 A033 LAWSUIT COULD RESTRICT SALE OF PARAPHERNALIA
2/27/1980 A041 LEGALIZATION OF POT MAY BE PROFITABLE FOR GOVERNMENT
4/30/1980 A031 RECOVERED DRUG ADDICT GIVES ACCOUNT OF 'DISEASE OF D
6/11/1980 A031 *STATE WANTS TO TRY COLLEGE POT SMOKERS (SOLBERG)
6/11/1980 A033 POT USE CLIMBING AT SDSU (BUTLER)
11/01/1978 AlOl *KEY FACTORS START, STEER MIGRATION
11/15/1978 A083 KHARRIERS 'SECOND FIDDLE' AGAIN (MEYER)
10/11/1978 A184 kTHESE TWO STAND OUT IN CLASS (HANSON)
3/02/1977 AOll »TWO NEW SLATES JOIN SA RACE
3/23/1977 A051 *PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFULS STATE VIEWS, GIVE PHILOSOPHIE
9/25/1974 Alll DUNN PAINTING BROUGHT TO LIFE
9/15/1976 AlOl THIS IS DUNN COUNTRY
9/06/1978 A121 kHARVEY DUNN'S CRACKING; PAINT PROBLEM NOT UNUSUAL
10/18/1978 A071 ARTIST HARVEY DUNN ELECTED TO SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF F
3/23/1977 AlOl FATHER CHRIS JOINS CCP STAFF
10/13/1976 A211 KFIVE GRADS AMONG DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI
2/26/1975 A081 SONGSMITH SINGS ORIGINAL MELODIES (BROWN)
8/31/1977 A281 XAALDERKS NOW HEADS HEALTH SERVICE
2/26/1975 A053 DUXBURY APPOINTED SEC. OF AG
11/15/1978 A064 CHANGING STYLES IN DYLAN'S 'STREET-LEGAL' REFRESHING
10/10/1979 A081 BOB DYLAN - WITH GOD ON HIS SIDE; AND CHRISTIANITY
SEE ALSO DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
1/29/1975 AOll *DANCE FOR THOSE WHO CAN'T
2/19/1975 A026 PLEDGE CARDS AVAILABLE FOR THIRTY HOURS OF BOOGIE
2/26/1975 A021 MARATHON NEEDS DANCERS
3/12/1975 A025 XDANCE FOR DYSTROPHY
3/19/1975 A016 XDANCE FOR DYSTROPHY .
3/19/1975 A131 sDANCERS RAISE $31,110
3/26/1975 A051 DYSTROPHY FOOD DONORS, BANDS ACKNOWLEDGED
4/23/1975 A045 OPINION ON... SUCCESSFUL DYSTROPHY DANCE (L)
11/12/1975 A034 USD RAISES OVER $8,000 FOR DYSTROPHY
11/12/1975 A046 OPINION ON... MONEY FROM DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY (L)
11/26/1975 A044 OPINION ON... SPRING DYSTROPHY DANCE (L)
1/26/1976 A044 COMMITTEE ACKNOWLEDGES ENTRANTS
2/04/1976 A043 OPINION ON... DANCE MONEY USED PROPERLY (L)
3/17/1976 A032 DANCE. FOR DYSTROPHY MAY DRAW 300 COUPLES FOR FIFTH A
3/24/1976 A091 DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY FINAL PLANS SET; ABOUT 260 COUPL
3/24/1976 A092 KESD PLANS LIVE COVERAGE OF DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY
3/31/1976 AOll *202 FINISH IN DYSTROPHY.DANCE; SETS U.S., STATE UNI
3/31/1976 A033 OPINION ON... DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY (L)
4/07/1976 A044 OPINION ON... SUCCESS OF 'DANCE FOR THOSE WHO CAI:
10/27/1976 A054 OPINION ON... PARTICIPATION IN DANCE FOR DYSTROPl..
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SUBJECT
bvstrophy dance
DATE PAPER NOTATION
eagles
HALL
EASTER
pATHERTON DEBBIE
eating disorders
eckankar
eckard diana
economic cond-us
economics
ecumenical house
editorials
EDMONDS and CURLEY
education
1/19/1977
2/23/1977
3/23/1977
4/06/1977
3/01/1978
4/05/1978
3/28/1979
4/04/1979
4/11/1979
4/25/1979
2/20/1980
4/02/1980
4/02/1980
4/09/1980
4/16/1980
1/22/1975
2/16/1977
4/16/1980
10/08/1975
5/05/1976
6/23/1976
'W21/1976
4/14/1976
4/06/1977
3/22/1978
4/11/1979
10/02/1974
1/15/1975
7/02/1975
5/05/1976
2/28/1979
4/16/1980
2/04/1976
1/16/1980
5/07/1975
9/03/1975
1/28/1976
8/28/1974
4/16/1975
8/27/1975
9/24/1975
2/04/1976
4/14/1976
4/28/1976
6/23/1976
9/08/1976
10/27/1976
1/19/1977
1/19/1977
1/19/1977
1/26/1977
3/23/1977
4/20/1977
4/27/1977
12/07/1977
12/07/1977
10/04/1978
10/04/1978
2/28/1979
1/16/1980
1/23/1980
A046 OPINION ON... DYSTROPHY (L)
A034 REGISTRATION BEGINS FOR ANNUAL DANCE FOR MUSCULAR DY
A021 *BELL TOLLS FOR DYSTROPHY
A043 OPINION ON... DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY (L)
A021 SCHEDULE CONFLICT MAY HURT DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY
A081 XDANCING FOR DOLLARS
A016 MARATHON DANCERS LIMBERING UP (RIETMAN)
AOll X550 DANCERS STEP OUT TO TUNE OF $44^600 (RIETMAN)
A044 DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY (L)
A042 DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY (L)
B074 MARATHON INCLUDES UNDERWATER GAMES (EMERY)
AD14 EXHAUSTION, EUPHORIA REIGN DURING DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
A051 XTHE DANCE IS OVER BUT THE BEAT BUMPS ON (HAGEN)
A052 D FOR D: GOOD JOB (L)
A054 EXCELLENT COVERAGE (L)
A154 REFUGE DESIGNATED FOR EAGLE HABITAT
A133 XEAGLES 'LIVE IT UP' AT REFUGE (WOSTER)
A025 EARTH DAY CELEBRATION PLANNED FOR TUESDAY
A062 PARKING LOT TO REPLACE EAST MEN'S HALL NEXT YEAR
A051 XBIDS BEING SOUGHT FOR DESTRUCTION OF DORM, GARAGE,
AlOl ROCK THE WRECKER TO RAZE^EAST MEN'S
A104 XTAKE THAT... AND THAT! '
A021 XEASTER EGG HUNT
A084 XCHARGE!
A093 XEASTER GUILT PUSHES MANY TO BRINK (NACHTIGAL)
A041 EASTER A TIME TO EXAMINE BELIEFS (ED)
A051 XHOBO ROYALTY
SEE ALSO FASTING, ANOREXIA
A053 ECKANKAR SEARCHES SOUL FOR TRUE FREEDOM (CARLSON)
AQ91 ECKANKAR GROUP MEETS ON JULY 5
AQ83 XSTATE UNIVERSITY SOFTBALL
A012 XECLIPSE
A051 ZERO GROWTH MEANS INFLATION (WILLIAMS)
A051 ECON STUDENTS MAY VOLUNTEER FOR INTERNSHIPS
A071 BUDGET HAMPERS ECONOMICS PROGRAM (PETERSON)
AlOl XECUMENICAL HOUSE CLOSES; LITTLE INTEREST, FUNDS CIT
A046 EDITORIAL LETTERS TO BE ACCEPTED, GUIDELINES GIVEN
AQ93 COMEDY TEAM WILL APPEAR IN USC CAFETERIA
SEE ALSO TESTS EDUCATIONAL, STATE AID TO EDUC
A015 REGENTS WANT COMPLETE CONTROL OF POST-SECONDARY EDUC
A055 EDUCATION DEPT. CHANGED BY REGENTS
A031 CONTRACTS FOR EDUCATION RESEARCH AWARDED BY SOUTH DA
A171 CHURCH SPOKESMAN SAYS EDUCATION EMPHASIZES GAIN
A021 U.S. EDUCATION EXPERT MAY VISIT EASTERN S.D.
A061 BROOKINGS TEACHERS, SCHOOL BOARD BATTLE (TONNESON)
A043 XVALUE OF COLLEGE DIPLOMA MUCH MORE THAN DOLLARS (ED
A051 FACULTY RAISE EDUCATION ISSUE
A044 LEGISLATURE FIDDLES AS QUALITY EDUCATION FALTERS
A021 XPRESSLER SAYS HE'S AMAZED AT EDUCATION'S LOW PRIORI
A021 EDUCATION DIVISION LOOKS FOR DEAN
A071 XEDUCATION TOP CONCERN OF LOCAL LEGISLATORS
A071 GROUPS CONTEST PROPERTY TAX USE FOR SCHOOL FUNDS
A041 REGENTS,$jKNEIP MISTAKEN (ED)
A171 XDENTON T/^ES PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION TO HOLLYWOOD
A131 COMPACT HAY OPEN OPPORTUNITIES (RICHARDSON)
A044 EDUCATION LACKS CANDOR (HANSON)
A021 EDUCATION BLOCK OFFERS TEACHER PREPARATION
A041 ARTS IMPORTANT TO EDUCATION (ED)
A081 CANDIDATES, REGENTS SPEAK ON EDUCATION (SNYDER)
A083 TEACHERS SEEK OTHER JOBS, SCHOOLS RUN SHORT (SNYDER)
A041 EDUCATION SHOULD BE FAIR, OPEN, NON-POLITICAL
A044 STUDENTS AND PARENTS MUST TAKE ACTIVE ROLE
AOll PEC FACES PROBLEMS - AGAIN
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV
XCLASS EXPERIENCES WATER (BROWN)
XADNINISTRATOR WRITES OWN EDUCATION RECIPE
XSEVEN PERSONS NAMED TO ALUMNI HALL OF FAME ...
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, ALBERT, IN AN UNHAPPY TIME(L)
EINSTEIN-SCIENTIST WITH A HEART (PETERSON)
SEE AGED 1
SEE ALSO SA-ELECTIONS
Aa65 TWO ELECTIONS CALL LOCAL VOTERS TO POLLS
Aa73 14 CAMPAIGNING FOR 8 LOCAL COUNTY POSITIONS
AD33 CITY ELECTION SET FOR NEXT TUESDAY
AOSS XBJERKE SAYS TRAINING MAKES HIM QUALIFIED
A034 XRAMEY SUGGESTS IDEAS TO BE SENT BACK TO PUBLIC
A034 BJERKE VOWS BEST AFTER ELECTION WIN
A034 XBROOKINGS VOTES APRIL 8 FOR MAYOR, LIBRARY BOND
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EDUCATION HIGHER
EDUCATION SPECIAL
EDWARDS ERNEST
EHRKE ROBERT
EINSTEIN ALBERT
ELDERLY
ELECTIONS
ELECTIONS-BR 74
1/29/1975 A031
9/07/1977 A082
10/15/1975 A151
3/21/1979 A051
10/31/1979 A031
ELECTIONS-BR 75
10/16/1974
10/16/1974
11/13/1974
11/13/1974
11/13/1974
11/27/1974
3/19/1975
SUBJECT
ELECTIONS-BR 75
ELECTIONS-BR 76
ELECTIONS-BR 77
ELECTIONS-BR 78
ELECTIONS-SD 74
ELECTIONS-SD 76
ELECTIONS-SD 77
ELECTIONS-SD 78
ELECTIONS-SD 80
ELECTIONS-US 74
ELECTIONS-US 75
ELECTIONS-US 76
ELECTIONS-US 77
ELECTIONS-US 78
ELECTRIC VEHICLE
ELECTRICITY
ELECTRICITY-BR
ELECTRICITY-SD
ELECTRICITY-SDSU
ELK
ELLERBRUCH VIRGIL
ELLERING PAUL
ELLIOT HARLEY
EMERGENCY CARE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/26/1975
4/16/1975
7/02/1975
3/17/1976
3/31/1976
4/07/1976
4/07/1976
4/14/1976
4/28/1976
4/06/1977
9/07/1977
9/21/1977
10/05/1977
10/12/1977
10/12/1977
10/26/1977
12/07/1977
4/05/1978
4/26/1978
9/11/1974
9/11/1974
9/11/1974
10/02/1974
10/16/1974
10/16/1974
10/16/1974
10/23/1974
10/30/1974
10/30/1974
10/30/1974
10/30/1974
11/06/1974
11/13/1974
10/27/1976
11/10/1976
10/19/1977
11/02/1977
11/09/1977
4/19/1978
4/26/1978
4/26/1978
11/01/1978
11/08/1978
11/15/1978
4/16/1980
4/30/1980
6/11/1980
9/18/1974
10/09/1974
10/16/1974
10/23/1974
10/23/1974
10/23/1974
10/30/1974
10/29/1975
3/31/1976
11/10/1976
10/19/1977
4/26/1978
4/02/1980
10/02/1974
2/27/1980
4/16/1980
1/28/1976
10/26/1977
12/07/1977
1/25/1978
2/22/1978
12/10/1975
10/11/1978
1/30/1980
1/15/1975
2/25/1976
12/05/1979
8/28/1974
9/25/1974
10/04/1978
10/02/1974
A031
A064
A075
A081
A071
A061
A063
A075
AQ61
A091
A071
AOll
A061
A043
A051
A061
A064
A023
A096
A021
A071
A075
A045
A043
A071
A073
A021
AOll
A044
A044
AQ83
AOll
A023
SOU
AOll
A181
AQS3
A041
A071
A021
A031
A051
A041
A021
A071
A091
AOll
A022
A044
AOll
AOll
A014
A091
A013
A031
A075
A051
A191
A021
A034
A052
AlOl
A071
A074
A061
A065
A093
A103
A071
A013
A091
A076
A023
A081
A073
A281
A061
AQ56
MAYOR'S RACE BEGINS (SIMONS)
JUEL AND LIBRARY WIN (SIMONS)
MARY WAGNER ELECTED TO SCHOOL BOARD
COMMISSIONER ELECTION APRIL 13; LIQUOR ISSUE MAY MAK
kCITY CANDIDATES SHARE VIEWS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT ISS
FORUM^SLATEdVoR candidates THURSDAY NIGHT
SPECIAL ELECTION SET APRIL 27 TO DECIDE SUNDAY LI
JtKOEPSELL WINS RE-ELECTION ^
*LANDFILL, GROWTH: BIG ISSUES OF CANDIDATES (SEVIG)
SPECIAL ELECTION PLAGUE TO HIT BROOKINGS (SEVIG)
^RECREATION PACKAGE, CITY SALES TAX TO COME BEFORE C
INTEREST IN CITY GOVERNMENT MOTIVATES RAMEY, FISHBAC
OPINION ON... RECREATION VOTE (L)
SPECIAL ELECTION SET FOR TUESDAY
VOTERS REJECT SALES TAX, RECREATION BOND
NO LIMIT PLACED ON CITY'S 3.2 BARS
*ELECTIONS SET FOR MONDAY
ELECTION^CERTIFICATION REFUSED FOR INDEPENDENT MCKIE
kCONSUMERS- INTERESTS CONCERN NORMA KLIN^L
^INCUMBENT BARNESS RELIES ON RECORD FOR ELECTION
BE PREPARED FOR REVISION VOTE IN NOV. (ED)
PUBLIC TV INTERVIEWS CANDIDATES
XBIBBY, PRUNTY OPPONENTS
*4 BROOKINGS MEN RUN FOR STATE REP.
XPUBLIC HEARINGS ADVOCATED BY SUB-DISTRICT CANDIDATE
STUDENT POLL REVEALS CROSS-TICKET VOTING (ANDERSEN)
NEGATIVE ASPECT OF 'CAMPAIGN '74' (ED)
OPINION ON... PRESSLER (L)
k'74 CANDIDATES QUERIED
KPRESSLER WINS WITH KNEIP, MCGOV., ABDNOR
COUNTY ELECTION RESULTS REAFFIRM STATE VERDICT
KNEip^FACED^WITH''vETO-PROOF LEGISLATURE (RAASCH)
GUBERNATORIAL RACE FOCUS OF POLITICAL YEAR (FREEMAN)
kBROOKINGS man possible FIRST DISTRICT CONTENDER
kBOHR BACKS°TRUST FUND TO HOLD TAX INCREASE
XFOUR TO RUN FOR PRESSLER'S SEAT (KRAUSE)
jeABDNOR UNOPPOSED IN DISTRICT PRIMARY (SEVIG)
FOUR AMENDMENTS TO BE ON THE NOVEMBER BALLOT (OSl
HARVEY WOLLMAN FOR GOVERNOR (ED)
DEMOCRATS LOSE DESPITE MAJORITY (STORM)
MAIL FOILS ELECTION PLANS (CURRY)
VARIED FIELD VIES FOR VOTER APPROVAL (CURRY)
SOUTH DAKOTA VOTERS GO FOR POPULAR CANDIDATES
KU KLUX KLAN ANNOUNCES 1976 PRESIDENTIAL TICKET
POLITICIANS SET TO MEET STUDENTS (ED) . .
3C0LS0N, PRESSLER FACE STUDENT QUESTIONS IN FORUM SER
xMCGOVERN ACCEPTS; FORUM CONTINUES
XTHORSNESS EMPHASIZES AG PROGRAM; LABELS MCGOVERN 'E
PUBLIC TV INTERVIEWS CANDIDATES
*MCGOVERN-KNEIP ANSWER CAMPAIGN, OAHE QUESTIONS
PRO-LIFE GROUP TO ENTER CANDIDATE IN STATE PRESIDENT
AREA DEMOCRATS PICK DELEGATES FOR BALLOT
KCARTER LOSES BROOKINGS VOTE TO FORD
CONGRESSIONAL HOPEFULS LAUNCH CAMPAIGNS (STORM)
KSENATE RACE TO FOCUS ON WATER (GREGERSON)
ELECTRIC VEHICLE POTENTIAL STUDIED
*TWO OF FIRST ELECTRIC GENERATORS NO LONGER USED; ST
*MANDAN LINE OPPOSED BY S.D., BENEFITS, NEED QUESTIO
HALLS MAY BE REWARDED FOR CONSERVING (WELSH)
ELECTRIC BILLS TO RISE 20 PERCENT TO FUND POWER PLAN
JfRATE INCREASE CHALLENGED (RAAP)
CLASS ACTION INVOLVES ALL ELECTRICITY USERS
LOCAL SUIT CHALLENGES ELECTRIC RATE INCREASE
CITY'S ELECTRIC RATES AMONG LOWEST (PATES)
^MISSOURI DAMS WON'T PRODUCE ADDED POWER (TONNESON)
INITIATED MEASURES CAUSE CONTROVERSY (GEBHART)
*S D. PUTS WIND TO WORK AGAIN (CARLSON)
ENERGY CONSERVATION DROPS; ELECTRICAL DEMAND GREATER
PHYSICAL PLANT PROGRAM AIMED AT ELECTRICAL ENERGY CO
POACHER KILLS UNUSUAL 'DEER'
XDEPARTMENT HEADS NAMED
kLIFTERS TO CHALLENGE NATIONAL RECORDS (FEY)
XKANSAS POET STRIVES TO 'GET ALONG IN BIG SOUP'
EMERGENCY CARE COURSE FREE FOR ALL
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SUBJECT
employment-br
EMPLOYMENT-SD
endangered species
energy
ENERGY FORUM
ENERGY SOLAR
ENERGY WIND
ENGINEERING
EN6LEMAN TOM
ENGLER TIM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/11/197A A055
9/0A/1974 AOll
9/18/197A A061
10/02/1974 A053
1/22/1975 A164
2/05/1975 A047
9/10/1975 A043
1/14/1976 A163
4/28/1976 A021
10/20/1976 AGBl
12/15/1976 A021
1/26/1977 A055
2/09/1977 A034
6/08/1977 A041
7/25/1979 AOll
4/30/1980 AOll
4/20/1977 A071
6/08/1977 AOll
5/07/1975 AOll
6/04/1975 A013
6/04/1975. A041
1/25/1978U181
10/16/1974 A021
9/24/1975 A141
1/28/1976 A081
2/04/1976 A071
2/11/1976 Alll
2/18/1976 A031
2/25/1976 A023
2/09/1977 AOll
2/16/1977 A021
4/20/1977 A041
5/04/1977 A014
1/25/1978 A171
4/05/1978 A231
6/12/1979 A061
9/19/1979 A071
10/03/1979 AlOl
10/10/1979 A041
11/07/1979 A081
12/12/1979 AOll
2/13/1980 A133
2/27/1980 A104
3/19/1980 A053
4/02/1980 A084
4/23/1980 A055
12/10/1975 Alll
10/27/1976 A063
2/02/1977 A083
3/02/1977 A041
4/05/1978 A224
7/12/1978 A081
1/31/1979 A121
12/05/1979 A091
1/23/1980 Alll
2/13/1980 A121
2/04/1976 A053
2/02/1977 A081
1/30/1980 AQ91
8/28/1974 A073
11/13/1974 A091
9/08/1976 A121
9/15/1976 Alll
10/06/1976 A033
10/20/1976 A016
5/04/1977 A091
9/21/1977 A151
12/07/1977 A081
2/01/1978 A016
3/01/1978 A021
4/25/1979 A033
9/25/1974 A135
8/28/1974 A043
9/04/1974 A045
9/11/1974 A041
9/18/1974 A046
10/09/1974 A042
10/16/1974 A046
XEMERGENCY TEAM TRAINED ,
RIGHT-TO-WORK CLAUSE INVOLVES POLITICIANS IN 1974 CA
AG JOB OUTLOOK IMPROVES
GRADUATES LEAVE STATE (HADLEY)
WORKSHOPS SCHEDULED FOR JOB SEEKERS
STUDENT GUIDE COORDINATORS' JOBS AVAILABLE
OPINION ON... HIRING OF TICKET OFFICE MANAGER CD
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT OFFICE AIDS STUDENTS IN OBTAI
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT RATES 'GOOD' (MORIN)
INDUSTRIALIZATION DISRUPTS FAMILY
DROUGHT MAY FORCE JOBLESS YOUTH TO ENROLL IN COLLEGE
OVERSEAS JOBS ARE AVAILABLE IN TEACHING FIELDS
JOB MARKET FOR GRADUATES IMPROVES IN '77
JOBS TRUTH NEEDED (ED)
JOBS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR GRADUATES (WALL)
GRADUATE JOB OUTLOOK IS GOOD (DAILEY)
XNEW INDUSTRY TO EMPLOY 110 PEOPLE BY END OF YEAR
JOB OUTLOOK 'AVERAGE'; KIDS HAVE GOOD CHANCE
STATE HIRING METHODS UNCLEAR (CARLSON)
PARKS DEPT CHARGED WITH POLITICAL HIRING (CARLSON)
HIRE SOUTH DAKOTANS FOR JOBS, IN STATE (ED)
XHEARIN6 SET TO CONSIDER'ENDANGERED SPECIES LIST
ENERGY SAVINGS COURSE CUTS FUEL USAGE 7 PERCENT
GRADUATE STUDENTS START FOUR YEAR PROBE OF ENERGY PR
NATURAL GAS EXECUTIVE SAYS AMERICAN PUBLIC UNAWARE 0
XWOMAN SCIENTIST TO PRESENT HARDING LECTURE MONDAY
XRAY DISCUSSES FUTURE ENERGY NEEDS
NEW PROCESS CONVERTING GARBAGE INTO FUEL POSSIBLE. B
PHYSICAL PLANT PROGRAM AIMED AT ELECTRICAL ENERGY CO
XOFFICE OF ENERGY POLICY WORKING ON STATE EMERGENCY
HEAVY USERS PAY LESS FOR ENERGY (TONNESON)
AMERICA MUST CONSERVE (ED)
XBOULDING: INCREASE ENERGY COSTS (PAHLKE)
CONSERVATION MEASURES FIRST STEP TOWARD INSURING ENE
PROFESSOR TRAVELS STATE WITH ENERGY GAME (SEVIG)
XENERGY CRISIS IS STUDENT PROJECT
ENERGY CRISIS POLL TAKEN
STUDENT GROUP FORMS OVER ENERGY CONTROVERSY
U.S. NEEDS MORE MOTIVATION. INGENUITY (OLSON)
XALCOHOL. SUN POWER HAVE FUTURE IN SD (CARLSON)
XENERGY REALLOCATION MAY AFFECT SDSU (SPRINGER)
XENERGY USE - A MATTER OF ETHICS (CARLSON)
ENERGY FORUMS LOOK FOR BROAD SPECTRUM OF INPUT. SOLU
ENERGETIC IDEAS (L)
ENERGY OPTIONS - WHAT NOW?
X3RD ENERGY FORUM RELAXED
CONFERENCE ON SOLAR ENERGY USE SET FDR SATURDAY IN S
HOME NEEDED FOR SOLAR TEST
XSOLAR HEATING UNIT MAY PROVIDE ANSWER TO LOWER HEAT
OPINION ON... SOLAR HEATING EXPERIMENT STORY (L)
KNEIP TO NAME SUN DAY MAY 3 (GROETHE)
XSDSU SEARCHES SOLAR SOLUTION (HAMMOND)
XSUN HARVESTED AT SDSU FARM (SAVAGE)
XSDSU PUtS^IWINTER SUN TO WORK DRYING GRAIN. WARMING
XTAPPING THE GIANT FURNACE IN THE SKY IS CHEAP WAY 0
SOLAR WORKSHOP GIVES HANDS-ON SKILLS
STATE MAY USE WINDMILL ENERGY (MERNAUGH)
WIND POWER EXPERIMENT UNDERWAY
XS.D. PUTS WIND TO WORK AGAIN (CARLSON)
XDEPARTMENT HEADS NAMED
$9,000 MICROCOMPUTER HELPS ENGINEERING CLASSES
AG AND ENGINEERING HAVE MORE WOMEN MAJORS
ENGINEERING GRADS LEAVE STATE; FEW CHANCES TO USE DE
ENGINEERING GRADS DESIGN DIGITAL MEASURING DEVICE
LEGISLATURE MAY CONSIDER ENDING ENGINEER COLLEGE
XEN6INEER SURPRISED BY NOMINATION
XENGINEERING MAJORS FACE WIDE-OPEN JOB MARKET
BERG EXAMINES ENGINEERING PLAN
GRADUATE DONATES $250,000
XSTUDENTS .^BUILD CANOE
XENGINEERS'COME UP WITH CONCRETE IDEA (HOUGH)
ENGLEMAN TO KEYNOTE JOURNALISM CONVENTION
XWOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
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YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
SUBJECT
ENGLER TIM
ENGLISH
englund brad
enrollment
ENTERTAINMENT
ENTOMOLOGY
ENVIRON PROT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/30/1974
11/06/1974
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
12/11/1974
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
1/29/1975
2/05/1975
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
4/09/1975
4/16/1975
4/16/1975
4/23/1975
4/30/1975
6/04/1975
6/10/1975
7/02/1975
7/16/1975
4/07/1976
10/22/1975
11/12/1975
1/14/1976
2/11/1976
12/08/1976
10/12/1977
10/16/1974
9/10/1975
9/18/1974
10/02/1974
11/20/1974
1/22/1975
2/12/1975
7/16/1975
9/03/1975
9/10/1975
9/17/1975
10/08/1975
11/19/1975
2/18/1976
3/31/1976
8/25/1976
9/22/1976
10/13/1976
11/03/1976
3/02/1977
4/27/1977
7/13/1977
7/13/1977
7/27/1977
7/27/1977
10/12/1977
2/15/1978
7/26/1978
9/27/1978
9/27/1978
9/27/1978
10/25/1978
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
2/14/1979
6/12/1979
6/12/1979
9/12/1979
2/27/1980
7/09/1980
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
3/28/1979
4/04/1979
4/28/1976
5/05/1976
10/12/1977
9/25/1974
A041
A041
A041
A041
A041
A044
A045
A041
A043
AQ43
AQ43
AOll
A041
A045
A043
AOll
A043
A041
A041
A051
A041
A044
A041
A021
A024
A091
A112
A032
A061
A031
AlOl
A093
A092
A014
A021
A113
A016
AOll
A093
AQ15
A121
AOll
A062
'A031
A091
A294
A032
A253
AOll
A016
AQ21
AOll
A013
AOll
AOll
A015
A021
A025
AOll
A033
A035
A051
A034
AQ53
AQ61
A021
A031
AOll
A075
A064
A065
A113
A081
A081
Alll
A054
A021
AOll
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
WOULDN'T
YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
YOU LIKE TO KNOW?
YOU LIKE TO KNOW?
YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
YOU LIKE TO KNOW?
YOU LIKE TO KNOW?
YOU LIKE TO KNOW?
YOU LIKE TO KNOW?
KTHREE SLATES ENTER SA PRESIDENTIAL RACE
XENGLER, CLAUSSEN
XEN6LER, CLAUSSEN
XEN6LER, CLAUSSEN
XENGLER CARRIES SA ELECTION
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
XENGLER: 'YEAR OF THE INCREASE* (JOHNSON)
TWISTED ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS ENCOURAGE LANGUAGE STUD
XMARKEN RESIGNS TOP ENGLISH DEPT. POSITION
KINYONS CREATE ENGLISH MAJOR SCHOLARSHIP FUND
ENGLISH PROFESSOR'S SURVEY SHOWS CHANGES IN STUDENT
CREDIT NOW GIVEN IN FRESHMAN COMP DUE TO CHANGE IN D
WOMEN... OF COURSE
XJACKS UPSET NATIONALLY-RANKED UND 55-6 (FEY)
ENGLUND OUT INDEFINITELY; MAST SUFFERS MINOR INJURY
EXPECT LOWER ENROLLMENTS
ENROLLMENT STABILIZES
GRAD SCHOOL ENROLLMENT UP DESPITE PROGRAM REDUCTION
FEMALE AG ENROLLMENT UP (CURRY)
SPRING ENROLLMENT RISES FOR FIRST TIME IN 5 YEARS
ENROLLMENT FOR FALL '75 LOOKS STABLE
ENROLLMENTS DECREASE, COLLEGE COSTS RISE
ENROLLMENT MAY BE UP; NUMBERS REMAIN SECRET
ARTS 8 SCIENCES EXPERIENCES ENROLLMENT RISE
FINAL ENROLLMENT FIGURES SHOW INCREASE OF 231
GR ENROLLMENT SHOULD DECLINE AS ADVISORS BECOME Mi
STATE UNIVERSITY CENSUS SHOWS INCREASE OF 208
DECREASE IN BIRTH RATE TO CAUSE DECLINE IN COLLEGE E
DROUGHT TO DEPRESS SCHOOL'S ENROLLMENT
ENROLLMENT UP AGAIN THIS FALL
SPECIAL PROGRAM ENROLLMENT- DROPS
MORE WOMEN ENROLLED; MALE-FEMALE RATIO NOW 5-4
AG COLLEGE MARKS BIGGEST INCREASE
DROUGHT YIELDS POSITIVE RESULTS BY INCREASED STUDENT
30X ENROLLMENT DROP PREDICTED CRIGNEY)
ENROLLMENT DROP MAY POSE SERIOUS QUESTIONS FOR HIGHE
MANY ENROLLMENT OPTIONS OPEN (RIGNEY)
1,270 ENROLL FOR SUMMER SCHOOL CREDIT
ENROLLMENT INCREASES
ENROLLMENT INCREASES
1978 SESSION LOWER THAN 1977
ENROLLMENT RECORD SET; FUTURE DECLINE EXPECTED
SD 49TH IN ENROLLMENT
NATIONAL ENROLLMENTS DECREASE SLIGHTLY
XMCKELLIPS: DECLINING ENROLLMENT PREDICTIONS DON'T H
ENROLLMENT DROP NATION'S HIGHEST
SDSU FEELING STUDENT RECRUITMENT PINCH (SNEVE)
FOREIGN STUDENTS IMPORTANT IN RECRUITING (KAROLEVITZ
FOREIGN ENROLLMENT UNSURE
ENROLLMENT IS STABLE
LOW ENROLLMENT CAUSES CLASSES TO BE CUT (PETERSON)
SDSU ENROLLMENT DECREASES
XSDSU SUMMER SCHOOL ROLL IS UP 17 PERCENT (WELSH)
'CLOCKWORK ORANGE,' 'IRA'S LEG' AMONG UPB ENTERTAINM
XKENNEDY TO COORDINATE ALL EVENTS (BROWN)
XSPRING ENTERTAINMENT AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD
X''SPRING ENTERTAINMENT"
KANTACK WINS AREA ENTOMOLOGIST AWARD
ENTOMOLOGY-ZOOLOGY LAB STUDIES RECEIVE WORLD-WIDF
XPROFESSOR, STUDENT SAFARI; AMAZON AREA INSPECTE]
XS.D. ENVIRONMENTAL DEPT. UNSURE ABOUT OAHE PROJiL,
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(ENGLER)
(ENGLER)
(ENGLER)
(ENGLER)
(ENGLER)
(ENGLER)
subject
environ PROT
CLUB
equal rights
equal rights amend
ERICKSON PAUL
EROS DATA CTR
ERRICKSON ROBERT
ESBOLDT GARY
escort policy
ETHICS
ETHNOLOGY
ETSI
ETTER DAVE
EUTHANASIA
EVALUATIONS
EVANS DAVE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/16/197A AOIA KEPA THREATENS ACTION
7/02/1975 A081 *WASTE WATER STUDY MAY AID CITIES
12/10/1975 A203 EPA> POWER INDUSTRY ARGUE OVER SCRUBBERS
1/21/1976 A061 KEPA SAYS CITY NOT GUARDING AGAINST POLLUTION
2/18/1976 A161 ENVIRONMENTAL COALITION SEEKS WISE USE OF STATE'S VI
3/17/1976 A061 EPA GRANTS OVER $30,000 FOR WASTE WATER FILTRATION
5/0A/1977 A151 SURVEY RATES LEGISLATORS ON ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
10/05/1977 AOll PCB'S MAY BE CONTAMINATING COLMAN AREA (WOSTER)
10/05/1977 AOAI DEP TAKING RIGHT STEPS ON PCB ISSUE
10/12/1977 A013 *AGENCIES TESTING FOR PCBS (WOSTER)
10/26/1977 AOll DEP TESTS FIND LOWER PCB LEVELS
10/26/1977 A0A3 FINAL VERDICT ON PCBS STILL OUT (WOSTER)
11/02/1977 A031 EXPERT CLAIMS ELECTRIC COMPANIES RESPONSIBLE FOR HI6
1/25/1978 A17A PILOT PROGRAM TO EMPLOY SENIOR CITIZENS
1/25/1978 A181 ENVIRONMENTAL-RELATED MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION B
3/22/1978 A173 IMPACT STATEMENTS ATTEMPT TO ALERT PUBLIC AND GOVERN
4/05/1978 A231 ENVIRONMENTAL WRITER DEFENDS IMPACT STATEMENTS
7/12/1978 A031 xEMISSIONS AGAIN FAIL EPA GRADE
SEE ALSO ENVIRON PROT
2/16/1977 A132 NEW ENVIRONMENT CLUB DEALS WITH OUTDOOR ISSUES
8/27/1975 A061 kWOMEN'S EQUALITY DAY .
12/10/1975 A083 INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S CONFERENCE MARRED; WOMEN CONTI
12/10/1975 A083 AREA WOMEN WORKING TO SUPPORT NATIONAL AGENDA
12/07/1977 A044 IN LIGHT OF THE PLAY (HANSON)
12/14/1977 A046 OPEN FORUM RESPONSE (L)
4/19/1978 A024 XFRIEDAN: WOMEN'S MOVEMENT IN DANGER (KOHLER)
4/16/1975 A053 ERA NEEDS FIVE STATES FOR RATIFICATION (HEBBERT)
2/04/1976 AOll HOUSE RESTATES APPROVAL OF ERA; DISCUSSES OAHE
2/23/1977 A073 ^LEGISLATORS WILL SPLIT ON ERA ISSUE (TONNESON)
4/20/1977 AOll COLOM URGES SUPPORT FOR ERA (KROLL)
9/13/1978 A044 ERA DESTRUCTIVE (L)
10/19/1977 A261 xMATTHEWS. ERICKSON CAPTAIN DEFENSE (HAMMOND)
2/18/1976 A021 EROS DATA AIDS STATE UNIVERSITY
2/02/1977 A033 EROS SATELLITES INVENTORY CROPS
4/25/1979 A051 *BABY CARE A MAN'S JOB FOR MALE MIDWIFE (KAROLEVITZ)
6/12/1979 A021 ESBOLDT REPLACES THORSON AS COACH
3/22/1978 A085 FEDERATION DEFERS DORM ESCORT POLICY
10/11/1978 A021 ESCORT POLICY MAY BE DROPPED (ROSENBAUM)
11/15/1978 A041 ESCORT POLICY IN NEED OF TIME (L)
9/01/1976 A033 ETHICS POLICIES NOW SPELLED OUT BY DEPARTMENTS INVOL
3/28/1979 A043 HOPE RESTORED (L)
11/28/1979 A043 AD POLICY DEFENDED (L)
8/28/1974 A236 STUDENTS SET NATIONAL FIRST WITH ECO-ETHNOLOGY
11/17/1976 A013 CONCERN OVER ETSI GROUP SURFACES (GEBHART)
11/24/1976 A015 ETSI PIPELINE PROPOSAL TO GO TO 1977 LEGISLATURE
1/26/1977 A051 COAL SLURRY PROPOSAL GAINS SUPPORT; MISSOURI WATER C
11/03/1976 A071 KPUBLISHED POETS PRAISE GREAT PLAINS
12/15/1976 A022 xCLASS COPES WITH DEATH; STUDIES SUICIDE, EUTHANASIA
11/27/1974 A022 STUDENTS TO EVALUATE CLASSROOM INSTRUCTORS
12/11/1974 A165 INSTRUCTORS TO EVALUATE SUPERIORS
2/19/1975 Aa46 OPINION ON... FACULTY EVALUATIONS (L)
3/26/1975 A105 FACULTY EVALUATE ADMINISTRATORS
4/23/1975 A021 TEACHER.EVALUATIONS REVISED (KRANZ)
10/15/1975 A051 TEACHER.-^ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION AVOIDS PERSONAL CO
10/29/1975 A023 STUDENTS -TO EVALUATE SPEECH 101 TONIGHT
11/05/1975 A024 KSEVEN STUDENTS ATTEND SPEECH EVALUATION; APATHY MAY
11/12/1975 A024 ACADEMIC SENATE CONTINUES STUDY OF TWO FACULTY EVALU
11/26/1975 A042 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
11/26/1975 A044 PUBLISH TEACHER EVALUATIONS (L)
2/25/1976 A021 FORMS ALLOW FACULTY MEMBERS TO EVALUATE IMMEDIATE SU
4/28/1976 A201 TEACHER EVALUATION FORMS ALTERED; TWO QUESTIONS ADDE
10/27/1976 A051 STUDENTS SHOULD GIVE SERIOUS THOUGHT TO TEACHER EVAL
12/15/1976 A102 TEACHER EVALUATIONS SHOW INSTRUCTORS' WEAKNESSES
4/20/1977 A131 COMMITTEE GIVES SUGGESTIONS FOR EVALUATIONS
9/28/1977 A015 ACADEMIC SENATE KILLS FACULTY EVALUATIONS
10/05/1977 A041 OPINION ON... FACULTY EVALUATIONS (L)
10/12/1977 A044 OPINION ON... HALTING OF FACULTY EVALUATIONS (L)
12/14/1977 A015 FACULTY EVALUATIONS APPROVED BY SENATE
2/22/1978 A062 FACULTY EVALUATIONS NEARING REALITY
10/11/1978 A033 FACULTY EVALUATIONS AMENDED (RICHARDSON)
12/13/1978 A015 FACULTY EVALUATIONS TO RETURN NEXT YEAR
3/19/1980 AOll EARLY OPENING OF EVALUATIONS LIKELY (PETERSON)
3/19/1980 A044 STUDENT-FACULTY EVALUATIONS DO NOT ACCURATELY REFLEC
7/23/1980 A021 EVALUATIONS OF TEACHERS TO CONTINUE (BREWER)
10/16/1974 A125 5fRACQUETBALL: FAST GROWING ACTION SPORT (EVANS)
11/13/1974 A161 KRACQUETBALL: CAN-AM '74
12/11/1974 A141 POETRY
9/24/1975 A154 EVANS TO PUBLISH POETRY BOOK IN FEBRUARY
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EVANS DAVE
EVELETH MICHAEL
EVENSONS A.D.
exchange program
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/15/1975 A221 POETRY (BROWN)
10/^/1978 A073 EVANS TO^OPEN^READING SERIES
IVAVAVll ^glSNS°?go^l'E^5ES job despite PROBLEMS CMEDEMA)
8/28/197A-A065 RARE SCULPTURE GIVEN TO CENTER
SEE TESTS EDUCATIONAL
SEE ALSO STUDENTS EXCHANGE
9/1I/197A A083 kNAT'L EXCHANGE STUDENTS FIND CAMPUS CONSERVATIVE
11/12/1975 AG95 FIVE COMPETE NATIONALLY FOR OVERSEAS STUDY FUNDS
2/0A/1976 A053 TWO AGRICULTURE STUDENTS FINALISTS IN SOVIET UNION E
2/11/1976 A123 STUDENT TO LIVE IN RUSSIA DURING FOREIGN EXCHANGE
2/09/1977 AlOl EXCHAN^ PROGRAM GIVES STUDENTS CHANCE TO VISIT OUT-
^4/^/1979 A021 *SDiu?°BOTiwANA^COLLEGE TO SWAP PROFESSORS (LAWRENCE
5/02/1979 A061 SDSU TRADES STUDENTS WITH COLLEGES (HUNT)
SEE PHYSICAL FITNESS
SEE AG EXPERIMENT
SEE ACCIDENT EXPOSURE, INDECENT EXPOSURE
SEE SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
SEE AG EXTENSION WORK
^9/15/1976 A073 OPTICANS^^OPTHALMOLOGISTS BATTLE OVER LEGALITY OF CO
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FACULTY, TEACHERS
5/07/1975 A021 *THREE PROFESSORS IN PLACEMENT, STUDENT SERVICES, AD
1/28/1976 A021 ROTATING DEPT. HEADS CONSIDERED
5/05/1976 Aoii FACULTY HIRING MORATORIUM LIFTED BY BOARD OF REGENTS
6/09/1976 A103 JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT LOSES ONE-THIRD OF STAFF
8/25/1976 A271 PROMOTIONS, RESIGNATIONS CREATE OPENINGS; NEW STAFF
9/01/1976 A031 PROFESSORS GIVEN 75 CENTS TO ENTERTAIN ONE STUDENT
10/13/1976 A161 HOBO WEEK NO DIFFERENT THAN MOST FOR FACULTY
10/13/1976 A261 kFROM 'HARVEY' TO 'HORIZON'-STINE STILL SHINES ON
10/27/1976 AOAA OPINION ON... FACULTY SALARY SCALES (L)
11/10/1976 AOll TWELVE-MONTH FACULTY CLAIM SALARY COMPUTED UNFAIRLY
2/16/1977 A015 FACULTY INDIRECTLY AFFECTED BY GAG ORDER ON PRESIDEN
3/02/1977 A034 STINE TO BE REPLACED WITH FACULTY MEMBER
3/30/1977 AOll ^FACULTY PURSUING UNION AGREEMENT (RICHARDSON)
4/06/1977 A022 TWO POSITIONS OPEN FOR APPLICANTS
4/20/1977 A131 *BURNS RECEIVES TEACHING HONOR AFTER BEING NOMINATED
9/21/1977 A023 *FIVE CRITICAL POSTS UNFILLED (JOHNSON)
10/26/1977 A053 FACULTY SHORT MINORITIES, WOMEN (RICHARDSON)
12/14/1977 A031 FACULTY VOTE ON BARGAINING AGENT (RICHARDSON)
1/25/1978 A031 AG DEAN: SALARY MAY EXPLAIN HIGH FACULTY TURNOVER .
1/25/1978 A046 ECONOMICS POSITIONS (1)
2/08/1978 A021 FACULTY UNION NEARS REALITY
2/15/1978 A041 TENURE PROGRAM HURTS STUDENTS (ED)
4/05/1978 A016 FACULTY UNION EXPECTED (WOSTER)
9/06/1978 •A023 FACULTY BARGAINING NEGOTIATIONS TO BEGIN
10/18/1978 AOll FACULTY TURNOVER NEARLY 10 PERCENT (HOUGH)
10/25/1978 A013 SALARIES 20 PERCENT LOWER (HOUGH)
11/01/1978 A044 ADMINISTRATORS APPALLING (L)
11/22/1978 A045 SDSU'S FACULTY MAY BE LEAVING (L)
1/17/1979 AlOl KNOT-ALL ENGLISH PROFESSORS WRITE (THOMPSON)
1/17/1979 A121 KSD ARTISTS' STYLES NO DIFFERENT FROM STYLES ELSEWHE
3/21/1979 A052 ARISE, FACULTY, AND DEMAND YOUR RIGHTS
5/02/1979 AOll CONTRACT SURVIVES VOTE: FACULTY GET A RAISE, BUT HOW
5/02/1979 A014 NO SOLUTION YET TO FACULTY FINES (ELLIOTT)
5/02/1979 A071 SDSU,TO LOSE, REALLOCATE FACULTY EQUIVALENTS
10/24/1979 A021 POOR ATTITUDE, RESOLUTION 21, REGENTS LEAD FACULTY T
2/20/1980 A015 FACULTY GROUP QUITS, COHE NOT ATTENTIVE (PETERSON)
3/19/1980 AOll DELINQUENT FACULTY MEMBERS COULD HAVE NAMES PUBLISHE
SEE COHE
11/17/1976 A171 KA FALL AFTERNOON
10/17/1979 AOll KFALL SETS IN
11/23/1977 A033 kWOLLMAN STRESSES PRO-FAMILY VALUES (KRAUSE)
10/24/1979 A024 FAMILY DAY CALLED SUCCESS; DRAWS 1,200
SEE FERPS
SEE ALSO ABORTION, CONDOMS, SEX EDUCATION
9/07/1977 A015 ADVICE AVAILABLE FOR FAMILY PLANNING (UKEN)
9/14/1977 AOll METHOD, USE AFFECT BIRTH CONTROL (JOHNSON)
9/21/1977 A013 PREGNANCY OPTIONS AVAILABLE HERE (JOHNSON)
1/26/1977 A091 KDOUPNIK FAN CLUB INCREASES TO 53 (FREEMAN)
6/07/1978 A071 FANTASY ENTERS "BRAVE NEW WORLD" (HRIVNAK)
9/06/1978 A061 FANTASY EXPEDITION ENTERS REALM OF "BRAVE NEW WORLD"
11/27/1974 A015 FARM BUREAU QUESTIONS OAHE
5/07/1975 A015 THIRD PARTY STRUGGLES FOR BALLOT PLACE
4/09/1975 A044 FARM PROPOSALS WELCOME (ED)
10/18/1978 A104 FARMERS UNION PUSHES PARITY
IxperimInt station
EXTENSION SERVICE
EYE CARE
FACULTY
FACULTY UNION
FALL
FAMILY
FAMILY DAY
FAMILY EDUC RIGHTS
FAMILY PLANNING
FAN CLUBS
FANTASY EXPEDITION
FARM BUREAU
FARMER-LABOR PARTY
FARMERS UNION
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farmhouse
farms & FARMING
FARNHAM JOE
FASHION
FASTPITCH
FAUSKE IN6EBERT
FAUSKE PAULA
FDA
FEDERAL FUNDS
FEDERAL GRANTS
FEED MILL
FELICIAND JOSE
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
FEMINISM
FENCING
FERGUSON BECKY
FERGUSON JAY
FERGUSON JERRY
FESTIVALS
FEY JT
BB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/13/1978 A061
10/23/197A
9/03/1975
9/03/1975
11/26/1975
2/18/1976
10/13/1976
2/16/1977
A/06/1977
11/02/1977
12/07/1977
12/14/1977
12/14/1977
2/08/1978
2/08/1978
2/08/1978
2/15/1978
10/11/1978
10/18/1978
10/25/1978
11/15/1978
11/15/1978
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
4/04/1979
9/12/1979
9/12/1979
10/10/1979
10/17/1979
10/24/1979
11/28/1979
12/05/1979
12/12/1979
12/12/1979
12/12/1979
1/16/1980
1/16/1980
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
3/26/1980
3/26/1980
3/26/1980
4/16/1980
9/03/1975
12/10/1975
10/19/1977
AlOl
AQ81
A093
A021
AOll
A124
A051
A035
A061
A031
AOll
A043
A013
A015
A041
A043
A071
A104
A121
Alll
A123
A121
AlOl
AO 41
A082
AO 91
Alll
A071
Aoai
A091
A091
A155
A161
A164
A121
A124
A064
A134
A121
A124
A123
AlOl
A061
A183
A181
11/02/1977 AOll
11/02/1977 AOll
2/07/1979
6/25/1980
10/12/1977
2/08/1978
11/15/1978
9/29/1976
1/22/1975
9/17/1975
9/25/1974
4/09/1975
3/24/1976
10/02/1974
10/03/1979
2/25/1976
2/07/1979
8/28/1974
9/18/1974
10/02/1974
10/09/1974
10/16/1974
10/23/1974
10/30/1974
11/06/1974
11/27/1974
12/11/1974
1/15/1975
A053
A031
AQ25
A031
A123
A014
A026
A133
A271
A123
A201
A081
AOll
A061
A073
A211
A114
A071
A081
A131
A081
A1D4
A071
A061
A181
A083
XNEW FRAT HOUSE TO BE BUILT
SEE ALSO AG, GRAIN STORAGE, ACCIDENT FARM
DROUGHT, FROST IN STATE COULD COST FARMERS MILLIONS
DAIRY SCIENCE PROFS WORK TO IMPROVE SILO COMBINE
STATE FARMERS FOCUS ON UNIONS (HEBBERT)
SOUTH DAKOTA SENATORS WORK FOR BILL TO HELP YOUNG FA
UNITED FAMILY FARMERS CHANGE OPTIONS AFTER REFERENDU
*FARMERS GAINED MORE THAN THEY LOST THROUGH HYBRIDS,
XMUCHOW EXPLORES SOVIET FARMING (GEBHART)
sSPRINGTIME
COMMODITY CHECK-OFFS CONTROVERSIAL ISSUE BETWEEN BEE
FARM STRIKE GAINING GROUND IN S.D.
XFARM STRIKE PREVIEWED AT CAPITOL (PATES)
WILL STRIKE SOLVE FARM PROBLEMS? (PATES)
XFARM SPEAKERS EMPHASIZE ACTION (KOHLER)
CAMPUS FEELINGS NIXED ON STRIKE (WOSTER)
FARM STRIKE WON'T WORK (ED)
FARM STRIKE JUSTIFIED (L)
XDASCHLE: FARM PRICES, TEACHER SALARIES RELATED
FARMERS UNION PUSHES PARITY
x'ORGANIC: BOON OR BOONDOGGLE? (PATES)
XSTRIKE LEADER ACTIVE DESPITE ELECTION LOSS (PATES)
XCOMPUTERIZED FEED MILL TO SERVICE SDSU STOCK
XSUN HARVESTED AT SDSU FARM (SAVAGE)
XTHAR'S ALCOHOL IN THEM THAR STILLS (SAVAGE)
FEWER FAMILY FARMS (L)
ROADSIDE HAY DANGEROUS
XAREA ELEVATORS HURT BY GRAIN STRIKE (SAVAGE)
XSUNFLOWERS MAJOR CROP IN SOUTH DAKOTA THIS YEAR
x'COLLEGE BOY' IMPROVES IRRIGATED CORN YIELDS
XCALF PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY RESEARCHED AT BEEF UNIT
XOLD WAYS USUALLY BEST WAYS FOR HOG HOUSES (HAGEN)
XSDSU PUTS WINTER SUN TO WORK DRYING GRAIN, WARMING
HARVEST SLOWED BY MUD IS NEARLY FINISHED IN STATE
HORMONE SHOT EASES FARMER'S JOB AT LAMBING TIME
SD FARM EXPORTS ARE SMALL PART OF US TOTAL
GRAIN EMBARGO DISRUPTS LOCAL, NATIONAL MARKET
NO SNOW MAY MEAN POOR CROPS
CATTLE DEATHS ATTRIBUTED TO INSECTICIDE
BEEFERENDUM VOTE DIVIDES CATTLEMEN, VALUE OF PROMOTI
XFEMALE DAIRY FARMERS ARE MORE THAN JUST PLAIN MILKM
DAIRY SIZE DOWN, PRODUCTION UP (LAWRENCE)
THERE'S MORE THAN ONE WAY TO FARM (MUELLER)
TIGHT CASH, TOUGH TIMES FOR FARMERS (MUELLER)
JOE FARNHAM ASSIGNED MORE DUTIES
XFARNHAM TO NEGOTIATE FOR LOCAL SCHOOL BOARD
STATE'S TOP BRAND NAME BLUE JEANS
SEE SOFTBALL
XSEVEN FOLLOW FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS (SEVIG)
XSEVEN FOLLOW FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS (SEVIG)
SEE US FDA
LOAN CRACKDOWN COULD COST SDSU FEDERAL FUNDS
ALCOHOL FliELS PROJECT BOLSTERED BY USDA (WELSH)
FEED PROCESSING UNIT TO OPEN JUNE, 1978
NEW FEEDMILL TO BE COMPLETED BY AUG.10 (NOLD)
XCOMPUTERIZED FEED MILL TO SERVICE SDSU STOCK
JOSE FELICIANO BOOKED FOR HOBO DAY CONCERT
FELLOWSHIPS AVAILABLE
BUTLER FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM RECEIVES FUND INCREASE
SEE ALSO WOMEN
XFENCING CLUB PARRIES, THRUSTS (GEBHART)
FENCING CLUB TO HOST OPEN FOIL TOURNAMENT
ON-GUARD, READY, FENCE (STEIGER)
XFERGUSON NAMED INDIAN COUNSELOR
XJAY FERGUSON; BARN BECAME A THUNDER ISLAND (SPRINGE
HUNTERS TO RAID WEST RIVER RATTLER DENS IN MAY
BROOKINGS WINTER FESTIVAL SET FOR THIS SUNDAY
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
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FEY JT
FFA
fiddlers
FIEDLER MARGIE
field HOCKEY
FIELD TRIPS
FILM FESTIVAL
FILM MAKING
FILMS
FINALS
FINANCIAL AID
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/22/1975
2/12/1975
2/26/1975
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
4/09/1975
4/23/1975
4/30/1975
5/07/1975
AI45
A081
A067
AQ94
A162
A121
A071
AlOl
Aoei
10/23/1974 A093
2/25/1976 A031
1/19/1977 A033
9/04/1974
9/25/1974
10/02/1974
10/09/1974
10/16/1974
10/23/1974
10/30/1974
11/06/1974
9/17/1975
9/24/1975
10/01/1975
10/15/1975
10/22/1975
10/29/1975
11/05/1975
9/08/1976
9/15/1976
9/22/1976
10/27/1976
11/03/1976
9/14/1977
9/21/1977
10/05/1977
10/12/1977
10/19/1977
10/26/1977
11/02/1977
9/06/1978
9/20/1978
9/20/1978
9/20/1978
9/27/1978
10/04/1978
10/11/1978
10/25/1978
10/03/1979
11/10/1976
8/28/1974
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
4/16/1975
1/25/1978
7/02/1975
10/15/1975
1/14/1976
12/08/1976
3/23/1977
12/05/1979
A093
A305
A064
A083
A115
A074
A123
A084
AQ94
Alll
A091
A261
AlQl
A123
AlQl
A103
A131
A114
Alll
A093
A112
A131
A124
A084
A281
A095
Alll
A213
AQ93
A093
AlOl
A095
A123
A171
A104
A131
A033
A244
A027
Alll
A115
Alls
AlOl
A211
A153
A171
A171
A071
8/28/1974
9/18/1974
10/02/1974
10/09/1974
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
12/11/1974
1/29/1975
2/19/1975
2/26/1975
4/30/1975
7/02/1975
11/12/1975
A051
A123
A083
A052
AOll
A085
A084
A026
A043
A025
A044
A161
A031
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
SEE FUTURE FARMERS
XFIDDLING ABOUT
CHEERLEADER'S HEADACHES CONTINUE AFTER 'U' INCIDENT
XTWO HIKE DOWN BIG SIOUX (KAROLEVITZ)
SEE ALSO HOCKEY
XWOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY SQUAD COULD PRODUCE GREAT SEAS
FIELD HOCKEY TEAM SHORT ON EXPERIENCE
FIELD HOCKEY SQUAD OPENS SEASON WITH 2-0 VICTORY
FIELD HOCKEY TEAM LOSES TWO MATCHES
XFIELD HOCKEY TEAM UPS RECORD TO 3-2
COMEBACK NOT ENOUGH FOR FIELD HOCKEY TEAM
FIELD HOCKEY SEASON TO END THIS WEEKEND
FIELD HOCKEY SQUAD CONCLUDES SEASON
XGIRLIE GOALIE
FIELD HOCKEY SQUAD OPENS SEASON WITH 1-2-1 RECORD
FIELD HOCKEY SQUAD LOSES HOME OPENER; RECORD STANDS
HOCKEY SQUAD SPLITS GAMES IN NEBRASKA
XHOCKEY TEAM TIES NORTHERN
TOURNAMENT TO CONCLUDE WOMEN'S HOCKEY SEASON
FIELD HOCKEY TEAM ENDS SEASON WITH THREE LOSSES IN T
XFIELD HOCKEY SQUAD EXPERIENCED; HOPES TO IMPROVE OV
TENNIS, HOCKEY OPEN THIS FRIDAY
FIELD HOCKEY TEAM WINS, LOSES, TIES AT U OF NORTH DA
HOCKEY TEAM EARNS TIE
HOCKEY SEASON ENDS
FIELD HOCKEY TEAM RETURNS SEVEN STARTERS
HOCKEY TEAM LOSES FOUR
NEBRASKA FIELD HOCKEY DROPS RABBITS TWICE
FIELD HOCKEY SPLIT CONTESTS
FIELD HOCKEY TEAM DEFEATS ALUMNI; NEXT ACTION AGAINS
YEA6ER CITES FIELD HOCKEY GAME AS 'BEST' SO FAR
XUND DEFEATS JACK WOMEN
FIELD HOCKEY STARTS WITH WINNING COACH (MILLER)
XFIELD HOCKEY FAILS TO BE MOST POPULAR SPORT AROL
HOCKEY TEAM LOSES FOUR GAMES
IT'S NOT TIME TO PRESS PANIC BUTTON - YET (NACHTIGAL
FIELD HOCKEY LOSES TWICE
FIELD HOCKEY SQUAD DROPS CLOSE 2-1 DECISION
FIELD HOCKEY TEAM DROPS THREE IN WEEKEND TOURNEY
xHOCKEY TEAM BEATEN
FIELD HOCKEY TEAM ENDS LONG WINLESS STRING
FIELD TRIPS OFFER NEW EXPERIENCES (KRUMM)
SEPTEMBER FILM FAIR HELD BY LIBRARY
ARTS FILMS COVER WARHOL TO MILLAY
MODERN FILM SEEN IN FESTIVAL
FINE ARTS FILMS STAR CATERPILLAR, GODDESS
FILM FESTIVAL FEATURES COMEDY, DRAMA, SUSPENSE
PROFESSOR PRODUCES FILM ON LAND USE, HUMAN VALUES
XSTUDENTS USE ANIMATION, ABSTRACTS TO CREATE CELLULO
FILM QUESTIONS LAND-USE VALUES
CINEMATOGRAPHY STUDENTS MAKE OWN MOVIES TO HELP AUDI
XDENTON TAKES PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION TO HOLLYWOOD
K3 DAYS' WORK, 5 SENTENCES YIELDS $1,000 FROM MOVIE
SEE MOV PICT REV, MOVIES
SEE TESTS EDUCATIONAL
SEE ALSO STUDENT AID
WORK STUDY EXPANDS
STUDENTS IGNORING FREE FEDERAL DOLLARS; FINANCIAL AI
STUDENTS RECEIVE $1.4 MILLION IN 1974 FINANCIAL ASSI
SMALL, SHORT-TERM LOANS OFFERED BY 3 DEPARTMENTS
PROPOSALS MAY STOP DEFAULT ON FEDERALLY INSURED LOAN
FINANCIAL AIDS DEADLINE SET FOR MARCH 1, 1975
GRAD STUDENTS MAY RECEIVE FINANCIAL AID
FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION RULES LISTED
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
AIDS DEADLINE APPROACHES SOON
STUDENT LOANS IN TROUBLE (ED)
STATE UNIVERSITY DISTRIBUTES $860,000 IN FINANCI-
XSTUDENTS MAY BORROW UP TO $300 FROM STATE UNIVEI:-.
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pinancial aid
fine arts week
fire alarms
fire protection
firearms
fires
fireworks
first aid
first amendment
FISCHBACH ANDREW
FISCHBACH BOB
FISCHER CHAR
FISCHER RANDY
FISH
FISHBACK HORACE
FISHBACK NASON
FISHERIES
FISHING
FITNESS
] FLAGS
^ FLANDREAU SD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/0A/1976
A/14/1976
A/28/1976
6/23/1976
12/08/1976
12/08/1976
5/0A/1977
6/22/1977
7/27/1977
7/27/1977
12/1A/1977
11/01/1978
12/06/1978
9/19/1979
12/05/1979
A/30/1980
10/2A/1979
11/07/1979
11/07/1979
ll/lA/1979
2/05/1975
2/19/1975
10/15/1975
9/29/1976
10/20/1976
12/08/1976
9/10/1975
10/29/1975
11/05/1975
9/01/1976
12/08/1976
1/23/1980
9/11/197A
1/1A/1976
3/02/1977
A/06/1977
A/20/1977
11/23/1977
2/01/1978
9/27/1978
9/26/1979
10/10/1979
11/07/1979
A/16/1980
6/23/1976
3/17/1976
10/03/1979
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/27/1980
2/27/1980
3/26/1980
A/23/1980
10/23/197A
10/27/1976
10/30/197A
8/28/197A
12/07/1977
12/1A/1977
2/22/1978
lO/OA/1978
12/13/1978
2/21/1979
2/0A/1976
3/23/1977
10/05/1977
8/31/1977
9/17/1975
11/12/1975
1/21/1976
1/21/1976
3/2A/1976
3/31/1976
9/15/1976
A/20/1977
1/23/1980
9/03/1975
2/25/1976
A051
A073
A022
A021
A031
A05A
AOll
A031
A031
A032
A051
A053
A033
AOll
A031
Alll
AOAA
A0A3
A051
A0A5
AOll
A0A6
A0A3
A031
A023
Alll
AOIA
A021
AOll
AlAl
A021
AOAA
A115
A073
A05A
ADAS
A012
A071
A053
AOll
AOll
AOll
AOll
AOll
AOll
A031
AOAl
AOll
A021
AOAA
A065
Alll
AOll
A062
A021
Alll
A123
A061
A153
A131
AlAl
A02A
A055
A093
A091
A061
A30A
A121
A192
A131
A131
A223
AHA
A126
A17A
A09A
A062
A03A
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS (HEBBERT)
•JUNIOR STUDENT GOOD RISK' ^
FINANCIAL AID AWARDED FOR *75-*76 MAY BE MORE THAN $
FEDERAL BILL BANS STUDENT BANKRUPTCY FOR FIVE YEARS
STUDENT LOAN MONEY INCREASES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA DROUGH
FINANCIAL AIDS NOTICE TO STUDENTS
CARTER CONSIDERING DIRECT STUDENT LOAN CUT
RISE SHOWN IN USE OF FINANCIAL AID (KAROLEVITZ)
INDEPENDENT STATUS MAY BE REDEFINED
INCREASE FOR STUDENT AID PROGRAMS PASSES
STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT RATE LOW (RICHARDSON)
KPRESSLER CRITICIZES LOAN PROGRAM (SNYDER)
SDSU NOT PART OF LOAN DEFAULT PROBLEM (DUFFY)
LOAN COLLECTION STEPPED UP BY HEW
GETTING AN EDUCATION--ALL YOU NEED IS CASH (PETERSON
FINANCIAL AIDS COULD FEEL CREDIT CRUNCH IN 1981-82
FINE ARTS WEEK FOR ALL TO ENJOY (LAWRENCE)
KDANCE^^CONCERT WAS FINAL TOUCH TO GLORIOUS FINE ARTS
CONGRATULATIONS (L)
USD STUDENT FACES CHARGES IN FALSE FIRE ALARM AT PIE
OPINION ON... FIRE ALARMS-CD
OPINION ON... FIRE ALARMS (L)
PIERSON HALL EXPERIENCES HALF DOZEN FALSE FIRE ALARM
FALSE FIRE ALARMS CAUSE PRIVILEGE SUSPENSION
CAMPUS PASSES FIRE HAZARD TEST
ELECTRICIAN SHOT WHILE MAKING SERVICE CALL
XGUNS IN DORMS
XGUN NECESSITY QUESTIONED (HEBBERT)
POLICE WON'T INVESTIGATE ALLEGED SHOTS
BROWN HALL RESIDENT SHOOTS HIMSELF
WEAPONS POLICY NEEDS REVIEW
XDAIRY SHED BURNS; 60 CATTLE SAVED
FIRE CAUSES LITTLE DAMAGE AT ANIMAL SCIENCE
FUNDS NEEDED FOR FIRE LOSS
OPINION ON... FIRE DONATIONS (L)
NO INJURIES CAUSED IN FIRE AT BINNEWIES
FUND RAISING EFFORTS MADE FOR STUDENT
,BAR FIRE STANDARDS VIEWED
XBROOKINGS FIRE DEPARTMENT PRACTICES FOR THE REAL TH
FALSE FIRE ALARMS DECREASING; 277 IN PAST TWO YEARS
PULLING FAKE FIRE ALARMS IS SERIOUS OFFENSE
XSDSU STUDENTS LOSE TRAILER HOME IN ELECTRICAL FIRE
XMADISON HOTEL FIRE CLAIMS FOUR; FORMER USD PROF. AM
'BOMBS BURSTING IN AIR*
DORMITORY STAFF LEARNS FIRST AID IN REQUIRED EIGHT-H
COURTS WEAKEN 1ST AMENDMENT, CLOAK JUDICIAL PROCESS
FISCHBACH DISMISSAL REMAINS SILENT PUZZLE (SPRINGER)
XFEDERATION URGES JANKLOW NOT TO DUMP FISCHBACH
REQUIEM FOR A REGENT (SPRINGER)
FISCHBACH ATTENDS MEETING, INTENDS TO COMPLETE HIS T
XREGENTS TO MISS BEING ADVOCATE (SPRINGER)
XFISCHBACH./WITHDRAWS HIS RESIGNATION; REQUESTS ATTOR
*'A DOLL''#HOUSE'
XFISCHER SAYS WEILAND ACCEPTED CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PU
XDIRKSEN COMMENTS ON 'RABBIT RUNNERS SLATED FOR NCC
XPADDLEFISH POPULATION DECLINES (WOSTER)
XFISH HOBBY LEADS TO BUSINESS
NEW WILDLIFE ORGANIZATION RELATES MANAGEMENT STORY
XCOMMERCIAL FISHING CLEARS 'NUISANCE' FISH
XSEVERE WINTER KILL HAS LASTING EFFECT ON STATE FISH
PLANTS AND FISH ABLE TO SURVIVE BY THEMSELVES (HUNT)
AQUARIUMS LURE ANIMAL LOVERS (DUFFY)
XFISHBACK'S MANSION ON STATE HERITAGE LIST
XFISHBACK MOTIVATED BY 'IDEALISM', PROMPTS TWO SPECI
INTEREST IN CITY GOVERNMENT MOTIVATES RAMEY, FISHBAC
APPLEGATE TO HEAD FISHERY RESEARCH
XSTUDENTS LEARN FISHING SKILLS IN CASTING CLASS
GF 8 P APPROVES FISHING LAWS WITH FEW CHANGES
SPORTS LICENSING SYSTEM CHANGES
ICE HOUSES NEED OWNER'S ADDRESS, NAME ON OUTSIDE
BOATING AND'FISHING LICENSES AT BARGAIN PRICES
XFISHERMEN READY ROD AND REELS AS LAKES AND STREAMS
FISHING RULES RELAXED EARLY DUE TO DROUGHT
XSPORTFISHING MAY IMPROVE
FITNESS, NOT FATNESS KEY TO HEALTH (EMERY)
XBROOKINGS WOMAN SPENDS THREE WEEKS MAKING U.S. FLAG
BROOKINGS AREA CHAMBER OPPOSES CONSTRUCTION OF FLAND
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/17/1976
3/2A/1976
6/0<»/1975
6/18/1975
1/19/1977
5/05/1976
2/18/1976
A161
A145
A061
A031
A061
A073
AGIA
A/Q5/1976 A023
9/2A/1975
1/1^/1976
9/25/1974
10/23/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
1/22/1975
1/22/1975
1/21/1976
4/07/1976
4/14/1976
3/24/1976
1/23/1980
11/01/1978
8/28/1974
9/04/1974
9/04/1974
9/04/1974
9/04/1974
9/11/1974
9/11/1974
9/11/1974
9/11/1974.
9/18/1974
9/18/1974
9/18/1974
9/25/1974
10/09/1974
11/13/1974
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
1/29/1975
2/26/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
11/19/1975
11/26/1975
12/10/1975
1/28/1976
2/11/1976
2/18/1976
5/05/1976
7/21/1976
8/25/1976
10/27/1976
11/24/1976
5/04/1977
2/22/1978
2/07/1979
2/07/1979
12/12/1979
2/06/1980
4/16/1980
10/02/1974
11/13/1974
11/13/1974
1/15/1975
10/29/1975
9/08/1976
9/14/1977
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
A234
A062
A071
A031
AQ71
AO74
A071
A071
A143
A021
AO 41
A243
Alll
A104
A171
AO 16
A041
A043
A044
AOll
A041
A047
A115
AOll
AO23
A043
A014
AOll
A014
A046
A046
A015
A044
A041
A014
A014
AOll
A021
A082
A121
A091
AQ43
A045
A021
A061
A161
A046
A022
A161
A023
AOll
AQ43
A091
A031
A031
A031
AOll
A044
A066
,A013
A071
A091
A183
A184
A191
A203
A203
A213
JfFLANDREAU DAM DRAWS CRITICISM CMORIN)
CORRECTION
FLEA MARKET PLANNED
XBUYERS AND SELLERS
GEOGRAPHY CLUB SPONSORS FLEA MARKET TODAY
FLITTIE MURDER NOT RESOLVED AFTER SEVEN MONTHS* WOR'--
*NEW FLU STRAIN HITS STATE
SEE AVIATION
XFODNESS, HAUG WANT TO SERVE (STEWARD)
SEE ARTS FESTIVAL
XCHURCH FOLK GROUP DRAWS STUDENTS TOGETHER TO SING,
FONDA CANCELS DARROW SHOW DUE TO FAILING HEALTH
CITY FOOD PRICES COMPARED
FOOD PRICES ON RISE AGAIN
FOOD PRICES RISE AGAIN
XSUGAR PRICES INCREASE; SPOIL CHRISTMAS TREATS
GROCERY PRICES TAKE DIP
SUGAR. .USE STABLE
FOOD PRODUCTION FOR FOUR BILLION PEOPLE AFFECTED BY
ORGANIZATION DECLARES APRIL 8 AS FOOD DAY
OPINION ON... EFFECT OF OAHE ON FOOD SUPPLY (L)
FOOD BUYING CLUB STARTED (KAROLEVITZ)
FOOD BUYING CLUB STRESSES QUALITY AND COOPERATION
NEBRASKA TO HOST FOOD CONFERENCE
SAGA REMOVES BOARD-PLAN OPTION
SAGA FOOD'S SUCCESS SAGS
OPINION ON... SAGA FOOD SERVICE (L)
DIGGIN* OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
NOW IS THE TIME (ED)
COUPONS NOT TO LAST; SCHOOL NETS 6 PERCENT
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
kDIGGIN* OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
UNION FOOD MANAGER EXPLAINS LONG LINES
SAGA TO RETURN $40,000 TO STUDENTS
FOUR SENIORS LEAD DRIVE TO 'CHANGE' FOOD SERVICE
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
FOUR SENIORS QUESTION SAGA'S EXPLANATIONS OF FOOD PR
SAGA PROFIT MARGIN: 6.4X
SAGA PRICES SOLELY RETAIL LISTINGS WITH STUDENTS BUY
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OPINION ON... EXTRA COUPONS (L)
FOOD SERVICE BIDS TO OPEN; NEW COUPON OPTION OFFER
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
SEVEN FOOD SERVICES COMPETE FOR STATE UNIVERSITY CON
FOOD COMPANY BIDS DIFFER IN COST, PROGRAMS OFFERED
SAGA WILL RETURN NEXT YEAR IF REGENTS APPROVE FOOD B
COMMONS REMODELING IN PLANNING STAGES
RECENT SAGA SURVEY REVEALS SOME SURPRISES
SAGA PLANNING CHRISTMAS MEAL
SAGA TO OPEN COFFEE SHOP IN UNION FEB. 2
OPINION ON... SAGA SPENDING GUIDE INACCURACIES (L)
OPINION ON... SAGA PRAISES INDIVIDUAL EATING (L)
SAGA PLANS SEVERAL CHANGES FOR NEXT YEAR
SAGA PRICES JUMP; INCREASE IN CONTRACT
NORTH LARSON REMODELING TO STREAMLINE FOOD SERVICE
OPINION ON... FISH SANDWICH AT FOOD SERVICE (L)
SAGA ATTEMPTS TO UPGRADE IMAGE WITH SALES, DAGWOOD S
COMMONS PRICES REDUCED; UNION TO REMAIN THE SAME
SAGA LOSES $21,000 (STEWARD)
SAGA FOOD CONTRACT RENEWED WITHOUT BIDS (6REGERSEN)
ACTION AGAINST SAGA (L)
XALTERNATIVES TO FOOD COUPONS ARE SUGGESTED
FOOD SERVICE CONSIDERS CHANGES
XSAGA'S CONTRACT RENEWED, WITH CHANGES
FOOD STAMPS FOR SOME MAY BE CUT
USDA MAY DROP STUDENTS FROM FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
FOOD STAMPS AND STUDENTS (ED)
SOME STUDENTS INELIGIBLE FOR FOOD STAMPS
STUDENT FOOD STAMP USE INCREASES (BLESENER)
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR FOOD STAMPS
FOOD STAMPS HELP STRETCH INCOME
XRABBITS WILL GRIND IT OUT (FEY)
HATTLESTAD JOINS RABBIT FOOTBALL STAFF
LOFQUIST ON VIKES' SQUAD
XINTENSE DEFENSE
'74 GRID TEAM PICKS CAPTAINS
xPLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/28/197«i A223 LEAD OFF (JOHNSON)
9/0A/197A A081 JACK FOOTBALL TEAM FACES YOUNG SOUTHWEST ELEVEN
9/0A/197A A083 xJACKS OPEN WITH 15-0 WIN
9/11/197A AlOl XJACKS CORRAL MUSTANGS A5-10 (FEY)
9/11/197A Alll COACHES NAME PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
9/11/1974 A113 JACKRABBITS TACKLE VETERAN MANKATO FOOTBALL SQUAD
9/18/1974 AOll XROLLING BLUE RIVER
9/18/1974 AlOl KRABBITS SMASH MANKATO 45-14
9/18/1974 Alll YOUNGSTOWN TEAM AIMING FOR POST-SEASON PLAYOFFS
9/18/1974 Alll COACHES ANNOUNCE PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
9/18/1974 A114 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
9/25/1974 A231 xPENGUINS HAND JACKS FIRST LOSS (6EBHART)
9/25/1974 A236 RABBITS FACE AUGIE IN HOBO DAY CONTEST (JOHNSON)
9/25/1974 A271 'PLAYERS OF THE WEEK' SELECTED
9/25/1974 A281 RECRUITMENT A CONTINUOUS PROCESS (FEY) '
9/25/1974 A285 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
9/25/1974 A307 JV TEAM OPENS WITH 47-0 WIN
9/25/1974 A3a8 MAST CITED BY NCC
10/02/1974 A026 SENIORS VISIT BEEF BOWL OCT. 12
10/02/1974 A061 XJACKS CRUSH AUGIE IN HOBO DAY GAME (FEY)
10/02/1974 A071 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/09/1974 A081 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)i^'^'^'
10/09/1974 A083 XNDSU SHUTS OUT JACKRABBITS 28-0
10/09/1974 A091 UND PROVIDES POWERFUL COMPETITION FOR BEEF BOWL
10/16/1974 A015 xJACKS UPSET SIOUX NCC DYNASTY
10/16/1974 AlOl KJACKS UPSET NATIONALLY-RANKED UND 55-6 (FEY)
10/16/1974 A131 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/16/1974 A131 JACKS TAKE ON NCC LEADER—USD (JOHNSON)
10/23/1974 A071 JACKS FACE M0RNIN6SIDE IN FINAL HOME GAME (JOHNSON)
10/23/1974 A074 x'RABBITS FALL 20-6 (FEY)
10/23/1974 A081 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/30/1974 AlOl PANTHERS FEATURE POWERFUL GROUND GAME LED BY BATTEN
10/30/1974 A104 XJACKS BEAT CHIEFS 20-6 (GEBHART)
10/30/1974 A126 OWENS NINTH MAN ELECTED TO ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME
10/30/1974 A131 XDE LA HUNT PROVIDES KICK FOR JACKS' OFFENSIVE ATTAC
11/06/1974 A071 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
11/06/1974 A073 UNI RALLIES FOR 22-21 WIN OVER JACKS
11/06/1974 A073 RABBITS FACE SECOND RANKED REBELS IN FINAL FOOTBALL
11/13/1974 A145 JACKRABBITS LOSE FINAL GAME 24-21
11/13/1974 A145 SCHMIDT, HUELSKAMP CITED AS PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
11/13/1974 A165 GREGORY TO REVIEW FOOTBALL GAME
11/20/1974 A095 MAST, 6ISSLER HONORED AS PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
11/27/1974 A074 *3 JACKS NAMED TO ALL-NCC TEAM
12/11/1974 A195 FOUR JACKRABBITS MAKE NCC ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM
2/05/1975 A061 BODEN, LAWRENCE AWAIT PRO TRYOUTS
2/05/1975 A065 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
2/19/1975 A141 XLION COACH FORZANO SAYS BODEN COULD START (FEY)
3/12/1975 A083 GREGORY CALLS FOOTBALL RECRUITS SUPER
4/09/1975 A121 68 REPORT FOR FOOTBALL DRILLS
4/16/1975 A191 xINDOOR FOOTBALL???
4/23/1975 A063 BODEN SIGNS FOUR YEAR CONTRACT WITH DETROIT (MARTIN)
4/30/1975 A081 GREGORY CALLS 1975 SCHEDULE 'DEMANDING'
5/07/1975 A086 CAPTAINS.CHOSEN FOR WRESTLING; FOOTBALL SQUADS
7/02/1975 A144 STATE GRIWCAMP STILL HAS OPENINGS
7/02/1975 A151 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE SET
9/03/1975 A104 XJUNIOR VARSITY CRUSHES IOWA JUNIOR COLLEGE
9/03/1975 A113 INEXPERIENCED LINE HOLDS ANSWER TO SUCCESS OF DEFENS
9/10/1975 A083 JACKS FACE FIRST NCC FOE (FEY)
9/10/1975 A083 XDEFENSE HOLDS HAMLINE OFFENSE TO 23 YARDS
9/10/1975 A093 ENGLUND OUT INDEFINITELY; MAST SUFFERS MINOR INJURY
9/17/1975 A081 UNO UNBEATEN AGAINST NCC FOES
9/17/1975 A081 XJACK DEFENSE SHUTS OUT MANKATO
9/17/1975 A091 FOOTBALL SEASON TICKET SALES UP
9/17/1975 AlOl RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
9/24/1975 AlOl RABBITS CONVERT ON UNO MISCUES
9/24/1975 A104 JACKS GO AFTER WIN NUMBER FOUR, AUGIE DOWN TO THIRD
9/24/1975 Alll SCHMIDT DIDN'T CARE WHAT POSITION HE PLAYED, JUST TH
10/01/1975 A065 BEEF BOWL PLANS INCLUDE BARBEQUE, ACADEMIC FAIR
10/01/1975 A081 AU6USTANA UPSETS JACKS 31-17; PENZA, ROGERS COMBINE
10/01/1975 A083 JACKS, BISON NEED CONFERENCE WIN (FEY)
10/01/1975 AlOl NESVIG SIDELINED FOR REST OF SEASON WITH KNEE INJURY
10/01/1975 A103 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/08/1975 AOll XRABBITS MOW 'EM DOWN
10/08/1975 A081 XJACKRABBITS COME FROM BEHIND TO TIP BISON 13-8
10/08/1975 AlOl RABBITS TAKE ON UNBEATEN UND
10/08/1975 A102 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/15/1975 A263 JACKS TRY TO BREAK USD WIN STREAK (FEY)
10/15/1975 A264 UND BACKS GATHER 385 YARDS RUSHING AS JACKRABBITS FA
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10/15/1975 A271 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/15/1975 A201 MORE COLLEGES ADDING FOOTBALL
10/15/1975 A291 GISSLER SHOWS INTELLIGENCE ON, OFF THE FIELD (FEY)
10/22/1975 AOll *HOBO FROLICS END WITH FOOTBALL VICTORY
10/22/1975 A082 GREGORY TRYING TO CONVINCE JACKRABBITS MORNINGSIDE C
10/22/1975 A083 *RABBITS DROP COYOTES
10/22/1975 AlOl RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
10/22/1975 AlOA INJURIES REDUCE JACKS" BACKFIELD
10/29/1975 A103 KDEFENSE SHUTS DOWN MORNINGSIDE AS RABBITS CLIMB TO
10/29/1975 Alll UNI UTILIZES BALANCED OFFENSE (FEY)
10/29/1975 A121 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
11/05/1975 AlOl UPSET GUARANTEED THIS WEEKEND; BOTH TEAMS LABELED AS
11/05/1975 A113 ^TURNOVERS ENABLE UNI TO DOWN JACKS 14-3
11/05/1975 A121 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
11/12/1975 A161 UNLV DOWNS JACKRABBITS 38-23 AS CARANO PASSES FOR 93
11/12/1975 A163 JACKS FACE RUGGED YOUNGSTOWN DEFENSE IN FINAL GAME 0
11/12/1975 A183 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
11/19/1975 AlOl JACKS TOP YOUNGSTOWN IN FINALE
11/19/1975 A131 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
11/26/1975 A063 THREE JACKS SELECTED ALL-NCC
11/26/1975 A071 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
11/26/1975 A071 STATISTICS SHOW UND'S POWER
12/10/1975 A223 BODEN MAY BE ROOKIE-OF-THE-YEAR
1/14/1976 A131 UNDER THE BLEACHERS (KELTGEN)
2/11/1976 A081 FEBRUARY 18 "D-DAY" FOR FOOTBALL COACHES
2/11/1976 AlOl UNDER THE BLEACHERS (KELTGEN)
3/17/1976 A141 21 GRIDDERS SIGN LETTERS OF INTENT (HAAN)
4/14/1976 AQ91 xOILERS DRAFT SIMONSEN; GISSLER CHOSEN BY MIAMI
4/14/1976 AQ94 sGREGORY FILLS HOLES, TRIES STRATEGIES DURING SPRING
8/25/1976 A031 MANKATO DROPS FOOTBALL; JACKS NOW OPEN SEPT. 4
6/25/1976 A231 xYOUNG JACKS LACK DEPTH; FACE REBUILDING SEASON
8/25/1976 A231 xFOUR SENIORS TO CAPTAIN JACKS IN 1976 SEASON
9/01/1976 A131 SJACKRABBITS TO OPEN SEASON EARLY
9/08/1976 A093 WESTERN ILLINOIS U. BOASTS EXPERIENCE
9/08/1976 AD94 xERICKSON*S AIR SHOW LIFTS HUSKIES OVER JACKRABBITS
9/08/1976 A094 COACHES SELECT FIRST PLAYERS-OF-THE-WEEK
9/08/1976 AlOl JACKS SEEK OPPONENT TO FILL OPEN FOOTBALL DATE NOV.6
9/08/1976 A102 THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
9/15/1976 A131 LAST-SECOND PASS PLAY FAILS; JACKS DROP 28-21 THRILL
9/15/1976 A131 WEBER STATE ON SCHEDULE
9/15/1976 A141 SEVEN TEAMS CHASE NCC CROWN (HAAN)
9/15/1976 A142 SPORTSWRITERS, BROADCASTERS SAY UND; JACKS RANKEl
9/15/1976 A153 SPORTS FLASHBACK: FOOTBALL, CROSS COUNTRY DOHINAli_
9/22/1976 A061 BEEF BOWL'S lOTH RENEWAL TO FEATURE BARBEQUE, FOOTBA
9/22/1976 AlQl FOOTBALL SEASON TICKET SALES UP OVER 1975
9/22/1976 A103 RABBITS, BEARS CLASH IN ANNUAL BEEF BOWL
9/29/1976 A061 xRABBITS FALL TO BEARS 22-7 (ANDERSON)
9/29/1976 A061 COACHES, PLAYERS AGREE: UND, NDSU ARE TEAMS TO BEAT
10/06/1976 AlOl ST. CLOUD MAY "LOSE" VICTORIES
10/06/1976 A104 xJACKS DROP NCC OPENER TO NORTH DAKOTA STATE
10/06/1976 A104 RABBITS HOST CHIEFS .
10/06/1976 A112 THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
10/13/1976 A301 XJACKS BEAT MORNINGSIDE FOR FIRST CONFERENCE VICTORY
10/13/1976 A304 JACKS TO MEET WINLESS SIOUX IN HOBO DAY BATTLE
10/13/1976 A331 KELLEY, PLIHAL INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
10/13/1976 A332 THE ATHLETIC TRAINER—MORE THAN FIRST AID TO INJURED
10/20/1976 A061 xJACKS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF BREAKS; RUN PAST UND IN HOB
10/20/1976 A061 CONFERENCE CO-LEADER USD HOSTS RABBITS IN KEY CONTES
10/20/1976 A072 THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
10/27/1976 AlOl XGRAMM MISSES POTENTIAL WINNER; JACKS, COYOTES BATTL
10/27/1976 A103 INDOOR CONTEST NEXT ON FOOTBALL SCHEDULE (HAMMOND)
10/27/1976 Alll THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
11/03/1976 A081 xMOSIMAN'S CATCH LIFTS JACKS (RAASCH)
11/03/1976 A084 RABBITS VISIT WEBER STATE THIS SATURDAY
11/03/1976 A091 XTHE WAY I SEE IT.(ED)
11/10/1976 A081 "FUMBLE-ITIS" STRIKES AGAIN
11/10/1976 A082 JACKS HOST AUGUSTANA
11/10/1976 A091 XTHE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
11/17/1976 AlOl XTHE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
11/17/1976 A191 XJACKS FINISH SECOND IN NCC FOOTBALL RACE
11/17/1976 A211 WEIKERT DROPS BACK...
12/08/1976 A191 NCC CHANGES FOOTBALL SCHOLARSHIPS
12/08/1976 A193 NDSU FALLS IN SEMIFINAL PLAYOFF GAME
12/08/1976 A194 XMOSIMAN, MATTHEWS, JACKSON, LUDENS ON ALL-NCC FOOTB
1/26/1977 A123 MATTHEWS, SEELY ALL-ACADEMIC
6/22/1977 A133 "CINDERELLA" GRID TEAM RETURNS
7/27/1977 AlOl X"77 FOOTBALL SQUAD STRONG IN SIZE, SPEED
8/31/1977 A231 XJACK OFFENSE TO BE POTENT (HAMMOND)
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9/07/1977 A121 CRUSHING IS KEY TO FIRST GRID VICTORY (HAMMOND!
9/07/1977 A131 DEFENSE LOSES FIVE STARTERS (HAMMOND)
9/14/1977 AlOl MAFFET LEADS GRIDDERS TO 23-6 VICTORY
9/21/1977 A124 MAVERICKS AND JACKS TO MEET IN BEEF BOWL
9/21/1977 A141 DAYTON ROLLS OVER JACKS 28-14
9/28/1977 AlOl KJACK DEFENSE STIFLES UNO STARS (HAMMOND)
9/28/1977 AlOl JACKS TO FACE SIXTH RANKED BISON
10/05/1977 A121 *BISON BIG PLAY OFFENSE FOILS JACK UPSET BID
10/12/1977 A081 JACKS RETURN FROM DEFICIT TO BEAT CHIEFS
10/12/1977 A081 *CAPTAINS COMBINE TALENTS ON LINE (KLINE)
10/19/1977 aIbI JACKRABBIT F00TBALL°HIST0RY FULL OF EXCITING HOBO DA
10/19/1977 A261 XOSCEOLA TO DETROIT: BODEN FINDS SUCCESS (HAMMOND)
10/19/1977 A261 *MATTHEWS, ERICKSON CAPTAIN DEFENSE (HAMMOND)
10/19/1977 A271 JfMOSIMAN TOP ON RECEPTIONS
10/19/1977 A281 JACKS TO HAVE HOBO DAY EDGE (HAMMOND)
10/19/1977 A291 JACKS TOP NCC OFFENSIVE STATISTICS
10/26/1977 A083 ^UNIVERSITY UPSETS JACKS (HAMMOND)
11/02/1977 A113 UNI BEATS LETHARGIC JACKS (HAMMOND)
11/02/1977 A133 BISON CENSURED FOR VIOLATION (KLINE)
11/16/1977 A114 JACKS SLIP TO FINAL VICTORY (KLINE)
12/07/1977PA121 MATTHEWS, PARKER, MOSIMAN'̂ NAMED TO ALL-NCC SQUAD
12/07/1977 A124 NCC BISON ELIMINATED FROM DIV.II PLAYOFFS
12/14/1977 A113 MATTHEWS, SEELY NAMED TO ACADEMIC HONOR TEAM
1/18/1978 A093 DEFENSE FINISHES FOURTH; SCHLOSSER AMONG LEADERS
3/01/1978 A081 COACHES SIGN GRID RECRUITS
4/26/1978 A161 kANNUAL SPRING SCRIMMAGE PITS INTRA-SQUAD TEAMS
6/07/1978 A031 BIG SKY REFUSES NDSU, UND (HAMMOND)
6/21/1978 A081 MATTHEWS, HOSIMAN REPORT TO CAMPS
7/12/1978 A051 XCONTRACTS SIGNED BY JACK GRIDDERS
9/06/1978 A171 *HEAT FAILS TO STOP JACKS, MAFFETT
9/06/1978 A181 xFOOTBALL PHOTOS
9/06/1978 A194 PINCHED NERVE PLACES MATTHEWS ON PATRIOT'S INJURED R
9/06/1978 A211 CONFERENCE COACHES START SEASON ON LIGHT NOTE
9/06/1978 A221 KJACKS SEEK SOLUTION TO CONFERENCE PUZZLE (NACHTIGAL
9/13/1978 AlOl VETERAN OFFENSE MAKES BISON FAVORITE
9/13/1978 A113 TURNOVERS PLAGUE JACKS IN 54-7 LOUISVILLE LOSS
9/13/1978 A123 MACKLIN: A BEARS FAN WHO WANTS THE BALL (NACHTIGAL)
9/20/1978 A084 *DRAGONS SURPRISE JACKS AS OFFENSE SLIPS, SPUTTER
9/20/1978 AlOl IT'S NOT TIME TO PRESS PANIC BUTTON - YET (NACHTIGAL
9/27/1978 A091 XJACKS ROAST MORNINGSIDE 41-17
9/27/1978 A091 QUARTERBACK QUESTION-IS IT MAFFETT OR HOHNETHANER VS
9/27/1978 A102 SOCCER-STYLE KICKER, DESPITE INEXPERIENCE, KICKS WAY
10/04/1978 AlOl WHETHER HE'S REALLY 5-6 OR 5-7, ROGER HOFER MANAGES
10/04/1978 Alll 30-19 VICTORY PUTS JACKS IN FIRST (NACHTIGAL)
10/04/1978 Alll XMOTELS FLASH 'NO ROOM* SIGNS FOR HOBO DAY (NACHTI6A
10/11/1978 A171 XJACKS TOP AUGIE IN TYPICAL WIN (NACHTIGAL)
10/11/1978 A171 GREGORY VOWS HOBO DAY REVERSAL (GERLACH)
10/18/1978 A081 xCURSES! COYOTES WIN AGAIN, 24-7 (NACHTIGAL)
10/18/1978 A092 HOBO DAY GAME WAS A BUMMER (NACHTIGAL)
10/25/1978 A093 xPRAYER HELPS UNO STOP JACKS (MEYER)
11/01/1978 A081 XSIDE LINE CALL GIVES JACKS WIN (MEYER)
11/08/1978 A054 xBENSON ENDS WITH 'BEST SHOT' (GERLACH)
11/08/1978 A073 PASSING AT\T^CK NOT ENOUGH TO STOP BISON (MEYER)
11/22/1978 A073 JACKS WASHED OUT BY PORTLAND (MEYER)
12/06/1978 A135 REESE, MACKLIN, SCHEELE, PRICE NAMED TO ALL-NCC FOOT
7/25/1979 A081 XSDSU BRINGS ANOTHER RETZLAFF
9/12/1979 AlOl XDEFENSE DOMINATES FOES IN IMPRESSIVE VICTORIES
9/12/1979 Alll *THE "BANANA SQUAD" IS OFF THE WALL (ROBY)
9/19/1979 AlOl USD AND UNO FAVORED IN NCC PREVIEW
9/19/1979 Alll 'NEIGHBORS TO THE SOUTH' WILL WIN NCC TITLE (ROBY)
9/19/1979 A134 SDPTV OFFERS DELAYED TELECASTS (COLE)
9/26/1979 A081 *UND SIOUX DEFENSE STOPS MAFFETT, JACKS FOR 13-0 NCC
9/26/1979 AlOl XLOSS OVERSHADOWS HACKLIN'S PLAY (ROBY)
10/03/1979 A121 xLAST MINUTE TD LIFTS JACKS OVER AUGIE; HOBO DAY AND
10/10/1979 A121 XMACKLIN'S BIG DAY LEADS JACKS PAST COYOTES 26-21
10/17/1979 AlOl XJACKS STOP MANCUSO, UNO; KEEP TITLE HOPES ALIVE
10/24/1979 AlOl x'BANANA SQUAD' EXCELS IN WIN
10/31/1979 A091 NDSU PUTS END TO JACKS TITLE HOPES; SPERAL LEADS BIS
11/07/1979 A041 WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY SHOWS STYLE; USD-SDSU FOOT (ED
11/07/1979 AlOl XJACKS SHUT"OUT CHIEFS 24-0
11/14/1979 A041 A STORY BOOK YEAR FOR SDSU (ED)
11/14/1979 A071 XJACKS SURVIVE LAST MINUTE SCARE IN DOME TO DEFEAT U
11/28/1979 AlOl KIDAHO YIELDS 27-13 SDSU VICTORY (JENSEN)
11/28/1979 S012 XYOUNGSTOWN RUNS PAST JACKRABBITS 50-7 IN MUD (ROBY)
11/28/1979 S031 PLAYOFF SITE NOT EXACTLY FIRST CLASS (ROBY)
11/28/1979 S041 XTURNOVERS HINDER NCC TEAMS IN PLAYOFFS (ROBY)
11/28/1979 S051 XJACKS ENJOY BEST YEAR SINCE '63 (JENSEN)
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FOOTBALL
FORD GERALD
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
FOREIGN RELATIONS
FOREIGN STUDENTS
FOREIGN STUDY
FORENSICS
FOREST SERVICE
FORNIA LAUREL
FORSYTH HARRY
FOSTER 60RDEN
FOSTER PARENT PROG
FOUNDATION
FOUR-H
FOURTH OF JULY
FOX
FRANCE
FRANCO JOSE
FRANGIONES BOB
FRANGIONES DANNA
FRATERNITIES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/28/1979 SQ61 *NFL SCOUTS LOOKING AT SDSU'S LOEWEN
12/05/1979 A055 GOOD JOB JOHN (L)
12/05/1979 A115 xSPORTS IN A NUTSHELL
12/12/1979 AISA COLLEGIATE SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
1/16/1980 A155 SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
<t/09/1960 A1G4 XFOOTBALL OUTLOOK IS ON RETURNERS
4/30/1980 A141 xBLUE WINS FOOTBALL SCRIMMAGE
6/11/1980 A104 XSDSU ALL-SPORTS CHAMPION AGAIN
6/11/1980 A114 MACKLIN SIGNS
7/09/1980 A104 XCO-CAPTAINS NAMED
7/23/1980 A071 XFOOTBALL CAMP AIDS COACH AND ATHLETE (HEMMINGSON)
8/27/1980 A131 xJACKRABBIT PREVIEW »80
8/27/1980 A144 xSUMMER NOT A TOTAL VACATION FOR JACKRABBIT PLAYERS
8/27/1980 A151 XCOACHES SIGN TOP COLLEGE PROSPECTS
10/02/1974 A012 TWO-THIRDS OF STUDENTS SURVEYED DISLIKE FORD'S PARDO
11/20/1974 A053 FOREIGN LANGUAGES OFFER NEW COURSES
1/22/1975 A021 SUMMER TOURS SET IN FRANCE, GERMANY
3/12/1975 AlOl STUDENTS SEEK CULTURE; PLAN EUROPEAN SUMMER
4/30/1975 A041 OPINION ON... LANGUAGE CLUB FUNDS (L)
3/24/1976 A163 SPANISH PROGRAM SET IN CANTINA
3/24/1976 A171 MOVIES, SOAPS ADD DIMENSION TO LANGUAGE STUDY
4/07/1976 A081 GREEK LANGUAGE CLASS EMPHASIZES TRANSLATION OF ANCIE
4/28/1976 A054 THANKS EXTENDED TO PARTICIPANTS OF SPANISH SHOW (L)
4/28/1976 A133 LANGUAGE STUDY TIED WITH CULTURE (RIGNEY)
10/13/1976 A253 SPECIAL PROGRAM ENROLLMENT DROPS
2/23/1977 A031 CLASS HELPS STUDENTS WITH ENGLISH
12/05/1979 A061 BILINGUALISM BECOMING IMPORTANT IN INTERNATIONAL AFF
11/14/1979 AOll IRANIANS FEEL HOSTILITY (SPECK)
1/30/1980 A041 INVOLVEMENT QUESTIONED (ED)
1/30/1980 AQ41 WAR NEEDS BETTER REASON (LAWRENCE)
2/06/1980 A051 AN-OPEN LETTER TO PRESIDENT CARTER (L)
SEE ALSO INTERNATIONAL DAY
12/11/1974 A161 FOREIGN STUDENTS ADJUST TO COLLEGE
10/01/1975 A014 XNI6ERIAN PRINCE ADJUSTS SLOWLY TO REGISTRATION, CLA
10/29/1975 A131 xCUBAN REMEMBERS HARDSHIPS; HOPES FOR RENEWED RELATI
12/10/1975 A033 XFOREIGN STUDENT ADJUSTING TO LOCAL LIFESTYLE AFTER
1/21/1976 A073 FOREIGN STUDENTS SEE OTHER AMERICA
11/03/1976 A023 FOREIGN STUDENT NUMBERS INCREASE; SMALL CAMPUS MAIN
3/23/1977 A171 xFRENCH STUDENT REACTS FAVORABLY TO ATMOSPHERE IN SO
3/30/1977 A081 FIVE IRANIAN STUDENTS ENROLL HERE TO BRING SCIENTIFI
11/23/1977 A033 FOREIGN STUDENT PROGRAM VIEWED (STORM)
3/01/1978 A031 XINTERNATIONAL STUDENTS ADJUST TO SOUTH DAKOTA WE
2/14/1979 A061 FOREIGN STUDENTS IMPORTANT IN RECRUITING (KAROLEV
4/04/1979 A025 SDSU COULD LOSE Bl'A OF FOREIGN ENROLLMENT (ROBY)
4/25/1979 A043 FOREIGN STUDENTS RIPPED-OFF (L)
6/12/1979 A021 FOREIGN ENROLLMENT UNSURE
9/19/1979 A015 LOSS OF FOREIGN STUDENTS IS FINANCIAL LOSS TO SDSU
11/07/1979 A032 FOREIGN STUDENTS UPSET OVER TUITION
12/12/1979 A055 FIGURE'S DON'T ADD (L)
4/09/1980 A021 SDSU FOREIGN STUDENTS COPE WITH LANGUAGE AND...
7/09/1980 AOll FOREIGN STUDENTS' COSTS DROP, LARSEN SAYS PRESCENCE
4/07/1976 A091 SUMMER STUDY-TOUR PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH MEXICAN EXP
SEE, ALSO SPEECH, DEBATE
SEE US FOREST SERVICE
12/14/1977 A131 XWIEDERHOLT AND FORNIA TYPIFY RODEO SUCCESS (GERLACH
8/27/1980 A131 XFORSYTH--DIRECTOR'S JOB IS A CHALLENGE
3/28/1979 AlOl HIGHER ED JOB A ROLLER COASTER RIDE FOR FOSTER (ROBY
3/21/1979 A061 450 STUDENTS SPONSOR FILIPINO CHILD (RIETMAN)
SEE ALSO SDSU FOUNDATION
6/23/1976 AQ81 ALL-STATE JOURNALISTS, 4-H COUNCIL PICKED DURING JUN
7/02/1975 A061 XAREA PLANS CELEBRATION
12/10/1975 A201 RED FOX LIVING HABITS UNDER SCRUTINY OF STATE UNIVER
3/22/1978 A181 SWIFT FOX MAKING COMEBACK
9/08/1976 A081 XPROF. SAYS 'OUI* TO FRENCH CULTURE (KELTGEN)
3/23/1977 A171 xFRENCH STUDENT REACTS FAVORABLY TO ATMOSPHERE IN SO
12/10/1975 A161 XJOSE FRANCO
4/26/1978 A151 XFRANGIONES TO LEAVE MIDWEST (PATES)
4/26/1978 A151 XFRANGIONES TO LEAVE MIDWEST (PATES)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES
8/28/1974 A054 XAGR FRATERNITY BEGINS CONSTRUCTION OF NEW HOUSE
4/09/1975 AlOl XAGR CONSTRUCTS 52-MAN HOUSE
9/24/1975 A191 xFRATERNITY RUSH
10/15/1975 AQ83 BOARD REFUSES BUILDING PERMIT FOR LAMBDA CHIS
10/15/1975 A191 XBLUE KEY NUMBERS DOWN; STILL CHOOSE SMOKER GIRLS
3/31/1976 A031 GREEKS LOOKING FOR CHANGES (HEBBERT)
5/04/1977 A033 xFRATS HOUSE NEARLY 80 STUDENTS
9/14/1977 A031 SORORITY RUSH CAPTURES NEW SPIRIT OF GREEKS
9/13/1978 A061 XNEW FRAT HOUSE TO BE BUILT
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ff^b^coXC ROBERTEgli^gJlVERSITY
freedom
freeman mike
FREIBURG JULIE
FRENCH
FRESHMEN
FRIEDAN BETTY
FRIEDMAN KEN
FRIESEN MARCIA
FROST ARENA
FROST REUBEN
FULLER BUCKMINSTER
FUND RAISING
FUNERAL SERVICES
FUR
FUTURE FARMERS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
AQ91
AOll
A021
A174
A076
A051
A024
AlOl
A223
AlOl
A045
A014
A084
A045
AQ43
A051
A041
A045
A044
A053
AO15
A031
AQ14
A021
AOll
A041
A041
AOll
A042
A041
A041
A025
A041
A041
A061
A041
A081
A114
A031
A104
A081
AlOl
A161
A021
A062
A271
AOll
Alll
A041
A094
A024
A115
A105
A081
A131
A043
A131
A131
A071
A083
lO/OA/1978
8/27/1980
4/12/1978
12/12/1979
9/11/1974
9/18/1974
1/29/1975
2/12/1975
9/24/1975
3/30/1977
1/15/1975
1/28/1976
7/07/1976
1/26/1977
11/23/1977
6/07/1978
10/04/1978
11/01/1978
10/17/1979
2/13/1980
2/01/1978
4705/1978,
4/12/1978
4/19/1978
9/06/1978
1/17/1979
1/24/1979
1/31/1979
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
2/14/1979
2/28/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
4/11/1979
6/12/1979
2/13/1980
8/25/1976
10/22/1975
9/15/1976
1/26/1977
2/23/1977
10/15/1975
2/04/1976
3/30/1977
8/31/1977
10/12/1977
10/19/1977
10/17/1979
4/12/1978
4/19/1978
4/16/1975
1/30/1980
3/19/1980
9/24/1975
10/29/1975
9/24/1975
8/25/1976
9/22/1976
10/06/1976
XCRIPFLED CHILDREN 'SPIRITED'
FRATERNITIES FIGHT CITY IN TAX DISPUTE
STUDENT QUESTIONS FIRM'S INTENTIONS (NACHTIGAL)
HOBBY LETS WEEKDAY PRINTER BECOME WEEKEND NFL OFFICI
FREE UNIVERSITY RECRUITING INSTRUCTORS
FREE UNIVERSITY TO BE 'FREE' THIS FALL
kMORe'̂ TO^OUR^MINISTRY^THAN JUST WORSHIPING CHEBBERTl
FREE UNIVERSITY OFFERS ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS
150 RECEIVE ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION
JfDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
PROFESSOR QUESTIONS HANDBOOK SECTION ON FREEDOM AND
BURNS TO PRESENT TWO FREEDOM FORUMS
OPINION ON... FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION (L)
SENATE THREATENS PRESS FREEDOM (WOSTER)
COURT DECISION HURTS FREEDOM
PRESIDENT MUST HAVE FREE SPEECH (ED)
REGENTS FOGGY? (L)
SYMBOLIC SPEECH (L)
RIGHTS DENIED (L) ,
XFREEMAN, KAUER SEEK TOP. SA POSITIONS
JfFREEMAN, BRADY BUILD PLATFORM ON FOUR ISSUES, SUPPO
XFREEMAN, BRADY WIN (WOSTER) ^ ^
DORM VISITS KEY TO FREEMAN WIN (NACHTIGAL)
XFREEMAN CRITICAL OF REGENT'S RESOLUTION 21 (SNYDER)
SHED AN IDEAL CHANCE TO MEET LEGISLATORS (FREEMAN)
DEADLINE APPROACHING FAST FOR SHED TRIP (FREEMAN)
3 OF 5 CAMPAIGN PROMISES FILLED (GREGERSEN)
QUESTIONS ASKED ABOUT FEES
STUDENT SENATE PETITIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT SA OFFICE
SA SHOULDN'T TAMPER WITH COLLEGIAN ROLE
^OUTGOING SA PRESIDENT FREEMAN TAKING A QUIET LEAVE
EDUCATION SHOULD BE FAIR, OPEN, NON-POLITICAL
HOUDINI SLEIGHT-OF-HAND OBVIOUS IN REGENT MAGIC PERF
XFREEMAN VICTOR IN STUDENT FEDERATION ELECTION
TIME TO START OVER (ED)
XFEDERATION HEAD FINDS FUNDING ELUSIVE, WON'T MISS J
XTWO NEWCOMERS, ONE ALUMNUS NAMED AS DORMITORY DIREC
FRENCH-SPEAKING HOUSE SUCCESS; OPEN HOUSE PLANNED FO
COMMON INTERESTS BIND FRENCH HOUSE 'FAMILY'
COMMON NEEDS MET WITH FRENCH ALLIANCE
XLE TRETEAU DE PARIS TO PRESENT COMEDY, 'LA DOUBLE I
XMOOD FOR FROSH INITIATION CHANGES; GUIDELINES LESS
SURVEY OF FRESHMEN NEEDS ANALYZED BY SUBCOMMITTEE
MODIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS AFFECT FROSH
XFRESHMEN FIRE UP
FROSH INITIATION BEGINS MONDAY
COLLEGE IS GROWTH EXPERIENCE FOR FRESHMEN (JENSEN)
FRESHMAN'S VIEW (L)
FEMINIST TO SPEAK
XFRIEDAN: WOMEN'S MOVEMENT IN DANGER (KOHLER)
XARTIST USES WORDS TO COMMUNICATE
kSDSU AG queen CANDIDATES
XFRIESEN^I'S AG QUEEN (THIEL)
FROST ARENA NAMED AFTER HPER EXPERT
OPINION ON... HEARING CONCERT PERFORMERS (L)
FROST ARENA NAMED AFTER HPER EXPERT
XTAYLOR, FULLER, GALLUP SCHEDULED AS LECTURERS
CREATOR OF GEODESIC DOME TO BE HARDING LECTURER TUES
XLECTURER FULLER SHARES RESULTS OF 50-YEAR HUMAN EXP
SEE ALSO CAMPAIGN FUNDS
XOPINION ON... LINNEMAN FUND DRIVE
HORT'S PLANS BENEFIT DANCE FOR LINNEMAN
OPINION ON... THANKS FOR BENEFIT DANCE (L)
TYPISTS DONATING PROFITS TO BOY'S $50,000 DEBT
FESTIVAL '77 RAISES $24,357, 1,470 PLEDGES
FUND RAISING EFFORTS MADE FOR STUDENT
SENATE ASSISTS FEDERATION WITH FUND RAISING IDEAS
XLIMITED FUNDS LIMIT QUALITY OF PERFORMERS (SPECK)
X'PEOPLE WILL TRY TO DENY DEATH' (CURRY)
INFLATION, LAWS AFFECT FUNERAL COSTS (JOHNSON)
FUR PRICES CONTINUE HIGH
XI,300 FUTURE FARMERS VISIT STATE UNIVERSITY
'BLUE PLAGUE* ASSEMBLES
XTHE BLUE PLAGUE
THREE AG STUDENTS TO GAIN FOREIGN WORK EXPERIENCES
XFFA CONVENTION ON ECONOMIC GAIN
NEW MEMBERS INSTALLED BY FUTURE SECRETARIESFUTURE SECRETARIES
9/17/1975
9/24/1975
10/08/1975
10/22/1975
3/30/1977
11/23/1977
9/12/1979
10/10/1979
2/19/1975
2/25/1976
12/08/1976
4/09/1975
4/14/1976
4/20/1977
6/22/1977
4/23/1980
12/10/1975
A045
A052
A043
A021
A085
A071
AOll
A051
A031
A071
A201
AOll
A051
A014
A021
A021
A122
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gab grant
gacke gene
GALLUP GEORGE JR.
gambling
game fish & PARKS
GAMES
GANT PAT
GARBAGE
GARDENING
GARDNER WAYNE
GARRISON PROJECT
GARRITV ROBERT
GARVEV JOHN
GASOKOL
GASOLINE
GASS GARY
GAYS •
GEBHART TIM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/22/1975 AQ21
<4/09/1975 A12«»
8/25/1976 A131
11/17/1976 Al<il
12/08/1976 A161
7/07/1976
4/30/1975
6/04/1975
9/24/1975
10/01/1975
10/15/1975
11/12/1975
12/10/1975
1/21/1976
2/18/1976
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
4/28/1976
7/21/1976
7/21/1976
2/16/1977
2/16/1977
3/23/1977
4/20/1977
4/20/1977
4/20/1977
5/04/1977
6/22/1977
7/13/1977
7/27/1977
8/31/1977
4/05/1978
A141
Alll
A013
A141
A103
A303
A192
A202
A131
A122
A221
A223
A191
A041
A091
A131
A133
A234
A171
A171
A175
A154
A131
A081
A121
A264
A221
TYPISTS DONATING PROFITS TO BOY'S $50,000 DEBT
TWO PLACE IN JUDO TOURNEYiTAYLOR, FULLER, GALLUP SCHEDULED AS LECTURERS
GALLUP TO LECTURE NOV. 30
SgALLUP: sampling PUZZLES MANY (HUBER)
SEE ALSO LOTTERY
DAY TRIPPING (KELTGEN)
OUTDOOR LORE
4/16/1975
1/21/1976
4/06/1977
1/25/1978
2/22/1978
1/31/1979
3/19/1980
3/26/1980
10/29/1975
4/28/1976
8/31/1977
7/26/1978
3/24/1976
10/02/1974
10/23/1974
1/22/1975
4/16/1975
5/07/1975
5/07/1975
3/24/1976
12/15/1976
4/12/1978
5/04/1977
3/22/1978
1/25/1978
2/07/1979
2/14/1979
2/21/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
3/28/1979
4/04/1979
1/30/1980
6/11/1980
9/08/1976
3/28/1979
4/02/1980
3/02/1977
7/26/1978
A131
A031
A081
A132
AlOl
AQ51
AQ85
A081
A063
A061
A061
AOll
A234
A022
A014
A021
A044
A013
A044
A141
A051
A031
Alll
A034
AOll
A012
AOll
AOll
A033
AOll
AOll
A031
A104
A041
AQ61
A034
A031
A081
A071
11/17/1976 AOll
12/08/1976 A041
12/15/1976 A041
PARKS DEPT CHARGED WITH POLITICAL HIRING (CARLSOMl-
BOR FUNDS TO BE ALLOCATED SOON
GF 8 P TO DEVELOP RIVER CANOE TRAIL
GF 8 P OKAYS PURCHASE OF COTEAU LAKES LAND
GF 8 P APPROVES FISHING LAWS WITH FEW CHANGES
DEPT. OF GAME, FISH AND PARKS DISTRIBUTE GAME AND
SPORTS LICENSING SYSTEM CHANGES
LAND FOR SNOWMOBILE USE LEASED BY GAME, FISH AND
GF 8 P APPROVES PURCHASE OF TWO TRACTS OF LAND
BOATING AND FISHING LICENSES AT BARGAIN PRICES ^
BIG SIOUX CANOE TRAIL HITS PUBLIC RELATIONS SNAG
PROTECT OUR STATE RIVERS (ED)
STATE DEPARTMENT ATTEMPTS PRESERVATION OF JAMES Riw'
MERWIN SELECTED AS SECRETARY OF GF8P DEPT
GF8P FUNDS WILL NOT GO TO STATE
WISCONSIN ARTIST WINS 1977-78 STAMP CONTEST
PHEASANT RESTORATION ACT SEEKS LAND FOR NESTING Slfpl?
NIGHTTIME PREDATOR SURVEY TO BE CONDUCTED AGAIN
GF 8 P APPROVES NEW GOOSE HUNTING RULES
PHEASANT PLAN HALF WAY TO GOAL
GF 8 P TO RESTRICT USE OF VEHICLES
HAMM NAMED COORDINATOR FOR GF8P AID
HURON MAN TO HEAD GF8P BIRD RESTORATION
GFP COMMISSION SETS 3 RULES FOR FAIR CHASE
ISLAND NEEDS SUITABLE NAME
SEE ALSO VIDEO GAMES
CONFLICT SIMULATION RE-ENACTS WWII (ROHDE)
STUDENT CENTER GAME ROOM SELF-SUPPORTING OPERATION^
XMILTON BRADLEY IS ALIVE AND WELL IN BROOKINGS
GAMEROOM QUALIFIERS ADVANCE '\m
kPASTIME enjoyed by ALL (STORM) M
XGAMES PEOPLE PLAY (ED)
HONORED HOMEMAKER, HONORED FARMER CHOSEN
XAGGIES CHALK UP ANOTHER ONE M
SEE REFUSE 8 REF DISP ..-.-m
*TOMATO PATCH MAY HELP PAY FOR COLLEGE COSTS ' tif
CITY OWNED GARDENS RENTED; WAITING LIST FORMED FOR 4'
KNOT POT, BUT A NATURAL HIGH (TRUMBLE) "
KPROFESSOR TRANSPLANTED TO FIELDS (SNYDER) -
PROFESSOR STUDIES OZONE POLLUTION ON TOBACCO PLANTS -#
N.D. IRRIGATION PROJECT OPPOSED - kg
FORD'S ADVISOR OBJECTS TO GARRISON PROJECT M
U.S., CANADA STUDY GARRISON PROJECT (CURRY)
REFUSE GARRISON PROJECT'S RUN-OFF (ED)
SOUTH DAKOTANS JOIN OTHERS IN REFUSING GARRISON RUN-
IRRIGATION RUN-OFF RIGHTLY REFUSED (ED) l
RESOLUTION STIRS NEW CONTROVERSY OVER GARRISON ^
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED TO LIST EFFECTS OF GAR
XTWO STEP OUT OF TRADITION, BACK INTO SCHOOL (SEVI6)
XGARVEY SPREADS MUSIC ON CAMPUS (RICHARDSON)
XMONEY HITS SOUR NOTE (SEVI6)
CAMPUS RESEARCHERS TO DETERMINE 'GASOHOL' FEASIBILIT
INDUSTRY FINDS GAS, ALCOHOL A PERFECT PAIR (SAVAGE)
YANKTON RADIO STATION HELPED SPUR GASOHOL IN 1920
AREA RESIDENTS KEEP GASOHOL PUMPS FLOWING (SAVAGE)---
TIGHT FUNDING LIMITS GASOHOL PRODUCTION (SAVAGE)
BROOKINGS SCRATCHES FIRM FROM GASOHOL PLANT PLANS
THE PROBLEM: COST. SDSU'S ANSWER: RESEARCH (SAVAGE)
ECONOMISTS DUBIOUS OF GASOHOL (SAVAGE)
MORE CUSTOMERS ARE FILLING TANK WITH GASOHOL, FUEL B
BIG OIL DOESN'T WANT GASOHOL (ED)
AREA GASOLINE PRICES VARY WITH WHOLESALE VALUES
APCO FINDS WATER, GAS DON'T MIX
COMMUTING TEACHERS FACING HIGHER TRANSPORTATION COST
TWO DRAMA STUDENTS GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH MI
XSTA6E VETS FIND SUCCESS ON DIFFERENT PATHS
SEE HOMOSEXUALITY
XSENATE PICKS EDITOR; AMENDS AMENDMENTS
DEFINITIONS LONG OVERDUE (ED) 3
REPORT SUGGESTIONS DANGEROUS (ED)
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GEBHARI TIM
GEE DAN
GEESE
vBEHRKE henry
( ;SENERAL REGISTRATI
generators
GEOGRAPHY
GERAETS DOUG
gerhardt brad
GERMANY
GERMANY EAST
6ERNI PAUL
GERONTOLOGY
GIEGLING JOHN
GIESEMAN RICHARD
GILBERT ARDYCE
GILBERT HOWARD
GILLEY'S GROVE
6IMBLE DAVE
6ISSLER BOB
GLASSBLOWING
GLAUS FLORINE
6LEAS0N BILL
GLEASON JUNE
GLOBETROTTERS
60ETTE RANDY .
GOLF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/19/1977 AOAl GOVERNOR TAKES TACTICAL APPROACH (ED)
2/01/1978 A043 GEBHART WINS HEARST AWARD
2/19/1975 A053 *GEE NAMED OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR; CITED FOR ABILITY T
11/06/1974 A061 HOW TO COOK YOUR GOOSE; HINTS FOR PREPARING GAME
4/20/1977 A175 GF & P APPROVES NEW GOOSE HUNTING RULES
4/05/1978 A231 PROFESSOR TRAVELS STATE WITH ENERGY GAME (SEVIG)
8/28/1974 A233 XSEVENTH COLLEGE FOUNDED FOR GENERAL REGISTRATION
9/18/1974 A083 6R COLLEGE PLANS TUTOR PROGRAMS
11/19/1975 A062 GR ENROLLMENT SHOULD DECLINE AS ADVISORS BECOME MORE
9/26/1977 A031 xCOLLEGE CLAIMS SUCCESS IN LOSING ITS STUDENTS
10/19/1977 A046 NON-MAJOR PROGRAM (L)
10/02/1974 A052 xTWO OF FIRST ELECTRIC GENERATORS NO LONGER USED; ST
11/20/1974 A073 GEOGRAPHY ADDS NEW GRAD DEGREE
1/22/1975 AI61 XGE06. ADDS MAP-O-GRAPH
2/19/1975 A055 GEOGRAPHY DEPT. PLANS D.C. TOUR
11/19/1975 A131 GEOGRAPHY CLASS STUDIES SPORT (FEY)
3/17/1976 A071 GEOGRAPHY CONVENTION TO DISCUSS NEW ROLES IN FIELD
3/24/1976 A091 xGEOGRAPHERS ATTRACT 1,500 IN 3-DAY EVENT
1/19/1977 A061 GEOGRAPHY CLUB SPONSORS FLEA MARKET TODAY
3/23/1977 A031 GEOGRAPHY CLUB WILL HOST ANNUAL STATE CONVENTION
3/30/1977 A053 BASKETBALL, SPEAKERS, TOURS TO BE PART OF STATE GEOG
4/ll/1979-«A044 GEOGRAPHY CONVENTION (L)-^^^"''^;
10/30/1974 Alll XDIRKSEN COMMENTS ON "RABBIT RUNNERS SLATED FOR NCC
3/24/1976 A181 XGYMNASTS TAKE THIRD IN NCC MEET; TRAVEL TO NATIONAL
4/06/1977 AOSI.XTEACHER REMEMBERS HIS ESCAPE FROM BEHIND IRON CURTA
11/12/1975 A031 EMBASSY OFFICER DESCRIBES EAST GERMANY'S ECONOMIC GR
4/16/1975 Alll BILLIARDS EXPERT WILL SHOW TRICK SHOTS
4/28/1976 A031 XPOOL EXHIBITIONIST
8/28/1974 A036 GERONTOLOGY CURRICULUM-ESTABLISHED-- .
6/27/1979 A06i; SDSU-GRAD PART OF 'PUBLISHING GAME.'
5/02/1979 A026 STUDENT: DROWNS IN CANOEMISHAP
9/14/1977 A121 XHOME EC UMBRELLA GROWING
9/12/1979 A026 GILBERT HURT IN ACCIDENT
9/27/1978 A121 XWOODLAND CALLED 'NATURE'S FREAK'
11/03/1976 AlQl XWALL SCENERY
8/28/1974 A213 XPLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC
11/20/1974 A095 MAST, GISSLER HONORED AS PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
12/11/1974 A195 FOUR JACKRABBITS MAKE NCC ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM
10/15/1975 A291 GISSLER SHOWS INTELLIGENCE ON, OFF THE FIELD (FEY)
4/14/1976 A091 XOILERS DRAFT SIMONSEN; GISSLER CHOSEN BY MIAMI
2/19/1975 A181 XHOT AIR PRODUCES GLASS SCULPTURES (CARLSON)
10/13/1976 A261 MAKING FLARES PART OF FRUSTRATING FUN FOR STUDENTS I
3/19/1980 A085 HONORED HOHEMAKER, HONORED FARMER CHOSEN
3/26/1980 A081 XAGGIES CHALK UP ANOTHER ONE
6/23/1976 A071 xCRAFTS FUN FOR MANAGERS; CENTER RELEASES TENSION
6/23/1976 A071 xCRAFTS FUN FOR MANAGERS; CENTER RELEASES TENSION
12/10/1975 A231-GLOBETROTTERS COMING TO BROOKINGS-(FEY) - - —
2/06/1980 A17-4.' XG0ETTE; HOHERTZ AIM-FOR^AUGIE -^ - —
8/28/1974 A195 GOLFERS WANTED . •
9/18/1974 AlQl WOMEN'S GOLF SQUAD STILL LACKING NUMBERS
9/18/1974 A103 GOLFERS PLACE THIRD IN FALL'SEASON OPENER
9/25/1974 A236 GOLF TEAM SHOWS PROMISE AFTER TWO WEEKEND MEETS
9/25/1974 A238 WOMEN GOLFERS WIN FIRST MEET AT BRIAR CLIFF
10/02/1974 A075 GOLF SQUAIfiWINS USD INVITATIONAL
10/09/1974 A094 GOLFERS FINISH SEVENTH IN NCC MEET; UND FIRST
4/23/1975 A076 GOLF TOURNEY TO BE HELD
4/30/1975 A106 GOLF TEAM OPENS SEASON; PLACES SECOND AT USD MEET
9/10/1975 A091 MILANOVICH: GOLF SQUAD CAN BE TITLE CONTENDERS'
9/17/1975 A083 SCHOLTEN'S GOLFING CALLED IMPRESSIVE BY MILANOVICH
9/17/1975 A085 TWO VETERANS HELP IN ANCHORING SEVEN-MEMBER WOMEN'S
9/24/1975 AlOl WOMEN GOLFERS BEGIN SEASON
9/24/1975 A113 GOLFERS PLACE SECOND IN.SDSU INVITATIONAL
10/01/1975 A081 XSCHOLTEN PACES RABBIT. GOLF SQUAD
10/08/1975 A081 MANKATO WINS NCC GOLF:CHAMPIONSHIP ^
4/28/1976 A181 SPRING GOLF SEASON FOR JACKS-DOUBTFUL; SCHOLTEN INVI
7/21/1976 A091 BEGINNING GOLFERS USE YELLOW 8 BLUE COURSE
9/15/1976 A151 GOLF SQUAD PLAYS WELL IN SEASON OPENER AT CREIGHTON
9/22/1976 A114 WOMEN GOLFERS BEAT NSC; MEN'S SQUAD AT USD, YANKTON
9/29/1976 A073 GOLFERS PREPARE FOR WEEKEND NCC MEET -
10/06/1976 AlOl MEN GOLFERS ;TIE FOR THIRD IN NCC; WOMEN SET SIGHTS 0
10/13/1976 A302 WOMEN GOLFERS WIN FIRST STATE CHAMPIONSHIP
6/22/1977 A121 GOLF COURSE RETURNS TO CITY
8/31/1977 A251 GOLF TRYOUTS TO START ON MONDAY
9/14/1977 AlOl JACKRABBIT LINKSTERS ENJOY EARLY SUCCESS
9/21/1977 A131 GOLFERS WIN TWO MATCHES
10/05/1977 A121 xGOLFERS TAKE THIRD; AMUNDSON MEDALIST
3/22/1978 A131 AMUNDSON LEADS GOLFERS
9/06/1978 A191 GOLF TEAM 'COULD BE CONTENDER*
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GOLF
gonorrhea
good earth
GOOFY'S
government
GOVERNOR'S DAY
GRADES
GRADING & MARKING
GRADUATE ASSISTANT
GRADUATE SCHOOL
GRADUATE STUDENTS
GRADUATES
GRADUATION
GRAETZER HANS
GRAF BOB
GRAHAM MARK
GRAHAM MAURY
GRAIN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
lO/OA/1978
10/11/1978
9/26/1979
10/03/1979
10/10/1979
9/25/1974
11/20/1974
8/27/1975
9/24/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
12/14/1977
3/22/1978
9/17/1975
4/16/1975
4/23/1975
4/07/1976
4/14/1976
4/06/1977
4/27/1977
5/04/1977
4/25/1979
4/23/1980
4/23/1980
4/23/1980
12/11/1974
9/10/1975
9/17/1975
11/19/1975
11/26/1975
1/21/1976
1/28/1976
2/04/1976
4/07/1976
4/28/1976
9/29/1976
4/20/1977
9/21/1977
10/23/1974
10/30/1974
11/13/1974
12/11/1974
1/15/1975
3/28/1979
4/11/1979
4/25/1979
3/30/1977
7/16/1975
A123
A213
A121
A131
A141
A023
A034
AlOl
A062
A061
A031
A093
A091
A125
A093
A021
A051
A015
A051
A014
A035
A022
AOll
A031
A061
AOll
AQ53
A121
AO 53
A041
A021
AOll
A025
A014
A014
A023
A034
A021
A095
AOll
A021
A176
A043
A012
A041
A041
A061
AOll
10/02/1974
11/06/1974
12/11/1974
4/30/1975
11/26/1975
12/10/1975
4/14/1976
4/28/1976
4/28/1976
4/28/1976
4/28/1976
5/05/1976
9/08/1976
9/15/1976
9/29/1976
11/24/1976
12/15/1976
4/20/1977
10/19/1977
5/02/1979
5/02/1979
1/14/1976
6/08/1977
3/19/1975
1/22/1975
11/12/1975
9/01/1976
7/21/1976
2/01/1978
CONFERENCE MEET NEXT FOR THORSON'S GOLF TEAM
*AMUNDSON REPEATS AS NCC MEDALIST ^ ^
ZENK LEADS WOMEN'S GOLF TEAMj NOW LOOKING AHEAD TO R
XSDSU'S AMUNDSON SEEKS THIRD STRAIGHT NCC GOLF TITLE
AMUNDSON AND SDSU GOLF TEAM FINISH THIRD JH NCC TOUR
STATE GONORRHEA INFECTIONS REMAINS MAJOR PROBLEM
*»G00D EARTH' OFFERS ARTISTS OUTLET FOR SELLING C
'GOOD EARTH' TO DOUBLE SIZE EARLY NEXT MONTH
kONE PERSON ART SHOW ,
GOOD EARTH OFFERING FIBER ART SUPPLIES
FIBER ART SUPPLIES SHOWN AT GOOD EARTH
GOOD EARTH MARKETS VARIOUS LOCAL CRAFTS
GOOFY'S GOES GO-GO
INTERN FINDS GOVERNMENT UNDERSTANDING IMPORTANT
GOVERNOR WILL HONOR ROTC CADETS
KGOVERNOR'S DAY HONORS KNEIP, ROTC CADETS
GOVERNOR'S DAY OFFERS FORUM, TROOP REVIEW
XKNEIP SPEAKS AT FORUM, ATTENDS MILITARY REVIEW
KNEIP TO SPEND DAY ON CAMPUS APRIL 22JkNEIP UNCERTAIN OF SENATE RACE; WILL MAKE HIS DECIS
CADETS GIVEN AWARDS ON GOVERNOR'S DAY
*JANKLOW^BLITZES SDSU IN ANNUAL VISIT (SPRINGER)
JtGOVERNOR'S DAY 1980 ^
JANKLOW WEARS MANY HATS FOR GOV'S DAY
MOST AREA GRADE AVERAGES HIGHER THAN STATE UNIVERSIT
INCOMPLETES DUE SEPT.30 OR "A" WORK BECOMES "F"
PASS-FAIL SYSTEM NUMBER DOWN; MAY BE DROPPED
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
OPINION ON..'. AVAILABILITY OF GRADE RECORDS (L)
CONTROVERSY OVER GRADES CAUSES RESIGNATION THREAT
PHYSICS PROF APPEALS DECISION ON GRADES
TESTING OUT OF CLASSES CONFUSING TO STUDENTS
CHANGES IN GPA SYSTEM PROPOSED BY ACADEMIC AFFAIRS T
FOUR ACADEMIC APPEALS IN VARIED STAGES OF REVIEW
GPA FIGURES INCREASE HERE DESPITE NATIONWIDE DECLINE
GPA AVERAGE FOR DEAN'S LIST BEING STUDIED
GPA'S START LOW, RISE WITH COLLEGE EXPERIENCE
BOC RESEARCHES DROPPING F GRADE
BOC DELAYS ACTION ON F GRADE REMOVAL
ADMINISTRATORS REACT TO DELETING F GRADE
COLLEGES APPEAR TO ACCEPT PASS/FAIL MARKS OVER D'
OPINION ON... GRADING PROCEDURES (L)
SDSU COMPUTER UNWILLING AIDE IN GRADE FRAUD
COLLEGIAN STANDS BEHIND STORY (ED)
COLLEGIAN FAILS TO FOLLOW-UP (L)
GRADUATE ASSISTANT SALARIES VARY FROM $100-$4,000 BY
REGENTS TO CONSIDER SPEECH M.A. DEGREE (ANDERSEN)
SEE STUDENTS GRADUATE
GRADUATES LEAVE STATE (HADLEY)
SENATE APPROVES OPTIONAL GRADUATION
XGRADUATION SATURDAY
kBRIGGS to GIVE ADDRESS AT GRADUATION EXERCISES
XGRADUATION UNIMPORTANT TO TEN-YEAR STUDENT
GRADUATION, INAUGURATION COMBINE ON SAT.
OPINION ON... ELIMINATING SUMMER, WINTER GRADUATIONS
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
OPINION ON... SUMMER/WINTER COMMENCEMENT CANCEL (L)
MORE OPINION ON... VALUE OF GRADUATION (L)
MORE OPINION ON... MAILING DIPLOMAS TACKY, DISRE (L)
XTHE GRADUATES
SENATE WANTS 2 GRADUATES (GULLICKSON)
BERG TELLS SENATE PROSPECTS GOOD FOR WINTER GRADUATI
BERG REINSTATES FALL SEMESTER COMMENCEMENT
FLANDREAU WOMAN TO TALK AT DEC. 18 COMMENCEMENT
COMMENCEMENT SATURDAY
GRADUATION CEREMONIES SET FOR NEXT MONTH
DISAPPOINTED GRADS (L)
PROFESSOR BURNS TO ADDRESS GRADUATES
GRADUATES MAY BE SURPRISED (ED)
TEMPORARY PHYSICS HEAD NAMED AFTER FROSLIE'S DEATH
GRAETZER TO CHAIR PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
ART STUDENT HONORED IN ART GUILD
XYOUNG JACKRABBIT SQUAD SURPRISES COYOTES (FEY)
XZULK WILL ALTERNATE FOUR GUARDS (FEY)
GRAHAM ASKED NOT TO PARTICIPATE IN UPCOMING BASK^"^^A
XHOBO DAZE
GRAIN FRAUD
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A053
A062
A014
A016
A054
A031
A043
A015
A041
A043
A053
A014
A043
A014
A016
A072
A012
AQ21
A043
A021
A041
A071
A023
AlOl
A121
A173
A124
A091
A031
subje^^
gRJIH ImbargS"
GRAMS {jl^Jj^TPLACE
GRAN"''̂
DATE PAPER NOTATION
»ARFA ELEVATORS HURT BY GRAIN STRIKE (SAVAGE)
GRAIN EMBARGO DISRUPTS LO^AL, NATIONAL MARKET
FMRARfiO IS THE WRONG WAY FOR U.S. TO REACT (CARLSON;
^LAWMAKERS TAKE JAB AT NURSING (WOSTER)
nlTij?'"A°ippAHnrHILD" ADDS TO COLLEGE LIFE (KROLL)
Sltl®bRSN?"?S"N§RsEr&PRO§E§^
faculty! students can apply for fellowships and gran
GRANTS SOUGHT FOR READING PROGRAM
SDSU GETS TRAINING GRANTS
^n<ii RECEIVES GRANT FROM LOCAL FIRM
HOPPER SITUATION MAY GROW WORSE (CARLSON)bi?IJTTiT"E^iuS^THSr!Sc^iSg^S°!!'GIFTS FOR THIRD
PRESENT MEMBERS SEE GREEKS WITH MIXED EMOTIONS
OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN STORY ABOUT SORORITIES, FRAT
'GREEN THUMB* MEANS WORK AND FREEDOM
PILOT PROGRAM TO EMPLOY SENIOR CITIZENS
BORGLUMfgreener"ART ADDED TO COLLECTION
kRABBITS will GRIND IT OUT (FEY)
GREGORY TO REVIEW FOOTBALL GAME
GREGORY'S SCHEDULE DEMANDING (KLINE)
GREGORY ANd'̂ FAWCETT-HWORS EACH HAVE T-SHIRTS BUT FA
lifters win STATE MEET; GREICHUS WINS TITLE (KELTGEN*GrMcHUS WRITES THE BOOK ON WEIGHT TRAINING
STUDENT GRIEVANCES CODE FACES REVISION, CLARIFICATIO
*A6 QUEEN CANDIDATES
»GROCe"mORe"tSan''.JUNk'fOOD JUNKIE. (LAWRENCE)
GWCERY COMPUTER MARKINGS REPLACE -CRACKER BARRELS-
XINFLATION-FIGHTING MOVES SPUR GROCERY SALES
KDO IT YOURSELF
FOOD PRICES RISE AGAIN
khy-vee opens
GROCERY PRICES TAKE DIP
FOOD PRICES STABLE
GROCERY^COSTS REMAIN STABLE
GROCERIES UP .1 PERCENT
SSTiinFNT?BICYCLES ACROSS MIDWEST (KLINKEL)
*TEACHER®REMEMBERS his ESCAPE FROM BEHIND IRON CURTA
!I^KSsS^^KEP?EN SET^RECORdHn INDOOR DEBUT
PRELIMINARY PLANS MADE FOR GROVE'S REMODELING
WOMEN'S SPECIALIST SERVES CLINIC
StHE TOUCH OF A MASTER'S WAND
MUSEUM GETS $15,000 GIFT FROM GTA
GUDAHL FINDS STAGE A GLORIOUS SUCCESS
yGllFFFV REVEALS IDEAS ON CAMPAIGN SUBJECTS
*GUFFEY OPENS FORUM '76 SERIES; ENCOURAGES
xGUGGENHEIM EXHIBIT AT ART CENTER OFFERS A RARE OPPO
PSYCHIATRIST SERVICES AVAILABLE AT BROOKIN6S GUIDANC
FASTER GUILT PUSHES MANY TO BRINK^(NACHTIGAL)
ART CENTER ASSISTANT DIRECTOR AWARDED ONE OF 13 INTE
uniitnN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
kGULLICKSON, HENDRICKSON TO RUN; FEE RECOMMENDATIONS
MGULLICKSON^HENDRIC^^ DISCUSS CORE REQUIREMENTS,
^GULLICKSON CALLS CAMPAIGN 'UNIQUE'
KGETnN* OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
grasshoppers
greater STATE FUND
greek week
greeks
green thumb
GREENER^CHARLES
GREGORY JOHN
greichus al
GRIEVANCES
GRIMSRUD RONI
GRITTS JOHN
j GROCE LARRY
^ GROCERY STORES
grocery STORES-BR
GROETHE BOB
GROSS ERHARD
GROSS 6UILF0RD
GROSS MARK
GROVE COMMONS
GRUENUALD BARB
GRUTER ARNOLDUS
GTA
GUDAHL KEVIN
GUFFEY JAMES
9/12/1979 A091
1/16/1980 A121
1/16/1980 A121
1/2A/1979 AQ13
11/17/1976 A081
10/23/197A A021
8/28/197A A236
12/11/197A A211
9/2A/1975 A131
2/04/1976 A123
3/31/1976 A094
9/08/1976 A032
10/20/1976 A021
12/08/1976 AlBl
3/30/1977 AlOl
12/12/1979 A071
7/09/1980 A053
9/12/1979 A024
10/03/1979 A104
9/24/1975 A232
1/14/1976'A034
3/02/1977 A031
3/23/1977 A034
9/10/1975 AOll
9/24/1975 A043
9/07/1977 A081
1/25/1978 A174
4/16/1975 A036
2/02/1977 A051
8/28/1974 A183
11/13/1974 A165
8/31/1977 A241
10/19/1977 A293
9/13/1978 Alll
3/31/1976 AlOl
4/26/1978 A191
2/18/1976 A102
2/09/1977 A051
10/26/1977 A073
9/26/1979 A063
1/29/1975 A034
3/26/1980 A021
9/04/1974 A033
12/11/1974 A071
1/15/1975 A035
1/22/1975 A071
2/19/1975 A061
9/24/1975 A073
8/25/1976 A191
12/15/1976 A064
1/19/1977 A065
9/04/1974 AlOl
4/06/1977 A051
4/27/1977 A021
1/24/1979 A141
10/08/1975 A023
2/05/1975 A031
4/30/1980 A031
6/04/1975 A091
7/11/1979 A031
8/25/1976 A071
9/29/1976 A031
11/15/1978 A071
10/01/1975 A024
3/22/1978 A093
1/28/1976 AQ91
5/07/1975 A043
2/25/1976 AOll
3/24/1976 A051
3/31/1976 A023
4/07/1976 A031
4/07/1976 A045
4/14/1976 A045
5/05/1976 A043
6/09/1976 A044
6/23/1976 A041
7/07/1976 A041
GUGGENHEIM SOLOMAN
GUIDANCE CENTER
GUILT
GULBRANSON REX
GULLICKSON CHUCK
XGETTIN
XGETTIN*
*6ETTIN'
atGETTIN'
GETTIN'
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OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
SUBJECT
6ULLICKS0N CHUCK
GUTHMULER BETH
guthrie theater
gymnastics
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/21/1976
8/25/1976
10/06/1976
3/30/1977
A/28/1976
6/23/1976
8/25/1976
10/13/1976
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
1/19/1977
3/23/1977
3/23/1977
10/05/1977
10/19/1977
6/11/1980
9/25/197A
11/13/1974
11/27/1974
12/11/1974
1/22/1975
1/29/1975
1/29/1975
2/05/1975
2/05/1975
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
2/26/1975
3/19/1975
3/19/1975
3/19/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
10/15/1975
11/26/1975
12/10/1975
12/10/1975
1/14/1976
1/14/1976
1/21/1976
1/21/1976
1/28/1976
2/04/1976
2/11/1976
2/25/1976
3/17/1976
3/17/1976
3/24/1976
3/31/1976
11/24/1976
12/08/1976
12/15/1976
1/19/1977
1/19/1977
2/02/1977
2/09/1977
2/16/1977
2/16/1977
3/23/1977
3/23/1977
4/06/1977
9/21/1977
12/07/1977
12/07/1977
1/18/1978
1/18/1978
1/25/1978
2/01/1978
2/08/1978
2/15/1978
2/22/1978
3/01/1978
3/22/1978
4/12/1978
11/22/1978
12/06/1978
1/17/1979
A031
AlOl
A043
AQ23
Alll
A073
A223
A251
A023
A115
A115
A151
A153
Alll
A211
A081
A255
A154
A063
A231
A135
A063
A071
A065
A073
A065
A175
A061
A045
A161
A164
A182
A081
A271
A073
A211
A221
A141
A143
AlOl
A123
AlOl
A103
AlOl
A091
A131
A133
A181
A113
A064
A201
A121
A094
A103
A062
A093
A034
A114
A191
A201
AlOl
A121
Alll
A121
A061
A081
A151
A091
A081
A071
A174
A105
A131
A104
A081
A143
A153
*TWO PRESIDENTS SHARE GOALS FOR NEW YEAR (HUBER)
KGULLICKSON, BERG SHARE GOALS FOR ACADEMIC YEAR
OPINION ON... GULLICKSON'S VOTE ON RESOLUTIONS (L)
XGULLICKSON, HENDRICKSON REFLECT ON SUCCESSES, UNFUL
GUTHMILLER^SELECTED AS 1976 MISS SDSU IN RECENT PA^=
GUTHMILLER WINS MISS SD PAGEANT
GUTHMILLER REPRESENTS SD IN MISS AMERICA PAGEANT
GUTHMILLER: PAGEANT IS LEARNING EXPERIENCE
GUTHRIE PLAYERS TO PERFORM SHOW
kGUTHRIE PERFORMS 'EVERYMAN" TODAY
ROOM AVAILABLE FOR GUTHRIE TRIP SATURDAY
XGUTHRIE TO BRING "A PARTY FOR TWO"
WORKSHOPS OFFERED DURING GUTHRIE RESIDENCY
GUTHRIE FEATURES EIGHT SHOWS
XROBBINS, GUTHRIE HIGHLIGHT ALPHA PSI DRAMA WORKSHOP
XGUTHRIE TO OPEN JUNE 12
KEOUGH NAMED GYMNASTICS COACH
XHEALTH, ELIGIBILITY MAY BE KEYS FOR GYMNASTICS TEAM
KEOUGH PLEASED WITH GYMNASTS" SECOND PLACE AT KANSAS
GYMNASTIC TEAMS DO WELL IN WEEKEND COMPETITION
WOMEN GYMNASTS RETURN HOME AFTER FACING TOUGH OPPONE
XGYMNASTS RACK UP SIX WINS
"RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
GYMNASTS BEAT MANKATO FOR FIRST TIME (RAASCH)
PLOOSTER PACES WOMEN GYMNASTS OVER DRAKE
XGEORGE BAKER TERMED COACH'S DREAM; TOP PERFORMER ON
GYMNASTIC SQUADS END SEASON; PREPARE FOR POST-SEASON
OPINION ON... GYMNASTIC JUDGES BIAS (L)
GYMNASTS MISS NCC TITLE BY .1 POINT
WOMEN GYMNASTS EIGHTH IN REGION SIX COMPETITION
"RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
NEN"S GYMNASTIC SQUAD COMPETES IN DIVISION II CHAMPI
XONLY OF LAST YEAR'S GYMNASTS REPORT
XINTRASQUAD MEET BETTER THAN EXPECTED
GYMNASTS LOSE DUAL TO AIR FORCE
WOMEN GYMNASTS TOPPLE AU6IE
GYMNASTS DOWN BEMIDJI, 165.65-142.65; KEOUGH'S SQUAD
FROSH GYMNAST SETS RECORD
HOLZBERLEIN, BIRD, HILTON LEAD JACKS TO SECOND PLA'^p
XANDERSON LEADS FROSH GYMNASTS (SCHNEIDER)
GYMNASTS SET RECORDS
XKEOUGH'S SQUAD DOWNS MANITOBA
GYMNASTS PLACE lOTH AT OSHKOSH
GYMNASTS TAKE THIRD IN TWO HOME MEETS
JACKRABBIT GYMNASTS HOST CONFERENCE MEET
XGYMNASTS COP EIGHTH IN REGIONALS; BIRD'S 8.87 VAULT
XGYMNASTS TAKE THIRD IN NCC MEET; TRAVEL TO NATIONAL
JACKRABBIT GYMNASTS TAKE TWELFTH IN NATIONAL MEET
XGYMNASTS PREPARE FOR OPENERS; SNYDER OPTIMISTIC ABO
WOMEN GYMNASTS SECOND; MEN BEAT RABBIT ALUMNI
MEN GYMNASTS SET SEVERAL RECORDS; QUALIFY FOR DIVISI
XSIDEHORSE SHOWING
MEN, WOMEN GYMNASTS WIN
GYMNASTS TAKE PAIR
MEN GYMNASTS SPLIT, WOMEN GET THIRD PLACE
XFLIPPERS
GYMNASTS WIN DOUBLE-DUAL FRIDAY
BIRD LEADS GYMNASTS TO SEVENTH PLACE
XMEN GYMNASTS WIN CONFERENCE (STILES)
MEN GYMNASTS END SEASON, FINISH IN NCAA NATIONALS
NCC MAY LOSE GYMNASTICS (HAMMOND)
GYMNASTS OUTCLASSED AGAINST TOP COMPETITION
XGYMNASTS TO FEATURE COMBINATION OF EXPERIENCED AND
XSDSU GYMNASTICS
HOLZBERLEIN LEADS TEAM TO TRIANGULAR VICTORY
MEN GYMNASTS HOST NORTHERN IOWA SATURDAY
CONFERENCE CHAMPS FALL TO PANTHERS
GYMNASTS EXPERIENCE ROUGH GOING
WOMEN WIN TRIANGULAR; WILABY NCAA QUALIFIER
GYMNASTS THIRD; FACE AIR FORCE
GYMNASTS DROP DUALS; MEN HOST NCC MEET
XANDERSON PACES JACKS (FREDERICK)
ANDERSON, WILABY MAKE NCAA CUT IN MEN'S GYMNASTICS
XGYMNASTS THIRD IN IOWA INVITATIONAL
WOMEN GYMNASTS FAIL TO PLACE IN AN EVENT
XWOMEN GYMNASTS TAKE THIRD; SNYDER NOTES IMPROVEru^ '
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gymnastics
haan perry
HAENSEL WAYNE
hainline tammy
HALL HOLLIS
HALL OF FAME
HALLOWEEN
ham KEITH
ham radio club
HAMED hossam
HAMM DAVE
HAMMOND ANN
HAMMOND REX
HANDBALL
HANDGUNS
HANDICAPPED
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/2A/1979
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
2/1A/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
3/28/1979
A/04/1979
12/05/1979
12/12/1979
1/16/1980
1/23/1980
1/30/1980
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/27/1980
3/19/1980
3/31/1976
8/28/1974
.2/22/1978:
1/15/1975
10/18/1978
10/30/1974
10/29/1975
11/05/1975
11/12/1975
10/31/1979
10/31/1979
10/31/1979
4/05/1978
11/12/1975
12/05/1979
4/20/1977
7/13/1977
3/26/1975
11/08/1978
11/15/1978
11/22/1978
12/06/1978
12/13/1978
12/13/1978
1/17/1979
1/24/1979
1/24/1979
1/31/1979
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
2/14/1979
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
3/28/1979
4/04/1979
4/11/1979
4/25/1979
5/02/1979
9/12/1979
9/19/1979
9/26/1979
10/03/1979
10/10/1979
10/17/1979
10/24/1979
10/31/1979
11/07/1979
11/07/1979
11/14/1979
11/14/1979
11/14/1979
12/12/1979
11/19/1975
A123
A143
A131
A143
Alll
A135
Alll
Alll
A115
A184
A155
A141
A123
A163
A155
Alll
A114
A134
A134
A104
A213
A173
A071
A071
A061
AOll
A014
AOll
AOll
A021
A051
A031
AG71
A073
A161
A081
A023
A041
A041
A041
A041
AOll
A041
A041
A041
A041
AGAl
A051
A041
A041
AQ41
A041
A041
A041
A041
A041
A041
AQ41
A041
AQ41
A041
A041
A041
A041
AQ41
A041
AQ41
A041
A041
A041
A041
A041
A041
A114
2/12/1975
3/17/1976
A035
A021
ANDERSON STARS; JACKS SECOND (GERLACH)
ANDERSON DEFEATS NATIONAL CHAMPION
WIBLEMO HAS HIGH MARK IN ALL AROUND COMPETITION
kANDERSON takes five events IN WIN OVER UND
MEN'S GYMNASTICS TEAMS WIN TWO DUALS, ANDERSON QUALI
JtGYMNASTS DROP DUAL
xWORK PAYS OFF FOR GYMNAST (GERLACH)
ANDERSON ALL-AMERICAN GYMNAST (KLINE)
XSPORTS IN A NUTSHELL
COLLEGIATE SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
XSHUMAKER LEADS GYMNASTS IN TWO WINS (ANTOINE)
JULIUS LEADS WOMEN TO CLOSE SECOND (PENNISTON)
GYMNASTS SCORE BIG ON ROAD (BUTLER)
GYMNASTS FACE CANADIAN FOES_
xWRIGHT FINDS DIFFICULT SPORT FUN IN COLLEGE (COLE)
*WOMEN TAKE TOP SPOTS IN MEET
*RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT STRESSES LEARNING, WALKER, L
SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
PERRY THE GREEK WINS AGAIN
XPLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC
kHAINLINE saves JACKS
XHALL NEW EXTENSION HEAD
ARTIST HARVEY DUNN ELECTED TO SOUTH DAKOTA HALL OF F
XHALLOWEEN BORNE OF ANCIENT RITES, LORE (KLINKEL)
XLOCAL SPOOKS ANTICIPATE HALLOWEEN DELIGHTS, VICES
XHALLOWEEN HAYRIDE ENDS WITH 11 PERSONS INJURED
TWO HAYRIDE VICTIMS REMAIN HOSPITALIZED
IS IT GENE SIMMONS? ONLY-HIS HAIRDRESSER KNOWS FOR
XWHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE BUMPS-IN THE NIGHT?
XHALLOWEEN - FEAR AND FUN
XHAM, CARD SEEK SEATS
X'HAM' RADIO CLUB SERVES CITY (SCHNEIDER)
XHAM RADIO CLUB MAKES WORLD AVAILABLE TO ALL SDSU ST
XHAMED: DIVER AND MORE
HAMM NAMED COORDINATOR FOR GF&P AID
SENIOR HOME EC MAJOR DIES IN VEHICLE COLLISION -
HARVEY WOLLMAN FOR GOVERNOR (ED)
HIGHER EDUCATION LOOKING GOOD (ED)
PUBLIC HAS RIGHT TO INFORMATION (ED)
USD HAS HEAD IN DARK PLACE (ED)
XCOUNCIL OVERRIDDEN: INTERIM EDITOR KEPT (RICHARDSON
EDITOR DECISION COMPLEX ISSUE (ED)
JANKLOW MAY ALTER REGENTS' VIEW (ED)
HANDICAP LOTS NOT JUST A COURTESY (ED)
DORMITORY LOTS NOT SNOW PRIORITY (ED)
CONCERT CONTRACTS SLOW UNTIL APRIL (ED)
xGAMES PEOPLE PLAY (ED)
STUDENTS SHOULD BE. ON -LDOKOUT' FOR PERVASIVE DISEASE
SENATE NOT QUALIFIED TO CH00SE-(EI1J —-
BEST CHOICE: SCHMITZ, BORCHARD (ED)
TOURNEY FEATURES CREAM OF CROP (ED)
COLLEGIAN-,HAS RIGHT TO ENDORSE (ED)
SENATE MAY^BE BLAMED FOR ERROR (ED)
DEATH PENALTY SHOULD BE REVOKED (ED)
TELEVISION RATED 'G* FOR GARBAGE (ED)
EASTER A TIME TO EXAMINE BELIEFS (ED).
STATUS OF 1980 JACKRABBIT IN QUESTION (ED)
GRADUATES MAY BE SURPRISED (£D)
STUDENTS SHOULD VOICE YEARBOOK OPINIONS (ED)
COLLEGIAN DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT JOKE.(ED) .
IS STUDENT SENATE JUST A JOKE? ,(ED.)
UNDERCLASSMEN MAY NOT LIKE IT; .STUDENT FEES MAY (ED)
HOBO DAY MORE REPRESENTATIVE (ED) - --
FEDERATION MUST MAINTAIN UNIFIED FRONT (ED)
FUNDING PROBLEM IS FOR REAL; STATE MUST CHANGE (ED)
BUDGET BATTLES ARE HERE AGAIN (ED)
MED SCHOOL SHOWS SYSTEM'S ILLS (ED)
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY SHOWS STYLE; USD-SDSU FOOT (ED
STUDENT ANIMOSITY UNNECESSARY (ED)
COLLEGIAN TO BEGIN WEEKLY POLL (ED)
A STORY BOOK YEAR FOR SDSU (ED)
A GENTLE REMINDER TO SA (ED)
CITY, IM OFFICE JOINTLY SPONSOR HANDBALL MEET
SEE FIREARMS
SEE ALSO DISABILITIES
XRICHARD PRICE HONORED BOSS
XHANDICAPPED AWARENESS DAY
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handicapped
hang-gliding
HANNUS ADRIEN
hansen berry
hansen hall
HANSON DUANE
HANTA YO
harder bob
HARDING LECTURE
HARDING NEVA
HARDY BOB
HARJO JOY
HARRIS BESSIE
HARRIS EARL
HARRIS FRED
HARRIS SAM
HARTFORD BALLET
HARTWIG NELLE
HARVEST FESTIVAL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/07/1976
8/25/1976
9/15/1976
10/20/1976
7/13/1977
8/31/1977
10/05/1977
11/16/1977
2/22/1978
A/05/1978
A/26/1978
11/15/1978
11/22/1978
1/2A/1979
1/2A/1979
12/13/1978
11/06/197A
A/16/1975
A/16/1975
12/05/1979
6/21/1978
8/27/1980
3/26/1975
1/28/1976
2/11/1976
11/23/1977
10/09/197A
10/23/197A
10/30/197A
2/26/1975
3/19/1975
A/16/1975
9/03/1975
9/17/1975
12/10/1975
1/21/1976
2/18/1976
2/25/1976
A/07/1976
A/28/1976
A/28/1976
8/25/1976
9/15/1976
9/22/1976
11/17/1976
12/15/1976
2/09/1977
2/23/1977
A/06/1977
A/27/1977
8/31/1977
9/28/1977
10/05/1977
11/23/1977
3/01/1978
3/22/1978
9/20/1978
9/27/1978
10/18/1978
3/19/1980
3/26/1980
1/18/1978
10/29/1975
3/22/1978
A/30/1975
10/13/1976
A/09/1975
3/19/1975
1/28/1976
3/17/1976
A/1A/1976
6/08/1977
3/2A/1976
3/2A/1976
3/31/1976
6/0A/1975
10/09/197A
9/2A/1975
A091
AQ12
AQA3
A031
A021
A151
A071
A053
A051
A071
A071
A021
A031
AOll
AOAl
AlOl
AlOl
A103
A131
A081
A061
A171
A091
A112
A091
A081
A051
AlOl
A012
A016
A021
A053
A081
A015
A173
A1A3
AQ9A
AQ51
AQ9A
A131
A13A
A131
AQ93
A071
AlAl
A081
A071
A0A3
A071
A051
A171
A093
A015
A015
A051
A016
A072
A051
AQ61
AlOl
A065
A021
A022
A121
A022
A211
A081
A161
Alll
A133
AlOA
A062
A151
A15A
A081
A09A
A105
A063
KESD-FM OFFERS SERVICE TO VISUALLY HANDICAPPED
GROUP HOME FOR DISABLED OPPOSED
KEEP ZONE CHANGE FOR HANDICAPPED (TONNESON)
HANDICAPPED FACILITIES SURVEYED (KROLL)
EDUCATION TO BE EASIER FOR IMPAIRED
MOBILITY FOR DISABLED RECEIVES NEW ATTENTION (RIGNFV
HANDICAPPED INITIATED TO CITY INVOLVEMENT
CAMPUS ADAPTS FOR HANDICAPPED
XHANDICAPPED SIGN PAINTER CONSIDERS HIMSELF LUCKY
CAMPUS ASKED TO FACILITATE HANDICAPPED (GREGERSON)
*CRIPPLED CHILDREN RIDE HIGH
RAMPS, ELEVATORS INSTALLED FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS
CAMPUS BUILDINGS STILL PROBLEM (WILKINSON)
XPROFESSOR HURDLES WHEELCHAIR BARRIERS (UKEN)
HANDICAP LOTS NOT JUST A COURTESY (ED)
XHANG-GLIDING ARRIVES AT SDSU (PATES)
kHIDE TANNING
STAY DEMENTED WITH A D.J. (CARLSON)
XHANSEN HALL CARNIVAL
HANSON 'COWBOY DORM?'
XHULK, CONAN SPUR HANSON INTO NEW COMIC CREATION
x'HANTA YO'--AN INDIAN VERSION OF ROOTS OR A FARCE..
HARDER SETS SCHOOL MARK IN NCAA SWIMMING MEET
SWIMMERS BOW IN ST. CLOUD MEETj HARDER WINS BUTTERFL
HARDER TAKES MOST VALUABLE SWIMMER AT INVITATIONAL
XSWIMMERS OPEN YEAR; HARDER SETS RECORDS
LOWELL WEICKER NAMED AS FIRST HARDING LECTURER
XWEICKER FIRST HARDING LECTURER
XWEICKER SAYS, VOTE OR DON'T COMPLAIN (GEBHART)
KBOORSTIN WILL KICK OFF BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION
XSPACE, TIME CONCEPT TRANSFORMED (CURRY)
HARDING TALKS LACK FUNDS (GEBHART)
XSTEWART UDALL PRESENTS FIRST HARDING LECTURE
XUDALL - 'ENERGY CRISIS STILL MOUNTING' (BROWN)
XNOBEL PRIZE WINNER FIRST HARDING LECTURER
FOOD PRODUCTION FOR FOUR BILLION PEOPLE AFFECTED BY
XKURALT TO GIVE HARDING LECTURE
XKURALT: PUBLIC CONSCIENCE GROWING (HUBER 8 RIGNEY)
MALCOLM BOYD TO GIVE FINAL HARDING LECTURE
FALL ARTS LINE-UP CHOSEN
XBOYD: RELIGIOUS ISSUES INCLUDE LIFE'S PROBLEMS
XTAYLOR, FULLER, GALLUP SCHEDULED AS LECTURERS
TAYLOR TO GIVE HARDING LECTURE THURSDAY NIGHT
CREATOR OF GEODESIC DOME TO BE HARDING LECTURER Tubs
GALLUP TO LECTURE NOV. 30
DEAN CONTRACT LIMITS PRESS
XWATERGATE FIGURE TO SPEAK MONDAY
OPINION ON... 'ESTABLISHMENT' QUALITY OF HARDING LEC
XNATIONAL WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS CHAIR TO APPEAR A
XBOULDING TO APPEAR AS FINAL HARDING LECTURER
TWO AUTHORS TO SPEAK IN HARDING LECTURE SERIES
BARNES TO SPEAK MONDAY NIGHT
XBARNES BLAMES UNIONS, GOVERNMENT FOR ARTS PLIGHT
X'SAD TALE' COMES FROM THE HEART (STORM)
XCLOSE ENCOUNTERS' EXPERT TO SPEAK HERE MARCH 20
XHYNEK: UFOS NOT NONSENSE (SEVIG)
XFORMER PRIME MINISTER TO BE HARDING LECTURER
WILSON FIRST IN LECTURE SERIES; GIVES ACCOUNTS OF PR
SEN. MCGOVERN WILL RETURN AS SECOND HARDING LECTURER
MOMADAY: ETHICAL REGARD NEEDED (DARR)
YEATS' DISCUSS IRELAND AT HARDING LECTURE
STATE UNIVERSITY'S OLDEST ALUMNA DIES AFTER 105 YEAR
F0LKSIN6ER BOB HARDY TO APPEAR AT COFFEEHOUSE
NATIVE AMERICAN TO CONDUCT WORKSHOP
X'STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE'
XFIVE GRADS AMONG DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI
XHARRIS RUNS 'PEOPLE'S CAMPAIGN' (GEBHART))
x'RABBIT TRACKSTERS FALL TO MOORHEAD
HARRIS LEADS THINCLADS IN FIRST MEET
HARRIS LEADS THINCLADS IN NCC; JOHNSON SECOND IN 60-
XJACKS TROUNCE COYOTES
HARRIS SETS SCHOOL MARK IN LONG JUMP
XCONNECTICUT BALLET'S REPERTOIRE INCLUDES CLASSICAL,
XDANCE RESIDENCY PROGRAM FEATURES HARTFORD BALLET
XVERSATILITY IMPORTANT TO DANCE LIFE (HEBBERT)
XDEDICATION JUNE 14 FOR 'SINGING SILO'
XHARVEST FESTIVAL
HARVEST FESTIVAL FEATURES LOCAL PRODUCE
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harvest festival
harvesting
HASSE MARGARET
HATFIELD WARREN
HATTLESTAD NEIL
HAUG RON
HAUGE NANCY
HAUSCHILD WAYNE
HAWLEY WAYNE
HAYNER ROB
HAYTER KEN
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
HAZING
HEAD EAST
HEAD START
HEALTH
HEALTH CARE
10/01/1975
12/12/1979
10/08/1975
10/15/1975
4/28/1976
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
4/05/1978
11/05/1975
10/16/1974
1/19/1977
3/02/1977
10/16/1974
6/04/1975
11/12/1975
11/17/1976
10/30/1974
12/13/1978
9/18/1974
12/11/1974
10/12/1977
9/25/1974
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
2/18/1976
AQ33
A155
A062
A214
A144
A184
A213
A023
A015
A073
A071
A031
A073
AlOl
A173
A203
A022
A074
A066
A051
A071
(A061
^ A033
A064
A071
HEALTH PHYSICAL ED
HEALTH SERVICES
2/25/1976
4/26/1978
' 1/23/1980
2/26/1975
8/27/1975
10/01/1975
10/13/1976
A061
A044
A094
A033
A044
A062
A091
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
9/18/1974
10/16/1974
11/06/1974
11/13/1974
11/13/1974
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
1/22/1975
1/29/1975
2/19/1975
4/09/1975
4/16/1975
4/16/1975
4/23/1975
4/23/1975
4/23/1975
4/30/1975
4/30/1975
5/07/1975
5/07/1975
6/04/1975
6/04/1975
7/02/1975
7/16/1975
8/27/1975
9/03/1975
10/01/1975
10/15/1975
11/05/1975
11/12/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
11/26/1975
12/10/1975
12/10/1975
1/14/1976
1/21/1976
1/21/1976
2/04/1976
2/11/1976
A075
A115
A021
A046
A042
A041
Alll
A014
A047
A043
A046
AOll
A013
AOll
AOll
A013
A021
AOll
A041
A043
AOll
A046
A043
A044
A021
A051
A021
A013
A025
A021
A013
AOll
AOll
A044
A121
A051
A021
A043
A102
A031
A051
A052
A031
A031
^HARVEST FESTIVAL DRAWS RECORD CROWD
HARVEST SLOWED BY MUD IS NEARLY FINISHED IN STATE
*'POETS OUT-LOUD' PROGRAM BRINGS SOUTH DAKOTA POET T
KSOUTH DAKOTAN FIRST IN POET SERIES
HATFIELD PLAYS ALL THAT JAZZ
HATTLESTAD JOINS RABBIT FOOTBALL STAFF
XPLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC
XFODNESS. HAUG WANT TO SERVE (STEWARD)
STUDENT DIES AFTER ACCIDENT IN WATERTOWN
X4 BROOKINGS MEN RUN FOR STATE REP.
XEDUCATION TOP CONCERN OF LOCAL LEGISLATORS
XLEGISLATOR TRACED THROUGH TYPICAL DAY
X4 BROOKINGS MEN RUN FOR STATE REP.
TWO BASKETBALL PROSPECTS SIGN LETTERS OF INTENT
XZULK WILL ALTERNATE FOUR GUARDS (FEY)
XBASKETBALL SQUAD SETS SIGHTS ON NCC CROWN
XPHYSICAL PLANT DIRECTOR TO RETIRE
ART WORK CALLED A HAZARD (THOMPSON)
FROSH INITIATION SEES CRACKDOWN ON HAZING
HAZING PRESENTS NO PROBLEM HERE
XHEAD EAST TO APPEAR OCT. 30 .
XCITY PRE-SCHOOLERS LEARN'^IN THEIR OWN WAY
GOVERNOR RECOGNIZES HEAD START
XHEAD START BOOSTS KIDS (HAUPT)
XHEADSTART FOR KIDS, HELP FOR PARENTS
SEE ALSO WELLNESS FAIR
XPUBLIC HEALTH STUDENTS TEACHING CHILDREN TO COPE WI
HEALTH EXPERT QUESTIONED (L)
FITNESS, NOT FATNESS KEY TO HEALTH^(EMERY)-
COUNTY-OFFERS HEALTH."SERVICE (KLINKEL). ..
CUT DOWN ON MEDICAL COSTS,- ADVERTISE.i>RESCRIPTION PR
NEW SYSTEM USED TO FIGURE STUDENT SURGICAL COSTS
xDOCTOR-PAtlENT RATIO"SMALLER THAW IN 1925 (TONNESON
SEE HPER
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES OFFERED
HEALTH SERVICE SEEKS THIRD FULL-TIME DOCTOR
XNEW DOCTOR HIRED FOR TEMPORARY TERM
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
OPINION ON... BOC PUBLIC HEARINGS (L)
OPINION ON... HEALTH SERVICE (L)
XHEALTH SERVICE OPEN 24 HOURS WEEKDAYS
HEALTH SERVICE CHANGE (HINKLEY)
OPINION ON... HEALTH SERVICE (L)
OPINION ON... SEMANTICS (L)
OPINION ON... HEALTH SERVICE (L)
DR. DAWSON NOT REHIRED (PRESZLER)
HEALTH SERVICE OPTIONS STUDIED (PRESZLER)
HEALTH COMMITTEE SEEKS 2 M.D.S (PRESZLER)
UNEVEN PATIENT WORKLOAD REPORTED AT HEALTH SERVICE
HEALTH SERVICE-SEEKS.DOCTOR;..THIRD M.D. TAKES OTHER
CONTRACEPTION SERVICE FOR CAMPUS RECOMMENDED BY HEAL
BROOKINGS CLINIC SUGGESTED AS STUDENT HEALTH ALTERNA
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
OPINION dN^"^. . HEALTH SERVICE REFERRALS <L)
CLINIC RECOMMENDS MINIMAL CAMPUS HEALTH CARE FACILIT
OPINION ON... CAMPUS HEALTH FACILITIES (L)
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
BROOKINGS CLINIC PROPOSED $25-HEALTH CARE PROGRAM
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
PROSPECTIVE DOCTOR VISITS CAMPUS (PRESZLER)
DOCTOR SEARCH CONTINUES; OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED -
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE ACQUIRES NEW PHYSICIAN .
XNEW DOCTOR ENJOYS DUTIES . =
HEALTH SERVICE OFFICIALS OPTIMISTIC ABOUT UPSWING IN
RECRUITMENT CONTINUES FOR HEALTH SERVICE STAFF
XSTUDENTS DISCOVER LABORATORY TESTS NOT ALL COVERED
HEALTH SERVICE EVOLUTION SLOWS (ED)
HEALTH SERVICE CONSIDERS NURSE PRACTITIONER OPTION
OPINION ON... HEALTH SERVICE BENEFITS (L)
DUVALL REQUESTS STUDENTS USE HEALTH SERVICE
OPINION ON... PROGRESS IN STUDENT HEALTH CARE (L)
HEALTH SERVICE SURVEY MONITORS OVERALL STUDENT ATTIT
DASH SYSTEM WOULD REPLACE PHYSICIAN'S FORMS FOR STUD
NURSING 6RAD NAMED HEAD OF INFIRMARY
CAMPUS DISPENSARY EDUCATIONAL WHILE SERVING STUDENT'
HEALTH SERVICE TO GIVE PHYSICALS
HEALTH SERVICE PHYSICALS TO COST $17.50 FOR STUDENTS
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health services
heart DISEASES
HEATING
HECHT HARRY
HEIDEPRIEM SCOTT
HEISINGER MARK
HELD MARK
HELGAS STEFAN
HELICOPTERS
HELLAVANG KEN
HELLER JOSEPH
HELLERICH CONNIE
HELP
HENDRICKS DON
HENDRICKS MN
HENDRICKSON JOHN
HENRICHSEN MEL
HERBS
HERMANN JEFF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/25/1976
3/17/1976
3/31/1976
5/05/1976
5/05/1976
6/09/1976
7/21/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
11/10/1976
11/17/1976
2/02/1977
2/02/1977
8/31/1977
9/13/1978
9/27/1978
10/11/1978
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
2/20/1980
4/23/1980
4/09/1975
6/18/1975
10/30/1974
12/11/1974
11/05/1975
12/10/1975
1/21/1976
1/21/1976
1/28/1976
2/04/1976
11/10/1976
11/17/1976
12/08/1976
12/08/1976
2/02/1977
2/02/1977
3/02/1977
4/20/1977
11/09/1977
1/25/1978
10/31/1979
11/28/1979
1/23/1980
2/06/1980
2/06/1980
8/28/1974
7/26/1978
9/20/1978
1/31/1979
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
4/09/1975
10/20/1976
9/18/1974
2/13/1980
3/31/1976
3/24/1976
8/28/1974
9/04/1974
4/16/1975
8/28/1974
2/12/1975
8/31/1977
4/23/1975
2/25/1976
3/24/1976
3/31/1976
3/30/1977
9/18/1974
2/28/1979
9/21/1977
9/11/1974
9/25/1974
10/30/1974
AlOl
A061
A021
A024
A031
A013
A014
A015
A041
A271
A291
A031
AQ31
A021
A044
A281
A035
A021
A021
A141
A071
B071
A021
A031
A031
A036
A045
A035
Alll
A013
A046
A043
A081
A021
A021
A052
A061
A015
A083
A041
A062
AOll
A014
A015
AOll
Alll
A063
A131
A073
A021
AOll
AOll
AOll
A043
A041
A045
A081
A021
A072
A033
A151
A213
A025
A031
A213
AQ95
A043
AOll
AOll
A051
A023
A023
A126
A063
A061
A113
A251
Alll
PWV<;TrTAN TAKES MEDICAL LEAVE; HEALTH SERVICE LEFT UEpa?TH SERVICE GYN PROGRAM SERVICING FEWER THAN EXPE
SmrufY on health service shows STUDENT SATISFACTION
health SERVICE MAKES NO PLANS TO VACCINATE FOR SWINE
OVAL FOR DOCTOR
b^C FLU VACCINATI
*HEALTH AND SANITATION COMMITTEE TO DIVIDE INTO TWO
XTHIRD DOCTOR ADDED TO HEALTH SERVICE STAFF
HEALTH SERVICE 'REALLY UPTOWN'
NEW POLICY SET FOR HOSPITAL (SEVI61
POLICY AGREEMENT LONG OVERDUE (SEVIG)
sAALDERKS NOW HEADS HEALTH SERVICE
STUnFNT HEALTH SERVICE NEEDS ANOTHER DOCTORIInUAL FLU IMMUNIZATI^ CLINIC DISCONTINUED BY HEALT
HEALTH°SERVICe''hOLdI°NIGHT CLASSES, ALLOWS EXAM OBSE
SEXUALITY DEPT. HANDLES 1,000 APPOINTMENTS (SPECK)
INCEST IS NOT A TABOO, TOPIC IS (SPECK)
SURVEY INFORMATION HOPES TO AID HEALTH SERVICE
HEART FUND STILL ACCEPTING CONTRIBUTIONS
NEW COOP HEALTH VENTURE AIDS PATIENTS WITH HEART DIS
10 WAYS TO KEEP HOUSES WARM
OPINION ON... ENERGY SHORTAGE <L)
ENErIPhEaPsAYS south DAKOTA WILL NOT HAVE WINTER F
REGENTS ESTABLISH TUITION POLICY; DISCUSS STATE SCHO
STATE LEGISLATORS-DON'T BE FUELISH! (ED)
S??iy£?XT?KN; HpXpL'o^PP?uEPPl;IKNPPlF citizens APR
COMPUTER-CONTROLLED SYSTEM KEEPS TEMPERATURES AT 68
COLD WEATHER TAKING MORE COAL, BUT IT'S COSTING LESS
OPINION ON... CUTTING THE HEAT (L)
*FROM TRAINS TO TRUCKS TO BOILERS...*N0 HEAT PROBLEM FORESEEN BY CAMPUS PHYSICAL PLANT
xSOLAR HEATING UNIT MAY PROVIDE ANSWER TO LOWER HEAT
OPINION ON.. SOLAR HEATING EXPERIMENT STORY (L)
STEAM HEAT CONTROVERSY COOLS DOWN FOR SUMMER
HEAT SAMPLING FINDS DISCREPANCIES
schools'"short''of"funds for winter fuel needs (SPEC
SCHOOLS MAY CLOSE TO FINANCE FUEL BUDGET SHORTFALL
5eTAPPING THE GIANT FURNACE IN THE SKY IS CHEAP WAY 0
CHECKS HELP NEEDY PAY FUEL COSTS (ROSO)SfOR WARM TOES, LOW FUEL BILLS, WOOD STOVES ARE THE
^DEPARTMENT HEADS NAMED
MFU STUDENT REGENT WANTS VOTE (WOSTER)"student REGENT GAINS STATE-WIDE PERSPECTIVE (WOSTER
HOFFMAN, HEIDEPRIEM EYED FOR REGENT POSTS (ROBY)StHREE ^ATES ENTER SA PRESIDENTIAL RACE
XDEBAUCHE, HEISINGER
kDEBAUCHE, HEISINGER
XDEBAUCHE, HEISINGER ^
HOBO ROYALTY WEAR CROWNS OF 'JUNK'
knew DOCTOR HIRED FOR TEMPORARY TERM
kHOMEMADE HELICOPTER NEARS COMPLETION
OPINION ON... ENGINEERING CANDIDATE FOR STUDENT SENA
BOOKS (WEST)
KPLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC
ll^b[p''̂ SSSE°?E!iTkSy'lND REFERS. (CARLSON)
^SStball staff
HENDRICKS SHOULD BE PRESERVED (WOSTER)
«ULLICKSOn"hENDRICKSON^TO RUN; FEE RECCMHENDATIONS
xGULLICKSOn'̂ ^HENDRICKSON discuss core REQUIREMENTS,
«ULLICI(S0N; HENDRICKSON REFLECT ON SUCCESSES, UNFUL
kBOOKSTORE MANAGER WINS SUPERBOX CONTEST
k34 years in THE BOOKSTORE..AND STILL COUNTING
kHERB CELLAR OFFERS 'TEA FOR TWO' (WOSTER)
kRABBITS run well at USD (GEBHART)
SN''5ISI^8'?So '̂'K^T§ '̂g!3S^ CONFERENCE TEAM NA
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HERMANN JEFF
heroism
heynen JIM
HIGH^SCHOOL STUDEN
KiGHER ED DAY
utisHFR ED FAC ASSN
Higher education
highways
HiLDERBRAND DAVID
hill ROBERTA
HILTON LEELLENHistorical sites
history
HOBO^CONVENTION
hobo day
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/30/197A
9/10/1975
A/07/1976
2/13/1980
7/09/1980
9/0A/197A
1/29/1975
2/13/1980
12/12/1979
Alll XDIRKSEN COMMENTS ON 'RABBIT RUNNERS SLATED FOR NCC
A093 TOBIN, HERMANN KEYS TO CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
A103 *JACKRABBITS WIN 10 EVENTS AT OWN INVITATIONAL MEET
A05A WHERE ARE OUR HEROES? (HAGEN)
A081 THE ULTIMATE NOVEL ABOUT ALL OUR HEROES (NORLAND)
A075 *STATE REP. LEAVES POLITICS (BROWN)
A073 KMAT TEAM LOSES FIRST DUAL OF SEASON
A091 POET IS EXPERT ON GIFTED CHILDREN (LAWRENCE)
A061 SPINBALL KING DOES NOT PLAY, GAMBLES EVERY DAY (HAGE
SEE STUDENTS HG SCH
HIGHER ED DAY SCHEDULED
COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE MISSES CHANCE (FREEMAN)
XTAKING A LOOK AT EDUCATION
CANDIDATES, REGENTS SPEAK ON EDUCATION (SNYDER)
HEFA CHAPTER VOTES TO SUPPORT.NEA-COHE - . .
SEE C0LLE6ES/UNIV
A064 STATE ROAD AND WEATHER REPORT AVAILABLE FROM HIGHWAY
A033 XTWO HIKE DOWN BIG SIOUX (KAROLEVITZ)
A063 NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS APPROVED BY REGENTS
A071 ^PUBLISHED POETS PRAISE GREAT PLAINS
AlQl HOLZBERLEIN, BIRD, HILTON LEAD JACKS TO SECOND PLACE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SITES«^> '
A093 XFISHBACK'S MANSION ON STATE HERITAGE LIST
AG61 UNIVERSITY'S HISTORIC HOUSE IS BRIGGS' HOME
A051 HISTORY COURSE STUDIES WOMEN IN AMERICA . .
A065 NO HISTORY MASTERS PLANNED FOR FUTURE
A021 HISTORIAN TO GIVE LECTURE MARCH 17
A053 HISTORY CLUB COMPILES ORAL HISTORY OF UNIVERSITY .
A131 *3 DEPARTMENT DIRECTORS NAMED . .
A163 ELDERLY BROOKINGS.CITIZENS TAPED FOR HISTORY PROJECT
A113 HISTORY STUDENTS SEE "FLICKS; RECEIVE CREDIT AT SAME
A115 ^HISTORY OMITS WOMEN'(RIETMAN)
A085 HISTORY DEPARTMENT TO REMEMBER D-DAY
AQ13 XHOBBIT FANS PLAN BIRTHDAY FESTIVAL
A211 NATIONAL HOBO CONVENTION IS A GUARANTEED 'BUMMER'
AQ5A XRAZOR EXECUTED
A076 XCOMMITTEE CAVORTS-
A236 XCAPTAIN FUZZ
A061 HOBO DAY PICNIC SET
A071 HOBO DAY PARADE THEME TO BE 'GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH'
A076 'HAIRIEST' CONTESTS ANNOUNCED
A052 XLOVE THAT HAIR!
A056 HOBOES WELCOME IN PARADE
A06A FUZZY FACES NIX RAZOR FOR SIX-MONTH BUMMER
A016 XCRIME OF PASSION
AlAl COPS NIX BUM BREW
A161 HOBO DAY BEGINNINGS TIED TO LOSING FOOTBALL. SEASON
A166 WELL-KNOWN ALUMNI. TO GET-RECOGNITION - "
A171 DIGNITARIES TO APPEAR IN PARADE: -r
A172 FRESHMAN HOBO DAY BUN ONLY A FIERY LEGEND NOW
A175 HANSEN BED RACING ADDED TO BUM SPORTS
A181 XWHAT DO YOU THINK HOBO DAY IS?.
A18A KESD TO ,COVER HOBO DAY PARADE, GAME -
A191 XMATH PROFT'RECALLS 4A HOBO DAYS (CANTER)
A191 POLL SHOWS STUDENTS READY FOR DRINKING .
A191 HOBOES PARADE AT 10 A.M. - .
A205 COLLECTORS STUCK WITH STICKERS
A212 XMYSTERY HOBO, WEARY WILLIE, REMAINS INFAMOUS, ANONY
A21A x'EASY LIVIN' IS PRODUCT.OF HOBO COMMITTEE WORK
A214 ROYALTY REVEALED AT HALFTIME- .
A223 HOMECOMING 'NO BIG DEAL'
A223 25 HIGH SCHOOL BANDS TO PERFORM IN PARADE
A012 x3A,000 SUCKERS
A051 XHOBO ROYALTY
A043 HOBO THANKS (L)
A0A3 OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN CAPTION (L)
A04A XLETTER OF APOLOGY
AOll XHEAD HOBO, COLLEGIAN EDITOR APPROVED BY BOC MONDAY
A063 HOBO COMMITTEE OPENS POSITIONS
AOBl HOBO DAY CONTEST ANNOUNCED
A144 1975 HOBO DAY COMMITTEE NAMED
A053 $200 GRANT HELPS TO FUND HOBO DAY PARADE FLOATS
A021 $25 GRANTS GIVEN FOR HOBO FLOATS
AOIS XHOBO DAY
A021 XSHAVERS BEWARE!
A016 AMERICA SAYS "NO CONCERT" FOR HOBO DAY
A0A5 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
AOIA GEORGE CARLIN TO TOP FRIDAY HOBO CONCERT
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9/27/1978 A02A
lO/OA/1978 AOAl
lO/OA/1978 A051
lO/OA/1978 A061
A/20/1977 A015
1/28/1976
1/19/1977
7/09/1980
11/03/1976
1/21/1976
• 2/0A/1976
11/17/1976
1D/02/197A
2/12/1975
3/12/1975
A/23/1975
9/03/1975
2/18/1976
9/01/1976
1/2A/1979
A/16/1980
9/15/1976
9/25/197A
8/28/197A
8/28/197A
8/28/197A
9/0A/197A
9/0A/197A
9/0A/197A
9/11/197A
9/18/197A
9/18/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
10/02/197A
10/02/197A
10/G9/197A
10/09/197A
10/09/197A
11/20/197A
1/15/1975
1/29/1975
3/19/1975
6/18/1975
7/02/1975
8/27/1975
8/27/1975
9/03/1975
9/10/1975
9/17/1975
SUBJECT
hobo day
DATE PAPER NOTATION
PHARHICS DECIDE AGAINST FLOAT; HONEY GOES TO OTHER P
*CARLIN HEADLINER FOR HOBO DAY
HOBO PARADE FEATURES BANDS, FLOATS, HOBOES
OPINION ON... WEARY WILLIE ON HIS WAY (L)
OPINION ON... WEARY WILLIE CD
HOBO^ADVISORs'"lACK control OVER COMMITTEE (SCHNEIl
*SWABY LEADS BUMS AS GRAND POOBA (KRANZ)
KANGAROO KOURT CALLS FOR VOLUNTARY VICTIMS
kHOBO day REMAINS UNIQUE (RAASCH)
LOCAL BUSINESS PLACES, POLICE FORESEE INCREASED SALE
WEARY WILLIE TO ARRIVE; IDENTITY REMAINS SECRET
HOBO DAYS FESTIVITIES CHANGE; STUDENT ENTHUSIASM REM
*BUMMIN« TO BICENTENNIAL PLANS CONTINUE
*HOBO FROLICS END WITH FOOTBALL VICTORY
*BUM PARADE DRAWS 40,000
CITY POLICE INVESTIGATE 28 ACCIDENTS
*ROYAL BUMS ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION IN EVENTS
OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN PARADE COVERAGE CD
OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN, HOBO DAY CD
*WEARIE WILLIE RETURNS ANNUALLY TO PROVIDE STUDENT,
xNEW HOBO Leader
HOBO COMMITTEE LOOKING AHEAD TO 1976 EVENT
•GREAT AMERICAN DREAM* CHOSEN AS THEME FOR 1976 HOBO
HOBO COMMITTEE SCHEDULES SUMMER TOURS
XHOBO DAZE
XUHDEN ELECTED HOBO QUEEN AT CONVENTION
HOBOES' SUMMER FILLED PROMOTING HOBO DAY 1976
HOBO DAY COMMITTEE PLANS FOR 1976 EVENTS
XMIDTERMS
HOBOES RESTRICT POLITICIANS
JOSE FELICIANO BOOKED FOR HOBO DAY CONCERT
HOBO CONCERT: ALL OR NOTHING CED)
MOTELS FILLED EIGHT MONTHS BEFORE HOBO DAY
XKLEMMER CANCELS, CONTROVERSY CONTINUES CHUBER)
OPINION ON... COMPLAINTS ON CONCERTS CD
*BERG PUTS SCHOOL SPIRIT WHERE IT COUNTS MOST
HOBO DAY QUALITIES MAKE IT MORE THAN HOMECOMING
XGREAT AMERICAN DREAMERS GIVE VIEWS OF HOBO DAY
KGRAND POOBA LOVES JOB DESPITE PROBLEMS CMEDEMA)
UHDEN NAMED HONORARY QUEEN AT NATIONAL HOBO CONVEV*
WEARY WILLIE, DIRTY LIL MUST 'PLAY THE PART'; IDE
*1916 ALUMNUS RECALLS FIRST HOBO DAY ACTIVITIES
*DAKOTAS' BIGGEST ONE-DAY EVENT TURNS 64
HOBOES GO ON TOUR TO 'SPREAD THE WORD'
PARADE TO INVOLVE FLOATS, BANDS, DIGNITARIES; TO EXT
DORMS, ORGANIZATIONS BUILD FLOATS
CELEBRATION TO BRING TRAFFIC, CROWDS, PLASTIC GLASSE
KESD-TV TO STAGE PARADE FOR 9TH YEAR
COMMUNITY GAINS ECONOMIC ASSETS, GOODWILL FROM HOBO
RA IN 1930'S, HENRICHSEN SAYS HOBO DAY HAS ALWAYS BE
XA HOBO? HE WEARS OLD CLOTHES CMERNAUGH)
XHOBO DAY DREAMS COME TRUE CRIGNEY)
HOBO ROYALTY WEAR CROWNS OF 'JUNK'
*IT WAS A NORMAL HOBO DAY CELEBRATION
xSENATE APPROVES HOBO CHAIRMAN; CONSIDERS 1979 HOMEC
HOBO COMMITTEE SPONSORS BUTTON, T-SHIRT CONTEST
HOBO DAY COMMITTEE GETS ROLLING
COMMITTEE WALKS TREADMILL
HOBOES DON'T BUM AROUND
HOBO COMMITTEE TRAVELS TO IOWA
HOBO REGATTA SAILS
HOBO DAY CONCERT CANCELLED AGAIN
*SUCCESSFUL HOBO CONCERTS MAY BE 'THING OF THE PAST'
REGATTA MAKES BIG SPLASH DESPITE DELAY
MOTEL SEEKERS 'OUT OF LUCK'
X'CLEVEREST FLOAT' ALMOST ENDED BERG'S COLLEGE CAREE
•BIGGEST BUSINESS DAY' STRIKES AGAIN (JENSEN)
XHOBO DAY: BIGGEST ONE-DAY EVENT IN THE DAKOTA'S
HOBO GANG ALWAYS 'UP'
XWEARY WILLIE, DIRTY LIL DEBUT
JACKRABBIT FOOTBALL HISTORY FULL OF EXCITING HOBO DA
XNATIONAL, HOBO KING REFLECTS ON HOBO LIFE
XHOBOIC RECIPE BLENDS VARIETY, ENTERTAINMENT AND ALC
XHOBO SPIRIT ANIMATED LIKE THEME CKRAUSE)
COMMITTEE DESERVES CREDIT FOR HOBO DAY (ED)
HOBO DAY COMPLAINTS (L)
HOBO DAY PRAISED (L)
A023
A154
AQ21
A044
A043
A131
A141
A143
A163
A171
A181
A185
A191
A201
AOll
A021
A061
A121
A044
A046
AlOl
AOll
A051
A123
A051
A091
A281
A281
A285
A013
AOll
A014
A041
A053
AOll
A053
AOll
A051
A151
A161
A161
A172
A174
A181
A183
A191
A191
A195
A205
A211
A221
A221
AOll
A081
A052
AOll
A031
A033
A051
A051
A153
A031
A015
A081
A081
A053
AOll
A061
A161
A161
A171
A251
A015
A021
A031
A041
A044
A044
9/2ti/1975
9/2«i/1975
10/08/1975
10/08/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/22/1975
10/22/1975
10/22/1975
10/22/1975
10/29/1975
10/29/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
1/21/1976
2/11/1976
5/05/1976
7/21/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
9/08/1976
9/15/1976
9/29/1976
9/29/1976
9/29/1976
10/06/1976
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/20/1976
10/20/1976
11/03/1976
11/10/1976
2/02/1977
3/23/1977
4/06/1977
7/13/1977
8/31/1977
9/21/1977
9/28/1977
9/28/1977
10/05/1977
10/12/1977
10/19/1977
10/19/1977
10/19/1977
10/19/1977
10/19/1977
10/19/1977
10/26/1977
10/26/1977
10/26/1977
10/26/1977
11/02/1977
11/16/1977
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Ba
iOBO
hobo dough
5obo week
hoboes
hockey
HODGES SCOTT
10EKE CLIFF
HOFER ROGER
HOFFMAN HAL
HOFFMAN LEROY
HOFMAN HAROLD HAL
HOGAN BRIAN
H06AN EDWARD
iOGS
HOHENTHANER CHUCK
<OHERTZ JEFF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/22/1978 A033
9/20/1978 AOll
lO/OA/1978 Alll
10/11/1978 AOAA
10/11/1978 A121
10/11/1978 A131
10/11/1978 AlAl
10/11/1978 AlAI
10/11/1978 A16:i
10/11/1978 A181
10/11/1978 A201
10/18/1978 AOll
10/18/1978 A051
10/18/1978 A092
11/01/1978 AOll
1/2A/1979 A061
9/19/1979 A061
9/26/1979 AOAl
10/03/1979 AOll
10/03/1979 AOAl
10/10/1979 AOIA
10/10/1979>'A031
10/10/1979 A035
10/10/1979 AOAl
10/10/1979 A061
10/17/1979 A0A3
ll/lA/1979 AOll
3/26/1980 A055
9/18/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/1974
9/03/1975
10/08/1975
11/05/1975
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
10/19/1977
9/25/1974
11/13/1974
11/27/1974
1/15/1975
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
2/26/1975
4/16/1975
9/03/1975
12/10/1975
2/11/1976
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
12/08/1976
11/02/1977
12/14/1977
2/08/1978
2/22/1978
12/12/1979
1/30/1980
3/19/1975
9/10/1975
9/11/1974
10/04/1978
10/25/1978
11/01/1978
12/06/1978
11/17/1976
4/05/1978
1/31/1979
3/22/1978
2/07/1979
9/18/1974
3/24/1976
4/27/1977
5/04/1977
A075
A053
A225
A021
A012
A063
A021
AI61
A015
A211
A167
A066
A083
A085
A143
A043
A191
A113
A192
A103
A115
A334
A214
AlOl
A065
A083
A175
A193
A131
A061
A051
A035
AlOl
A093
AOll
A036
A141
Alll
AOll
A121
A131
A055
A091
AOll
A021
11/01/1978 A081
3/23/1977 A181
POOBA PLANS HOBO DAY (STORM)
HOBO DAY CONCERT BOOKED
XMOTELS FLASH 'NO ROOM' SIGNS FOR HOBO DAY (NACHTIGA
HOBO DAY REFLECTS ATTITUDES (FREEMAN)
XHOBO DAY BAND
HOBO DAY EVOLVES BIGGEST ONE DAY EVENT
SDSC GRADUATES RECALL FIRST HOBO DAY (BLANK)
HOBO DAY CHANGES; SPIRIT LIVES ON (HAGEN)
XPOOBA PLANS HOBO DAY
RECORD GATE RECEIPTS EXPECTED
HEY! DON'T HISS HOBO DAY GAME (NACHTIGAL)
XHOBO DAY WEATHER
XHOBO DAY ROLLS AROUND
HOBO DAY GAME WAS A BUMMER (NACHTIGAL)
XHAL HOFFMAN TO CHAIR HOBO DAY CONHITTEE
PHYSICAL PLANT ACCUSED OF EXCESSIVE RATE (KARDLEVITZ
QUIT SHAVING; JOIN 6-MONTH CLUB (HOFFEMAN)
OBNOXIOUS BEHAVIOR (L)
HOBO DAY TRADITION HAS SHALL VARIATIONS (BOWAR)
CAREFUL PREPARATION WILL RESULT IN BEST HOBO DAY EVE
KHOBO DAY - 1979 ;
BROOKINGS OVERWHELMED BY HOBO DAY QUALITY (SCHMITZ)
XHOBO DAY - 1979
HOBO DAY MORE REPRESENTATIVE (ED)
XMORE HOBO DAY - 1979
FLOATS FORGOTTEN (L)
XWANTED
CONGRATS TO PAST PUBAS (L)
SEE DEBIT CARDS
HOBO WEEK ACTIVITIES-OFFER ENTERTAINMENT-. .
XHOBO HEATER
63RD HOBO WEEK FULL OF ACTIVITIES '
HOBO WEEK ACTIVITIES INCLUDE MID-TERM EXAMS
BUM FESTIVITIES TO FILL SHORTENED HOBO WEEK
HOBO WEEK QUIETER> CALMER THAN LAST YEAR
HOBO WEEK TO MIX OLD, NEW ACTIVITIES
HOBO WEEK NO DIFFERENT THAN MOST FOR FACULTY
XHOBO WEEK MOVES INTO FULL SWING
REAL HOBO SYMBOLIZES HOBO DAY
SEE ALSO FIELD HOCKEY
CAMPUS HOCKEY LEAGUE TRYING TO GET STARTED
HOCKEY LEAGUE MEETING SLATED FOR DECEMBER 5
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
HOCKEY LEAGUE PLAY OPENED TUESDAY NIGHT
STATE BLADES DEFEAT ABERDEEN IN OPENER
OPINION ON... FUTURE OF INTRAMURAL HOCKEY (L)
STATE BLADES COMPILE 2-1 RECORD DURING 1975 SEASON
HOCKEY TEAM LOSES PLAYERS - ..
CITY-UNIVERSITY HOCKEY LEAGUE TO BE ORGANIZED
STATE BLADES COME IN FROM COLD-tKELTGEN)
HOCKEY SQUAD DROPS TO 2-6-1
XHOCKEY TEAM GETS 'BIG' WIN OVER NEBRASKA
STATE BLADES, HORATIO BEARS OPEN SEASON
HOCKEY COUB TO SEEK VARIETY OF COMPETITION
STUDENT HOCKEY LEAGUES FORMED
HORT'S BEARS SKATE PAST USD
HORT'S BEARS STOP BLADES
ICE HOCKEY LEAGUE FACES PROBLEMS BUT IMPROVING
SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL... -
PUBLIC RELATIONS, RESEARCH DUTIES OF LEGISLATIVE INT
XFIRST SOUTH DAKOTAN CHOSEN FOR WHITE HOUSE INTERNSH
HOEKE QUITS CITY OFFICE -
WHETHER HE'S REALLY 5-6 OR 5-7, ROGER HOFER MANAGES
XPRAYER HELPS UNO STOP JACKS (MEYER)
XHAL HOFFMAN TO CHAIR HOBO DAY COMMITTEE
HOFFMAN RESIGNS AS CONCERT CHAIRMAN
XFROM ARIAS TO 'HOME ON THE RANGE' (MILLER)
XGOP SEEKS TO HALT BIG GOVERNMENT (KRAUSE)
HOFFMAN, HEIDEPRIEM EYED FOR REGENT POSTS (ROBY)
HOFMAN FILLS ANDERSON'S CHAIR
HOGAN'S HIGH JUMP TRACK MEET HIGHLIGHT (STRASBURG)
AUTOGRAPHS HELP GRADES
XGEOGRAPHERS ATTRACT 1,500 IN 3-DAY EVENT
HOGAN RECOMMENDED FOR ASSOCIATE DEAN
XNEW ASSOCIATE DEAN HOPES TO HELP CONTINUE UNIVERSIT
SEE SWINE
XSIDE LINE CALL GIVES JACKS WIN (MEYER)
XHOHERTZ WINS NATIONALS
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SUBJECT
HOHERTZ JEFF
HORN CURT
HOLZBERLEIN SUSIE
HOME ECONOMICS
HOME TOUR
HOMOSEXUALITY
HONORS PROGRAM
H006ESTRAAT FRAN
H006EVEEN DARVL
HOPKINS PETE
HORATIO'S
HORNECKER MAC
HORSE ARENA
HORSE CLUB
HORSEMANSHIP
HORSES
HORTICULTURE
HOSPITALS-BR
HOUSING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/23/1977
2/22/1978
2/D6/1980
1/19/1977
A/16/1975
1/21/1976
2/25/1976
10/16/1974
3/26/1975
9/24/1975
12/10/1975
12/08/1976
3/23/1977
6/08/1977
9/14/1977
10/26/1977
11/02/1977
4/05/1978
4/05/1978
4/12/1978
11/01/1978
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
5/02/1979
10/10/1979
3/19/1980
3/26/1980
10/09/1974
1/26/1977
3/23/1977
4/20/1977
4/20/1977
4/27/1977
5/04/1977
5/04/1977
9/14/1977
9/21/1977
11/02/1977
11/16/1977
12/14/1977
12/12/1979
10/16/1974
9/01/1976
3/31/1976
4/26/1978
9/04/1974
2/27/1980
1/22/1975
5/07/1975
6/04/1975
6/18/1975
8/27/1975
10/19/1977
1/23/1980
1/24/1979
1/25/1978
7/16/1975
4/25/1979
12/15/1976
12/06/1978
1/23/1980
2/06/1980
2/18/1976
3/17/1976
2/02/1977
2/02/1977
3/21/1979
4/25/1979
A201
A151
A17A
AQ13
A173
AlQl
A081
A091
AlOl
A173
A121
A121
A061
A081
A121
A052
AQ21
A023
A074
A052
A033
A144
A151
A071
A021
A071
A084
A067
A021
AOll
A043
A044
AQ44
A044
A051
A053
A063
A044
A051
A043
A021
A021
A141
A103
A173
AQ83
A091
A077
A031
A061
AOll
AlOl
A071
AOll
Alll
A091
A072
A031
Alll
A133
Alll
A033
A061
A061
A021
A044
A072
A081
8/28/1974
9/04/1974
9/11/1974
10/30/1974
10/30/1974
1/29/1975
3/19/1975
4/16/1975
A175
A021
A021
A031
A032
AQ21
A022
AOll
XHOHERTZ JOINS GROUP (HAMMOND)
HOHERTZ, SIMET WIN WRESTLING TITLES (HAMMOND)
XGOETTE, HOHERTZ AIM FOR AU6IE
HOHN ELECTED MANAGER OF OAHE SUB-DISTRICT; PROJECT S
XFIELD EVENT VICTORIES ENABLE WOMEN TRACKSTERS TO TA
HOLZBERLEIN, BIRD, HILTON LEAD JACKS TO SECOND PL<-'~
MARAKE SETS SIGHTS ON SEVENTH TITLE; OPITZ, HOLZBI
SEE ALSO FAMILY S CONSUMER
XSTICK 'EM UP!
HOME EC CORE CURRICULUM ONLY ONE IN NATION, HELPS IN
XHOME EC HOUSE LAB SERVES 55 YEARS (RIGNEY)
KMALE HOME EC MAJOR IN UNIQUE SITUATION (RIGNEY)
XBABIES, STUDENTS FORMERLY RESIDED IN HOME EC HOUSE
*THIRTY-SIX STUDENTS RUN FOR SENATE, HOME EC EXPO, L
APPAREL COLLECTION CONTRIBUTED
XHOME EC UMBRELLA GROWING
*82-YEAR-0LD STRUCTURE USED DESPITE AUTHORIZATION TO
XFENN SCHOLARS EXPLORE URBAN LIFE (HOUGH)
XELECTIONS SET FOR MONDAY
KFLORAL DESIGN BRINGS LOOK OF SPRING TO LITTLE I-EXP
ONLY PICTURES, MEMORIES REMAIN OF 55TH LITTLE I-HOME
STUDENTS SPEND WEEK IN THE POOR HOUSE
13 EXHIBITS SEW, SHOW TALENTS (HAGEN)
XWORK PAYS OFF FOR HOME EC EXPO (COLE)
TRAINING COMPLEX AUTHORIZED FOR HOME MANAGEMENT STUD
XHOME ECONOMICS MAJORS DISLIKE STEREOTYPE (LAUGHLIN)
XHOME EC EXPOSITION FOCUSES ON THE FUTURE (COLE)
STYLE SHOW MEANS LONG HOURS (COLE)
HOMES, TREASURES MARK CITY CHARACTER
SEXUAL VALUES CONSIDERED BY CLUB (RIGNEY)
CLUB EXPLORES HOMOSEXUAL VALUES (HAUPT)
OPINION ON... GAYS DESERVE EQUAL RIGHTS (L)
HOMOSEXUALITY IS IMMORAL
GAYS: WHO SAID THEY ARE SICK? (WOSTER)
NEW LIFERS INHUMANE
OPINIONS ON... CONTROVERSY CONTINUES OVER HOMOSEXUAL
GAYS TO MEET IN RAPID CITY
GAYS TO MEET IN RAPID CITY
•GAY DAY* OPINIONS (L)
LOCAL GAY FACES 'COMING OUT' (SEVI6)
•HOMOS' ARE 'MISFITS' (L)
GIT WORKS TO CHANGE ATTITUDES; SUPPORT MEMBERS
HONORS PROGRAM ALLOWS CREATIVITY
ENROLLMENT IN HONORS PROGRAM DOUBLES IN YEAR
XH006ESTRAAT REALIZES DREAM
XHOOGESTRAAT FIGHTS SHOTPUT IMAGE (NACHTIGAL)
xJACKS OPEN WITH 15-0 WIN
XARTISAN USES HOT AIR TO CREATE GLASS MINIATURES
HORTS TO STAY IN BUSINESS
HORTS PLANS NEW LOCATION
HORTS MOVING TO NEW LOCATION
SHORTS GOES UPTOWN
XHERE'S HORTS
XBROTHER AND SISTER INCORPORATE AT 'HORTS'
XHORATIO'S TO REOPEN IN 30 DAYS (GERLACH)
xnpRAIRIE BLUFF"
NEW HORSE STABLE TO BOAST ARENA
XRIDING CLUBS OFFER FUN, COMPETITION (SIMONS)
STUDENTS LEARN TO RIDE OFF INTO THE SUNSET (ELLIOTT)
WILD HORSE ACT CONTROLS MUSTANG NUMBERS (JOHNSON)
FEMALE JOCKEY'S SIZE IS AN ASSET
XRIDING, ROPING, RAISING HORSES BRINGS NATIONAL RECO
XHORTICULTURE FACILITIES TO BE BUILT (DAILEY)
RECEPTIVE HOSPITAL GROWS TO MEET FUTURE
XCOST OF BIRTH 'NOT OVERLY EXPENSIVE' (NELSON)
NEW POLICY SET FOR HOSPITAL (SEVIG)
POLICY AGREEMENT LONG OVERDUE (SEVIG)
HOSPITAL PROUD FATHER OF BIRTHING ROOM
XBIRTHING ROOM 'ONLY WAY TO GO' (KAROLEVITZ)
SEE ALSO LEASE 8 RENT
MEN NEED TEMPORARY QUARTERS
PEDERSEN: NO RENT CUTS (WIELAND)
HOUSING SHORTAGE STRETCHES HEN'S OFF-CAMPUS ELIGIBIL
CITY SANITARIAN INVESTIGATES STUDENT HOUSING COMPLAI
HOUSING SEEKS HELP IN DEVELOPING BOOKLET
83 DORM RESIDENTS WITHDRAW CONTRACTS (RIGNEY)
SOPHOMORES MIGHT MOVE OFF-CAMPUS
XHOUSING RULES FAVOR LANDLORDS; CITY IGNORES FEDE
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housing
V,_
HOUSING FAMILY
HPER
INCIR AL
IBER ROGER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
<4/23/1975
7/02/1975
8/27/1975
9/03/1975
9/10/1975
10/22/1975
10/29/1975
10/29/1975
10/29/1975
10/29/1975
11/05/1975
11/05/1975
11/26/1975
l/l«i/1976
1/21/1976
2/25/1976
4/07/1976
4/07/1976
4/07/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
9/08/1976
11/17/1976
11/17/1976
11/24/1976
12/08/1976
12/08/1976
3/30/1977
4/06/1977
4/06/1977
4/20/1977
4/20/1977
4/27/1977
5/04/1977
5/04/1977
7/27/1977
8/31/1977
8/31/1977
9/14/1977
9/28/1977
11/09/1977
9/06/1978
9/13/1978
11/08/1978
11/22/1978
1/31/1979
10/10/1979
10/17/1979
12/12/1979
1/30/1980
1/30/1980
2/13/1980
2/13/1980
2/27/1980
3/26/1980
3/26/1980
4/23/1980
8/27/1980
8/27/1980
9/22/1976
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
11/06/1974
6/18/1975
9/17/1975
10/22/1975
4/28/1976
8/25/1976
8/31/1977
9/07/1977
1/18/1978
1/18/1978
2/01/1978
7/25/1979
12/12/1979
6/21/1978
4/25/1979
A015
A014
A012
A031
A071
A041
A021
A023
A044
A045
A045
A071
A052
AOll
A093
A061
AQll
A044
A061
A161
A191
. A193
A121
AOll
A041
A045
AQ24
AO 41
A021
AOll
A041
A041
A044
A024
A033
A043
A012
AOll
A043
A121
A021
A061
A231
A065
AOll
A016
A061
AOll
A031
A052
A044
A051
A016
A041
AO 14
A053
A054
AOll
AOll
AlOl
AOll
A051
A024
A106
A031
A131
A091
A192
A234
A224
AQ21
A044
A053
A023
A071
A053
A083
A023
STUDENTS IGNORED IN HOUSING DISCRIMINATION REGULATIO
KDORMS MAY OVERFLOW; ALTERNATIVES STUDIED
XCAMPUS HOUSING SUFFERS PINCH OF DORM OVERFLOW
^HOUSING SQUEEZE FELT (SIMONS)
HOUSING OFFICE'S DORM HEADACHE COMES TO AN END
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
BERGS CONTINUE HUNT FOR HOUSE NEAR CAMPUS •
SENATE CONDUCTS SURVEY ON OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
SA FILE TO AID STUDENT RENTERS (ED)
TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
OPINION ON... LANDLORD-TENANT INFO. (L)
COMMERCE COMMITTEE STUDIES LANDLORD-TENANT LEGISLATI
PRESIDENT BERG STILL HAS NO FAMILY HOME -
XSOME APARTMENTS HAZARDOUS (TONNESON 8 BLESENER)
LANDLORD-TENANT SURVEYS ON FILE .
ONE COMPANY, NON-LOCAL FIRMS CONTROL RENTALS "
*STUDENTS CONSULT SA SURVEY FILES FOR AVAILABLE OFF-
SA FILES AID STUDENTS IN HOUSING DILEMMA (ED)
DISCRIMINATION LAWS PROTECT RENTERS IN HOUSING SEARC
«DORM OVERCROWDING FORCES STUDENTS INTO INFIRMARY
STUDENTS LOSE .HOUSING SUIT
XFAMILY HOUSING RESIDENTS' BATTLING FOR IMPROVEMENTS
DORM SQUEEZE STATEWIDE; STUDENTS MOVE TO LOUNGES
HOUSING INSPECTION DELAYED
BOOST OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING; FORM STUDENT TENANT UNION
OPINION ON... HOUSING INSPECTION (L)
•BUY OUT* OPTION AVAILABLE TO 2ND SEMESTER FRESHMEN
OPINION ON... RENT INCREASES, DISTRIBUTING COSTS (L)
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FILES AVAILABLE
^OFFICIAL DELAYS HOUSING INSPECTION (MEDEMA)
HOUSING INSPECTION NEEDED-(ED) ' . -
OPINION ON... OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING (L)
STUDENTS BLEW CHANCE TO SPEAK UP (SEVIG)
21 BREAK HOUSING CONTRACT
XFRATS HOUSE NEARLY 80 STUDENTS -
OPINIONS ON... CITY HOUSING INSPECTIONS-(L)
SA TO HIRE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING COORDINATOR
HOUSING PROGRAM TO CLEAR COMPLAINTS (TRUMBLE)
HAP CAN MAKE YOU HAPPY
LATE REGISTRATIONS CAUSE TEMPORARY OVERFLOW
COLLEGE EMPLOYS TOP HAP COMPLAINT LIST
XMOBILE HOME LIVING HAS DRAWBACKS (JENSEN)
KPIT HOUSE SAVES MONEY
HOUSING SHORTAGE CALLED NORMAL
ZONING CHANGE WOULD AFFECT STUDENTS (SNEVE)
ZONING PROPOSAL CHANGE COULD EASE COMPLAINTS (SNEVE)
STUDENTS RACE COCKROACHES, MICE TOBEST HOUSING
STUDENTS FIGHT AGAINST INADEQUATE HOUSING (ANTIONt) -
LOG HOUSES: GETTING IN-TOUCH-WITH MOTHER" WATURE -"
RESPONSE IS NEEDED (La r.— — -
COMMISSION MEETING BECOMES PUBLIC"ATtACK-ON STUDENTG
CITY COMMISSION MEETING OFFERS HOUSING OPTIONS
ZONING MAY,-RUT STUDENTS IN STREET (GERLACH)
HOUSING DIRECTOR POSITION SLASHED TO HALFTIME, AND" D
COMMISSION PLANS T_0 STUDY TENANT-LANDLORD SITUATION
OLD ORDINANCES (L) -
HOUSING MYSTERY (L) '
STUDENT'S PROBLEMS-ARE STUDIED (GERLACH)
HOUSING PINCH PAINFUL FOR LATE REGISTRANTS
ORDINANCES PROMPT NEW HABITS -: --- =• - .r-. "
XFAMILY-HOUSING SEEKS MANAGER (HALL)- V .
OPINION ON... FAMILY HOUSING SITUATION, MANAGER (L)
FAMILY HOUSING GETS PERMANENT STUDENT MANAGE^
DANCE ED, PLANNING NEW MINORS - " " .
NEW COOP HEALTH VENTURE AIDS PATIENTSWITH HEART DIS
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR WRITES BOOK FOR HPER MAJORS '
ATHLETIC TRAINING MINOR ADDED TO HPER DEPARTMENT CUR
BACKPACKING IN BLACK HILLS SUBJECT OF HPER SEMINAR
RETIREMENTS, RESIGNATIONS BRING NEW FACES TO ATHLETI
TOO MANY MEN REPLACE WOMEN (EGGER) - • -
XHPER BUILDING UNFINISHED
HPER BUILDING MISUSED (L)
EARLY RISERS SEEK FUN, FITNESS (NACHTIGAL)
LOCKERS OPEN TO STUDENT USE
HPER DEPARTMENT SHIFTS PERSONNEL
CONGRATULATIONS DUE (L)
HRNCIR TRIES FOR U.S. TEAM SPOT
XHOT DOG COOKER
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human services
humanities
HUMPHREY-ROGNESS e
hunger
hunt RICHARD
hunting
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/05/1975 A051 FOREIGN SERVICE VETERANS JOIN ARMY ROTC STAFF
11/13/197A Al<i5 SCHMIDT, HUELSKAHP CITED AS PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
2/15/1978 A031 XHUGHES WORKS FOR MORE CREDIBILITY FOR STUDENTS THRO
2/14/1979 A081 xSDSU LOSES HOLD TO FEDERATION CROBY)
11/16/1977 AOll MCKENNAN USES MILIEU THERAPY APPROACH (JENSEN)
11/23/1977 A014 REDFIELD SERVES NEEDS OF MENTALLY RETARDED (STORM
12/07/1977 A081 FELONS SURROUNDED BY RELAXED ATMOSPHERE
1/15/1975 A051 PRE-LAW, MED STUDENTS WEAK IN HUMANITIES AREAS
1/22/1975 A165 HUMANITIES BRIDGE CULTURAL GAP BETWEEN ACADEMIC, RUR
3/31/1976 A094 HUMANITIES GRANT AIDS RURAL AREA; INCLUDES ENVIRONME
8/25/1976 A151 HUMANITIES COMMITTEE ATTEMPTS TO EDUCATE ADULTS ON P
1/26/1977 A081 *TRAVELING HUMANIST TOURS STATE (KROLL)
9/21/1977 A161 HUMANITIES PROGRAMS REACHING UNTAPPED AUDIENCE IN ST
12/05/1979 A021 *HUMANIST PROGRAM BRINGS MIND AND BODY TOGETHER
10/13/1976 A211 XFIVE GRADS AMONG DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI
4/23/1975 A022 'SHARE VALUES, NOT FOOD' (RIGNEY)
10/05/1977 A031 BREAD FOR THE WORLD LAUNCHES CAMPUS DEBUT
11/28/1979 A021 *SDSU CAMPUS MINISTRIES ASSOCIATION ATTEMPTS TO RAIS
4/02/1980 AOBl XENOUGH FOOD TO MEET OUR NEED, BUT NOT ENOUGH FOR OU
1/17/1979 Alls CHICAGO SCULPTOR TO GIVE LECTURE ON HIS WORKS TONIGH
9/04/1974 AQ91 OUTDOOR LORE
9/11/1974 Alll OUTDOOR LORE
9/25/1974 A294 OUTDOOR LORE
10/09/1974 A081 OUTDOOR LORE
11/13/1974 A171 OUTDOOR LORE
12/11/1974 A236 PHEASANT SEASON DEBATED; WILDLIFE GROUP FAVORS HARVE
1/22/1975 A154 HUNTING MISCONCEPTIONS AIRED (WIELAND)
9/24/1975 A141 6F 8 P WARNS HUNTERS ABOUT CONVERTERS
9/24/1975 A143 TWO LICENSES REQUIRED TO HUNT SQUIRRELS IN S.D.
10/29/1975 A123 6F 8 P WARNS HUNTERS OF BOATING DANGERS
1/21/1976 A131 SPORTS LICENSING SYSTEM CHANGES
1/21/1976 A131 SPRING TURKEY SEASON DATES ARE ANNOUNCED
1/21/1976 A133 TROPHY HUNTERS CLUB SETS FEBRUARY AWARD DEADLINE
9/15/1976 A121 PHEASANT HUNT SUPPORTED
9/15/1976 A121 HUNTING SEASONS BEGAN SEPT. 1; GROUSE AND QUAIL STAR
10/13/1976 A051 OPINION ON... PUBLIC HEARING ON PHEASANT SEASON (L)
1/26/1977 A131 'GETTER' GETS MORE THAN COYOTES
8/31/1977 A261 '77 SEASON FEATURES 44-DAY PHEASANT HUNT
8/31/1977 A264 GFP COMMISSION SETS 3 RULES FOR FAIR CHASE
10/19/1977 A121 HABITAT EMPHASIZED FOR PHEASANT RESTORATION EFFORT
9/13/1978 A181 ANTELOPE LICENSES STILL AVAILABLE , ' ^
10/11/1978 A221 HUNT PUBLIC LANDS; THEY'RE YOURS (PATES) '
10/18/1978 A106 STATE COON, BADGER RULE CORRECTED
10/25/1978 Alll XHUNTERS RECEDE; SANITY RETURNS
9/19/1979 A071 SHARPTAIL AND PRAIRIE CHICKEN HUNTING GOOD
10/10/1979 A094 SD HUNTING PROSPECTS BETTER THAN LAST YEAR (CARLSON)
10/24/1979 Alll YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN HUNTING (ROBY)
10/31/1979 A041 HANG IT UP, ROBY-CO. (L)
12/05/1979 A083 CUSTER COYOTE SEASON
SEE ACCIDENT HUNTING
3/19/1975 AQ37 DRIVE CONDUCTED TO AID RESEARCH
10/17/1979 A085 X'HOE-DOWN'S' PRICE TAG CAUSES HEATED WORDS AT SDSU
1/31/1979 Alll *DR HUTCHESON, I PRESUME? (PATES)
11/26/1975 A054 xGRADUATION UNIMPORTANT TO TEN-YEAR STUDENT
1/15/1975 A035 XHY-VEE OPENS
1/25/1978 Alll LEADING UFO EXPERT TO APPEAR AS LECTURER
3/01/1978 AOBl xCLOSE ENCOUNTERS' EXPERT TO SPEAK HERE MARCH 20
3/22/1978 A016 xHYNEK: UFOS NOT NONSENSE (SEVIG)
11/19/1975 A062 CITY PHYSICIANS TO DISCUSS HYPNOTISM
1/21/1976 A083 XONLY FIVE MEDICAL HYPNOTISTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA; THREE
3/23/1977 A081 XRELAX, GAZE DEEP INTO CAROLE RUANE'S EYES (SEVIG)
11/19/1975 A031 XBROOKINGS RENTING EQUIPMENT TO ECONOMIZE SNOW REMOV
11/24/1976 A051 CITY CREWS READY FOR SNOW REMOVAL; CONTRACTORS EQUIP
2/09/1977 A046 OPINION ON... SNOW REMOVAL (L)
11/16/1977 A062 XSNOW REMOVAL DELAYED; PARKING REGULATIONS SET
2/01/1978 A051 SNOW SHOVELING CODE CHANGED
1/24/1979 A041 DORMITORY LOTS NOT SNOW PRIORITY (ED)
1/24/1979 AQ56 SNOW JOB (L)
2/21/1979 A083 XBUCKING THE DRIFTS
SEE FISHING
12/11/1974 AOll DON'T THROW AWAY YOUR FALL SEMESTER I.D. CARD!
2/21/1979 A031 STUDENT ID REVISIONS CONSIDERED (ROBY)
4/25/1979 AOBl SENATE DROPS TRANSFERABLE ID CARDS, HOSTS JANKLOW
SEE ITC
5/05/1976 A024 HEALTH SERVICE MAKES NO PLANS TO VACCINATE FOR SWINE
6/23/1976 A021 FLU SHOTS MAY START IN SEPT.
10/20/1976 A012 SWINE FLU CLINICS OPEN HERE IN NOV.
11/10/1976 AOBl WHAT SHOT TO GET AND WHAT TO EXPECT
HUNTING ACCIDENT
HUNTINGTON*S DISEA
HURON SD
HUTCHESON H L
HUWE RON
HY-VEE
HYNEK J ALLEN
HYPNOTISM
ICE 8 SNOW REMVL
ICE FISHING
IDENTIFICATION
IMC
IMMUNIZATIONS
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INDIAN DANCE
INDIAN EDUCATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/10/1976 A053 SWINE FLU SHOTS READY FOR 13,000 NOV.17-18
11/2A/1976 AOll K<f,912 PEOPLE GET SWINE FLU SHOTS IN ARMORY
12/08/1976 A051 OPINION ON... HELP IN SPONSORING SWINE FLU CLINIC CL
12/15/1976 A053 BOOSTER SWINE FLU SHOTS TO BE GIVEN JAN. 10, 11
1/19/1977 A121 SWINE FLU SHOTS SUSPENDED AFTER PARALYSIS SCARE
9/27/1978 A021 ANNUAL FLU IMMUNIZATION CLINIC DISCONTINUED BY HEALT
10/29/1975 A131 PRES. BERG TO BE INAUGURATED NOV. 20; CLASSES ARE CA
11/12/197.5 A015 ^STUDENTS INVITED TO-ATTEND PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL
11/12/1975 A032 INAUGURAL ATTENDANCE URGED, BUT CLASSES NOT CANCELLE
11/12/1975 A053 INAUGURAL BANNERS DEPICT SIX COLLEGES, UNIVERSITY
12/10/1975 A031 GRADUATION, INAUGURATION COMBINE ON SAT.
2/20/1980 B071 INCEST IS NOT A TABOO, TOPIC IS (SPECK)
2/19/1975 A063 STATE INCOME TAX DEBATED (CURRY)
4/28/1976 A053 OPINION ON... INCOME TAX PENALTIES FOR SINGLE PE (L)
2/02/1977 A031 TAX SPECIALIST SAYS NEW FORMS MAY BE MORE DIFFICULT
7/02/1975 A061 KAREA PLANS CELEBRATION
9/25/1974 A141 INDEPENDENT STUDIES ALLOW SELF-DIRECTED EDUCATION
SEE ALSO TRIBAL ARTS
10/19/1977 A231 INDIAN ART EXHIBIT SET
2/14/1979 A115 KMAN'S RELATIONS WITH NATURE IS ESSENCE OF SIOUX ART
8/27/1980 A171 INDIAN COLLECTIONS EXHIBITED AT MEMORIAL ART CENTER
12/11/1974 A136 INDIAN REPERTORY ORGANIZED,-PLANS LITERATURE DRAMATI
3/26/1975 A076 INDIAN AWARENESS DAYS APRIL 3, 4
4/09/1975 Alll X'TEXTS IGNORE INDIANS' (HAUPT)
4/30/1975 A061 WOUNDED KNEE JURORS WILL DISCUSS 'DOUBLE STANDARD'
5/07/1975 A025 JURORS: 'RESPECT INDIAN BELIEFS' (RIGNEY)
4/07/1976 A023 BOARD RULES FUTURE TEACHERS MUST TAKE INDIAN STUDIES-
4/14/1976 A054 INDIAN AWARENESS DAY SCHEDULED APRIL-29;^STUDENTS TO
4/28/1976 A141 INDIAN AWARENESS DAY._ACTIVITIES INCLUDE CRAFT.DISPLA
5/05/1976 A031 XINDIAN AWARENESS '
11/02/1977 A071 *POWWOW ENDS INDIAN AWARENESS DAYS- - -
11/02/1977 A071 xSTUDENT YEARNS FOR CULTURAL LIFESTYLE SHARING' "
4/11/1979 AQ71 MISUNDERSTOOD INDIAN VALUES A ROADBLOCK TO COMMUNICA
4/27/1977 A032 INDIAN AWARENESS FEATURES DANCE CONTEST
5/04/1977 AOll XINDIAN TRADITION
4/26/1978 A013 KINDIAN DANCER STAYS WITH TRADITION (SEVIG)
2/14/1979 A126 SIOUX DANCE TO BE TAUGHT AT ART CENTER
2/20/1980 A063 XDANCER GETS TALENT FROM FAMILY (DARR)
SEE ALSO TRIBAL COLLEGES
11/27/1974 A025 'EDUCATION NOW!' CONCERNS INDIANS
9/03/1975 A141 REORGANIZED ARTS & SCIENCE PROGRAMS PROVIDE THREE AD
9/22/1976 A061 BERG: EXPANDING UNIVERSITY ROLE ON INDIAN RESERVATIO
9/24/1975 A195 INDIAN AFFAIRS STUDIED BY SUMMER INTERNS
4/28/1976 A083 INDIAN HILLS PARK PLANNED; CROSS COUNTRY TRACK OPENS
7/02/1975 A121 PBS DOCUMENTARY FOCUSES ON CLAIMS OF INDIAN NATIONS
8/28/1974 A024 TRIBAL-GOVERNMENT-^UPDATED-(6USTAFS0N)
3/12/1975 A021 COURT SETTLES QUESTION OF INDIAN LAND DISPUTE ---
10/23/1974 A013 INDIANS CLAIM LEGAL CONTROL (GUSTAFSON)-
10/30/1974 A046 OPINION ON... INDIANS CLAIMING CONTROL-(L):. . __:Z 1
11/06/1974 A044 OPINION ON... INDIAN CONTROL (L)
12/10/1975 A141 INDIAN STUDENTS NUMBER FEW HERE
3/31/1976 A041 OPINION ON... JANKLOW, INDIAN TREATMENT (L)
4/06/1977 A041 OPINION ON... INDIAN ACTIVISTS (L)
6/07/1978 AOll XINDIAN MOTHERS ASSUME NEW ROLES
6/07/1978 AOll WOMEN SPEAK ON
10/02/1974 A081 xFERGUSON NAMED INDIAN COUNSELOR
10/09/1974 A103 INDIAN STUDENTS CAN TAKE" SPECIAL SECTION COURSES
9/11/1974 A045 ANOTHER AMERICAN INVASION (ED)
12/11/1974 A144 CBS FEATURES KWAKIUTL INDIAN.CHRISTMAS SPECIAL --
10/08/1975 A022 sSIOUX INDIAN ACTIVIST TO LECTURE ON 'CERTAIN. UNALIE
10/15/1975 A211 KINDIAN ACTIVIST CLAIMS GOVERNMENT INFRINGING ON 'OU
1/21/1976 A151 NAVAJO BLANKET DISPLAY TO FEATURE MAJOR PATERNS OF 1
3/22/1978 A121 NATIVE AMERICAN TO CONDUCT WORKSHOP . . .
4/19/1978 A031 BILL WOULD ABOLISH TREATIES
9/20/1978 A071 INDIAN BIBLIOGRAPHY PRAISED AS IMPORTANT RESEARCH TO
9/11/1974 A022.EXHIBIT DEPICTS INDOCHINA (KNEIP)
12/11/1974 A088 INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM MAY BE ELIMINATED
9/15/1976 A071 COAST TO COAST DEAL, INDUSTRIAL PARK DEVELOPMENT TO
9/22/1976 A041 WILL PEOPLE PAY FOR INDUSTRY? (ED) - -
9/22/1976 A084 GROUP OPPOSES INDUSTRY (TONNESON)
10/13/1976 A083 ^WAREHOUSE CONSTRUCTION GOES ON AS CITY SUPPORTS IND
10/13/1976 A084 TAX REVENUE DISPUTED; SPECIAL ELECTION SLATED
11/17/1976 A061 CHAMBER TO ASK INDUSTRY TO REVEAL IDENTITY
4/20/1977 A071 *NEW INDUSTRY TO EMPLOY 110 PEOPLE BY END OF YEAR
10/12/1977 A061 FATE OF INDUSTRIAL PARK UNDECIDED (RAAP)
8/28/1974 AQ51 FIVE CENT CHECK CHARGE GREETS INFO CENTER USERS
2/05/1975 A034 *170 DISCOUNT MOVIE TICKETS AVAILABLE AT INFO CENTER
10/15/1975 A041 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
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INDIAN HILLS
INDIAN HISTORY
INDIAN RESERVATION
INDIANS-SD
INDIANS-SDSU
INDIANS-US
INDOCHINA
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
INDUSTRIES-BR
INFO CENTER
INFORMATION
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information
INGRAM MARY
initiation
initiative AMENDME
injuries
INSECTS
INSTRUCTIONAL TECH
INSURANCE
INTELLIGENCE
INTERIOR DESIGN
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
INTERNATIONAL PROG
INTERNATIONAL STUD
INTERNSHIPS
INTERVARSITV CHRIS
INTERVIEW
INTRAMURALS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/21/1976
9/06/1978
8/28/197«i
9/18/197A
9/25/1974
9/25/1974
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/22/1975
10/13/1976
10/12/1977
10/11/1978
7/27/1977
7/27/1977
3/19/1975
7/02/1975
7/25/1979
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
2/19/1975
9/17/1975
10/08/1975
2/25/1976
3/17/1976
9/22/1976
8/31/1977
10/19/1977
10/19/1977
12/13/1978
11/28/1979
4/09/1975
2/15/1978
4/09/1980
9/21/1977
9/13/1978
A056 CAMPUS VISITORS BUREAU TO OPEN IN FEBRUARY
A195 FOUR NEW COACHES ADDED TO SDSU COACHING RANKS
A141 FROSH TO ENCOUNTER NEW INITIATION RULES
A066 FROSH INITIATION SEES CRACKDOWN ON HAZING
A091 KWET AND WILD
A214 KANGAROO KOURT TRIES INITIATION OFFENDERS
A161 XMOOD FOR FROSH INITIATION CHANGES; GUIDELINES
A161 1962 FRESHMAN REFUSED TO FOLLOW INITIATION RULE
A014 XPIERSON HALL INITIATION HALTED; FRESHMEN PETIT T
A211 FRESHMEN INITIATION BEING PLANNED rciii._ i
AOll FROSH INITIATION BEGINS MONDAY
A141 *HATS, ANYONE?
A031 NATIONAL INITIATIVE PROCESS SUGGESTED BY ABOUREZK
A041 ABOUREZK BILL WOULD GIVE AMERICANS CLOUT
?}?? to GAIN ATTENTION AT USD SEMINARA144 WORKSHOP TO FEATURE TRAINING
A021 KANTACK: COURTS HARM RANCHERS (LAWRENCE)
SEE ITC
A015 *INSURANCE PLAN SOLD ON 'NEGATIVE OPTION" (HINKLEY)
A131 INSURANCE COVERAGE EXPANDED
A016 NO-FAULT INSURANCE PRESENTED TO SENATE
52U HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUMS THROUGH UNAMSTUDENTS CARRY STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
AlOl STUDENTS GET GROUP COVERAGE ON FIELD TRIPS
A043 OPINION ON... LIFE INSURANCE PURCHASES (L)
A021 2,000 STUDENTS SIGN UP FOR HEALTH INSURANCE
A131 STUDENTS OWN INSURANCE OPTION PERIOD
A031 POLICY CONFUSES STUDENTS, FACULTY (RAAP)
A261 ATHLETES PAY INSURANCE
AOll HEALTH INSURANCE MAY NOT MEET LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
A065 ARE YOU A GENIUS? ONLY THE MENSA KNOWS
A071 DESIGNERS TO DECORATE AIRPORT
A021 INTERIOR DESIGN WEEK
A051 EXPERIMENT INTERNATIONALLY (LIKNESS)
A053 KBRIGGS PUSHING UNIVERSITY CONTRACTS OVERSEAS
A021 AFRICAN PLAN MAY BE APPROVED uvtKbtAb
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
AG COLLEGE RECEIVES STUDENT INTERN PROGRAM
student INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR THIS FALL
SOCIETY GOALS COMMITEE EMPHASIZES INTERNSHIPS (R
PUBLIC RELATIONS, RESEARCH DUTIES OF LEGISLATIVE INT
STATE INTERN JOBS OPEN FOR SUMMER INT
OPINION ON... INTERNSHIPS (L)
KFIRST SOUTH DAKOTAN CHOSEN FOR WHITE HOUSE INTERNSH
INDIAN AFFAIRS STUDIED BY SUMMER INTERNS '̂̂ ^ERNSH
nPTu?!!S"JE "*"^0 PROGRAMS OFFEREDCOLLEGE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM (L)
ART CENTER ASSISTANT DIRECTOR AWARDED ONE OF 13 INTF
ECON STUDENTS MAY VOLUNTEER FOR INTERNSHIPS
INTERNSHIP APPLICATIONS DUE SEPT.l
SEE IVCF
WORKSHOPS HELP STUDENTS PREPARE FOR JOB INTERVIEWS
PLACEMENT OFFICE GIVES INTERVIEW TIPS
INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
*INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
XINTRAMURAL CALENDAR
KIM TOURNEY ACTION
KINTRAMURAL CALENDAR
INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
LITTLE FELLAS WIN IM FOOTBALL CROWN
KINTRAMURAL CALENDAR
INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
«viR51ieDY'KAS?ffSElSlL"'"'" ""B
INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
KINTRAMURAL CALENDAR
INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
9/18/1974
9/25/1974
11/06/1974
11/13/1974
3/19/1975
3/19/1975
3/19/1975
4/09/1975
9/10/1975
9/24/1975
10/15/1975
1/28/1976
1/28/1976
2/04/1976
8/25/1976
10/13/1976
1/19/1977
2/09/1977
4/06/1977
9/24/1975
9/28/1977
8/28/1974
10/02/1974
10/09/1974
10/16/1974
10/30/1974
11/06/1974
11/13/1974
11/20/1974
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
1/15/1975
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
1/29/1975
2/05/1975
A151
A245
AQ71
A131
A021
A053
A021
A061
A133
A062
A051
A195
A112
A045
A091
A051
A161
Alll
A051
A016
A053
A192
A021
A187
A074
A095
A133
A121
A081
A173
A085
A094
A071
A194
A195
A081
A091
A131
A061
A061
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2/12/1975 AOBl INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
2/19/1975 A171 INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
2/26/1975 A073 INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
3/12/1975 AOBl xINTRAMURAL CALENDAR
3/12/1975 A091 *SKYING TO SWAT A SHOT -re
3/19/1975 A171 *MEN»S IM BASKETBALL QUARTERFINAL RESULTS
3/19/1975 A1B2 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
3/26/1975 A091 *RGDEQ CLUB CAPTURES IM WRESTLING CROWN
3/26/1975 AG93 xCOSMIC COWBOYS WIN IM CAGE TITLE (FEY)
<i/09/1975 A131 INTRAMURAL CALENDAR _ tm papc t
A/G9/1975 A131 FAVORITES ADVANCE TO SEMIFINALS IN WOMEN'S IM CAGE T
<»/16/1975 A161 XNUCLA WINS WOMEN'S IM CAGE TITLE (RAASCH)
4/16/1975 A194 INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
4/23/1975 A074 INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
4/30/1975 Aa91 kBLUE EDGES WHITE 7-0 IN SPRING FOOTBALL GAME
4/30/1975 A113 xTURTON FROGS CAPTURE IM TRACK CHAMPIONSHIPS
4/30/1975 A114 INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
5/07/1975 A094 INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
9/24/1975 A133 XINTRAMURALS
lO/OB/1975 A091 xINTRAMURAL CALENDAR
10/15/1975 A263 xKAPPA PSI DOWNS SAE LIONS,19-7
10/22/1975^^A091 xCOSMIC COWBOYS EDGE BONES, 6-0
10/29/1975 Alll KWILLIAMSON TO ATTEND IM MEETING
10/29/1975 A121 XLITTLE FELLAS KEEP RECORD PERFECT
11/05/1975 Alll XCOMPLETELY WORTHLESS ADVANCES IN INTRAMURAL FOOTBAL
11/05/1975 A123 INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
11/12/1975 A163 XCOSMIC COWBOYS WIN IN OVERTIME
11/12/1975 AlBl XIN THE POCKET
11/12/1975 A1B3 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
11/19/1975 A103 XFINAL PLAY LIFTS KAPPA PSI TO TITLE
11/19/1975 Alll KAPPA PSI WANTS GAME WITH USD IM CHAMP
11/19/1975 A131 XCOED VOLLEYBALL POPULAR IM SPORT (HAAN)
12/10/1975 A231 XSPITEFUL SPIKE
1/14/1976 A141 INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
1/14/1976 A141 UPB SPONSORS JAN. TOURNEY IN GAME ROOM
2/18/1976 A131 INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
3/24/1976 A191 xINTRAMURAL CALENDAR
5/05/1976 AOBl INTRAMURAL CALENDAR
B/25/1976 A251 SEVERAL CHANGES IN INTRAMURALS
9/0B/1976 A103 FALL INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE LISTS 15 SPORTS, ACTIVITIES
9/22/1976 A113 INTRAMURALS UNDERWAY
10/06/1976 Alll XINTRAMURAL ACTION
10/06/1976 A114 XlM CHAMPIONS CROWNED IN GOLF, HORSESHOES
10/13/1976 A321 XTHREE INTRAMURAL TEAMS WIN SOFTBALL, FOOTBALL TITLE
10/27/1976 A113 BLAKE, HOBO HICS WIN IM TURKEY TROT TITLES
11/03/1976 A091 XTHE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
11/10/1976 A091 XTHE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
11/10/1976 A095 xIM FOOTBALL ACTION
11/17/1976 A211 STERNUM BEATERS WIN INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL TITLE
11/24/1976 A061 COSMIC FARMERS WIN FOOTBALL TITLE
12/08/1976 A193 ENTRIES NOW OPEN FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S IM BASKETBALL
12/15/1976 A135 LIFERS WIN IM VOLLEYBALL TITLE
1/19/1977 AlOl INTRAMURAtS S CLUBS
2/23/1977 A031 xJANITORS'-rON ICE?
3/23/1977 A213 INTRAMURALS & CLUBS
3/30/1977 AI33 XINTRAMURALS & CLUBS
4/06/1977 AlOl INTRAMURALS 8 CLUBS
4/27/1977 AQ73 INTRAMURALS 8 CLUBS
5/04/1977 A143 XINTRAMURALS 8 CLUBS
9/07/1977 AI43 INTRAMURALS 8 CLUBS
9/14/1977 A112 INTRAMURALS 8 CLUBS
9/21/1977 A133 XINTRAMURALS 8 CLUBS
9/28/1977 A114 INTRAMURALS 8 CLUBS
10/05/1977 A131 INTRAMURALS 8 CLUBS
10/19/1977 A291 XTWO UNBEATENS MEET IN IM GAME OF WEEK
10/19/1977 A291 INTRAMURALS
10/26/1977 A051 SA SUGGESTS NEW AID FOR IM LIGHTING
11/02/1977 A131 INTRAMURALS
11/02/1977 A133 XSEQUOYA 69ERS SCORE LATE, WIN IM GAME OF THE WEEK
11/09/1977 A091 WONDER BOYS WIN 6-0 IN IM GAME OF THE WEEK
11/16/1977 A134 ELBORN WHIPPET WINS IM GAME
12/14/1977 A121 INTRAMURALS
12/14/1977 A135 BARN TO BE RENOVATED, IF CONDITIONS ARE MET
1/25/1978 A162 INTRAMURALS
2/08/1978 A083 INTRAMURALS
2/15/1978 A071 INTRAMURALS
2/22/1978 A171 INTRAMURALS
3/01/1978 A091 INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
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INTRAMURALS
INVESTMENTS
IRAN
IRANIANS
IRC
IRELAND
IRISH SHANTY
IRRIGATION
ISLER ETIENNE
IVERSON KENDELL
JACKRABBIT VEARBK
date paper notation
3/22/1978
9/13/1978
9/20/1978
lO/DA/1978
10/11/1978
11/22/1978
^i/25/1979
12/12/1979
1/16/1980
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
3/26/1980
A/02/1980
A/09/1980
A/16/1980
A/23/1980
A/30/19B0
8/27/1980
9/22/1976
9/22/1976
9/28/1977
5/0A/1977
A/19/1978
12/06/1978
11/1A/1979
11/1A/1979
11/28/1979
11/28/1979
11/28/1979
12/12/1979
1/16/1980
A/09/1980
A/30/1980
7/09/1980
3/30/1977
11/16/1977
9/20/1978
ll/lA/1979
11/1A/1979
11/28/1979
12/05/1979
12/12/1979
3/26/1980
A/16/1980
6/25/1980
7/09/1980
10/13/1976
1/22/1975
11/05/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
11/19/1975
3/2A/1976
9/22/1976
A/30/1980
3/01/1978
9/17/1975
1/15/1975
A/16/1975
10/01/1975
10/08/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
3/2A/1976
A/28/1976
6/09/1976
6/23/1976
8/25/1976
9/01/1976
9/08/1976
1/19/1977
2/16/1977
7/27/1977
9/07/1977
A/25/1979
A/25/1979
9/12/1979
AlAl
AHA
A091
Alll
A213
A071
A1A2
A201
A151
A163
A163
A15A
AlOA
Alll
A13A
AOIA
AlAA
A151
A013
AOAA
A032
A05A
A0A5
AOAl
A016
AOAl
AOAl
AOAA
AOAA
A053
AOAA
AOAl
AOAl
AOAl
A081
A0A3
AOAA
AOll
AOAl
AOll
AQll
AOll
Alll
A012
A021
A061
A273
A06A
A0A3
A0A3
AOAl
A0A5
AlAl
A031
A191
A093
A053
A0A7
AOAl
AOll
A0A3
A021
A0A6
A231
A051
A123
AOAl
AOll
A021
AQ23
A121
A022
AOIA
A0A3
AOll
AOAl
AOAl
ENTRIEs'̂ OPEN FOR INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL, SOFTBALL, TENN
kHOTELs'̂ FLASH 'NO ROOM' SIGNS FOR HOBO DAY (NACHTIGA
INTRAMURALS
XINTRAMURALS ENJOY FINE FALL SEASON
NCC SPORTS FESTIVAL CALLED GREAT SUCCESS
XINTRAMURALS KEEP PACE WITH GROWING PARTICIPATION
XINTRAMURALS
INTRAMURALS
^JAMMERS '̂hANG on TO WIN, WONDERS PULL OUT VICTORY SI
INTRAMURALS
XINTRAMURALS
xINTRAMURAL EFFORT EARNS AWARD
XNCC INTRAMURAL FESTIVAL IN OMAHA TURNS SDSU, USD RI
XINTRAMURAL COED SOFTBALL TOURNEY HAS 3A TEAMS
INTRAMURALS INFORMATION
SCHOOLS TO INVEST WITH STATE
INVESTMENT RULING LEAVES UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
STATE TO INVEST UNIVERSITY MONEY
OPINION ON... POVERTY, MISERY IN RICH IRAN <L)
AGAINST THE SHAH (L)
SENATe'̂ ENDORSES^CART^^ POLICY CPETERSON)
IRANIAN SITUATION NEEDS UNDERSTANDING (SCHMITZ)
CIVIL RIGHTS MUST BE GUARDED (ED)
DON'T REPEAT MISTAKES (L)
SEND THE SHAH HOME CD
CARTER BLEW IT (L)
COLLEGIAN POLL INDICATES STRONG SUPPORT FOR CARTER'S
BLUNDER COULD HARM HOSTAGES (ED)
U.S. PAYS HEAVILY FOR HOSTAGES' RAID (ED)
IS IRAN AMERICA'S HEAVENLY EARTHQUAKE?
FIVE IRANIAN STUDENTS ENROLL HERE TO BRING SCIENTIFI
SHAH'S VISIT (L)
IRANIAN TRAGEDY (L)
IRANIANS FEEL HOSTILITY (SPECK)
STUDENT ANIMOSITY UNNECESSARY (ED)
POSSIBLE TROUBLE IS AVOIDED AS STUDENT RALLY IS CA^*"
IRANIAN VIEWS NEEDED FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING (SPI'
IRANIANS TO BE CHECKED AGAIN (SPECK)
IRANIAN STUDENT: AMERICA'S REACTION TO EMBASSY TAKEO
FUNDS GROW TIGHT FOR IRANIANS AT SDSU (SPECK)
IRANIANS SUMMER STUDENT EXPLAINS HOSTAGE TAKING
IRANIANS ALLOWED TO COMPLETE DEGREES
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
RELIGION ONLY PART OF IRISH TROUBLE (KRAUSE)
IRISH SHANTY NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
OPINION ON... ELECTRICITY LOSS DUE TO IRRIGATION (L)
OPINION ON... POWER OFFICIAL DEFENDS IRRIGATION PROJ
OPINION ON... ELECTRIC RATES OAHE PROJECT (L)
OPINION ON... POWER-IRRIGATION TRADEOFF (L)
RESOLUTION STIRS NEW CONTROVERSY OVER GARRISON
DROUGHT, BELIEF IN BENEFITS CAUSE IRRIGATION
XGIANT SPRINKLERS HELP CROPS
XSHEA, ISLER SNAP RECORDS; TRACKSTERS WIN TRIANGULAR
IVERSON NAMED AS NEW HEAD OF AFROTC
ADDITIONAL JACKRABBIT PHOTOS WILL BE DELIVERED
STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE ON COLLEGIAN, JACKRABBIT
XYEARBOOKS DISTRIBUTED TODAY
OPINION ON... JACKRABBIT YEARBOOK (L)
JACK RABBIT STAFF HEARS COMPLAINTS ON 1975 BOOK
OPINION ON... JACK RABBIT YEARBOOK (L)
POSITIONS OPEN FOR FALL COLLEGIAN, JACK RABBIT
COLLEGIAN, JACKRABBIT FALL STAFFS SELECTED
JACK RABBIT LATE, STAFF MISSES JUNE 1 DEADLINE
XGETTIN' OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
X1976 YEARBOOK STILL NOT COMPLETE; GULLICKSON: LAWSU
SENATE PLANS AUDIT OF PUBLICATIONS
PUBLISHING COMPANY STUDIES YEARBOOK FATE
XYEARBOOK MEMORIES STILL IN LARGE DEMAND
EDITORS REQUIRED TO SIGN CONTRACTS; YEARBOOK PUBLISH
YEARBOOKS WILL BE GIVEN OUT IN AUGUST
OPINION ON... JACK RABBIT (L)
JACKRABBIT WITHOUT EDITOR, STAFF FOR NEXT FALL
STATUS OF 1980 JACKRABBIT IN QUESTION (ED) -
STUDENTS SHOULD VOICE YEARBOOK OPINIONS (ED)
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jackrabbit vearbk
.jSfoU^ET PAUL
jail
JAMES RIVER
jANKLOW WILLIAM
.'janson jerry
JASPERS TERRY
JAZZ
jeans
JENSEN BILL
JENSEN DIANA
JENSEN GARY
JENSEN KEITH
^JENSEN LES
JENSEN RICK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/16/1980
8/27/1980
12/08/1976
1/17/1979
8/28/1974
9/11/1974
9/25/1974
2/11/1976
11/12/1975
7/21/1976
7/21/1976
10/09/1974
10/30/1974
2/11/1976
3/24/1976
3/31/1976
9/15/1976
9/29/1976
1/25/1978
10/25/1978
1/17/1979
1/17/1979
1/24/1979
2/07/1979
2/07/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
4/04/1979
4/25/1979
4/25/1979
5/02/1979
10/24/1979
1/30/1980
2/06/1980
2/27/1980
3/26/1980
4/02/1980
4/09/1980
4/23/1980
4/23/1980
8/27/1980
2/21/1979
9/12/1979
12/14/1977
10/19/1977
10/15/1975
2/07/1979
8/28/1974
9/11/1974
9/18/1974
9/25/1974
10/02/1974
10/09/1974
10/23/1974
10/30/1974
11/13/1974
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
1/29/1975
2/05/1975
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
2/26/1975
3/12/1975
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
4/09/1975
4/09/1975
2/14/1979
1/30/1980
4/09/1980
10/27/1976
1/19/1977
11/20/1974
AQ31
A081
A194
AlOl
Alll
A061
A075
A071
A191
A041
A091
A025
A017
AOll
A031
A041
A021
AQ44
AOll
A054
AOll
A041
A013
A014
A014
A041
A021
AOll
AOll
A023
A041
AOll
AOll
AOll
AQ15
AQ41
A063
A033
AOll
A061
A104
A161
A131
A161
A181
A251^
A06P
A043-
A047
A043
A043
A046
A044
A046
A046
A046
A046
A046
A045
A043
A045
A045
A044
AQ44
AO45
A013
A041
A043
A044
A014
A051
A061
A061
A031
A071
A012
A081
YEARBOOK TO SPECULATE ON BOS (EMERY)
YEARBOOK HERE BY NOVEMBER
*MOSIMAN, MATTHEWS, JACKSON, LUDENS ON ALL-NCC FOOTB
*NOT ALL ENGLISH PROFESSORS WRITE (THOMPSON)
ART CENTER EXHIBITS
JAPANESE PRINTS SHOWN
STAtFdEPARTMENT^ATTEMPTS^PRESERVATIQN OF JAMES RIVE
XJANKLOW DISLIKES POLITICS
XJANKLOW CANCELS FORUM APPEARANCE
XJANKLOW: WAR ON CHEMICALS ...
JANKLOW DISCUSSES NEW DRUG LAWS (BLESENER)
OPINION ON... JANKLOW, INDIAN TREATMENT (L)
JANKLOW'S OPINION ON 1935 LAW CAUSES FUROR AMONG NEW
STATUTE, NOT JANKLOW, RESPONSIBLE FOR OPINION
XJANKLOW WILL PURSUE GOVERNORSHIP (KOHLER)
XJANKLOW: PORN MEASURE UNLAWFUL^(MILLER)
PIERRE LAWYER FILLS MORRILL SPOT, COULD BE REPLACED
JANKLOW MAY ALTER REGENTS'' VIEW (ED)
JANKLOW COULD APPOINT FIVE NEW REGENTS BY JULY (ROBY
XJANKLOW AXES ACTING REGENT, NOMINATES WATERTOWN DOC
JANKLOW SETS REGENT STANDARDS (ROBY)
JANKLOW ADDS WATERGATE TWIST TO FEDERAL HIGHWAY BILL
xREGENTS TURN ON EACH OTHER, JANKLOW (WOSTER)
JANKLOW NAMES 2 USD ALUMNI TO FILL REGENT POSTS
XJANKLOW ON THE DEFENSIVE:.,60VERN0R UNDER SIEGE FOR
JANKLOW'S OUTSPOKENESS SHINES_AT SDSU-(ROBY) "
JANKLOW SHOULD CONSIDER AFFILIATION IN REGENT.SELECT
JANKLOW REQUESTS 10 PERCENT DECREASE -(OLSON)
XJANKLOW REGENTS CLASH OVER SEPARATION OF POWERS
GOV. SAYS HIGHER ED. NOT PRIME ITEM (FAGERHAUG)
REGENTS MOVE TO CALM RELATIONS WITH GOV. JANKLOW
JANKLOW'S RESPONSE TO ARGUS CAUSED HEATED CONVERSATI
JANKLOW CLAIMS USD PAPER MISQUOTED HIM
REGENTS' STAFF OFFICIAL RESPONDS TO CRITICISM
XJANKLOW BLITZES SDSU IN ANNUAL VISIT (SPRINGER)
JANKLOW WEARS MANY HATS FOR GOV'S DAY
XJANKLOW ASKS REGENTS TO LIMIT SPENDING
SDSU SHOOTERS WIN TRI-STATE (KLINE)
XNEW GRIDIRON COACH FITS HAYES MOLD (JENSEN)
AG STUDENTS VISIT USSR
SEE MUSIC JAZZ
STATE'S TOP BRAND NAME BLUE JEANS
^ XCHEM PROFS USE TRICKS TO TEACH .
^-XSTUDENT PIECES TOGETHER TV NEWS PUZZLE (ELLIOTT)^ -
*DIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
Cruf THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
(JENSEN)
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN*
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN*
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN'
XDIGGIN
OUT THE FACTS
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN).
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS-(JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)-
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
JENSEN WANTS REDUCED STUDENT FEES, ATTACKS FUNDING 0
XDIGGIN* OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)-.
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
JENSEN LOOKS. BACK ON YEAR; ACHIEVES SIX PLATFORM GOA
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
XALUMNI DIRECTOR NOT A 'CHEERLEADER' (UKEN)
XLOBBYIST SEES JOB AS VENDOR, LEGISLATORS AS CUSTOME
JENSEN HEADS ABDNOR BID (WAYBRIGHT)
XREGENTS - SEVEN VOICES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
TERMS OF JENSEN, SUTTON END ON BOARD OF REGENTS
WRESTLING TEAM OPENS 1974 SEASON AT BISON OPEN; JENS
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JENSEN
JOHNSON BONI
JSKKiSK EJXSfette
jSKKiSM
JOHNSON DAVE
JOHNSON DAWN
JOHNSON GAIL
JOHNSON GENEVIEVE
JOHNSON MICHAEL
JOHNSTON MABEL
JOHNSTON RALPH
JONES CLARENCE
JONES JAY
JONES RON
JORDAHL NANCY
JORGENSEN DAN
JORGENSEN LANGDON
JORGENSON KEN
JOURNALISM
JOYCE DENNY
JOYCE NANCY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/19/1975
2/19/1975
3/12/1975
3/12/1975
3/17/1976
6/09/1976
11/2A/1976
2/21/1979
2/28/1979
11/06/197A
9/0A/1974
1/28/1976
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
4/09/1975
9/03/1975
1/22/1975
4/16/1975
11/17/1976
8/28/1974
9/21/1977
4/05/1978
10/09/1974
9/24/1975
10/22/1975
1/24/1979
11/24/1976
10/15/1975
4/28/1976
3/28/1979
4/04/1979
4/09/1980
4/16/1980
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
9/07/1977
11/12/1975
12/10/1975
12/14/1977
8/25/1976
3/30/1977
2/21/1979
11/05/1975
9/25/1974
10/16/1974
10/23/1974
10/30/1974
12/11/1974
1/15/1975
6/04/1975
9/24/1975
10/01/1975
1/14/1976
1/28/1976
2/11/1976
2/11/1976
3/17/1976
6/09/1976
6/23/1976
9/15/1976
10/06/1976
10/06/1976
7/13/1977
9/28/1977
10/19/1977
11/02/1977
11/23/1977
1/18/1978
2/01/1978
6/07/1978
12/13/1978
2/07/1979
10/01/1975
1/25/1978
3/22/1978
3/19/1980
A145
A151
A091
A094
A143
A114
A061
SOU
AlOl
A094
A037
A033
AOll
A046
A043
A041
A075
A081
A144
A191
A061
Alll
A021
A091
A121
A091
A013
AOll
A181
A141
A064
A071
A064
AQ61
A174
A174
AOll
A181
A222
A161
A114
A081
A014
A063
A135
AOll
A093
A076
A024
A065
A102
A171
A115
A032
A043
A013
AQ44
A124
A103
A081
A041
A031
A031
A022
A093
A043
A041
A043
A023
A043
A051
AQ41
A061
A072
A153
A165
S071
kWRESTLERS SPLIT WITH MANKATO, WINONA
XOUTSTANDING HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLER, JENSEN ADJUSTING
JENSEN CAPTURES TITLE AS JACKS FINISH SIXTH IN NCC
THREE JACK WRESTLERS COMPILE 5-6 RECORD AT NCAA NATI
JENSEN TAKES DIVISION II TITLE; SIMET HELPS JACKS TO
JENSEN STILL ELIGIBLE AFTER NCAA CHECK
JENSEN, TEAGUE TAKE FIRST IN BISON OPEN
*JENSEN MAKES LAST ATTEMPT
*NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP ELUDES JENSEN (KLINE)
XJEWELRY MADE FROM NAILS ^ ,
JIM'S TAP CLIENTELE MAY CHANGE THIS FALL
XSTUDENT TEACHES ART OF DEFENSE (JOHNSON)
SEE OCCUPATIONS, EMPLOYMENT
*THREE SLATES ENTER SA PRESIDENTIAL RACE
XJOHNSON, WILLRODT
XJOHNSON, WILLRODT
BONI^JOHNSOn''SUES^AKRON. IN SEX DISCRIMINATION SUIT
JOHNSON^LEADs"rODEO^WOMEN to SECOND PLACE; MEN FOURT
JOHNSON IS TOP COWBOY
KARTS' PORTFOLIO . . .
GOVERNMENT
JOHNSON^PROVIDeI TALENT^^LEADERSHIP for STATE UNIVER
JOHNSON, VICKERY EXPECTED TO REPRESENT JACKS IN MAY
CHEMICAL EXPLOSION INJURES FRESHMAN
NURSING DEAN TO RESIGN NEXT JULY 1
XMICHAEL JOHNSON TO SING IN PLACE OF FLASH CADILLAC
XFREE CONCERT TOMORROW
XMICHAEL JOHNSON TO GIVE CONCERT
JOHNSON RETURNS FOR THIRD CONCERT (PATERSON)
JOHNSON TO GIVE CONCERT HERE (PETERSON)
XMICHAEL JOHNSON; OLD FAVORITES AND SMILES (PETERSON
*1916 ALUMNUS RECALLS FIRST HOBO DAY ACTIVITIES
*1916 ALUMNUS RECALLS FIRST HOBO DAY ACTIVITIES
XFORMER STUDENT IS LONG-TIME FAIR JUNKIE (KRAUSE)
TWO PROMOTED TO BLACK BELT
JAY JONES CAPTURES TWO FIRSTS AT ESTERVILLE INVITATI
AG STUDENTS VISIT USSR
*TWO NEWCOMERS, ONE ALUMNUS NAMED AS DORMITORY DI.
STATE GRID WRITES 'KILLER BLIZZARD' (KRAUSE)
XJORGENSEN: LOBBYING TOP PRIORITY (SAVAGE)
PHYSICAL PLANT HIRES JORGENSON
EN6LEMAN TO KEYNOTE JOURNALISM CONVENTION
EDITOR POSITION AVAILABLE
HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSIONER WILL KEYNOTE NEWSPAPER
HALL OF FAME FUND STARTS JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS
CLASSES PUBLISH LAB PAPER
WRITERS WIN IN HEARST COMPETITION
SPORTSWRITING CAMP WILL BEGIN JUNE 8
JOURNALISTS TO CHALLENGE RESTRICTED TRIAL COVERAGE
BICENTENNIAL THEME SET FOR HIGH SCHOOL PRESS DAY
SD PRESS ASSOCIATION'S CLIPPING SERVICE COLLECTS NEW
OPINION ON... JOURNALISTS' OBLIGATIONS TO PUBLIC (L)
KELO REPORTER RESIGNS AFTER PRESSURE ON OAHE
HIGH PRICE FOR OAHE REPORTING (ED)
STUDENTS TO PUBLISH COMPETING WEEKLIES
JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT LOSES ONE-THIRD OF STAFF
ALL-STATE JOURNALISTS, 4-H COUNCIL PICKED DURING JUN
FIRST AMENDMENT MUST STAND (ED)
SPJ PUBLISHES LAMPOON ISSUE; TO MAKE DEBUT DURING H
PRESS ASSOCIATION MOVES OUT OF JOURNALISM BUILDING
JOURNALISM DEPT TO HAVE NEW CHAIRMAN
THIRD LAMPOON TO BE PRINTED
CODE THREATENS PRESS FREEDOM (KRAUSE)
OTHER OPINIONS (DAYE)
SENATE THREATENS PRESS FREEDOM (WOSTER)
*LEE EMPHASIZES STUDENT INITIATIVE
GEBHART WINS HEARST AWARD
COURT DECISION HURTS FREEDOM
GOOD JOURNALISM? (L)
XSTUDENT PIECES TOGETHER TV NEWS PUZZLE (ELLIOTT)
XTRAVELERS REACH HALFWAY POINT IN WALK ACROSS U.S.
XJOYCE LEADS WOMEN'S CAGE SQUAD
JOYCE LEADS WOMEN
XJOYCE PLAYS BALL JUST FOR FUN (COLE)
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JUDGING TEAMS
JUDICIAL PROCESS
JUDO
JUEL ORRIN
JULIUS SHERRY
JUNGEMANN MARILYN
KANDARAS HOMER
KANGAROO KOURT
kangas sandy
KANSAS STATE UNIV
kantack ben
kappa EPSILON
KARATE
KAUER TOM
KAUFMAN KEN
KAUTH K 0
KEAN DAN
KEEHN KEN
KEELY SCOTT
KEGS
KEIZER TERRY
KELLEY FRANK
KELLY TONY
KELO-TV
, KELTGEN JACIEL
> KEMPF ELAINE
^ KENEFICK DON
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1D/16/I97<f A096 DAIRY JUDGES WIN FIRST IN CHICAGO
10/30/1974 AD55 *DAIRY TEAM FIRST IN NATION
10/30/1974 A073 AG TEAM TAKES THIRD IN MISSOURI
12/11/1974 A173 KJUDGING TEAM PLACES FOURTH IN COLLEGIATE LIVESTOCK
11/03/1976 A104 DAIRY JUDGING TEAM TAKES FIRST IN NATIONALSj SEAS CO
1/25/1978 A033 JUDGING TEAM PLACES SECOND IN THE NATION
2/22/1978 A031 JUDGING OFFERS EXPERIENCE
11/08/1978 A081 LIVESTOCK TEAM WINS IN K.C.
2/05/1975 AOll LEGAL JURISDICTION AMBIGUOUS (GEBHART)
9/25/1974 A264 xJUDO FINALLY BECOMING POPULAR; GREG SCHMIDT LEADS C
10/30/1974 A123 THREE JUDO TEAM MEMBERS PLACE IN LOCAL TOURNAMENT
4/09/1975 A124 TWO PLACE IN JUDO TOURNEY
11/05/1975 Alll JUDO CLUB OFFERS NEW TECHNIQUE TO MEMBERS
3/19/1975 A034 XBROOKINGS VOTES APRIL 8 FOR MAYOR, LIBRARY BOND
4/16/1975 A064 JUEL AND LIBRARY WIN (SIMONS)^ .
4/14/1976 A071 STUDENT TAKES MAYOR TO COURT OVER EVICTION
2/23/1977 AOn MAYOR JUEL TO PARTICIPATE IN US-RUSSIA EXCHANGE
3/23/1977 AlOl *JUEL RELATES RUSSIAN EXPERIENCES
2/15/1978 A054 MAYOR SPEAKS ON TV PROGRAM
1/30/1980 A123 JULIUS LEADS WOMEN TO CLOSE SECOND (PENNISTON)
12/11/1974 A162 *MILITARY BALL HONORARY CADET COLONELS
12/10/1975 ,A131 kKANDARAS SPEAKS
10/15/1975 A163 KANGAROO KOURT CALLS FOR VOLUNTARY VICTIMS
1/22/1975 A021 XUNDER6RAD BECOMES RHD CRIGNEY)
5/07/1975 A104 DUANE ACKER NAMED PRESIDENT AT KSU
4/28/1976 A053 OPINION ON... KANTACK'S WORK TRIBUTE TO SCHOOL (L)
4/28/1976 Alll KANTACK WINS AREA ENTOMOLOGIST AWARD
7/25/1979 A021 KANTACK: COURTS HARM RANCHERS (LAWRENCE)
4/07/1976 A051 KAPPA EPSILON TO BROADCAST DRUG MESSAGES -
9/18/1974 A112 *JAPANESE KARATE EXPERT INSTRUCTS AT CLUB MEETING
9/25/1974 A261 KARATE LARGEST SPORTS CLUB-(FEY) -r - " : „
10/02/1974 A064 TWO PLACE IN KARATE MEET
10/16/1974 Alll KARATE SQUAD COMPETES IN TOURNEY
10/23/1974 A081 KARATE TEAM PARTICIPATES IN TOURNEY
11/13/1974 A173 KARATE CLUB DOES WELL IN INVITATIONAL TOURNEY
11/27/1974 A063 PALMER EARNS FIRST DEGREE BLACK BELT
1/22/1975 A121 KARATE CLUB ATTENDS SEMINAR IN MEXICO
1/29/1975 A071 YOST WINS TWO EVENTS AT WEEKEND KARATE MEET
2/05/1975 A074 WALTER TAKES FIRST AT KARATE TOURNEY
2/26/1975 A043 OPINION ON... INTERRUPTION OF KARATE TESTING (L)
2/26/1975 A061 TWO EARN BROWN BELTS
3/19/1975 A193 *SEVEN QUALIFY FOR NATIONAL KARATE MEET
4/16/1975 A181 2 UNIVERSITY SPORTS CLUBS COMPETE IN NATIONAL MEETS
5/07/1975 A091 YOST BECOMES FIRST WOMAN TO EARN KARATE BLACK BELT
11/05/1975 A123 KARATE CLUB TAKES SEVERAL PLACES AT U. OF MANITOBA T
11/12/1975 A181 TWO PROMOTED TO BLACK BELT
12/10/1975 A222 JAY JONES CAPTURES TWO FIRSTS AT ESTERVILLE INVITATI
1/21/1976 Alll XKARATE IS WAY OF LIFE -(KELTGEN)
4/14/1976 A091 KARATE CLUB TAKES SECOND IN NCAA "
10/20/1976 A073 TRAINING OF MIND AND BODY-STRESSED IN-KARATE CLUB
12/08/1976 A212 xTESTING, TESTING...
1/26/1977 AlOl KARATE TEAM WINS MANY HONORS
11/16/1977 A133 KARATE EXCELLING AS CAMPUS CLUB (6ERLACH)
3/22/1978 A163 YOUNG EARNS'DEGREE
4/04/1979 Alll KARATE CLUB FIGHTS CANADIANS
10/10/1979 A141 *KARATE CLUB TEACHES TECHNIQUES OF MARTIAL ARTS TO
12/12/1979 A184 COLLEGIATE SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
1/23/1980 A151 KARATE CLUB AND LINGENFELTER BOTH WORK ON DEFENSIVE
1/30/1980 A131 SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...- _ . . .
2/27/1980 A134 KRACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT STRESSES LEARNINGrWALKER,-L
2/01/1978 A015 XFREEMAN, KAUER SEEK TOP SA POSITIONS.,.'
9/25/1974 A281'*LIFTERS TO CHALLENGE-NATIONAL.RECORDS (FEY)
10/30/1974 A137 TWO WEIGHTLIFTERS PLACE AT IOWA MEET. . ,
3/30/1977 A015 LAWMAKERS, LOBBYISTS.CENSOR NEWS REPORT (TONNESON)
2/15/1978 AOll JfKEAN AND BRADY WILL RUN; PRESIDENTIAL RACE CLOSED.
6/18/1975 A071 X90 FINISH JACKRABBIT 15 RACE
2/13/1980 AlOl *EDGAR ALLAN POE INTERPRETATION TO BE PRESENTED
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC
9/04/1974 A055 TERRY KEIZER NAMED ARMY CADET COLONEL .
10/13/1976 A331 KELLEY, PLIHAL INDUCTED INTO HALL OF.FAME .
4/16/1975 A171 *KELLY«S HARD WORK PAYS OFF (FEY)
4/16/1975 A016 STUDENTS AIR COMMENTS ON KELO TELEVISION
3/24/1976 A131 UFF FILES SUIT AGAINST BUREAU; CITIZENS COMPLAIN ABO
4/14/1976 A012 FCC TAKES ACTION ON COMPLAINTS ABOUT KELO-TV OAHE CO
4/28/1976 A092 FCC RULES IN KELO'S FAVOR IN PROGRAMMING OF OAHE
12/10/1975 A231 JACIEL KELTGEN CHOSEN COLLEGIAN SPORTS EDITOR
5/02/1979 A141 JfJACKRABBIT THIRD IN STATE MEET
9/10/1975 A071 PLANT SCIENCE PROFESSOR LEARNS FROM SOVIET UNION RES
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KENNEDY JOHN
KENNEDY JOHN F
KENNEDY KEVIN
^ENTON STAN
KEOUGH MIKE
KEPPEN BRUCEj^ERSHAW DOUG
KESD
kesd-fm
KESD-TV
KESSLER JAMES
KGKG
KILBOURNE JEAN
KINYON JONELL
kirk ken
kirk VERNON
KIRKEGAARD DON
KIRSCHMAN LISA
KITES
KITTELSON DIANE
KLEIN GAYLE
KLEIN JOHN
KLINE CARL
KLINE STEVE
KLINKEL LISA
KLINKEL NORMA
KLOEFKORN WILLIAM
KLOH
KLUCKMAN DELORES
KMART
KNEIP RICHARD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/28/197A A113 kKENNEDY TO COORDINATE ALL EVENTS (BROWN)
3/01/1978 A051 KENNEDY RESIGNS POST
3/12/1975 AOAA HOW DID JFK DIE? (ED)
11/19/1975 AlAl SOCIOLOGIST QUESTIONS JFK'S ASSASSINATION (GEBHART)
1/28/1976 A091 *RALSTON DISPUTES WARREN REPORT (KAROLEVITZ)
8/28/197A A203 '74 GRID TEAM PICKS CAPTAINS
8/28/197A A213 JtPLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC .
9/0A/197A AG83 XJACKS OPEN WITH 15-0 WIN
' 9/18/197A AQll XROLLING BLUE RIVER
A/05/1978 A021 *KENNY, JOHNSON STRESS INPUT INTO GOVERNMENT
7/13/1977 AOAl SAVE KENT STATE SITE (ED)
12/05/1979 A065 JAZZ ENSEMBLES PAY STAN KENTON TRIBUTE IN CONCERT DE
9/25/197A A255 KEOUGH NAMED GYMNASTICS COACH
1/2A/1979 A141 xGROSS, KEPPEN SET RECORDS IN INDOOR DEBUT
8/28/197A A063 XMUSIC: COUNTRY AND WESTERN (MOORE)
9/25/197A A18A KESD TO COVER HOBO DAY PARADE, GAME
6/08/1977 A053 KESD MEDIA EARN GRANTS
6/08/1977 A05A GRANTS AID IN PROMOTION
2/15/1978 A061 KESD'S 'NIGHTLINE' TO PLAY COFFEEHOUSE CONCERT TAPES
10/10/1979 AOll QUESTIONS SURROUND APPOINTMENT OF WENTZY TO KESD DIR
9/25/197A A091 KESD MORNING PROGRAM MOVES TO STUDENT CENTER
12/11/197A A04A OPINION ON,.. KESD-FM (L)
1/22/1975 A061 XKESD OFFERS WIDE RANGE
9/10/1975 AlOl CLASSICAL MUSIC DOMINATES KESD-FM FORMAT (GEBHART)
10/01/1975 A023 KRADIO 'NIGHTLINE' MAY LOSE SA UNDERWRITING; KESD-FM
10/29/1975 A132 KESD-FM SPOOKED, OFF AIR EARLY 10 TIMES
11/05/1975 A051 KESD-FM BACK IN FULL OPERATION
3/2A/1976 A092 KESD PLANS LIVE COVERAGE OF DANCE FOR DYSTROPHY
A/07/1976 A091 KESD-FM OFFERS SERVICE TO VISUALLY HANDICAPPED
8/25/1976 AlAl KESD-FM TUNES IN TO NEW IDEAS (KELTGEN)
10/06/1976 A081 NEW SHOW SPOTLIGHTS LOCAL, WEEKEND TALENT
2/01/1978 A081 KESD AIRS FORUM
9/20/1978 A021 SENATE FUNDS KESD (RICHARDSON)
2/21/1979 A13A KESD-FM FUNDING JEOPARDIZED (ROBY)
1/30/1980 A081 RADIO STATION GOES PART-TIME JAZZ (DARR)
6/11/1980 A071 XFIRST RADIO PLAY AIRED BY KESD-FM
A/16/1975 AlOl XKESD-TV FEATURES VARIETY AS IT EDUCATES, ENTERTAINS
10/13/1976 A205 KESD-TV TO STAGE PARADE FOR 9TH YEAR
2/16/1977 A0B3 KESD FILES WITH FCC FOR NEW SATELLITE DISH
8/31/1977 A181 NEW KESD STUDIO ADDS SUPER TV VIDEO, CAMERAS, SWITCH
8/31/1977 A191 SATELLITE RECEIVING TERMINALS INSTALLED
A/12/1978 A021 KSATELLITE TERMINAL ADDS TO VARIETY IN PROGRAMMII
A/06/1977 A091 XLANDFILL, GROWTH: BIG ISSUES OF CANDIDATES (SEV!
1/2A/1979 A071 *0N THE AIR WITH KGKG (ELLIOTT)
11/28/1979 AQ71 XHARDING LECTURER KILBOURNE CALLS ADVERTISING SEXIST
10/19/1977 A021 SENATE RULES IGNORED IN KINYON REMOVAL
2/19/1975 A031 X'PEOPLE WILL TRY TO DENY DEATH' (CURRY)
8/31/1977 A061 xNOT POT, BUT A NATURAL HIGH (TRUMBLE)
10/12/1977 A021 xPROFESSOR, STUDENT SAFARI; AMAZON AREA INSPECTED
1/30/1980 A033 XKIRKEGAARD AND BERTUS ANNOUNCE PLATFORM (SIEBRASSE)
11/13/197A A15A XHEALTH, ELIGIBILITY MAY BE KEYS FOR GYMNASTICS TEAM
12/12/1979 AOIA KLET'S GO FLY A KITE
10/01/1975 A093 USD RUNNER AGAIN FINISHES AHEAD OF KITTELSON, THOMAS
9/25/197A A301 xWOMEN'S NET SQUAD STAYS UNDEFEATED
6/18/1975 A061 PLAYER HELPS DEDICATE NEW CAMPANILE BELLS
4/30/1980 A061 *T0 DRAFT, OR NOT TO DRAFT; THAT IS THE QUESTION
1/17/1979 A151 JACK ATHLETIC SQUADS EXPERIENCE BUSY VACATION
1/24/1979 A131 SDSU SITE OF NCAA WRESTLING (KLINE)
1/31/1979 A141 PIG AUCTION IN FROST ARENA? (KLINE)
2/07/1979 A141 STRONGMEN TO COMPETE AT SDSU (KLINE)
10/02/1974 A046 MANG. EDITOR RESIGNS, ANDERSON TAKES OVER
9/11/1974 A071 XCONSUMERS' INTERESTS CONCERN NORMA KLINKEL
11/03/1976 A071 xPUBLISHED POETS PRAISE GREAT PLAINS
9/27/1978 A061 XKLOEFKORN, INMATE JOIN THIRD WRITERS CONFERENCE
11/07/1979 A061 XMIDWEST VOICE WAS THEME OF WRITER'S CONFERENCE
8/27/1975 Alll KLOH NOW OPERATING SATELITE COUNTRY STATION IN BROOK
4/27/1977 A031 XTEACHER SEES ROLE AS 'FACILITATOR'
2/22/1978 AlOl NEW MALL HOSTS K-MART
9/25/1974 A091 HERB CHEEVER REMAINS 'FIRED UP* ABOUT WORK ON KNEIP'
10/16/1974 AOll XOLSON, PRESSLER FACE STUDENT QUESTIONS IN FORUM SER
10/23/1974 AOll xMCGOVERN ACCEPTS; FORUM CONTINUES
10/30/1974 A013 XHCGOVERN-KNEIP ANSWER CAMPAIGN, OAHE QUESTIONS
10/30/1974 A083 X'74 CANDIDATES QUERIED
11/06/1974 AOll XPRESSLER WINS WITH KNEIP, MCGOV., ABDNOR
4/23/1975 A021 XGOVERNOR'S DAY HONORS KNEIP, ROTC CADETS
4/07/1976 A051 GOVERNOR'S DAY OFFERS FORUM, TROOP REVIEW
4/14/1976 A015 xKNEIP SPEAKS AT FORUM, ATTENDS MILITARY REVIEW
4/14/1976 A031 KNEIP INDICATES HE HAS NO PLANS TO RUN FOR ANOTH .
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KNEIP RICHARD
l^NEIP TOM
SSM8!V.vt.
ICNUTSON DR JOHN
KNUTSON ROBERT
KOCH ROBERT
KOEPSELL PAUL
KOLLER JOHN
KORTEMEYER RON
KOTH RON
KOURI LYNN
KRAMER J HOWARD
KRAMER PAT
KRANZ MARGY
KRAUSE CARROLL
KRESKIN AMAZING
KRIEGER GREG
KROACK KALMAN DR
KROMMINGA TIM
KRUSE JIM
KRYSON JIM
KSFY
KU KLUX KLAN
KUEHS KEVIN
KUHNS GARY
KURALT CHARLES
KVAM JANET
LACHER ROBERT
LAETRILE
LAKE CAMPBELL
LAKE COCHRANE
LAKE HENDRICKS
LAKE POINSETT
LAKE SINAI
LAKE TRAVERSE INDI
LAKES
LAKES-SD
LAND
LAND AND CULTURES
LANDFILLS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/10/1976 AOll
1/19/1977 AGIS
1/19/1977 AQAl
1/26/1977 AOll
1/26/1977 A091
2/02/1977 AOAA
4/06/1977 A051
4/27/1977 A014
2/01/1978 A031
4/12/1978 A041
11/02/1977 A053
3/31/1976 A103
4/07/1976 AOll
5/04/1977 A091
10/12/1977 AOll
3/30/1977 A015
3/12/1975 A021
6/04/1975 A031
3/31/1976 A071
4/28/1976 A061
11/20/1974.A064
9/ll/1974«Alll
4/07/1976 A103
9/19/1979 A131
9/03/1975 A134
2/09/1977 A051
2/22/1978 A021
6/27/1979 A043
10/19/1977 A231
1/22/1975 A075
11/10/1976 A031
4/16/1975 A164
4/14/1976 A104
10/02/1974 A051
5/04/1977 A061
2/05/1975 A031
3/12/1975 A066
4/30/1975 A031
9/18/1974 A022
12/13/1978 AlOl
9/25/1974 A291
2/18/1976 A094
2/25/1976 A051
10/13/1976 A244
7/26/1978 AOll
10/12/1977 AOll
10/19/1977 A012
9/21/1977 A031
10/05/1977 A081
9/20/1978 A012
7/02/1975 A131
9/10/1975 A022
9/21/1977 A044
9/21/1977 A081
10/12/1977 A051
4/05/1978 A221
4/26/1978 A041
4/26/1978 A121
7/26/1978 A041
7/26/1978 A051
11/16/1977 A074
3/22/1978 A171
8/28/1974 A024
11/17/1976 A161
3/22/1978 A181
1/22/1975 A113
9/03/1975 A141
12/08/1976 A221
1/26/1977 A131
3/23/1977 A231
1/25/1978 A172
1/15/1975 A015
2/19/1975 A131
3/19/1980 A091
3/19/1980 A091
9/17/1975 A034
9/24/1975 A061
10/15/1975 A071
KNEIP FACED WITH VETO-PROOF LEGISLATURE (RAASCH)
GOVERNOR WILL ISSUE ORDER TO MODIFY HIGHER ED SYSTEM
GOVERNOR TAKES TACTICAL APPROACH (ED)
GOVERNOR ORDERS SINGLE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM CGEBHART)
REGENTS, KNEIP MISTAKEN (ED)
OPINION ON... KNEIP'S SINGLE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM ORDER
KNEIP TO SPEND DAY ON CAMPUS APRIL 22
XKNEIP UNCERTAIN OF SENATE RACE; WILL MAKE HIS DECIS
KNEIP FOOLED
KNEIP'S OPPOSITION UNEDUCATED (ED)
kBROOKINGS MAN POSSIBLE FIRST DISTRICT CONTENDER
UNDER THE BLEACHERS (KELTGEN)
JfTEACHERS OF THE YEAR SELECTED
^ENGINEER SURPRISED BY NOMINATION
LAETRILE USE ISSUE BRINGS DOCTOR, HOSPITAL TO COURT
LAWMAKERS, LOBBYISTS CENSOR NEWS REPORT (TONNESON)
STUDENT CHARGED IN ASSAULT CASE
KOCH CONVICTED; REQUESTS INVESTIGATION
XCITY CANDIDATES SHARE VIEWS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT ISS
XKOEPSELL WINS RE-ELECTION
XRIFLE CLUB TEAM CAPTURES 26 TROPHIES IN FIRST MATCH
COACHES NAME PLAYERS OF^-'THE WEEK
XJACKRABBITS WIN 10 EVENTS AT OWN INVITATIONAL MEET
XKOURI BOLSTERS WOMEN'S TENNIS (JENSEN)
PROFESSOR WRITES CAMPUS HISTORY
XAG QUEEN CANDIDATES
XAG QUEEN SELECTED
GOODBYE DR. KRAUSE
K*AMAZING KRESKIN* TO PERFORM NOV. 5
YOUTH NOT BARRIER; KRIEGER HEADS GOP
XTHIRD DOCTOR ADDED TO HEALTH SERVICE STAFF
XVALLEY CITY ATHLETE GRABS TOP HONORS AT JACKRABBIT
XJACKS TROUNCE COYOTES
XHOBO ROYALTY
*•77 SUMMER FESTIVAL TO FEATURE 'HERITAGE'
KSFY TOWER TO BE BUILT IN 3 MONTHS
KSFY-TV TO BUILD INTERIM TOWER
KSFY TELEVISION TO RETURN BY SATURDAY
KU KLUX KLAN ANNOUNCES 1976 PRESIDENTIAL TICKET
XHAN6-GLIDING ARRIVES AT SDSU (PATES)
XTRAINERS DO MORE THAN GIVE ASPIRIN (FEY)
XKURALT TO GIVE HARDING LECTURE
XKURALT: PUBLIC CONSCIENCE GROWING (HUBER & RIGNEY)
PROFESSIONAL VIOLINIST REACHES GOAL; SOLOIST WILL FI
XPROFESSOR TRANSPLANTED TO FIELDS (SNYDER)
LAETRILE USE ISSUE BRINGS DOCTOR, HOSPITAL TO COURT
LAETRILE SOLD IN SIOUX FALLS
HOBO REGATTA SAILS
REGATTA MAKES BIG SPLASH DESPITE DELAY
XSECOND ANNUAL LAKE CAMPBELL STOCK TANK RACE
SEDIMENT CONTROL PROPOSED FOR LAKE COCHRANE AREA
LACK OF COMMUNICATION BLOCKS STUDENT LAKE USE
HENDRICKS;IN TROUBLE
XCOURT DECIDES LAKE ISSUE (WOSTER)
LAKE HENDRICKS APPEAL CONSIDERED BY JANKLOW
XLAKE HENDRICKS REZONED?
LAKE HENDRICKS NEEDS HELP
XLAKE HENDRICKS TO BE DEVELOPED FOR HONES
LAKE DEVELOPMENT HURTS (ED)
LAKE HENDRICKS DEVELOPMENT PLAN READIES FOR FINAL ST
POINSETT CONSIDERED POSSIBLE PILOT PROJECT
XLOW OXYGEN LEVELS CAUSE FISH KILL AT LAKE SINAI
TRIBAL GOVERNMENT UPDATED (GUSTAFSON)
HUSBAND AND WIFE TEAM STUDIES CHEMICAL HARM TO LAKES
GF8P: WINTERKILL NOT ALL BAD
PROFESSORS RESEARCH LAKES FOR REMOVAL OF PHOSPHATES
BROOKINGS MAN NAMED CHAIRMAN OF LAKES GROUP
XDRY WEATHER LOWERS LAKE LEVELS; FISH, PLANTS FACE
XDETERIORATION OF PRAIRIE COTEAU LAKES EXAMINED BY P
LRC TO STUDY LAKES COMMITTEE DATA, FINDINGS
POLLUTION CLEAN-UP BILLS MAY SERVE AREA LAKES
ZONING, CONSERVATION MAKE LAND USE CONTROVERSIAL
STEINBERG URGES INPUT FOR LAND USE (STEINBERG)
THE PEOPLE OF THE LAND LOOK AT THE LAND (CARLSON)
EARTH AND WOMEN TREATED ALIKE (HAGEN)
CITY MUST SHOW THAT LANDFILL IS NON-POLLUTING
LANDFILL DECISION DELAYED
BIDS FOR STOCKPILING AT LANDFILL OPENED AT CITY COMM
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LANDFILLS
LANDSCAPE
LAN6ER JIM
LANGUAGE
LARSEN SUE
LARSON COMMONS
LARSON DON
LARSON JEFF
LARSON ROY
LARVIE TERRY
LAUNDROMAT
LAVELLE JOHN
LAW ENFORCEMENT
LAWRENCE JERRY
LAWRENCE TOM
LAWRENCE VERNON
LEASE & RENT
LECTURES
LEE RICHARD
LEFT-HANDEDNESS
LEGAL SERVICES
LEGISLATIVE RES CO
LEGISLATORS
LEGISLATURE-SD 74
LEGISLATURE-SD 75
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/30/1977
5/04/1977
6/22/1977
11/23/1977
3/17/1976
2/13/1980
3/26/1980
4/06/1977
8/25/1976
4/23/1975
9/17/1975
10/04/1978
4/26/1978
2/20/1980
3/21/1979
4/07/1976
1/29/1975
9/10/1975
10/08/1975
10/22/1975
1/28/1976
9/11/1974
11/27/1974
2/05/1975
2/08/1978
9/24/1975
8/28/1974
4/14/1976
4/28/1976
7/07/1976
7/07/1976
8/25/1976
9/08/1976
11/03/1976
11/17/1976
1/30/1980
4/02/1980
4/30/1980
2/01/1978
2/01/1978
2/01/1978
2/08/1978
4/26/1978
4/11/1979
4/09/1980
7/13/1977
1/18/1978
5/02/1979
8/28/1974
9/04/1974
9/11/1974
9/18/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
4/09/1975
7/02/1975
7/02/1975
8/27/1975
9/03/1975
9/17/1975
9/17/1975
12/12/1979
1/23/1980
1/30/1980
3/23/1977
9/04/1974
2/05/1975
3/02/1977
3/30/1977
5/04/1977
10/04/1978
2/06/1980
4/02/1980
10/02/1974
12/11/1974
1/15/1975
1/29/1975
2/05/1975
A071
A063
AlOl
A071
A121
A161
A071
A053
A161
A061
A141
A154
A013
A063
A016
A103
A024
A031
A032
A062
A044
Alll
A074
A061
AOll
A071
A175
A071
A015
A024
A131
AOll
AQ41
A061
A041
A015
A016
A013
A071
A071
A083
A051
A141
A031
A061
A022
A023
A021
A151
A016
A025
AO22
A021
A041
AlOl
A012
A044
AOll
A053
A015
A045
A024
A094
A071
A231
A061
A021
A031
A015
A151
AOll
A072
A061
A015
AOll
A023
A045
A016
COURT RULES BRDOKINGS MUST FIND NEW DUMP
BROOKINGS AND STATE DISAGREE OVER LANDFILL
CITY APPEALS LANDFILL PERMIT CASE DECISION
JtFUTURE OF LANDFILL UNDECIDED
CLASS PLANS BICENTENNIAL PROJECT
LANGER, 11-YEAR NFL VETERAN, HELPED INTO PROS BY
LANGUAGE SHALL (WILL) ALWAYS CHANGE CDARR)
INTERNS FACE POLITICAL REALITY
NORTH LARSON REMODELING TO STREAMLINE FOOD SERVICE
XBENTLEY SETS STATE MARK IN 1500 METERS; TAKES THREE
*STUDENT BICYCLES 2,700 MILES (JOHNSON)
^HORTICULTURIST GIVES F.O. BUTLER LECTURE
JflNDIAN DANCER STAYS WITH TRADITION (SEVIG)
XDANCER GETS TALENT FROM FAMILY (DARR)
FLASHERS STALKING LAUNDROMATS (KAROLEVITZ)
XJACKRABBITS WIN 10 EVENTS AT OWN INVITATIONAL MEET
STUDENTS OFFERED LAW, JUSTICE OPTION
XNEW DETENTION CENTER TO AID LAW ENFORCEMENT
XTHERE ARE NO BORING DAYS
HIGHER SALARIES AND PRESTIGE MAY ATTRACT CITY POLICE
OPINION ON... CONFISCATION OF CAR (L)
COACHES NAME PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
K3 JACKS NAMED TO ALL-NCC TEAM
BODEN, LAWRENCE AWAIT PRO TRYOUTS
XLAWRENCE, RIECKMAN SEEK SA LEADERSHIP SPOTS
FORMER STUDENT RECEIVES SENTENCE FOR DRUG POSSESSION
MEN NEED TEMPORARY QUARTERS
STUDENT TAKES MAYOR TO COURT OVER EVICTION
SA LAWYER CAUTIONS STUDENTS ABOUT LEASES (TONNESON)
STUDENT REGENT FIELD NARROWED, TENANT RIGHTS HADE LA
LANDLORD HAS SUIT DISMISSED
REVISED LAW GOVERNS RENTAL AGREEMENTS
TENANTS, KNOW YOUR RIGHTS! (ED)
RENT JUMPS FOR ROOMMATES TWICE IN TERM
BOOST OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING; FORM STUDENT TENANT UNION
TENANT-LANDLORD GRIEVANCES EXAMINED (GERLACH)
INFLATION COULD PUSH RENTS SKY-HI (MASHEK)
STUDENTS SUBLET TO SURVIVE (GERLACH)
KBEST LECTURE SERIES OPENS WITH ENGLISH PROFESSOR
AURIST READS VIBES TO SUGGEST BEST CAREER, MATE, LIF
TEACHERS GIVE THEIR BEST OUTSIDE CLASSROOM
XSPEAKING WITHOUT TALKING (HUBER)
BUNKER HILL LIVES FOR LECTURE GOERS (WOSTER)
TO TAPE OR NOT TO TAPE? THAT IS THE QUESTION
LECTURERS MIX POLITICS, POETRY (DARR)
JOURNALISM DEPT TO HAVE NEW CHAIRMAN
SLEE EMPHASIZES STUDENT INITIATIVE
LEFT-HANDERS LEFT OUT BY REST OF SOCIETY (HOUGH)
STUDENT LEGAL AID PLANS PROGRESS
LEGAL AID AVAILABLE SOON; STUDENTS* RIGHTS LISTED
BOC TENTATIVELY APPROVES LAWYER
WASSOM NEW SA LAWYER
XBOC REHIRES WASSOM (PRESZLER)
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
LAWYER FINDS PERSONAL CONTACT WITH STUDENTS MORE REW
STATE LAWYERS QUESTION PREPAID LEGAL SERVICES
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
LEGAL AID SERVICE IN DANGER ZONE
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
SA LAWYER CONTINUES FREE ADVICE TO STUDENTS
TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
EAST RIVER LEGAL SERVICES OFFICE WILL PROVIDE ATTORN
SA LAWYER PAT LYONS GIVES ADVICE ON COURTS AND TORTS
FREE LEGAL AID PROVIDED
LRC TO STUDY LAKES COMMITTEE DATA, FINDINGS
PRE-LAW STUDENT EXPLORES LEGISLATIVE CHANGES (KRANZ)
LEGISLATORS TO MEET WITH STUDENTS
JfLEGISLATOR TRACED THROUGH TYPICAL DAY
LAWMAKERS, LOBBYISTS CENSOR NEWS REPORT (TONNESON)
SURVEY RATES LEGISLATORS ON ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
XPROTSCH: LEGISLATORS, NOT REGENTS, CONTROL SYSTEM
CANDIDATE WOULD BE OUTSPOKEN AG ADVOCATE IN SENATE
BURNS TO MAKE LEGISLATIVE BID (SPRINGER)
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ALLOW 18-YEAR-OLD STATE LEGISL
ECONOMIC SCENE HOLDS KEY TO UNPREDICTABLE LEGISLATOR
LEGISLATURE OPENS TUESDAY; RECORD NUMBER BILLS E)
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
LEGISLATORS GIVE VIEWS ON TUITION, REGENTS TAXES
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LEGISLATURE-SD 75
LEGISLATURE-SD 76
LEGISLATURE-SD 77
LEGISLATURE-SD 78
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/05/1975 A0A4 GIVE LEGISLATORS THE WORD i criQiattup fop
2/12/1975 AOll ^PROPOSED INCOME TAX ISSUE DOMINATES LEGISLAIlVh hOK
2/19/1975 AOll EDUCATION POWER SHIFT OPPOSED .ppnuAPTi
2/19/1975 AOll JfLEGISLATORS CONSIDER OAHE RESOLUTIONS (GEBHARTJ
2/19/1975 A016 NO-FAULT INSURANCE PRESENTED J? SENATE
2/26/1975 A015 SENATE UNANIMOUSLY PASSES REVISION OF STATE RAPE LAW
2/26/1975 A023 CAPITOL CAPSULE ' .^axcic mcmtah v t
2/26/1975 A053 BILLS AFFECT FACILITIES, CARE FOR=STATE«S MENTALLY I
3/12/1975 A023 CAPITOL CAPSULE
3/26/1975 A021 LEGISLATURE ENDS SESSION (CURRY)
3/26/1975 Aa23 CAPITOL CAPSULE
4/09/1975 A031 x'LEGISLATURE PRODUCTIVE'-(CURRY) •
4/30/1975 A051 DEZONIA COMMENDS LEGISLATIVE-ACTIONS '
1/14/1976 AOll LEGISLATORS TO REHASH SAME ISSUES DEBATED LAST YEAR
1/14/1976 A051 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS. (ENGLER)^^ xi.TTTftu-uTirir rupn
1/14/1976 AlOl STUDENT SENATE URGES OPPOSITION TO TUITION HIKE THRO
1/21/1976 A015 CAPITOL CAPSULE (6EBHART)
1/21/1976 A041 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TOKNOW? (GULLICKSON) ^
1/28/1976 A013 OAHE QUESTION BEFORE LEGISLATURE (RIGNEY)
1/28/1976 A015 CAPITOL CAPSULE (GEBHART)
1/28/1976 A051 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
2/04/1976 AOll CAPITOL CAPSULE (GEBHART) •
2/04/1976 A015 COMMITTEE VOTES DOWN DRUG BOUNTY BILL (GEBHART).
2/04/1976 A041 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
2/04/1976 A044 STUDENTS -- CITIZEN$>-TOO (ED)
2/11/1976 AOll CAPITOL CAPSULE (GEBHART)--. - ,
2/11/1976 A041 OPINION ON... STUDENTS'-RIGHTS. EDITORIAL CD
2/11/1976 A041 MORE OPINION ON... REP. MILLER'S ACTIONS-(L)
2/18/1976 AOll TWO PERCENT CUT REJECTED (RIGNEY) ---•
2/18/1976 A043 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
10/20/1976 A016 LEGISLATURE MAY CONSIDER ENDING ENGINEER COLLEGE .
11/10/1976 AO44 NEXT LEGISLATIVE SESSION TO BE CRUCIAL TO EDUCATION .
11/24/1976 A015 ETSI PIPELINE PROPOSAL TO GO TO 1977 LEGISLATURE
1/19/1977 AOll LEGISLATURE TO CONSIDER CHANGES IN HIGHER ED SYSTEM
1/19/1977 A041 GOVERNOR TAKES TACTICAL APPROACH (ED)
1/19/1977 A044 LEGISLATURE IS IMPORTANT FUNCTION (TONNESON)
1/19/1977 A051 DIFFERENCES MAY SPLIT GOP (TONNESON) .
2/02/1977 A014 SECOND BILL FOR REGENT CHOICE ALIVE
2/02/1977 A081 ^CITIZENS DISCUSS HIGHER ED (SEVI6)
2/09/1977 A015 SINGLE UNIVERSITY FAILS IN HOUSE BY 53-16 VOTE
2/09/1977 A063 HIGHER ED ISSUE CONTINUES (TONNESON)
2/16/1977 A061 LEGISLATORS SUPPORT EASED BOARD REQUIREMENTS (MEDEMA
2/16/1977 A133 GF&P FUNDS WILL NOT GO TO STATE
2/23/1977 A013 COMMITTEE KILLS THREE EDUCATION BILLS, PASSES ONE
2/23/1977 AD51 DOES PIERRE COVERAGE SHOW IT LIKE IT IS? (TONNESON)
2/23/1977 A073 KLEGISLATORS WILL SPLIT ON EltA ISSUE"(TONNESON),
3/02/1977 AOll LEGISLATORS QUESTION RECIPROCITY (TONNESON)-
3/02/1977 A021 kKNEIP PRODS LEGISLATURE .FOR ACTION (TONNESON)
3/02/1977 A021 ^REPUBLICANS BALK AT KNEIP!S-LEAD-(JONNESON) -
3/23/1977 A044 LEGISLATURE FIGHTS-NATIONAL TRENDS (TONNESON)/:
3/23/1977 A102 LEGISLATORS RECESS; REFLECT-ON.SESSION'S ISSUES "
4/06/1977 A053 INTERNS FACE POLITICAL REALITY
12/14/1977 A053 HIGHER EDftBJLLS HEAD FOR SOLONS .
1/18/1978 A015 LEGISLATURE'FACES BILLS ON GRANTS, RECIPROCITY
1/18/1978 A031 SENATE COMMITTEE KILLS CLOSURE OF DAKOTA STATE
1/18/1978 A043 KLIBERALLY SPEAKING (GEBHART) - , " '
1/18/1978 A045 J6SIZING IT UP (SMITH) " - -
1/25/1978 A013 COMMITTEES ACT ON EDUCATION BILLS_(KRAUSE)..
1/25/1978 A051 COMMITTEE KILLS PROPOSAL-TO MOVE USD'S PROGRAMS
1/25/1978 A051 OBSCENITY PROPOSAL'UP FOR PUBLIC VOTE IN NOVEMBER
1/25/1978 A053 STUDENTS AIM FOR INPUT IN.PIERRE - : '
1/25/1978 A093 ^LEGISLATIVE TEA ; .
1/25/1978 A181 ENVIRONMENTAL-RELATED MEASURES.UNDER CONSIDERATION B
2/01/1978 AOll HOUSE DROPS STATE ABORTION FUNDING
2/01/1978 A012 RECIPROCITY BILL PASSES STATE SENATE
2/01/1978 A031 STUDENTS PLOW ROADS TO SHED
2/08/1978 AOll LEGISLATURE PASSES STUDENT RECIPROCITY (SEVIG) '
4/19/1978 A031 BILL WOULD ABOLISH TREATIES
9/06/1978 AOll BERG: PROGRAM CUTS WILL BE MAJOR ISSUE (RICHARDSON)
9/06/1978 AOll XFREEMAN CRITICAL OF REGENT'S RESOLUTION 21 (SNYDER)
9/06/1978 A041 1978 SCHOOL YEAR MAY BE PIVOTAL
9/13/1978 A053 SENATE CONSIDERS FEDERATION, RESOLUTION 21
9/13/1978 A071 RESOLUTION 21: ANOTHER STEP IN REGENT MASTER PLAN
9/20/1978 A015 BERG: $2 MILLION CUT 'UNREASONABLE'
9/20/1978 A041 RESOLUTION LACKS KNOWLEDGE (ED)
10/11/1978 A013 DEANS REACT TO RESOLUTION 21
10/25/1978 AOll ARTS PROGRAMS WILL BEAR BRUNT OF RESOLUTION CUTS
11/01/1978 A041 THE JOKE'S OVER FOLKS - BA DEGREES COULD PARISH
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LEIN CHARLES
LEISCHNER RON
LEN6KEEK HENRY
LENZ RON
LESEUR MERIDEL
LESLIE ELLV
LETTER WRITING
LETTERS
LEVERTOV DENISE
LIAS DAVID
LIBRARY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/08/1976 AOll PANEL OPINIONS ON RESOLUTION 21 VARY (RICHARDSON)
11/15/1978 AOll SENATE PLANS CARAVAN (RICHARDSON)
11/15/1978 A051 RESOLUTION 21-1978
11/22/1978 A013 *LARGE NUMBERS ATTEND REGENTS MEETING-PUBLIC HEARING
11/22/1978 A051 sCARAVAN TO VERMILLION (HAMMOND)
12/06/1978 A016 FUNDING HIKED 19'/. IN LAST 2 YEARS
12/06/1978 A041 USD HAS HEAD IN DARK PLACE (ED)
12/06/1978 A041 USD STUDENT REACTION DISTURBING (FREEMAN)
12/06/1978 A061 USD ENDORSES RESOLUTION 21
12/13/1976 A043 OPPOSE RES. 21 (L)
1/17/1979 AOll RESTRUCTURING REGENTS AMONG LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
1/17/1979 A041 SHED AN IDEAL CHANCE TO MEET LEGISLATORS (FREEMAN)
1/24/1979 A013 xLAWMAKERS TAKE JAB AT NURSING (WOSTER)
1/24/1979 A041 LEGISLATORS LIKE VIKINGS^ CHOKE ON BIG ONE (WOSTER)
1/24/1979 A041 DEADLINE APPROACHING FAST FOR SHED TRIP (FREEMAN)
1/24/1979 A091 SHED TEACHES LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
1/31/1979 AOll FATE OF PHARMACY MAY HINGE ON LEGISLATIVE ACTION
1/31/1979 A021 LEGISLATORS MAY BEND LAW FOR PHYSICAL PLANT
1/31/1979 A041 SMOKESTACK TO CONTINUE BELCHING SMOKE (WOSTER)
1/31/1979 A045 USD HIT HARDEST (L)
2/14/1979 AOll KSENATE BILL COULD SPLINTER FACULTY UNION (WOSTER)
2/14/1979 A013 KNOW YOU SIEH HIM, NOW YOU DON'T
2/14/1979 A043 POLLUTION STANDARD BASIS FOR SUIT (WOSTER)
2/14/1979 A091 USD LAW SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT 'CRUCIAL;' ACCREDITATION
2/21/1979 A044 REGENTS LET THEIR FINGERS DO THE TALKING (WOSTER)
2/21/1979 A134 LAW SCHOOL WOES TROUBLE REGENTS (WOSTER)
2/28/1979 AOll LEGISLATORS, REGENTS MEET SECRETLY ON EDUCATION
2/28/1979 AOll STUDENT REGENT AN ENDANGERED SPECIES (WOSTER)
3/21/1979 A021 XREGENTS TURN ON EACH OTHER, JANKLOW (WOSTER)
3/21/1979 A031 SDSU HITS JACKPOT IN STATE LEGISLATURE (WOSTER)
1/16/1980 AOll GOV JANKLOW'S BARE BONES BUDGET MAJOR LEGISLATIVE IS
1/16/1980 A071 LITTLE OPTIMISM HELD FOR SPECIAL REQUESTS (SPRINGER)
1/23/1980 A064 XOFFICIALS RESPOND TO 6RAD SLOT CUTS (ROSO)
1/23/1980 A064 LAWMAKERS VOICE CONCERN OVER BUDGET (FRANK)
1/23/1980 A071 LEGISLATIVE ACTION COULD LEAVE SOME SDSU STUDENTS HI
1/30/1980 A061 XLOBBYIST SEES JOB AS VENDOR, LEGISLATORS AS CUSTOME
1/30/1980 A071 SENATE REJECTS STUDENT VOTE
2/06/1980 A061 EXTENSION HEAD OFFERS ALTERNATIVE (SPRINGER)
2/06/1980 A064 XSTUDENTS DESCEND UPON CAPITOL
2/13/1980 A031 LEGISLATURE TO FINISH WITH FLOURISH, FUNDING REMAINS
2/20/1980 A031 EXPERIMENT STATION IS IMPROVED; RAILROAD ISSUE Rl
3/19/1980 A012 LOST VOTE MEANS LOST REGENT (SPRINGER)
3/19/1980 A121 LAWMAKERS SWAMPED, FEW URANIUM BILLS PASS
9/18/1974 A016 DAYLIGHT SAVINGS BILL MIGHT BE REPEALED
10/09/1974 A021 DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME BILL REPEALED
2/08/1978 A013 xFARM SPEAKERS EMPHASIZE ACTION (KOHLER)
2/23/1977 A054 LEIN CONFIRMED LAST WEEK AS USD PRESIDENT
4/16/1975 A186 xLEAPIN' LEISCHNERS!!!!
11/17/1976 A134 CHIMES, TIME, PINE ARE PART OF CLOCKMAKING
9/07/1977 A141 xLENZ REPLACES MARTIN AS STATE UNIVERSITY SID
11/07/1979 A061 XMIDWEST VOICE WAS THEME OF WRITER'S CONFERENCE
12/13/1978 A071 XMONAHAN AND LESLIE HEADLINE JAZZ CONCERT
10/27/1976 A052 OPINION ON... WRITING CHRISTMAS LETTERS TO ARMED SER
3/24/1976 A013 xSTUDENTS USE MONEY CHAIN LETTER AS EASY WAY TO RECE
10/06/1976 A016 STUDENTS URGED TO WRITE LETTERS TO GOV. KNEIP
2/27/1980 A071 COURTS TO DECIDE LEGALITY OF 'LIST'; SA LAWYER SWAMP
3/26/1975 A021 LEVERTOV TO READ POETRY FOR FESTIVAL
9/17/1975 A125 INTERN FINDS GOVERNMENT UNDERSTANDING IMPORTANT
3/02/1977 AOll XTWO NEW SLATES JOIN SA RACE
10/23/1974 A046 XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
10/23/1974 A053 LIBRARY RECEIVES PRIORITY (KRANZ)
11/06/1974 A015 XDISCARDING OF BOOKS HALTED PENDING DECISION
2/05/1975 A014 XLIBRARY STILL IN PLANNING STAGE; INFLATION REDUCES
2/05/1975 A021 LIBRARY FEATURES INTER-LIBRARY LOAN (JOHNSON)
3/19/1975 AOll CONSTRUCTION BIDS TO OPEN FOR ANIMAL SCIENCE, LIBRAR
5/07/1975 A021 NEW LIBRARY TO BE NAMED AFTER BRIGGS
6/04/1975 A081 LIBRARY BID PENDING APPROVAL BY REGENTS
7/16/1975 A013 xLIBRARY GROUNDWORK
8/27/1975 A081 XANIMAL SCIENCE, LIBRARY BUILDINGS ON SCHEDULE
9/24/1975 A203 NEW LIBRARY TO FEATURE OPEN STACK BOOK SYSTEM
2/04/1976 A015 XCONSTRUCTION PROGRESSES
5/05/1976 A021 XCONSTRUCTION PROGRESS
6/23/1976 A121 XLIBRARY TO OPEN CLOSED STACKS
9/01/1976 A031 BRIGGS LIBRARY NEARLY DONE; MOVE PLANNED
9/08/1976 A032 BUDGET REDUCTIONS, INFLATION HURT LIBRARY (MARTIN)
9/22/1976 A055 CORRECTIONS
10/13/1976 A071 KNEW LIBRARY TO OFFER MORE SERVICES i
2/02/1977 AOll XLIBRARY RANKS LAST ACCORDING TO COMMITTEE ^
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LIENAU RUDY
lifestyles
lighting
linander terry
LINCOLN LIBRARY
LINCOLN MUSIC HALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/23/1977 A121
3/23/1977 A121
A/27/1977 AOll
A/27/1977 A031
7/13/1977 AOll
8/31/1977 A013
9/07/1977 A152
9/21/1977 A051
10/12/1977 AOAl
10/19/1977 AlOl
12/07/1977 A031
1/17/1979 AOIA
1/17/1979 A0A2
12/05/1979 A013
1/30/1980 A072
3/26/1975 A03A
A/16/1975 A06A
9/2A/1975 A061
10/08/1975 A031
10/20/1976 A053
11/12/1975 A023
.•3/31/1976^^A063
7/13/1977 A051
8/31/1977 A191
FEWER STUDENTS USE LIBRARY AS STUDY AREA
XPREVIEW: TAKE A LOOK INSIDE BRIGGS LIBRARY (KRAUSE)
NEW LIBRARY FAILS STATE INSPECTION--ROOF LEAKS
COMPUTER AIDS RESEARCHERS IN FINDING REFERENCE MATER
MOVE TO NEW LIBRARY DELAYED AGAIN
K'BROWSING' TOURS OPEN NEW LIBRARY
NOBODY BURNS OLD BOOKS; DISCARDING IS SLOW PROCESS
BORROWING'NEW LIBRARY SECURITY-STOPS EASY •:
OPINION ON... H.M. BRIGGS LIBRARY (L)
LIBRARY USAGE UP
FACULTY READING AREA RE-INSTATED
XRECONSTRUCTION WORK
EXTEND LIBRARY HOURS (L-) .
XINTO THE HOME STRETCH -
APPROPRIATIONS FOR BRIGGS LIBRARY OVERDUE (CURRY)
XLIBRARY TERMED UNFIT; BOND ISSUE UPCOMING
JUEL AND LIBRARY WIN (SIMONS)
XBROOKINGS NEW LIBRARY
CITY COMMISSION SELLS BANDS FOR LIBRARY
XMORE THAN BOOKS ON CITY'S LIBRARY SHELVES
NEW FIVE-YEAR LICENSE PLATES AVAILABLE IN '76
STATE EXTENDS LICENSE PLATE DEADLINE TO HAY 15
RUDY LIENAU FILLS ASST DIRECTOR POST
XNEW ASSISTANT NAMED TO UNION
SEE ALSO STUDENT LIFE, STUDENTS
DUE TO TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES... (ED) '
SCHOOL LACKS TECHNICAL" EQUIPMENT
INTRAMURAL LIGHTS (L). ^ -
SA SUGGESTS NEW.AID FOR IM LIGHTING
MORE LIGHTS! (L)
A NEEDLESS WASTE (L)/ - -
XLINANDER NAMED MAT BOSS (HAMMOND) "
SEE LIBRARY
PROPOSAL TO REMODEL LIBRARY TO BE CONSIDERED BY SOLO
XRECONSTRUCTION WORK '
SDSU MUSIC SCHEDULED FOR HOVE TO LINCOLN HALL
STORY NOT POSITIVE (L) -
A TOUR OF THE LINCOLN MUSIC HALL
LINCOLN MUSIC HALL FORMAL DEDICATION THIS WEEKEND
XNO, IT'S NOT CARNEGIE HALL
RECITAL HALL DEDICATION SUNDAY
XACTRESS VIVECA LINDFORS TO PLAY 36 WOMEN IN ONE-WOM
XDEVELOPMENT AND COUNSELING OFFICE ADDS WOMAN COUNSE
XLINGENFELTER PURSUES REBOUNDING, ASSIST RECORDS
XOPINION ON... LINNEMAN FUND DRIVE
HORT'S PLANS BENEFIT DANCE-FOR LINNEMAN. " V-
OPINION ON... THANKS. FOR-BENEFIT DANCE (L)
GRATITUDE EXPRESSED BY FAMILY (L) ^ .r. ^
FUTURE OF RACING SCHOLARSHIPS COULD CHANGE WITH LINS
SEE ALSO PARTIES,HOUSE PARTIES, ALCOHOL -
XA CHANGE FOR DORMS
XDIGGIN' OUT THE. FACTS (JENSEN)
XDORMS GETiBEER AND COOL IT TOO
COMHISSIdfr'̂ OKAYS TWO LIQUOR LICENSES
OPINION ON... NEW DORMITORY POLICIES (L)
XHOBO HEATER -
PUBLIC INTOXICATION LAW DIES* • • -
KEGS NOT ALLOWED ON CAMPUS,- ALTHOUGH PERMITTED_IN RE
XCLOSING TIME VIOLATED
XLIQUOR PROFITABLE -
KILL PROPOSAL RESTRICTING ADVERTISING OF ALCOHOLIC B
REISSER: ALCOHOL USE GIVES SCHOOL 'BAD PUBLIC RELATI
OLD BROOKINGS AIRPORT PROPOSED AS. SITE FOR BEER ESTA
XMINORS, BARS MAY BE FINED FOR MISREPRESENTING AGE^
XFIRST DWI OFFENSE $200 FINE (HEBBERT) ~
LOWER PROOF WHISKEYS SOLD AT HIGH PROOF PRICES
TAVERNS ASK TO STAY OPEN, SELL BEER SUNDAYS; PETITIO
BARS TO CIRCULATE PETITION AMONG FEBRUARY .PATRONS
XPETITION DRIVE
BARS HOLD PETITION PAST FILING DEADLINE ' '
SPECIAL ELECTION SET APRIL 27 TO DECIDE SUNDAY LIQUO
WETS VS. DRYS: STILL AN ISSUE (TONNESON)
RAH PUB BUYS LICENSE (TONNESON)
ALL-CAMPUS KEGGER STIRS TROUBLE
XCITY USES ALL BUT ONE LIQUOR PERMIT
XTEQUILA SUNRISES DAWN ON FIVE BROOKINGS BARS (PAHLK
STUDENT RULES FURTHER COMPLICATE KEG ISSUE (MEDEMA)
COURT GRANTS BEER LICENSE
11/2A/1976
H/2A/1976
10/19/1977
10/26/1977
12/12/1979
12/12/1979
5/0A/1977
AOAl
A071
A0A6
A051
A051
A051
A121
LINDFORS VIVECA
LINEHAN PAULA .
LINGENFELTER STEVE
LINNEMAN RON
9/01/1976
1/17/1979
A/25/1979
5/02/1979
9/12/1979
10/31/1979
11/07/1979
A/30/1980
11/12/1975
9/18/197A
ll/lA/1979
9/17/1975
9/2A/1975
10/08/1975
3/17/1976
8/28/197A
A025
AOIA
A031
A0A3
A071
A066
A015
A17A
AlAl
AOll
A081
A0A5
A052
A0A3
A055
AOllLINSEY JOSEPH
LIQUOR TRAFFIC
8/28/197A
8/28/197A
9/0A/197A
9/0A/197A
9/0A/197A
9/25/197A
9/25/197A
10/02/197A
2/12/1975
2/26/1975
A/23/1975
A/30/1975
9/10/1975
10/15/1975
11/05/1975
1/1A/1976
1/28/1976
2/0A/1976
3/2A/1976
3/31/1976
A/1A/1976
5/05/1976
6/09/1976
9/01/1976
2/09/1977
2/23/1977
9/28/1977
10/12/1977
AOll
A0A3
A02A
A036
A0A5
A053
A1A2
A023
A03A
A031
A0A6
A013
A03A
A015
A073
A091
A061
A08A
A231
A061
A075
A013
A071
A071
A061
Alll
AOll
A061
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liquor traffic
LISZT FRANK
litter ^
little I
LIVESTOCK
LOBBYING
LOBBYISTS
LOCKER ROOMS
LOCKREY JOHN
LOCKWOOD MARVIN
LOEKS DEB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/19/1977 A0<46
12/05/1979 A021
2/20/1980 B021
8/27/1980 A07A
12/13/1978 A061
11/13/1974
1/29/1975
2/05/1975
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
4/16/1975
4/16/1975
1/28/1976
2/18/1976
3/17/1976
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
2/09/1977
2/16/1977
3/23/1977
3/23/1977
3/30/1977
2/15/1978
2/22/1978
3/22/1978
3/22/1978
4/05/1978
4/05/1978
4/12/1978
2/21/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/28/1979
3/28/1979
4/04/1979
2/27/1980
3/19/1980
3/19/1980
3/19/1980
3/19/1980
3/19/1980
3/26/1980
4/02/1980
4/30/1980
10/30/1974
12/11/1974
1/22/1975
12/10/1975
4/28/1976
11/08/1978
3/21/1979
1/30/1980
2/02/1977
2/16/1977
1/30/1980
10/23/1974
4/09/1975
3/30/1977
1/25/1978
2/01/1978
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
8/28/1974
2/26/1975
8/28/1974
A023
A021
A023
A053
A141
AlOl
A043
A053
A021
A031
A031
A015
A021
A241
A051
A031
A061
A221
A103
A021
A021
A061
A071
A023
A074
A052
A022
A066
A141
A141
A142
A144
A151
A151
A151
A153
A154
A155
AOll
A046
A041
A104
A061
A064
AQ7I
A081
A085
A081
A046
A184
A073
A173
A014
A122
AlOl
A081
A142
A104
A014
A013
A061
A103
A074
A031
A045
A023
A044
AlOl
A151
A085
A151
"SOCIAL" DRINKING (L)
k'LAKE BENTON CONNECTION* LEGAL LIQUOR FOR 19-YEAR-O
STATE CAMPUSES COULD LOSE KEG PRIVILEGES CMASHEK)
BEER SALE DISPUTE CONTINUES
*LISZT WILL REINCARNATE WEDNESDAY AT SDSU
SEE REFUSE & REF DISP
LITTLE INTERNATIONAL SEEKS STAFF FOR 1976 SHOW
1975 LITTLE I REGISTRATION FEBRUARY 5
*LITTLE I CANDIDATES
•HOMESTEADER '75' THEME OF LITTLE I
*LITTLE INTERNATIONAL STARTS FRIDAY (NOLD)
JfLITTLE I: AN ENDURANCE CONTEST (NOLD)
OPINION ON... LITTLE INTERNATIONAL CD
LITTLE^I^MAy'̂ BE^FILMED THIS YEAR IF SPONSORS CAN MEE
*LITTLE I TAKES BICENTENNIAL THEME (PATERSON)
LITTLE I BICENTENNIAL THEME TO STRESS STATE'S HERITA
LITTLE^I^SETS PARTICIPATION MARKS (STEIGER)
XLITTLE I AMUSEMENT
XAG QUEEN CANDIDATES
STUDENTS TO DRAW FOR LITTLE I SHOW ANIMALS
XTHIRTY-SIX STUDENTS RUN FOR SENATE, HOME EC EXPO, L
LITTLE I, HOME EC EXPO MAY DRAW 1,200
XLITTLE I BIGGEST EVENT OF ITS KIND
REGISTRATION FOR LITTLE I TO START FEB.16 (NOLD)
SAG QUEEN SELECTED
*THE BIG EVENT - LITTLE I
FULL SCHEDULE PLANNED FOR LITTLE I-EXPO
SELECTIONS SET FOR MONDAY ^
SFLORAL DESIGN BRINGS LOOK OF SPRING TO LITTLE I-EXP
ONLY PICTURES, MEMORIES REMAIN OF 55TH LITTLE I-HOME
AG STUDENTS TO CHOOSE QUEEN
AG STUDENTS CHOOSE QUEEN
HOME-EC -"THIS IS IT" (COLE)
LITTLE INTERNATIONAL SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
sBEAST BECOMES BEAUTY (KARN)
13 EXHIBITS SEW, SHOW TALENTS (HA6EN)
SWORK PAYS OFF FOR HOME EC EXPO (COLE)
EVENT HONORS HOMEMAKER
LITTLE I CLOWNS HAVE ONE OBJECT; FUN
SLITTLE I COUNTS IN REAL WORLD (PATES)
sTHADEN REIGNS AS AG QUEEN (THEIL)
56 YEARS OF GROWTH, DIVERSITY, TRADITION (SAVAGE)
KLITTLE I TAKES CENTER RING
LITTLE I MUST CHANGE (L)
iJeO^LITTLE I DANCE APPROVED FOR ARENA, 2,000 DANCER
LURCH FORWARD, BACK UP, NO CRAZY DRIVERS ALLOWED
^CONTESTS! MORE THAN SHOWMANSHIP
KHOME EC EXPOSITION FOCUSES ON THE FUTURE (COLE)
XFRIESEN IS AG QUEEN (THIEL)
HONORED HOMEMAKER, HONORED FARMER CHOSEN
XAGGIES CHALK UP ANOTHER ONE
FLORAL CONTEST IGNORED (L)
LITTLE I ELECTIONS
AG TEAM TAKES THIRD IN MISSOURI
KJUDGING TEAM PLACES FOURTH IN COLLEGIATE LIVESTOCK
LIVESTOCK LOSS REVIEWED (OLSON)
LIVESTOCK JUDGING TEAM PLACES 3RD IN NATIONAL MEET
^UNIVERSITY OWNS 10,000 ANIMALS (MERNAUGH)
LIVESTOCK TEAM WINS IN K.C.
*BEAST BECOMES BEAUTY (KARN)
LIVESTOCK TEAM WINS FIRST 1ST
FACULTY SEES END OF EFFECTIVE VOICE DUE TO RESTRICTI
REGENT RESTRICTION HAS PRECEDENTS (MEDEMA)
^LOBBYIST SEES JOB AS VENDOR, LEGISLATORS AS CUSTOME
SEE ALSO NAMES OF LOBBYISTS
LIAISON REPLACES LOBBYIST
^LOBBYIST WORKS FOR PRESS, PEOPLE (BROWN)
^CITIZEN INTERESTS PROTECTED BY FEW •GADFLY* LOBBYIS
GYM LOCKERS NOT WELL-USED (L)
LOCKERS OPEN TO STUDENT USE
EVEN THE LITTLE GUY COUNTS... LOCKER ROOMS PRESENT P
OPPOSITE SEX BANNED FROM LOCKER ROOMS
XFOUR DORMITORIES GAIN NEW DIRECTORS
XSTUDENT DOUBLES AS TAXIDERMIST (NOLD)
3CF0UR DORMITORIES GAIN NEW DIRECTORS
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loewen chuck
lofquist gordy
LOG building
LOGO
US tony
loIdInberg SUE
LUCAS MONTE
lung association
LUSK JEANETTE
lusk lecture
LUTHERAN
LYONS PAT
LYONS TERESA
macdonald mike
MACDOUGAL HERBERT
MACKLIN LIONEL
MAFFETT GARY
MAGIC
MALL
MANFRED FREDERICK
MANKATO STATE UNIV
MANUFACTURING
MARATHONS
MARCHING BAND
MARGEN SHELDON
MARGHAB LINEN
MARIJUANA
MARKEN JACK
MARKEN MARTY
MARKETING
MARKING JIM
NARKS ALAN
MARQUETTE HARVEY
MARRIAGE
MARRIED STUDENTS
MARSHALL STAN
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/28/1979 Sa61 KNFL SCOUTS LOOKING AT SDSU'S LOEWEN
8/28/197A A191 LOFQUIST ON VIKES' SQUAD
6/25/1980 A051 kLOG BUILDING WORKSHOP OFFERED
9/07/1977 A091 LOGO NEEDED FOR THEATRE DEPARTMENTS
3/22/1978 A151 *L0N6 WINS THIRD PLACE
10/0^/1978 AOll XPOETRY BRIDGES GAP FOR INMATE, AUDIENCE
A/09/1980 A021 *MEXICAN RESTAURANT OPENS IN CITY DESPITE BEER LICEN
10/16/197A A073 *A BROOKINGS MEN RUN FOR STATE REP,
SEE ALSO GAMBLING
12/11/197A A162 ^MILITARY BALL HONORARY CADET COLONELS
A/16/1975 A053 xLITTLE I CANDIDATES
12/08/1976 A19A sMOSIMAN, MATTHEWS, JACKSON> LUDENS ON ALL-NCC FOOTB
10/15/1975 A151 XSEVEN PERSONS NAMED TO ALUMNI HALL OF FAME
9/17/1975 A032 MONEY FOR RESEARCH OF RESPIRATORY AILMENTS IS WALKAT
10/01/1975 A031 WET WALKATHON RAISES^1,600 FOR RESEARCH
10/13/1976 A211 XFIVE GRADS AMONG DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI
SEE JOURNALISM
SEE CHURCH LUTHERAN
XLYONS STIMULATES STUDENTS; ELECTED OUTSTANDING TEAC
SA LAWYER PAT LYONS GIVES ADVICE ON COURTS AND TORTS
TWO DRAMA STUDENTS GAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH MI
WORLD RECORD SET AT POWERLIFT MEET (MCCARTHY)
XH.B. MACDOUGAL PASSES AWAY AT 69
MACKLIN: A BEARS FAN WHO WANTS THE BALL (NACHTI6AL)
MACKLIN SIGNS
XHEAT FAILS TO STOP JACKS, MAFFETT
kTRICKSTER USES CARDS, MIND, MAGIC
XFINGERS QUICKER THAN THE EYE...
XMALL OPENS WITH FIVE.NEW^TORES. .
XMAMMOTH BONES FOUND IN HOT SPRINGS'BASEMENT - -
XAUTHOR'S BOOKS INVITE READERS INTO.HIS 'HOME* *
XMIDWEST VOICE WAS THEME OF WRITER'S. CONFERENCE
XMANFRED READS POETRY
UNDER THE BLEACHERS CKELTGEN)
MANKATO DROPS FOOTBALL; JACKS NOW OPEN SEPT. A
MANKATO STATE FORCED TO WITHDRAW FROM NCC (ANDERSON)
THE WAY I SEE IT (ANDERSON)
XTHE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
SEE INDUSTRIES
FIFTH ANNUAL LONGEST DAY MARATHON, AAU FINALS SCHEDU
SEE BAND MARCHING
1/17/1979 A021 XNUTRITIONIST SAYS MALNUTRITION MASSIVE DESPITE FOOD
2/18/1976 AD91 xMARGHAB LINEN COLLECTION FAMOUS FOR HAND-EMBROIDERE
12/14/1977 AQ81 MARGHAB COLLECTION OFFERED IN MEMORIAL ART CENTER
2/12/1975 AlOl STUDENT POSTS $250 BOND IN DRUG CHARGE
2/26/1975 AOll MURRAY PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MARIJUANA POSSESSION
3/19/1975 A024 STUDENT RECEIVES 18-MONTH PROBATION
10/08/1975 A013 CORE REQUIREMENTS CHANGED;'SENATE DISCUSSES-MARIJUAN
10/15/1975 AOll CONFUSION REIGNSi ON NORML;r.STUDENT~SENATE HAKES MIST
10/15/1975 A044 STUDENT SENATE HASTY WITH MARIJUANA VOTE (ED) - -
10/22/1975 A043 OPINION ON... NORML STORY IN COLLEGIAN (L)
10/22/1975 A043 MORE OPINION ON... NORML COVERAGE (L)
2/11/1976 A054 OPINION ORV-• MARIJUANA (L) . -
12/08/1976 A043 OPINION ON... POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA (L)
1/17/1979 A081 POT USE ON RISE BUT ALCOHOL STILL TOP (RICHARDSON)
1/24/1979 A033 LAWSUIT COULD RESTRICT SALE OF PARAPHERNALIA
1/30/1980 A054 "HIGHER" EDUCATION-(L). . .
4/09/1980 A053 POT PLANE EVADED RADAR. - tx. r : ~ - -
11/12/1975 A091- XMARKEN RESIGNS TOP'ENGLISH DEPT. ^POSITION. - —
12/06/1978 A074X»OLD WOMAN' ENJOYS DOLLS (KRUMM)
11/19/1975 A081 XMARKETING GAME ALLOWS-STUDENTS TO MANAGE SUPERMARKE
10/02/1974 AOll XMARKING RESIGNS ..
10/02/1974 A073 XMARKING RESIGNS;-ZULK TAKES OVER -
12/08/1976 A151 XPIANIST ALAN MARKS HAS GOOD YEAR DESPITE-COMPETITIO
10/13/1976 A211 XFIVE GRADS AMONG DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI -
1/29/1975 A033 XSTATE'S OLDEST COUPLE MARRIED 72 YEARS"(RIGNEY)
1/14/1976 A073 XMARRIAGE CLASS GAINING POPULARITY (JOHNSON)
10/06/1976 A034 LIBERAL SD MARRIAGE LAWS DRAW NONRESIDENT COUPLES
3/30/1977 A071 XMARRIAGE: CURE-ALL FOR GRADES, SOCIAL LIFE? (PAHLKE
4/16/1980 A031 WAGNER SAYS LATER MARRIAGES MAY BE HAPPIER (SPECK)
4/30/1980 A052 BLEW IT WHEN HE MARRIED (L)
11/27/1974 A052 MARRIED STUDENTS PROGRAM PLANNED
8/25/1976 A094 SPOUSE CARDS GIVE MARRIEDS DISCOUNT RATES
2/23/1977 A051 MARRIED STUDENTS FORM UNION
9/17/1975 A131 ATHLETIC DIRECTOR WRITES BOOK FOR HPER MAJORS
8/25/1976 A251 XNAMED PRESIDENT
6/25/1980 AOll MARSHALL DIES OF HEART ATTACK (LAWRENCE)
6/25/1980 A041 STAN MARSHALL WAS A VERY CARING MAN (LAWRENCE)
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5/04/1977 A031
1/23/1960 A094
3/02/1977; A081
2/26/1975''A071
8/28/1974 A206
9/13/1978 A123
6/11/1980 A114
9/06/1978 A171
9/24/1975 A031
10/01/1975 A121
8/28/1974 A081
4/30/1980 A185
11/09/1977 A012
11/07/1979 A061
1/14/1976 A151
3/17/1976 A151
8/25/1976 A031
9/01/1976 A121
9/01/1976 A133
11/17/1976 A181
10/29/1975 A112
SUBJECT
MARSHALL STAN
martin LORIBS^tin mickey
martin STEVE
HaIiAMAN MONTE
mason MONTE
mast bill
mathematics
MATHIEU HUBERT
MATTHEWS BILL
MCCAULEY CHARLES
MCCLEMANS MICHAEL
MCCONE BILL
MCCORMACK ELLEN
mccrory gardens
mcdermott bill
MCDONALD'S
MCGLATHLIN CURTIS
MCGOVERN ELEANOR
HCGOVERN GEORGE
MCKELLIPS ROGER
HCKIERNAN TOM
MCKINNEY JAMES
MCKNIGHT TARA
MCNAMARA KEVIN
MEAT INDUSTRY
HEAT LABORATORY
MEDIA
MEDICAL SCHOOL
MEDICAL SERVICES
MEDITATION
MELVIN MARTY
MEMORIAL ART CTR
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/27/1980 Al<il A SPORT GIANT IS GONE AND IS MISSED
12/11/1974 A191 MARTIN TAKES JV BASKETBALL REINS
11/01/1978 A015 LORI MARTIN NEW SUC PRESIDENT
7/02/1975 A141 *MICK MARTIN NAMED HEAD WRESTLING COACH
6/23/1976 A091 MARTIN NAMED ROOKIE COLLEGE COACH OF THE YEAR
11/17/1976 A181 *THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
3/30/1977 A121 JfMARTIN RESIGNS AS MAT BOSS (HAMMOND)
1/17/1979 A134 STEVE MARTIN'S- 'WILD AND CRAZY GUY' IMAGE (LAWREK'
SEE ALSO SPORTS TEAMS
9/08/1976 A094 COACHES SELECT FIRST PLAYERS-OF-THE-WEEK
11/16/1977 A121 MASON LEADS WEIGHTLIFTERS
3/22/1978 A155 LIFTERS PLACE IN NATIONALS
4/05/1978 A181 KMASON FINDS SPORT THAT GIVES HIM BIG LIFT (HAMMOND)
4/16/1980 A131 *MASON BARELY MISSES QUALIFYING FOR NATIONALS
8/28/1974 A213 *PLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC
9/25/1974 A271 'PLAYERS OF THE WEEK' SELECTED
9/25/1974 A308 MAST CITED BY NCC
11/20/1974 A095 MAST, GISSLER HONORED AS PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
12/11/1974 A195 FOUR JACKRABBITS MAKE NCC ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM
9/10/1975 A093 ENGLUND OUT INDEFINITELY; MAST SUFFERS MINOR INJURY
8/28/1974 A073 *DEPARTMENT HEADS NAMED
10/29/1975 A091 MYSTERY BEHIND PAINTING SOLVED
9/08/1976 A094 COACHES SELECT FIRST PLAYERS-OF-THE-WEEK
12/08/1976 A194 xMOSIMAN, MATTHEWS, JACKSON, LUDENS ON ALL-NCC FOOTB
10/19/1977 A261 *MATTHEWS, ERICKSON CAPTAIN DEFENSE (HAMMOND)
12/07/1977 A121 MATTHEWS, PARKER, MOSIMAN NAMED TO ALL-NCC SQUAD
12/14/1977 A113 MATTHEWS; SEELY NAMED TO ACADEMIC HONOR TEAM
6/21/1978 A081 MATTHEWS, MOSIMAN REPORT TO CAMPS
9/06/1978 A194 PINCHED NERVE PLACES MATTHEWS ON PATRIOT'S INJURED R
7/09/1980 A081 PRAIRIE REP DIRECTOR IS ENJOYING HIS JOB
11/10/1976 A051 MCCLEMANS SENTENCED TO FIVE YEARS IN PENITENTIARY
3/21/1979 A153 XLITTLE I COUNTS IN REAL WORLD (PATES)
10/29/1975 A031 PRO-LIFE GROUP TO ENTER CANDIDATE IN STATE PRESIDENT
8/28/1974 A144 ^GARDENS OFFER NATURAL HIGH (KLINKEL)
1/14/1976 A034 ^INVESTIGATION CONTINUES IN THEFT OF RESEARCH TREES
7/07/1976 A093 XIT'S A BLOOMIN' 14,000 STRONG
10/13/1976 A114 XWHERE HAVE ALL THE FLOWERS GONE? TO RESEARCH, EXTEN
7/27/1977 A071 xMCCRORY GARDENS GROWING STRONG
9/13/1978 A012 xMCCRORY GARDENS
7/25/1979 A061 KMCCRORY GARDENS RANKS AMONG NATION'S BEST
4/09/1975 A074 ^LOBBYIST WORKS FOR PRESS, PEOPLE (BROWN)
1/28/1976 A081 XMCDERMOTT NAMED CHAIRMAN OF NATIONAL NEWSPAPER \
8/28/1974 A081 KSIGN OF THE TIMES
11/05/1975 A051 FOREIGN SERVICE VETERANS JOIN ARMY ROTC STAFF
10/09/1974 A051 ELEANOR MCGOVERN FINDS PEOPLE IGNORANT ABOUT S.D.
9/11/1974 A045 ANOTHER AMERICAN INVASION-(ED)
10/23/1974 AOll *MC60VERN ACCEPTS; FORUM CONTINUES
10/30/1974 A013 *MCGOVERN-KNEIP ANSWER CAMPAIGN, OAHE QUESTIONS
10/30/1974 A083 3f»74 CANDIDATES QUERIED
11/06/1974 AOll *PRESSLER WINS WITH KNEIP, MCGOV., ABDNOR
10/06/1975 A043 OPINION ON... HCGOVERN ON OAHE (L)
10/06/1975 A044 MORE OPINION ON... MCGOVERN (L)
10/15/1975 A043 OPINION ON... MCGOVERN'S RESPONSE TO CRITICISMS (L)
10/18/1978 A061 SEN. MCGOVERN WILL RETURN AS SECOND HARDING LECTURER
3/22/1978 A081 KMCKELLIPS EXPRESSES HOPE FOR HIGHER ED (EGGER)
10/25/1978 A051 kMCKELLIPS: DECLINING ENROLLMENT PREDICTIONS DON'T H
9/11/1974 A021 ELECTION CERTIFICATION REFUSED FOR INDEPENDENT MCKIE
9/25/1974 A128 MCKIERNAN SUES FOR BALLOT SPOT
9/21/1977 Alll ^FACULTY PERFORMS PROFESSIONALLY
4/04/1979 A012 *FEED THE LAMBS
12/12/1979 A191 36ILLNESS, COLD CLIMATE DOESN'T STOP MCNAMARA
4/16/1975 A097 MEAT SUBSTITUTE ADS MAY BE UNTRUE CLAIMS
4/16/1975 A121 *PLANTS PROVIDE WORK EXPERIENCE (NOLD)
2/20/1980 A085 *MEAT LAB OFFERS TRAINING, GOOD BUYS ON CHOICE CUTS
11/23/1977 A012 *REGENTS, MEDIA AT ODDS
4/20/1977 A131 MEDICAL TEST REVISIONS FAVOR S.D. STUDENTS
10/06/1976 Alll MEDICAL CARE OFFERED AT GAMES
5/04/1977 A041 OPINION ON... COURTESY TO SPEAKERS (L)
11/05/1975 A131 TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION OFFERED THURS.
11/12/1975 A143 ^MEDITATION DEFINED AS MENTAL REST
11/19/1975 A043 OPINION ON... EVILS OF MEDITATION (L)
11/26/1975 A043 OPINION ON... TM FULLFILLMENT (L)
11/26/1975 A044 MORE OPINION ON... LETTER RENOUNCING TM (L)
11/26/1975 A045 MORE OPINION ON... CHRISTIANS BENEFIT FROM TM (L)
9/26/1979 AOll RELAXATION, HEALTH ARE BENEFITS OF MEDITATION
4/16/1980 A133 MELVIN LEADS NO.l RANKED COWBOYS AT LINCOLN RODEI
4/30/1980 A154 MELVIN NO.l IN NATION (JENSEN)
SEE ALSO ART MUSEUM, ART CENTER
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PATRICIASlSSflie^RNOLD
mental health
merit pav
mFRIWETHER ROY
hIrwin jack ^
Setric system
HEYER FR|0
MICKELSON GEORGE
midtex incorporate
midwest
Woy'lCH SAM
HILANOVICH STAN
military services
MILK
miller bob
MILLER GREG
MILLER WALTER DALE
MIME
MINER CELIA
MINES & MINING
MINNEAPOLIS MN
MINNESOTA MINING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
0/31/1977
6/18/1975
8/20/1974
9/28/1977
A224
AQIl
A233
A031
8/28/1974
2/19/1975
2/26/1975
10/13/1976
4/20/1977
12/14/1977
2/12/1975
1/19/1977
1/26/1977
10/16/1974
2/16/1977
10/15/1975
12/08/1976
10/08/1975
4/14/1976
10/16/1974
4/09/1975
1/19/1977
10/27/1976
7/02/1975
9/03/1975
11/26/1975
11/23/1977
4/20/1977
10/13/1976
12/15/1976
11/01/1978
7/27/1977
10/16/1974
9/25/1974
10/19/1977
9/06/1978
11/22/1978
4/16/1980
4/16/1980
9/11/1974
9/21/1977
10/11/1978
8/27/1980
12/11/1974
3/19/1975
10/15/1975
11/17/1976
10/19/1977
10/12/1977
2/11/1976
4/16/1975
10/27/1976
9/27/1978
11/08/1978
1/24/1979
6/12/1979
6/12/1979
4/02/1980
4/02/1980
4/02/1980
8/27/1980
7/11/1979
7/11/1979
10/17/1979
10/24/1979
2/20/1980
2/27/1980
2/27/1980
7/09/1980
7/16/1975
6/22/1977
7/07/1976
7/07/1976
7/21/1976
5/04/1977
7/09/1980
A075
A091
A053
AQ33
A071
AOll
A043
A043
AQ45
A081
A131
AQ31
A023
A071
A104
.A073
A031
AQ71
A093
A033
A131
A081
A041
A071
A12I
A091
AlOl
A103
A121
A134
A046
A045
A041
A041
A104
A013
A151
A013
A201
A153
AlOl
A241
A143
A224
A081
A041
A107
A071
A016
A044
AOll
AOll
A043
AOll
A044
A045
A091
AOll
A061
A051
AQ71
AQ81
A051
A061
A051
A022
A161
A014
A151
A093
A071
A053
TOO MANY MEN REPLACE WOMEN (EGGER)
REGENT DIES IN AUTO CRASH
XSEVENTH COLLEGE FOUNDED FOR GENERAL REGISTRATION
KC0LLE6E CLAIMS SUCCESS IN LOSING ITS STUDENTS
SEE ALSO FEARS, STRESS .
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES OFFERED
*'LITTLE OPPORTUNITY FOR ATTENTION, LOVE* (KLINKEL)
BILLS AFFECT FACILITIES, CARE FOR STATE'S MENTALLY I
STATE ADOPTS MENTAL HEALTH PLAN
MENTAL HEALTH FORUM TUESDAY
MENTALLY ILL DESERVE EQUAL RIGHTS (EGGER)
OPINION ON... MERIT RAISES (L)
OPINION ON... MERIT PAY INCREASE FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYEE
OPINION ON... FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION (L)
XPIANIST'S HANDS ARE 'POTENT MITTS'
MERWIN SELECTED AS SECRETARY OF GF8P DEPT
*CHANGE TO METRIC SYSTEM STUDIED (TONNESON)
WILL DEPARTMENTS MEASURE UP? (MILLER)
XMEYER: JURISDICTION QUESTIONS UNSOLVED (RAASCH)
XJACKS TROUNCE COYOTES
«4 BROOKINGS MEN RUN FOR.SJATE REP.
X<LEGISLATURE PRODUCTIVE' (CURRY)
XEDUCATION TOP CONCERN OF LOCAL LEGISLATORS
XMICKELSON ATTACKS ABDNOR'S RECORD
DEPARTMENT HEAD, PHYSICAL PLANT DIRECTOR NAMED
X3 DEPARTMENT DIRECTORS NAMED
PROFESSOR RESIGNS MICROBIOLOGY JOB
SADAT TRIP WAS DRAMATIC MOVE (ED)
XNEW INDUSTRY TO EMPLOY 110 PEOPLE BY END OF YEAR
MIDWEST - 'WORLD'S BREAD BASKET' (JOHNSON)
MIDWEST GROWS INTO A CULTURAL HEARTLAND (KROLL)
XKEY FACTORS START, STEER MIGRATION
MILANOVICH RESIGNS
XMILANOVICH PICKED FOR COACHING SPOT
SEE ALSO ROTC
HALL OF FAME RECOGNIZES MILITARY PROF
MILITARY MAIL (L)
MILITARY ETHICS (L)
PENTAGON'S DOMINANCE MUST END
RUSH TO ARMS MEANS DANGER, NOT SECURITY (ED)
A BOMB — A LESSON UNLEARNED (CARLSON)
XDAIRY ACT AFFECTS STATE MILK PRICES (CARLSON)
COALITION, DAIRIES BATTLE OVER MILK 'RIP-OFF' (PATES
INITIATED MEASURES CAUSE CONTROVERSY (GEBHART)
XMILK DYED BLUE AT MOO U HELPS DAIRY OPERATION TOO
ARTIST RECREATES 300 YEAR OLD ART (JONES)
XARTIST CREATES VARIED MEDIA (CARLSON)
'NEW BOB MILLER' SHOW SET FOR 0CT.17-N0V.9
XBATIK IS A STICKY PROCESS
MILLER BATIKS TO BE SHOWN
XCAPTAINS COMBINE TALENTS ON LINE (KLINE)
MORE OPINION ON... REP. MILLER'S ACTIONS (L)
MIME combines music, SILENCE
XREGENTS SEVEN VOICES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
MINER 'CAUGHT IN MIDDLE'
'DEAR CHAIRMAN MINER:' (FREEMAN)
XREGENT MINER REDUCES RESOLUTION 21 CUTS (ROBY)
XMINER LIKELY CHAIRMAN
MINER CRITICIZED (SCHMITZ)
XMINER SAYS THAT SHE WILL RESIGN IF CONFLICTS ARISE
OPEN LETTER TO JANKLOW (L)
MINER ACCEPTED AT USD (L)
XREGENTS SIT BACK AND PONDER RESPECTIVE ROLES
THOUSANDS JOIN HILLS PROTEST
NUCLEAR PROTEST TOO EARLY
MINING MAY THREATEN SD SCENERY, WILDLIFE (NORLAND)
URANIUM MINING IN BLACK HILLS STUDIED FOR URBAN IMPA
SD VOTERS MAY CONTROL NUCLEAR FUEL (CURRY)
OPEN LETTER TO BLACK HILLS ALLIANCE AND ENERGY COALI
ALLIANCE SEEKS ROLE IN URANIUM DEVELOPMENT (WAYBRIGH
AUGIE 6RADS INFORM PUBLIC ON CRISIS ISSUES
MINNEAPOLIS NURSES MAY FACE FEE HIKE (ANDERSEN)
DAY TRIPPING (KELTGEN)
ODOR LINKED TO 3M AFTER CITIZENS COMPLAIN (TONNESON)
3M BREAKS PATTERN; RETURNS $73 MILLION
3M INVESTIGATORS SAY ACRYLIC ADHESIVE ODOR HARMLESS
MYSTERY ODOR IS RHOPLEX
SDSU RECEIVES GRANT FROM LOCAL FIRM
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SUBJECT
minorities
MISSOURI RIVER
MITCHELL JEFF
MOEuIr LARRY
MOHON TOM
MOHROR JILL u
MOISAN JOSEPH
molskness rob
MOMADAY N SCOTT
MONAHAN MAURICE
MONEY
monono mark
MONTIETH KELLY
MONTOYA CARLOS
MOON
MOORE LARRY
MOORE MIKE
MORALE
MORALITY
MORATH MAX
NORLAND ALAN
MORLOCK WILL
MORRILL DAVID
MORRXLL KEITH
MORTAR BOARD
MORTUARY SCIENCE
MOSIMAN MONTE
MOSLEMS
MOSQUITOES
MOTELS
MOTOR POOL
MOTORCYCLES
MOUNT BOB
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/20/1976 A021 MINORITY LOBBYING GROUP MAY NOT RECEIVE $37,000 EDUC
10/26/1977 A053 FACULTY SHORT MINORITIES, WOMEN (RICHARDSON)
3/23/1977 A231 MISSOURI CHANGES PLANNED
10/19/1977 A151 PADDLEWHEEL CHUNK-A-CHUNK BRINGS BACK TOM SAWYER DAY
8/28/1974 A151 xFOUR DORMITORIES GAIN NEW DIRECTORS
4/06/1977 AOll xDARK HORSE SWEETENS 1941 SA ELECTION
10/19/1977 A271 EQUIPMENT MANAGER HELPS DEPARTMENT EFFICIENCY
11/09/1977 A061 SMOBILE HOME LIVING HAS DRAWBACKS (JENSEN)
3/24/1976 A161 PAINTING CLASS TO EMPLOY NUDES DURING INTERIM
10/11/1978 A021 KNEW DOCTOR APPOINTED
5/02/1979 AlOl KSDSU ARTIST ATTRIBUTES TALENT TO GOD (HOUGH)
10/01/1975 A113 MOHROR FIRST ROTC COED TO ASSUME MAJOR LEADERSHIP RO
6/18/1975 A014 KACTING UNION DIRECTOR TO REPLACE MOISAN
2/21/1979 A014 KJORGENSEN: LOBBYING TOP PRIORITY (SAVAGE)
3/19/1980 AlOl MOMADAY: ETHICAL REGARD NEEDED (DARR)
12/13/1978 A071 KMONAHAN AND LESLIE HEADLINE JAZZ CONCERT
1/14/1976 A104 U.S. TO REISSUE $2 BILL APRIL 13; WILL SAVE MONEY IN
12/10/1975 A033 kFOREIGN STUDENT ADJUSTING TO LOCAL LIFESTYLE AFTER
10/18/1978 AOll SMALL CROWD DOESN'T SLOW COMEDIAN (HAMMOND)
3/02/1977 AG81 KCARLOS MONTOYA TO PERFORM WITH SDSU-CIVIC SYMPHONY
3/23/1977 A161 KCARLOS MONTOYA PERFORMS
4/09/1975 A096 SCIENTIST-ASTRONAUT TELLS GEOGRAPHERS ABOUT MOON
11/08/1978 AQ91 STUDIES CHALLENGE MOON MYTHS (PATES)
9/18/1974 A053 xTV ANCHORMAN
2/19/1975 AQ91 KCRISIS TEAM ON CALL 24 HOURS A DAY (ROHDE)
4/11/1979 A015 FACULTY, STUDENT MORALE ON UPSWING (FREEMAN)
4/25/1979 AOll ARTS AND SCIENCE FACULTY BALK AT EFFORTS TO PATCH UP
9/19/1979 A012 KCONN-UNIVERSITIES UNDERMINING NATION'S MORALITY (SP
3/17/1976 AlOl RAGTIME MUSIC, COMEDY TO BE PRESENTED TONIGHT
11/28/1979 AOll XMORLAND TO REPLACE HAMMOND AS COLLEGIAN EDITOR
11/28/1979 A041 CIVIL RIGHTS MUST BE GUARDED (ED)
12/05/1979 A041 REGENTS FORGET THEIR PURPOSE (ED)
1/16/1980 A041 LIGHT ONE CANDLE OF KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN GLOW IN RA
1/23/1980 A041 CAUTION: WHEN DEALING WITH HUMAN LIVES, PATIENCE IS
1/30/1980 A041 INVOLVEMENT QUESTIONED (ED)
2/06/1980 A041 THE NO-DRAFT MINORITY MUST ORGANIZE TO SURVIVE (ED)
2/13/1980 A041 RAPE-THROUGH A MALE'S EYES (ED)
2/20/1980 A041 A PATRIOT LIVES FOR HIS COUNTRY (ED)
2/27/1980 A041 LEGALIZATION OF POT MAY BE PROFITABLE FOR GOVERNMENT
3/26/1980 A041 SOUTH DAKOTA FORCES CAPABLE, QUALIFIED INSTRUCTORS ^
4/02/1980 A041 BOTH CITY AND CAMPUS HAVE FAULTS (ED)
4/09/1980 A041 BLUNDER COULD HARM HOSTAGES (ED)
4/16/1980 A041 RUSH TO ARMS MEANS DANGER, NOT SECURITY (ED)
4/23/1980 A041 DRAFT MOVES CLOSER TO REALITY (ED)
4/30/1980 A041 U.S. PAYS HEAVILY FOR HOSTAGES' RAID (ED)
6/25/1980 A041 COLLEGIAN COULD FACE A SHUTDOWN (ED)
7/09/1980 A041 VIETNAM VETS DESERVE RESPECT (ED)
7/23/1980 A041 INVESTIGATION OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT NEEDED (ED)
7/27/1977 A121 HURON HAN TO HEAD GF&P BIRD RESTORATION
2/05/1975 A016 KNEIP APPOINTS TWO HEN TO BOARD OF REGENTS
2/19/1975 A014 XREGENTS STUDY TUITION EXCHANGE; 3 BUILDINGS GIVEN G
10/27/1976 A071 xREGENTS - SEVEN VOICES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
4/19/1978 AOll REGENT MORRILL MAY BE FORCED OUT (WOSTER)
4/26/1978 A041 MORRILL'S PROBLEM OURS TOO (ED)
9/13/1978 AQ23 MORRILL AWAITS COURT DECISION
10/11/1978 A013 MORRILL CASE HEARD NEXT WEEK
10/25/1978 A063 XMORRILL REMAINS A REGENT WHILE COURT DECIDES
11/08/1978 AOll KMORRILL: CONSOLIDATION OR CLOSING IS INEVITABLE
11/15/1978 A014 DAVID MORRILL DISQUALIFIED
1/17/1979 AOll PIERRE LAWYER FILLS MORRILL SPOT, COULD BE REPLACED
11/06/1974 A094 KJEWELRY MADE FROM NAILS
11/05/1975 A053 MORTAR BOARD LIFTS BAN ON MALE MEMBERS (RIGNEY)
2/19/1975 A031 K'PEOPLE WILL TRY TO DENY DEATH' (CURRY)
11/17/1976 A203 XBASKETBALL SQUAD SETS SIGHTS ON NCC CROWN
12/08/1976 A194 KMOSIMAN, MATTHEWS, JACKSON, LUDENS ON ALL-NCC FOOTB
10/19/1977 A271 KMOSIMAN TOP ON RECEPTIONS
12/07/1977 A121 MATTHEWS, PARKER, MOSIMAN NAMED TO ALL-NCC SQUAD
6/21/1978 A081 MATTHEWS, MOSIMAN REPORT TO CAMPS
SEE MUSLIMS
7/07/1976 A121 CITY EXTERMINATES MOSQUITOS IN LARVAE BREEDING GROUN
10/15/1975 A061 DOWNTOWN MOTEL JOINING REGIONAL BUDGET CHAIN
11/19/1975 A091 KMOTOR POOLS PROVIDE CAMPUS WITH 82 AUTOS
10/05/1977 A031 MOTOR POOL MERGES; RESULTS IN LOWER RATES
10/12/1977 A031 MOTOR POOL DRIVERS MAY BE HELD LIABLE (RAAP)
7/16/1975 AD21 RIDERS SEARCH FOR MOTORCYCLING OFF HIGHWAYS
9/21/1977 A121 MOTOCROSS RACING ATTRACTS ENTHUSIASTS IN BROOKINGSf
9/03/1975 AOll kCRASH COUNTS DOWN TIME 'TIL LAUNCH (BROWN)
3/31/1976 A031 xCRASH TO LAUNCH PIPE DREAM #1 (HUBER)
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movie reviews
HOVIEHOUSE
MOVIES
MOVING
muchow jay
A/30/1975
1/25/1978
8/28/197A
10/09/197A
10/30/197A
10/15/1975
12/10/1975
3/17/1976
8/25/1976
9/22/1976
9/22/1976
10/13/1976
1/26/1977
8/31/1977
10/05/1977
1/25/1978
2/22/1978
9/13/1978
9/27/1978
10/11/1978
1/2A/1979
9/12/1979^
9/12/1979
9/19/1979
12/12/1979
1/23/1980
3/19/1980
3/26/1980
A/30/1980
A081
AOAl
A067
A061
A061
A21A
A151
A103
A081
A071
A072
A251
A095
A173
Alll
A121
A121
A136
A081
A093
AlOA
A063
A073
A093
A053
A081
Alll
A076
A053
9/15/1976 A083
HULLER LARRYMUth-DISTRICT VOC
MULTICULTURALISM
HUNSON H. BENJAMIN
MURALS
MURDER
MURRAY JAMES
10/30/197A
9/03/1975
10/01/1975
10/22/1975
l/lA/1976
8/31/1977
2/0A/1976
2/11/1976
2/16/1977
A/07/1976
12/10/1975
10/26/1977
11/03/1976
5/05/1976
10/30/197A
2/12/1975
2/26/1975
3/19/1975
AOAl
A03A
A032
A123
A153
A153
A053
A123
A051
AOll
A081
AlOl
AlOl
A073
AHA
AlOl
AOll
A02A
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
MUSEUMS
MUSEUMS-BR
MUSHROOMS
MUSIC
A/07/1976
9/15/1976
9/1A/1977
A/OA/1979
2/13/1980
A/02/1980
10/09/197A
5/07/1975
A/28/1976
AOAA
A031
A082
A021
A03A
A031
A065
AQ51
A1A3
3/19/1975 A151
8/28/197A
10/09/197A
2/05/1975
2/19/1975
A/09/1975
6/0A/1975
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
3/30/1977
5/0A/1977
1/25/1978
2/01/1978
2/15/1978
11/15/1978
A065
A067
A081
Alll
A1A7
A122
A081
A231
A091
Alll
A121
A0A3
A061
A06A
KHOMERUNS ALLOW JACKS TO TAKE TWO FROM MANKATO; CONF
PORNO MOVIES LACK MEANING (ED)
MOVIES (DILLON)
MOVIES (DILLON)
MOVIES (DILLON)
BERGMAN FILM SCHEDULED FOR OCT. 26
MOVIES (HAUFFE)
FOREIGN FILMS CONTINUE WITH 'THREE-PENNY OPERA'
MUSICALS OPEN NEW FILM SERIES; 'TOMMY' SUN.
'RANSOM FOR GAEA* SPARKS DISCUSSION ABOUT LAND USE
CAFE CINEMA SOCIETY TO FEATURE FOUR CLASSIC FLICKS,
FILM VERSION OVERLOOKS MAIN POINT OF NOVEL (KINYON)
NAKED SNAKE FILMS SET
HIGHER EDUCATION MOVIE FILMED ON CAMPUS (PATERSON)
WORLD HISTORY FILM SERIES OPENS NEXT THURSDAY NIGHT
BROOKINGS SMALLEST CITY IN NATION TO OPEN MOVIE 'CLO
*TWO CAMPUS CINEMAS FEATURE FILM DIVERSITY
SATIRE FEATURED SUNDAY AT NAKED SNAKE
FOUR FILMS SCHEDULED FOR HISTORY SERIES
ORCHESTRA HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE (ROYER)
'VARIETY' IS NAKED SNAKE'S OBJECTIVE (LAWRENCE)
NAKED SNAKE APPEALS TO ALL^
FILM SERIES DEBUTS
•CITIZEN KANE* TO BE SHOWN
A NAIVE VIEW (L)
'STAR TREK,' 'THE JERK' TO COME IN FEBRUARY (HAGEN)
X'STAR TREK': OLD ACTORS RETURN TO A NEW SETTING
'DARK STAR' MAKES LANDING AT VOLSTORFF (PERKINS)
KUDOS TO IONS (L)
SEE MOV PICT REV
MOVIEHOUSE PLANS GRAND OPENING (KROLL)
SEE ALSO MOV PICT REV
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (EN6LER)
DISCOUNT MOVIE TICKETS AVAILABLE
MOVIE BUSINESS JUMPS
FILM, PORTRAYING BRICO TO BE SHOWN TONIGHT
INTERNATIONAL CLASSICS PLAY IN MONTHLY CINEMA SOCIET
MOVING ON UP -- AND BACK (TONNESON)
TWO AGRICULTURE STUDENTS FINALISTS IN SOVIET UNION E
STUDENT TO LIVE IN RUSSIA DURING FOREIGN EXCHANGE
XMUCHOW EXPLORES SOVIET FARMING (GEBHART)
XTEACHERS OF THE YEAR SELECTED
XMULTI-DISTRICT VOCATIONAL SCHEDULED FOR AUGUST COMP
SEE ALSO CULTURAL DIVERSITY
MUNSON CLEARED; CASE INADEQUATE
XWALL SCENERY
FLITTIE MURDER NOT RESOLVED AFTER SEVEN MONTHS' WORK
MURRAY, PARK ELECTED WRESTLING CO-CAPTAINS
STUDENT POSTS $250 BOND IN DRUG CHARGE
MURRAY PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO MARIJUANA POSSESSION
STUDENT RECEIVES 18-HONTH PROBATION
SEE ALSO DANCE FOR DYSTROPH
OPINION ON.^.. SUCCESS OF 'DANCE FOR THOSE WHO CAN'T
DYSTROPHY*WINNERS TAKE DONATION TO LAS VEGAS LABOR D
XMD TELETHON 'GREAT EXPERIENCE' FOR BROOKINGS LONG-T
DRINK FOR DYSTROPHY RAISES $150 IN PLEDGES (RIETMAN)
DRINK FOR DYSTROPHY, SAVE THE EMPTIES
XSCUBA JACKS PLAY MONOPOLY UNDERWATER FOR DYSTROPHY
MUSEUM ASSOCIATION TO HOLD WORKSHOP
XCLASS STUDIES MUSEUMS (CARLSON)
VOLUNTEERS STUDY ART HISTORY TO BECOME MUSEUM WORKER
SEE ALSO AG HERITAGE, ART MUSEUM
EDIBLE PLANTS AND FUNGI PROVIDE CULINARY DELIGHT
SEE ALSO RECORDINGS
AMERICAN MUSIC: WHAT IT MEANS
MUSIC (DERSCHEID)
MUSIC CONVENTION PLANS CONCERTS
MUSIC (MITCHELL)
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC, ART EXPLORED BY PROFESSOR
ALL-STATE CAMP TO PRESENT MUSICAL
XARIAS ECHO IN BARN AREA (KROLL)
TOO MUCH BOOGIE CAN TANGLE TAPES, WARP RECORDS
MUSIC (HAUFFE)
XGARVEY SPREADS MUSIC ON CAMPUS (RICHARDSON)
MONSTER GROUPS, DISCO, LOSS DEFINE 1977 MUSIC
POP MUSIC VALUE (L)
XCLINIC FEATURES COMPOSER (PATES)
CHANGING STYLES IN DYLAN'S 'STREET-LEGAL' REFRESHING
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MUSIC
MUSIC BAND
MUSIC BLUES
MUSIC CHAMBER
MUSIC CHOIR
MUSIC CONCERTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/06/1978 A093
12/12/1979 A131
1/23/1980 A085
1/23/1980 A08^
2/06/1980 A091
l/lA/1976 A021
8/25/1976 AlAl
2/01/1978 A083
2/22/1978 A113
2/28/1979 A081
2/28/1979 AQ91
1/16/1980 AlOA
11/13/197A A071
1/15/1975 A072
3/19/1980 Alll
8/28/1974 AlOl
8/28/1974 A131
9/18/1974 A126
9/25/1974 A021
9/25/1974 AlOl
10/09/1974 A014
10/16/1974 A012
10/16/1974 A023
10/16/1974 A043
10/30/1974 A067
11/06/1974 A041
11/06/1974 A051
11/13/1974 AOll
11/13/1974 A063
11/20/1974 A066
12/11/1974 A027
12/11/1974 A044
1/22/1975 A095
2/12/1975 A013
2/19/1975 A113
2/26/1975 A083
3/19/1975 Alll
4/09/1975 A021
5/07/1975 A053
9/03/1975 A016
9/24/1975 A151
10/01/1975 A041
10/15/1975 A181
10/15/1975 A241
10/22/1975 A051
10/29/1975 A022
10/29/1975 A083
11/05/1975 A131
11/12/1975 A012
11/12/1975 A153
11/19/1975 A015
12/10/1975 A151
12/10/1975 A161
1/21/1976 A023
1/21/1976 A043
1/28/1976 AOll
2/04/1976 A033
2/04/1976 A044
2/04/1976 A045
2/04/1976 A061
2/04/1976 A061
2/18/1976 A113
3/17/1976 AlOl
3/17/1976 AlOl
3/31/1976 A091
4/07/1976 A081
4/07/1976 A084
4/28/1976 A141
7/07/1976 A081
8/25/1976 A131
9/01/1976 A103
9/01/1976 Alll
9/01/1976 Alll
9/15/1976 AOll
9/29/1976 ,A012
10/06/1976 AOll
10/06/1976 AOll
10/06/1976 A046
FIREFALL'S STUDIO WORK EXCEEDS THEIR CONCERTS
IN "THE LONG RUN" THE EAGLES GROW UP AND ROCK
XSDSU SENIOR TO GIVE RECITAL
•PHOENIX* SHOWS TALENT (ROE)
MUSIC CONFERENCE TO BE AT SDSU (DARR)
BRASS ENSEMBLE PROVIDES ENTERTAINMENT AT GAMES / ^
*SCHADE°- FROM^SAMBO^S TO SHOW BIZ (SEVIG)
SSSSiDi5i^? '̂sSc?l§S?"?W^"IS '̂̂ UCKV, THAT.S CLAWRENC
•MOUNTAIN* BANDS SET THE BARN AFIRE WITH (JENSEN)
K.C. ALBUM CONSIDERED WEAK (LAWRENCE)
X600D TIME BLUEGRASS (MOORE)
CONCERT TO FEATURE CHAMBER ENSEMBLE
CHOIR MAKES D.C. APPEARANCES (LAUGHLIN)
MUSICAL ATTRACTIONS SET CONCERT DATES
NO MAJOR BAND DATES SET
FREE CONCERT THIS WEEK
XDUO BACKS OUT
xFREE CONCERT
BOC FUNDS CHEERLEADERS> PLANS CONCERT
THREE MAJOR CONCERTS PLANNED FOR NOVEMBER-DECEMBER S
MAJOR CONCERTS SET
DIGGIN* OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
BIG BAND JAZZ PLAYED IN USAF
WOULDN*T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
FUTURE CONCERTS DEPEND ON FALL SERIES SUCCESS
BOC QUESTIONS 'SOCIAL SCENE' FOLLOWING LOW CONCERT T
kCHOIR to.present 'VESPERS 1610'
LOCAL TALENT PERFORMS IN CITY MUSICAL
CHRISTMAS CONCERT SET FOR DECEMBER 15
OPINION ON... FALL CONCERTS (L)
COMMUNITY PRESENTS 'HAPPY FELLA'
CHICAGO HERE MARCH 12; TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW
XMUSICIANS TO PERFORM IN RENAISSANCE CONCERT
SELL OUT PREDICTED FOR ROCK CONCERT
XCHICAGO
SENATE APPROVES CONCERT .
ENTERTAINMENT PLANS SET FOR NEXT YEAR
AMERICA SAYS "NO CONCERT" FOR HOBO DAY
TALKS, CONCERTS ORGANIZED THROUGH AUTHORITY OF UN,
TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
XMICHAEL JOHNSON TO SING IN PLACE OF FLASH CADILLhw
XUPB CONCERT OCT. 21
XSWEDISH RADIO CHOIR
FOLKSINGER BOB HARDY TO APPEAR AT COFFEEHOUSE
COM. FACES DIFFICULTIES PLANNING NOV. CONCERT
CONDUCTOR STRIVES FOR PERFECT CONCERT (CARLSON)
PROMOTER TAKES RISKS, GETS PROFITS (CARLSON)
XFLUTIST TIM WEISBERG TO PERFORM IN CONCERT
XCANCELLED!
XCHRISTMAS CONCERT SLATED SUNDAY
XJOSE FRANCO
SOCIAL CHAIRPERSON DEFENDS SCHEDULING OF CONCERT
OPINION ON... SUGGESTIONS, CRITICISMS OF SOCIAL COMM
XZZ TOP: 'SMALL CROWD NICE' (BLESENER)
SENATE TURNS DOWN SPRING MINI-CONCERT
OPINION ON... CONCERT ATMOSPHERE (L)
MORE OPINION ON... CONCERT SCHEDULING (L)
XREDWOOD LANDING TO GIVE CONCERT
FRENCH SINGER, COMPOSER YVART REPLACES TRAVELING THE
SURVEY FOCUSES ON CONCERT PREFERENCES OF STUDENTS
XWEISBERG: 'AUDIENCES DON'T MISS VOCALS' (HUBER)
RAGTIME MUSIC, COMEDY TO BE PRESENTED TONIGHT
CHORAL CONCERT SLATED APRIL 4, INVOLVES 200
FEMALE VOCALISTS FAVORED IN SOCIAL COMMITTEE SURVEY
PAUL WINTER CONSORT TO PERFORM IVES MUSIC
XFREE CONCERT TOMORROW
ROYER, SPENCER TO PERFORM IN KENNEDY CENTER SEPT. 9
HOBO DAY BAND STILL UNSCHEDULED; FIVE TOP-NAME CONCE
XAMAZING RHYTHM ACES HAVE ROOTS
MUSIC FAIRE, SOIREE FEATURE TWO PREMIERES THIS MONTH
D.C. PERFORMANCE SLATED
XBLACK OAK PLAYING 'RAUNCH AND ROLL' IN FROST ARENA
XRUBY DEFENDS BLACK OAK'S STYLE (MILLER)
XKLEMMER CANCELS, CONTROVERSY CONTINUES (HUBER)
RESOLUTION FOR SENATE-APPROVED CONCERTS SENT TO Ul
OPINION ON... ATTENDANCE, SCHEDULING OF CONCERTS v..^
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HUSIC CONCERTS
HUSIC COUNTRY
MUSIC DEPT
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/06/1976
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
10/13/1976
10/20/1976
11/03/1976
11/17/1976
1/19/1977
2/02/1977
2/09/1977
3/02/1977
3/30/1977
8/31/1977
8/31/1977
9/07/1977
9/07/1977
9/1A/1977
9/21/1977
9/21/1977
9/21/1977
9/28/1977
9/28/1977
9/28/1977
9/28/1977
9/28/1977
9/28/1977
10/05/1977
10/05/1977
10/05/1977
10/12/1977
10/12/1977
10/19/1977
11/02/1977
11/02/1977
11/02/1977
11/09/1977
1/25/1978
3/01/1978
3/01/1978
3/22/1978
3/22/1978
A/12/1978
A/19/1978
A/26/1978
9/06/1978
10/25/1978
11/22/1978
12/06/1978
12/13/1978
1/2A/1979
1/31/1979
2/1A/1979
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
3/28/1979
3/28/1979
A/OA/1979
A/OA/1979
A/11/1979
A/25/1979
5/02/1979
9/26/1979
10/03/1979
10/17/1979
1/16/1980
2/13/1980
A/09/1980
A/16/1980
A/23/1980
A/30/1980
8/28/197A
9/11/197A
9/25/197A
A/06/1977
9/12/1979
11/20/197A
11/27/197A
1/15/1975
A053
A091
A015
A236
A0A2
A071
AlAl
Alll
A051
A071
A081
A093
AOll
AOAl
A051
A052
AOIA
AOll
AOAl
Alll
AOll
A015
AOAA
A081
A08A
A091
AOll
A0A3
A113
A071
A073
A0A5
AOll
A081
A083
A0A2
AHA
A063
A063
AlOl
Alll
A081
A0A2
A1A2
A115
A071
A02A
A036
A063
Alll
AOAl
A121
A016
A113
A06A
A071
AQ71
A081
A081
A093
Alll
A063
AOll
A081
Alll
A09A
A06A
A061
A091
A161
A063
A061
A105
A071
A07A
AOAA
A0A6
A023
OPINION ON... COMPLAINTS ON CONCERTS (L)
*ROTH TACKLES MUSIC FIELD (KROLL)
SENATE MEMBERS POLL STUDENTS ON CONCERTS
*DAISY DILLMAN, WHITE WING IN HOBO CONCERT
COMMUNICATION VITAL IN CONCERT SCHEDULING (GULLICKSO
MUSIC GROUPS PLAN CONCERT
XFROM ARIAS TO 'HOME ON THE RANGE* (MILLER)
x'MAKE A WISH* GUITARIST TO APPEAR
XCHAPIN SHOWS AGE, BUT FLIES HIGH (RIGNEY)
BANDMASTERS, SINGERS TO CONVENE THIS WEEK
JUD STRUNK TO APPEAR MARCH 22
kDAISY DILLMAN BAND
CONCERT SITUATION REMAINS UNCHANGED CPATERSON)
NONCONCERN OF CONCERT BOOKERS APPALLING (ED)
OPINION ON... CONCERTS (L)
OPINION ON... CONCERT STAFF (L)
CONCERT FUNDS MAY GO FOR LIGHTS; SA PLANS THREE-PHAS
CONCERT FORUM SLATED
SA PICKS RIGHT CONCERT OPTION
^FACULTY PERFORMS PROFESSIONALLY
sCONCERTS DOMINATE SENATE (KRAUSE)
HOBO DAY CONCERT CANCELLED AGAIN
OPINION ON... CONCERT FUNDS (L)
KSUCCESSFUL HOBO CONCERTS MAY BE *THING OF THE PAST*
CANCELLATION OF CONCERT SPARKS VARIED RESPONSES
XFIRST MAJOR CONCERT TONIGHT
XCONCERN VOICED ON CONCERTS, LIGHTS (KRAUSE)
OPINION ON... PORRAZZO CONCERT AND CONCERT SITUATION
XPORRAZZO CONCERT DRAWS SMALL CROWD
XHEAD EAST TO APPEAR OCT. 30
CONCERT CHAIRMAN QUITS; NEEDS TIME FOR CLASSES
BILL FLOHRS* RESIGNATION (L)
XHEAD EAST DRAWS 3,700 AND PROFITS
HEAD EAST LIVES UP TO SHOWY REPUTATION (PATERSON)
XCROWD INSPIRES HEAD EAST (PATERSON)
CONCERT REVIEW (L)
•AIRTIGHT* TO APPEAR IN FIRST CONCERT OF 1978
FIREFALL IS BOOKED
**WAY-OUT IV* EMPHASIZES VARIETY (PATES)
XFIREFALL SCHEDULED FOR APRIL 5
XLOUIE BELLSGN TO PLAY HERE
XFIREFALL PERFORMANCE CALLED *NEDIOCRE*
IN FIREFALL'S DEFENSE (L)
CONCERT CANCELLED DUE TO COST, TIME
HOFMAN HEADS SEASON WITH DISADVANTAGE IN MIND
NORMAN TO PRESENT CHRISTIAN ROCK CONCERT
COORDINATOR WANTS CONCERT EXPANSION (HOUGH)
HOFFMAN RESIGNS AS CONCERT CHAIRMAN
'THE MESSIAH* TO BE PERFORMED
XORCHESTRA WILL PERFORM HERE JAN 30-31
CONCERT CONTRACTS SLOW UNTIL APRIL (ED)
XENSEMBLE TO PERFORM HERE TONIGHT
SDSU WON'Ji^WET OZARK DAREDEVIL'S WHISTLES (DUFFY)
XBRASS QUINTET HAS AN UNDISTRACTED COMMITMENT (SNEVE
XMICHAEL JOHNSON TO GIVE CONCERT
XFRIDAY'S COULD REVERSE LACK OF LOCAL CONCERTS
JOHNSON RETURNS FOR THIRD CONCERT (PATERSON)
XTHE COWS CAME HOME EARLY, BUT PROMOTERS FOUND MILK
JOHNSON CONCERT SURPASSED ALL EXPECTATIONS (LAWRENCE
HARRY CHAPIN TO PERFORM BENEFIT CONCERT FOR WORLD HU
xCHAPIN'S TALENT AIDES WORLD CAUSE (LAWRENCE)
LARRY GROCE MORE THAN 'JUNK FOOD JUNKIE* (LAWRENCE)
XJAY FERGUSON: BARN BECAME A THUNDER ISLAND (SPRINGE
CONCERT CANCELLATIONS CONTINUE DESPITE PROMOTERS* EF
XCOMPOSER EXPRESSES 'WHAT'S IN MY HEAD* (DARR)
XOLSEN: HE SOUNDS LIKE FOGELBERG (DARR)
JOHNSON TO GIVE CONCERT HERE (PETERSON)
XMICHAEL JOHNSON; OLD FAVORITES AND SMILES (PETERSON
xMISSION MOUNTAIN, CORKY SIE6EL TO HIGHLIGHT SUC YEA
SIEGEL: EVEN HIS HARMONICA BOWS (DARR)
XMUSIC: COUNTRY AND WESTERN (MOORE)
XMUSIC: COUNTRY AND WESTERN (MOORE)
MUSIC
XTHREE COUNTRY ACTS TO PLAY TONIGHT
XMIKE WILLIAMS
OPINION ON... CONDITIONS OF MUSIC BUILDING (L)
OPINION ON... MUSIC BUILDING (L)
MUSIC PROGRAM EARNS APPROVAL
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MUSIC DEPT
MUSIC FOLK
MUSIC JAZZ
MUSIC OPERA
MUSIC ORCHESTRA
MUSIC PERCUSSION
MUSIC QUARTET
MUSIC QUINTET
MUSIC RECITALS
MUSIC REVIEW
MUSIC REVIEWS
MUSIC ROCK
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
2/26/1975
9/03/1975
10/01/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
6/23/1976
12/08/1976
6/08/1977
8/31/1977
11/12/1975
9/25/197<i
10/16/1979
2/05/1975
9/30/1975
1/21/1976
2/09/1976
9/28/1976
12/15/1976
3/23/1977
3/30/1977
11/09/1977
11/23/1977
3/01/1978
9/12/1978
12/13/1978
12/13/1978
1/29/1979
12/05/1979
1/23/1980
1/30/1980
3/19/1980
3/26/1980
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
1/29/1975
9/17/1975
9/29/1975
9/06/1977
9/20/1977
9/20/1977
7/27/1977
8/31/1977
9/19/1977
9/21/1977
9/28/1977
2/08/1978
9/06/1978
10/09/1978
1/29/1979
2/07/1979
2/13/1980
9/22/1976
9/30/1980
9/29/1975
9/09/1979
2/21/1979
8/28/1979
11/13/1979
10/15/1975
1/21/1976
3/29/1976
2/09/1977
9/05/1978
2/21/1979
1/19/1976
11/17/1976
1/26/1977
9/21/1977
9/28/1977
9/13/1978
9/13/1978
3/21/1979
3/28/1979
1/16/1980
A071 MUSIC TOUR CANCELLED THIS SUMMER
A015 XPOGR FACILITIES PLAGUE MUSIC DEPARTMENT (CARLSON)
AOll REPAIRS AT MUSIC BUILDING RECOMMENDED ^ ,
A085 MUSIC DEPARTMENT EXPANDS TO THIRD FLOOR, WENONA HALL
A091 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
A095 OPINION ON..'. COVERAGE OF MUSIC DEPT (L) —>
A053 OPINION ON... MORE MUSIC COVERAGE CD !
A091 XPOOR FACILITIES HINDER FINE ARTS (ED)
A171 kSOUND of music COMES FROM FIVE BUILDINGS
A051 EUROPE HOSTS MUSIC TOUR
A209 XMUSIC MOVES TO NEW SITE
A131 FOLK FESTIVAL MUSIC AIRED ON KESD-FM
A105 MUSIC
A081 3lPIANIST*S HANDS ARE 'POTENT MITTS'
A081 QUARTET UPDATES •20'S JAZZ
A071 TRUMPETER TO SOLO DURING JAZZ FESTIVAL
A153 JAZZ TROMBONE SOLOIST TO HIGHLIGHT FESTIVAL
A063 XJAZZ TROMBONIST USES INTUITION TO COMPOSE
AlOl JAz"hUSIc'"gAINING popularity TO l-ISTENER BECAUSE OF
A153 JfWOLVERINES CLASSICAL JAZZ ORCHESTRA TO TURN VOLSTOR
A081 XJAZZ ORCHESTRA
A071 'LEGENDS OF JAZZ' TO APPEAR TUESDAY
A061 XLEGENDS OF JAZZ PROVIDE FAMOUS 'DIXIELAND STYLE'
A065 BELLSON HEADLINES JAZZ FEST
A096 JAZZ CONCERT BRUSH-OFF (L)
A071 WOODS A VIRTUOSO OF TECHNIQUE ON ALTO SAX (OSWALD)
A071 XMONAHAN AND LESLIE HEADLINE JAZZ CONCERT
A119 SD JAZZ FESTIVAL WILL HOST THE JONES-LEWIS ORCHESTRA
AQ65 JAZZ ENSEMBLES PAY STAN KENTON TRIBUTE IN CONCERT DE
A081 JAZZ BANDS COME INTO THEIR OWN AT SDSU (DARR)
A081 RADIO STATION GOES PART-TIME JAZZ (DARR)
A1Q5 BUNKY GREEN TO PLAY IN SDSU JAZZ CONCERT
A061 *SAX PLAYER KEEPS 'EM HUMMING (DARR)
SEE ALSO OPERA
A079 MINN. ORCHESTRA PERFORMS JAN. 22
A092 kMINNESOTA ORCHESTRA OPENS SEASON TONIGHT IN BARN
AQ97 OPINION ON... MINNESOTA ORCHESTRA (L)
A055 KCHAMBER ORCHESTRA TO PERFROM CONCERT
A151 KST. PAUL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
A061 XCHAMBER ORCHESTRA TO PERFORM
A061 CITY DUBBED AS ORCHESTRA HOME
Alll *ST. PAUL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA: FILLED WITH THE RICf;
A051 CHAMBER ORCHESTRA WILL OPEN ARTS SEASON
A181 XORCHESTRA TAKES RESIDENCY (RICHARDSON)
AOll ORCHESTRA DRIVE STARTS
A091 XSPCO PREMIERES TONIGHT (FREEMAN)
Aa91 PREMIERE ST. PAUL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA CONCERT REVIEWED
A023 *SPCO TO PLAY FOR STATE MUSIC CONFERENCE
A102 ORCHESTRA TO APPEAR DESPITE PROBLEMS
A061 ORCHESTRA TO PRESENT CONCERTS, WORKSHOPS
Alll ^ORCHESTRA WILL PERFORM HERE JAN 30-31
A099 ORCHESTRA GIVES VIRTUOSO PERFORMANCE (COLSON)
A109 SAINT PAUL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA IS NOT JUST FOR CLASSIC
AG71 PERCUSSIONISTS TO GIVE PREMIERE THURSDAY NIGHT
A166 PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE FORUM TO BE MAY 2
A1S9 STRADIVARI QUARTET TO PERFORM TONIGHT
A073 STRING QUARTET TO PLAY HERE
A113 XBRASS QUINTET HAS AN UNDISTRACTED COMMITMENT (SNEVE
A061 KARTS' PORTFOLIO
A077 MUSIC STUDENT PRESENTS RECITAL
A231 XAUGUSTANA COLLEGE MUSIC INSTRUCTORS TO GIVE ORGAN,
A191 XCELLO, HORN RECITAL TONIGHT
A163 MUSIC MAJORS GIVE RECITALS AS GRADUATION REQUIREMENT
A073 SENIOR RECITALS CLIMAX COLLEGE MUSIC TRAINING
A151 XBELLSON, BANDS 'WOW' AUDIENCE (PATES)
AIDS JUDD GROUP'S NEW ALBUM IS INSTRUMENTALLY BETTER
SEE ALSO RECORDINGS, TYPES OF MUSIC
A151 3CZZ TOP TO PERFORM JAN. 22; MANCHESTER AT USD SAME N
A131 ZEP—THE MOST MISUNDERSTOOD BAND (HAUFFE)
AQ91 'FESTIVAL': SANTANA POLISHES BEST WORK (HAUFFE)
A091 XPORRAZZO, VIXEN HEADLINE FIRST MAJOR ROCK CONCERT
A091 XFIRST MAJOR CONCERT TONIGHT
A133 XROCK 'N ROLL ROCKS BARN SATURDAY (PATERSON)
A161 RICK DERRINGER WAS HOTTER THAN A PISTOL (PATERSON)
Alll XMUSIC NOT JUST MONEY TO LOCAL ROCK BAND (KAROLE """*
A051 ELVIS COSTELLO HAS DRESS OF »50S, STYLE OF 60S A.
Alll ROCK AND ROLL; MUSIC THAT SHAPED THE SEVENTIES
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?INGING^^
SUSICIANS
^flCHTIGAL JERRY
mahes^al guard
HftTlVE AM CLUB
j{r..=.re'ssii«
JatuRAl'̂ gas^*^
mATURAL RESOURCES
mature
MATZEL jerry
navigators
NCAA
NDSU
NEARHOOD BRUCE
nelson JEFF
nelson KRIS
nelson SUSAN
NESVIG TOM
NEW LIFE CENTER
NEWS
NEWS BUREAU
NEWSPAPERS
NICKELSON LARRY
NIXON RICHARD
NOLD MARJ
MON-TRADITIONALS
NORMAN LARRY
MORRIS KATHLEEN
NORTH CENTRAL CONF
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/26/197B AlAA
2/QA/1976
3/22/1978
8/27/1980
10/13/1976
10/16/197A
10/15/1975
9/01/1976
A071
A03A
A031
A283
A033
A021
AOll
2/16/1979 A126
10/02/1976 A035
6/06/1975 A073
1/28/1976
2/11/1976
6/28/1976
2/16/1977
3/23/1977
11/03/1976
8/31/1977
9/06/1978
9/27/1978
12/11/1976
10/05/1977
9/25/1976
11/12/1975
1/28/1976
9/06/1976
6/23/1975
6/12/1978
6/07/1978
11/16/1979
2/23/1977
3/23/1977
6/20/1977
3/23/1977
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
3/30/1977
10/01/1975
2/19/1975
12/15/1976
10/15/1975
8/31/1977
10/23/1976
1/16/1976
1/28/1976
2/22/1978
11/22/1978
11/17/1976
9/06/1976
10/02/1976
2/09/1977
3/26/1975
11/05/1975
11/12/1975
2/18/1976
11/03/1976
2/23/1977
6/12/1978
6/12/1978
6/12/1978
6/19/1978
6/19/1978
10/25/1978
3/17/1976
8/28/1976
9/06/1976
9/25/1976
10/23/1976
6/30/1975
6/06/1975
8/25/1976
9/01/1976
9/15/1976
10/06/1976
A081
A071
A071
A071
A081
A016
'A266
A071
A121
A185
A163
A261
A171
Alll
A083
A066
A012
A031
AOll
AOll
A051
A051
A191
A031
A066
A031
AlOl
A081
A161
A081
A305
A093
A032
A081
A066
A061
A203
A072
A012
A051
A071
A055
A026
A113
A032
A021
A031
A066
A051
A066
A123
A071
AlQl
A213
A083
A252
A076
A092
A102
A251
A121
A161
A013
MUSIC FEES TO HIT SDSU
SEE ALSO SONGS
MUSICIANS PLAN STATE CONVENTION
XMONEY HITS SOUR NOTE CSEVIG)
YOU SAY CROQUET'S DULL, BORING...YOU WANT TO FIGHT
XBUILDING NAMES HONOR PEOPLE (FREDERICK)
WOMEN'S NAT'L GUARD DUTY 'UNIQUE'; NO HO-HUM OFFICE
^NATIONAL GUARD, CITY BUILD NEW ARMORY
XROTC, NAT'L GUARD MAY FACE PROBATION (MEDEMA)
SEE ALSO INDIANS
SIOUX DANCE TO BE TAUGHT AT ART CENTER
SEE INDIANS
BR00KIN6S NOW CHAPTER ORGANIZES FOR SECOND TINE
BROOKINGS TO HOST NOW CONFERENCE JUNE 21 AND 22
SEE US NATL PARK SERV
NATURAL GAS EXECUTIVE SAYS AMERICAN PUBLIC UNAWARE 0
POTENT CHEMICAL EMITS STRONG ODOR IN GAS LEAKS
NATURAL GAS TO COST MORE
NO SHORTAGE OF NATURAL GAS IN BROOKINGS
NATURAL GAS SUPPLY TO BE CUT OFF; PHYSICAL PLANT SWI
COUNCIL BEING ORGANIZED TO.SAVE NATURAL RESOURCES
XNATURE PARADES COLORS
XONE DAY AT THE MARSH
XWOODLAND CALLED 'NATURE'S FREAK'
XJACK SWIMMERS TAKE DUAL, RELAY AT GRINNELL COLLEGE
XNAVIGATORS JUST 'SHARING DISCIPLES'
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS HIGHLY RATED BY NCAA
SEVEN FACULTY MEMBERS ON NATIONAL COMMITTEES
NCAA DIVISIONS DROP SCHOLARSHIP PROPOSAL, SEVEN NCC
NDSU RATED AS TOP NCC TEAM
NDSU FORFEITS ALL DUAL MAT MEETS, CONFERENCE FINISH
CONFERENCE MIGHT LOSE N.D. SCHOOLS (HAMMOND)
BIG SKY REFUSES NDSU, UND (HAMMOND)
XWANTED
XTWO SENATORS FIRST TO DECLARE CANDIDACY
XPRESIDENTIAL HOPEFULS STATE VIEWS, GIVE PHILOSOPHIE
NELSON APPOINTED ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
XNELSON AND SUNDVOLD: CAPTAINS OF CA6ERS (HAMMOND)
DSC STUDENT FILLS REGENT POSITION
STUDENT REGENT CHOICE: WILL IT STAND TEST OF TIME?
XPOSITION INTIMIDATED STUDENT REGENT (TONNESON)
NESVIG SIDELINED FOR REST OF SEASON WITH KNEE INJURY
XNEW LIFE 'ESTABLISHED FOR REAL' (HEBBERT)
XCUTS, CONCERTS: THAT'S THE WAY IT WAS, 1976 (RIGNEY
XNEWS BUREAU RELATES CAMPUS EVENTS TO PUBLIC
XGOODBYE NEWS BUREAU; RELATIONS OFFICE REPLACES IT
HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSIONER WILL KEYNOTE NEWSPAPER
SD PRESS ASSOCIATION'S CLIPPING SERVICE COLLECTS NEW
XMCDERMOTT NAMED CHAIRMAN OF NATIONAL NEWSPAPER WEEK
NEWSPAPERS DESTRUCTIVE (L)
PUBLIC HAS RIGHT TO INFORMATION (ED)
XBASKETBALL SQUAD SETS SIGHTS ON NCC CROWN
SENATE WATERGATE REPORT PRINTED
TWO-THIRDS' OF STUDENTS SURVEYED DISLIKE FORD'S PARDO
XAG QUEEN CANDIDATES
OLDER STUDENTS EXPERIENCE PROBLEMS WHEN RETURNING
XNEW PROGRAM SET UP TO AID OLDER STUDENTS
STATE TASK FORCE TO AID RETURNING COLLEGE ADULTS
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS DISCOVER COMFORT IN COMPANY
ADULT STUDENTS TAKE SCHOOL WORK MORE SERIOUSLY THAN
XADJUSTING TO COLLEGE HADE EASIER (KRUMM)
XTWO STEP OUT OF TRADITION, BACK INTO SCHOOL (SEVIG)
NON-TRADITIONAL CLUB (L)
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS CUT FROM FUNDING
WITHOUT FUNDING (L)
NON-TRADITIONALS SEEK PERMANENT FUNDING (EG6ER)
NORMAN TO PRESENT CHRISTIAN ROCK CONCERT
POET GIVES READING
XPLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC
NDSU RATED AS TOP NCC TEAM
LEAD OFF (JOHNSON)
JACKS, NCC RANKED IN NATIONAL RATINGS
NO JACKRABBITS MAKE NCC ALL-ACADEMIC CAGE SQUAD
JACKS SWEEP THREE; WIN NCC BASEBALL TITLE
NCC RECORDS BOOK PUBLISHED
MANKATO STATE FORCED TO WITHDRAW FROM NCC (ANDERSON)
SEVEN TEAMS CHASE NCC CROWN (HAAN)
NCC STUDENT PRESIDENTS DISCUSS ATHLETIC POLICIES
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north central conf
north DAKOTA STATE
northern state col
NORTON TERRY
NOVSTRUP AL
nuclear energy
NUCLEAR REACTOR
NUCLEAR WASTE
NUCLEAR WEAPONS
NUDITY
NURSERY SCHOOL
NURSES
NURSING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/08/1976 A191 NCC CHANGES FOOTBALL SCHOLARSHIPS
12/08/1976 A211 NCC BASKETBALL LOOKS CLOSE (ANDERSON)
12/15/1976 A015 NCC STUDENT PRESIDENTS FORM JOINT COUNCIL HERE
2/02/1977 AOAl NCC ORGANIZATION WILL PROVE BENEFICIAL (GULLICKSON)
7/27/1977 Alll NORTHERN IOWA TO LEAVE NCC (HAMMOND)
8/31/1977 A211 EIGHT GRID TEAMS TO BATTLE FOR NCC HONORS (HAMMO
9/14/1977 A103 'BETTING LINE' PUBLICATIONS LOSE NCC INFO (KLINE
9/21/1977 A121 NCC MAY LOSE GYMNASTICS (HAMMOND)
12/14/1977 A141 SIOUX PICKED TO NIP VIKINGS FOR NCC TITLE
4/12/1978 A012 CONFERENCE MIGHT LOSE N.D. SCHOOLS (HAMMOND)
7/12/1978 A051 NCC MEMBER MAY BE ADDED SOON
9/06/1978 A174 COLORADO JOINS CONFERENCE
9/13/1978 AlOl VETERAN OFFENSE MAKES BISON FAVORITE
10/04/1978 Alll 30-19 VICTORY PUTS JACKS IN FIRST (NACHTIGAL)
12/13/1978 A131 VIKINGS PICKED TO WIN SECOND CONSECUTIVE TITLE
6/11/1980 A104 *SDSU ALL-SPORTS CHAMPION AGAIN
SEE NDSU •
9/03/1975 AOll NSC SCANDAL BLOWS OVER, NEWS SERVICE STORY FAULTY
7/21/1976 A061 REGENTS, NSC ADMINISTRATORS NAMED IN BOYS STATE SEX
4/12/1978 AlOl XNORTON PLACES NATIONALLY (SCHNEIDER)
4/04/1979 A121 xSDSU KE6LERS RECORD COLLEGIATE HIGH SCORES
3/12/1975 A094 THREE JACK WRESTLERS COMPILE 5-6 RECORD AT NCAA NATI
1/21/1976 AlOl NOVSTRUP SECOND AT ILLINOIS INVITATIONAL; GRAPPLERS
10/29/1975 A071 CITIZENS' LEAGUE AIMS FOR SAFE NUCLEAR PLANTS
11/17/1976 A044 STOP EFFORTS TO INVADE STATE WITH NUCLEAR POWER PLAN
11/09/1977 A041 BREEDER VETO IS GIANT STEP (ED)
2/01/1978 A043 XLIBERALLY SPEAKING (GEBHART)
1/16/1960 A031 XNUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT PETITION CIRCULATED (FRANK)
1/16/1980 A041 LIGHT ONE CANDLE OF KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN GLOW IN RA
1/16/1980 A052 VOTE ON NUKES (L)
1/23/1980 A053 LET LEGISLATURE DECIDE (L)
2/20/1980 A081 SD VOTERS HAY CONTROL NUCLEAR FUEL (CURRY)
4/09/1980 AOai PATHFINDER PROVIDED ANSWERS AND EXPERIENCE IN THE EA
12/15/1976 A031 S.D. SELECTED AS STUDY SITE FOR NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOS
1/19/1977 A023 STATE MAY BE NUCLEAR WASTE SITE
6/22/1977 A013 MCGOVERN BILL WOULD GIVE STATES VETO ON DISPOSAL SIT
9/27/1978 AOll THE DOGS OF NUCLEAR WAR ARE HERE... MAYBE
10/04/1978 AOll BROOKINGS UNLIKELY BOMB TARGET - BUT SHELTERS ARE RE
10/04/1978 A044 NUCLEAR POWER (L)
10/10/1979 A041 OPPOSE NUCLEAR WEAPONRY (L)
4/23/1980 A053 xROCKY FLATS RALLY INVOLVES 18,000
7/09/1980 A051 AUGIE GRADS INFORM PUBLIC ON CRISIS ISSUES
SEE ALSO DANCE NUDE
10/29/1975 A051 ART CLASSES TO USE NUDE MODELS (HUBER)
4/11/1979 A051 'SENSE OF ADVENTURE' LEADS TO NUDE MODELING JOB
12/12/1979 A091 ^REACTION TO NUDES VARIES (SPECK)
9/25/1974 A061 XCITY PRE-SCHOOLERS LEARN IN THEIR OWN WAY
11/10/1976 A063 XNURSERY SCHOOL AT PUGSLEY IN OPERATION SINCE 1928
3/30/1977 A051 xNURSES TO USE AREA FACILITIES IN COURSES
8/28/1974 A236 HEW GRANTS TO NURSES ARE APPROVED BY REGENTS
11/13/1974 A091 XKEEPING HEALTHY PEOPLE HEALTHY (BROWN)
11/27/1974 A021 NURSING STUDENTS VOICE COMPLAINTS
3/12/1975 A056 XMALE STUDENTS SURVIVE IN TRADITIONAL FEMALE FIELD
7/16/1975 A022 MINNEAPOLIS NURSES MAY FACE FEE HIKE (ANDERSEN)
8/27/1975 A021 INCREASED SERVICE, FEES FOR MINNEAPOLIS NURSES
10/08/1975 A021 REGENTS LOOK AT NURSING PROGRAM FOR DSC
10/08/1975 A053 NURSING STUDENTS HELP ALCOHOLICS IN MINNEAPOLIS
10/15/1975 A191 NURSING STUDENTS TO RETURN FOR HOBO DAYS
1/14/1976 AQ62 COLLEGE OF NURSING UP FOR ACCREDITATION
2/18/1976 A163 'PROJECT BREAKTHROUGH' ATTEMPTS TO ATTRACT MINORITY
2/25/1976 A061 xPUBLIC HEALTH STUDENTS TEACHING CHILDREN TO COPE WI
3/24/1976 A241 NURSES LEARN TO DEAL WITH DEATH
10/27/1976 AOll XNURSES MAY HAVE TO MOVE
11/03/1976 A016 NURSING HAS UNTIL OCT.l TO MOVE CLINICAL FACILITIES
11/17/1976 A041 OPINION ON... NEWSPAPER ERROR (L)
11/24/1976 AOll NURSING DEAN TO RESIGN NEXT JULY 1
12/15/1976 A025 NURSING COLLEGE SEARCHES FOR NEW CLINIC FACILITIES
1/19/1977 A021 COLLEGE OF NURSING SEEKS NEW HOSPITALS
4/20/1977 A133 BIRCH SEES NURSING AS CHALLENGE
4/27/1977 A061 20 STUDENT NURSES RUSHED TO AID
6/08/1977 A021 NURSES TO HAVE NEW DEAN, PROGRAM
9/07/1977 Alll CLINICAL CAMPUSES SCATTERED
10/05/1977 A024 NURSING COLLEGE IMPROVED; CHANGES BRING OPTIMISM
11/02/1977 A024 NURSING RECIEVES GRANT FOR MENTAL HEALTH STUDIES
1/18/1978 AOll UNIVERSITY REQUESTS NURSING FUNDS
9/13/1978 AQ12 NURSING TO GET MASTER'S PROGRAM (RICHARDSON)
10/11/1978 A184 XTHESE TWO STAND OUT IN CLASS (HANSON)
1/24/1979 A013 ^LAWMAKERS TAKE JAB AT NURSING (WOSTER)
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nylander nancy
OAHE DAM
OAHE DAYS
OAHE IRRIGATION
DAKWOOD
V /
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/25/1979
9/19/1979
1/16/1980
3/24/1976
1/17/1979
4/02/1980
4/30/1980
1/30/1980
a/28/1974
8/27/1975
9/17/1975
9/24/1975
10/08/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/29/1975
12/10/1975
1/28/1976
1/28/1976
2/04/1976
2/11/1976
2/11/1976
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
4/07/1976
4/14/1976
4/14/1976
4/14/1976
4/28/1976
6/23/1976
10/27/1976
11/10/1976
1/19/1977
1/26/1977
2/23/1977
2/23/1977
3/02/1977
3/23/1977
4/06/1977
4/20/1977
6/08/1977
6/22/1977
6/22/1977
10/05/1977
10/19/1977
11/02/1977
2/22/1978
3/22/1978
7/26/1978
7/27/1977
8/28/1974
9/18/1974
9/18/1974
9/25/1974
9/25/1974
9/25/1974
10/09/1974
10/16/1974
10/30/1974
10/30/1974
10/30/1974
11/13/1974
11/27/1974
11/27/1974
2/19/1975
2/19/1975
6/18/1975
12/11/1974
2/19/1975
9/10/1975
3/24/1976
6/23/1976
10/13/1976
4/06/1977
2/01/1978
A051 XBABY CARE A MAN'S JOB FOR MALE MIDWIFE (KAROLEVITZ)
AQ61 PRENATAL CLASSES TO BEGIN OCT. 2
A063 COLLEGIAN ARTICLE INSPIRES NURSE'S FUTURE (EMERY)
A243 FOOD SERVICE EXHIBITS POSTER SERIES ON NUTRITION
A021 *NUTRITIONIST SAYS MALNUTRITION MASSIVE DESPITE FOOD
A021 XALBINO RATS BEING USED IN NUTRITION RESEARCH
A103 STUDENTS CHOW FOR RESEARCH (EMERY)
A105 XSDSU AG QUEEN CANDIDATES
A104 BACKERS EXTOLL OAHE BENEFITS
A081 UFF PROPOSES END TO OAHE LAWSUIT AGAINST BUREAU OF R
A074 OAHE LAWSUIT SETTLEMENT PENDING (KRANZ)
A051 OPINION ON... RELIABILITY OF RESULTS IN OAHE PROJECT
A044 PRESSLER'S NEW OAHE PLAN MAY ANSWER OLD ARGUMENTS
A013 CONGRESSMEN SPLIT ON OAHE (HEBBERT)
A043 OPINION ON... MCGOVERN'S RESPONSE TO CRITICISMS (L)
A043 OPINION ON... IRRIGATION, ELECTRIC RATES (L)
A021 CHANCES FOR OAHE REFERENDUM INCREASE UNDER JANKLOW'S
A013 OAHE QUESTION BEFORE LEGISLATURE (RIGNEY)
A044 CALL THE QUESTION (ED)
A043 OPINION ON... OAHE REFERENDUM (L)
A013 KELO REPORTER RESIGNS AFTER PRESSURE ON OAHE
A044 HIGH PRICE FOR OAHE REPORTING (ED)
A131 KIRRIGATION CHANNELS AFFECT WILDLIFE (KROLL)
bureau; citizens complain ABO
A141 ORGANIZATIONS FORM TO PRESENT DIFFERENT SIDES OF OAH
AOli THEATER
COMPLAINTS ABOUT KELO-TV OAHE CO
A041 OPINION ON... EFFECT OF OAHE ON FOOD SUPPLY (L)
^S?? ^avor in programming of oahe
IN PIERRE SHALE NEAR BLUNT
A031 xOAHE CONSTRUCTION PLOWS ON
AlOl NEW OAHE RUNOFF PLAN PROPOSED (MEDEMA)
!!?HS MANAGER OF OAHE SUB-DISTRICT; PROJECT SA134 OAHE BOARD SAYS SURVEY ERRONEOUS (TONNESON)
RECOMMEND OAHE, GARRISON FUNDING
A044 OAHE PROJECT MERITS REVIEW (RIGNEY)
A041 OAHE OBJECTIVITY NEEDED (ED)
A014 REVIEWS HEAR OAHE TESTIMONY (KELLEY)
AOll BOARD RECOMMENDS HALT OF OAHE PROJECT
A015 CARTER, CONGRESS TO CLASH ON OAHE FUNDING
A041 SEVEN FACTORS BROUGHT OAHE DECISION (GEBHART)
A041 OAHE IS DEAD! CED)
A052 BUREAU'S RATE CLAIMS INACCURATE (BERRY)
A014 OAHE WORK, FUNDS STOP
A201 KOAHE: MAMMOTH IN SIZE AND POWER (EGGER)
A046 OAHE AND FEDS (L)
A044 NEWSPAPERS DESTRUCTIVE (L)
A045 OAHE DEBATE GOES ON (L)
A044 OAHE MUST DIE (L)
A121 BIG MUDDY HOSTS RAFT RACE
SEE ALSO OAHE DAM
A231 SOILS SCIENTIST REVIEWS OAHE
A025 COOP STUDIES' OAHE; FAVORS 1 YR. MORATORIUM
A044 OAHE: WHO TO BELIEVE? (ED)
AOll *S.D. ENVIRONMENTAL DEPT. UNSURE ABOUT OAHE PROJECT
A023 BLUNT RESERVOIR DAM MAY SNAG OAHE ^-KUJhLr
A124 CITIZENS' SEMINAR FAILS TO RECEIVE OAHE ANSWERS
A106 BUREAU OF RECLAMATION ANSWERS OAHE QUESTIONS
A091 BUREAU OF RECLAMATION ANSWERS QUERIES ON DRAINAGE F
APIS BROWN COUNTY FARMERS VETO PLANS FOR FUTURE IRRIGATIO
AD45 OPINION ON... OAHE TASK FORCE (L) iKKibfliiD
RESOLUTIONS CGEBHART)
A044 LET'S STOP OAHE PROJECT (ED)
A013 *ANTI-OAHE GROUPS TO RALLY ON CANAL SITE
SEE ALSO CALLIOPE
A133 X'OAKWOOD' FEATURES POETS; REPLACES 'CALLIOPE'
A125 'OAKWOOD' MAGAZINE GOES ON SALE
A063 'OAKWOOD' ACCEPTS WORK
A161 X'OAKWOOD* TO ARRIVE
AlOl DAY TRIPPING (TONNESON)
A251 OAKWOOD III DEADLINE NOV. 15; INCLUDES PROSE. POEMS.
A071 'OAKWOOD' ON SALE IN ENGLISH DEPARTMENT f-utnb,
A043 OAKWOOD CONTRIBUTORS (L)
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oakwood
OAKWOOD LAKES
OATHS
OBSCENITY
OBSESSIVE-COMPULSI
OCCUPATIONS
ODEGAARD SHIRLEY
OFF-CAMPUS SERVICE
OGLALA SIOUX COMMU
OIL
OLSEN KARL
OLSON BRIAN
OLSON JOHN
OLSON LINDA
OLSON OSCAR
OLSON TIM
OLYMPICS
OLYMPICS JUNIOR
OLYMPICS WINTER
OMODT GARY
OMODT GREG
ONUFER CRAIG
OPERA
OPITZ LAVONNE
OPP KERMIT
OPPORTUNITY HOMES
OPTICAL SHOP
ORDINANCES
ORGAN DONATION
ORGANIC FARMING
ORGANIZATIONS
ORIENTATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/01/1978
2/01/1978
2/08/1978
10/11/1978
5/02/1979
9/26/1979
10/10/1979
4/30/1980
7/09/1980
10/16/1974
9/18/1974
11/09/1977
1/25/1978.
1/25/1978
2/01/1978
10/11/1978
10/25/1978
11/01/1978
6/09/1976
10/24/1979
12/14/1977
4/09/1975
2/09/1977
10/30/1974
2/13/1980
8/25/1976
10/16/1974
10/16/1974
10/30/1974
1/19/1977
10/10/1979
4/28/1976
1/21/1976
9/08/1976
2/13/1980
2/20/1980
2/27/1980
2/27/1980
3/19/1980
4/02/1980
4/02/1980
4/16/1980
4/30/1980
6/18/1975
2/19/1975
4/07/1976
10/31/1979
1/19/1977
10/16/1974
11/17/1976
3/01/1978
4/05/1978
4/12/1978
3/21/1979
2/13/1980
4/16/1980
4/23/1975
2/25/1976
11/20/1974
12/11/1974
9/15/1976
9/22/1976
12/08/1976
9/21/1977
10/26/1977
10/29/1975
A073
A075
A046
AQ94
AlOl
A076
A051
A164
AO 71
A143
A014
A051
A043
A051
A044
A013
AOll
A051
A071
A026
A085
A034
A033
A043
A094
A201
AOll
A035
A083
A033
AlOl
A03I
A123
A102
A052
A041
A023
A052
A021
A041
A105
A131
A024
A071
A093
AOll
AOll
A091
A085
A135
A051
A143
A071
AlOl
A096
A065
A063
A081
A061
A201
A061
A043
AlOl
A071
A061
A034
4/04/1979 A052
4/28/1976
9/01/1976
9/11/1974
4/09/1975
7/02/1975
A201
A061
A047
AlOl
A164
WOODARD CALLS '77 •OAKWOOD* CONTINUOUS (WOODARD)
•OAKWOOD* MAGAZINE WINS NATIONAL AWARD
OAKWOOD StANDS TALL
ART; LITERARY WORK NEEDED FOR OAKWOOD
*OAKWOOD* ON SALE THIS WEEK
OAKWOOD DEADLINE ANNOUNCED
OAKWOOD *TRADITION* CONTINUES THIS YEAR ;
OAKWOOD IS OFF THE PRESS
XA LOCAL PARADISE (BUTLER)
XOAKWOOD LAKES STATE PARK (REZAC)
STATE LOYALTY OATH IN QUESTION; COULD BE UNCONSTITUT
OFFICIALS TRY TO DEFINE OBSCENITY (GREGERSON)
XLIBERALLY SPEAKING CGEBHART)
OBSCENITY PROPOSAL UP FOR PUBLIC VOTE IN NOVEMBER
OBSCENITY LAW CD
INITIATED MEASURES CAUSE CONTROVERSY (GEBHART)
OBSCENITY MEASURE DRAWS FIRE (THOMPSON)
LIBRARIAN CALLS PRESENT OBSCENITY LAW ADEQUATE
SEE OCD
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
JOB BANK GOES UNUSED; 44 WILLING TO SHARE
CAREER DAY FOR SOCIOLOGY OCT.26
XLOCAL ARTIST PRACTICES, TEACHES ROSEMALING ART
XOFF CAMPUS COMMUNITY OFFERED MANY SERVICES (JOHNSON
OGLALA JOINS ASSOCIATE PROGRAMS
OPINION ON... OIL INDUSTRY PROFITS (L)
XOLSEN: HE SOUNDS LIKE FOGELBERG (DARR)
XNEW HEALTH OFFICER SETTING HIS PRIORITIES, LEARNING
XOLSON, PRESSLER FACE STUDENT QUESTIONS IN FORUM SER
XOLSON ADVOCATES DECENTRALIZATION (PRESZLER)
X'74 CANDIDATES QUERIED
XTWO HIKE DOWN BIG SIOUX (KAROLEVITZ)
RESEARCHER RECEIVES AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
XPOOL EXHIBITIONIST
BENTLEY MAKES OLYMPIC BID IN AUSTRALIA
THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
C.O.R.N.C.O.B. - OLYMPICS IN BROOKINGS (L)
CORNCOB IS STILL A JOKE (SCHMITZ)
STUDENTS WANT BROOKINGS TO HOST OLYMPICS
MOVE OVER MOSCOW - IT'S CORNCOB (L)
XDAKTRONICS SUPPLIES OLYMPIC SCOREBOARDS
BROOKINGS GAMES INSPIRE WILD IDEAS (COLE) ^
X1980 OLYMPICS IN BROOKINGS? ' •
PUBLIC RAMPAGED BY COMMERCIALIZED OLYMPICS
VOLUNTEERS MAKE OLYMPICS WORK (SOLBERG)
JUNIOR TRACK CHAMPIONSHIPS SET FOR SATURDAY
WINTER OLYMPICS SPONSORED BY INTER-HALL COUNCIL
XTEACHERS OF THE YEAR SELECTED
IS IT GENE SIMMONS? ONLY HIS HAIRDRESSER KNOWS FOR
XJACKS BEAT BOISE STATE 30-10
SEE ALSO MUSIC OPERA
OPERATIC PERFORMER TO SING AT RECITAL
WORLD PREMIERE TO HIGHLIGHT FREE CHORAL CONCERT THUR
XMUSIC STUDENTS TO PERFORM OPERA WITH FULL CAST
XSDSU HOSTS OPERA
XBELTING "EM IN THE BARN
XSTRAUSS OPERETTA OPENS FRIDAY FOR TWO NIGHTS (HOUGH
XSDSU STUDENT RECEIVES HONOR
OPERA: HAPPY BUT UNEASY ENDING
OPITZ QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS AS WOMEN DOMINATE OWN
MARAKE SETS SIGHTS ON SEVENTH TITLE; OPITZ, HOLZBERL
WRESTLING TEAM OPENS 1974 SEASON AT BISON OPEN; JENS
XJACKRABBIT WRESTLERS OFF TO GOOD START
GROUP HOME ADMITTED TO R2 AREA (TONNESON)
OPINION ON... GROUP HOMES (L)
XGROUP HOME BECOMES CLASSROOM FOR DEVELOPMENTALLY DI
BROOKINGS HOME GROWS IN ALL DIRECTIONS (SEVIG)
CONSTRUCTION OF BROOKINGS* SECOND OPPORTUNITY HOMES
OPTICAL SHOP OFFERING STUDENT DISCOUNT
SEE ALSO NOISE ORDINANCE, HOUSE PARTIES, ETC.
DAUGHTER GIVES DAD A GIFT OF LIFE (WRIGHT)
SEE FARMS 8 FARMING
SEE ALSO STUDENT ORGANIZATI
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS GOING COED
ORGANIZATIONS NEED CHARGE VOUCHERS
OPINION ON... FRESHMAN ORIENTATION (L)
ORIENTATION JOB OPENS
xl,500 TO ATTEND FROSH ORIENTATION '
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ORIENTATION
OSHIMA KEVIN
OSMAN PETE
OUTDOORS
JUTING CENTER
OUTWARD BOUND
OVERSTREET LEWIS
OWEN ROSS
paddlefish
PADDOCK JOE
PADDOCK NANCY
PALESTINIANS
PALM STEVE
PALMER STEVE
PALS VERNON
PAPIAN SHARON
PARADES
paradise FRANK
PARENT 8 CHILD
PARIKH GOKALDAS
PARK MANAGEMENT
PARK RANDY
PARK SERVICE
PARKER FLOYD
PARKER ROBERTO
PARKING
PARKS 8 RECREATION
PARMLEY DAVID
PAROLE
PARROT RICH
PARTIES
^PASTORIUS HAROLD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
7/07/1976
8/27/1980
11/19/1975
10/01/1975
8/28/197A
6/18/1975
9/18/197A
9/03/1975
A/28/1976
8/25/1976
9/15/1976
11/03/1976
11/17/1976
A/20/1977
6/22/1977
11/22/1978
12/13/1978
11/07/1979
8/28/197A
9/25/197A
A/23/1975
10/30/197A'
8/28/197A
12/08/1976
12/08/1976
3/28/1979
10/30/197A
11/27/197A
11/26/1975
10/06/1976
7/21/1976
10/13/1976
10/27/1976
11/03/1976
9/06/1978
9/18/197A
1/18/1978
11/26/1975
9/25/197A
3/12/1975
3/26/1975
10/15/1975
10/11/1978
10/30/197A
12/11/197A
3/12/1975
1/21/1976
1/28/1976
7/07/1976
12/07/1977
6/0A/1975
9/03/1975
9/03/1975
1/1A/1976
1/21/1976
3/31/1976
A/28/1976
A/28/1976
6/09/1976
9/22/1976
5/0A/1977
6/22/1977
6/22/1977
10/05/1977
12/1A/1977
lO/OA/1978
A/09/1980
9/19/1979
12/08/1976
11/06/197A
1/17/1979
3/19/1980
3/26/1980
7/02/1975
9/10/1975
AQ31 FRESHMEN TO REGISTER IN LENGTHENED ORIENTATION
AQ66 ORIENTATION CHANGES BENEFIT NEWCOMERS
A071 XBONSAI STUDENTS LEARN ART, SCIENCE ii c
A072 JfTRAVELERS REACH HALFWAY POINT IN WALK ACROSS U.S.
Alll OUTWARD BOUND FEATURED AT CONFERENCE
A071 OUTDOOR EDUCATION TAUGHT IN WORKSHOP
A075 OUTING CENTER GETS MORE SKIS, CANOES
AlOl OUTING CENTER OPENS-TO SERVE CAMPERS (HAAN)
A191 OUTING CENTER RENTS WEEKEND CAMPING GEAR ^
Alll *OUTING CENTER EXPANDS; OPTIONAL INSURANCE ADDED
A12A OUTING CENTER TRIES DAMAGE INSURANCE PLAN
AlOl *WALL SCENERY .^
A161 OUTING CENTER OFFERS DISCOUNTS TO INDIVIDUALS
A051 GAMEROOM, OUTING CENTER.JOBS COMBINED
A151 OUTING CENTER OFFERS VARIETY OF EQUIPMENT
A091 KOUTING CENTER READY FOR WINTER
A032 OUTING CENTER'S WALLS HAZARDOUS (ELLIOTT)
A091 OUTING CENTER MAKES CHANGES (SAVAGE)
Alll OUTWARD BOUND FEATURED AT CONFERENCE
A13A HALL OF FAME RECOGNIZES MILITARY PROF
AQ2I XGOVERNOR'S DAY HONORS KNEIP, ROTC^CADETS
A126 OWENS NINTH MAN ELECTED TO ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME
A123 XPADDLEFISH POPULATION DECLINES (WOSTER)
A17I XTHE WRITERS READ
A171 XTHE WRITERS READ
AOAl PALESTINE PROBLEM (D-
Alll XDIRKSEN COMMENTS ON 'RABBIT RUNNERS'SLATED FOR NCC
A063 PALMER-EARNS FIRST. DEGREE BLACK BELT. I- •
AQ83 XSOCIOLOGY GRAD ASSISTANT SAYS U.S.- JUSTICE IN NEED
A081 xARIAS-ECHO IN BARN AREA (KROLL) - .
A102 ROSEBOWL FLOAT NEEDS QUEEN-GUINEVERE - : - -
A191 DORMS, ORGANIZATIONS BUILD FLOATS -- r '
A054 OPINION ON... ANIMALS IN PARADE (L)
A041 OPINION ON... ANIMALS IN PARADE (L)
A231 XPIT HOUSE SAVES MONEY
A064 PARENTS-TO-BE CLASSES TO BE OFFEREND IN OCT. '
A051 SEMINAR STRESSES 'PARENTING* SKILLS (SEVIG):-'
A081 PROFESSOR RESIGNS MICROBIOLOGY JOB
A122 XFRESH CIDER SQUEEZING'
A104 STUDENTS DEVELOP STEAMBOAT PARK (CARLSON)
A107 PLAY FACILITIES PLAN WINDS AWARD FOR TWO
A112 APPLE CIDER NOW AVAILABLE AT GREENHOUSE
A241 CLUB 'HIGH ON SQUEEZING'
A114 MURRAY, PARK ELECTED WRESTLING CO-CAPTAINS
A201 XJACKRABBIT WRESTLERS OFF TO GOOD START .
A094 THREE JACK WRESTLERS COMPILE 5-6.RECORD ATiMCAA NATI
SEE US- NATL PARK SERV
A021 'CONTROVERSY OVER GRADES CAUSES' RESIGFrATION .TMREAT
AOll PHYSICS PROF APPEALS DECISION ON GRADES - r-- -
A131 ACADEMIC APPEALS IN-PRESIDENTIAL REVIEVf^
A121 MATTHEWS, PARKER, MOSIMAN NAMED TO ALL-NCC SQUAD
SEE AUTO PARKING
AlOl XVARIED AGTJVITIES OFFERED STUDENTS
A064 PARK MANAGEMENT MAJOR DESIGNS BROOKINGS PARK
Alll XCITY OFFERS ROCK CLIMBING -
A084 CITY BUYS LAND FOR SKIING, HILL WILL BE OPEN TO PUBL
AOBl MILLION DOLLAR BOND BUYS'CITY NEW-FACILITIES,. TAX HI
A113 BROOKINGS PARK FACILITIES PROVIDE STUDENT .^RECREATION
AG61 CITY OWNED GARDENS RENTED; WAITING LIST -FORMED:FOR: -
AQ83 INDIAN HILLS PARK PLANNED; CROSS COUNTRY TRACK OPENS
Alll PARKS 8 RECREATION DEPT.-OFFERS WAYS TO BEAT THE HEA
4091 POOL, HOCKEY RINK DESIGNS TO BE STUDIED-BY-PARK BOAR
A071 BROOKINGS RESIDENTS TO FACE BOND ISSUE
Alll VOTERS TO DECIDE ON REC FACILITIES -
A131 REC DEPARTMENT OFFERS WIDE VARIETY
A063 INFORMATIONAL MEETING SET -
A154 NATURE CENTER PUSHES AWARENESS
A151 RESEARCH ON STATE TRAILS TO DEFINE RECREATION NEED
A013 THE PARTY'S OVER EARLY IN PARKS
A015 PARMLEY ELECTED TO VACANT FEE BUDGET COMMITTEE CHAIR
A044 OPINION ON... PROPOSAL TO FORBID PAROLE (L)
AOBl XIM TOURNEY ACTION
SEE ALSO HOUSE PARTIES
A071 XTOGA! TOGA! TOGA!
AOll XSDSU FIVE ACQUITTED IN "DISTURBANCE" TRIAL
A0I5 COURT VERDICT IS NO SHIELD FOR LOUD STUDENT PARTIERS
AlOl xWINNING SCULPTURE
A061 XSCULPTURE DEDICATED IN CEREMONIES WITH ARTIST, GOV.
f
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PATIENCE
SStIi! ?ffl
fSffi'SiPT
PCBS
PEACE CORPS
PEARL PHYLLIS
PEARSON CAROL
PEDERSEN JAMES
PEDESTRIANS
PEEKE ALONZO
PELLACK LARRY
PEN PALS
PENGRA RUTH
PENITENTIARY
PEOPLE
PERCUSSION ENSEMBL
PERFORMING ARTS
PERKINS GEORGE
PERRY RONALD
PERSON HJALMER
PEST MANAGEMENT
PESTICIDES
PETERSON RAY
PETERSON RUSSELL
PETERSON WAYNE
PETS
PFUTZENREUTER LES
PHARMACY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/23/1980
2/20/1980
2/26/1975
4/07/1976
11/17/1976
10/29/1975
2/08/1978
12/07/1977
2/08/1978
3/01/1978
10/05/1977
10/05/1977
10/12/1977
10/26/1977
10/26/1977
11/02/1977
1/18/1978
2/22/1978
10/23/1974
9/17/1975
10/29/1975
10/05/1977
6/21/1978
7/26/1978
2/26/1975
2/18/1976
4/23/1975
9/01/1976
3/31/1976
12/08/1976
12/06/1978
9/18/1974
2/19/1975
11/17/1976
A041
A041
A071
A084
A191
A131
A043
A023
A043
A045
AOll
A041
A013
AOll
A043
A031
AOll
A143
A062
A013
A073
A143
A071
A041
A061
A031
A014
A012
A041
A153
A081
A045
A071
A131
10/13/1976 A131
7/26/1978
9/10/1975
9/25/1974
9/13/1978
9/13/1978
7/07/1976
7/12/1978
7/12/1978
2/19/1975
6/22/1977
10/27/1976
10/25/1978
1/24/1979
11/15/1978
12/15/1976
12/15/1976
10/24/1979
2/13/1980
7/11/1979
11/06/1974
1/29/1975
2/19/1975
8/27/1975
10/29/1975
1/21/1976
9/15/1976
9/22/1976
11/17/1976
1/26/1977
4/27/1977
8/31/1977
10/12/1977
11/23/1977
7/26/1978
7/26/1978
9/06/1978
1/31/1979
2/28/1979
4/04/1979
4/30/1980
A031
AQ14
A201
A171
A181
Alll
A021
A041
Alll
AG91
AQ71
A015
A081
Alll
A071
A074
A021
A061
AOll
A053
A022
A074
AOll
A131
A052
A023
A061
A021
A013
A021
A021
A021
A031
AOll
A042
A021
AOll
A044
A051
Alll
CAUTION: WHEN DEALING WITH HUMAN LIVES, PATIENCE IS
A PATRIOT LIVES FOR HIS COUNTRY (ED)
WORLD RECORD SET AT POWERLIFT MEET (MCCARTHY)
PAUL WINTER CONSORT TO PERFORM IVES MUSIC
SCHOLARSHIP TO HONOR PAULSEN
XCUBAN REMEMBERS HARDSHIPS; HOPES FOR RENEWED REI
PAYCHECKS LATE (L)
PAYROLL WORKS AGAINST TIME
PAYCHECKS LATE (L)
LATE PAYCHECKS (L)
PCB'S MAY BE CONTAMINATING COLMAN AREA (WOSTER)
DEP TAKING RIGHT STEPS ON PCB ISSUE
XAGENCIES TESTING FOR PCBS (WOSTER)
DEP TESTS FIND LOWER PCB LEVELS
FINAL VERDICT ON PCBS STILL OUT (WOSTER)
EXPERT CLAIMS ELECTRIC COMPANIES RESPONSIBLE FOR HIG
GOVERNMENT FINDS PCBS, BUT NO HAZARDS TO PUBLIC
•BOMBING* MAY BREAK PCBS
PEACE CORPS APPLICANTS NOW PICK JOB, LOCATION
PEACE CORPS STILL STRONG DESPITE TALK OF PHASE OUT
TWO VOLUNTEERS HOLD INTERVIEWS FOR ACTION
INTERNATIONAL JOBS OFFERED BY PEACE CORPS FOR STUDEN
PEACE CORPS NOT FOR EVERYONE
COLLEGIAN UNCARING (L)
TWO EARN BROWN BELTS
KLITTLE I'TAKES BICENTENNIAL THEME (PATERSON)
XSTUDENT SERVICES EYES UNION; OFFICE RELOCATION CONS
XSTUDENT SERVICES DEAN INJURED IN BIKE ACCIDENT
OPINION ON... LANES FOR BICYCLE RIDERS, PEDESTRIANS
x'DOC PEEKE' COMPILED BY GRADUATE (KRAUSE)
XCHAMP: *EGO* NEEDED TO PLAY CHESS WELL (THOMPSON)
NEEDED: PEN PAL (L)
XHANDSPINNING MAKES UNIQUE ART (BINKLEY)
SPINNING IS NOT A HAIRY EXPERIENCE
SEE STATE PENITENTIARY
XPEOPLE ALWAYS MADE DIFFERENCE (TONNESON)
SEE MUSIC PERCUSSION
SEE ARTS
xWRITER VISITS OTHER WORLDS THROUGH SCIENCE FICTION
ELECTRICIAN SHOT WHILE MAKING SERVICE CALL
XSEVEN TO RECEIVE ALUMNI AWARDS
PEST MANAGEMENT MAJOR ADDED TO AG CURRICULUM
XSTUDENT 'SCOUTS* FOR CORN PESTS (PATES)
SYSTEMIC INSECTICIDES INITIATE CONFLICTING ENVIRONME
PESTICIDE TRAINING STRESSES SAFETY (SNYDER)
CHEMICAL CONTROLS NEEDED (ED)
XDESIGNER CREATES SETS (BROWN)
THE NAN BEHIND THE SET, PETERSON MAKES THE SCENE
XREGENTS - SEVEN VOICES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
PETERSON: 15 PERCENT TOO MUCH TO CUT OUT (SNYDER)
XPARTING SHOTS—RETIRING REGENTS WISH THEY WOULD'VE
XSTRIKE LEADER ACTIVE DESPITE ELECTION LOSS (PATES)
XAMERICAN PETS TOTAL 600 MILLION; CATS OUTNUMBER DOG
PET BOOM CAUSES PROBLEMS
XOWNER CHOSES SNAKE OVER DOG; KEEPS PET ON CAMPUS,
XSTUDENT'S PET BOBCAT IS NO ORDINARY FELINE (EMERY)
PFUTZENREUTER A THEATRE VET
XCAMPUS PHARMACY CHARGES STUDENTS 'CHEAPER RATES'
HYPERTENSION CLINIC SET DURING FINAL FEES
PHARMACY STUDENTS HELP HEART FUND
BEWARE PRESCRIPTION PRICES (BLESENER)
PHARMACY LAB TEACHES STUDENTS HOSPITAL SKILLS
CAMPUS DISPENSARY EDUCATIONAL WHILE SERVING STUDENT'
RESIGNATIONS IN PHARMACY FORCE DEAN HOPPONEN INTO TE
XPHARMACEUTICAL GARDENS DISPLAY PLANTS, AID IN PHARM
PHARMACY LOSES $32,000 OF FEDERAL GRANT (JOHNSON)
PHARMACY NEEDS NEARLY $35,000 (PATERSON)
XPHARMACY PROF HONORED TWICE
STATE FUNDS TWO PHARMACY POSITIONS
PHARMACISTS PREPARED TO FILL JOBS
PHARMACY CLUB SPEAKS TO SCHOOLS; VD, DRUG ABUSE TOPI
PHARMACY COLLEGE PLACED ON YEAR PROBATION (WOSTER)
PHARMACY TROUBLES (ED)
PHARMACY IN DANGER OF LOSING ACCREDITATION
FATE OF PHARMACY MAY HINGE ON LEGISLATIVE ACTION
SDSU FACES POTENTIAL LOSS OF PHARMACY COLLEGE ACT"""
PHARMACY ACCREDITATION GETS SECOND CHANCE (HOUGH;
PHARMACY CHEAPER FOR STUDENTS
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PHEASANTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
PHI BETA KAPPA
PHI KAPPA PHI
philanthropists
PHOTOCOPYING
photography
9/25/197A
12/11/197A
1/22/1975
6/0<i/1975
7/02/1975
11/12/1975
9/15/1976
10/13/1976
11/17/1976
ei/2Q/1977
5/04/1977
5/04/1977
10/19/1977
11/08/1970
11/08/1978
2/09/1977
6/09/1976
1/18/1978
A131
A236
A151
A081
A041
A191
A121
A051
A164
A171
A154
A154
A121
A073
A083
A104
A031
A045
9/03/1975 A141
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL FITNESS
physical plant
11/13/1974
12/11/1974
2/26/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
4/09/1975
4/23/1975
10/08/1975
9/20/1978
3/21/1979
A063
A155
A033
A031
A031
A031
A031
A031
A061
A121
3/02/1977
1/18/1978
1/18/1978
10/16/1974
10/30/1974
4/16/1975
7/02/1975
7/16/1975
11/05/1975
1/14/1976
1/21/1976
2/04/1976
2/25/1976
9/01/1976
11/24/1976
1/19/1977
2/16/1977
6/22/1977
8/31/1977
3/01/1978
7/12/1978
1/17/1979
1/24/1979
1/31/1979
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
2/14/1979
9/19/1979
8/28/1974
7/02/1975
9/03/1975
6/09/1976
7/21/1976
10/13/1976
11/10/1976
9/07/1977
9/18/1974
1/14/1976
6/09/1976
10/06/1976
6/08/1977
7/09/1980
3/30/1977
12/12/1979
9/24/1975
A073
A022
A053
A014
A022
A015
A033
A083
A063
A051
A051
A022
AO 23
AOll
A022
A122
AOll
A023
A031
AOll
A031
A062
A061
A021
A041
A044
A043
A061
A115
A021
A021
A013
A014
A091
A031
A061
A051
A071
AlOl
A021
A023
A063
A093
A141
A161
PHYSICIANS
PHYSICS
PI KAPPA DELTA
- / PIANISTS
kdry summer lowers pheasant numbers
pheasant season DEBATED; WILDLIFE GROUP FAVORS HARVE
PHEASANTS LACK COVER TO SURVIVE SNOW, WIND
PHEASANT RESTOCKING FAILS
PHEASANT HABITAT BENEFITS ALL (ED)
XPOOR HABITAT CAUSES PHEASANT LOSS
PHEASANT HUNT SUPPORTED
OPINION ON... PUBLIC HEARING ON PHEASANT SEASON (L)
PHEASANT SEASON WENT AS PLANNED DESPITE CHARGES IT W
PHEASANT RESTORATION ACT SEEKS LAND FOR NESTING SITE
PHEASANT PLAN HALF WAY TO GOAL
HONKING SAVES THE BIRDS
HABITAT EMPHASIZED FOR PHEASANT RESTORATION EFFORT
NO GAME BIRD BETTER THAN PHEASANT (NACHTI6AL)
UNIVERSITY TRIES AGAIN TO REACH HONORARY STATUS
SOCIETY AWARDS
GREEK STORY WRONG (L)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PHILANTHROPISTS
REORGANIZED ARTS 8 SCIENCE PROGRAMS PROVIDE THREE AD
SEE TELEPHONES . . ,
SEE COPYING " ' ^
•PRISONERS' THEME OF PHOTO CONTEST
$1,000 TOP PRIZE IN PHOTO CONTEST
PHOTO CONTEST OFFERS $100 IN PRIZES
XCAMERA BUYING QUESTIONS ANSWERED (MELBY)
CAMERA ACCESSORIES IMPORTANT (MELBY)
DARKROOMS ARE SIMPLE (MELBY)
STUDENTS WIN IN PHOTO CONTEST
PRINT SHOW OFFERING CASH PRIZES
XPRO REVEALS ART IN PHOTOGRAPHY (WOSTER)
XNATURE PHOTOS TAKE TOP HONORS IN CULTURAL CENTER'S
SEE ALSO HPER
FEB.28-MARCH 7 IS SPORTS WEEK
STATE UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS PROGRAMS FOR ELDERLY
EARLY RISERS SEEK FUN, FITNESS (NACHTIGAL)
XEPA THREATENS ACTION
XPHYSICAL PLANT DIRECTOR TO RETIRE
XPHYSICAL PLANT FACES ACTION FOR POLLUTING
DEPARTMENT HEAD, PHYSICAL PLANT DIRECTOR NAMED
POWER PLANT NEEDS WORK TO MEET EPA STANDARDS
PHYSICAL PLANT HIRES JORGENSON
OPINION ON... POLLUTION, SOOT FROM POWER PLANT (L)
^POLLUTION EMISSIONS ON CAMPUS MAY BE VIOLATING EPA
SHORTAGE OF JANITORIAL POSITIONS MAY DELAY BUILDING
COMPUTER SYSTEM MONITORS MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
PHYSICAL PLANT ESTIMATION ERRORS RESULT IN $60,000 U
XSMOKIN* COAL
PLANT BURNS MORE COAL
OLD EQUIPMENT, NWPS DECISION LEAD TO PHYSICAL PLANT
NO MAJOR GROUNDS WORK PLANNED ON CAMPUS FOR THIS SUM
^PHYSICAL PLANT ADDS ASH-HANDLING SYSTEM
CAMPUS PO,WER PLANT STILL POLLUTING (SEVI6)
KEMISSIONS'i'AGAIN FAIL EPA GRADE
PLANT HAS NEW COAL HANDLING FACILITY, TESTS FLAX
PHYSICAL PLANT ACCUSED OF EXCESSIVE RATE (KAROLEVITZ
LEGISLATORS MAY BEND LAW FOR PHYSICAL PLANT
SMOKESTACK TO CONTINUE BELCHING SMOKE (WOSTER)
WOSTER IN ERROR (L)
POLLUTION STANDARD BASIS FOR SUIT (WOSTER)
PHYSICAL PLANT GIVEN THREE YEARS TO COMPLY
HEALTH SERVICE SEEKS THIRD FULL-TIME DOCTOR
PROSPECTIVE DOCTOR VISITS CAMPUS CPRESZLER)
XNEW DOCTOR ENJOYS DUTIES
OUTLOOK PESSIMISTIC IN SEARCH FOR HEALTH SERVICE PHY
HEALTH SERVICE INTERVIEWS PHYSICIAN
XDOCTOR-PATIENT RATIO SMALLER THAN IN 1925 (TONNESON
XTHIRD DOCTOR ADDED TO HEALTH SERVICE STAFF
XDOC ROBERTS 'RUNS PEOPLE BACK TO HEALTH' (WOSTER)
XPHYSICS SPECTROMETER
TEMPORARY PHYSICS HEAD NAMED AFTER FROSLIE'S DEATH
XPHYSICISTS GET INTO APPLIED SCIENCE (TONNESON)
PHYSICS DEPT AGAIN CONSIDERING CHANGING FROM HEAD TO
GRAETZER TO CHAIR PHYSICS DEPARTMENT
NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS APPROVED BY REGENTS
FORENSICS TEAM PLACES THIRD OF 105 IN NATIONAL PI KA
PI KAPPA DELTA WINS COLLEGE BOWL FINALS
XSLENCZYNSKA SCHEDULED FOR CONCERT
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PIANISTS
PICNICS
PIDDE BOB
PIEPEL MIKE
PIER STEVE
PIERSON HALL
PIGS
PINBALL
PIONEER MARKET
PIONEERS
PIPELINES
PLACEMENT
PLAGIARISM
PLAGMAN JOHN
PLANETARIUM
PLANK SCOTT
planning
PLANT SCIENCE
PLANTS
PLAYS
PLIHAL JOSEPH
PLIMPTON GEORGE
PLOOSTER DAVE
PLOOSTER DEB
PLURALISMS
POACHERS
POCHOP MERLE
POETRY
POETS.
POLICE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/01/1975 A051
12/08/1976 A151
A/30/1975 AOIA
A/30/1975 A025
8/25/1976 A091
6/0A/1975 AlOl
9/13/1978 A161
8/28/197A A213
11/10/1976 Aq3I
5/05/1976 A093
8/25/1976 A211
7/27/1977 A081
9/0A/197A A033
A/05/1978 A151
11/03/1976 A013
11/28/1979 A091
10/31/1979 AOAl
ll/lA/1979 AOAA
' 3/12/1975 A021
6/0A/1975 A033
11/20/197A A071
10/15/1975 A021
12/13/1978 A091
9/12/1979 A081
12/11/197A AlOl
12/11/197A Alll
12/11/197A Alll
A/16/1975 A153
11/17/1976 A091
lO/OA/1978 A15A
12/13/1978 A02A
FNC7VNSKA TO GIVE CONCERT. 3 WORKSHOPS^PIANIST ALAN MARKS HAS GOOD YEAR DESPITE COMPETITIO
XWEEKEND FUN-FOR-ALL
CONCERT, CONTEST, PICNIC ON GREEN
TWO^BASKETBALl"pROSPECTS SIGN LETTERS OF INTENT
CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT GAINS COORDINATOR TO CONTIMUE
adds services .
SEE SWINE
??IPPER FINGERS - CAMPUS
*PINBALL--THERE'S MOR^ TO IT THAN MEETS THE FLIPPER
*D0 IT YOURSELF
il2fe!ls!"?SKD Kg'ioilNATE state WATER POLIC
NORTHERN TIER PIPELINE FACES CONTROVERSY CHAGEN)
SEE OCCUPATIONS, CAREER 8 ACADEMIC
DOES COLLEGIAN ENDORSE PLAGIARISM? CD
USd'̂ STUDENT^PLEADS not GUILTY IN ALARM INCIDENT
MAN FINED; THREE BOUND OVER TO COURT
E811I¥l8fts°5SY'gS?L'ptSN^^^^^ TO STATE UNIVERSITYSsDSU AG GRAD LEADS METRO YOUTH INTO CANADA (PATES)
SEE ALSO CAMPUS PLANNING
endowment FUND SET UP
kHOME greenery FOR BEGINNERS
IF YOU RECEIVE CHRISTMAS PLANTS...
GROW NEW PLANTS FROM OLD
PROPER^SELECTION^^CARE^VITAL to HOUSE PLANTS (HALL)
BY THEMSELVES CHUNT)
KELLEY^"pLIHAL INDUCTED INTO HALL OF FAME
•CONTEMPORARY MITTY* TO SPEAK
PLIMPTON°HIGHLIGHTS°^SPORT IN ART WEEK" (JENSEN)
PLOOSTER^PACES WOMEN^GYMNASTS OVER DRAKE rwiTiiB
CONFERENCE TO EXPLORE SIGNIFICANCE OF STATE'S CUITHR,
POACHER KILLS UNUSUAL 'DEER'
ALUMNUS STARTS SCHOLARSHIP ^
POETRY
LEVERTOV TO READ POETRY FOR FESTIVAL
EVANS TO PUBLISH POETRY BOOK IN FEBRUARY
VANITY PRESSES PREY ON POETS' EGOS (EDWARDS)
je'POETS OUT-LOUD' PROGRAM BRINGS SOUTH DAKOTA POET T
kSOUTH DAKOTAN FIRST IN POET SERIES
pnPTRV (BROWN)
NEW PRO^AM DESIGNED TO GET POETS IN SCHOOLS
*POET OUT-LOUD
KMANFRED READS POETRY
POET GIVES READING
VANITY PRESS OPERATING IN S.D.
PUBLISHING FOR PAY
EVAN'S '̂pOEMS SHOW OBSESSION WITH PAST
XPOETS, WORKS HIGHLIGHT CONFERENCE
^WINTER'S BEAUTY IN BLACK AND WHITE (WOSTER)
*PRISON POETRY
kPUBLICATION FINDS POETRY IN SPORT
PRISON POETRY (L)
*POETRY BRIDGES GAP FOR INMATE, AUDIENCE
^KANSAS POET STRIVES TO 'GET ALONG IN BIG SOUP'
POET *IS EXPERT ON GIFTED CHILDREN (LAWRENCE)
*EDGAR ALLAN POE INTERPRETATION TO BE PRESENTED
ACTOR DEPICTS POE AS ALCOHOLIC, TROUBLED GENIUS, EST
SEE ALSO NAMES OF POETS
POLICE DENY ANTI-STUDENT BIAS
FAA LEVELS TWO COMPLAINTS AGAINST POLICE
kHE'S JUST A SUPER GOOD GUY (HILDEBRAND)
*CITY EMPLOYS STUDENT DISPATCHERS (PAHLKE)
SHERIFF CANDIDATES SEE ALCOHOL AND COOPERATION MA
POLICE, REACT COMBAT RAPE INCREASE (KAROLEVITZ)^
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10/13/1976
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
2/13/1980
1/29/1975
2/12/1975
A/1A/1976
12/05/1979
11/05/1975
12/11/197A
3/26/1975
9/2A/1975
10/01/1975
10/08/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/29/1975
11/12/1975
l/lA/1976
3/17/1976
6/23/1976
7/07/1976
11/03/1976
11/2A/1976
12/08/1976
1/26/1977
11/09/1977
11/23/1977
2/22/1978
2/22/1978
3/01/1978
lO/OA/1978
lO/OA/1978
2/13/1980
2/13/1980
2/20/1980
A331
A091
A013
A16A
A063
A085
AQ8A
A081
AQ56
AlAl
A021
A15A
A021
A062
A21A
A221
A021
A153
A151
AlOl
Alll
AQ81
A071
A071
A171
A083
A081
A051
A071
Alll
A0A5
AOll
A061
A091
AlOl
A07A
10/15/1975 AOBl
l/lA/1976 A091
11/17/1976 A081
2/23/1977 A063
11/01/1978 A022
2/07/1979 AOll
SUBJECT
POLICE CAMPUS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
POLITICS & GOVT
POLITICS & GOVT-BR
POLITICS & GOVT-SD
POLITICS S 60VT-US
POLLOCK SD
POLLUTION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/28/197A
9/18/197A
10/Q9/197A
1/22/1975
2/05/1975
2/19/1975
6/18/1975
10/22/1975
11/05/1975
11/05/1975
11/12/1975
11/12/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
11/26/1975
1/21/1976
2/0A/1976
3/17/1976
9/08/1976
9/22/1976
12/08/1976=
10/19/1977
2/21/1979
11/28/1979
12/05/1979
8/28/197A
2/0<i/1976
10/30/1974
1/22/1975
9/24/1975
1/21/1976
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
4/27/1977
10/27/1976
10/27/1976
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
9/04/1974
9/04/1974
9/11/1974
9/18/1974
9/18/1974
9/25/1974
10/09/1974
10/16/1974
5/07/1975
9/15/1976
9/22/1976
12/07/1977
1/18/1978
2/01/1978
4/26/1978
9/01/1976
3/31/1976
10/16/1974
1/22/1975
4/16/1975
7/16/1975
1/14/1976
1/21/1976
1/21/1976
2/04/1976
3/24/1976
7/07/1976
7/21/1976
1/25/1978
2/22/1978
2/22/1978
3/01/1978
7/12/1978
1/31/1979
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
2/14/1979
9/19/1979
3/26/1980
A033
A064
AlOl
A161
A043
A044
A041
A032
AOll
A044
A043
A043
A044
AOll
A014
A034
A023
A044
A051
A023
A031
A061
A061
A081
A041
A143
A121
A081
A075
A201
A023
A031
A031
A041
A061
SOU
A054
A131
AOll
A075
A015
A051
A071
A128
A013
A035
A015
A051
AOll
A044
A031
A031
A033
AQ44
A121
A014
A113
A015
A083
A051
A051
A061
A122
A234
A014
A093
A172
A131
A141
AOll
A031
A021
A041
A044
A043
A061
A054
SEE ALSO TRAFFIC POLICE
XCAMPUS POLICE TAKE POT SHOTS AT SPEEDERS WITH NEW R
^OFFICERS TO CARRY'RADIOS
PARKING TICKETS, FARM PATROLS OCCUPY POLICE
^SECURITY HIRES FIRST WOMAN
OPINION ON... CAMPUS SECURITY (L)
OPINION ON... CAMPUS SECURITY (L)
OPINION ON... ARMED CAMPUS POLICEMAN CD
CAMPUS POLICE RECOGNIZED; DEPARTMENT ROLE CHANGED
XGUN NECESSITY QUESTIONED (HEBBERT)
UNIVERSITY POLICE, EQUIPMENT... A CASE OF OVERKI CED)
OPINION ON... CAMPUS POLICE AND GUNS CD
MORE OPINION ON... NECESSITY OF FIREARMS CD
TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS CENGLER)
POLICE TOWING UNAUTHORIZED CSTEIGER)
STUDENT SENATE PROPOSES GROUP TO INVESTIGATE CAMPUS
POLICE MAN-HOURS ALMOST TWICE OTHER UNIVERSITIES
KVISITORS BUREAU ESTABLISHED
REVIEW POLICE BUDGET CED)
CAMPUS POLICE USE RADAR GUNS; DETECT SPEEDERS
UNIVERSITY POLICE STAFF NUMBERS DOWN WHILE CAR BREAK
kSTUDENTS LEARN LAW ENFORCEMENT; JUGGLE ROLES AS OFF
POLICE STAFF INCREASES FOR FALL
KCAMPUS COPS STUCK TO THEIR GUNS... ER, NIGHTSTICKS
^POSITIONS PRODUCE ON-THE-JOB HASSLES FOR STUDENT PO
INTERVIEW MISINTERPRETED CD
GRADS ADVANCE TO LAW CAREERS
POLITICAL SCIENCE MAY OFFER TRIP TO WASHINGTON, D.C.
FEMALE POLITICIANS DENY DISCRIMINATION
YOUTH NOT BARRIER; KRIEGER HEADS GOP
XSCHWAB PREACHES POLITICS CGEBHART)
XDENHOLM'S CANDIDACY UNCERTAIN CCANTER)
XCANDIDATES GATHER
XSTEVENS SAYS MAJOR PARTIES NEED TO BE MORE RESPONSI
POLITICAL PROCESS ABUSED CED)
XEIGHTH GRADERS ENTER CITY POLITICAL ARENA EARLY
XPOLITICS 76 SUPPLEMENT
EXECUTIVE REORGANIZATION STILL PLAGUES STATE COMMITT
INCUMBENTS HEAD POLL
RIGHT-TO-WORK CLAUSE INVOLVES POLITICIANS IN 1974 CA
kSTATE REP. LEAVES POLITICS CBROWN)
XGOP BARBEQUE BRINGS PARTISAN COMMENTS, OLD STYLE PO
STEVENS' PETITIONS DENIED
INCUMBENTS SWEEP POLLS
MCKIERNAN SUES FOR BALLOT SPOT
PETITIONS RULED INVALID; INDEPENDENT OFF BALLOT
XOLSON ADVOCATES DECENTRALIZATION CPRESZLER)
THIRD PARTY STRUGGLES FOR BALLOT PLACE
FORUM *76 TO HIGHLIGHT STATE POLITICAL CANDIDATES
CANDIDATES TO PARTICIPATE IN FORUM *76
POLITICAL GAMES CD
XROBERTS MAKES APPEAL TO INDUSTRY
XWOMEN CHANGE POLITICS' MAKE-UP (EGGER)
FIRM OFFERS CAMPAIGN STRATEGY CSEVIG)
PETITIONERS DESERVE POLITICAL FREEDOM CED)
X'NEW TOWN' STILL ADJUSTING TO HOVE CRIGNEY)
XEPA THREATENS ACTION
PROFESSORS RESEARCH LAKES FOR REMOVAL OF PHOSPHATES
XPHYSICAL PLANT FACES ACTION FOR POLLUTING
POWER PLANT NEEDS WORK TO MEET EPA STANDARDS
OPINION ON... POLLUTION, SOOT FROM POWER PLANT CD
XPOLLUTION EMISSIONS ON CAMPUS MAY BE VIOLATING EPA
XEPA SAYS CITY NOT GUARDING AGAINST POLLUTION
POLLUTION, EROSION, SNOWMOBILES CREATE PROBLEMS FOR
PROFESSOR STUDIES OZONE POLLUTION ON TOBACCO PLANTS
ODOR LINKED TO 3M AFTER CITIZENS COMPLAIN CTONNESON)
3M INVESTIGATORS SAY ACRYLIC ADHESIVE ODOR HARMLESS
POLLUTION CLEAN-UP BILLS MAY SERVE AREA LAKES
AIR POLLUTION MAY BE GREATER INSIDE HOME
HUMAN SAFETY AMONG DEP'S TOP PRIORITIES
CAMPUS POWER PLANT STILL POLLUTING CSEVIG)
XEMISSIONS AGAIN FAIL EPA GRADE
LEGISLATORS MAY BEND LAW FOR PHYSICAL PLANT
SMOKESTACK TO CONTINUE BELCHING SMOKE CWOSTER)
WOSTER IN ERROR CD
POLLUTION STANDARD BASIS FOR SUIT CWOSTER)
PHYSICAL PLANT GIVEN THREE YEARS TO COMPLY
MORE ACID RAIN CD
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SUBJECT
POOL (GAME)
POP machines
POPCORN
PORK
PORNOGRAPHY
positive'̂ thinking
poIta^service
DATE PAPER NOTATION
POTTERY
POVERTY
1/22/1975
A/16/1975
A/28/1976
12/11/197A
2/1A/1979
11/02/1977
1/31/1979
1/25/1978
1/25/1978
10/25/1978
A/11/1979
9/07/1977
2/0A/1976
3/19/1975
9/17/1975
5/0A/1977
9/26/1979
3/31/1976
2/16/1977
2/22/1978
2/0A/1976
3/2A/1976
12/08/1976
12/08/1976
11/01/1978
9/12/1979
AlOA *GAMEROOM WINNERS
Alll BILLIARDS EXPERT WILL SHOW TRICK SHOTS
A031 *POOL EXHIBITIONIST
AOAl WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
A051 STUDENT POPS UP CREATIVE KERNEL COMBINATIONS (UKEN)
A061 COMMODITY CHECK-OFFS CONTROVERSIAL ISSUE BETWEEN
AlAl PIG AUCTION IN FROST ARENA? (KLINE)
AOAl PORNO MOVIES LACK MEANING (ED)
A0A3 (LIBERALLY SPEAKING (GEBHART)
A05A (JANKLOW: PORN MEASURE UNLAWFUL (MILLER)
AlOl PORTER SETS TRACK MEET RECORD
M61 NEW^YORK^POST^CARD°SHOW^FEATURES 'NON-ART* OBJECTS
Alii NEW^ZIP^COdI possible FDR STATE UNIVERSITY (DEVRIES)
A013 STATE UNIVERSITY GETS ZIP CODE
A021 (POSTMASTER'S SKILL, JOB ENJOYMENT, ZIP CODES - KEEP
A071 SHOP SHUNS URBAN AREA
A081 (POTTERY; AFTER BUYING EQUIPMENT, ALL YOU NEED IS LO
A122 (CERAMIC DEMONSTRATION SLATED
A123 POVERTY SUBJECT OF FEDERAL GRANT (STEIGER)
A123 HALF OF AGED BELOW POVERTY LEVEL (TONNESON)
A131 (THE POOR: SOCIETY'S 'INVISIBLE POPULATION' (RAASCH)
A131 (CHRISTMAS 'HORRIBLE TIME FOR POOR' (TONNESON)
A033 STUDENTS SPEND WEEK IN THE POOR HOUSE
AOll FAULTY ELECTRIC CABLE CAUSES WEEKEND OUTAGE
SEE WEIGHTLIFTIN6
MANDAN POWER LINE QUESTIONED (BUTLER)
(STUDENT ALCOHOLIC FIGHTING BACK (SEVIG)
(POWWOW ENDS INDIAN AWARENESS DAYS
MATING OF PRAIRIE CHICKENS BOOMS ACROSS DAKOTA PLAIN
PRAIRIE PLANS ADDITION OF EIGHT LANES 8 LOUNGE
SEE ALSO THEATER, DRAMA
6/0^/1975 A121 (PLAYS TO RUN 2A NIGHTS (FISCHBACH)
6/18/1975 A081 (COMEDY, MUSICAL TO OPEN (FISCHBACH)
7/02/1975 A113 (SUMMER REP
7/16/1975 A051 (3,700 ATTEND PLAYS OF SUMMER THEATRE
9/2«i/1975 A151 ('RAINMAKER' OPENS THEATER SEASON
4/28/1976 A134 SUMMER REPERTORY STOCK PROVIDES WIDE AREA OF THEATRE
6/09/1976 A091 'PAINT YOUR WAGON' TO OPEN SEASON
6/23/1976 A074 SUMMER REP PRESENTS 'GEORGE' HERE TONIGHT
7/07/1976 A061 (ACTORS STAR FOR THOUSANDS; WORK IN SUMMER ISOLAl
7/07/1976 A071 (AUDIENCE, PROFITS CONCERN DIRECTORS
8/25/1976 A153 (WEATHER WARMS UP AUDIENCE
3/23/1977 A165 SUMMER REP TRYOUTS SET FOR APRIL 23
6/22/1977 A081 ('CHARLIE BROWN' OPENS REP SEASON TONIGHT
8/31/1977 A171 ('NO SEX' KICKS OFF THEATRE SEASON WITH 'SMASHING' H
10/12/1977 A071 SUMMER REP EXPANDING
6/07/1978 A053 MUSICAL KICKS OFF THEATRE SEASON (SNYDER)
6/21/1978 A041 (SDSU THEATRE "GREAT" (ED)
7/26/1978 A071 (STAGE VETS FIND SUCCESS ON DIFFERENT PATHS
9/06/1978 Alll DENTON, GASS: CREAM OF THEATRICAL CROP
9/06/1978 A131 (SUMMER SHOWS OPEN SEASON
5/02/1979 Alll PRAIRIE REPERTORY THEATRE TO PRESENT 5 PLAYS THIS SU
6/12/1979 A043 ("DAMN YANKEES"
6/12/1979 A051 'HARVEY' OPENS PLAY SEASON
6/27/1979 A021 PRAIRIE VILLAGE PLANS EVENTS
6/27/1979 A071 (THEATRE SEASON GOES ON
6/11/1980 A084 PRAIRIE REPERTORY THEATER WILL PRESENT 25 PRODUCTION
7/09/1980 A081 PRAIRIE REP DIRECTOR IS ENJOYING HIS JOB
10/30/1974 A093 (VILLAGE DEPICTS 1880'S LIFE (CARLSON)
1/24/1979 AOll (PROFESSOR HURDLES WHEELCHAIR BARRIERS (UKEN)
8/27/1975 A043 OPINION ON... ENGLISH PROF DISPLAYS CLAIRVOYANCE (L)
SEE ALSO RACISM, DISCRIMINATION
(COSTUMING—THREAD TO THEATRICAL SUCCESS (NELSON)
(COUNCIL SHARES IDEAS, ATTITUDES (SEVIG)
SEE EDUCATION PRESCHOOL
8/27/1975 AOll BEWARE PRESCRIPTION PRICES (BLESENER)
7/07/1976 AOll (LAW ALLOWS DRUG ADVERTISING (CARLSON)
10/23/1974 A066 PRESIDENT SEARCH GROUP ESTABLISHED
11/13/1974 A121 QUALIFICATIONS LISTED FOR NEW PRESIDENT
1/15/1975 A013 PRESIDENT SEARCH DEADLINE EXTENDED
1/15/1975 A044 NEED AG-ORIENTED PRESIDENT (ED)
2/26/1975 A013 PRESIDENT SEARCH FINDS 200 POSSIBLE CANDIDATES
3/26/1975 A021 PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH GROUP WILL INTERVIEW
4/16/1975 A201 (BRIGGS RETIRES THIS YEAR (LARSEN 8 BROWN)
4/16/1975 A207 PRESIDENT SEARCH GROUP INTERVIEWS 2 CANDIDATES i
5/07/1975 A017 FOUR NAMES FOR PRESIDENT GO TO REGENTS ^ '
POWER OUTAGE
POWERLIFTING
POWERLINES
POWERS JULIE
prairie chickens
PRAIRIE REPERTORY
6/11/1980 A051
2/08/1978 AOll
11/02/1977 A071
A/16/1975 A15A
6/0A/1975 A071
PRAIRIE VILLAGE
PRASHAR PAUL
PREDICTIONS
PREJUDICE
PRENDERGAST SHARON
PRES ADVISORY COUN
PRESCHOOL
PRESCRIPTIONS
PRESIDENTS
5/05/1976 A061
11/02/1977 A013
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subject
presidents
^ -JglllLER LARRV
PRICE RICHARD
pride of DAKOTAS
print lab
^gJKIi^FREDDIE
priority list
prisoners
PRIVACY
PRIVACY ACT
PROBATION
PROCRASTINATION
PROFICIENCY TESTS
PROPERTY TAX
PROPERTY VALUES
PROPOSITION 13
PROTSCH VINCENT
PRUNTY ROGER
PRUSSMAN PAUL
PSYCHOKINESIS
PSYCHOLOGY
PUBLIC RELATIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/27/1975 A061
10/29/1975 A131
11/12/1975 AD15
9/04/197A
9/11/197A
9/18/1974
10/16/1974
10/30/1974
10/30/1974
11/06/1974
2/12/1975
2/26/1975
9/10/1975
11/12/1975
4/07/1976
6/23/1976
7/21/1976
10/27/1976
4/26/1978
6/21/1978
7/12/1978°
11/01/1978
2/12/1975
10/15/1975
5/04/1977
11/13/1974
2/09/1977
4/05/1978
4/05/1978
4/05/1978
4/05/1978
12/08/1976
2/22/1978
3/01/1978
12/13/1978
11/19/1975
11/19/1975
12/10/1975
A071
A081
A083
AOll
A044
A083
AOll
A025
A046
A045
A064
AQ13
Alll
A071
AQ21
A021
A021
A041
A053
A035
A112
A021
A073
A041
AOll
AOll
AlOl
A191
A044
A071
A045
A046
A051
AQ71
A091
2/12/1975 A021
9/03/1975 A021
9/03/1975 A023
11/12/1975 A121
1/22/1975
2/11/1976
2/11/1976
3/31/1976
9/15/1976
10/06/1976
1/19/1977
8/31/1977
2/08/1978
2/15/1978
2/22/1978
4/07/1976
4/28/1976
6/21/1978
2/05/1975
10/27/1976
10/04/1978
8/27/1980
10/16/1974
4/16/1980
3/31/1976
4/07/1976
4/28/1976
4/06/1977
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
11/13/1974
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
A061
A061
A071
A063
A061
AQ61
A071
A141
A031
A053
A102
A061
A061
A041
A016
A071
AOll
A091
A071
A021
A071
A044
A061
A091
AQ53
A051
A104
A053
A051
4/30/1975 A041
*STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNUS RETURNS AS NEW PRESIDENT
PRES. BERG TO BE INAUGURATED NOV. 20; CLASSES ARE CA
kSTUDENTS INVITED TO ATTEND PRESIDENT'S INAUGURAL
SEE JOURNALISM
XPRESSLER WILL SPEAK TO STUDENTS SEPT. 10
PRESSLER MAY RECEIVE $15,000 FROM GOP
XPRESSLER ATTEMPTS TO AVOID POLITICIAN'S MODERN IMAG
XOLSON, PRESSLER FACE STUDENT QUESTIONS IN FORUM SER
OPINION ON... PRESSLER CD
X'74 CANDIDATES QUERIED
XPRESSLER WINS WITH KNEIP, MCGOV., ABDNOR
PRESSLER GIVES lOX OF SALARY BACK TO STATE
GOP NEEDS REVISION (ED) .
SOPINION ON... CONGRESSMAN REQUESTS STUDENT QUESTION
REP. PRESSLER MEETING PUBLIC AT MALL SAT.
ANTI-ABORTION AMENDMENT OFFERED BY PRESSLER RAISES A
HIGHER EDUCATION LOW ON D.C. PRIORITIES
*PRESSLER: THREE-COUNTY DROUGHT RELIEF UNLIKELY
kPRESSLER says HE'S AMAZED AT EDUCATION'S LOW PRIORI
XSENATE RACE TO FOCUS ON WATER (GREGERSON)
GROUPS GIVE ABDNOR, PRESSLER MIXED POLITICAL SERVICE
HAS PRESSLER BECOME ARGUS-LEADER TARGET?
XPRESSLER CRITICIZES LOAN PROGRAM (SNYDER)
XRICHARD PRICE HONORED BOSS
SEE BAND MARCHING
kPRINT LAB'S NEW MACHINE EQUIPPED WITH COMPLETE PRIN
XPRINT LAB RECOVERING FROM $51,000 DEBT (EGGER)
PRINTING WORKSHOP STARTS TODAY
OPINION ON... PRINZE SUICIDE, NEED FOR FULFILLMENT
BERG RELEASES PRIORITY LIST (WOSTER)
PRIORITY LISTING RESULT OF YEAR-LONG REGENTS' STUDY
XPRIORITY PROGRAMS LISTED (SEVIG)
ATHLETICS HAY SUFFER FROM LIST (HAMMOND)
OPINION ON... PROPOSAL TO FORBID PAROLE (L)
XPRISON POETRY
PRISON POETRY (L)
NEEDS CORRESPONDENCE (L)
OPINION ON... INDIVIDUAL RIGHT TO PRIVATE LIFE (L)
ARMY PRIVACY PROGRAM CREATES EXTRA PAPER WORK, PROTE
PRIVACY BILL WOULD LIMIT PRESS COVERAGE OF COURTS
SEE FERPS
PROGRAM ASSISTS DEFICIENT STUDENTS (JOHNSON)
ACADEMIC PROBATION POLICY COMES BEFORE ACADEMIC SENA
REQUIREMENTS REVISED
STUDENTS ON PROBATION MAY GET MORE ACTIVITY PARTICIP
SEE ALSO TIME MANAGEMENT
SEE TESTS EDUCATIONAL
XTAX FORM DUE FEB. 1 -.
UPDATED LAND TAX DELAYED
PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX HASSLE BEGINS~AGAINrTi^SESSOR
TAX REVALUATION OKAYED; VALUES TO BE USED IN *76
CITY ASSESSOR 'REVIEWING' VANGUARD TAX APPRAISAL
XRESIDENT^;\SH0ULDER BIGGER SHARE (TONNESON)
GROUPS CONTEST PROPERTY TAX USE FOR SCHOOL FUNDS
PROPERTY TAX SYSTEM NOT WELL UNDERSTOOD
STUDENTS REQUIRED TO LIST PROPERTY
CITY ASSESSOR'S JOB CHANGES WITH PROPERTY TAX REPEAL
OFFICIALS EXPLAIN REPEAL
APPRAISAL- RESULTS PUBLICIZED SOON
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY DEVALUED;-HOMES-GENERATE TAXABLE
PROPOSITION 13 "UNLUCKY"
KNEIP APPOINTS TWO MEN TO BOARD OF REGENTS
XREGENTS - SEVEN VOICES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION . .
XPROTSCH: LEGISLATORS, NOT REGENTS, CONTROL SYSTEM -
XREGENTS SIT BACK AND PONDER RESPECTIVE ROLES ~
XBIBBY, PRUNTY OPPONENTS
PRUNTY DEFEATS JUEL FOR MAYOR (DAILEY)
XCITY CANDIDATES SHARE VIEWS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT ISS
OPINION ON... CANDIDATE'S STATEMENT (L)
XKOEPSELL WINS RE-ELECTION
XLANDFILL, GROWTH: BIG ISSUES OF CANDIDATES (SEVIG)
AUTHORITY SPEAKS ON PSYCHOKINESIS
PARAPSYCH0L06IST DEFENDS WORK BUT CAN'T EXPLAIN IT
PSYCHIC NATURE STUDIED IN UPB SPECIAL EVENTS
AUTHORITY SPEAKS ON PSYCHOKINESIS
PARAPSYCHOLOGIST DEFENDS WORK BUT CAN'T EXPLAIN IT
SEE LIBRARY PUBLIC
XTAKIN6 CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
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SUBJECT
DiiRLiC RELATIONS
Public televisionPublic util comm
publication! counc
PUGSLEY HALL
PUMPKINS
PUPPETS
QUIGLEV KEITH
QUILTING
QUINN TOM
QUIZ BOWL
RA
RABIES
RACISM
RACQUETBALL
RADIO RESEARCH CLU
RADIO STATION
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
RAFFLES
RAFTS
RAILROADS
RALLIES
RALSTON ROSS
RAN PUB
RAMBOW JERE
RANEV ROSE
RAND BOB
RANEV LEON
RAPE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/03/1975 AQll
10/06/1976
10/13/1976
10/27/1976
6/18/1975
2/05/1975
8/25/1976
12/08/1976
1/26/1977
9/12/1979
7/23/1980
10/30/197A
1/29/1975
A/16/1975
12/10/1975
A/28/1976
6/23/1976
12/08/1976
11/03/1976
10/16/197A
12/08/1976
12/15/1976
2/01/1978
2/15/1978
9/27/1978
lO/OA/1978
2/1A/1979
A/16/1975
2/13/1980
10/30/197A
A031
A021
A021
AOAA
A0A6
A282
AOll
A02A
AOll
A053
A053
A016
A091
A131
A091
A031.
AQ31
A025
A085
A151
A083
A051
A051
A083
A071
A105
A193
Alll
A137
10/15/1975 A121
10/30/197A
11/08/1978
9/19/1979
9/19/1979
9/19/1979
9/19/1979
9/26/1979
ll/lA/1979
10/16/197A
10/23/197A
11/13/197A
10/27/1976
11/17/1976
2/07/1979
2/21/1979
2/27/1980
11/12/1975
A/09/1980
2/11/1976
7/27/1977
9/11/197A
10/02/197A
11/06/197A
9/10/1975
A/lA/1976"
1/23/1980
2/20/1980
11/19/1975
1/28/1976
6/09/1976
A/05/1978
11/26/1975
I1/13/197A
10/05/1977
9/11/197A
3/17/1976
8/28/197A
9/11/197A
1/29/1975
2/19/1975
2/26/1975
A0A6
AQAl
AOIA
AOAl
AOAl
A0A2
A0A2
A013
A125
A0B3
A161
Alls
A213
AlAl
A161
A13A
A071
A081
A033
A121
A051
A013
A021
A021
A073
A061
A03I
AlAl
AQ91
A071
A2A1
A063
A03A
A061
AlQl
A113
A132
A031
AOll
A021
A0I5
UNIVERSITY PUBLIC IMAGE REQUIRES TELLING GOOD NEWS,
SEE TELEVISION PUBLIC
XWEILAND STRESSES RECORD IN OFFICE; SEEKS REELECTION
NWPS MUST REFUND $A MILLION PLUS INTEREST TO SD CUST
KFISCHER SAYS WEILAND ACCEPTED CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PU
STUDENT HANDBOOK NEEDS INFORMATION
PUBLICATIONS NEED BUSINESS MANAGER
STUDENT HANDBOOK INCLUDES REVISED STUDENT CODE LIL._
PUBLICATIONS PRESENTATION ENDS IN REFERRAL TO AD HOC
SENATE STUDIES PUBLICATIONS AUDIT
PUB COUNCIL SELECTS BLANDO AS JACKRABBIT EDITOR
COUNCIL DISPUTED (L)
PUGSLEY RENOVATION SENDS MUSICIANS TO AUDITORIUM
PUGSLEY FACELIFT BEGINS; BUILDINGS AWAIT ACTION
XPUGSLEY, SCOBEY REBUILT (JOHNSON)
REMODELING FOR PUGSLEY, SCOBEY NEARS COMPLETION
DEPARTMENTS DELAY MORE UNTIL SUMMER
DEPARTMENTS FIND NEW OFFICE SPACE
XPU6SLEY HALL CEILING WEAK; STEEL STRUCTURE BEING BU
XPUMPKIN CARVING
XLIFESIZE PUPPETS
XHEIKEN PUPPETS IN CHRISTMAS SHOW
XSCULPTOR BRINGS LIFE TO FAIRY TALE PUPPETS
XVISITING PUPPET TROUPE WILL CONDUCT WORKSHOP (PATES
XPARADES, PUPPETS, PEOPLE...
XPUPPETEERS TO PRESENT MUSICAL SHOW, WORKSHOPS
XSUMMER LARK SPARKS EIGHT YEARS OF PUPPETRY (KRUMM)
XSTORM DEVILS, DRAGONS, JACK FROST ALL COME TO LIFE
QUIGLEY WINS DECATHALON FOR SECOND STRAIGHT YEAR
XSTUDENTS LEARN TO STITCH UP, PIECE TOGETHER QUILT C
TWO WEIGHTLIFTERS PLACE AT IOWA MEET
SEE QUADRATHLON
SEE RESIDENT ASSISTANT
XUNIVERSITY LAB DIAGNOSES SUSPECTED RABIES CASES
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION
OPINION ON... INDIANS CLAIMING CONTROL (L)
ABOUREZK SHOULD CONTINUE, REMAIN (L)
INSERTION JOKE CALLED 'RACIAL SLUR* BY BLACKS
COLLEGIAN DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT JOKE (ED)
LUCKY LADY APOLOGIZES (L)
AD INSERT CRITICIZED (L)
BCAO SAYS THANKS (L)
CLUB SEEKS RACIAL AWARENESS (PETERSON)
XRACQUETBALL: FAST GROWING ACTION SPORT (EVANS)
VARIETY OF SKILLS NEEDED TO COMPETE IN RACQUETBALL
XRACQUETBALL: CAN-AM *74
XBECKER UNDISPUTED RACQUETBALL CHAMP (HAAN)
RAQUETBALL: DANGEROUS OR NOT? (MARTIN)
STRONGMEN TO COMPETE AT SDSU (KLINE)
SDSU SHOOTERS WIN TRI-STATE (KLINE)
XRACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT STRESSES LEARNING, WALKER, L
X'HAN* RADIO CLUB SERVES CITY (SCHNEIDER)
SEE BROADCASTING, INDIVIDUAL RADIO STATIONS
XTAKING A SMALL RISK; RADIATION USE AT SDSU (SPECK)
DORMITORY RAFFLE LOSES $50; LACK OF STUDENT INTEREST
BIG MUDDY HOSTS RAFT RACE
RAILROAD WOULD DROP LOW-PROFIT LINES
XLOSS OF RAIL IN S.D. COULD BE SERIOUS (PRESZLER)
XRAIL LINES TO BIKE TRAILS
XRAILROAD ABANDONMENT MAY CAUSE FUTURE GRAIN TRANSPO
XCHICAGO NW WHISTLES ON...
SOUTH DAKOTA IS FURTHER DOWN LINE ON RAIL SOLUTION T
EXPERIMENT STATION IS IMPROVED; RAILROAD ISSUE REMAI
SEE DEMONSTRATIONS
SOCIOLOGIST QUESTIONS JFK*S ASSASSINATION (GEBHART)
XRALSTON DISPUTES WARREN REPORT (KAROLEVITZ)
RAM PUB BUYS LICENSE (TONNESON)
RAM PUB HAS NEW OWNER
THREE JACKS SELECTED ALL-NCC
XRAMEY SUGGESTS IDEAS TO BE SENT BACK TO PUBLIC
INTEREST IN CITY GOVERNMENT MOTIVATES RAMEY, FISHBAC
XJACKS CORRAL MUSTANGS A5-10 (FEY)
LIBRARY DIRECTOR TO COMPILE S.D. AUTHOR LIST
RAPE HELP GROUP'S GOAL; EDUCATION AND COUNSELING
RAPE: FASTEST GROWING CRIME IN U.S. (KRANZ)
RAPE SEMINAR WILL FEATURE LEGAL, COUNSELING ASPECT^
RAPE CONFERENCE SET FOR FEB. 26^27 |
SENATE UNANIMOUSLY PASSES REVISION OF STATE RAPE
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rAPOSA MARGARET
rappelling
KtH MARY JO
ray dixie lee
RAY MAX
RAY'S CORNER
reading
reciprocity
recitals
recordings
recreation
recreation trails
RECRUITING
rector janes
recycling
REDFIELD BETTY
REDMAN BARBARA
REDWOOD landing
REED JERRY
REFEREES
REFRIGERATORS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/26/1975 A021 RAPE SEMINAR BEGINS TONIGHT
2/26/1975 AOAA APPROVE NEW RAPE LAW (ED)
3/12/1975 A071 XSEMINAR EDUCATES PUBLIC ON RAPE MYTHS
6/0A/1975 A031 KOCH CONVICTED; REQUESTS INVESTIGATION
2/11/1976 A061 JfRAPE—DISPELLING THE MYTH, SHAME THROUGH AREA REACT
3/17/1976 A091 ALLEGED RAPISTS PLEAD INNOCENT; FACTS WITHELD
2/07/1979 AOll POLICE, REACT COMBAT RAPE INCREASE (KAROLEVITZ)
2/14/1979 AOll REFUSING A RAPIST NOT IMPOSSIBLE (KAROLEVITZ)
2/06/1980 A053 RUMORS OF RAPE (L)
2/13/1980 AOll RAPES ARE RUMORS SAY BROOKINGS P.D. (PETERSON)
2/13/1980 A021 3tREACT TEAM ATTEMPTS TO DISPELL RAPE MYTHS
2/13/1980 A041 RAPE-THROUGH A MALE'S EYES (ED)
4/20/1977 A121 'PLAY IT AS IT LAYS' GIVES MESSAGE THAT LIFE WITHOUT
11/05/1975 A061 (BATEAU RANGERS LEARN RAPPELLING OFF ARMORY
4/09/1980 AOll KONCE COMA VICTIM, NOW PHYSICAL THERAPIST..IS .AHEAD 0
2/04/1976 A071 *WOMAN SCIENTIST TO PRESENT HARDING LECTURE MONDAY
2/11/1976 Alll *RAY DISCUSSES FUTURE ENERGY NEEDS
11/12/1975 A021 KAROTC INSTRUCTOR RELEASED FROM DUTY; APPEALS TO UNI
11/19/1975 A024 MAJ. RAY'S STATUS STILL UNCLEAR (TONNESON)
12/10/1975 A021 kMAJOR RAY LEAVING; NO ACTION ON APPEAL (TONNESON)
12/13/1978 A114 *NEVER A DULL MOMENT FOUND IN THE HAZE OF RAY'S CORN
9/03/1975'A131 BROAD VOCABULARIES MAKE FOR EASY READING
9/24/1975 A223 GOOD READING REQUIRES EYE TRAINING
3/24/1976 A231 PROGRAM TEACHING READING SKILLS TO BE OFFERED TO INC
2/23/1977 A061 SPEED READING COURSE PROMISED TO BETTER TIME, COMPRE
3/30/1977 AlOl GRANTS SOUGHT FOR READING PROGRAM
10/25/1978 A073 EVANS TO OPEN READING SERIES
6/27/1979 AQ61 READING METHOD TAUGHT
12/11/1974 A091 RECIPROCAL TUITION PLAN REMAINS DISTANT POSSIBILITY
2/19/1975 AQ14 xREGENTS STUDY TUITION EXCHANGE; 3 BUILDINGS GIVEN 6
1/21/1976 A021 MINNESOTA SEEKS RECIPROCAL TUITION WITH SD; ALREADY
3/17/1976 A054 OPINION ON... RECIPROCAL TUITION POLICY BETWEEN STAT
9/22/1976 A061 MINN., SD CONSIDER TUITION AGREEMENT
10/20/1976 A021 REGENTS TO CONSIDER RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT (8EBHART)
3/02/1977 AOll LEGISLATORS QUESTION RECIPROCITY (TONNESON)
9/28/1977 A024 RECIPROCITY BILL GAINS (JENSEN)
10/26/1977 AOll REGENTS ACT ON RECIPROCITY, DSC
2/01/1978 A012 RECIPROCITY BILL PASSES STATE SENATE
2/01/1978 A041 RECIPROCITY BILL HELPS STUDENTS
2/08/1978 AOll LEGISLATURE PASSES STUDENT RECIPROCITY (SEVIG)
4/26/1978 A063 RECIPROCITY STUDIED
10/25/1978 A015 RECIPROCITY BRINGS 400 MINNESOTANS (RICHARDSON)
12/06/1978 AQ13 RECIPROCITY DELAY LASTS 8 WEEKS
SEE MUSIC RECITALS
11/12/1975 AlSl RECORDS (HAUFFE)
12/10/1975 A161 RECORDS (HAUFFE)
3/24/1976 A162 RECORDS (SHANK)
5/05/1976 A062 RECORDS (HAUFFE) - - ^ -rr . /
9/15/1976 A081 CARLY SIMON GOES LIGHTER,-MORE-LYRICAV .CHAUFFiX
12/14/1977 A081 MOONFLOWER; IN FULL BLOOM (GEBHART)
2/07/1979 A073 BLUES BROTHERS NOT REALLY SERIOUS (LAWRENCE)
9/25/1974 A273 INTEREST IN RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES RISING (FEY)
1/22/1975 A061 WINTER REpREATION AVAILABLE IN CITY
6/04/1975 A084 FARMERS OPPOSE RECREATION TRAILS
12/11/1974 A053 FALLING ENROLLMENT FOUGHT BY RECRUITMENT PROCESS
4/23/1975 A071 RECRUITING GOING WELL; COACHES SIGN TOP TALENT
7/27/1977 A034 ENROLLMENT DROP WON'T ALTER RECRUITING TACTICS
11/01/1978 A073 ZULK ACQUIRES TOP NOTCH MINNESOTA ATHLETES-
2/21/1979 A071 SDSU LIMBERS UP FOR ATHLETIC'RECRUITMENT-(SNEVE)
4/02/1980 A095 HONESTY BEST APPROACH INrJACK'S RECRUITING DRIVE-
9/13/1978 A051 xNEW MEXICO ARTIST SPENDS TIME RAMBLIN'
9/18/1974 A03i BOY SCOUTS TO PICK UP NEWSPAPERS ...
9/25/1974 A095 MILLER CO. SPONSORS CAN CONTEST
1/14/1976 A062 RECYCLING CONTEST GAINS POPULARITY WITH MANY CAMPUS
4/20/1977 A063 ^RECYCLING BOOM HITS CITY (SEVIG)
3/30/1977 AOll SENATE DELAYS APPROVAL OF TWO WOMEN REGENTS
4/20/1977 A023 WOMEN TAKE POSTS ON BOARD OF REGENTS
10/15/1975 A151 XSEVEN PERSONS NAMED TO ALUMNL HALL OF FAME —
2/04/1976 A061 XREDWOOD LANDING TO GIVE CONCERT ^ '
4/04/1979 A081 xTHE COWS CAME HOME EARLY, BUT PROMOTERS FOUND MILK
2/16/1977 A102 INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
1/25/1978 A133 OFFICIATING: DIFFICULT PART-TIME JOB
12/12/1979 A174 HOBBY LETS WEEKDAY PRINTER BECOME WEEKEND NFL OFFICI
8/28/1974 A155 RULING NEAR ABOUT DORM REFRIGERATORS
9/04/1974 A024 XDORMS GET BEER AND COOL IT TOO
9/04/1974 A045 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
9/03/1975 A146 DORM RESIDENTS ORDER OVER 420 REFRIGERATORS
9/01/1976 A141 CPI PROVIDES CAMPUS WITH REFRIGERATOR RENTAL
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10/13/1976
3/23/1977
5/0«i/1977
6/11/1980
11/12/1975
3/31/1976
9/25/197«i
4/30/1975
5/07/1975
9/28/1977
11/07/1979
A071
AOll
A032
A051
A051
A061
A053
A033
AOll
AQ46
AQ21
8/28/1974
9/04/1974
9/25/1974
10/09/1974
10/16/1974
10/23/1974
1/22/1975
1/29/1975
2/05/1975
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
5/07/1975
6/04/1975
6/04/1975
6/18/1975
7/02/1975
7/02/1975
8/27/1975
8/27/1975
9/03/1975
9/03/1975
9/03/1975
9/17/1975
9/24/1975
10/08/1975
10/15/1975
10/22/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
11/19/1975
11/26/1975
11/26/1975
12/10/1975
1/21/1976
1/21/1976
3/17/1976
4/28/1976
5/05/1976
5/05/1976
6/09/1976
6/09/1976
6/09/1976
6/23/1976
6/23/1976
7/07/1976
7/21/1976
7/21/1976
7/21/1976
7/21/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
9/01/1976
9/01/1976
9/01/1976
9/22/1976
10/20/1976
10/20/1976
10/20/1976
10/27/1976
11/17/1976
11/17/1976
11/24/1976
12/08/1976
12/15/1976
1/19/1977
1/19/1977
A015
A016
A016
AOll
A016
AOll
AOll
AOll
A016
A014
A014
AOll
A014
A043
A021
AOll
A021
A065
A084
A044
A072
A072
AOll
AOll
A045
A014
AOll
A013
AOll
A021
AOll
A045
A051
AOll
A013
AOll
AOll
AOll
A034
AOll
A021
A031
AOll
A041
A024
AOll
A021
A044
AQ61
A031
A044
A013
A015
A041
A014
AOll
A021
AQ23
A071
AQ15
AQ34
AOll
A013
AOll
AOll
A012
REFRIGERATORS MAY BE RENTED AT LOWER PRICE
ILLEGAL MATERIALS CONFISCATED IN SPRING SEARCH OF RE
IRHC WORKS TO ALLOW PRIVATE REFRIGERATORS
COMMENT (LAWRENCE)
738 STUDENTS REQUEST REFUNDS FOR $35 DEPOSIT
DOLLARS AND SENSE (TONNESON)
WASTE DISPOSAL PROGRAM INITIATED
XOPERATION FACE LIFT
XSPRING CLEANING
OPINION ON... CAMPUS TRASH CD
SDSU DEALS WITH TRASHY PROBLEM
SEE ALSO NAMES OF REGENTS, COLLEGES/UNIV
REGENTS WANT COMPLETE CONTROL OF POST-SECONDARY EDUC
HIGH USD PAY HIKES BLAMED ON REGENTS
REGENTS $2 MILLION SHORT FOR BUILDING PROJECTS
XRISING INTEREST RATES BITE AT EDUCATION BUILDING PR
REGENTS MEETING HERE THURS.-FRI.
XREGENTS DELAY FOUR BUILDINGS; THREE PROJECTS RECEIV
REGENTS MAY NOT GET FULL BUDGET REQUEST
HIGHER TUITION POSSIBLE; KNEIP ASKS $2.50 RAISE
KNEIP APPOINTS TWO MEN TO BOARD OF REGENTS
BUILDING BIDS MAY OPEN
KREGENTS STUDY TUITION EXCHANGE; 3 BUILDINGS GIVEN G
STUDENTS GAIN CONTROL OF FEES; REGENTS MAY GET POLLU
TOP-LEVEL PAY HIKES DEFENDED BY REGENTS
MAINTAIN REGENTS' AUTHORITY ON SALARIES (ED)
REGENTS DEFEND PAY HIKES
STUDENT SEEKS REGENTS JOB
REGENTS APPROVE FOUR DEGREE ADDITIONS IN PROGRAMS HE
REGENTS RECONSIDERING SPEECH MASTERS PROGRAM
STATE SCHOOLS RE-EVALUATE GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
LOWER GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS TO BOOST QUALITY OF ED
SPEECH MASTERS DEGREE PROGRAM REINSTATED AT STATE UN
sREGENTS STILL AWAIT NEW MEMBER SELECTION
KNEIP NAMES NEW REGENT TO COMPLETE MENDEL'S TERM
REGENTS UP BUDGET $7.6 MILLION FOR STAFF 'CATCH-UP P
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
REGENTS TO TALK ENROLLMENT, DAKOTADOME
LONG-RANGE EDUCATION PROPOSAL INCLUDES TECH., BHSC M
REGENTS CONSIDER STUDENT MEMBER
REGENTS MEET HERE NOV. 20, 21
1961 CENSURE AGAINST REGENTS DIRECTLY AFFECTS STi
TWO REGENTS PROPOSE CENTRALIZED EDUCATION
TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (EN6LER)
OPINION ON... EN6LER COLUMN ON EDUCATION (L)
DEZONIA ANNOUNCES RESIGNATION OF POST
REGENTS ESTABLISH TUITION POLICY; DISCUSS STATE SCHO
REGENTS CUT BACK SIX PROGRAMS, SCHOOL RESPONSIBLE FO
TUITION, HOUSING, PARKING RATES INCREASED BY BOARD 0
ELEVEN STUDENTS SEEKING STUDENT REGENT POSITION
FACULTY HIRING MORATORIUM LIFTED BY BOARD OF REGENTS
BOWEN, DEZONIA SWAP JOBS
DEZONIA ACCEPTS JULY 1 PRESIDENCY; REMAINS BUSY AS C
NEW COMMISSIONER SEES PERSISTENT CHANGE TO COME
XNEW COMMISSIONER WANTS TO MOVE (CLAUSSEN)
XGETTIN* OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
STUDENT REGENT FIELD NARROWED, TENANT RIGHTS MADE LA
SECRET MEETINGS DETER REGENTS' QUORUM OF 4 (TONNESON
REGENTS MEASURE THEIR ATTITUDES
XGETTIN' OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
REGENTS, NSC ADMINISTRATORS NAMED IN BOYS STATE SEX
DSC STUDENT FILLS REGENT POSITION
STUDENT REGENT CHOICE: WILL IT STAND TEST OF TIME?
REGENTS TO RELY ON PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM TO UP FA
REGENTS PROPOSALS INCLUDE CAMPUS MERGERS, QUOTAS
REGENTS START ON THE RIGHT TRACK BUT FACE ENROLLMENT
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS FUNDING TOP PRIORITY ON RE
PRIORITIZED CUTS TO BE DISCUSSED HERE BY REGENTS
REGENTS TO CONSIDER RECIPROCITY AGREEMENT (GEBHART)
SENATE DISCUSSES BY-LAWS, PLANS FOR REGENTS' MEETING
XREGENTS - SEVEN VOICES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
REGENTS TO DISCUSS STRUCTURE CHANGES
REGENT SECRETARY VOWED SHE'D NEVER BE A SECRETARY
REGENTS DISCUSS CHANGES IN STRUCTURE, DSC MERGER
TUITION MAY GO TO REGENTS
REGENTS BEGIN 3-DAY MEETING IN ABERDEEN
NEW RULES SET FOR STUDY OF MISSIONS
TERMS OF JENSEN, SUTTON END ON BOARD OF REGENTS
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/19/1977 A051 REGENTS MOVE TOWARD SINGLE SYSTEM
1/26/1977 A013 REGENTS POSTPONE SEARCH FOR TWO PRESIDENTS (TONNESON
1/26/1977 AOAl REGENTS, KNEIP MISTAKEN (ED)
1/26/1977 A0^4 REGENTS SHOWING NO DIRECTION (TONNESON) ^
2/02/1977 A019 FACULTY SEES END OF EFFECTIVE VOICE DUE TO RESTRICTI
2/02/1977 AOIA SECOND BILL FOR REGENT CHOICE ALIVE
2/02/1977 AOAl REGENTS DESTROYING PUBLIC SUPPORT (ED)
2/02/1977 A081 KCITIZENS DISCUSS HIGHER ED (SEVIG)
2/16/1977 AOll REGENTS TO EVALUATE TUITION, PROGRESS ON MISSIONS ST
2/16/1977 A013 REGENT RESTRICTION HAS PRECEDENTS (MEDEMA)
2/16/1977 AOAl GAG ORDER THREATENS ACADEMIC FREEDOM (ED)
2/23/1977 A013 BOARD MAY REQUEST TUITION INCREASE (HILDEBRAND)2/23/1977 AOIA SrEGENTS SAY PRESIDENTIAL RESTRICTION IS 'OUT OF CON
3/30/1977 AOll SENATE DELAYS APPROVAL OF TWO WOMEN REGENTS
3/30/1977 A012 TWO REGENTS TO MAKE FINAL VOTES
3/30/1977 AQ31 ipOSITION INTIMIDATED STUDENT REGENT (TONNESON)
4/06/1977 A013 REGENTS TO CONSIDER CHANGES IN TUITION RATES
4/06/1977 A044 REGENTS RUNNING PIZZA PARLOR? (TONNESON)
4/20/1977 AOll BERRY FILES SUIT FOR $219,527 AGAINST STATE UNIVERSI
4/20/1977 AOll SCHOOLS FILE MISSION REPORT
4/20/1977 A023 WOMEN TAKE POSTS ON BOARD OF REGENTS
4/27/1977 AOIS REGENTS TO CONSIDER TUITION HIKES
5/04/1977 AOll REGENTS WANT FURTHER STUDY ON ROLES AND MISSIONS, DS
5/04/1977 AOll REGENTS DELAY TUITION DECISION
6/22/1977 AOll BOARD OF REGENTS CONSIDER RULE CODIFICATION NEXT WEE
6/22/1977 A043 REGENTS SHOULD AMEND PRESS RULE (ED)
8/31/1977 A324 REGENTS PLAN TO SUE STATE
9/14/1977 AOll REGENTS MAY BLOCK FACULTY UNIONIZATION (MEDEMA)
9/14/1977 A021 BERRY'S COURT SUIT CHALLENGED (MEDEMA)
9/21/1977 A013 REGENTS CALL FOR SALARY INCREASES
9/28/1977 A031 BERRY CASE DRAGS ON
10/05/1977 A012 REGENTS LEGALLY DELAY UNIONIZATION ELECTION
10/26/1977 AOll REGENTS ACT ON RECIPROCITY, DSC
10/26/1977 AOll REVISED RULES GIVE STUDENTS MORE POWER
11/09/1977 AOll UNION ELECTION GIVEN GO-AHEAD
11/23/1977 A012 *REGENTS, MEDIA AT ODDS
11/23/1977 A041 REGENTS TOOK WRONG APPROACH (ED)
11/23/1977 A041 OTHER OPINIONS
1/18/1978 A041 REGENTS' POLICIES HURT EDUCATION
2/22/1978 AOll REGENTS APPROVE STUDENT TUITION INCREASE (KRAUSE)
2/22/1978 A041 DOES ANYONE CARE ABOUT EDUCATION? (L)
2/22/1978 A043 xSIZING IT UP (SMITH)
2/22/1978 A061 ^PRESIDENTS TO LIST COURSE PRIORITIES (KRAUSE)
2/22/1978 A061 CLOSED MEETINGS DOMINATE REGENT GATHERING
2/22/1978 A064 ACADEMIC CALENDAR SET DESPITE OPPOSITION
3/01/1978 A041 PAINLESSLY WRONG (ED)
3/01/1978 A043 REGENTS' RESOLUTION (L)
3/22/1978 A041 REGENTS PROVOKE FACULTY ANGER (ED)
3/22/1978 A082 REGENTS; INTENT OF PRIORITIES LIST CLEAR (KRAUSE)
4/05/1978 AOll BERG RELEASES PRIORITY LIST (WOSTER)
4/05/1978 AOll PRIORITY LISTING RESULT OF YEAR-LONG REGENTS' STUDY
4/05/1978 AlOl xPRIORITY PROGRAMS LISTED (SEVIG)
4/05/1978 AlOl FEDERATION,SHEARS BOYCOTT PLANS IN PIERRE (KOHLER)
4/19/1978 AOll REGENT MORRILL MAY BE FORCED OUT (WOSTER)
4/19/1978 AOll OFFICIALS BACK FUTURE OF HIGHER ED MEETING (WOSTER)
4/26/1978 A041 MORRILL'S PROBLEM OURS TOO (ED)
6/07/1978 AQ41 PETERSON BORED OF REGENTS (ED)
6/07/1978 A053 LETTERS (L)
7/26/1978 A021 NEW STUDENT REGENT WANTS VOTE (WOSTER)
9/06/1978 AOll BERG: PROGRAM CUTS WILL BE MAJOR ISSUE (RICHARDSON)
9/06/1978 AOll XFREEMAN CRITICAL OF REGENT'S RESOLUTION 21 (SNYDER)
9/06/1978 A023 FACULTY BARGAINING NEGOTIATIONS TO BEGIN
9/13/1978 AOll REGENTS GAMBLE WITH HIGHER EDUCATION (SNYDER)
9/13/1978 A023 MORRILL AWAITS COURT DECISION
9/13/1978 A041 GIVE STUDENT REGENT VOTE (FREEMAN)
9/13/1978 A071 RESOLUTION 21: ANOTHER STEP IN REGENT MASTER PLAN
9/20/1978 AOll xSTUDENT REGENT GAINS STATE-WIDE PERSPECTIVE (WOSTER
9/20/1978 A041 RESOLUTION LACKS KNOWLEDGE (ED)
9/20/1978 A044 SENATE FIGHTS RESOLUTION 21
9/27/1978 A016 MINER 'CAUGHT IN MIDDLE'
10/04/1978 AOll KPROTSCH: LEGISLATORS, NOT REGENTS, CONTROL SYSTEM
10/04/1978 A041 COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE MISSES CHANCE (FREEMAN)
10/11/1978 AOll XDEE: REGENTS NOT EDUCATION BAD GUYS (SNYDER)
10/11/1978 A013 MORRILL CASE HEARD NEXT WEEK
10/18/1978 A015 FARM, REGENTIAL CHORES CHALLENGE BONNIE BUNCH
10/25/1978 AOll ARTS PROGRAMS WILL BEAR BRUNT OF RESOLUTION CUTS
10/25/1978 AOll xBOARD OF REGENTS VISIT
10/25/1978 A015 PETERSON: 15 PERCENT TOO MUCH TO CUT OUT (SNYDER)
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10/25/1978 AOAl REGENTS ASKED TO PROVE SANITY (ED)
10/25/1978 AQA2 HIGHER EDUCATION CONFERENCE A SUCCESS (FREEMAN)
10/25/1978 AOAA RESOLUTION 21-78 DEMORALIZING
10/25/1978 A061 REGENTS WILL LET BOWEN DECIDE
10/25/1978 A063 *MORRILL REMAINS A REGENT WHILE COURT DECIDES
11/01/1978 AOll 'INSTITUTIONAL CUTS NEEDED' (SNYDER)
11/01/1978 A012 ^PROPOSED CUTS STIR CAMPUS RESPONSE
11/01/1978 A04A ADMINISTRATORS-APPALLING (L)
11/01/1978 A045 REGENTS FOGGY? (L)
11/08/1978 AOll XMORRILL: CONSOLIDATION OR CLOSING IS INEVITABLE
11/08/1978 AOll SENATE SUPPORTS CAMPAIGN (RICHARDSON)
11/08/1978 AOll PANEL OPINIONS ON RESOLUTION 21 VARY (RICHARDSON)
11/08/1978 A0A4 'DEAR CHAIRMAN MINER:' (FREEMAN)
11/15/1978 AOll REGENTS DISCUSS TEMPORARY BOWEN REPLACEMENT (SNYDER)
11/15/1978 AOll SENATE PLANS CARAVAN (RICHARDSON)
11/15/1978 AOIA DAVID MORRILL DISQUALIFIED
11/15/1978 AOAl HIGHER EDUCATION LOOKING GOOD (ED)
11/15/1978 AQA3 STUDENTS MUST BE RESPONSIBLE THURSDAY (FREEMAN)
11/15/1978 A051 RESOLUTION 21-1978
11/22/1978 A013 XLARGE NUMBERS ATTEND REGENTS MEETING-PUBLIC HEARING
11/22/1978 A041 TIDES MAY BE SHIFTING ON RESOLUTION 21- A REASON FOR
11/22/1978 A044 SCHOOL'S SUPPORT MUST CONTINUE (L)
11/22/1978 A045 SDSU'S FACULTY MAY BE LEAVING (L)
11/22/1978 A051 xCARAVAN TO VERMILLION (HAMMOND)
12/06/1978 A041 USD HAS HEAD IN DARK PLACE (ED)
12/06/1978 A041 USD STUDENT REACTION DISTURBING (FREEMAN)
12/06/1978 A061 USD ENDORSES RESOLUTION 21
12/13/1978 A043 OPPOSE RES. 21 (L)
1/17/1979 AOll RESTRUCTURING REGENTS AMONG LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
1/17/1979 AOll REGENTS GRILLED BUT FEW OFFER BETTER SOLUTION
1/17/1979 A014 FEDERATION CITES FACULTY LOSS FEARS IN OPPOSITION
1/17/1979 A041 JANKLOW MAY ALTER REGENTS' VIEW (ED)
1/17/1979 A061 DEE WON'T RETURN
1/24/1979 AOll XREGENT MINER REDUCES RESOLUTION 21 CUTS (ROBY)
1/24/1979 A013 JANKLOW COULD APPOINT FIVE NEW REGENTS BY JULY (ROBY
1/24/1979 A021 REGENTS DENY BIAS TOWARD ALMA MATERS
1/24/1979 A081 xPARTING SHOTS—RETIRING REGENTS WISH THEY WOULD'VE
1/24/1979 A091 ACADEMIC SENATE OFFERS RESOLUTION 21 ALTERNATIVE
1/31/1979 AOll HOFFMAN, HEIDEPRIEM EYED FOR REGENT POSTS (ROBY)
2/07/1979 A014 xJANKLOW AXES ACTING REGENT, NOMINATES WATERTOWN DOC
2/07/1979 A014 JANKLOW SETS REGENT STANDARDS (ROBY)
2/14/1979 AOll XSENATE BILL COULD SPLINTER FACULTY UNION (WOSTEI
2/21/1979 A044 REGENTS LET THEIR FINGERS DO THE TALKING (WOSTER:"^-
2/21/1979 A134 LAW SCHOOL WOES TROUBLE REGENTS (WOSTER)
2/28/1979 AOll LEGISLATORS, REGENTS MEET SECRETLY ON EDUCATION
2/28/1979 AOll STUDENT REGENT AN ENDANGERED SPECIES (WOSTER)
2/28/1979 A061 REGENTS EYEING EXTERNAL DEGREES (LAWRENCE)
3/21/1979 AOll DIG INTO THOSE POCKETS-REGENTS HIKE TUITION 90 CENTS
3/21/1979 A021 XREGENTS TURN ON EACH OTHER, JANKLOW (WOSTER)
3/21/1979 A041 REGENTS ARE TRYING TO GIVE HAIR CUT WITH LAWN MOWER
3/21/1979 A041 HOUDINI SLEIGHT-OF-HAND OBVIOUS IN REGENT MAGIC PERF
3/28/1979 A041 RESOLUTION 21 PROBLEM HAY SOON COME TO END
4/04/1979 AOll RESOLUTION 21 LOSES ITS TEETH (WOSTER)
4/04/1979 AOll JANKLOW NAMES 2 USD ALUMNI TO FILL REGENT POSTS
4/04/1979 A025 SDSU COULD LOSE 67'A OF FOREIGN ENROLLMENT (ROBY)
4/04/1979 A042 XTHINGS PEOPLE PUT IN THEIR MOUTHS AT REGENT MEETING
4/11/1979 AOll REGENTS, COHE FINISH CONTRACT TALKS (HOUGH)
4/11/1979 A061 USD HOLD ON REGENTS BOARD QUESTIONED (ROBY)
5/02/1979 AOll CONTRACT SURVIVES VOTE: FACULTY GET A RAISE, BUT HOW
5/02/1979 A023 REGENTS REFUSE TO CHANGE TUITION HIKE
5/02/1979 A041 JANKLOW SHOULD CONSIDER AFFILIATION IN REGENT SELECT
5/02/1979 A071 SDSU TO LOSE, REALLOCATE FACULTY EQUIVALENTS
6/12/1979 AOll XMINER LIKELY CHAIRMAN
6/12/1979 A031 SON OF '21' WILL HAKE APPEARANCE
6/12/1979 A043 MINER CRITICIZED (SCHMITZ)
6/27/1979 AOll REGENTS DO DOLLAR BATTLE
6/27/1979 A021 BOWEN TARGET OF SOLONS
6/27/1979 A051 REGENTS REVISE BUDGETING
9/26/1979 A014 NEW REGENT FISCHBACK CALLS FOR 'HIGHEST STANDARDS' I
9/26/1979 A043 REGENTS DEFEND BUDGET, QUALITY EDUCATION (SCHMITZ)
10/24/1979 AOll JANKLOW REQUESTS 10 PERCENT DECREASE (OLSON)
10/31/1979 A042 REGENTS LEAVE DECISION UP TO STATE OFFICIALS (SCHMIT
11/28/1979 AOll SCHOOLS MAY CLOSE TO FINANCE FUEL BUDGET SHORTFALL
12/05/1979 A041 REGENTS FORGET THEIR PURPOSE (ED)
1/16/1980 AOll CLOSED BOARD OF REGENTS SESSIONS COULD BE SUPPORTED
1/16/1980 A074 REGENTS' POWER DISPUTED BY TWO SEPARATE AGENCIES
1/23/1980 A015 REGENTS GET TAIL TWISTED OVER TYPO (CURRY) ^ ,
1/30/1980 AOll XJANKLOW REGENTS CLASH OVER SEPARATION OF POWERS^
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registration
REISSER LINDA
relaxation
religion
REMOTE CONTROL
REMOTE SENSING
RENTING
REPORTERS
REPUBLICAN PARTY
RESEARCH
RESEARCH PAPERS
RESICK GUEN
RESIDENCE HALLS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/06/1980
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/27/1980
2/27/1980
2/27/1980
3/26/1980
3/26/1980
3/26/1980
4/02/1980
4/02/1980
4/09/1980
4/16/1980
4/16/1980
4/23/1980
4/23/1980
4/30/1980
8/27/1980
8/27/1980
8/27/1980
8/27/1980
8/28/1974
11/20/1974
12/10/1975
12/10/1975
1/14/1976
1/28/1976
3/31/1976
6/09/1976
7/07/1976
8/25/1976
8/25/1976
12/08/1976
12/15/1976
6/08/1977
1/24/1979
12/12/1979
4/16/1980
6/08/1977
10/13/1976
9/26/1979
A041
AOll
A021
A015
A044
A065
A013
A051
Alll
AOll
A044
A033
A044
A074
AOll
A065
AQ81
AOll
A044
A091
A105
A136
A015
A031
A114
AlOl
A025
A081
A013
A031
A021
A224
A021
A041
A014
A024
A071
A041
A014
A064
AOll
10/01/1975
9/15/1976
10/13/1976
11/03/1976
10/05/1977
1/24/1979
3/21/1979
4/23/1980
10/16/1974
2/04/1976
11/17/1976
2/09/1977
9/13/1978
AD61
A021
A273
A063
A143
AlOl
A071
Alll
A056
A081
AlOl
A054
A171
3/30/1977
3/30/1977
9/11/1974
10/01/1975
10/01/1975
10/26/1977
8/27/1975
10/13/1976
10/10/1979
4/02/1980
9/24/1975
10/15/1975
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
9/04/1974
IMMATURITY AND FEAR OF BIAS CITED AS REASONS FOR NO
FISCHBACH DISMISSAL REMAINS SILENT PUZZLE (SPRINGER)
*FEDERATION URGES JANKLOW NOT TO DUMP FISCHBACH
REGENTS MOVE TO CALM RELATIONS WITH GOV. JANKLOW
REQUIEM FOR A REGENT (SPRINGER) ^
FISCHBACH ATTENDS MEETING, INTENDS TO COMPLETE HIS T
*RE6ENTS PLAN WILL RAISE TUITION RATES BY $3.30 TO $
KREGENTsSo"mISs'"bEING ADVOCATE (SPRINGER)
xMINER SAYS THAT SHE WILL RESIGN IF CONFLICTS ARISE
OPEN LETTER TO JANKLOW (L)
REGENTS' STAFF OFFICIAL RESPONDS TO CRITICISM
NEW REGENT YET TO BE SELECTED; JOB REQUIRES SUPER HE
STUDENT REGENT MEETS WITH SDSU PROFESSOR TO ANSWER C
*FISCHBACH WITHDRAWS HIS RESIGNATION; REQUESTS ATTOR
REGENTS SET TUITION; APPROVE NEW BUDGET
MINER: HIRING BOWEN WITH TENURE WOULD NOT BE UNUSUAL
REGENTS SCRAMBLE TO BRING BUDGET REQUESTS IN LINE
BOARD ACTS RESPONSIBLY
*REGENTS SIT BACK AND PONDER RESPECTIVE ROLES
REGENTS CONTINUE SEARCH FOR BOWEN'S REPLACEMENT
XLONG LINES AND HEADACHES
PREREGISTRATIOn'̂ SYSTEM SET BACK BY BLIZZARD, COMPUTE
LIGHT BULB MALFUNCTION CAUSES COMPUTER DELAY
XREGISTRATION IN FROST ^
NEW METHOD OF PREREGISTRATION APPROVED BY COLLEGE DE
CHANGES IN PRE-REGISTRATION LIMIT NUMBER OF STUDENTS
XREGISTRATION LINE
REGISTRATION FIGURES RELEASED
^COLLEGE COSTS UP AGAIN THIS YEAR
COMPUTER CARD-PULL SYSTEM AIMS AT IMPROVING REGISTRA
PRE-REGISTRATION GOES WELL; NEW BOOK FORMAT CHEAPER
REGISTRATION SCHEDULE
*REGISTRATION FOR SUMMER SCHOOL
ALPHABETICAL PRE-REGISTRATION TO RETURN (CORR)
CLOSED SECTIONS USUAL EVENT AT REGISTRATION (SABATIN
LOST ADVISER MAKES GOING HARD (LAWRENCE)
REISSER TO SERVE AS ACTING DEAN
RELAXATION KEY TO AVOIDING TEST ANXIETIES
RELAXATION, HEALTH ARE BENEFITS OF MEDITATION
SEE ALSO CHRISTIANITY, MUSLIMS
BERKELEY PROF TO LECTURE AT SYMPOSIUM
STUDENTS STILL SEEK 'THAT OLD TIME RELIGION'
RELIGION ONLY PART OF IRISH TROUBLE (KRAUSE)
BIBLE LECTURER SETS UP HEADQUARTERS
XNAVIGATORS JUST 'SHARING DISCIPLES'
XCLOWNS TRY BRINGING PEOPLE CLOSER TO CHRIST (STORM)
DOESN'T TAKE ACT OF GOD TO CHANGE RELIGIONS
FCA "WEEKEND OF CHAMPIONS" RETREAT BEGINS SATURDAY A
XAERO-MATES FLY AIRPLANES WITHOUT LEAVING GROUND
XINSULATION, HEAT LOSS STUDY PLANNED IF CITIZENS APP
•OLD SMOKEY* COLLECTS DATA THROUGH REMOTE SENSING
REMOTE SENSING TEAM DOES WORK IN EGYPT, SUDAN
XRESOURCE EXPERTS COME TO LEARN REMOTE SENSING TECHN
SEE LEASE 8 RENT
LAWMAKERS, LOBBYISTS CENSOR NEWS REPORT (TONNESON)
THEY SHOOT REPORTERS, DON'T THEY? (TONNESON)
XGOP BARBEQUE BRINGS PARTISAN COMMENTS, OLD STYLE PO
YOUNG OFFICERS RESIGN GOP (HEBBERT)
GOP SPLINTERS TO SAVE IDEALS (ED)
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS (L)
CONTRACTS FOR EDUCATION RESEARCH AWARDED BY SOUTH DA
AID TO STATE'S ECONOMY ONE CRITERIA IN ACCEPTING RES
RESEARCHER RECEIVES AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE
XALBINO RATS BEING USED IN NUTRITION RESEARCH
RESEARCH PAPER CONTEST OFFERS $650 AWARD
X6WEN RESICK PURSUES ACTING CAREER (HUBER)
DORMS BULGE UNEXPECTEDLY (HADLEY)
XA CHANGE FOR DORMS
RETURNING STUDENTS FIND DORM CHANGES
VISITING HOURS EXTENDED (PRESZLER)
XDORMS OVERFLOW
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
xFOUR DORMITORIES GAIN NEW DIRECTORS
RULING NEAR ABOUT DORM REFRIGERATORS
IDENTITIES URGED ON DORM WINGS
USD DORM CASE 'MAY BE NEAR END'
A015
A044
A015
AOll
A044
A046
A031
A072
AlOl
A021
A206
A231
AOll
AOll
A021
A021
A024
A043
A151
A155
A174
A024
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residence halls
RESIDENCY
RESIDENT ASSISTANT
RESOLUTION 20
RESOLUTION 21
RESTAURANTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/0<i/1974 A0A5 OPINION ON... NEW DORMITORY POLICIES (L)
9/0<i/1974 A063 *FIRST FLOOR WINS HANSEN HAPPENING
9/11/1974 A021 VISITATION EFFECTIVE FRIDAY
9/11/1974 A081 'HOUSE CONCEPT' DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE UNITY
9/18/1974 A091 BUM ATHLETES TO TUSSLE IN 3RD OLYMPIAD; DORMS PREPAR
9/25/1974 A234 DORMS SPONSOR RECREATIONAL CONTESTS AFTER INTRAMUl
10/09/1974 AOll TEXAS COURT RULING ON MANDATORY DORM LIVING SAYS J
10/23/1974 A012 DAUGHTER WRITES FOLKS: 'DORMS GETTING WILD'.
10/30/1974 A043 OPINION ON... 'WILD' DORMITORIES (L)
11/06/1974 A044 OPINION ON... WILD DORMS LETTER TO EDITOR (L)
11/06/1974 A044 MORE OPINION ON... WILD DORMS (L)
11/06/1974 A046 *DIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
11/13/1974 A013 XEXPANDED VISITATION SCRUTINIZED
11/13/1974 A045 OPINION ON... NEW VISITATION POLICIES (L)
11/13/1974 A046 MORE OPINION ON... WILD DORMS (L)
11/27/1974 A014 kMANDATORY DORM LIFE
11/27/1974 A044 REPEAL MANDATORY DORM RULE (ED)
12/11/1974 A013 REQUIRED DORM LIVING UPHELD (ANDERSEN)
12/11/1974 A044 BOYCOTT DORM FEES (ED)
12/11/1974 A087 HOUSE CONCEPT ADOPTED BY DORMS
1/22/1975 A021 KUNDERGRAD BECOMES RHD (RIGNEY)
3/26/1975 A014 KDORM RULE VIOLATORS FACE UNCERTAIN LEGAL PROCEDURES
4/09/1975 A115 IRHA PROPOSES NEW HALL JUDICIARIES (ROHDE)
4/30/1975 A015 LEGAL AUTHORITIES WILL DEAL WITH SECOND DRUG OFFENSE
7/02/1975 A014 xDORMS MAY OVERFLOW; ALTERNATIVES STUDIED
8/27/1975 AQ12 XCAMPUS HOUSING SUFFERS PINCH OF DORM OVERFLOW
9/10/1975 AQ13 DORMS PROVIDE FAMILY ATMOSPHERE (KRANZ)
9/10/1975 A071 HOUSING OFFICE'S DORM HEADACHE COMES TO AN END
10/08/1975 A062 STUDENTS CHARGED FOR DAMAGES TO ROOMS, WINGS, RESIDE
10/15/1975 A031 HALLS SELL STUDENT GOODS LEFT IN STORAGE ROOMS
11/12/1975 A113 ^VISITATION VIOLATIONS HANDLED DIFFERENTLY (STEIGLER
1/28/1976 A031 DORMITORY INFORMATION BOOKLETS CONTAIN MANY OBSCURE
2/04/1976 A033 KSTUDENT SENATE PASSES PROPOSAL TO ELIMINATE DORM SI
2/04/1976 A121 RESIDENCE HALLS RELEASE STUDENTS FROM CONTRACTS
2/25/1976 A014 DORM RENT TO GO UP 15 PERCENT BECAUSE OF INCREASING
3/17/1976 A031 DORMITORY STAFF LEARNS FIRST AID IN REQUIRED EIGHT-H
3/24/1976 A0a4 'DORMITORY DAN' CAUGHT AFTER ENTERING ROOMS
3/31/1976 A014 DORM RENT TO INCREASE 11 PERCENT BY NEXT FALL
4/07/1976 A053 DORMITORIES REQUEST HALL SELLING RESTRICTIONS
4/28/1976 A052 DORM STREAKERS EXTEND APOLOGIES TO RESIDENTS (L)
8/25/1976 A114 XTWO NEWCOMERS, ONE ALUMNUS NAMED AS DORMITORY DII
8/25/1976 A161 *DORM OVERCROWDING FORCES STUDENTS INTO INFIRMARY
9/01/1976 A024 OFFICIALS SAY DORM OVERFLOW ALMOST OVER ^
9/01/1976 A031 CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION OFFERED IN DORMITORIES
9/08/1976 A021 DORM OVERFLOW 'ALL CLEANED UP'; OCCUPANCY NEAR 100 P
9/08/1976 A121 DORM SQUEEZE STATEWIDE; STUDENTS MOVE TO LOUNGES
10/06/1976 A023 HOUSE CONCEPT IN DORMS SUCCESSFUL (SNEVE)
11/24/1976 A033 *BED-CHECKS, PROBATION, CURFEW: HALLMARKS OF 60S DOR
12/08/1976 A033 STUDENTS FINANCE HALL ACTIVITIES
1/26/1977 A031 HOUSING TO USE TWO-STEP APPROACH IN HIRING STUDENT S
3/30/1977 A043 DORM LIVING REGRESSION TO CHILDHOOD (NASH)
4/20/1977 AQ14 NEW SENATORS DISCUSS RESOLUTIONS ON DORM POLICIES, C
5/04/1977 A032 IRHC WORKS TO ALLOW PRIVATE REFRIGERATORS
8/31/1977 A281 *RULES, RULES, RULES FOR RESIDENCE HALL LIFE
8/31/1977 A301 XNEW RESIDENCE HALL DIRECTORS PROMISE EMPHASIZED DIS
10/05/1977 A022 DORMS TO ALLOW PRIVATE FRIDGES
10/26/1977 AOll REVISED RULES GIVE STUDENTS MORE POWER
11/16/1977 A031 SPECIALIZED FLOORS UNITE BROWN RESIDENTS (PATES)
12/07/1977 A091 *DORM DECOR 'ALMOST LIKE HOME'
4/05/1978 A072 SINGLE ROOMS TO BE ELIMINATED (KOHLER)
9/06/1978 A031 XNEW RHDS APPOINTED IN DORMS
10/04/1978 A045 EVICTION CRITICIZED (L)
12/06/1978 A086 CABLE TV IS PUT IN DORMS (WIESE)
3/21/1979 A081 ^CREATIVITY PAYS IN ROOM DESIGN CONTEST
4/04/1979 A015 DORM POLICY CHALLENGE COULD TOUCH SDSU (ROBY)
5/02/1979 AOll SHOOTOUT LOOMS OVER KEGS IN HALLS (FREEMAN)
11/07/1979 A031 HOUSING THEORY EMPHASIZES BELONGING (LARSON)
4/16/1980 A071 HALLS MAY BE REWARDED FOR CONSERVING (WELSH)
9/25/1974 A093 RESIDENCY COMPLICATES STUDENTS' LIVES
2/05/1975 A023 RA, ARA JOBS OPEN
2/11/1976 A123 RA, ARA APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED THROUGH FEB. 18
1/19/1977 A031 RESIDENCE STAFF MAY GIVE FIRST WARNING
1/31/1979 A072 RA: A JOB FOR SOME, LIFESTYLE FOR OTHERS (ELLIOTT)
9/19/1979 A045 STAFF SUPPORTS RAS (L)
11/16/1977 AOll RESOLUTION PLANS TO BE PRESENTED (PATES)
11/16/1977 A041 RESOLUTION 20 TACKS DIFFER (ED)
SEE LEGISLATURE-SD, REGENTS ^
SEE ALSO NAMES OF RESTAURANTS
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retirement
RETZLAFF CAROL
RETZLAFF JIM
RETZLAFF KRIS
RETZLAFF PALMER
REVENUE
REYNOLDS BRAD
RHINE JB
RHODES SCHOLARSHIP
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/28/197A
9/18/197A
11/20/197A
11/27/197A
8/27/1975
8/27/1975
9/17/1975
9/22/1976
2/21/1979
2/06/1980
2/27/1980
A/09/1980
A/23/1980
12/06/1978
10/30/197A
11/06/197A
A/16/1975
7/02/1975
11/05/1975
1/21/1976
6/09/1976
6/23/1976
10/13/1976
2/05/1975
A/30/1975
3/31/1976
12/15/1976
3/26/1980
3/26/1980
6/11/1980
6/25/1980
7/23/1980
1/28/1976
7/25/1979
1/28/1976
9/25/197A
A/28/1976
2/16/1977
2/1A/1979
3/21/1979
11/20/197A
11/27/197A
11/13/197A
9/2A/1975
1/26/1977
11/23/1977
1/18/1978
11/01/1978
8/28/197A
3/26/1980
1/23/1980
11/12/1975
2/13/1980
2/08/1978
6/21/1978
A081 kSIGN of THE TIMES
A033 TACO JOHN'S PLANS EARLY FALL OPENING
A036 TACO JOHN'S SHOULD OPEN THIS WEEKEND
A036 ^MEXICAN MUNCHIES
A105 VSAMBO'S OPENING SOON
A113 KRESTAURANTS BRING RELIEF FROM ROOMMATE'S COOKING
A031 D & D FOODS OPENS WITH SHORT-ORDER INEXPENSIVE MENU
A091 XCAFE AURA MIXES EAST WITH WEST
A051 BURGER KING TO MAKE BIG MAC ATTACK (NACHTIGAL)
AlAA TS ALEXANDRES, A NEW RESTAURANT (EMNETT)
A031 COBB'S NOT JUST A BAR-B-Q, OFFERS DELICIOUS VARIETY
A021 XMEXICAN RESTAURANT OPENS IN CITY DESPITE BEER LICEN
A093 RESTAURANT KNOW-HOW CAN BE A LIFESAVER (DARR)
A035 RESUME WORKSHOPS SET DEC. 12
SEE ALSO BUSINESS, SHOPLIFTING
A075 BOC HEARINGS TO AIR COMPLAINTS ON PRICE ABUSES
A025 STUDENTS 'APATHETIC TOWARD BUSINESSES
A06A XWORN-A-BIT SHOP OFFERS VARIETY
A061 MERCHANTS REPORT BETTER BUSINESS
A031 X'THE HAIR' IS COMING
A063 kRESIDENTS SHOP OUT OF TOWN; RETAILERS RESPOND TO SU
A061 RETAILERS EXPAND BUSINESS'DESPITE VARIED PROBLEMS
A021 CORRECTION ~
AlOl XYOUNG RETAILERS DID NOT PLAN IT, BUT BEING OWN BOSS
A051 FACULTY ENDORSE NEWLY PROPOSED RETIREMENT PLAN
A051 FACULTY DISCUSSES RETIREMENT PLAN (JOHNSON)
A081 RETIREMENT POLICY UNDER ATTACK
Alll GROUP'S NAME REFLECTS FORMER STATE RETIREMENT PLAN F
AOll XSDSU PROF. FIGHTS RETIREMENT (NORLAND)
AOAl SOUTH DAKOTA FORCES CAPABLE, QUALIFIED INSTRUCTORS T
AOll BERRY FACES FORCED RETIREMENT ON JULY 1 (NORLAND)
A013 BERRY IN A WAITING GAME (NORLAND)
ADl<i BERRY SHORT OF TIME; ORDERED OUT BY FRIDAY
AlOl KRETZLAFFS SPARK JACKS
A081 XSDSU BRINGS ANOTHER RETZLAFF
AlOl XRETZLAFFS SPARK JACKS
A201 XSEVEN TO RECEIVE ALUMNI AWARDS
A081 OFFICIALS RATE REVENUE SHARING EFFECT ON AREA
Alll XRABBIT RECORD BREAKERS (HAMMOND)
A133 XREYNOLDS: TOP SDSU SWIMMER (GERLACH)
A134 ALL-AMERICAN REYNOLDS RUNNER-UP IN NATIONAL MEET
A053 AUTHORITY SPEAKS ON PSYCHOKINESIS
AQ51 PARAPSYCHOLOGIST DEFENDS WORK BUT CAN'T EXPLAIN IT
A053 RHODES SCHOLAR APPLICANTS ENTER KEEN COMPETITION
A031 CECIL RHODES' TRADITION ALTERED AS WOMEN VIE FOR SCH
A031 XBELKONEN IN RHODES FINALS (KRUMM)
A021 XTWO RHODES CANDIDATES NOMINATED
A045 GREEK STORY WRONG (L)
A022 SHERIFF CANDIDATES SEE ALCOHOL AND COOPERATION AS HA
A073 XDEPARTMENT HEADS NAMED
A071 XRICHTER'S WORK REFLECTS GERMAN HERITAGE OF STATE
A085 XSDSU SENIOR TO GIVE RECITAL
A181 TWO PROMOTED TO BLACK BELT
A096 XSDSU STUDENT RECEIVES HONOR
AOll XLAWRENCE, RIECKMAN SEEK SA LEADERSHIP SPOTS
AOll XBROOKINGS PILOT FLIES, FARMS, RUNS (WOSTER)
SEE ALSO RIFLE CLUB
SEE ALSO RIFLE & PISTOL CLU
A064 XRIFLE CLUB TEAM CAPTURES 26 TROPHIES IN FIRST MATCH
AQ45 OPINION ON... RIFLE CLUB FUNDING (L)
A193 ROTC RIFLE TEAM CAPTURES TITLE AT 21ST ANNUAL TOURNE
Alll ROTC RIFLE TEAMS HAVE WINNING SEASON
A071 LOCAL RIFLE CLUB WILL SPONSOR 'SIGHTING IN' DAY
A104 XRIFLE CLUB SETS SIGHTS ON WINNING HONORS FROM NINE
A114 BACKSPLATTER STINGS TWO AT RIFLE RANGE
A104 RIFLE CLUB TAKES SECOND IN OWN MEET
A312 RIFLE CLUB LOOKS FOR SUCCESSFUL SEASON (HAMMOND)
A293 RIFLE CLUB AIMING FOR VICTORIES
A145 RIFLE CLUB WINS EVENT IN ROTC DIVISION
A214 XRIFLE CLUB SHOOTERS WIN TITLES
A103 XMARKSMEN EMERGE FOR TURKEY SHOOT (PATES)
A161 SDSU SHOOTERS WIN TRI-STATE (KLINE)
A134 RIFLE CLUB TESTED AS NCAA VARSITY SPORT
A153 SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
A105 XRIFLE RANGE LACKING VENTILATION SYSTEM
A091 WORKSHOP REFLECTS RIGG'S VARIED CIRCUS BACKGROUND
A021 XDUO BACKS OUT
A015 xUNIVERSITY ASKS SETTLEMENT WITH RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS
RIBSTEIN GORDON
RICHARDS ERNEST
RICHTER ANTON
RICKE GERALD
RIECK DAVE
RIECK RANDY
RIECKMAN DENNIS
RIEDESEL LYNN
RIFLE fi PISTOL CLU
RIFLE CLUB
11/20/197A
2/26/1975
A/16/1975
6/0A/1975
9/2A/1975
10/15/1975
12/10/1975
A/1A/1976
10/13/1976
10/19/1977
12/1A/1977
A/05/1978
11/22/1978
2/21/1979
10/10/1979
3/26/1980
10/26/1977
12/1A/1977
9/25/197A
10/01/1975
RIFLE RANGE
RIGGS DUDLEY
RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS
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ringer RALPH
rIORDAN KARIA
rITTER RICHARDRITZ gallery
ROBBINS CARRIE
ROBERTS BARB
ROBERTS CHARLES
ROBERTS CLINT
ROBINSON GLENN
ROCK CLIMBING
ROCKERVILLE SD
ROCKY MOUNTAINS
RODEO
RODMAN VAY
ROHDE PAUL
ROLLAG DWAYNE
ROLLER SKATING
ROSEMALING
ROSHIEM AGNES
ROTC
DATE PAPER NOTATION
11/03/1976
9/2A/1975
4/25/1979
8/31/1977
9/21/1977
1/25/1978
9/27/1978
12/06/1978
4/04/1979
9/12/1979
10/31/1979
10/19/1977
10/19/1977
10/16/1974
9/07/1977
1/18/1978
9/17/1975
9/03/1975
10/19/1977
8/27/1980
10/09/1974
11/13/1974
3/19/1975
4/16/1975
4/23/1975
4/30/1975
5/07/1975
6/04/1975
9/17/1975
9/24/1975
11/05/1975
4/28/1976
4/28/1976
4/28/1976
5/05/1976
6/23/1976
10/13/1976
11/03/1976
11/17/1976
1/26/1977
4/20/1977
5/04/1977
6/08/1977
6/22/1977
10/19/1977
11/16/1977
12/14/1977
12/14/1977
2/15/1978
3/22/1978
4/26/1978
4/26/1978
4/26/1978
9/13/1978
12/06/1978
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
5/02/1979
5/02/1979
5/02/1979
7/11/1979
7/11/1979
12/05/1979
1/23/1980
1/30/1980
2/06/1980
4/16/1980
4/30/1980
4/30/1980
9/25/1974
11/23/1977
7/11/1979
12/14/1977
9/17/1975
9/04/1974
11/20/1974
12/11/1974
A063
A021
A022
A181
AlQl
A022
A084
A073
A071
A061
A066
A211
A221
A115
A061
A031
A102
Alll
A151
A231
A096
AlOl
A141
A144
A082
A121
A104
Alll
A061
A084
A082
A013
A161
A181
AOll
A091
A331
A083
Ai91
AQ51
A143
A141
A061
A121
A281
A121
A121
A131
A073
A161
A071
A171
.A175
A091
AlOl
A115
A141
A042
A131
A135
A071
A071
A041
A154
A131
A164
A133
A151
A154
A081
A021
A021
A085
A113
A055
A081
A162
BIBLE LECTURER SETS UP HEADQUARTERS
XBIKING ACCIDENT
PYSCHOLOGY HEAD SUED FOR $200,000
STUDENT ART GALLERY OPEN
RITZ GALLERY OPEN IN SOLBERG
RITZ GALLERY WILL OPEN JAN. 16
ART FACULTY EXHIBITS WORK
RITZ GALLERY SHOWS LOCAL ART TALENT (HUNT)
XEXHIBIT JUDGE FINDS ASTONISHING QUALITY IN STUDENT
«ART SHOW - EXPERIMENTATION AND SHOWCASE FOR FACULTY
WANSERSKI WORKS FEATURED AT RITZ GALLERY
XROBBINS, GUTHRIE HIGHLIGHT ALPHA PSI DRAMA WORKSHOP
CARRIE ROBBINS IS MORE THAN JUST A PROFESSIONAL
XFIELD HOCKEY TEAM UPS RECORD TO 3-2
XDOC ROBERTS "RUNS PEOPLE BACK TO HEALTH' (WOSTER)
XROBERTS MAKES APPEAL TO INDUSTRY
TWO HPER PROFESSORS RECEIVE DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AW
XCITY OFFERS ROCK CLIMBING
ROCKERVILLE, ANTIQUES SOLD FOR $550,000
XROCKIES PROVIDE HIGH ADVENTURE
WOMEN'S RODEO TEAM TAKES FIRST
RODEO TEAMS FINISH SECOND IN FARGO
BUCKING MACHINE IN USE BY RODEO CLUB
JOHNSON LEADS RODEO WOMEN TO SECOND PLACE; MEN FOURT
JACKRABBIT STAMPEDE WILL FEATURE BULLFIGHTS, ROPING,
RODEO TEAMS TO COMPETE MAY 2, 3 AT ANNUAL JACKRABBIT
MEN FIRST, WOMEN SECOND IN JACKRABBIT STAMPEDE
WOMEN'S RODEO TEAM HEADED TO NATIONALS
STUDENTS PREPARE FOR FALL RODEOS
XRODEOING REQUIRES LUCK, SKILL, MENTAL PREPARATION
RODEO TEAM ENDS SEASON WITH UNDEFEATED RECORD (NOLD)
XJACKRABBIT STAMPEDE PLANS BULLFIGHT, WILD HORSE RAC
XJACKRABBIT STAMPEDE (STEIGER)
XSTATE UNIVERSITY RODEO CLUB LEADS REGION GOING INTO
XMEN'S RODEO TEAM STAMPEDES WAY TO VICTORY
XMEN'S TEAM 8TH IN RODEO NATIONALS
RODEO TEAMS TAKE SECOND, FIFTH PLACE
RODEO TEAM TAKES FIRST
JOHNSON IS TOP COWBOY
XRODEO QUEENS SHOULD HAVE MORE THAN BEAUTIFUL FACES.
JACKRABBIT STAMPEDE BRINGS IN COMPETITION
RODEO TO HOST JACKRABBIT STAMPEDE
XTWO TAKE TOP RODEO HONORS
RODEO TEAM 13TH IN NATIONALS
RODEO TEAMS FIRST, THIRD AT USD'S EVENT
RODEO TEAM PLACING HIGH IN NIRA
RODEO TEAMS SECOND IN STANDINGS
XWIEDERHOLT AND FORNIA TYPIFY RODEO SUCCESS (GERLACH
MICHIGAN FIRST ON RODEO SLATE
FREDERICK SPURS COWBOYS TO RUNNER-UP RODEO FINISH
xCRIPPLED CHILDREN RIDE HIGH
JACKRABBIT STAMPEDE MAY 5, 6
RODEO CLUB WINS FIRST IN NEBRASKA TOURNEY
XRODEO EVOKES WESTERN MYTH
XRODEO TEAM RIDES HIGH
RODEO TEAM SECOND IN FARM SHOW MEET
STRONGMEN TO COMPETE AT SDSU (KLINE)
RODEO IS MORE THAN SPORT (L)
XSTAMPEDE BOASTS PROUD HISTORY (SAVAGE)
STAMPEDE HELD MAY 4-5
BAD LUCK BRINGS HALT TO SDSU RODEO TEAM
STATE GRAD STUDENT NAMED AS RODEO HEAD
'NIGGER' CENSORED (L)
XRODEO CLUB
XRODEO TEAM WINS
XCOWBOY HAS SPITTIN' IMAGE (JENSEN)
MELVIN LEADS NO.l RANKED.COWBOYS AT LINCOLN RODEO
XJACKRABBIT STAMPEDE DRAWS RIDERS FROM SEVEN STATES
MELVIN NO.l IN NATION (JENSEN)
XSANITARIAN WATCHES OVER COMMONS AND BARS (CANTER)
XTWO RHODES CANDIDATES NOMINATED
REPLACEMENT NAMED FOR LONGTIME HEAD
SEE SKATING
XLOCAL ARTIST PRACTICES, TEACHES ROSEMALING ART
XOLD MOPS BRING FAME TO CUSTODIAN SCULPTOR (KRIEGER)
TERRY KEIZER NAMED ARMY. CADET COLONEL
GOBBLERS TO BE GOTTEN AT ROTC TURKEY SHOOT v
XMILITARY BALL HONORARY CADET COLONELS
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rotunda
ROYER PAUL
rover ruth
RUANE CAROLE
RUNNING
SA
sa-administration
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
3/19/1975
A/09/1975
A/16/1975
A/16/1975
a/16/1975
a/30/1975
6/0A/1975
9/17/1975
9/17/1975
9/2A/1975
10/01/1975
10/01/1975
11/05/1975
11/12/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
11/19/1975
12/10/1975
3/17/1976
A/28/1976
8/25/1976
9/01/1976
10/20/1976
11/2A/1976
12/15/1976
1/26/1977
5/0A/1977
8/31/1977
9/21/1977
12/1A/1977
9/20/1978
A/25/1979
5/02/1979
9/12/1979
A/30/1980
A/30/1980
10/06/1976
2/01/1978
A/19/1978
A/26/1978
11/28/1979
2/19/1975
10/15/1975
7/07/1976
3/23/1977
A0A3
AQAl
A053
AOAl
AOAA
A0A6
AQ93
A071
Alll
A022
A053
A091
A0A3
A113
A051
A021
A103
A02A
A071
A021
A02A
A091
A295
AOll
A015
A031
A031
AQ55
A035
AQ21
AQ31
A1A5
AOAA
A022
A081
A013
A013
A071
A091
A071
A121
A052
A021
A121
A223
A081
A081
OPINION ON.
OPINION ON.
OPINION ON.
OPINION ON.
OPINION ON.
OPINION ON.
3/19/1975
6/18/1975
5/05/1976
6/23/1976
10/02/197A
A/16/1975
8/27/1975
1/21/1976
2/11/1976
A/07/1976
A/07/1976
8/25/1976
2/15/1978
3/01/1978
3/22/1978
3/22/1978
A/26/1978
9/0A/197A
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
9/03/1975
11/05/1975
11/05/1975
l/lA/1976
1/28/1976
2/0A/1976
A/07/1976
A/1A/1976
11/10/1976
2/16/1977
A191
A071
A091
A081
A0A6
A0A5
A0A3
A0A3
AHA
AOll
AOAA
AQ81
A0A6
A0A5
AOll
AOAl
A062
AlOl
AOIA
A0A3
A053
A021
A0A3
AOIA
A021
AOll
A031
AG15
AOAl
A031
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ROTC MAILINGS CD
ROTC MEMBERS' INTEGRITY CD
FREE CHOICE OF ROTC CAREER CD
ROTC MAILINGS CD
ROTC MAILINGS CD
ROTC DEFENDED CD
GOVERNOR WILL HONOR ROTC CADETS
XCADETS PREPARE FOR CAMP; WINDS GROUND CHOPPERS
ROTC RIFLE TEAMS HAVE WINNING SEASON
ARMY ROTC HITS LOWEST ENROLLMENT SINCE INSTITUTED AT
IVERSON NAMED AS NEW HEAD OF AFROTC
kARMY ROTC RECRUITING EFFORTS FAIL CTONNESON)
OPINION ON... SERVICE ASPECTS OF ROTC CD
MOHROR FIRST ROTC COED TO ASSUME MAJOR LEADERSHIP RO
FOREIGN SERVICE VETERANS JOIN ARMY ROTC STAFF
XAROTC INSTRUCTOR RELEASED FROM DUTY; APPEALS TO UNI
CADETS VOTING THIS WEEK FOR HONORARY COLONELS
MAJ. RAY'S STATUS STILL UNCLEAR CTONNESON)
ARMY PRIVACY PROGRAM CREATES EXTRA PAPER WORK, PROTE
kMAJOR RAY LEAVING; NO ACTION ON APPEAL CTONNESON)
DEFENSE BUDGET CUTS HURT ROTC; NO ROOM FOR PILOTS IN
XROTC FIELD EXERCISES EMPHASIZE LEADERSHIP
PRES. BERG APPOINTED TO ARMY ROTC PANEL
XROTC, NAT'L GUARD MAY FACE PROBATION CMEDEMA)
ROTC PROGRAMS IN TROUBLE ACROSS SD
ROTC ADDS NEW PROGRAM TO BRING IN MORE STUDENTS
KWOMAN COMMANDER
ARMY ROTC CHANGES ENROLLMENT PROCEDURES
CADETS GIVEN AWARDS ON GOVERNOR'S DAY
AG, ROTC PROGRAMS BROADENED
ROTC TOTALS DOWN; BUT PROGRAMS NOT OUT
RIFLE CLUB WINS EVENT IN ROTC DIVISION
SUPPORTS ROTC CD
*WEELBORG*'kYING HIGH FROM PILOT SELECTIONS
kROTC IS CLIMBING THE WALLS
kREHEARSAL FOR ARMAGEDDON
XTHE GUNS OF APRIL CCARLSON)
XROTH TACKLES MUSIC FIELD CKROLD
AURIST READS VIBES TO SUGGEST BEST CAREER, MATE, LIF
XAURIST MARLENE ROTHBORT READS AURAS
AURA THEORY CRITICIZED CD
ROTUNDA CLASSROOMS ARE PRIME CHEATING GROUNDS
XROYER COMPOSES WORKS FOR ENSEMBLES, SOLOISTS
XPAUL ROVER'S ART FORMS INCLUDE WINEMAKING IN ADDITI
ROYER, SPENCER TO PERFORM IN KENNEDY CENTER SEPT. 9
XRELAX, GAZE DEEP INTO CAROLE RUANE'S EYES CSEVIG)
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM, CROSS COUNTRY
XDIRKSEN OFFERS TIPS FOR JOGGERS CFEY)
X9Q FINISH JACKRABBIT 15 RACE
JOGGING BENEFITS QUESTIONED CANDERSON)
TROPHIES MAKE ANYBODY A WINNER IN JACKRABBIT 15
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS CJENSEN)
OPINION ON... STUDENT GOVERNMENT PURPOSE CD
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? CGULLICKSON)
OPINION ON... SUGGESTIONS, CRITICISMS OF SOCIAL COMM
UPB MAY COMBINE WITH SA COMMITTEE CHUBER)
XSTUDENTS CONSULT SA SURVEY FILES FOR AVAILABLE OFF-
SA FILES AID STUDENTS IN HOUSING DILEMMA CED)
S.A. CAMPAIGNING FOR STREAMLINED COMMITTEE SYSTEM
SA RECORD POOR CD
XSIZING IT UP CSMITH)
INELIGIBLE SA CANDIDATES TO BE REPAID CEGGER)
STUDENT STRIKE SHOULD WAIT UNTIL LEGISLATURE MEETS
SMITH, TIENKEN INCREASE SA AWARENESS CKOHLER)
BOC NAMES THREE STUDENTS TO PRESIDENT SEARCH GROUP
BOARD HEARS FIRST READING OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT CHAN
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS CJENSEN)
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? CGULLICKSON)
UNIVERSITY APPROVAL HELPS CLUBS
TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS CENGLER)
xSIX POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT
STUDENT SENATE TO INVESTIGATE ALTERNATIVE TO TEACHER
SA ELECTION PROCEDURES, SCHEDULES SET FOR EXECUTIVE,
XGULLICKSON CALLS CAMPAIGN 'UNIQUE'
NEW STUDENT SENATE SELECTS CHAIRPERSONS CJOHNSON)
BYLAWS IMPROVED BY AMENDMENTS CRI6NEY)
GULLICKSON QUESTIONS FEDERATION'S CREDIBILITY
am
SUBJECT
sA-administration
SA'BUDGET
SA-ELECTIONS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/30/1977 AOAl
3/30/1977 AOAl
A/06/1977 A031
A/20/1977 A051
8/31/1977 A1A3
10/05/1977 Aa23
1/25/1978 A0A5
2/15/1978 AOll
2/22/1978 A021
lQ/OA/1978 AOAl
1/3171979 AOll
2/1A/1979 AOAl
2/1A/1979 A081
2/28/1979 AQ15
2/28/1979 A025
3/21/1979 AOll
A/11/1979 A023
6/12/1979 AOAl
7/25/1979 AOll
7/25/1979 A0A3
12/12/1979 AOll
12/12/1979 AOAl
12/12/1979 A05A
1/30/1980 A031
2/13/1980 AOll
2/13/1980 AQ21
3/26/1980 A021
A/09/1980 AOAA
7/09/1980 AOIA
2/19/1975 AOAA
11/05/1975 A071
2/09/1977 AG21
11/16/1977 A021
12/1A/1977 A0A3
11/22/1978 A013
9/12/1979 A023
9/19/1979 A015
10/17/1979 AOAl
10/2A/1979 A0A2
10/31/1979 AOAl
1/30/1980 A021
2/06/1980 A015
2/05/1975 A0A3
2/26/1975 AOll
3/12/1975 AOll
3/19/1975 AOll
3/19/1975 AOAl
3/19/1975 AOAl
3/19/1975 A0A3
3/19/1975 A0A6
3/19/1975 AOAA
3/19/1975 A0A5
3/19/1975 A0A6
3/19/1975 A053
3/19/1975 A05A
3/19/19.75 AOBl
3/26/1975 AOll
3/26/1975 AOIA
3/26/1975 AOAl
3/26/1975 ADA2
3/26/1975 A0A3
3/26/1975 A0A3
3/26/1975 A0A5
3/26/1975 A0A6
3/26/1975 A0A6
3/26/1975 A051
3/26/1975 AOBl
3/26/1975 AOBl
3/26/1975 A052
3/26/1975 A053
A/09/1975 AOll
A/09/1975 AOAl
A/09/1975 A0A2
A/09/1975 A0A3
A/09/1975 AOAA
A/09/1975 AOAA
A/09/1975 A0A5
A/09/1975 A0A5
BYLAW CHANGE NEEDED
SA NEEDS MORE THAN PRESIDENT (GULLICKSON)
SA MAY SEE REORGANIZATION (RIGNEY)
NELSON APPOINTED ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
KV.J., TIENKEN PROPOSE POWER DIVISION TO SENATE
XWEISSER CITES MAJOR CONCERN
JCSIZING IT UP (SMITH) .
SENATE APPROVES SA PRESIDENT VETO POWER (E6GER)
SENATE APPROVES BY-LAWS
STUDENT SENATE STARTS TO DRAFT SA CONSTITUTION
3 OF 5 CAMPAIGN PROMISES FILLED (GREGERSEN)
SENATE NOT QUALIFIED TO CHOOSE (ED)
XSDSU LOSES HOLD TO FEDERATION (ROBY)
SCHMITZ, BORCHARD CAPTURE SA POSTS (SPRINGER)
*OUTGOING SA PRESIDENT FREEMAN TAKING A QUIET LEAVE
APPROVAL OF BY-LAWS DOUBTFUL
SA ATTORNEY MOVES TO NEW OFFICE
TIME TO START OVER (ED)
XSCHMITZ: SA PROMISES ACTION
SA SHOWS GROWTH IN RESPONSIBILITIES (SCHMITZ)
ADMINISTRATION STRIVES TO FULFILL PROMISES (PETERSON
A GENTLE REMINDER TO SA (ED)
THE SA'S RESPONSIBLE FOR YOU (SCHMITZ)
SA BOARD OF DIRECTORS APPROVE FROSH CANDIDATES
*SA DRAGS FEET ON KEY ISSUE ^ ^
SA PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES MAY GET REIMBURSED ON A P
*IS THE SA PRESIDENCY WORTH IT?
ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS CHOSEN (WILSON)
SA IN SUMMER SLOW-DOWN^ WILSON IN CARETAKER ROLE
XDIGGIN^ OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
MONEY-MAKING PROJECTS AID CLUBS OUT OF FINANCIAL BIN
NEW ALLOCATION PLAN AIMED AT ADDING STABILITY TO BUD
BUDGETS REVIEWED BY SENATE
BUDGET DISAPPOINTING (L)
SA RECOMMENDS BUDGET
SA UNTHAWS FROZEN FUNDS
PARMLEY ELECTED TO VACANT FEE BUDGET COMMITTEE CHAIR
SENATE PASSES MOTION TO CHANGE BUDGET PRESENTATIONS
SA UNREPRESENTATIVE? (L)
BUDGET BATTLES ARE HERE AGAIN (ED)
COMMITTEE URGES CUT
S.A. REVERSES DECISION, CUTS $50,000 FROM JOCKS
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (EN6LER)
XNO STUDENTS RUNNING FOR TOP S.A. OFFICES (PRESZLER)
XTHREE SLATES ENTER SA PRESIDENTIAL RACE
SA PRESIDENTIAL SLATES TO FIELD QUESTIONS
OPINION ON... ENGLER-CLAUSSEN (L)
XENGLER, CLAUSSEN
XDEBAUCHE, HEISINGER
XJOHNSON, WILLRODT
KNOW THE SA CANDIDATES (ED)
OPINION ON... LEADERSHIP OF ENGLER SLATE (L)
OPINION ON... CHRISTENSEN ENDORSED FOR SENATE (L)
OPINION ON... CANDIDATES' EXPERIENCE SHOWS INTEREST
OPINION ON.... MATHEWS RAS SUPPORT ENGLER-CLAUSSEN(L)
XA4 CANDIDATES BEGIN CAMPAIGNS FOR 29 STUDENT SENATE
XSA PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES OFFER PLATFORMS
DEBATE QUESTIONS FOCUS ON FUNDING, POWER CLIQUE
XDEBAUCHE, HEISINGER
OPINION ON... POWER CLIQUE (L)
OPINION ON... ENGLER-CLAUSSEN PLANKS (L)
XJOHNSON, WILLRODT
XENGLER, CLAUSSEN
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OPINION'ON... JOHNSON-WILLRODT (L)
OPINION ON... ENGLER POSITIONS (L)
OPINION ON... CRITICIZING SLATES (L)
OPINION ON... 'HAND-PICKED' CANDIDATES (L)
OPINION ON... DAIRY CLUB SUPPORTS CHRISTENSEN (L)
OPINION ON... SA DEBATES (L)
OPINION ON... ENGLER PLATFORM (L)
SURVEY SHOWS ENGLER SLATE AHEAD IN SA RACE (ANDERSEN
XJOHNSON, WILLRODT
OPINION ON... DONALD DUCK (L)
XENGLER, CLAUSSEN
OPINION ON... COLLEGIAN REPORTING (L)
OPINION ON... CHRISTENSEN'S QUALIFICATIONS (L)
OPINION ON... GAB, FRITZ SUPPORTED (L) .
XDEBAUCHE, HEISINGER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
S E SK::.f lit#--
V.lVMll 5°nll S^iStON on;;; JOHNSON-WIURODT (L)AncT nPTMin ON .. - ILLKOUI
if IS
ShIIII
rBvA ssJi sMffloNs
aS« Making care of business cengler)
^^17/1976 A051 TAKiKaRE^OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
i '̂AV-,1 SSil VOTE CLI
S?jR?"-¥fo"cSKDiDA^^
3/31/1976 AOll WRITE-IN CANDIDATES RU^ DISCUSS CORE REQUIREMENTS,
1^/11/1976 AD33 SpiNION ON !. ENGINEERING FOR STUDENT SENAr/li'/ir/B SIf fs ||?TirP^iciS?*5XtEl8^A election ^
i»/07/1976 AOll THIRTY TWO poR SA AD (L)
a/07/1976 AO as *|ETTIN' OUT WhE WORD (GULLK^^^ (HENDRICKSONI
2/16/1977 AOAA PETITIONS AVAILABLE |h CANDIDACY
IS! s!ii "
3/02/1977 AOll *JWg ^EW SLATES STUDENT CANDIDATES
111 si
liiiiIiP&_
a/27/1977 AOAl P°|;UF5L?|°n0 |̂ctI0N^0N PETITIONS (KRAUSE)
5/0A/1977 A013 SENATE TAKES NO ACTION gPpp,jfUNITY (FREEMAN)
Snsi nllNION ON RESPONSIBILITY FOR PETITIONS CD
li'/iPl B ^^2^b^closed
iii i ililCi|ig^^^^
1111iiPi s|! Sogiff®fsSss'pSS™"! .»«.e
iSISS!?!' Sou eEHEROLitiEs' (speiesee)
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SUBJECT
sa-elections
SA-SENATE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
2/28/1979
2/28/1979
2/28/1979
3/28/1979
1/30/1980
2/06/1980
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
2/13/1980
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/20/1980
2/27/1980
2/27/1980
2/27/1980
AOIA
A041
AQAl
A081
A015
A015
AOAl
A0A4
A033
A021
A051
AOAA
A066
AOll
BOll
BOll
B015
B023
B031
B031
B034
BOAl
AOll
A041
A051
1/22/1975
1/22/1975
1/29/1975
1/29/1975
2/05/1975
2/05/1975
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
2/26/1975
2/26/1975
3/12/1975
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
4/09/1975
4/09/1975
4/16/1975
4/16/1975
4/23/1975
4/30/1975
5/07/1975
8/27/1975
9/03/1975
9/03/1975
9/10/1975
9/10/1975
9/10/1975
9/17/1975
9/24/1975
9/24/1975
10/01/1975
10/08/1975
10/08/1975
10/08/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
10/22/1975
10/22/1975
10/22/1975
10/22/1975
10/29/1975
11/19/1975
11/19/1975
11/19/1975
11/26/1975
12/10/1975
1/14/1976
2/04/1976
2/11/1976
2/18/1976
kJORGENSEN; LOBBYING TOP PRIORITY (SAVAGE)
CRICHARDSON,
SA SLATES SPEND $950 (DUFFY)
COLLEGIAN HAS RIGHT TO ENDORSE (ED)
XKIRKEGAARD^AND BERTUS ANNOUNCE PLATFORM (SIEBRASSE)
kSA SLATES FOCUS ON PERSONAL COMMUNICATION
LOOK FOR GOALS IN CAMPAIGN (SCHMITZ)
SA ELECTIONS SCANDALIZE (LAWRENCE)
HIGBEE SLATE FEELS THEY GOT BOOTED
WILSON/BARKER HAVE EDGE, UNDECIDED ARE KEY
*SA DEBATES FEATURE WRITE-IN CANDIDATE (DAILEY)
XANTI-REGISTRATION ISSUE SPURRS SA CANDIDACY (MORLAN
SA WILL NOT FACE LAWSUIT (SPECK)
JfATTITUDES ABOUT S.A. EXAMINED (SIEBRASSE)
ARTS AND SCIENCE FORUM IS BRIEF
SSSI ^J':"?H2&'?gs???feiis°SSg5^TESTED, FORUM NOT
^SIl!iE!iySr^lSSgJ'5HINES (LAWRENCE)
SA ELECTION BECAME CIRCUS (LAWRENCE)
ELECTION BLAME (L)
SEE ALSO BOARD OF CONTROL
AOll *STUDENT SENATE LABORS OVER NEW CONSTITUTION
A045 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
AQ12 SENATE GAINS INPUT ON BUDGETS
A015 STUDENT SENATE CHANGES AFFECT OFFICERSj ELECTION PRO
A014 CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM AGAIN DOMINATES SENATE MEETING
A046 ONE-THIRD°OF SENATE^NOT^ELECTED TO OFFICE (RIGNEY)
A015 STUDENT SENATE LACKS QUORUM; CHICAGO CONCERT DISCUSS
AOll STUDENT SENATE CONSIDERS BUDGET REQUESTS, STUDENT FE
AOll FINANCES,"presidential SLArlfDOHINATE STUDENT SENAT
A015 STUDENT^ENATE"ALLOCATEsio"!N^^ ORGANIZATION REQUE
A041 OPINION'on"^.^SENATE^MISCON^ (L)
A014 JENSEN LOOKS BACK ON YEAR; ACHIEVES SIX PLATFORM ^
A051 SDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
AQ21 "eNGLER STRATEGY LEADS TO VICTORY (KLINKEL)
A043 STAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
S8I1 ?^5S? '̂̂ ES^£^i"§¥uS^5?°^iRTER site for ADVISING, CAR
A021 ENGLER FORESEES CHANGES WITH NEW CAMPUS PRESIDENT
A045 STAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
AO13 STUDENT SENATE RECOMMENDS NURSE FEE CUT, SUGGESTS CH
A143 FOUR SENATE SEATS REMAIN VACANT
AOll SMINORITY CAUCUS TO ACT AS .SENATE WATCHDOG
A023 KEGGER ADVERTISING RECEIVES SENATE'S ATTENTION AGAIN
AQ43 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
AOll SENATE RAISES HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUM THROUGH UNANI
A041 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
A183 ORGANIZATIONS MUST REQUEST S.A. MONEY BY OCT. 15
Soil SEnStE PLANS SURVEY TO STUDY STUDENT RIGHTS
A013 CORE REQUIREMENTS CHANGED; SENATE DISCUSSES MARIJUAN
A014 CLUB BUDGET REQUEST DEADLINE NEARS; ONLY FOUR GROUPS
AQ41 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
AOll CONFUSION REIGNS ON NORML; STUDENT SENATE MAKES MIST
A044 STUDENT SENATE HASTY WITH MARIJUANA VOTE (ED)
So45 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
AOll FINANCE COMMITTEE SETS DATES FOR BUDGET HEARINGS
A043 OPINION ON... NORML STORY IN COLLEGIAN (L)
A043 MORE OPINION ON... NORML COVERAGE (L)
A045 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
AOll SENATE ACCEPTS TOWING AWAY CARS FOR PERSONS WITH DEL
AOll MINORITY REPORT ASKS FOR ZERO BUDGETING
A013 "senate CONFRONTS BATTLE OF BUDGET; THIRTEEN GROUPS
AQ45 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
A014 SENATE ATTENDANCE SHOWS MOST HAVE GOOD RECORDS
A053 OPINION ON.:. ALLOCATION OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS FU
A014 SENATE SUPPORTS STUDENT REGENT; REJECTS PROPOSED.THI
AO^ SENATE TURNS DOWN SPRING MINI-CONCERT
A033 STUDENT SENATE DISCUSSES MERGER BETWEEN UPB, SOD.
A045 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
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gygjECT date paper NOTATION
. ecMATP 3/2A/1976 A031 19 OF 32 STUDENT SENATORS HAVE LESS THAN ABSENCESSA-SENAit / / 0A3 OPINION ON... S UD T SENATE FFORTS CD
3/31/1976 A035 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
3/31/1976 A133 STUDENT SENATE DECIDES POLICY ON STUDENT REGENT NOMI
A/07/1976 A021 XENGLER: "YEAR OF THE INCREASE* (JOHNSON)
A/lA/1976 A0A5 *GETTIN' OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
A/28/1976 AG21 STUDENT SENATE GIVES APPROVAL TO APPOINTMENTS
5/05/1976 A0A3 XGETTIN* OUT THE WORD (GULLICKSON)
5/05/1976 AOAA SENATE NEEDS CHANGE IN ATTITUDE (ED)
9/01/1976 A021 SENATE PLANS AUDIT OF PUBLICATIONS
9/08/1976 A015 CHEERLEADER FUNDING EXAMINED BY SENATE (RIGNEY)
9/22/1976 A033 SENATE TO PAY FOR PART OF MEMBERS' RETREAT BILL
9/29/1976 A021 SENATE CONSIDERS ATHLETICS FUNDING
9/29/1976 AOAl GULLICKSON QUESTIONS SENATE VOTES (GULLICKSON)
10/06/1976 AOll RESOLUTION FOR SENATE-APPROVED CONCERTS SENT TO UNIO
10/06/1976 AOAl STUDENT SENATE: CHEERS OR JEERS (ED)
10/06/1976 A0A3 OPINION ON... GULLICKSON'S VOTE ON RESOLUTIONS (L)
10/13/1976 A015 SENATE MEMBERS POLL STUDENTS ON CONCERTS
10/27/1976 AOll SENATE VOTES TO FUND PROJECTS, NOT GROUPS
10/27/1976 A091 PROPOSED STUDENT SENATE BY-LAW CHANGES
11/03/1976 AOll COLLEGIAN QUESTIONS SA ROLE (RIGNEY)
11/03/1976 'A021 SENATE BY-LAW CHANGES "
11/10/1976 AOll JfSENATE APPROVES HOBO CHAIRMAN; CONSIDERS 1979 HOMEC
11/17/1976 AOll XSENATE PICKS EDITOR; AMENDS AMENDMENTS
11/17/1976 A052 SENATE FUNDS PROJECTS, NOT GROUPS; GUIDELINES SET UP
11/2A/1976 AOIA STUDENT SENATE RESOLUTIONS REJECTED BY COMMITTEES
12/08/1976 AOAl DEFINITIONS LONG OVERDUE (ED)
12/15/1976 AOIA SENATE OPPOSES GPA INCREASE, APPROVES FUNDING FOR NI
1/19/1977 AOIA SENATE FUNDS FIVE GROUP PROJECTS, PLANS TO STUDY CAM
1/19/1977 A0A3 USE OF STUDENT MONEY MAJOR SENATE CONCERN (GULLICKSO
2/02/1977 A023 ONE-THIRD OF SENATORS NOT ELECTED
2/02/1977 A031 SA SALARIES LARGEST LINE ITEM IN BUDGET
2/02/1977 A0A5 OPINION ON... SENATE PROJECT FUNDING (L)
2/09/1977 A021 PEDERSEN EXPLAINS REVISING CODE
2/23/1977 AOAl MORE VOICES NEEDED (ED)
3/02/1977 A021 TWO MORE RUNNING FOR PRESIDENT; SENATE APPROVES BOOK
3/23/1977 A061 *THIRTY-SIX STUDENTS RUN FOR SENATE, HOME EC EXPO, L
3/30/1977 A023 XGULLICKSON, HENDRICKSON REFLECT ON SUCCESSES, UNFUL
A/06/1977 A031 SA MAY SEE REORGANIZATION (RIGNEY)
A/20/1977 AOAA OPINION ON... SENATE BANQUET (L)
A/27/1977 AOll SENATE PROTESTS TUITION DECREASE; RESCINDS PUBLICATI
5/0A/1977 A013 SENATE TAKES NO ACTION ON PETITIONS (KRAUSE)
8/31/1977 A1A3 XV.J., TIENKEN PROPOSE POWER DIVISION TO SENATE
9/1A/1977 AOIA RESOLUTIONS DOMINATE FIRST SENATE MEETING
9/1A/1977 AOAl APATHY HITS TOP POST
9/21/1977 AOll PETITION CIRCULATION FORCES STUDENT SENATE MEETING
9/28/1977 AOll XCONCERTS DOMINATE SENATE (KRAUSE)
10/05/1977 AOll SENATE CALLS FOR FUNDS FOR LIGHTS
10/05/1977 AOll XCONCERN VOICED ON CONCERTS, LIGHTS (KRAUSE)
11/09/1977 A015 SENATE APPROVES ONE BUDGET, TABLES OTHERS (KRAUSE)
12/07/1977 A013 SENATE TAKES ACTION ON BUDGETS (KRAUSE)
12/1A/1977 A021 SURVEY: CLASSROOM PROBLEMS; TUITION INCREASE UNFAVOR
1/25/1978 A015 SENATE MOVES ELECTION, TABLES SA CONSTITUTION (EGGER
1/25/1978 A033 NEW SA BY-LAW REDUCES SIGNATURE REQUIREMENT TO 50
2/01/1978 AOll XSENATE REFUSES DAY CARE REQUESTS (EGGER)
2/15/1978 A0A5 XSIZIN6 IT UP (SMITH)
3/01/1978 A013 VOTER TURNOUT LOW FOR SENATE
A/26/1978 A062 MERGER TO BE CONSIDERED (KOHLER)
9/13/1978 AQ53 SENATE CONSIDERS FEDERATION, RESOLUTION 21
9/20/1978 A021 SENATE FUNDS KESD (RICHARDSON)
9/20/1978 AOAA SENATE FIGHTS RESOLUTION 21
lO/OA/1978 AOAl STUDENT SENATE STARTS TO DRAFT SA CONSTITUTION
10/18/1978 A015 SENATE WON'T PAY EXTRA FEDERATION DUES (RICHARDSON)
10/18/1978 AOAl SENATE BULLIES FEDERATION (ED)
10/18/1978 AOAA COLLEGIAN ARGUMENTS UNFOUNDED (FREEMAN)
10/25/1978 AOAl COLLEGIAN WRONG (L)
10/25/1978 A051 SENATE VOTES TO PAY ADDITIONAL DUES (RICHARDSON)
11/01/1978 AOAl SENATE SPEAKS FOR STUDENTS (ED)
11/08/1978 AOll SENATE SUPPORTS CAMPAIGN (RICHARDSON)
11/15/1978 AOll SENATE PLANS CARAVAN (RICHARDSON)
11/15/1978 A0A3 STUDENTS MUST BE RESPONSIBLE THURSDAY (FREEMAN)
12/06/1978 AOll SENATE BUDGET PROPOSALS TOP $380,000 (RICHARDSON)
1/31/1979 A072 USD, SDSU SENATES WORK FOR SHARED GOAL
2/07/1979 AOAl STUDENT SENATE PETITIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT SA OFFICE
2/1A/1979 A013 3 COLLEGES SHORT STUDENT SENATE CANDIDATES
2/1A/1979 AOAl SA SHOULDN'T TAMPER WITH COLLEGIAN ROLE
2/21/1979 AOll SA, SENATE ELECTIONS THURSDAY
2/21/1979 A031 HE WHO LAUGHS FIRST... (ROBY)
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SA'SENATE
SA-YEARBOOK
SABBATICAL LEAVE
SAFETY
SAGA
SALADINO STEVE
SALARIES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/21/1979 A041 SENATE MAY BE BLAMED FOR ERROR (ED)
3/28/1979 A031 SENATE WANTS FEE LEVY RECONSIDERED (GREGERSON)
4/04/1979 A025 SENATE FLIPS ITS LID, PROCLAIMS HAT BAY
4/25/1979 A043 POWER OF STUDENT SENATE IS UNDERESTIMATED
5/02/1979 A025 SENATE COMES UP WITH TOPPER
9/12/1979 AOll SENATE ASSISTS FEDERATION WITH FUND RAISING IDEAS ,
9/12/1979 A044 SENATE WANTS STUDENT PARTICIPATION \
9/26/1979 A014 SENATE DECIDES TO SEND MEMBERS TO SEMINAR CPETERSOn/
9/26/1979 A041 IS STUDENT SENATE JUST A JOKE? <ED)
10/03/1979 A031 SCHMITZ PRESENTS PHONY BUDGET, SENATE ACCEPTS IT
11/07/1979 AOll ABSENTEE SENATORS MAY BE ASKED TO RESIGN SEATS
11/07/1979 A043 SENATE IS BUDGET WHIPPING BOY (SCHMITZ)
1/16/1980 AOll SENATE PLANS TO FIGHT JANKLOW'S $3 PER CREDIT HOUR T
2/20/1980 A021 *SENATE HOPEFUL VIEWS HIS.PHILOSOPHY AS IN LINE WITH
2/20/1980 B061 *SCHMITZ: STUDENT GOVT. HAS UNLIMITED POWER CGERLACH
2/27/1980 A021 FACULTY FACE PUBLICITY FOR DELINQUENT FINES (SPECK)
3/19/1980 A016 NEW SENATE HOLDS FIRST MEETING (SPECK)
3/19/1980 A044 FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS: DISORDER (SPECK)
3/26/1980 A031 STUDENT SENATE TO JOIN CHAMBER, APPROVES $94 PER SEM
4/02/1980 A025 SENATE ASKS FOR CLARITY OF COMMITTEE'S DUTIES (SPECK
4/02/1980 A044 STUDENTS JOIN CHAMBER COMMITTEES (WILSON)
4/09/1980 A015 LOUD, OPINIONATED SENATORS CONSIDERED MOST INFLUENTI
4/16/1980 A016 SENATE TO INFORM ABOUT DAKOTA PROP (SPECK)
4/23/1980 A016 SENATE PASSES MOTION TO SUPPORT DAYCARE
4/30/1980 A031 NEW SENATE MEMBERS NOT SUBJECT TO APATHY (DARR)
4/30/1980 A041 SELECTION OF EDITOR CLOUDED BY COLLEGIAN DEFICIT WOR
4/30/1980 A051 NO DAY CARE SUPPORT (L)
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
TEACHERS TAKE SHORT SABBATICALS
STATE UNIVERSITY OFFERS UNIQUE SABBATICALS
SABBATICALS ALLOW INSTRUCTORS TO INCREASE EDUCATIONA
MINI-SABBATICALS HELP FACULTY LEARN
SEE ALSO SECURITY
KSAFETY PATROL PROGRAM STOPPED (KRANZ)
MORE LIGHTS! (L)
SEE ALSO FOOD SERVICE
8/28/1974 A171 SAGA REMOVES BOARD-PLAN OPTION
9/04/1974 A016 SAGA FOOD'S SUCCESS SAGS
9/04/1974 A041 OPINION ON... SAGA FOOD SERVICE (L)
9/04/1974 A043 DI6GIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
9/04/1974 A044 NOW IS THE TIME (ED)
9/18/1974 AOll SAGA TO RETURN $40,000 TO STUDENTS
9/18/1974 A043 XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
9/25/1974 A014 FOUR SENIORS QUESTION SAGA'S EXPLANATIONS OF FOOD PR
10/09/1974 AOll SAGA PROFIT MARGIN: 6.4%
11/13/1974 A014 SAGA PRICES SOLELY RETAIL LISTINGS WITH STUDENTS BUY
2/05/1975 AOll XCHINA, SILVERWARE LOSSES COST SAGA $17,000 TO REPLA
2/12/1975 A013 COUPONS STOLEN
2/26/1975 A013 COUPON THEFTS
3/26/1975 AOll SAGA WILL RETURN NEXT YEAR IF REGENTS APPROVE FOOD B
3/26/1975 A013 THREE ARRESTED FOR BURGLARY, GRAND LARCENY
10/22/1975 A044 OPINION ON... SAGA PRICES, SERVICE (L)
11/26/1975 A082 RECENT SAGA SURVEY REVEALS SOME SURPRISES
12/10/1975 A121 SAGA PLANNING CHRISTMAS MEAL
1/28/1976 A091 SAGA TO OPEN COFFEE SHOP IN UNION FEB. 2
2/11/1976 AQ43 OPINION ON... SAGA SPENDING GUIDE INACCURACIES (L)
2/18/1976 A045 OPINION ON... SAGA PRAISES INDIVIDUAL EATING (L)
3/24/1976 A243 FOOD SERVICE EXHIBITS POSTER SERIES ON NUTRITION
5/05/1976 A021 SAGA PLANS SEVERAL CHANGES FOR NEXT YEAR
5/05/1976 A021 THEFTS OF FOOD SERVICE UTENSILS CAUSE SAGA NEARLY $2
7/21/1976 A061 SAGA PRICES JUMP; INCREASE IN CONTRACT
10/13/1976 A072 SAGA CATERS BANQUETS, COFFEE PARTIES FOR GROUPS
11/24/1976 A022 SAGA ATTEMPTS TO UPGRADE IMAGE WITH SALES, DA6W00D S
2/16/1977 A025 SAGA RENEGOTIATES; BIDS WILL NOT BE LET
10/12/1977 AlOl COUPON DECREASE; NO AFFECT ON SALES
2/22/1978 A023 SAGA LOSES $21,000 (STEWARD)
2/07/1979 AOll SAGA FOOD CONTRACT RENEWED WITHOUT BIDS (GREGERSEN)
2/07/1979 A043 ACTION AGAINST SAGA (L)
12/12/1979 A091 XALTERNATIVES TO FOOD COUPONS ARE SUGGESTED
4/16/1980 A031 XSAGA'S CONTRACT RENEWED, WITH CHANGES
3/24/1976 A201 SCHROEDER PICKED TO ALL-NCC TEAM; SALADINO MVP
11/27/1974 A014 FEDERATION OPPOSES TUITION INCREASE; INVESTIGATES IN
12/11/1974 A021 FACULTY SALARIES TOP REGENT PRIORITY
6/04/1975 A014 TOP-LEVEL PAY HIKES DEFENDED BY REGENTS
6/04/1975 A043 MAINTAIN REGENTS' AUTHORITY ON SALARIES (ED)
6/18/1975 A021 REGENTS DEFEND PAY HIKES
9/24/1975 AOll REGENTS UP BUDGET $7.6 MILLION FOR STAFF 'CATCH-U!
2/18/1976 AlOl FORMULA CHECKS SALARY INEQUITIES (KROLL)
12/11/1974 A161
10/01/1975 Alll
1/14/1976 AD21
11/17/1976 A1D3
9/24/1975 Aa71
12/12/1979 A051
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salaries
SALES
sales tax
SAMBO'S
SAHUELSON BOB
SANDE KERMIT
SANDER DUANE
SANITARIAN
SANTEMA LEN
santema ray
SATELLITES
SATTERLEE JAMES
. SAVINGS
'SCHADE JANE
schalles wade
schmalenberger joh
SCHMIDT FRED
SCHMIDT GREG
SCHMITT HARRISON
SCHMITZ JERRY
SCHNEIDER BARBARA
SCHNEIDER RON
SCHOBER MICHAELA
scholarships
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/25/1976
3/17/1976
9/01/1976
10/20/1976
10/27/1976
11/10/1976
1/26/1977
2/02/1977
6/22/1977
9/07/1977
9/21/1977
10/19/1977
12/07/1977
12/07/1977
12/14/1977
1/18/1978
1/25/1978
10/04/1978
10/18/1978
10/25/1978
12/06/1978
6/27/1979
2/27/1980
3/19/1980
AQ45
A045
A013
A013
AQ44
AOll
A043
AOll
A013
A013
AQ13
AOll
A012
A051
A012
A043
A031
A021
AOll
A013
AOll
AOll
A031
A051
8/31/1977
9/14/1977
1/17/1979
8/27/1975
4/26/1978
10/23/1974
4/16/1975
9/25/1974
10/30/1974
4/07/1976
3/19/1975
4/06/1977
11/01/1978
8/31/1977
2/26/1975
10/13/1976
2/01/1978
11/17/1976
10/01/1975
8/28/1974
11/13/1974
9/24/1975
11/26/1975
11/06/1974
3/26/1975
4/09/1975
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
7/25/1979
2/20/1980
2/26/1975
3/30/1977
4/06/1977
4/20/1977
4/30/1980
6/08/1977
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
10/30/1974
11/13/1974
1/15/1975
1/29/1975
4/16/1975
11/05/1975
11/19/1975
11/19/1975
1/14/1976
3/17/1976
11/10/1976
11/17/1976
1/26/1977
2/09/1977
4/06/1977
A081
A093
A091
A105
A031
A023
A036
A081
A031
A063
A034
A091
A022
A191
A035
A041
A083
A191
A124
A213
A145
Alll
A063
A083
A071
A096
AOll
A012
AOll
BQ61
AO 35
A123
A104
A161
A144
A081
AOll
A022
A076
A053
A051
A056
A183
AQ56
A081
A143
A112
A151
AD31
A191
A031
AlOl
A051
OPINION ON... SALARY INEQUITIES INVOLVING MILEAU OF
OPINION ON... SALARY DISCRIMINATION BY POLITICAL PRE
REGENTS TO RELY ON PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAM TO UP FA
REGENTS' STAFF, UNIVERSITY DISAGREE OVER FACULTY SAL
OPINION ON... FACULTY SALARY SCALES (L)
TWELVE-MONTH FACULTY CLAIM SALARY COMPUTED UNFAIRLY
OPINION ON... FACULTY SALARIES DECREASING EDUCATION
STUDENT FUNDS MAY BOOST SALARIES (TONNESON)
ADMINISTRATORS' SALARIES BELOW NATIONAL AVERAGE
INSTITUTIONS WILL DEVELOP PLAN TO INCREASE SALARIES
REGENTS CALL FOR SALARY INCREASES
TIEDE RAISE OPENS DEBATE OVER SALARIES
LOW SALARIES ARE RULE, NOT EXCEPTION
KNEIP PROPOSES RAISE; NOW 24 PERCENT BEHIND
LOW FACULTY SALARIES CAUSE STAFF 'ATTRITION'
LOW TEACHERS' SALARIES (L)
AG DEAN: SALARY MAY EXPLAIN HIGH FACULTY TURNOVER
FACULTY SALARIES DOMINATE BUDGET TALKS
FACULTY TURNOVER NEARLY 10 PERCENT (HOUGH)
SALARIES 20 PERCENT LOWER (HOUGH)
WOLLMAN WANTS TUITION HIKE TO INCREASE FACULTY SALAR
REGENTS DO DOLLAR BATTLE"
COLLEGE STUDENTS TARGET OF HIGH PRESSURE SALES
COOKWARE SALES BOILING (L)
SEE ALSO TAXATION
RECREATION BOND ISSUE SET (SEVIG)
REFERENDUM MOVES FILED
VOTERS TO DECIDE SALES TAX
XSAMBO'S OPENING SOON
XABDNOR UNOPPOSED IN DISTRICT PRIMARY (SEVIG)
KSANDE ANSWERS CHARGES
XTEACHERS OF YEAR
XSANITARIAN WATCHES OVER COMMONS AND BARS (CANTER)
CITY SANITARIAN INVESTIGATES STUDENT HOUSING COMPLAI
CITY WITHOUT SANITARIAN; FEW PEOPLE APPLYING
XBROOKINGS VOTES APRIL 8 FOR MAYOR, LIBRARY BOND
KLANDFILL, GROWTH: BIG ISSUES OF CANDIDATES (SEVIG)
SHERIFF CANDIDATES SEE ALCOHOL AND COOPERATION AS MA
SATELLITE RECEIVING TERMINALS INSTALLED
JAYCEES HONOR SATTERLEE
PENNY PINCHING DOESN'T PAY (ED)
XSCHADE - FROM SAMBO'S TO SHOW BIZ (SEVIG)
SCHALLES NAMED TOP WRESTLER AT LINCOLN
IOWA STATE GRADUATE BECOMES HEAD OF MUESUM-HERITAGE
XPLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC
SCHMIDT, HUELSKAMP CITED AS PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
SCHMIDT DIDN'T CARE WHAT POSITION HE PLAYED, JUST TH
THREE JACKS SELECTED ALL-NCC
SCHMIDT EVALUATES OUTLOOK FOR UPCOMING WRESTLING SEA
XASTRONAUT SCHMITT SPEAKS AT GEOGRAPHY CONVENTION
SCIENTIST-ASTRONAUT TELLS GEOGRAPHERS ABOUT MOON
SCHMITZ LEADS POLL
KSCHMITZ:-iNO 'GLITTERING GENERALITIES' (SPRINGER)
XSCHMITZ:' SA PROMISES ACTION
XSCHMITZ: STUDENT GOVT. HAS UNLIMITED POWER (GERLACH
JAYCEES HONOR SATTERLEE
SCHNEIDER LEADS TRACKSTERS, JACKS BEATEN BY IOWA STA
SCHNEIDER SETS RECORD, QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS
XSCHNEIDER RUNS WILD
XCOMPETITION DRIVES SCHNEIDER TO SUCCESS IN COLLEGIA
SCHOBER DANCES THROUGH LIFE (RICHARDSON)
FUTURE OF RACING SCHOLARSHIPS COULD CHANGE WITH LINS
SCHOLARSHIP ESTABLISHED
HALL OF FAME FUND STARTS JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIPS
RHODES SCHOLAR APPLICANTS ENTER KEEN COMPETITION
SENIORS ELIGIBLE FOR $650 AWARD
CLUB TO SPONSOR BRIDGE BENEFIT FOR SCHOLARSHIP
SCHOLARSHIPS WILL BE AWARDED TO 15 JACK WOMEN NEXT Y
ALUMNUS STARTS SCHOLARSHIP
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS HEAVILY PROMOTED IN ADS
CHRISTMAS GIFTS REPLACED BY SCHOLARSHIP
KINYONS CREATE ENGLISH MAJOR SCHOLARSHIP FUND
PRESIDENTS VOTE ON 'NEED' PROPOSAL (KELTGEN)
MORE THAN $250,000 GIVEN YEARLY IN ATHLETIC, ACADEMI
SCHOLARSHIP TO HONOR PAULSEN
XBELKONEN IN RHODES FINALS (KRUMM)
XSCHOLARSHIP FORMS DUE BY MARCH 1; INSTITUTIONAL AWA
XBRIGGS SCHOLARS
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SCHOLARSHIPS
SCHOLTEN BILL
SCHOOL BOARD-BR
SCHOOL NURSES
SCHOOLS COUNTRY
SCHOOLS-BR
SCHOOLS-SD
SCHREINER TIM
SCHROEDER GEORGE
SCHROEDER RAM
SCHUCK MARCELLA
SCHULTZ FRANK G
SCHULTZ SANDY
SCHULTZ THEODORE
SCHULTZ-WERTH
SCHULZ JOHN
SCHUMACHER E F
SCHUMACHER JEFF
SCHWAB ELEANOR
SCHWARTZ DEAN
SCIENCE
SCIENCE FICTION
SCOBEY HALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A031 SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS DOUBLE FOR "0"^VsCHOLARSHIP^"^"
Si iSrSHf
Soil isCHOLTEN PACES RABBIT GOLF SQUAD
tS iiilSislMRi ELEcfSCHOOrBOARD MEMBER
E BOARD
hnA\ *ln COUNTRY SCHOOLS SURVIVE CSEVI6)
sir? craaschi
SALADIHO MVP
sill ISSriSR"
A081 KAGGIES CHALK UP ANOTHER ONE
A031 aiSDSU GRAD WINS PRIZE
Anm *MILTON°BRADLEY IS ALIVE AND WELL IN BROOKINGS
AOei ECONOMIST TO PARTICIPATE IN
A181 *CAMPUS DEPENDENT ON COMPUTERS
A201 JtSCHWAB PREACHES POLITICS (GMHART)
AMI ?UBLIC^TV°PROGRAM FEAT^ LOOK AT HUMAN BODYaSIi SrTPNrE students TO FKL PINCH (SIEBRASSE)
An5i ItIp TREK REVIVAL EFFORT UNDERWAY (KLINKEL)
A06I ASTRO LAUNCHES CAMPAIGN TO REVIVE "STAR TREK SERIES
Snil ?DCAL -STAR^TREK NUTS' CLUB HOSTS UNIQUE CONVENTION
Soli FAYE PILOTS -STAR TREK' COLLECTION (JENSEN)
Soli iwRiill visits^ther°worlds'throug"scien^ FICTSoli BROOKCON '78 ATTRACTS FANTASY FANS (SNYDER)
Siii COMPLETION
years CRIGNEYI
si
Soil «CUBa"'jACKS^PLAY^ONOPOLY for DYSTROPHY
AD65 RARE SCULPTURE GIVEN TO CENTER
AlOl SCULPTURE^FOR^ART CENTER^SOUGHT IN NATIONAL CONTEST
s 1 i Ppbirs WtSI'eI ccarlsoniSioi ^CONTEMPORARY SCULPTURE DISPLAYED IN CENTER
Soli ksculpturI'̂ dedicated in ceremonies WITH artist, GOV.S!i3 mD^MOPS bring fame to custodian sculptor CKRIEGER)
S253 «LAsi'-SCULPTS°VERsioNS OF°HoIoEs"tO GET OVERVIEW OF5nl? 5pt CENTER SPONSORS SCULPTURE COMPETITION
A064 SCULPTURE TO BE ERECTED OUTSIDE THE ART CENTER
ACia5 *"hOE-DOWN"S'''pRICE tag CAUSES HEATED WORDS AT SDSU
llll ^^SS?PoS'sS§'̂ PRMr!I ?%?Ss GENER
Sill Jiff
Sil? folTK'i& '̂i'oF'ALL PLACES (ED) J
6/07/1978
1/23/1980
2/20/1980
9/17/1975
10/01/1975
Ji/30/1975
5/07/1975
6/18/1975
7/02/1975
12/10/1975
1/25/1978
1/25/1978
3/2^»/1976
A/1A/1976
9/07/1977
1/25/1978
2/11/1976
2/11/1976
3/17/1976
2/12/1975
2/11/1976
3/2A/1976
4/07/1976
8/27/1980
8/28/1974
3/26/1980
10/24/1979
SCOFIELD ELBERT
SCOFIELD MAYBELLE
SCOREBOARDS
SCRIMSHAW
SCUBA DIVING
4/06/1977
2/05/1975
12/10/1975
9/24/1975
2/22/1978
10/15/1975
1/23/1980
11/13/1974
4/16/1975
4/28/1976
8/31/1977
12/07/1977
4/26/1978
7/26/1978
7/26/1978
11/28/1979
4/16/1975
12/10/1975
3/24/1976
6/23/1976
1/29/1975
1/29/1975
1/15/1975
9/06/1978
2/06/1980
9/25/1974
12/08/1976
4/02/1980
8/28/1974
9/11/1974
11/20/1974
2/19/1975
2/19/1975
3/19/1975
7/02/1975
9/10/1975
9/17/1975
4/07/1976
10/13/1976
9/20/1978
12/13/1978
1/24/1979
10/17/1979
11/07/1979
11/14/1979
12/05/1979
12/12/1979
1/16/1980
11/10/1976
SCULPTURE
SD
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DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/19/1977 A131
10/19/1977 A191
4/30/1980 A053
10/06/1976 A031
9/25/1974
9/25/1974
2/12/1975
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
3/19/1975
4/23/1975
4/30/1975
9/03/1975
10/15/1975
10/15/1975
1/14/1976
1/14/1976
1/21/1976
2/11/1976
2/18/1976
3/24/1976
4/14/1976
4/14/1976
4/28/1976
4/28/1976
5/05/1976
9/01/1976
9/29/1976
9/29/1976
10/13/1976
11/03/1976
4/20/1977
6/08/1977
7/27/1977
7/27/1977
8/31/1977
9/07/1977
10/12/1977
11/02/1977
2/22/1978
3/22/1978
3/22/1978
4/05/1978
4/05/1978
4/12/1978
4/12/1978
4/19/1978
4/19/1978
4/26/1978
4/26/1978
9/27/1978
10/04/1978
10/18/1978
11/22/1978
11/22/1978
12/06/1978
4/11/1979
4/25/1979
4/25/1979
7/11/1979
7/25/1979
9/19/1979
10/31/1979
11/14/1979
12/12/1979
12/12/1979
1/23/1980
1/30/1980
1/30/1980
2/06/1980
2/06/1960
2/13/1980
2/13/1980
2/13/1980
4/02/1980
4/16/1960
4/30/1980
A124
A201
A025
A046
A023
A021
A053
A022
A134
AlOl
A171
A046
A046
A056
A032
A044
A033
A021
A062
A021
A045
AOll
A051
AOll
A023
AOll
A031
AOll
A014
A051
A061
A013
A041
A043
AOll
A043
A013
A045
A041
A044
AOll
A023
A041
A061
A046
A051
AOll
A021
AOll
A031
A044
A033
A041
A021
A051
A063
A041
A015
A016
A051
A051
A071
A021
A044
A051
A044
A133
A051
A065
A085
A041
AQ71
A043
KTHE WONDERFUL WORLD OF SOUTH DAKOTA
WHEN EAST MEETS WEST CHARACTERIZATIONS VANISH
STUDENTS-NO.1 RESOURCE (L)
PRESS ASSOCIATION MOVES OUT OF JOURNALISM BUILDING
SEE SDSU
UNIVERSITY •BIG BUSINESS' (MCCARTY)
XSAME TUNE> NEW WORDS
HEARINGS EXAMINE INTELLECTUAL GOALS
OPINION ON... UNIVERSITY GOALS (L)
UNIVERSITY HEARINGS DRAW 'DISAPPOINTING' CROWDS
SOCIETY GOALS COMMITEE EMPHASIZES INTERNSHIPS (ROHDE
HISTORY CLUB COMPILES ORAL HISTORY OF UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY RE-ACCREDITED BY NORTH CENTRAL ASSOC.
PROFESSOR WRITES CAMPUS HISTORY
SURVEY REVEALS WHY STUDENTS CHOSE STATE
OLDEN DAYS FOR STATE UNIVERSITY MEANT STRICT STUDENT
MR. FINGERS THANKS STUDENTS FOR HOSPITALITY (L)
FAMILY THANKS STUDENTS, OTHERS FOR SYMPATHY CD
CAMPUS VISITORS BUREAU TO OPEN IN FEBRUARY
ENGLISH PROFESSOR'S SURVEY SHOWS CHANGES IN STUDENT
STUDENTS MUST PAY (ED)
COST OF EDUCATION HERE COMPARES WITH AREA SCHOOLS
CATALOGS TO BE PUBLISHED SEMI-YEARLY TO CUT COSTS
XCITY HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS CHOOSE STATE UNIVERSITY OV
STUDENTS WITHDRAWING FROM SCHOOL SHOULD GO THROUGH S
OPINION ON... UNIVERSITY PRIORITIES (L)
X'THOSE WERE THE DAYS, MY FRIEND...' (NELSON)
COLLEGE, CITY NEED EACH OTHER (GULLICKSON)
SWALKING CAMPUS REVIEWED (KELT6EN)
GPA FIGURES INCREASE HERE DESPITE NATIONWIDE DECLINE
KUNIVERSITY--CITY'S il INDUSTRY (RIGNEY & TONNESON)
STATE UNIVERSITY, USD JOIN UNIVERSITY OF MID-AMERICA
BERRY FILES SUIT FOR $219,527 AGAINST STATE UNIVERSI
UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES SHIFT HOURS TO BEAT HEAT
SCHOOL STAYS WITHIN UTILITIES BUDGET
CAMPUS CITED FOR COST REDUCTION PLAN
XBERG CITES MAJOR UNIVERSITY ISSUES (KRAUSE)
ACCENTUATING THE POSITIVE
OPINION ON... STATE UNIVERSITY'S TREATMENT OF GRADS
XSEVEN FOLLOW FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS (SEVIG)
UNHAPPY GRADUATE (L)
CAMPUS STRIKE UNLIKELY
LEAVING SCHOOL CD
STRIKE NEEDS STUDENTS' HELP
BOYCOTT NOT VACATION (SMITH)
BOYCOTT SUPPORT ENORMOUS
BOYCOTT APPROACHED DIFFERENTLY (EGGER)
STUDENTS MUST CONTINUE TO EDUCATE (FREEMAN)
KTHE RESOLUTION THEY COULD REFUSE
STUDENT STRIKE PRAISED (L)
GAY SAYS GOODBYE (L)
ENROLLMENT RECORD SET; FUTURE DECLINE EXPECTED
POLL SAYS„iSTUDENTS WOULD GO
FACULTY TURNOVER NEARLY 10 PERCENT (HOUGH)
FEWER SDSU STUDENTS QUITTING SCHOOL IN 1978
SCHOOL'S SUPPORT MUST CONTINUE (L)
SDSU NOT PART OF LOAN DEFAULT PROBLEM (DUFFY)
STUDENTS SHOULD SPREAD THE WORD ON SDSU'S HIGH QUALI
XSDSU, BOTSWANA COLLEGE TO SWAP PROFESSORS (LAWRENCE
COURSES KEEP UP WITH CHANGING TRENDS (SPRINGER)
IDEAS WANTED FOR BIRTHDAY (SCHMITZ)
PROMISES, PROMISES
LOSS OF FOREIGN STUDENTS IS FINANCIAL LOSS TO SDSU
CHANGES IN COURSES ARE FORESEEN
THE TIMES, THEY WERE A CHANGIN' -- EVEN AT SDSU
LAMENTING THE END OF ANOTHER SEMESTER
SDSU GETS TRAINING GRANTS
XBERG : STATE WILL RELY ON SDSU DURING 80S (NORLAND)
COMMISSION MEETING BECOMES PUBLIC ATTACK ON STUDENTS
CITY COMMISSION MEETING OFFERS HOUSING OPTIONS
SDSU STUDENTS ARE IN FOR A DOG OF A TIME BEFORE BROO
XAFTER 41 YEAR ABSENCE, HE PLANS TO GET DEGREE
ACCEPT A CHALLENGE (L)
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS GET A TASTE OF SDSU (FAGERHAUG)
THE MORE THINGS CHANGE... 'DINK' NUMBERS STAY SAME
BOTH CITY AND CAMPUS HAVE FAULTS (ED)
SDSU LOSER IN FEDERATION RACES (FAGERHAUG)
JUST ANOTHER BRICK IN THE CAMPANILE (LAWRENCE)
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SEAS SHIRLEY
security
SEELY BRAD
SENATE
SENATORS
SENIOR CITIZENS
SERIAL MURDER
SEWREY COLLOQUIUM
SEX DISCRIMINATION
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
SEXUALITY
SF ARGUS LEADER
SHADE JANE
SHAKESPEARE
SHANKS BRIAN
SHEA JIM
SHED
SHEEP
SHELDON BECKY
SHELSTA BARB
SHELTERBELTS
SHELTERS
SHERWOOD REGINALD
SHOPLIFTING
SHOPPING
SHRINE FOOTBALL
SHRIVERS
SHUMAKER LORI
SIEGEL CORKY
SIEH HAROLD
SIGMA DELTA PSI
SIGN LANGUAGE
SIGNS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/30/1980
6/11/1980
7/09/1980
8/27/1980
11/03/1976
1/22/1975
9/03/1975
9/15/1976
11/17/1976
11/17/1976
11/2A/1976
11/2A/1976
11/2A/1976
11/07/1979
2/06/1980
10/12/1977
12/1A/1977
11/20/197A
12/11/197A
11/06/197A
11/13/197A
11/20/197A
1/15/1975
2/12/1975
9/03/1975
9/10/1975
11/12/1975
l/lA/1976
7/21/1976
1/23/1980
8/28/197A
10/08/1975
A/05/1978
7/12/1978
10/20/1976
10/27/1976
12/11/197A
1/22/1975
11/12/1975
12/10/1975
3/01/1978
A/05/1978
A/25/1979
2/16/1977
2/23/1977
3/02/1977
1/25/1978
2/01/1978
1/17/1979
1/17/1979
1/2A/1979
1/2A/1979
A/OA/1979
12/12/1979
A/09/1975
3/12/1975
2/18/1976
3/23/1977
A/09/1980
12/11/197A
2/25/1976
10/15/1975
A/07/1976
A/30/1980
12/12/1979
9/25/197A
10/08/1975
1/23/1980
A/30/1980
2/1A/1979
1/19/1977
11/17/1976
11/23/1977
A115
A033
AQ53
A026
AlOA
A161
A071
A033
AOIA
AOAl
AOAl
AOAl
A0A2
A025
AlAA
A081
A113
A025
A06A
AOll
A035
A061
A03A
AlOl
A075
A021
AlOl
A023
A061
A071
A071
A051
AOAl
AOAl
A081
A081
A22A
A121
A181
A212
A093
A201
A131
A05A
A0A2
AOAA
A053
A031
AOAl
AOAl
AOAl
A091
A012
A161
A12A
AOll
A121
A232
AQ71
A033
A021
A151
A121
A023
A121
A251
A031
AlAl
A161
A013
A093
A061
A021
^AMERICAN EDUCATION EXPLAINED TO VISITORS
POT USE CLIMBING AT SDSU (BUTLER)
SDSU RECEIVES GRANT FROM LOCAL FIRM
SDSU ADMINISTRATION LEADERSHIP TRAINING IN OCTOBER
DAIRY JUDGING TEAM TAKES FIRST IN NATIONALS; SEAS CO
^SECURITY HIRES FIRST WOMAN
XCAMPUS SECURITY OFFERS 2A-HR VISITORS BUREAU
STUDENTS NOW NEED ENTRY PERMITS TO REMAIN IN BUIL::...
EMPLOYEE CHARGES CAMPUS SECURITY PROCEDURES LAX
TIGHTEN CAMPUS SECURITY (ED)
OPINION ON... FORMULA FOR SECURITY (L)
SPEND SECURITY MONEY EFFICIENTLY (GULLICKSON)
OPINION ON... LED ZEPPLIN REVIEW, CAMPUS SECURITY CL
USE OF SECURITY KEYS REDUCES HALL DAMAGE
MEN'S SECURITY KEYS REDUCE DAMAGES
KCAPTAINS COMBINE TALENTS ON LINE (KLINE)
MATTHEWS, SEELY NAMED TO ACADEMIC HONOR TEAM
SEE ACADEMIC SENATE, SA-SENATE, US SENATE
SPEECHES INCREASE SENATORS* INCOME
XSENIOR CITIZEN CENTER OFFERS VARIED ACTIVITIES
SEE MURDER
SEE FACULTY COLLOQUIUM
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION, SEXUAL HARASSMENT
SEX DISCRIMINATION ISSUE WITH JAYCEES MAY BRING CODE
SEX CONTROVERSY CONTINUES
CAUCUS DISCUSSES WOMEN'S RIGHTS (HEBBERT)
XSEX BIAS FOUND IN GIRLS' SPORTS
REISSER PROMOTES SEX EQUALITY (HEBBERT)
BONI JOHNSON SUES AKRON IN SEX DISCRIMINATION SUIT
SEX BIAS LAW AFFECTS WOMEN'S SCHOLARSHIPS (NOLD)
LAW PROHIBITS SEX DISCRIMINATION (SCHNEIDER)
LAW REQUIRES CATALOGUE CHANGE (KROLL)
REGENTS, NSC ADMINISTRATORS NAMED IN BOYS STATE SEX
SEMINAR BRINGS SEXUAL HARASSMENT INTO OPEN (PETERSON
STUDENTS EMBRACE 'SECOND VIRGINITY'
XHUMAN, SEXUALITY RESOURCES HAS MARKED INCREASE IN S
ARGUS LEADER SLAMS BOYCOTT (ED)
HAS PRESSLER BECOME ARGUS-LEADER TARGET?
HOBO ROYALTY WEAR CROWNS OF 'JUNK'
XSHAKESPEARE COMPANY TO PRESENT 'TWELFTH NIGHT', COM
XJACKS WIN TWO OVER WEEKEND
XYOUNG JACKRABBIT SQUAD SURPRISES COYOTES (FEY)
XSHANKS SHOOTS
SHANKS QUITS BASKETBALL TEAM, PLANS TO TRANSFER TO N
KSHEA, ISLER SNAP RECORDS; TRACKSTERS WIN TRIANGULAR
XSHEA RECORDS 15-6 VAULT
XSHEA LEADS JACKS IN DUAL WIN
FEDERATION ORGANIZES TRIP
SHED IS EFFECTIVE (ED)
SA OFFICERS BOMB OUT AT SHED (TONNESON)
STUDENTS AIM FOR INPUT IN PIERRE
STUDENTS PLOW ROADS TO SHED
SHED COMING (L)
SHED AN IDEAL CHANCE TO MEET LEGISLATORS (FREEMAN)
DEADLINE APPROACHING FAST FOR SHED TRIP (FREEMAN)
SHED TEACHES LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
XFEED THE LAMBS
HORMONE SHOT EASES FARMER'S JOB AT LAMBING TIME
TWO PLACE IN JUDO TOURNEY
X1974 MISS SDSU COULD REIGN FOREVER (JOHNSON)
SHELTERBELTS MAY HELP IMPROVE BIRD HABITAT
REPORT COMPILED ON SHELTERBELTS IS FIRST EVER
XSHELTERBELTS STILL BEING PLANTED, HALT SOIL'S MARCH
SEE ALSO WOMEN'S SHELTER
XBIKES STORED IN SHELTERS
XCIVIL DEFENSE SHELTERS INSPECTED
XSEVEN PERSONS NAMED TO ALUMNI HALL OF FAME
XSTUDENTS SHOPLIFT $2,000 FROM BOOKSTORE
EDUCATION WILL END SHOPLIFTING (S0LBER6)
XHOLIDAY RUSH SPURS SALES AT NEW UNIVERSITY MALL
LYNN BODEN MAY PLAY IN SHRINE GAME
XSHRIVERS OPENING IN MALL
XSHUMAKER LEADS GYMNASTS IN TWO WINS (ANTOINE)
SIEGEL: EVEN HIS HARMONICA BOWS (DARR)
XNOW YOU SIEH HIM, NOW YOU DON'T
XTHOMPSON BECOMES FIRST SIGMA DELTA PSI MEMBER
AS EASY AS... A,B,C (KRAUSE)
SIGNS COULD COST S.D. $4.2 MILLION (6REGERSEN)
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l?^SfGREG
ilMET KIRK
SINGING
lioux FALLS SD
SKATEBOARDING
SKATING
SKIING
SKY DIVING
SKY 6IN0
SLENCZYNSKA RUTH
^riMLU
SMITH BETTY
SMITH V J
SMITTY'S
SMOKING
SNAKES
SNEVE VIRGINIA
SNOW
SNOW REMOVAL
SNOWMOBILES
SOCCER
SOCIAL SECURITY
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/03/1975
2/18/1976
3/17/1976
2/22/1978
3/22/1978
11/15/1978
A/l<»/1976
10/02/197«i
2/26/1975
A081
A1A3
A143
A151
A151
A09<i
AQ91
A06A
A061
3/19/1975 A073
12/11/197A
3/02/1977
11/16/1977
9/03/1975
2/01/1978
12/12/1979
1/22/1975
2/19/1975
1/14/1976
1/28/1976
2/11/1976
2/18/1976
2/18/1976
3/17/1976
10/13/1976
12/08/1976
2/15/1978
1/17/1979
2/28/1979
12/05/1979
1/30/1980
2/06/1980
9/25/1974
10/13/1976
7/09/1980
9/24/1975
10/01/1975
SHA L BUSINESS ADM 7/09/1980
2/12/1975
9/06/1978
3/02/1977
3/23/1977
3/30/1977
8/31/1977
8/27/1975
10/08/1975
12/12/1979
1/16/1980
8/27/1975
2/25/1976
10/24/1979
9/25/1974
10/08/1975
11/24/1976
11/15/1978
12/06/1978
1/16/1980
1/30/1980
11/27/1974
9/24/1975
2/18/1976
7/21/1976
12/08/1976
1/25/1978
11/28/1979
12/12/1979
9/25/1974
11/03/1976
11/02/1977
10/11/1978
11/01/1978
9/19/1979
10/17/1979
4/16/1980
11/12/1975
A053
A051
A013
AQ31
A055
A091
A127
A131
A064
-A121
A051
A033
A121
A161
A292
A231
AQ13
A043
A051
A113
AlOl
A124
A231
A311
AQ81
A161
AQ51
A033
A083
A195
AOll
A051
A014
A143
A113
A033
A054
A041
A023
A061
A021
A201
A021
AQ72
AOll
A051
A124
AlOl
A064
A144
A122
AlOl
A221
A161
A013
A153
A236
AQ94
A131
A194
A095
A121
Alll
A121
A093
DAIRY SCIENCE PROFS WORK TO IMPROVE SILO COMBINE
XSILHA TAKES PHYSIQUE TITLE
JENSEN TAKES DIVISION II TITLE; SIMET HELPS JACKS TO
HOHERTZ, SIMET WIN WRESTLING TITLES (HAMMOND)
XSIMET SHORT OF WRESTLING SWEEP (HAMMOND)
XGRAPPLERS SOLID AT EVERY WEIGHT (GERLACH)
KOILERS DRAFT SIMONSEN; GISSLER CHOSEN BY MIAMI
TWO PLACE IN KARATE MEET
TWO EARN BROWN BELTS
SEE MUSIC SINGING
SINGLES CLUB ESTABLISHED FOR AREA PEOPLE OVER 21
SEE ALSO SF
DAMAGES RESULT AFTER CONCERTS
ATTACK SIRENS TO BE TESTED
XFRESHMAN WINS SKATEBOARD TITLES
XROLLING ROLLING
XCITY ICE-SKATING RINKS PROVIDE VARIETY, FUN
XDESPITE BRUISES, ROLLERSKATING WAS A GOOD TIME
UPB WILL OFFER SKI TRIP IN MARCH
XNORDIC SKIING OVERNIGHT SUCCESS (WIELAND)
UPB TO SPONSOR SKI EXCURSION FOR SPRING BREAK
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING BOON IN AMERICA; MORE ECONOMICA
OPINION ON... CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING STORY; DISAGREEME
39 NEEDED FOR SKI TRIP; ONLY 16 SIGNED SO FAR
X-COUNTRY GEAR ALLOWS MOVEMENT
WAXING OF SKIS REMAINS IMPORTANT ALTHOUGH NONWAX SKI
SKI CLUB FORMED ON CAMPUS TO OFFER CUT RATES, PLAN T
SOUTH DAKOTA OFFERS FIVE AREAS FOR SKIIERS
XBLIND STUDENT CHOSEN TO SKI FOR LIGHT (SNEVE)
SKI TRAIL OPEN (L)
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIERS GO WHERE SNOW BECKONS (STORM)
WOOD GIVES WAY TO PLASTIC IN CROSS COUNTRY SKIES
XNO SNOW: SKI AREAS, RETAILERS AFFECTED (EMNETT)
XBLIND SKIER DISCOVERS INDEPENDENCE ON SNOW (SABATIN
XTWO LOCAL SKYDIVING CLUBS AVAILABLE FOR COURAGEOUS
SKYDIVING—COMBINATION OF GUTS, EXTENSIVE TRAINING
THE ULTIMATE NOVEL ABOUT ALL OUR HEROES (NORLAND)
XSLENCZYNSKA SCHEDULED FOR CONCERT
SLENCZYNSKA TO GIVE CONCERT, 3 WORKSHOPS
SBA IGNORES VET HIRING LAWS
CREVIER, SMITH LEAD WOMEN OVER USD
FOUR NEW COACHES ADDED TO SDSU COACHING RANKS
XTWO NEW SLATES JOIN SA RACE
XPRESIDENTIAL HOPEFULS STATE VIEWS, GIVE PHILOSOPHIE
XSMITH, TIENKEN WIN
XV.J., TIENKEN PROPOSE POWER DIVISION TO SENATE
XRESTAURANTS BRING RELIEF FROM ROOMMATE'S COOKING
OCTOBER 21 DESIGNATED AS NO SMOKING DAY
BAN SMOKING (L)
TOBACCO INDUSTRY DECEIVES POOR
XSNAKE PLAY
HUNTERS TO RAID WEST RIVER RATTLER DENS IN MAY
XOWNER CKOSES SNAKE OVER DOG; KEEPS PET ON CAMPUS,
XSEVEN TO RECEIVE ALUMNI AWARDS
HOBO PARADE FEATURES BANDS, FLOATS, HOBOES
FLANDREAU WOMAN TO TALK AT DEC. 18 COMMENCEMENT
XFIRST SNOW OF THE SEASON
XLET IT SNOW, LET IT SNOW, LET IT SNOW
NO SNOW MAY MEAN POOR CROPS
XNO SNOW: SKI AREAS, RETAILERS AFFECTED (EMNETT)
SEE ICE 8 SNOW REMVL
OUTDOOR LORE
SNOWMOBILE APPLICATIONS DUE OCT. 1
LAND FOR SNOWMOBILE USE LEASED BY GAME, FISH AND PAR
PARK DEPARTMENT TO STUDY SNOWMOBILE POLLUTION, USE
MOST PUBLIC LANDS OPEN TO SNOWMOBILES
STUDY PROBES SNOWMOBILING ISSUES
XRIDING THE CLOUDS
NEEDLES TRAIL OPEN
SOCCER CLUB ORGANIZING ON CAMPUS
SOCCER TEAM WINNING; LOOKS FOR MORE PLAYERS
SOCCER TEAM STRIVES FOR GOALS: POPULARITY AND ACCEPT
XSOCCER CLUB SUFFERS FIRST LOSS
SOCCER CLUB WINS FOURTH; LAST MATCH SATURDAY
XSDSU SOCCER CLUB GROWS LARGER; BECOMES PART OF 10
SOCCER CLUB RAISES RECORD TO 8-2 OVER WEEKEND (COLE)
SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS
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SOFTBALL
SOIL
SOLBERG HALL
SOLICITORS
SOLON CHERYL
SOMMER SCOTT
SOMSEN DAN
SORENSON ALVILDA
SORORITIES
SOUND STATION SEVE
SOUTH DAKOTA
SOUTH KOREA
SOVIET UNION
SPANISH
SPEAKERS
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPEECH
SPEECH DEPARTMENT
SPEED LIMIT
SPELLING
SPENCER MARY ALICE
SPIELER SANDY
SPIES
SPILDE LULU
SPINNING
SPITZNAGEL HAROLD
SPORTS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/08/1976
11/16/1977
A/09/1975
A/30/1975
5/07/1975
5/07/1975
5/05/1976
A/20/1977
A/2Q/1977
A/27/1977
A/27/1977
5/QA/1977
7/13/1977
A/05/1978
A/12/1978
A/19/1978
A/OA/1979
A/25/1979
5/02/1979
A/09/1980
A/16/1980
A/23/1980
A/30/1980
10/25/1978
9/12/1979
3/23/1977
2/07/1979
6/23/1976
2/20/1980
1/17/1979
12/11/197A
A/16/1975
9/0A/197A
3/31/1976
9/08/1976
9/1A/1977
11/27/197A
9/10/1975
2/16/1977
3/23/1977
3/2A/1976
A/28/1976
10/19/1977
7/16/1975
7/16/1975
7/16/1975
8/27/1975
9/03/1975
10/29/1975
11/05/1975
12/10/1975
A/26/1978
A/26/1978
9/11/197A
10/09/197A
11/20/197A
9/08/1976
10/01/1975
8/28/197A
A/09/1975
7/07/1976
2/1A/1979
6/0A/1975
6/18/1975
7/02/1975
7/02/1975
8/27/1975
9/25/197A
2/19/1975
11/17/1976
10/15/1975
8/28/197A
9/25/197A
A135
A031
A125
A103
AQ86
A092
A083
AlAl
A155
A071
A073
A121
A081
A191
Alll
A113
AlOl
A121
A151
AlQl
Alll
Alll
A13A
A121
A081
A023
A081
A061
BOll
A161
A195
A073
AQ75
A031
AQ21
A031
A033
A071
A051
AlOl
A163
A05A
A022
AOll
.AOAl
A0A3
A065
A072
A023
A02A
A153
AOll
A051
AOAl
A031
AO 15
A121
AOAA
A061
A1A7
A081
A105
A013
A015
AOAl
AQ91
A103
A201
AQ71
A131
A23A
A211
A2A1
SOCIAL SERVICES AID
GRAY MARKET ADOPTION PROBLEM PREVALENT (SNEVE)
VET'S CLUB TO HOLD ANNUAL TOURNAMENT
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL TEAM WINS FOUR DURING OPENING WEEKE
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL SQUAD PLACES SECOND AT STATE TOURNA
GAZEBO CAPTURES VET'S SOFTBALL MEET
XSTATE UNIVERSITY SOFTBALL
XGOPHERS BEAT SOFTBALL TEAM IN TWIN BILL
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL SQUAD BEGINS SEASON IN DOUBT
BOETEL RESIGNS
SOFTBALL CREW WINS TWO
*WOMEN PREPARE FOR STATE SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
SLOWPITCH OFFERS PARTICIPATION, ACTION (HAMMOND)
SOFTBALLERS SHAPE UP FOR SPRING SCHEDULE
VETS CLUB TO SPONSOR TOURNAMENT
JACKS SPLIT SOFTBALL DUAL
CRANE SAYS RUN PRODUCTION VITAL FDR WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
RABBITS WIN THREE GAMES (SCHNEIDER)
SOFTBALL TEAM WINS TWO OF FIVE
SOFTBALL TEAM OFF TO A SWINGING START, WINS TWO...
XWOMEN SPLIT A PAIR, ERRORS, WALKS COSTLY, BUT BUNT
XSPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
RABBITS TAKE THIRD IN TOURNEY (BUTLER)
^'ORGANIC: BOON OR BOONDOGGLE? (PATES)
XWHAT DOES EARTH MEAN? (HAGEN)
MOVE IMPROVES CONDITIONS FOR ART DEPARTMENT
*ART FACILITIES BETTER-BUT STILL POOR (PATERSON)
TELEPHONE CONTRACTS BIND CONSUMER UP TO $500
XANTI-REGISTRATION ISSUE SPURRS SA CANDIDACY (NORLAN
XSWIM TEAMS BEAT SIOUXj SCOTT SOMMER WINS PAIR
FOUR JACKRABBITS MAKE NCC ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM
XALVILDA OPENS HEART, HOME (RIGNEY)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SORORITIES, FRATERNITIES
SIGN UP FOR SORORITY RUSH PARTIES TO BEGIN
GREEKS LOOKING FOR CHANGES (HEBBERT)
SORORITIES PUSH EXTENSIVE RUSH FOR MEMBERSHIP
SORORITY RUSH CAPTURES NEW SPIRIT OF GREEKS
SOUND STATION SEVEN RUNS MUSICAL GAMUT
SEE SD
SEE KOREA SOUTH
PLANT SCIENCE PROFESSOR LEARNS FROM SOVIET UNION I
XMUCHOW EXPLORES SOVIET FARMING (GEBHART)
XJUEL RELATES RUSSIAN EXPERIENCES
SPANISH PROGRAM SET IN CANTINA
THANKS EXTENDED TO PARTICIPANTS OF SPANISH SHOW (L)
SPEAKERS BUREAU CREATED; EMPHASIZES COLLEGE SERVICE
SEE EDUCATION SPECIAL
REGENTS TO CONSIDER SPEECH M.A. DEGREE (ANDERSEN)
STAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
RETURN SPEECH M.A. (ED)
REGENTS RECONSIDERING SPEECH MASTERS PROGRAM
SPEECH MASTERS DEGREE PROGRAM REINSTATED AT STATE UN
STUDENTS TO EVALUATE SPEECH 101 TONIGHT
SSEVEN STUDENTS ATTEND SPEECH EVALUATION; APATHY MAY
SPEECH STUDENTS PLAN POTPOURRI I THURSDAY
SPEECH THERAPY NEEDS FUNDING (NACHTI6AL)
UNITY IS ESSENTIAL TO FEDERATION (FREEMAN)
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (ENGLER)
ABDNOR CRITICIZES 55 MPH SPEED LAW
55 MPH PROPOSED PERMANENTLY
K55 MPH LIMIT CREATES MORE SPEEDING (MILLER)
OPINION ON... SPELLING, USAGE (L)
*ARTS' PORTFOLIO
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC, ART EXPLORED BY PROFESSOR
ROYER, SPENCER TO PERFORM IN KENNEDY CENTER SEPT. 9
XSTORM DEVILS, DRAGONS, JACK FROST ALL COME TO LIFE
SPIES WORKERS MAY STRIKE
SPIES, UNION CONTINUE NEGOTIATIONS
OPINION ON... REASONS FOR SPIES STRIKE (L)
*SPIES EMPLOYEES CONTINUE STRIKE
SPIES WORKERS' STRIKE SETTLED IN FIVE WEEKS
KSEVEN TO RECEIVE ALUMNI AWARDS
XHANDSPINNING MAKES UNIQUE ART (BINKLEY)
SPINNING IS NOT A HAIRY EXPERIENCE
SPITZNAGEL ARCHITECTURE ON DISPLAY
SEE ALSO ATHLETES, ATHLETICS, NAMES OF SPORTS
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
SPORTS HISTORY HIGHLIGHTED ON PUBLIC TV
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SPORTS
SPORTS INFO DIRECT
SPORTS TEAMS
SPORTSMANSHIP
SPORTSMEN
SPRING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/23/197<» A074
10/30/1974 A106
1/15/1975 A034
3/12/1975 A094
4/30/1975 Alll
6/04/1975 A113
9/24/1975 A121
2/11/1976 A093
9/15/1976 A151
9/22/1976 Alll
12/15/1976 A121
1/26/1977 A121
2/23/1977 A091
3/23/1977 A2G3
4/06/1977 A103
4/27/1977 A071
5/04/1977 A141
8/31/1977 A241
9/07/1977 A131
9/14/1977 Alll
9/21/1977 A141
9/28/1977 Alll
10/05/1977 A134
10/12/1977 A091
10/19/1977 A293
10/26/1977 A091
11/02/1977 Alll
11/16/1977 A131
12/07/1977 A121
12/14/1977 A131
1/18/1978 A102
2/01/1978 AlOl
4/26/1978 A163
6/07/1978 A081
9/06/1978 A211
10/25/1978 A093
12/13/1978 A032
12/13/1978 A131
6/12/1979 A071
9/12/1979 A123
11/07/1979 A103
11/28/1979 A043
12/05/1979 A043
12/12/1979 A053
1/30/1980 A134
2/13/1980 A171
3/19/1980 A136
4/02/1980 A091
4/30/1980 A043
7/09/1980 AlQl
9/07/1977 A141
1/22/1975 A043
1/22/1975 A126
9/10/1975 A091
2/04/1976 AlOl
2/11/1976 A015
2/11/1976 AlOl
2/18/1976 A043
2/25/1976 A031
2/09/1977 A041
3/01/1978 A043
11/22/1978 A083
1/16/1980 A053
1/16/1980 A054
1/16/1980 A144
1/23/1980 A051
1/23/1980 AQ52
1/23/1980 A052
1/23/1980 A052
1/23/1980 A051
1/30/1960 A055
2/06/1980 A054
9/24/1975 A141
4/14/1976 A031
4/27/1977 A031
3/22/1978 AQll
JACKS, NCC RANKED IN NATIONAL RATINGS
SPORTS CLINIC OFFERS ADVICE IN FOUR SPORTS
*SEX BIAS FOUND IN GIRLS' SPORTS
•RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
MVP AWARDS TO BE GIVEN BY COLLEGIAN
WOMEN'S SPORTS GROWING
*RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
COMMITTEE TO EVALUATE WOMEN'S SPORTS PROGRAM
THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND) . ,
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
XINSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
RAINY WEATHER SHRINKS SLATE
SPORTS SHORTS
JACKS SECOND IN ALL-SPORTS RACE BEHIND UNI PANTHERS
RADIO BETTER THAN TV IN SERIES (NACHTIGAL)
RACE-WALKING IS A GROWING SPORT (MOWER)
VIKINGS PICKED TO WIN SECOND CONSECUTIVE TITLE
JACKS WIN ALL-SPORT TITLE
WOMEN'S SPORTS DIVIDED, SDSU CHOOSES DIVISION II
THE WEEK OF SPORTS IN REVIEW
NICE GOING, ROBY (L)
SPORTS COLUMN BORING (L)
CONGRATULATIONS DUE (L)
SPORTSCASTERS ARE FANS TOO (JENSEN)
XINFLATION NO.l FOE IN SDSU SPORTS FUTURE (BUTLER)
"SPORTS NIGHT" ON THURSDAY
WOMEN NEED FANS FOR INCREASED SPORTS FUNDING
SDSU DOMINATES NCC ATHLETICS; MARSHALL UNDERGOES SUR
1980 RECRUITING GOES WELL
XLENZ REPLACES MARTIN AS STATE UNIVERSITY SID
SEE ALSO NICKNAMES, MASCOT
XDIGGIN* OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN) '
CHARLIE COYOTE DISCOVERS 'RABBITS' DEN UNFRIENDLY HA
RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
UNDER THE BLEACHERS (KELTGEN)
KCOYOTES ATTACK
UNDER THE BLEACHERS (KELTGEN)
OPINION ON... STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY FOR FROZEN COYO
CHEERLEADER'S HEADACHES CONTINUE AFTER 'U' INCIDENT
OPINION ON... USD WRESTLING MATCH (L)
DEFENDS MAHONE (L)
ZULK ORGANIZES "BLEACHER BUNS" (MEYER)
SDSU-SHOW SOME CLASS (L)
DEPLORABLE ACTIONS (L)
VIEWPOINT (JENSEN)
NEED STRICTER STANDARDS (L)
PRESIDENT'S APOLOGY (L)
ONLY A FEW MISBEHAVED (L)
OUTRAGEOUS BEHAVIOR (L)
ROCK THE ROOF OFF FROST WITH POSITIVE JACK SUPPORT
SORRY COYOTES (L)
SUPER THANKS (L)
SPORTSMEN MEETING SET FOR PIERRE ON SEPT. 27
SEE ALSO WEATHER
KSPRING FLOWERS BLOSSOMING (JOHNSON)
XA SWING AND A DOG MAKE SPRING
XSPRING IS HERE!
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SUBJECT
SPRING
SPRINGER PAT
STADIUM
STAHL STEVE
STAHR DR AUBREY
STAMPS
STANTON TOM
STARGAZING
STARON DAVID
STATE EMPLOYEES
STATE FAIR
STATE GOVERNMENT
STATE PARKS
STATE PENITENTIARY
STATESMEN
STEEVER TOM
STEICHEN KURT
STEIGER MIKE
STEINBECK DON
STEINBORN MARK
STELL MELODEE
STENSON DEETTE
STEREO SYSTEMS
STERLING
STEVENS DON
STEWART BILL
STINE LARRY
STOCKING GLEN
STOFFERAHN KEN
STONER MARGARET
5T0NER MARGE
STORAGE
STORRY JUNIS
STREETS
STRIKE
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/21/1979
<i/ll/1979
i»/25/1979
«i/09/1980
i»/23/1980
<t/30/1980
10/13/1976
11/07/1979
7/02/1975
9/03/1975
<»/20/1977
3/30/1977
11/03/1976
lO/O'i/1978
2/26/1975
5/07/1975
11/05/1975
8/28/1974
8/25/1976
8/31/1977
9/07/1977
9/10/1975
11/13/1974
4/28/1976
4/20/1977
11/07/1979
10/12/1977
12/11/1974
1/14/1976
9/08/1976
4/23/1980
1/22/1975
6/12/1979
4/28/1976
4/20/1977
10/11/1978
4/20/1977
12/11/1974
11/13/1974
11/20/1974
11/27/1974
12/11/1974
10/15/1975
1/31/1979
10/01/1975
9/18/1974
10/09/1974
10/13/1976
11/20/1974
10/15/1975
10/13/1976
4/25/1979
4/26/1978
1/26/1977
4/12/1978
10/15/1975
9/21/1977
8/28/1974
10/16/1974
11/27/1974
5/07/1975
6/18/1975
8/27/1975
2/18/1976
3/17/1976
8/25/1976
10/06/1976
4/20/1977
3/22/1978
11/01/1978
6/04/1975
7/02/1975
7/02/1975
8/27/1975
3/22/1978
3/22/1978
3/22/1978
4/05/1978
A012
A051
A014
A074
A024
A013
A335
AlOl
AOll
A021
A171
A021
A031
A131
A035
AOll
A031
A171
A213
A193
AOll
A071
A181
A194
A172
A081
AlOl
A027
A023
A021
A081
A081
A061
AIBI
A171
A184
A051
A162
A031
A031
A032
A061
A063
A093
Alll
A051
A013
A031
AOll
A143
A261
A022
A021
A071
A031
A031
A151
A173
A023
A023
A033
A041
A081
A073
A121
A201
A071
A022
A071
A021
A013
A041
A091
A103
A013
A041
A091
AOll
XSPRINGTIME IN THE DAKOTAS
XSPRING SO SOON!
kBINNEWIES BEACH PARTY
*SPRING MOISTURE IS SUFFICIENT (SABATINO)
jeSPRING IS FUN FOR SOME, BRINGS MISERY FOR ALLERGY S
*PAT SPRINGER NAMED AS EDITOR; S.A. FINISHES WIT
COUGHLIN-ALUMNI FIELD CONSTRUCTION IN 1962
C0U6HLIN-ALUMNI STADIUM WILL SOON GET NEW LOOK
STUDENT SEEKS REGENTS JOB
*SIOUX°FALLS^MAN^WINS^DUCK STAMP CONTEST FOR 1977
*HIGH SCHOOL RULES ARE MORE LIBERAL THAN 1970 COLLEG
STARGAZERS SPY ON SKY WITH OUR TELESCOPES IN CROTHER
*STARGAZERS KEEP EYES ON SKIES (STEWARD)
JAYCEES HONOR SATTERLEE
STATE HIRING METHODS UNCLEAR (CARLSON)
LOCAL EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATION ASKS MERCHANDISING DISCO
COUNTRY HOE-DOWN AT STATE FAIR
OZARK MOUNTAIN DAREDEVILS PLAY IN CONCERT AT STATE F
CAN'T GET ENOUGH OF STATE FAIR
^FORMER STUDENT IS LONG-TIME FAIR JUNKIE (KRAUSE)
TIE-LINE PHONE LINKS CITIZENS, GOVERNMENT (RAASCH)
^LEGISLATORS QUERIED ABOUT STATE PARKS
*STATE PARK USERS FEE RAISED TO THREE DOLLARS
PARK USER FEE TO INCREASE ON JULY 1
STATE TRAIL SYSTEM ADVOCATED (CARLSON)
PRISON ESCAPES PROMPT STAFF NEED
CHRISTMAS CONCERT SET FOR DECEMBER 15
LAW REQUIRES CATALOGUE CHANGE (KROLL)
TITLE IX MET BY STATESMEN, DAKOTA DEBS
MUSICIANS TO GO OUT IN STYLE; STATESMEN PERFORM THIS
XKESD OFFERS WIDE RANGE
XENERGY CRISIS IS STUDENT PROJECT
XSTATE UNIVERSITY RODEO CLUB LEADS REGION GOING INTO
xSIOUX FALLS MAN WINS DUCK STAMP CONTEST FOR 1977
XTHESE TWO STAND OUT IN CLASS (HANSON)
XBEAUTY QUEEN
XMILITARY BALL HONORARY CADET COLONELS
COMPACT STEREOS CAN BE CONVENIENCE UNITS FOR SOME
TAPE DECK VERSATILITY RISING (GUSTAFSON)
RECEIVERS, TURNTABLES FORM HEART OF MODULAR SYS
SPEAKERS ROUND OUT SYSTEM (GUSTAFSON)
XDISCOUNT STEREO NEED FILLED BY DAKOTA AUDIO
STEREO TAPES IMPROVING (LAWRENCE)
XUPD RAFFLE DANCE
STEVENS' PETITIONS DENIED
PETITIONS RULED INVALID; INDEPENDENT OFF BALLOT
XSTEVENS SAYS MAJOR PARTIES NEED TO BE MORE RESPONSI
XHEAD HOBO, COLLEGIAN EDITOR APPROVED BY BOC MONDAY
XSWABY LEADS BUMS AS GRAND POOBA (KRANZ)
XFROM 'HARVEY' TO 'HORIZON'—STINE STILL SHINES ON
PYSCHOLOGY HEAD SUED FOR $200,000
XSENATE RACE TO FOCUS ON WATER (6REGERS0N)
XTWO^STEP^OUT^OF^TRADITION, BACK INTO SCHOOL (SEVIG)
HALLS SELL STUDENT GOODS LEFT IN STORAGE ROOMS
XENGINEERING MAJORS FACE WIDE-OPEN JOB MARKET
XOPEN, CLOSE - OPEN, CLOSE
XDRIVERS IGNORE BARRICADE (CARLSON)
STOP SIGN CHANGED NEAR SEXAUER FIELD
XCITY PLANS IMPROVEMENTS TO REPAIR BUMPY STREETS
SIMPLIFY CAMPUS STREET PLAN (ED)
SUMMER STREET WORK PLANNED; LOT OWNERS TO HELP PAY P
ROTUNDA LANE STOP SIGNS TO BE REMOVED
PEDERSEN^S^SON^PETITIONS CITY^TO IMPROVE INTERSECTIO
XCHUCK^OLES^ON^CAMPUS ARE THE PITS (ELENKIWICH)
XCAMPUS STREET REPAIRS
SPIES WORKERS MAY STRIKE
OPINION ON... REASONS FOR SPIES STRIKE (L)
FIVE WEEKS
STUDEMT^STRIKe"sHOULd''wAIT UNTIL LEGISLATURE ME
CUT IN USD BUDGET CAUSES APRIL STRIKE
SDSU, USD STUDENTS PLAN STRIKE FOR APRIL 13-14
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SUBJECT
STRIKE
STRUNK JUD
STUDENT AFFAIRS
STUDENT AID
STUDENT CENTER
STUDENT CODE
STUDENT CONDUCT
STUDENT DIRECTORY
STUDENT FEDERATION
DATE PAPER NOTATION
4/05/1978
4/05/1978
4/05/1978
4/05/1978
4/12/1978
4/12/1978
4/12/1978
4/12/1978
4/12/1978
4/12/1978
4/19/1978
4/19/1978
4/19/1978
4/19/1978
4/19/1978
4/26/1978
3/02/1977
1/15/1975
6/22/1977
A041
A041
A044
AlOl
AOll
A023
A041
A041
A041
A061
AOll
A041
A041
A041
A061
A046
A081
A045
A031
ARGUS LEADER SLAMS BOYCOTT (ED)
STRIKE NEEDS STUDENTS' HELP
BOYCOTT NOT VACATION (SMITH)
FEDERATION HEARS BOYCOTT PLANS IN PIERRE (KOHLER)
BOYCOTT SUPPORT ENORMOUS
BOYCOTT APPROACHED DIFFERENTLY (EGGER)
KNEIP'S OPPOSITION UNEDUCATED (ED)
STRIKE^SUCCESS DEPENDS ON COOPERATION (SMITH)
STATE SCHOOLS SPLIT OVER STRIKE
*RALLY DRAWS 4,000; USD 500 (EGGER)
STUDENT RALLY GOOD BEGINNING (ED)
AFTER THE RALLY (L)
STUDENTS MUST CONTINUE TO EDUCATE (FREEMAN)
XTHE RESOLUTION THEY COULD REFUSE
STUDENT STRIKE PRAISED (L)
JUD STRUNK TO APPEAR MARCH 22
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
STUDENT GUIDE TO BE REPLACED BY CALENDAR (BEERS)
SEE ALSO FINANCIAL AID
PROGRAM INCREASES AID FOR 2.8 MILLION STUDENTS
STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTERS MAY FACE LAWSUITS (LAWRENCE)
SCHOLARSHIP DEADLINE PAST, AID STILL AVAILABLE
LOAN CRACKDOWN COULD COST SDSU FEDERAL FUNDS
WORK-STUDY TURNED DOWN BY STUDENTS (PETERSON)
AID SURVIVES CUTS
HIGHER INTEREST RATES AHEAD FOR FEDERAL STUDENT LOAN
UNION OPERATIONS CONFRONTED (ANDERSEN)
UNION CONTROVERSY GROWS (ANDERSEN)
MOISAN DEFENDS HIS UNION BUDGET DECISIONS (ANDERSEN)
PROBLEMS PLAGUE STUDENT CENTER, ONE YEAR WARRANTY AB
UNION FACILITIES GET LIMITED USE (WIELAND)
MOISAN SAYS UNION REPAIRS UNDERWAY
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (EN6LER)
HORSESHOEING CLASS OFFERED (HEBBERT)
UNION PEDDLERS MUST OBTAIN PERMISSION TO SELL GOODS
DON'T LET STUDENT CENTER BECOME OFFICE BUILDING (ED)
WATER LEAK DAMAGES UNION
XACTING UNION DIRECTOR TO REPLACE MOISAN
CHANGES IN STUDENT UNION CREATE ADDED OFFICE SPACE
XTODD WILLIAMS NAMED STUDENT CENTER DIRECTOR
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (6ULLICKS0N)
XFREE LOCKERS AVAILABLE
AUDIT SHOWS IMPROPER HANDLING OF STUDENT CENTER'S FU
TV ROOMS CHANGED
XCAFETERIA OVERCROWDED
STUDENT CENTER BUDGET PARTIALLY DEPENDENT UPON RENT
NEW SUPERVISOR OF PERFORMANCE NAMED RECENTLY
STUDENT CENTER NAME CHANGE TAKES EFFECT
PROPOSED STUDENT CENTER NAME CHANGE
ARTICLE RESTRICTS ADVERTISING ALCOHOL
STUDENT CODE RECEIVES CRITICISM
GETTIN' OUTJHE WORD (6ULLICKS0N) .
XMEYER: JURISDICTION QUESTIONS UNSOLVED (RAASCH)
INFO NEEDED FOR DIRECTORY
STUDENT DIRECTORIES TO BE READY BY OCT. 18; PROVIDE
USD/SPRINGFIELD WITHDRAWS FROM STUDENT FEDERATION
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
LIAISON REPLACES LOBBYIST
FEDERATION OPPOSES TUITION INCREASE; INVESTIGATES IN
XDIGGIN* OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
FEDERATION SEC. RESIGNS; JENSEN ASSUMES DUTIES
FEDERATION STUMBLES (ED)
XBELKONEN DECLARES CANDIDACY FOR FEDERATION EXECUTIV
XDIGGIN* OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
XFEDERATION ELECTS BELKONEN
FEDERATION DUES WILL DECREASE
FEDERATION REDUCES DUES; DEFEATS PROPORTIONAL VOTING
FEDERATION SETS STUDENT REGENT AS TOP PRIORITY
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
S.D. FEDERATION CONSIDERS 3.2 BEER SALE, STUDENT FEE
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
FEDERATION SEEKS SPECIAL LEGISLATION
XGOV. KNEIP PROCLAIMS JAN.29-30 STUDENTS OF HIGHER E
FEDERATION RESOLUTION SUGGESTS FLAT COLLEGE RATE, PE
XFEDERATION ELECTS BASTIAN AS EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
FEDERATION RAISES DUES; USD/S CONSIDERS REJOINING
FEDERATION MAY FACE SOME REORGANIZATION
3/01/1978
1/17/1979
1/17/1979
2/07/1979
12/12/1979
4/23/1980
7/23/1980
9/04/1974
9/11/1974
9/18/1974
10/23/1974
11/06/1974
11/13/1974
11/20/1974
2/05/1975
4/16/1975
4/23/1975
4/23/1975
6/18/1975
7/02/1975
8/27/1975
9/03/1975
10/01/1975
10/08/1975
11/26/1975
2/04/1976
3/24/1976
9/01/1976
9/08/1976
9/15/1976
4/09/1975
11/19/1975
7/07/1976
10/08/1975
9/11/1974
9/24/1975
9/25/1974
9/25/1974
10/23/1974
11/27/1974
11/27/1974
1/22/1975
1/22/1975
2/12/1975
2/12/1975
3/19/1975
4/09/1975
4/30/1975
9/24/1975
9/24/1975
10/22/1975
11/12/1975
11/26/1975
1/21/1976
3/17/1976
3/31/1976
4/28/1976
8/25/1976
A023
A033
A061
A053
A016
A063
A021
AOll
AO 14
AOll
A021
AlOl
A105
AQ41
A021
A136
A046
A081
AO14
A031
A082
A053
A051
AOll
A021
AOll
A231
A141
A031
A051
A021
A091
A041
AQ71
A091
A201
AOll
AQ43
A103
A014
A046
A014
A044
AOll
A044
AOll
A144
AOll
AOll
A045
A023
A041
AOll
AOll
A071
A015
A091
A033
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SUBJECT
STUDENT FEDERATION
STUDENT FEES
DATE PAPER NOTATION
8/25/1976 A211 FEDERATION LOBBIES FOR STUDENTS
9/15/1976 Alll FEDERATION TO ADD TWO DELEGATES FROM EACH SCHOOL
10/13/1976 A071 FEDERATION HERE FRIDAY] TO DISCUSS BY-LAW CHANGES
10/20/1976 A021 FEDERATION APPROVES VOTING CHANGES AT FRIDAY MEETING
11/17/1976 AOll FEDERATION PASSES INTERN, GRANT, TUITION RESOLUTION^
12/15/1976 AlAl LATER FALL CLASSES CONSIDERED BY STATE STUDENT FEDE|
1/19/1977 A122 FEDERATION CALLS FOR ACTION
2/09/1977 AOll XSA CONSIDERING ROLE IN FEDERATION
2/09/1977 A012 PERSONALITIES, PROBLEMS IN FEDERATION HISTORY
2/09/1977 AOAA DOES UNIVERSITY NEED FEDERATION? (RIGNEY)
2/16/1977 A031 GULLICKSON QUESTIONS FEDERATION'S CREDIBILITY
2/16/1977 AOAA OPINION ON... ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF STUDENT FEDERATION
3/23/1977 A051 FEDERATION REELECTS BASTIAN
7/27/1977 AD23 FEDERATION SETS GOALS FOR YEAR
9/28/1977 A023 xBASTIAN PREDICTS A SUCCESSFUL YEAR
11/16/1977 A021 FACULTY SEEKS FEDERATION SUPPORT OF UNIONIZATION
12/07/1977 AOll UNION OPPOSED BY FEDERATION
1/18/1978 A033 FEDERATION DISCUSSES BILLS; SETS EVALUATION GUIDELIN
2/08/1978 A045 KSIZING IT UP (SMITH)
2/15/1978 A031 XHU6HES WORKS FOR MORE CREDIBILITY FOR STUDENTS THRO
2/15/1978 A033 FEDERATION TO SPONSOR UNIONIZATION BILL; WILL ASK RE
A/05/1978 AlOl FEDERATION HEARS BOYCOTT PLANS IN PIERRE (KOHLER)
4/19/1978 A071 XSDSU JUNIOR FILLS FEDERATION POST
4/26/1978 A013 USD QUESTIONS FEDERATION'S VALUE (KRAUSE)
4/26/1978 AG51 UNITY IS ESSENTIAL TO FEDERATION (FREEMAN)
7/26/1978 A021 FEDERATION SETS GOALS FOR NEW YEAR; HOPES TO GAIN MO
9/06/1978 AOll SDSU MAY LEAVE STUDENT FEDERATION
, 9/13/1978 AOll FEDERATION EFFORTS PRODUCTIVE (SNYDER)
9/13/1978 A053 SENATE CONSIDERS FEDERATION, RESOLUTION 21
10/18/1978 A015 SENATE WON'T PAY EXTRA FEDERATION DUES (RICHARDSON)
10/18/1978 A041 SENATE BULLIES FEDERATION (ED)
10/18/1978 A044 COLLEGIAN ARGUMENTS UNFOUNDED (FREEMAN)
10/25/1978 A041 COLLEGIAN WRONG (L)
10/25/1978 A051 SENATE VOTES TO PAY ADDITIONAL DUES (RICHARDSON)
1/17/1979 A014 FEDERATION CITES FACULTY LOSS FEARS IN OPPOSITION
2/14/1979 A081 xSDSU LOSES HOLD TO FEDERATION (ROBY)
2/14/1979 A091 HUGHES: FACILITIES FUND IS BEING MISUSED (SNEVE)
4/11/1979 A061 XFREEMAN VICTOR IN STUDENT FEDERATION ELECTION
10/17/1979 A041 FEDERATION MUST MAINTAIN UNIFIED FRONT (ED)
10/24/1979 A014 BAUER'S RESIGNATION LEAVES FEDERATION MORE OPTIMIST^
11/07/1979 A051 FEDERATION MAKES PLAN TO PUT SCHOOL CLOSURE AS ITS
2/13/1980 A081 XFEDERATION HEAD FINDS FUNDING ELUSIVE, WON'T MISS
2/20/1980 A021 XFEDERATION URGES JANKLOU NOT TO DUMP FISCHBACH
4/09/1980 A031 FEDERATION TO BE MORE POLITICAL (FAGERHAU6)
4/16/1980 A071 SDSU LOSER IN FEDERATION RACES (FAGERHAUG)
4/30/1980 A034 FEDERATION ENDORSES ALCOHOL PROPOSAL
SEE ALSO TUITION, ACTIVITY FEES
12/11/1974 A021 STUDENT GROUPS QUESTION PRESENT USE OF DEPOSIT FEE
1/15/1975 AOll CONSTITUTION WOULD GIVE BOC NEW POWER OVER STUDENT F
1/15/1975 A044 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (EN6LER)
1/22/1975 AlOl COLLEGE COSTS INCREASE DUE TO TUITION, LIVING HIKES
3/12/1975 A013 JENSEN WANTS REDUCED STUDENT FEES, ATTACKS FUNDING 0
3/19/1975 AOll STUDENTS TO CONTROL FUNDING (KLINKEL)
3/26/1975 A041 OPINION ON... ACTIVITY FEES, WRITING SKILLS (L)
4/09/1975 A016 CONTROL OF STUDENT FEES REMAINS UNDECIDED ISSUE
9/24/1975 A045 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
10/22/1975 A023 S.D. FEDERATION CONSIDERS 3.2 BEER SALE, STUDENT FEE
11/05/1975 A021 SENATE DISCUSSES SUMMER FEES, POSSIBLE ATHLETIC FUND
1/21/1976 A015 SENATE ADVISES FEES AT PER STUDENT RATE
2/04/1976 A045 WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
2/11/1976 A045 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
2/18/1976 A015 'YEAR OF THE INCREASE' AFFECTS STUDENT FEES
9/15/1976 A041 STUDENTS NEED MORE CONTROL OF ATHLETIC FEES
11/03/1976 A043 STUDENTS MUST DECIDE HOW FEES ARE SPENT
2/02/1977 AOll STUDENT FUNDS MAY BOOST SALARIES (TONNESON)
2/01/19,78 A045 xSIZING IT UP (SMITH)
9/20/1978 A035 ADDITIONAL FEE CHARGES DURING FINAL PAYMENTS
1/31/1979 A042 QUESTIONS ASKED ABOUT FEES
2/07/1979 A021 THREE ATTEND FIRST STUDENT FEES HEARING (SPRINGER)
5/02/1979 A064 FEES RAISE $80,700
6/12/1979 A081 WHY PAY STUDENT FEE?
6/27/1979 A043 FEE WORTH IT (SCHMITZ)
10/03/1979 A041 UNDERCLASSMEN NAY NOT LIKE IT; STUDENT FEES MAY (ED)
10/03/1979 A081 STUDENT FEES PAY OVER 50% OF SUC BUDGET
11/28/1979 A014 INCREASED FEES FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS URGED (HAGFM
12/12/1979 A043 COLLEGIAN POLL INDICATES SUPPORT FOR PRESENT USE OF
4/02/1980 AOll STUDENT ATHLETICS FEES DOUBLED AMIDST CONFUSION
4/02/1980 A041 SDSU ATHLETIC BUDGET FOR ELITE FEW (LAWRENCE)
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SUBJECT
student fees
STUDENT HOUSING
ctUDENT organizati
Itudent records
ctuDENT rights
Itudent senate ^
student services
student union
students
students exchange
STUDENTS FOREIGN
STUDENTS GRADUATE
STUDENTS HG SCH
STUDENTS TRANSFER
STUDENTS' ASSOCIAT
STUDY SKILLS
STYLE show
SUGAR
suicide
SUMMER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/09/1980
7/23/1980
1/21/1976
2/16/1977
11/28/1979
11/20/197A
11/27/197A
12/11/197A
1/15/1975
A/16/1975
10/01/1975
A053
AQll
A051
A053
A071
AOll
AOll
AQ3I
A021
A016
AOll
A/16/1975 A031
A/23/1975 AOIA
A/23/1975 A0A6
5/07/1975 A0A3
2/11/1976 A021
5/07/1975
A/lA/1976
8/25/1976
9/08/1976
9/15/1976
10/20/1976
11/10/1976
11/17/1976
11/2A/1976
1/19/1977
1/19/1977
1/26/1977
A/20/1977
5/0A/1977
5/0A/1977
6/22/1977
7/13/1977
8/31/1977
9/07/1977
10/12/1977
10/19/1977
1/18/1978
1/18/1978
3/22/1978
11/01/1978
5/02/1979
9/26/1979
10/03/1979
10/10/1979
10/2A/1979
1/30/1980
2/27/1980
12/11/197A
9/17/1975
2/0A/1976
2/11/1976
A/07/1976
10/13/1976
5/0A/1977
A/05/1978
9/12/1979
10/03/1979
A/30/1980
AOAA
A051
A131
AQ31
A051
AOAA
A013
A103
AQAl
AOll
A031
A021
A051
A031
A103
A021
A051
A191
A021
AQ73
A0A3
AOll
A02A
A121
A015
A061
A061
A081
A051
A051
AOll
AOll
AQ35
AOAA
AOAA
AOAl
AQ21
AOll
AOAl
A051
AOAA
A021
A1Q6
12/11/197A A08A
3/30/1977 A021
A/30/1980 A091
9/03/1975 A123
7/23/1980 AQ23
12/11/197A
1/22/1975
3/2A/1976
12/15/1976
2/09/1977
12/12/1979
A07A
A071
AOIA
A022
AOAl
A031
A/30/1975 A031
MARSHALL; DAMNED IF YOU DO, DAMNED IF YOU DON'T
SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS STUNG BY FEES (LAWRENCE)
STUDENT HOUSING EXPERIENCES FEW MOVING PROBLEMS
CONSOLIDATION FOLLOWS HOUSING RESIGNATION
STUDENT ORGANIZATION IS CONCEIVED (CARLSON)
XLAW OPENS SCHOOL RECORDS FOR STUDENTS 18 YRS. OR OL
DEANS' FILES STILL NOT OPEN (CURRY)
PROPOSALS TO CLARIFY STUDENT RECORDS LAW (CURRY)
HEW PROPOSAL ON FILES WOULD WITHHOLD FUNDS
UNIVERSITY TO COMPLY WITH OPEN RECORDS RULE (GEBHART
SENATE PLANS SURVEY TO STUDY STUDENT RIGHTS
SEE SA-SENATE, BOARD OF CONTROL
STUDENT SERVICES WANTS TO MOVE (LARSEN)
XSTUDENT SERVICES EYES UNION; OFFICE RELOCATION CONS
DON'T LET STUDENT CENTER BECOME OFFICE BUILDING (ED)
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
XSTUDENT SERVICES: $2.3 MILLION OPERATION (KROLL)
SEE ALSO STUDENT CENTER
XTAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
STUDENT UNION COUNCIL CONSTITUTION
STUDENT UNION COUNCIL AIMS TO SPARK STUDENT INTEREST
STUDENT CENTER NAME CHANGE TAKES EFFECT
PROPOSED STUDENT CENTER NAME CHANGE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING SHOULD BE FOR STUDENTS
UNION BUDGETING PLAN CRITICIZED (JOHNSON)
USU WALL MAP ASSISTS STUDENTS IN FINDING RIDES
OPINION ON... COVERAGE OF STUDENT UNION (L)
XWATER WORKS
TINKER, HALLBER6 RESIGN FROM SUC POSITIONS; REPLACEM
CAFETERIA OVERCROWDING CONTINUES DESPITE COMMONS IMP
XASSISTANT UNION DIRECTOR SOUGHT
UNION FINDS WAYS TO CUT $14,000
ART STUDENT PAINTINGS PURCHASED BY SUC
FOUR INTERVIEWED FOR UNION POSITION
RUDY LIENAU FILLS ASST DIRECTOR POST
XNEW ASSISTANT NAMED TO UNION
JANITORIAL POSTS CUT FROM UNION
CONCERT CHAIRMAN QUITS; NEEDS TIME FOR CLASSES
COLLEGIAN CONTENT (L)
xUNION DAMAGED BY ARCHITECT'S ERROR (SEVIG)
XUSU INITIATES CASHING CHARGE
HOFMAN FILLS ANDERSON'S CHAIR
LORI MARTIN NEW SUC PRESIDENT
HOME SWEET DOME FOR UNION (RIETMAN)
COMMITTTEE REORGANIZATION 'DEFINES RESPONSIBILITY'
STUDENT FEES PAY OVER 50% OF SUC BUDGET
XLIMITED FUNDS LIMIT QUALITY OF PERFORMERS (SPECK)
AREA COLLEGES' STUDENT PROGRAMMING LACK SUC'S 0R6ANI
'CULT' COUPLE EVICTED FROM STUDENT UNION (DAILEY)
SUC SCOUTS TALENT IN D.C.
SEE ALSO NON-TRADITIONALS
STUDENTS REGISTER NEW ADDRESSES
ONCE IN A^^WHILE... THINGS 60 RIGHT (ED)
STUDENTS -- CITIZENS, TOO (ED)
OPINION ON... STUDENTS' RIGHTS EDITORIAL (L)
BERG SEEKS STUDENT VIEWS BY VISITING STUDENT CENTER
STUDENT VISIONS DIFFER FROM 'SICK 6DS' (RAASCH)
STUDENT CONCERN MISPLACED (ED)
STUDENTS NEED BROADER FOCUS
SENATE WANTS STUDENT PARTICIPATION
XSTUDENTS SHED SHELTERED EXISTENCE IN NATIONAL STUDE
OVERSEAS STUDIES OFFERED
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
GRAD STUDENTS MAY RECEIVE FINANCIAL AID
XHIGH SCHOOL RULES ARE MORE LIBERAL THAN 1970 C0LLE6
TRANSFER STUDENTS TO BE SURVEYED
SEE SA
XCAMPUS OFFERS MANY STUDY AREAS
NEW STUDENTS LACK STUDY SKILL (DONALDSON)
SEE FASHION
XSUGAR PRICES INCREASE; SPOIL CHRISTMAS TREATS
SUGAR USE STABLE
APPARENT SUICIDE TAKES PLACE ON CAMPUS TUESDAY MORNI
XCLASS COPES WITH DEATH; STUDIES SUICIDE, EUTHANASIA
OPINION ON... PRINZE SUICIDE, NEED FOR FULFILLMENT
SUICIDE: VICTIMS OFTEN GIVE CLUES (KRUMM)
SEE ALSO WEATHER
SUMMER SPORTS AVAILABLE
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SUBJECT
SUMMER
SUMMER JOB
SUMMER glEERTORY
SUMMER SCHOOL
SUNDET STANLEY
SUNDVOLD BOB
SUPREME COURT-SD
SURPLUS PROPERTY
SURVIVAL
SURVIVAL SUMMER
SUTTON MATT
SWANSON JAY
SWARTOS DALE
SWEENEY JERRY
SWEENEY PAT
SWIMMING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/09/1976
7/21/1976
6/08/1977
6/08/1977
2/26/1975
3/19/1975
9/2A/1975
3/24/1976
4/20/1977
9/06/1978
1/30/1980
4/16/1980
11/06/1974
3/12/1975
4/30/1975
2/11/1976
3/17/1976
4/28/1976
6/09/1976
6/23/1976
7/07/1976
7/21/1976
5/04/1977
7/13/1977
7/27/1977
5/02/1979
4/30/1980
7/09/1980
7/23/1980
5/07/1975
11/12/1975
11/17/1976
3/23/1977
10/11/1978
11/03/1976
6/25/1980
4/30/1980
10/13/1976
10/27/1976
1/19/1977
1/18/1978
10/12/1977
4/07/1976
4/26/1978
4/30/1980
2/22/1978
10/09/1974
10/30/1974
11/13/1974
11/27/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
1/29/1975
1/29/1975
2/05/1975
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
2/19/1975
2/26/1975
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
7/02/1975
12/10/1975
12/10/1975
1/14/1976
1/14/1976
1/21/1976
1/28/1976
1/28/1976
2/04/1976
2/11/1976
2/18/1976
2/25/1976
Alll
AQll
A014
A022
A061
A074
A081
A093
AO 61
A061
A072
A024
A066
A047
A025
A031
A053
A051
A013
A043
A041
A051
A164
A041
AOll
A064
A103
A064
AOll
A021
A173
A203
A191
A033
A031
A053
A195
A211
A071
A012
A091
A021
AOll
A141
A061
A051
A086
A135
A151
A073
A181
A185
A081
A146
A031
A061
A061
A091
A161
A165
A071
A083
A187
A091
A154
A193
A194
A121
A142
A114
AlOl
A112
A113
A091
A133
A081
PARKS & RECREATION DEPT. OFFERS WAYS TO BEAT THE HEA
k'WHAT we did on our SUMMER VACATION*... (KELTGEN)
UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES SHIFT HOURS TO BEAT HEAT
WORKSHOPS> CLASSES KEEP CAMPUS BUSY
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
JOBS FOR SUMMER LOOK PROMISING
SUMMER JOBS SCARCE HERE (CARLSON)
SUMMER BOOKSELLING JOBS HELP STUDENTS PAY COLLEGE EX
SOME SUMMER JOBS STILL AVAILABLE
SUMMER JOB OUTLOOK GOOD
CO-EDS DEVELOP SKILLS IN UNUSUAL SUMMER JOBS
STUDENTS SEEK SUMMER JOBS (ROSO)
SUMMER JOB SEEKERS MAY FIND SLIM PICKINGS
SEE PRAIRIE REPERTORY
SUMMER SCHOOL ACTION DELAYED
SUMMER TERM BEGINS JUNE 2; ENDS JULY 25
SUMMER SCHOOL CALENDAR SET
SUMMER SCHOOL FEE PLAN OKAYED BY COMMITTEE
SUMMER SCHOOL SCHEDULED AS USUAL
SUMMER ATTENDANCE
XREGISTRATION LINE
REGISTRATION ON JULY 6, 2ND SESSION
SUMMER SCHOOL—GOOD IDEA (ED)
kSHOULDN'T I KNOW YOU? (TONNESON)
SUMMER FEES TO BE $4 PER CREDIT
OPINION ON... SUMMER ACTIVITY FEES (L)
1,270 ENROLL FOR SUMMER SCHOOL CREDIT
SUMMER SCHOOL
SUMMER SCHOOL HAS LESS PRESSURE (SPECK)
XSDSU SUMMER SCHOOL ROLL IS UP 17 PERCENT (WELSH)
SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS STUNG BY FEES (LAWRENCE)
KTHREE PROFESSORS IN PLACEMENT, STUDENT SERVICES, AD
KZULK will alternate FOUR GUARDS (FEY)
JfBASKETBALL SQUAD SETS SIGHTS ON NCC CROWN
kNELSON and SUNDVOLD: CAPTAINS OF CAGERS (HAMMOND)
supreme COURT TO HEAR 3.2 BEER ISSUE (ROBY)
VEHICLES SOLD AFTER 60,000 MILES; STATE HOLDS AUCTIO
RAPID CITY TO HOST SURVIVAL FORUM (REINBRECHT)
SURVIVAL SUMMER IS THEME OF GRASSROOTS MOVEMENT
XFIVE GRADS AMONG DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI
XRE6ENTS - SEVEN VOICES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
TERMS OF JENSEN, SUTTON END ON BOARD OF REGENTS
XSWANSON STUNS LEWIS (HAMMOND)
sPROFESSOR, STUDENT SAFARI; AMAZON AREA INSPECTED
XTEACHERS OF THE YEAR SELECTED
BUNKER HILL LIVES FOR LECTURE GOERS (WOSTER)
XJO DRAFT, OR NOT TO DRAFT; THAT IS THE QUESTION
XHANDICAPPED SIGN PAINTER CONSIDERS HIMSELF LUCKY
SWIM-A-THON TO BE OCT. 12
SWIM-A-THON RAISES $3600 IN PLEDGES
XGETCHEL EXCITED, OPTIMISTIC ABOUT SWIMMING SQUAD
SWIMMERS LOSE DUAL TO KEARNEY -
XJACK SWIMMERS WIN OWN RELAYS
*JACK SWIMMERS TAKE DUAL, RELAY AT 6RINNELL COLLEGE
SWIM TEAM SPENT HOLIDAYS IN MEXICO
JACK FIN SQUAD SPLITS WITH COYOTES SATURDAY
XCLASS EXPERIENCES WATER (BROWN)
SWIMMERS NOTCH TWO WINS OVER WEEKEND
xSWIM TEAM CONTINUES WINNING STREAK
XMEN'S SWIM TEAM LOSES FIRST DUAL OF SEASON
XANDERSON ENJOYS PEOPLE, SWIMMING, STAYING IN SHAPE
SWIMMERS FALL TO MANKATO IN DUAL
WOMEN'S SWIM TEAM SUFFERS DOUBLE LOSS
SWIMMERS THIRD IN NCC
DOLAN HAS GOOD YEAR AS DIVER ON SWIM TEAM
HARDER SETS SCHOOL MARK IN NCAA SWIMMING MEET
NEBRASKA SWIMMERS RECRUITED BY STATE
XJACKRABBIT SWIMMING TEAM CAPTURES OWN RELAYS, ALSO
xWOMEN SWIMMERS DO WELL IN FIRST MEET, COACH SAYS
SWIMMERS DROP ONE, PICK UP THREE STRAIGHT WINS
YOUNG WOMEN'S SWIM TEAM ESTABLISHES THREE RECORDS
XWOMEN SWIMMERS SET NINE RECORDS, MEN DEFEAT KEARNEY
XRETZLAFFS SPARK JACKS
SWIMMERS BOW IN ST. CLOUD MEET; HARDER WINS BUTTERFL
SWIMMERS NIP BISON; TOPPLE UND, 58-55
HARDER TAKES MOST VALUABLE SWIMMER AT INVITATIONAL
XSWIMMERS DOWN MANKATO, HOST COYOTES ON FRIDAY
SWIMMERS REWRITE RECORD BOOK; 17 OF 18 SCHOOL MARKS
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SWIMMING
SWIMMING POOLS
SWINE
SYMPHONIC BAND
SYMPHONY CIVIC
SYMPHONY-SD
T-SHIRTS
TABLE TENNIS
TACO JOHN'S
TAE KWON DO
TANAHA MASAHIKO
TAXATION-BR
TAXATION-SD
TAXATION-US
TAXIDERMY
TAYLOR HAROLD
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/25/1976
3/17/1976
11/03/1976
11/10/1976
11/17/1976
11/17/1976
11/2A/1976
12/08/1976
12/15/1976
1/19/1977
1/26/1977
2/02/1977
2/09/1977
2/16/1977
2/16/1977
2/23/1977
2/23/1977
3/02/1977
3/02/1977
11/09/1977
11/16/1977
11/23/1977
12/07/1977
12/19/1977
1/25/1978
2/01/1978
2/08/1978
2/15/1978
2/22/1978
3/01/1978
3/22/1978
12/06/1978
1/17/1979
1/29/1979
2/07/1979
2/19/1979
2/19/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
3/21/1979
9/11/1979
12/05/1979
12/12/1979
1/16/1980
1/23/1980
1/30/1980
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
2/27/1980
9/16/1980
7/21/1976
11/28/1979
9/29/1975
2/22/1978
10/05/1977
9/13/1978
10/03/1979
2/07/1979
9/18/1979
11/20/1979
11/27/1979
9/02/1980
9/18/1979
3/17/1976
12/08/1976
1/17/1979
1/31/1979
8/27/1980
2/12/1975
3/29/1976
11/06/1979
9/06/1977
2/26/1975
8/25/1976
9/15/1976
A091
A151
A093
A089
A203
A213
A065
A201
A135
AlOl
Alll
A065
A081
Alll
A121
A081
A091
A061
A071
A091
A125
A081
AlOl
A191
A191
AlOl
A081
A082
A151
A061
A195
A133
A161
A123
A133
A133
A191
Alll
A099
A131
A139
Alll
All 5
A201
A155
A199
A121
A161
A165
A121
A099
Alll
AG91
A169
A113
A091
Alll
A061
A191
A033
A036
A036
AlOl
A112
A093
A099
A091
A076
AOll
AQ99
AlOl
A029
A096
A085
A131
A093
MEN, WOMEN SWIMMERS STOP USD
XSWIMMERS WIN SECOND PLACE IN NCC MEET
SWIM-A-THON RAISES $775
«THE BIG SPLASH
JACKRABBIT SWIMMERS HOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT (HAMMOND)
SWIM TEAM LOSES TWO
SWIM TEAMS TAKE WIN
SWIMMERS WIN SEVEN OF NINE EVENTS TCi WIN JACKRABBIT
RABBIT SWIMMERS SET NEW SCHOOL RECORDS
SWIMMERS BEAT WAYNE STATE
RABBITS LOSE TO KEARNEY WOMEN
XSWIM TEAM WINS (STILES)
SWIM TEAM SETS SEVERAL RECORDS, FINISHES HIGH DURING
XRABBIT RECORD BREAKERS (HAMMOND)
MEN SWIMMERS WIN INVITATIONAL, WOMEN SECOND IN MANKA
AQUA BUNNIES PRACTICE BALLET IN PREPARATION FOR PERF
WOMEN SWIMMERS BREAK RECORDS
XSWIMMERS SECOND IN NCC (HAMMOND)
WOMEN SWIMMERS NINTH; ANDERSON LEADS SCORING
XAQUA BUNNIES, AQUA JACKS PREPARE FOR SYNCHRONIZED S
XANDERSON, REYNOLDS LEAD.RECORD BREAKING SWIMMING
XSWIMMERS OPEN YEAR; HARDER SETS RECORDS
XSWIMMERS SHOW EARLY SEASON FORM, WIN DUAL AND JACKR
XSWIMMERS LOSE FOUR, BEAT SOUTHWEST STATE
SWIMMERS TAKE DUAL WINS FOLLOWING SIX WEEK VACATION
MEN, WOMEN, SWIMMERS WIN ON ROAD
SWIMMERS WIN DUALS; SEVEN RECORDS BROKEN
SWIM RECORDS FALL IN WINS
PANTHERS FAVORED IN LEAGUE SWIM MEET; REYNOLDS, HARD
REYNOLDS SETS MARKS IN LEAGUE SWIM MEET
XJEALOUSY SPURS ALL-AMERICAN (SCHNEIDER)
XSWIM TEAMS OPEN WITH WEEKEND WINS (GERLACH)
XSWIM TEAMS BEAT SIOUX; SCOTT SOMMER WINS PAIR
XSWIMMERS WIN WEEKEND DUALS; DEFEAT COYOTES
SWIMMERS BREAK EVEN IN LAST WEEK'S DUALS (GERLACH)
XREYNOLDS: TOP SDSU SWIMMER (GERLACH)
SWIMMERS WIN THREE OF FOUR IN DUAL ACTION
MEN WIN NCC SWIM MEET, FIVE WOMEN IN NATIONALS
SCREWED-UP SWIM STORIES (L)
JACKS IN POST-SEASON TOURNEYS (KLINE)
ALL-AMERICAN REYNOLDS RUNNER-UP IN NATIONAL MEET
XSDSU'S AQUA BUNNIES
XSPORTS IN A NUTSHELL
REYNOLDS HURTING, JACKS DROP TWO SWIM MEETS
SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
XRELAY TEAMS SPARK VICTORY OVER USD
XSOMMER BREAKS RECORD, BROTHERS SPLIT VICTORIES
XSWIM TEAMS WIN EASILY, VANDERPAN GETS RECORD
SWIMMERS PUT SCREWS TO USD, PREPARE FOR CONFERENCE M
WOMEN WIN SWIMMING TITLE, MEN HALTED IN NCC MEET
XAQUA BUNNIES HAVE SEA ADVENTURE COMPLETE WITH DIVIN
XDAY TRIPPING (KELTGEN)
XOLD WAYS USUALLY BEST WAYS FOR HOG HOUSES (HA6EN)
SYMPHONIC BAND TRYOUTS HELD TODAY
BANDS CELEBRATE DIAMOND JUBILEE
SEE CIVIC SYMPHONY
SIOUX FALLS TO HOST SYMPHONY
GREGORY AND FAWCETT-MAJORS EACH HAVE T-SHIRTS BUT FA
T-SHIRTS ARE MORE THAN JUST A FAD, THEY LET THE REAL
STRONGMEN TO COMPETE AT SDSU (KLINE)
TACO JOHN'S PLANS EARLY FALL OPENING
TACO JOHN'S SHOULD OPEN THIS WEEKEND
XMEXICAN MUNCHIES
XTAE KWON DO GAINS POPULARITY
XJAPANESE KARATE EXPERT INSTRUCTS AT CLUB MEETING
ARBITRARY TAX LEVIED ON UNFILED PERSONAL GOODS
SPECIAL STREET TAXES TOTAL $320,000; SHARES TO BE PA
VOTERS TO DECIDE SALES TAX
VOTERS DEFEAT SALES TAX
FRATERNITIES FIGHT CITY IN TAX DISPUTE
SEE ALSO PROPERTY TAX, INCOME TAX, SALES TAX, ETC.
IS IT REALLY TAX REFORM? (ED)
LEGISLATION GIVES ELDERLY 2 BREAKS (RIGNEY)
STUDENTS OPPOSE FEDERAL PHONE TAX
OPINION ON... TAXES (L)
XSTUDENT DOUBLES AS TAXIDERMIST (NOLD)
XTAYLOR, FULLER, GALLUP SCHEDULED AS LECTURERS
TAYLOR TO GIVE HARDING LECTURE THURSDAY NIGHT
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TAYLOR HAROLD
teachers
teachers-br
teachers-sd
teaching
TEAGUE RON
teatro internation
technical educatio
telephones
television
television cable
television public
TENNIS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/22/1976 A071 xTAVLOR: land grant SCHOOLS BETTER AMERICA CHUBER)
SEE ALSO FACULTY, NAMES OF TEACHERS
TEACHERS OF YEAR WILL BE SELECTED
fTp|y^nF''AG^TEACHERS RESULTS IN 15 HIGH SCHOOL VACANC
IasT FALL'S evaluation forms SHOW TEACHERS EXCELLENTSTUDENTS TO NOMINATe" VOTE FOR TEACHERS OF THE YEA;
xTEACHERS.OF THE YEAR SELECTED
*lyons^stimulates^students;4lected outstanding teac
i y CSNVDEN)ioASCHLE- FARM PRICES, TEACHER SALARIES RELATED
"hORSNESS: UP TEACHER SALARY OR LOSE QUALITY
BROOKli3GsSEACHlRS?'̂ SCHOOL BOARD BATTLE (TONNESON)
SriTSSESlt''Noi''?pRnFIED TO TEACH^
OVERSEAS JOBS ARE AVAILABLE JNJIScSJHPc
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CERTIFICATION POSSIBLE
JENSEN. TEAGUE TAKE FIRST IN BISON OPEN
TEAGUE TOPS WRESTLERS IN BISON OPEN TOURNEY
!1t^I®T'"ARTS*"ARE THE®0NLY key to CULTURAL COMMUNICATI
ADMlisiONS^ADD^WATS LINE CCANTER)
TELEPHONE DEPOSIT POLICY EXPLAINED
STUDENTS OPPOSE FEDERAL PHONE TAX
STRANGE PHONE NOISES CAUSED BY EQUIPMENT
TIE-LINE PHONE LINKS CITIZENS, GOVERNMENT CRAASCH)
PRANK CALLS HARASS DORM WOMEN WITH SAME-DIGIT PHONE
REFERRAL TELEPHONE LINES OVERLAP PUBLIC SERVICES
OPINION ON COMMENT IN TIE-LINE STORY (L)
PHONE BILLS INCREASE FEBRUARY; LABOR, EQUIPMENT P
TELEPHONE CONTRACTS BIND CONSUMER UP TO $500
DIAL SERVICE TELLS TIME, PLACE OF CULTURAL EVENT
HELP PHONE INSURES SECRKY, CONFIDENTIALITY TO PROTE
EQUIPMENT CHANGE WILL HALT PHONE INSTALLATIONS
^INDEPENDENT'S MEET PHONE DEMAND
STUDENTS ON PHONE WAITING LIST
¥8!3ii 3 months
EDUCATES, ENTERTA.,,.
'F!^^T'̂ ^i5!5IJ°EY^? irGKIKT'XEltS '̂SS'KESD TONIGHT
FAMILY FINDS LIFESTYLE CHANGED AFTER BEING WITHOUT T
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION OFFERED IN DORMITORIES
CONCERN GROWS OVER TELEVISION'S INFLUENCE
"star TREK' FILLS DAYROOMS AS PRE-SUPPER STUDY BREA
NO TV ANTENNAS TO BE ALLOWED FOR RESIDENCE HALLS
TELEVISION RATED '6' FOR GARBAGE (ED)
TELEVISION IS VAST WASTELAND (LAWRENCE)
^'POTENTIAL OF CABLE TV STAGGERING'
WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO KNOW? (GULLICKSON)
CABLE TV INSTALLED AS PART OF NEW SYSTEM
CABLE TV EXPANDING IN CITY (RAAP)
Wzt fiy5Ri''or???TSSP5SJKIE.S STRUGGLE RETUR
S^s5ife '̂̂ S!lH[?b[iTlg"ES%SBLIC TV
PUBLIC TV INTERVIEWS CANDIDATES
PBS STAGES 10-DAY TELEVISION 'SPECTACULAR'
HISTORY OF MAN UNFOLDED
BUYERS* SERIES SHOWN
S '̂oF INDIAN NATIONS
PUBLIC TV AIRS PROGRAMS FOR AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
TOWER NEARS FINISH; TRANSMITS IN 30 DAYS
ipUBLIC^TELEVISION^LOSES STUFFY IMAGE (MARTIN)
FESTIVAL '77 RAISES $24,357, 1,470 PLEDGES
PUBLIC TV OFFERS FIVE COURSES
PUBLIC TV NEEDS MONEY
SDPTV OFFERS DELAYED TELECASTS (COLE)
FOUR NEW TENNIS COURTS UNDER pOJjSTRUCTION
OUTLOOK FOR WOMEN'S TENNIS SQUAD BRIGHTWOMeS OPEN NET SEASON WITH 8-1 WIN OVER USD
4/09/1975
4/16/1975
6/18/1975
2/18/1976
2/25/1976
4/07/1976
4/27/1977
5/04/1977
2/01/1978
10/04/1978
10/11/1978
10/11/1978
2/21/1979
4/14/1976
11/09/1977
9/03/1975
1/26/1977
12/14/1977
11/24/1976
11/23/1977
12/07/1977
11/17/1976
A023
A036
A061
A021
AlOl
AOll
A031
A031
A063
A083
A071
A071
A021
A061
A031
A091
A055
A031
A061
A082
A104
A134
8/28/1974
9/11/1974
11/06/1974
2/19/1975
9/10/1975
10/15/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
1/21/1976
6/23/1976
10/13/1976
11/03/1976
9/07/1977
11/02/1977
9/13/1978
1/23/1980
2/05/1975
3/12/1975
4/16/1975
4/30/1975
10/15/1975
4/28/1976
9/01/1976
11/10/1976
4/06/1977
5/04/1977
4/04/1979
3/19/1980
10/09/1974
11/05/1975
1/14/1976
9/28/1977
12/06/1978
8/27/1980
9/18/1974
9/25/1974
10/23/1974
12/11/1974
1/22/1975
1/22/1975
6/18/1975
7/02/1975
9/24/1975
10/01/1975
2/18/1976
10/13/1976
3/30/1977
8/31/1977
10/19/1977
9/19/1979
8/28/1974
8/28/1974
9/11/1974
A241
A071
AQ24
A074
A071
AlOl
A014
A055
A081
A061
A246
A021
AQ13
A051
A034
A093
A031
A066
AlOl
A031
A231
A141
A031
A021
A021
A021
A041
A041
AQ33
A041
A023
AG61
A086
A041
A051
A241
A091
A131
A091
A095
A072
A121
A165
A061
A081
A241
A085
A322
A231
A134
A181
A191
Alll
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TENURE
TESTS EDUCATIONAL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/25/197A A262
9/25/197<i A301
10/02/197<i A071
.10/09/197<i A091
3/26/1975 A08A
A/09/1975 A13A
A/16/1975 A161
A/23/1975 A073
A/30/1975 A091
5/07/1975 A083
5/07/1975 A091
6/18/1975 A072
9/17/1975 A103
9/2A/1975 A121
9/2A/1975 A135
10/01/1975 A091
10/08/1975 A093
10/15/1975 A26A
10/22/1975 A091
3/2A/1976 A211
A/07/1976 Alll
A/28/1976 A173
5/05/1976 A081
5/05/1976 A085
7/07/1976 A1A3
7/21/1976 A121
9/01/1976 A131
9/15/1976 A033
9/15/1976 A131
9/22/1976 Alll
9/29/1976 A07A
10/06/1976 Alll
10/13/1976 A325
10/20/1976 A061
10/27/1976 A113
11/03/1976 AlOl
3/23/1977 A191
A/06/1977 AlOl
A/20/1977 A151
A/27/1977 A075
5/0A/1977 A133
9/07/1977 A121
9/21/1977 A131
9/28/1977 A113
10/05/1977 A131
10/12/1977 A091
10/19/1977 A25A
11/09/1977 A0A2
3/22/1978 A165
A/05/1978 A211
A/12/1978 Alll
A/19/1978 Alll
A/26/1978 A183
6/21/1978 A021
9/20/1978 A093
9/27/1978 AlOl
10/11/1978 A201
10/25/1978 AlOl
A/11/1979 AlOl
A/25/1979 AlAA
5/02/1979 AlAl
9/19/1979 A131
10/17/1979 Alll
3/19/1980 A13A
A/16/1980 A121
A/23/1980 AlOA
A/30/1980 A13A
1/28/1976 AOIA
2/25/1976 A015
3/17/1976 AOll
2/15/1978 AOAl
3/01/1978 AOAA
12/05/1979 AOll
12/05/1979 A051
9/11/197A A012
A/09/1975 A106
9/03/1975 A021
9/2A/1975 A191
TENNIS TEAM SLAMS COYOTES
XWOMEN'S NET SQUAD STAYS UNDEFEATED
WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM DEFEATS AUGUSTANAj STATE MEET NE
*WOMEN WIN STATE NET MEET
TENNIS SQUAD DROPS TWO DUAL MEETS OVER WEEKEND
TENNIS TEAM DROPS DUAL TO STRONG ST. CLOUD CREW
TENNIS SQUAD GRABS FIRST VICTORY; SEASON RECORD NOW
NET TEAM WINS TWO DESPITE POOR WEATHER CONDITIONS
NET SQUAD CONTINUES TO BATTLE SPRING'S WEATHER CONDI
*TENN1S TEAM EVENS RECORD; PREPARES FOR NCC MEET
WOMEN'S TENNIS SQUAD OPENS SEASON WITH VICTORY
PUBLIC TV AIRS TENNIS INSTRUCTIONS
KTENNIS SQUAD OPENS WITH VICTORY OVER USD
JOHNSON PROVIDES TALENT, LEADERSHIP FOR STATE UNIVER
TENNIS SQUAD SHUTS OUT YANKTON, PLAYS WISCONSIN
XTENNIS SQUAD SHUTS OUT BHSC 9-0
TENNIS TEAM ENDS SEASON; TRIES FOR ANOTHER STATE TIT
NEW SQUAD WINS STATE TOURNAMENT; DOWNS AUGIE IN LAST
JOHNSON, VICKERY EXPECTED TO REPRESENT JACKS IN MAY
JACK TENNIS TEAM LOSES OPENER; STOPS NORTH DAKOTA OV
WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM PREPARES FOR REGIONAL
JACKRABBIT TENNIS TEAM UPS SEASON RECORD TO 6-8
TENNIS TEAM TRAVELS TO REGIONAL MEET
XRABBITS PLACE I'iTH IN TOURNEY; CONFERENCE NEXT
XTENNIS CHAMPS CROWNED IN CLOSED STATE TOURNAMENT
TENNIS COURTS MAY BE RAZED FOR LANDSCAPING
DEFENDING TENNIS CHAMPS OPEN WITH USD SEPT. 17
XTENNIS COURTS TO BE MOVED?
TENNIS, HOCKEY OPEN THIS FRIDAY
XTENNIS TEAM WINS OPENER
TENNIS TEAM WINS NDSU TOURNAMENT
TENNIS TEAM TAKES WIN OVER AU61E, BLACK HILLS
TENNIS TEAM WINS TWO; FAVORED IN STATE MEET
WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM WINS STATE TITLE—AGAIN
FINAL STATISTICS PROVE TENNIS TEAM'S STRENGTH
MACD0U6AL COURTS MOVE WOULD COST AT LEAST $70,000
MENS TENNIS UNDER WAY
JACKRABBIT TENNIS TEAM SPLITS MATCHES
MEN'S TENNIS TEAM LOSES AT FARGO, WOMEN BEAT SOUTHWE
TENNIS TEAM PREPARES
kTENNIS team wins three, ready for NCC TOURNEY
THREE JACK WOMEN RETURN TO CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM
NETTERS DROP FIRST MATCH
VICKERY LEADS TENNIS TEAM
WOMEN NETTERS WIN THREE
NETTERS WIN TWO EASILY
XNETTERS WIN STATE TOURNEY
WOMEN'S COVERAGE (L)
NET SQUAD FACES VIKINGS
NETTERS WIN TWO DUALS
HU6GH1NS, COCHRANE GET WINS
JACK MEN GET TENNIS REMATCH WITH VIKINGS
TENNIS TEAM LOSES RAIN-SHORTENED MATCH
NEW TENNIS COURTS PROJECTED FOR FALL (SNYDER)
NETTERS WIN OPENING MATCH
WOMEN'S TENNIS DROPS MATCH TO USD TEAM
XCRANEY EYES PROS AS FRESHMAN
NETTERS SECOND IN STATE TOURNEY
NETTERS BEAT MORNINGSIDE 9-0
TENNIS TEAM BEATS UNO
XMEN'S TENNIS TEAM DROPS THREE OF FOUR
xKOURl BOLSTERS WOMEN'S TENNIS (JENSEN)
XSDSU SWEEPS USD IN DOUBLES, WINS TOURNEY (JENSEN)
SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
XJACKS WIN 7TH STRAIGHT MATCH
DOUBLES PACE NETTERS TO NCC TOURNEY
PROFESSOR QUESTIONS HANDBOOK SECTION ON FREEDOM AND
REGENTS CONSIDER CHANGE IN ACADEMIC TENURE POLICY
TENURE POLICY CHANGES MAY BE DECIDED IN MAY
TENURE PROGRAM HURTS STUDENTS (ED)
SUPPORTS TENURE (L)
TENURE GIVES PROFESSORS 'FREEDOM TO SEEK TRUTH'
TENURE PROTECTS FREEDOM (L)
EDUCATION OPTIONS EXPLORED: CREDIT WITHOUT THE CLASS
STUDENTS MAY EXEMPT CLASSES THROUGH CLEP
HOBO WEEK ACTIVITIES INCLUDE MID-TERM EXAMS
SAT, ACT EXAM SCORES DECLINE AGAIN
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TESTS EDUCATIONAL
TEXTBOOKS
TGIF
THADEN ROXENE
THANKSGIVING
THEATER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/29/1975
11/19/1975
1/21/1976
3/17/1976
9/08/1976
10/13/1976
11/2A/1976
6/22/1977
12/07/1977
3/30/1977
2/02/1977
11/16/1977
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
11/24/1976
11/22/1978
FEU CREDITS AVAILABLE BY TESTING; INCREASE MAY COME
Ao" 1976 FINALS WEEK MAY INCLUDE 'DEAD DAYS'
A061 ACT SCORES CONTINUE TO DROP LOWER (LUNDBER6)
AOll DEC. 23 FINALS MAY CHANGE
An63 PROCEsl^QF^ORDERING TEXTBOOKS BEGINS LONG BEFORE APP
A021 TGIF PROGRAM BRINGS SENIORS TO CAMPUS FRIDAYS
A104 'TGIF* IS NOW FOR REAL
A066 AG STUDENTS CHOOSE QUEEN
A154 *THADEN REIGNS AS AG QUEEN (THEIL)
AOll ^THANKSGIVING NOT UNIQUE TO U.S. (JOHNSON)
A034 HOFERrEQUIPMENT SHOULD BE TAKEN (NORLAND)
*"ZOo'"STORY^"tO be STUDENT-DIRECTED
THEATRE PLANS ENTERTAINMENT VARIETY (FISCHBACH)
x'A D0LL*S HOUSE*
**A DOLL'S HOUSE*
iMUSICAL°OplNs"ixT"wEE^ (FlIcHBACK)
LITERATURE DRAMATI
*HAPPY FELLA' MUSICAL SET JAN. 24-26
•GUYS AND DOLLS* TO PERFORM SHOW
^DRAMATISTS TO PRESENT SEX SATIRE (FISCHBACH)
K'NO SEX, PLEASE — WE'RE BRITISH'
FRENCH COMPANY PRESENTS 'MISER*
•STREETCAR* TICKETS AVAILABLE APRIL 14
XWOMEN LEAD WILLIAMS' PLAY
SUMMePtHEATRe"cOMPANY*^TO GIVE 24 PERFORMANCES
X'MOTHER GOOSE' FOR YOUNG, OLD
x'^RAINMAKER" OPENS SEASON
ORIGINAL 'MUSICAL' LEADS SPRING THEATER SEASON
X'UNCLE SAM* MUSICAL OPENS SEASON (HUBER)
x'SPOON RIVER* PRESENTED
•HOT 1 BALTIMORE* CAST CHOSEN, DATES SELECTED
XFINAL THEATRE PRODUCTION OF SEASON CONTINUES RU
CHANGES AHEAD IN THEATRE
XAUDIENCE, PROFITS CONCERN DIRECTORS
O'NEILL DRAMA HEADS LIST OF THEATRE PRODUCTIONS
XCINEMA OWNER SELLS PERISHABLE PRODUCT
FACULTY CONSIDERING THEATRE MAJOR, DEPT.
CAST SELECTED FOR FIRST SHOW OF FALL SEASON
KTRAGEDY TO MAKE EXTRA DEMANDS ON CAST, AUDIENCE
CRITICS JUDGE TRAGEDY FOR THEATRE COMPETITION
XSHAKESPEARE COMPANY TO PRESENT 'TWELFTH NIGHT', COM
CAST CHOSEN FOR 'SUGAR*; SCHEDULED FOR DEC.1-4
DUE TO TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES... (ED)
XHONEY OF A MUSICAL COMEDY TO OPEN DEC.l
•ANTIGONE' CAST SELECTED
with mi
kSTATE UNIVERSITY^ThIaTRE TO PRESENT CLASSIC CHILDRE
XCOMEDY TRACES CHEERLEADERS* LIVES
XPOTPOURRI II TO FEATURE PREMIERE OF ONE-ACT PLAY WR
THE MAN BEHIND THE SET, PETERSON MAKES THE SCENE
FIRST PLAY TRYOUTS SESSION PLANNED
LOGO NEEDED FOR THEATRE DEPARTMENTS
THEATRE BOX OFFICE MOVED TO NEW LOCATION
'LION IN WINTER* OPENS NEXT WEEK (PATTERSON)
THREE COMEDIES FINISH SEASON
STUDENT WORK INCREASES IN SET, COSTUME DESIGN
*A FUNNY THING* CAST SELECTED
XSENSUOUS SELLING POINT
X'A FUNNY THING HAPPENED' (SCHWADER)
DUDLEY RIGGS* WORKSHOP TOMORROW
BROOKltiy'̂ SMALLEST^C^ p?av''̂ SKFTChIs'̂ '"°
xOREGON^MIME^fHEATRE°SE^^ , SHOW v ,-'
9/18/1974
9/25/1974
10/16/1974
10/23/1974
11/13/1974
11/27/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
1/15/1975
1/29/1975
2/12/1975
2/19/1975
3/19/1975
4/09/1975
4/16/1975
4/30/1975
5/07/1975
9/24/1975
10/01/1975
12/10/1975
1/21/1976
2/11/1976
3/24/1976
4/07/1976
7/07/1976
7/07/1976
8/25/1976
9/01/1976
9/15/1976
9/15/1976
9/29/1976
10/20/1976
10/27/1976
11/10/1976
11/24/1976
11/24/1976
1/26/1977
2/23/1977
3/02/1977
3/23/1977
4/20/1977
4/27/1977
5/04/1977
6/22/1977
8/31/1977
9/07/1977
9/07/1977
10/05/1977
10/05/1977
10/19/1977
11/09/1977
11/16/1977
11/23/1977
12/07/1977
1/18/1978
1/25/1978
2/15/1978
2/22/1978
4/26/1978
4/26/1978
A093
AlOl
A086
A062
A065
A051
A094
A136
A066
AQ81
A061
A121
A105
A081
A113
AQ22
A056
A161
A061
A163
A151
Alll
A164
A083
AQ61
A071
A141
A081
A091
A091
A083
A081
A081
A072
A041
A071
A095
AlOl
A081
A162
Alll
A051
A104
A091
A171
A091
AlQl
A091
A091
A214
A071
A091
A061
A073
A073
A121
A063
A123
A094
A153
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theater
theater X
THEFTS
THIBODEAU GARY
THOELKE JULIE
THOMAS DALE
THOMAS SUE
THOMAS VI
THOMPSON CHARLES
THOMPSON CRAIG
THOMPSON DAVID
THOMS JERRALD
THORSNESS LEO
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/07/1978
6/21/1978
9/20/1978
11/22/1978
11/22/1978
12/06/1978
12/13/1978
2/14/1979
2/28/1979
2/28/1979
4/25/1979
5/02/1979
7/11/1979
9/26/1979
12/12/1979
2/20/1980
3/19/1980
3/19/1980
3/26/1980
4/16/1980
4/23/1980
10/25/1978
2/05/1975
2/12/1975
2/26/1975
3/26/1975
4/30/1975
5/07/1975
10/15/1975
11/26/1975
12/10/1975
1/14/1976
1/14/1976
1/14/1976
1/14/1976
1/14/1976
3/31/1976
5/05/1976
9/15/1976
10/06/1976
10/27/1976
11/03/1976
1/19/1977
9/21/1977
9/28/1977
9/28/1977
11/15/1978
2/14/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
12/05/1979
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
4/30/1980
3/24/1976
10/13/1976
1/30/1980
8/27/1980
4/25/1979
11/19/1975
10/08/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
11/03/1976
11/03/1976
1/19/1977
9/27/1978
11/08/1978
11/19/1975
1/17/1979
1/19/1977
11/16/1977
1/26/1977
10/16/1974
10/23/1974
10/30/1974
4/26/1978
10/11/1978
A053 MUSICAL KICKS OFF THEATRE SEASON CSNVDER)
A041 XSDSU THEATRE "GREAT" (ED)
AOSl xHARIONETTE SHOW BEGINS ARTS SEASON
A064 NOVELTY OF SETS IS ESSENTIAL FOR DIRECTOR (STORM)
A064 UNIVERSITY THEATRE TO PRESENT "MAME" (ACKMAN)
A091 *»MAME» STARTS WEDNESDAY
AD51 XMAME
A105 KSTORM DEVILS, DRAGONS, JACK FROST ALL COME TO LIFE
A091 STATE THEATRE'S 'HEDDA GABLER' IS AN IMPRESSIVE FEAT
A096 THIRD CAFE CINEMA SHOWS THURSDAY _
A091 xTHE MAGIC PUMPKIN BRINGS 'CINDERELLA* HERE
AlOl THEATRE AT 4 P.M. OFFERS CHANCE TO EXPERIMENT (ELLIO
A031 6UDAHL FINDS STAGE A GLORIOUS SUCCESS
A071 DEATH IS BASIS FOR SDSU THEATER DEBUT (SPECK)
A144 XSDSU AND BROOKINGS MOVIE GOERS WANT FUNNY OR UNREAL
A071 XSPIRITS BLITHELY BREAK DISHES, BRING IMPOSSIBLE TO
A054 THE "SPIRIT" OF REVIEW (L)
A105 GUTHRIE PERFORMANCE: SEEDLINGS TURN OVERNIGHT TO SUN
AOSl WOE TO PERFORMERS (L)
A081 XDOUBLE TROUBLE COMING TO THEATRE
A083 KCOMEDY'S 'ERRORS' DECEIVE, DELIGHT
AG75 THEATER X EMPHASIZES UNKNOWN ELEMENT
AOllXCHINA, SILVERWARE LOSSES COST SAGA $17,000 TO REPLA
A013 COUPONS STOLEN
A013 COUPON THEFTS
A013 THREE ARRESTED FOR BURGLARY, GRAND LARCENY
A042 OPINION ON... MISSING MAGAZINE (L)
A021 TRIALS, HEARINGS CONTINUE FOR STUDENTS
A081 $500 GUITAR STOLEN FROM MUSIC BUILDING
AOll NO ARREST IN $5,000 THEFT (KLINKEL)
A061 NO PROGRESS IN POLICE SEARCH FOR TWO SUSPECTS IN $5,
A015 CHRONIC DORM THEFTS AMOUNT TO OVER $350
A023 PROFESSOR LOSES, RECOVERS CAR WITHIN HOUR
A031 STUDENT PLEADS GUILTY, SENTENCED TO THREE YEARS
A034 XINVESTIGATION CONTINUES IN THEFT OF RESEARCH TREES
A063 STUDENT CENTER LOSES PLANT, REWARD OFFERED
AOll XCUSTOMERS PAY FOR GLASSWARE THEFTS (PATERSON)
A021 THEFTS OF FOOD SERVICE UTENSILS CAUSE SAGA NEARLY $2
AlOl STUDENT DARKROOM CLOSED BECAUSE OF SMALL THEFTS, MIS
A023 STUDENTS CAUGHT STEALING LUMBER FOR HOBO FLOAT
A021 STUDENTS CAUGHT STEALING LUMBER FOR STUNT CAR FINED
AlOl CORRECTION
A043 OPINION ON... SIGN RIP-OFF (L)
A031 FEW CAMPUS AREAS HIT HARD BY THEFTS (RAAP)
A024 LAB SCALES STOLEN FROM CHEMISTRY LAB
A071 BAR THIEVES MAY END BEHIND BARS (JENSEN)
A015 XCAMPUS CRIME SHOWS BICYCLES TOP THEFT ITEM (BARTELS
AOSl PREMEDITATED BOGUS BURGLARIES LEAVE 45 WITHOUT TYPEW
A033 UNLOCKED DOORS TEMPT DORMITORY THIEVES (SNEVE)
A061 MONEY CRUNCH INCREASES THEFTS (SPRINGER)
A031 NUMBER OF SDSU CAMPUS THEFTS ARE DOWN, BUT CHIEF HOF
A053 FOUR FLAGS STOLEN (L)
A063 GAS THEFTS HIT CAMPUS
A052 BORROWED BENCH (L)
AOll XTHIBODEAU PROPOSES GRANT FOR TELLING EDUCATION'S ST
A271 THIBODEAU NAMED BAILEY'S ASSISTANT
A065 DEDICATION PAYS OFF FOR PROF., CO-AUTHORS FAST-SELLI
A064 THIBODEAU—CONTACT VITAL
A022 XROTC DRILL TEAM
A033 x'DALE & VI' REMEMBERED (KRANZ)
A081 THOMAS SHINES IN LOSS TO ISU
A181 THOMAS SETS COURSE MARK IN WINNING USTFF MEET
A123 THOMAS PLACES 27TH AT AIAW NATIONALS
A081 THOMAS WINS USTFF TITLE
A093 XTHOMAS TOP FEMALE RUNNER (ANDERSON)
A082 THOMAS, BILLS MOST VALUABLE
A103 XMEN HARRIERS FIRST, WOMEN EIGHTH AT MEET
A076 THOMAS TAKES SEVENTH PLACE
A033 X'DALE 8 VI' REMEMBERED (KRANZ)
AOll PIERRE LAWYER FILLS MORRILL SPOT, COULD BE REPLACED
Aa93 XTHOMPSON BECOMES FIRST SIGMA DELTA PSI MEMBER
A013 KFRESHMAN WINS SKATEBOARD TITLES
A081 XTRAVELING HUMANIST TOURS STATE (KROLL)
AOll XOLSON, PRESSLER FACE STUDENT QUESTIONS IN FORUM SER
A014 XTHORSNESS EMPHASIZES AG PROGRAM; LABELS MCGOVERN 'E
A083 X'74 CANDIDATES QUERIED
A021 XFOUR TO RUN FOR PRESSLER'S SEAT (KRAUSE)
A071 XTHORSNESS: UP TEACHER SALARY OR LOSE QUALITY
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THORSON TOM
THURBER JAMES
tickets
TIENKEN JIM
titze grant
toastmasters
tobacco
tobin pat
today bulletin
TOGSTAD MARVIN
tolerance
TOM SAWYER DAYS
TOMPKINS ARTHUR
TOMPKINS CHARLES
TOMPKINS LAWRENCE
TORNADOES
TOURISM-BH
TOURISM-SD
TRACK TEAM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
A/2B/1976 A1A3 STUDENT SELECTED FOR FELLOWSHIP TO ART SESSION
4/02/1980 AQ74 ^WELCOME TO THURBER'S WORLD (LAWRENCE)
SEE TRAFFIC POLICE
3/02/1977 AOll *TWO NEW SLATES JOIN SA RACE
VAVAlVl ::§"i'̂ Tl^^rE^"pRJpOSE power division to SENATE ,
1/21/1976 A071 «TUDENTS°MEET''pio^ LEARN, WORK IN CITY, IN Clk^-.
VAVAin I8i?S?°HffinE?P?S'!lo^i°?OUNTRY TEAM
9/24/1975 A172 TODAY BULLETIN PUBLISHED DAILY BY NEWS BUREAU
2/16/1977 A061 k'NUTSY': HOW SWEET HE IS (SEVIG)
1/17/1979 AOll 'NUTSY NIGHT' PLANNED IN MEMORY OF TOGSTAD
1/31/1979 A074 DONATIONS, BOOZE FLOW FOR NUTSY NIGHT (STORM)
2/14/1979 A044 NUTSY NITE CON (L)
3/21/1979 A046 THANKS FOR NUTSY NIGHT (L)
SEE ALSO VIEWPOINTS
10/19/1977 A151 PADDLEWHEEL CHUNK-A-CHUNK BRINGS BACK TOM SAWYER DAY
6/09/1976 A051 kALUMNI DEDICATE TOMPKINS CENTER
6/09/1976 A051 *ALUMNI DEDICATE TOMPKINS CENTER
10/15/1975 Alll XSEVEN PERSONS NAMED TO ALUMNI HALL OF FAME
6/09/1976 A051 XALUMNI DEDICATE TOMPKINS CENTER
4/16/1975 A151 TORNADOES SHORTLIVED, BUT DESTRUCTIVE (WIELAND)
4/28/1976 A103 STEADY SIREN BLAST WARNS OF TORNADOES
7/12/1978 AOll XTHUNDERSTORMS TEMPT TORNADOES (WOSTER)
SJttfoN tourists, result of bicekt
V/W/Wli AOll TOURIST^OFFICIALS^VOIci CONCERN^OVER EARLY STARTING
2/27/1980 A061 STATE NEEDS VACATION IMAGE (ROSO)
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
1/15/1975 A093 33 LETTERMEN RETURN IN INDOOR TRACK
1/29/1975 A071 INDOOR TRACK TEAM OPENS SEASON WITH 82-63 WIN
2/05/1975 A073 TRACK SQUAD FINISHES SECOND AT DOANE QUADRANGULAR ME
2/12/1975 AQ71 INDOOR TRACK SQUAD DOWNS WESLEYAN IN DUAL, 81-41
2/19/1975 A164 XTRACK SQUAD WHIPS NORTHERN
2/26/1975 A064 TRACKMEN PLACE SECOND IN MSC QUADRANGULAR
2/26/1975 A071 FIELD EVENT VICTORIES PACE 'RABBIT TRACKSTERS
3/12/1975 A091 INDOOR TRACK SQUAD BOMBS ST. OLAF IN DUAL, 101-34
3/19/1975 A161 *'RABBIT TRACKSTERS FALL TO MOORHEAD
3/26/1975 A081 TRACK TEAM RUNS AWAY WITH NCC INDOOR TITLE
3/26/1975 A085 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY) v
4/09/1975 A131 BAD WEATHER CAUSES DELAYS, CANCELLATIONS FOR TRACk-,
4/09/1975 A133 WOMEN TRACKSTERS WILL BE YOUNG (RAASCH)
4/16/1975 A164 XVALLEY CITY ATHLETE-GRABS TOP HONORS AT JACKRABBIT
4/16/1975 A171 JfKELLY'S HARD WORK PAYS OFF (FEY)
4/16/1975 A173 XFIELD EVENT VICTORIES ENABLE WOMEN TRACKSTERS TO TA
4/16/1975 A186 xLEAPIN' LEISCHNERS!!!>
4/16/1975 A193 QUIGLEY WINS DECATHALON FOR SECOND STRAIGHT YEAR
4/23/1975 A061 xBENTLEY SETS STATE MARK IN 1500 METERS; TAKES THREE
4/23/1975 A063 OPITZ QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS AS WOMEN DOMINATE OWN
4/23/1975 A071 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
4/30/1975 A083 xBENTLEY CAPTURES DRAKE SIX-MILE TITLE
4/30/1975 A091 WOMEN'S TRACK SQUAD WINS STATE CROWN (RAASCH)
5/07/1975 A081 FOURTEEN WOMEN TO COMPETE IN REGIONAL TRACK CHAMPION
5/07/1975 A081 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
5/07/1975 A094 XDIRKSEN HAPPY WITH TRACK SQUAD'S PERFORMANCE AT HOW
11/05/1975 A121 WOMEN RUNNERS SWEEP TOP FOUR PLACES IN AAU MEET
1/28/1976 Alll HARRIS LEADS THINCLADS IN FIRST MEET .
2/04/1976 A103 LINSTROM SETS NEW RECORD; JOHNSON, HARRIS SET MARKS
2/18/1976 A141 JACKS ROLL AUGIE, 88.5-24.5; SET MARKS AT BISON OPEN
2/25/1976 A081 MARAKE SETS SIGHTS ON SEVENTH TITLE; OPITZ, HOLZBERL
2/25/1976 A083 XTHINCLADS WHIP NSC, AUGUSTANA; ISLER, MARIENAU, BIL
3/17/1976 A131 JACKS FALL IN TRIANGULAR WITHOUT TOP PERFORMERS
3/17/1976 A133 HARRIS LEADS THINCLADS IN NCC; JOHNSON SECOND IN 60-
3/24/1976 A181 JACKRABBITS SET FIVE SCHOOL MARKS AT KEARNEY; PORTER
3/31/1976 A103 XHOOGESTRAAT REALIZES DREAM
3/31/1976 Alll JACKS BREAK RECORDS; CAPTURE SEVEN EVENTS
4/07/1976 A103 XJACKRABBITS WIN 10 EVENTS AT OWN INVITATIONAL MEET
4/14/1976 AlOl KKEARNEY STOPS RABBITS 91-44; WOMEN ERASE SIX SCHOOL
4/14/1976 A104 XJACKS TROUNCE COYOTES
4/28/1976 A173 XSHUTTLE RELAY TEAM TAKES SECOND
4/28/1976 A184 JACKS WIN MANKATO MEET
5/05/1976 A081 JACKS WIN.SIX EVENTS AT HOWARD WOOD
5/05/1976 A081 JACKRABBITS OVERPOWER FIELD IN AIAW MEET WEDNESDAY..
1/26/1977 Alll TRACKSTERS OPEN SEASON .
2/02/1977 A061 TRACKSTERS OPEN SEASON \ ^
2/09/1977 A081 *JACK TRACKSTERS WIN INDOOR MEET
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TRACTORS
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TRAFFIC LAWS
TRAFFIC VIOLATION
TRAILS
TRANSFER STUDENTS
TRANSPORTATION
TRAPPING
TRASH
^ s TRAVEL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/16/1977 AlOl TRACKSTERS FINISH THIRD IN TRIANGULAR (STILES)
2/23/1977 Aoti TRACK^SQUAD^OPEN^SE^^^ BREAKING FOUR RECORDS. WOME
3/23/1977 A191 WOMEN TRACKSTERS SET FOUR SCHOOL RECORDS
3/23/1977 A211 JACKS TAKE FOURTH INDOORS
A121 WOMEN TIE MOORHEAD AT GRAND FORKS MEET
3/30/1977 A123 SCHNEIDER LEADS TRACKSTERS. JACKS BEATEN BY IOWA STA
6/06/1977 AIGA WOMEN TRACKSTERS TIE "FOR FIRST
6/06/1977 A106 SCHNEIDER SETS RECORD. QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS
6/20/1977 A161 RUNNERS FALL TO MOORHEAD (STILES)
6/20/1977 A151 ^RABBITS SECOND IN HOST INVITATIONAL. WIN FIRST IN N
6/20/1977 A161 *SCHNEIDER RUNS WILD
6/27/1977 A071 MEN. WOMEN BREAK STATE RECORDS
5/06/1977 A131 TRACKSTERS BREAK RECORDS AT DRAKES (STILES)
5/06/1977 A132 WOMEN'S TRACK TEAM WINS AIAW STATE MEET
6/08/1977 A062 HARRIS SETS SCHOOL MARK IN LONG JUMP
rAVAtVs iin sprint mark
lAIAIvl M73 S?gi?S?''BILLi"lT''SDS. HOST FOUR TEAMS THURSDAY
1/01/1978 A093 SsHEA, ISL^ SNAP RECORDS; TRACKSTERS WIN TRIANGULAR
3/22/1978 A131 MARSKE OPTIMISTIC ON OUTDOOR OUTLOOK
3/22/1978 A153 TRACK TEAM TAKES SECOND IN LEAGUE SEASON FINALE
6/05/1978 A171 KA SECOND-PLACE STRIDE (HAMMOND)
6/05/1978 A201 *SHEA RECORDS 15-6 VAULT
6/12/1978 A116 WOMEN BREAK FOUR RECORDS. WIN TOURNEY
6/19/1978 A091 KBENTLEY REAPPEARS IN TWILIGHT^
6/19/1978 AlOl BIRRENKOTT ANCHORS FOURTH PLACE FINISH
6/19/1978 Alll XHARRIS LEADS IN REVENGE MATCH
6/26/1978 A163 RELAY QUARTET SNAPS MARK
6/26/1978 A163 JACK'S TRACK TAKES LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
6/26/1978 A173 kHOOGESTRAAT FIGHTS SHOTPUT IMAGE (NACHTIGAL)
6/26/1978 A181 *WOMEN WIN AUGUSTANA TRACK EVENT
1/26/1979 A161 *GROSS. KEPPEN SET RECORDS IN INDOOR DEBUT
2/07/1979 A131 HOGAN'S HIGH JUMP TRACK MEET HIGHLIGHT CSTRASBURG)
2/16/1979 A163 HOGAN QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS; RELAY RECORD FALLS AT
2/21/1979 A166 BYMERS SETS TRACK RECORD
2/21/1979 A165 BAKKE WINS THREE EVENTS AT. ST. OLAF TRACK (STRASBURG
3/28/1979 A116 *BYMERS STARS IN WOMEN'S TRACK MEET
6/11/1979 AlOl PORTER SETS TRACK MEET RECORD
6/11/1979 Alll JACKS WIN FIRST OUTDOOR MEET
6/11/1979 At23 JACK'S TRACK TEAM ONE OF STRONGEST EVER (GERLACH)
6/25/1979 A131 XSHEA LEADS JACKS IN DUAL WIN
6/25/1979 A161 *BYMERS SETS STATE RECORD IN HURDLES
5/02/1979 A161 KJACKRABBIT THIRD IN STATE MEET
5/02/1979 A151 *MEN'S TRACK TEAM FACES TOUGH COMPETITION
7/25/1979 A071 JACKS SIGN TOP.RUNNERS
1/23/1980 A166 TRACKSTERS EXCEL AT INDOOR MEET (BUTLER)
1/30/1980 A116 TRACK TEAM CAUGHT IN RIVALRY
2/06/1980 A171 kTRACK TEAMS DO WELL BUT WANT TO IMPROVE BEFORE OUTD
2/27/1980 A131 *TRACKSTERS POST WINS (COLE)
3/19/1980 A136 SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
3/26/1980 A131 XNEW TRACK RECORDS SET
6/09/1980 A091 TRACK TEAM PREPARES TO HOST INVITATIONAL ON REMODELE
6/16/1980 A121 KMEN'S TRACK TEAM RUNS WELL DESPITE INJURIES
6/16/1980 A123 RABBITS WIN MEET, QUALIFY NATIONALLY
6/23/1980 AlOl XWOMEN WIN FINAL EVENT TO CAPTURE INVITATIONAL
6/23/1980 A116 JACKS DEFY CHALLENGE IN KANSAS
6/30/1980 A131 MEN'S TRACK EYES HOWARD WOOD. NCC MEETS AFTER TOUGH
6/30/1980 A131 XTRACKSTERS PREPARE FOR STATE MEET
6/11/1980 Alll XSDSU MEN TO NATIONALS. WOMEN 9TH IN REGION
6/25/1979 A015 xTRACTOR ENGINES ROARED
10/01/1975 A031 THREE TRAFFIC SAFETY PROPOSALS DOMINATE CITY COMMISS
7/07/1976 A132 RIGHT TURN ON RED, DAIRY LAW IN EFFECT
10/02/1976 A021 ATENDANCE NOW REQUIRED AT TRAFFIC TICKET APPEALS
7/02/1975 A033 XSERIOUS VIOLATIONS WARRANT CITY TICKETS ON CAMPUS
9/21/1977 A161 FINES BUILD PARKING FUND
SEE RECREATION TRAILS
SEE STUDENTS TRANSFER
9/03/1975 A091 COLLEGE STUDIES TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS FOR STATE
6/27/1979 AQ73 BUSES TRAVEL TO PLAYS
1/16/1980 A061 BUS STUDY REQUESTED (GERLACH)
6/02/1980 A031 COMMUTING TEACHERS FACING HIGHER TRANSPORTATION COST
10/11/1978 A231 XTRAPPING OFFERS FUN. COMPETITION (PATES)
SEE REFUSE 8 REF DISP
6/16/1975 A071 XTRAVELIN' LIGHT
11/05/1975 A093 TRIP POLICY MISSING CONDUCT REGULATIONS
2/18/1976 AlOl COMMITTEE FINDS NO CONSISTENT POLICY FOR TRAVEL FUND
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TUTORS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
2/25/1976 AlOl STUDENTS GET GROUP COVERAGE ON FIELD TRIPS
A/28/1976 A071 kHIGHWAY PATROL ADVISES STUDENTS DRIVING HOME
3/30/1977 A112 *DAY TRIPPING (KELTGEN)
1/31/1979 Alll *DR HUTCHESON. I PRESUME? (PATES)
12/12/1979 A123 TRAVEL AND LEARN, SAYS DEAN MANNING (GERLACH)
8/27/1980 A033 SDSU CHALKS UP SAVINGS
9/25/1974 A063 XDUTCH ELM DISEASE INFECTS 80 TREES
12/10/1975 A201 ASPEN TESTED WELL AS CATTLE FEED
3/24/1976 A224 *RARE ASPEN GROVE
10/13/1976 A291 TREES WEAKENED, PUT UNDER STRESS FOR THIRD CONSECUTI
11/17/1976 A161 *AREA»S LARGEST TREE IS DYING
1/25/1978 A171 DISEASED ELM REMOVAL FUNDS TO BE AVAILABLE
10/30/1974 Alll XDIRKSEN COMMENTS ON 'RABBIT RUNNERS SLATED FOR NCC
3/19/1980 AOll *SDSU FIVE ACQUITTED IN "DISTURBANCE" TRIAL
2/23/1977 A121 TEST YOURSELF IN 'FRESHMAN BOWL' QUIZ
12/08/1976 A085 TRUCKERS, COMMISSIONERS SEEK EXTENDED PARKING
2/06/1980 A144 TS ALEXANDRES, A NEW RESTAURANT (EMNETT)
3/19/1975 A151 TUBING SLIDES TO DANGEROUS LEVEL (OLSON)
SEE ALSO STUDENT FEES
8/28/1974 A014 RATE REMAINS SAME IN OUT-OF-STATE TUITION DESPITE RE
8/28/1974 A171 COURSE LEVELS ARE BASIS FOR NEW TUITION FEE SYSTEMS
11/13/1974 A082 STUDY SHOWS ENROLLMENT UP WITH DECREASED TUITION RAT
11/27/1974 AOll TUITION INCREASE CONSIDERED TO COMPLETE BUILDING PLA
11/27/1974 A014 FEDERATION OPPOSES TUITION INCREASE; INVESTIGATES IN
12/11/1974 A091 RECIPROCAL TUITION PLAN REMAINS DISTANT POSSIBILITY
1/29/1975 AOll HIGHER TUITION POSSIBLE; KNEIP ASKS $2.50 RAISE
1/29/1975 A044 TUITION HIKE COULD TAKE TOLL (ED)
3/26/1975 Aa25 TUITION INCREASE OPPOSITION FAILS (JOHNSON)
4/09/1975 A014 REGENTS OK $2.50 TUITION HIKE; POLICY EFFECTIVE THIS
4/16/1975 A046 OPINION ON... TUITION INCREASE (L)
8/27/1975 A021 TWO POLICIES CONFUSE RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR IN-S
12/10/1975 A014 XKNEIP '77 BUDGET REQUESTS TUITION INCREASE OF $1.50
1/14/1976 AlOl STUDENT SENATE URGES OPPOSITION TO TUITION HIKE THRO
1/21/1976 A013 REGENTS ESTABLISH TUITION POLICY; DISCUSS STATE SCHO
1/21/1976 A045 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS (ENGLER)
4/28/1976 AOll TUITION, HOUSING, PARKING RATES INCREASED BY BOARD 0
6/09/1976 A042 OPINION ON... OUT-OF-STATE TUITION (L)
8/25/1976 A021 kCOLLEGE COSTS UP AGAIN THIS YEAR
11/03/1976 AOll QUESTION OF WHO SHOULD PAY COST OF HIGHER EDUCATION
11/17/1976 A051 WILL STUDENTS PUT UP FIGHT OVER TUITION INCREASE?
12/08/1976 A013 TUITION MAY GO TO REGENTS
2/23/1977 A013 BOARD MAY REQUEST TUITION INCREASE (HILDEBRAND)
4/06/1977 A013 REGENTS TO CONSIDER CHANGES IN TUITION RATES
4/27/1977 A013 REGENTS TO CONSIDER TUITION HIKES
5/04/1977 AOll REGENTS DELAY TUITION DECISION
9/28/1977 A024 RECIPROCITY BILL GAINS (JENSEN)
11/02/1977 A013 SA: TUITION HIKE LIKELY
11/02/1977 A043 WHERE SHOULD TUITION GO? (KRAUSE)
2/22/1978 AOll REGENTS APPROVE STUDENT TUITION INCREASE (KRAUSE)
2/22/1978 A043 XSIZING IT UP (SMITH)
3/22/1978 A091 SECOND TUITION RAISE POSSIBLE NEXT YEAR (KRAUSE)
9/27/1978 A021 STUDENTS PAY INCREASED TUITIOj^
10/25/1978 A015 RECIPROCITY BRINGS 400 MINNESOTANS (RICHARDSON)
12/06/1978 AOll WOLLMAN WANTS TUITION HIKE TO INCREASE FACULTY SALAR
2/14/1979 A091 HUGHES: FACILITIES FUND IS BEING MISUSED (SNEVE)
3/21/1979 AOll DIG INTO THOSE POCKETS-REGENTS HIKE TUITION 90 CENTS
4/04/1979 A025 SDSU COULD LOSE 87% OF FOREIGN ENROLLMENT (ROBY)
4/11/1979 A031 SENATE: REVISE TUITION LEVY
5/02/1979 A023 REGENTS REFUSE TO CHANGE TUITION HIKE
6/12/1979 A021 FOREIGN ENROLLMENT UNSURE
12/05/1979 A014 TUITION LIKELY TO INCREASE $3 A CREDIT (PETERSON)
12/05/1979 A053 TUITION CHANGES MAY DISCRIMINATE (SCHMITZ)
12/12/1979 A055 FIGURE'S DON'T ADD (L)
1/16/1980 AOll SENATE PLANS TO FIGHT JANKLOW'S $3 PER CREDIT HOUR T
3/26/1960 A013 xREGENTS PLAN WILL RAISE TUITION RATES BY $3.30 TO $
3/26/1980 A044 TUITION INCREASES $3.40 -- AGAIN (WILSON)
7/09/1980 AOll FOREIGN STUDENTS' COSTS DROP, LARSEN SAYS PRESCENCE
10/09/1974 A021 HAROLD TUMA APPOINTED HEAD OF ANIMAL SCIENCE
12/11/1974 A081 XHAROLD TUMA PROMOTED
9/03/1975 A131 X3 DEPARTMENT DIRECTORS NAMED
6/09/1976 AlOl kPHYSICISTS GET INTO APPLIED SCIENCE (TONNESON)
7/09/1980 A063 NEW DEPARTMENT HEADS APPROVED BY REGENTS
3/26/1975 A074 UNDERGROUND TUNNELS CONNECT BUILDINGS
2/09/1977 A031 *TUNNELS MAKE INSPECTION EASIER
11/22/1978 A103 XMARKSMEN EMERGE FOR TURKEY SHOOT (PATES)
1/21/1976 A131 SPRING TURKEY SEASON DATES ARE ANNOUNCED
11/17/1976 A034 REGENT SECRETARY VOWED SHE'D NEVER BE A SECRETARY ^
10/30/1974 A021 TUTORS OFFER OUT-OF-CLASS ASSISTANCE
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TYLER KIM
UAFBC
UDALL STEWART
UFO
UHDEN LUANN
uiCEN JIM
UNO
UNDERWOOD SCOTT
UNEMPLOYMENT
UNICEF
UNIFICATION CHURCH
UNION PROGRAM BOAR
UNIONIZATION
UNITED MINISTRIES
UNITED NATIONS
UNIV OF BRIDGEPORT
UNIV OF MID AMERIC
UNIVERSITIES
UNIVERSITY MALL
A/19/1978
2/09/1977
2/09/1977
9/03/1975
9/17/1975
1/25/1978
3/01/1978
3/22/1978
8/25/1976
10/13/1976
12/11/197A
12/14/1977
4/12/1978
6/07/1978
12/07/1977
3/17/1976
10/30/1974
11/12/1975
4/28/1976
2/22/1978
8/28/1974
10/09/1974
4/23/1975
4/14/1976
3/30/1977
10/05/1977
11/16/1977
12/07/1977
2/08/1978
4/05/1978
2/12/1975
4/23/1975
7/13/1977
8/31/1977
3/19/1980
10/24/1979
10/16/1974
3/30/1977
A031
A022
AOAA
AQ81
A015
Alll
A051
A016
A281
A161
A162
A141
A012
A031
Alll
A015
A097
A063
A031
A012
A065
A044
AOll
A041
AOll
A012
A021
A043
A021
A016
AlOl
A022
A031
A322
A021
A031
A033
A053
UNIVERSITY NEIGHBO
UNIVERSITY OF SD
UNIVERSITY RELATIO
UP THE CAMPANILE
2/22/1978
4/26/1978
10/25/1978
9/19/1979
12/12/1979
8/31/1977
10/06/1976
10/27/1976
AlOl
A095
A061
A021
A121
A305
A031
A043
UPC
URANIUM
US CONGRESS
US PRESIDENTS
US SENATE
USD
7/11/1979
10/10/1979
10/17/1979
10/24/1979
2/13/1980
2/27/1980
3/19/1980
5/07/1975
2/18/1976
9/25/1974
3/19/1980
9/04/1974
9/04/1974
1/22/1975
1/22/1975
10/15/1975
11/12/1975
3/24/1976
6/09/1976
8/25/1976
10/13/1976
11/03/1976
11/03/1976
2/23/1977
1/25/1978
AOll
A091
A051
A071
A124
A061
A121
A061
AOll
AQ33
A125
A016
A024
A043
A126
A024
AOll
AOll
A021
A071
A024
A031
AlOl
A054
AQ51
KBEAUTY QUEEN MAY REIGN FOREVER (SEVIG)
ORGANIZATIONS REQUEST MONEY FROM ACTIVITY FEE
BECOME INVOLVED IN FEES, BUDGET PROCESS (GULLICKSON)
SEE CULT-ENTERTAIN COM
XSTEWART UDALL PRESENTS FIRST HARDING LECTURE
XUDALL - 'ENERGY CRISIS STILL MOUNTING' (BROWN)
LEADING UFO EXPERT TO APPEAR AS LECTURER
XCLOSE ENCOUNTERS' EXPERT TO SPEAK HERE MARCH 20
XHYNEK: UFOS NOT NONSENSE (SEVIG)
xUHDEN ELECTED HOBO QUEEN AT CONVENTION
UHDEN NAMED HONORARY QUEEN AT NATIONAL HOBO CONVENTI
SEE UNIVERSITY/INDUSTR
^MILITARY BALL HONORARY CADET COLONELS
SIOUX PICKED TO NIP VIKINGS FOR NCC TITLE
CONFERENCE MIGHT LOSE N.D. SCHOOLS (HAMMOND)
BIG SKY REFUSES NDSU, UND (HAMMOND)
kUNDERUOOD named MEN'S TRACK COACH; GUIDES CROSS COU
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
UNEMPLOYMENT MONEY REFUSED FOR NEWSMAN
HALLOWEEN FUND DRIVE NEEDS VOLUNTEERS
STUDENTS HELP KIDS COLLECT MONEY FOR UNICEF
UNIFICATION CHURCH MEMBERS AIM TO MAKE MOON WORLD'S
UNIFICATION CHURCH, OTHERS SETTLE IN AREA (NACHTIGAL
'CLOCKWORK ORANGE,' 'IRA'S LEG' AMONG UPB ENTERTAINM
OPINION ON... COOPERATION FOR UPB PUBLICITY (L)
WHO CENSORS? UPB FILMS RAISE QUESTION (PRESZLER)
OPINION ON... STUDENT INPUT REQUESTED BY UNION PROGR
XFACULTY PURSUING UNION AGREEMENT (RICHARDSON)
REGENTS LEGALLY DELAY UNIONIZATION ELECTION
FACULTY SEEKS FEDERATION SUPPORT OF UNIONIZATION
COLLEGIAN ERROR (L)
FACULTY UNION NEARS REALITY
FACULTY UNION EXPECTED (WOSTER)
XMORE TO OUR MINISTRY THAN JUST WORSHIPING (HEBBERT)
'SHARE VALUES, NOT FOOD' (RI6NEY)
XUM GOALS CENTER ON HUMAN ISSUES
UNITED MINISTRIES WILL CONTINUE WORSHIP SERVICES
•SUNDAY SOUP' PART OF MINISTRY SERVICES
UN DAY ACTIVITIES HAS UNIVERSAL CONCERN THEME
STUDENT SUES SCHOOL FOR LEARNING NOTHING
BERG APPOINTS FIVE TO COUNCIL ON TV CLASSES
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV
NEW MALL HOSTS K-MART
XLOCAL BONDS ASKED TO FINANCE NEW MALL
UNIVERSITY MALL TO BE COMPLETED NEXT FALL
DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES NOT WORRIED ABOUT NEW MALL
XHOLIDAY RUSH SPURS SALES AT NEW UNIVERSITY MALL
SEE UNAC
SEE USD
XGOODBYE NEWS BUREAU; RELATIONS OFFICE REPLACES IT
SPJ PUBLISHES LAMPOON ISSUE; TO MAKE DEBUT DURING H
OPINION ON... VANITY PRESS IN 'UP, THE CAMPANILE' (L)
SEE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
THOUSANDS JOIN HILLS PROTEST
URANIUM DEVELOPMENT IN BLACK HILLS RAISES CONFLICT
MINING MAY THREATEN SD SCENERY, WILDLIFE (NORLAND)
URANIUM MINING IN BLACK HILLS STUDIED FOR URBAN IMPA
PROPOSED URANIUM EXPLORATION RAISES HEALTH, SOCIAL Q
ALLIANCE SEEKS ROLE IN URANIUM DEVELOPMENT (WAYBRIGH
LAWMAKERS SWAMPED, FEW URANIUM BILLS PASS
STATE CONGRESSMEN MAY BE REDUCED TO 1
SOUTH DAKOTANS ANNOUNCE CANDIDACY FOR U.S. HOUSE
ALLEGED EXECUTIVE MISCONDUCT OF PAST PRESIDENTS EXAM
XSENATE CANDIDATE CONSIDERS HIS CAMPAIGN STYLE UNCON
HIGH USD PAY HIKES BLAMED ON REGENTS
USD DORM CASE 'MAY BE NEAR END'
XDIGGIN' OUT THE FACTS (JENSEN)
CHARLIE COYOTE DISCOVERS 'RABBITS' DEN UNFRIENDLY HA
RADICAL CHANGES IN OFFING FOR USD ATHLETIC BUILDING
$30,000 USD STUDENT FEE EXCESS CAUSES ADMINISTRATOR
'WHO CARES' SLATE SWEETENS RACE FOR SA PRESIDENCY AT
DEZONIA ACCEPTS JULY 1 PRESIDENCY; REMAINS BUSY AS C
USD ATHLETIC DEBT AS MUCH AS $170,000 (TONNESON)
DEZONIA: REPORTED MED SCHOOL PROBLEMS UNTRUE
STATE UNIVERSITY, USD JOIN UNIVERSITY OF MID-AMERICA
USD FINANCIAL PROBLEM SOLVED (FREEMAN)
LEIN CONFIRMED LAST WEEK AS USD PRESIDENT
COMMITTEE KILLS PROPOSAL TO MOVE USD'S PROGRAMS
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SUBJECT
USD
USD SPRINGFIELD
USTRUD DALLAS
UTILITIES
UTILITIES BOARD
VALDEZ DANIEL
VANDALISM
VANDENBER6 LORNA
VANITY PRESS
VANNGUYEN DAC
VEGLAHN NANCY
VENDING MACHINES
VETERANS
VETERANS DAY
VETERINARY DEPT
VETERINARY SCHOOL
VICE PRESIDENT-US
VICKERY MARY
VIDEO LOTTERY
VIDEOS
VIETNAM
DATE PAPER NOTATION
3/22/1978 A091 CUT IN USD. BUDGET CAUSES APRIL STRIKE
9/05/1978 AOll SDSU, USD STUDENTS PLAN STRIKE FOR APRIL 13-19
9/12/1978 A023 BOYCOTT APPROACHED DIFFERENTLY (E6GER)
9/19/1978 AQll xRALLY DRAWS 9,000; USD 500 (EGGER)
9/26/1978 A013 USD QUESTIONS FEDERATION'S VALUE CKRAUSE)
12/06/1978 A091 USD HAS HEAD IN DARK PLACE (ED)
12/06/1978 A091 USD STUDENT REACTION DISTURBING (FREEMAN) i
12/06/1978 AQ61 USD ENDORSES RESOLUTION 21
1/31/1979 A072 USDi SDSU SENATES WORK FOR SHARED GOAL
2/19/1979 A091 USD LAW SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT 'CRUCIAL;' ACCREDITATION
2/21/1979 A139 LAW SCHOOL WOES TROUBLE REGENTS (WOSTER)
3/21/1979 A162 USD'S DAKOTADOME POPS ITS LID
.9/11/1979 A061 USD HOLD ON REGENTS BOARD QUESTIONED (ROBY)
10/29/1979 A019 BAUER'S RESIGNATION LEAVES FEDERATION MORE OPTIMISTI
11/07/1979 AOll MEDICAL SCHOOL ACCREDITATION THREATENED (FAGERHAUG)
11/07/1979 A091 MED SCHOOL SHOWS SYSTEM'S ILLS (ED)
12/12/1979 AOll XENERGY REALLOCATION MAY AFFECT SDSU (SPRINGER)
1/16/1980 A071 LAW SCHOOL PLANS QUESTIONED (FAGERHAUG)
3/19/1980 A121 FUTURE LAW SCHOOL 6RADS MAY FACE BAR EXAM
9/02/1980 A095 MINER ACCEPTED AT USD (L)
9/02/1980 A063 JANKLOW CLAIMS USD PAPER MISQUOTED HIM
9/25/1979 AOll USD/SPRINGFIELD WITHDRAWS FROM STUDENT FEDERATION
9/28/1976 A091 FEDERATION RAISES DUES; USD/S CONSIDERS REJOINING
10/27/1976 A019 DSG/ SPRINGFIELD SURVIVE REGENTS' ATTEMPT AT CLOSURE
9/27/1977 AOll SENATE PROTESTS TUITION DECREASE; RESCINDS PUBLICATI
5/09/1977 AG59 OPINION ON... REGENT'S PLAN TO CUT USD/S TUITION (L)
6/27/1979 A093 GOODBYE DR. KRAUSE
12/11/1979 A229 XJACKS WIN TWO OVER WEEKEND
11/17/1976 A203 xBASKETBALL SQUAD SETS SIGHTS ON NCC CROWN
12/15/1976 A061 OFFICIALS CHALLENGED ON INDUSTRIAL LOAN REPAYMENTS T
1/19/1977 A061 JANKLOW WITHDRAWS LEGAL OPINION (FREEMAN)
7/27/1977 A051 SCHOOL STAYS WITHIN UTILITIES BUDGET
10/19/1977 A091 UTILITY COSTS RISE; STILL COMPARABLE TO OTHER LAND G
10/26/1977 A063 MUNICIPAL UTILITIES PAY 'DIVIDENDS'
1/25/1978 A081 ATTEMPT MADE TO SCRAP MUNICIPAL UTILITY BOARD
2/15/1978 A099 UTILITY BOARD STABLE (L)
9/05/1978 A291 UTILITY QUESTION BEING DEBATED
10/09/1979 A063 xDANIEL VALDEZ
9/20/1978 A015 BINNEWIES WING EVICTED FOR VANDALISM, FIRE ALARMS
9/30/1980 A089 ALCOHOL, DRUGS THOUGHT TO PLAY ROLE IN MANY ACTS OF
3/19/1980 S081 INJURY MAKES NEW FRIENDS (SIEBRASSE)
6/23/1976 Alll VANITY PRESS OPERATING IN S.D.
7/07/1976 AQ81 PUBLISHING FOR PAY
1/19/1976 A081 X22-YEAR-0LD LEADS 13 RELATIVES TO UNITED STATES FRO
3/23/1977 A161 ENGLISH GRAD ASSISTANT AUTHOR OF 11 BOOKS; IN HER SP
10/29/1975 A071 XNEW VENDING MACHINES INSTALLED (HUBER)
11/05/1975 A095 OPINION ON... SANDWICH VENDOR (L)
3/29/1976 A021 xMOST CAMPUS VENDING MACHINES CONTROLLED BY ATHLETIC
12/12/1979 A061 xPINBALL KING DOES NOT PLAY, GAMBLES EVERY DAY (HAGE
12/12/1979 A063 MACHINES PAY MORE THAN NICKELS AND DIMES (SABATINO)
8/28/1979 A103 'VET REP* SCHEDULES AREA VISITS
10/09/1979 A072 BENEFIT INCREASE PROPOSED FOR VETS
10/23/1979 A053 VETS MAY CLAIM RETROACTIVE PAY
1/22/1975 A051 VETS' ENROLLMENT INCREASES, BILL OFFERS TUTORS, LOAN
2/19/1975 A031 VETERANS GROUP CHANGES PROPOSED BY LEGISLATURE
8/25/1976 A293 U.S. HOUSE PASSES BILL EXTENDING VET BENEFITS
9/20/1977 A031 VA CHANGES AFFECT POCKETBOOKS
9/20/1977 A033 ^ATTENDING COLLEGE TERMED ROUGH BUT FINANCIALLY LUCR
9/30/1980 A171 xVETERANS RECALL 'THE LONGEST DAY' (LAWRENCE)
7/09/1980 A021 VIETNAM VETERANS WOULD SERVE AGAIN
7/09/1980 A033 SBA IGNORES VET HIRING LAWS
7/09/1980 A091 VIETNAM VETS DESERVE RESPECT (ED)
10/22/1975 A033 VETERANS DAY OBSERVED TUES., NOV. 11 IN SD
10/15/1975 A121 XUNIVERSITY LAB DIAGNOSES SUSPECTED RABIES CASES
6/18/1975 A022 CAMPUS POSSIBLE SITE FOR VETERINARY SCHOOL
8/27/1975 A039 STUDY UNDERWAY OF PROPOSED SITES FOR VETERINARY SCHO
1/28/1976 A032 FIVE-STATE VETERINARY SCHOOL REVIEWED BY GOVERNORS
9/22/1976 A033 VORHIES SAYS FIVE-STATE VET SCHOOL CONCEPT NEEDS TO
2/09/1977 A051 VET SCHOOL PLAN URGED DESPITE COMMITMENTS BY TWO STA
3/28/1979 AlOl REGIONAL VET SCHOOL PUT ON HOLD (SPRINGER)
11/20/1979 A099 V. PRESIDENT; WE NEED ONE NOW (ED)
10/09/1979 A091 xWOMEN WIN STATE NET MEET
10/22/1975 A091 JOHNSON, VICKERY EXPECTED TO REPRESENT JACKS IN MAY
9/28/1977 A1T3 VICKERY LEADS TENNIS TEAM
SEE LOTTERY, GAMBLING
3/30/1977 A029 CCTV TO SPONSOR VIDEO WEEK
5/07/1975 A071 CAMPUS VETERANS SAY U.S. RIGHT TO GET OUT OF VIElf
1/19/1976 A081 X22-YEAR-0LD LEADS 13 RELATIVES TO UNITED STATES W i
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VIETNAM
i ) VIKINGS
^ - VIOLENCE
VIOLIN
VISITATION
VISUAL ARTS
VIXEN-PORRAZZO
VOCATIONAL EDUCATI
VOHS PAUL JR
VOLGA SO
VOLK DAVID
VOLLEYBALL
DATE PAPER NOTATION
ll/lA/1979 A051 DELAYED REACTION SYNDROME IS VIETNAM HERITAGE
ll/lA/1979 A054 VIETNAM VETS' NEEDS IGNORED
ll/lA/1979 A051 THE TIMES, THEY WERE A CHANGIN* -- EVEN AT SDSU
12/12/1979 A051 A NATION'S WOUNDS (L)
7/09/198Q A021 VIETNAM VETERANS WOULD SERVE AGAIN
7/09/19S0 AOAl VIETNAM VETS DESERVE RESPECT (ED)
1/29/1975 A073 VIKINGS ANNOUNCE ROSTER FOR BENEFIT BALLGAME
4/26/1978 A183 EARLY SOLUTION TO VIOLENCE SOUGHT (HAMMOND)
10/13/1976 A244 PROFESSIONAL VIOLINIST REACHES GOAL; SOLOIST WILL FI
4/20/1977 A123 KSCIENTIST RELAXES BY VIOLIN-MAKING (FREEMAN)
1/31/1979 A081 XVIOLINS ARE WESTIN'S LABOR OF LOVE (THOMPSON)
8/28/1974 A021 VISITING HOURS EXTENDED (PRESZLER)
9/11/1974 A021 VISITATION EFFECTIVE FRIDAY
9/18/1974 A071 HALLS ADOPT VISITATION
10/23/1974 A012 DAUGHTER WRITES FOLKS: 'DORMS GETTING WILD'.
10/30/1974 AQ43 OPINION ON... 'WILD* DORMITORIES (L)
11/13/1974 A013 XEXPANDED VISITATION SCRUTINIZED
11/13/1974 A045 OPINION ON... NEW VISITATION POLICIES (L)
11/12/1975 A113 ^VISITATION VIOLATIONS HANDLED DIFFERENTLY (STEIGLER
2/04/1976 A033 XSTUDENT SENATE PASSES PROPOSAL TO ELIMINATE DORM SI
SEE ALSO ART
10/05/1977 A043 OPINION ON... PORRAZZO CONCERT AND CONCERT SITUATION
10/05/1977 A113 XPORRAZZO CONCERT DRAWS SMALL CROWD
SEE EDUCATION VOCATION
8/28/1974 A073 KDEPARTMENT HEADS NAMED
12/08/1976 A121 kVOLGA, AURORA EXPANDING
4/26/1978 A021 kFOUR TO RUN FOR PRESSLER'S SEAT (KRAUSE)
8/28/1974 A206 MARSKE SEES UPCOMING WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL SEASON OPTIM
9/25/1974 A263 VOLLEYBALL TEAM OPENS WITH WIN
10/09/1974 A093 VOLLEYBALL TEAM UPS SEASON MARK TO 5-0
10/16/1974 A135 VOLLEYBALL TEAM LOSES TWO
10/23/1974 A086 xVOLLEYBALL SQUAD LOSES TWO; SEASON RECORD FALLS TO
10/30/1974 AlOl VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS FOUR; LIFTS SEASON MARK TO 12-4
11/06/1974 A083 VOLLEYBALL TEAM ENDS REGULAR SEASON PLAY
11/13/1974.A141 VOLLEYBALL TEAM CAPTURES SECOND STRAIGHT STATE TITLE
11/20/1974 A093 VOLLEYBALL SQUAD TO PLAY IN REGIONAL
11/27/1974 A066 VOLLEYBALL SQUAD LOSES FIVE OF SEVEN REGIONAL CONTES
9/03/1975 A1Q4 VOLLEYBALL TEAM BEGINS PRACTICE
10/01/1975 AlOl XVOLLEYBALL TEAM BEGINS SEASON WITH THREE VICTORIES
10/08/1975 A094 VOLLEYBALL TEAM FACES TOUGHEST COMPETITION SO FAR TH
10/15/1975 A283 xVOLLEYBALL TEAM DOWNS NDSU, MANKATO STATE
10/22/1975 A081 VOLLEYBALL TEAM EXTENDS UNDEFEATED STREAK TO 10
10/29/1975 Alll VOLLEYBALL TEAM NOTCHES 16TH CONSECUTIVE VICTORY
11/05/1975 A121 WIN STREAK STOPS AT 20; VOLLEYBALL TEAM LOSES
11/12/1975 A183 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
11/12/1975 A184 LACK OF COMMUNICATION STOPS VOLLEYBALL TEAM FROM PLA
11/19/1975 Alll XVOLLEYBALL TEAM CALLED BEST EVER
11/26/1975 A061 REGION PLAY ELIMINATES RABBIT VOLLEYBALL TEAM
2/11/1976 AlOl VOLLEYBALL CLINIC SET FOR FEB. 14
9/22/1976 A113 WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL SQUAD OPENS SEASON AT NDSU SEPT.
9/29/1976 A074 VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS THREE
10/13/1976 A314 XSPLIT WITH ST. CLOUD GIVES VOLLEYBALL TEAM 6-1 RECO
10/20/1976 A071 VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS THREE
10/27/1976 Alll VOLLEYBALL SQUAD WINS, LOSES TWO
10/27/1976 Alll THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
11/03/1976 A093 xVOLLEYBALL TEAM THIRD IN OWN TOURNAMENT
11/10/1976 A082 VOLLEYBALL TEAM TAKES 19-5 RECORD INTO STATE TOURNEY
11/17/1976 A181 XRABBITS COP VOLLEYBALL TITLE
11/24/1976 A061 JACKRABBITS SIXTH IN REGION VOLLEYBALL PLAY
9/07/1977 A141 RABBITS RETURN FOUR WOMEN TO 'TT-'TG VOLLEYBALL TEAM
9/28/1977 A114 VOLLEYBALL TEAM OPENS SEASON WITH 1-2 MARK
10/05/1977 A122 WOMEN HAVE ERRATIC WEEK
10/12/1977 A091 WOMEN ADD TWO TO SLATE
10/19/1977 A265 WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL RETURN TO WINNING WAY
10/26/1977 A081 SPIKERS SWEEP THREE GAMES; TO HOST EIGHT TEAM TOURNE
11/02/1977 AlOl XSPIKERS FINISH THIRD IN HOME TOURNAMENT
11/09/1977 A091 RABBITS FAVORED TO WIN STATE VOLLEYBALL TOURNEY
11/16/1977 A114 XSPIKERS WIN STATE TOURNEY
11/23/1977 A082 SPIKERS END WITH LOSSES
9/13/1978 A121 xFRESHMEN EXPECTED TO FILL VACANT VOLLEYBALL POSITIO
9/27/1978 A102 VOLLEYBALL TEAM CLIPS CHIEFS
10/04/1978 A123 xMORSKE: TEAM NEEDS MORE CONCENTRATION
10/11/1978 A051 XSPEED, STRENGTH, AGILITY
10/11/1978 A216 XVOLLEYBALL TEAM HAS 7-10 RECORD
10/25/1978 A105 VOLLEYBALL SQUAD DROPS FOUR MATCHES AT DRAKE
11/08/1978 A064 JACK NETTERS IN REGION TOURNEY
11/22/1978 A075 VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINLESS IN AIAW REGION 6 PLAY
9/26/1979 A121 XVOLLEYBALL TEAM LOSES TOURNEY (COLE)
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SUBJECT
VOLLEYBALL
VOLUNTEERS
VOSS DOUG
VOTERS
VOTING
WACIPI
WAECHTER PAT
UAGNER MARK
WAGNER MARY
WALDER ORLIN
WALKATHON
WALKER JIM
WALKER MARLENNA
WALKING
WALL DRUG
WALSH BILL
WALTER DARRELL
WAR GAMES CLUB
WARREN REPORT
WASEM CATHY
WASSOM AJ (JOE)
WATER POLO
WATER PROJECTS-SD
WATER QUALITY
WATER SAFETY
WATER TREATMENT
WATER USAGE
WATERFOWL
WATERGATE
WAY-OUT COMMITTEE
WEATHER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
10/10/1979
10/17/1979
10/31/1979
11/28/1979
11/15/1978
8/28/1974
4/25/1979
9/04/1974
9/25/1974
10/16/1974
10/16/1974
10/30/1974
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
10/06/1976
11/03/1976
4/05/1978
9/13/1978
10/04/1978
11/08/1978
6/11/1980
3/24/1976
11/23/1977
7/02/1975
9/25/1974
5/07/1975
10/01/1975
1/17/1979
3/19/1980
9/03/1975
10/01/1975
12/13/1978
11/16/1977
4/26/1978
2/05/1975
4/16/1975
1/28/1976
1/21/1976
9/18/1974
12/11/1974
4/09/1975
2/12/1975
4/09/1975
10/22/1975
10/29/1975
10/13/1976
11/03/1976
11/03/1976
11/01/1978
7/02/1975
9/15/1976
3/23/1977
11/16/1977
7/16/1975
9/17/1975
10/15/1975
3/17/1976
12/14/1977
8/28/1974
12/11/1974
2/16/1977
4/20/1977
9/04/1974
10/02/1974
2/16/1977
11/20/1974
10/15/1975
9/15/1976
11/13/1974
11/12/1975
11/12/1975
2/18/1976
9/01/1976
10/27/1976
7/12/1978
12/12/1979
1/23/1980
A154
Alll
A084
AQ44
A083
A213
A041
AQ31
A063
A061
A063
AOll
A021
A053
A063
A015
A251
A041
A041
A031
AOll
A151
A021
A075
A191
A021
A031
A141
S021
A062
A072
A032
AlOl
A031
A074
A131
A091
A051
A022
A021
AlOl
A083
A121
A051
A043
A046
A013
A044
A053
A081
A051
A232
A071
A071
A122
A071
A061
A162
A225
A204
A133
A172
A072
A012
AOll
A103
A041
AlOl
A014
AOll
A091
A021
A113
A015
AOll
A014
AOll
3fV0LLEYBALL TEAM LOSES TWICE; DEFEATS SW STATE
VOLLEYBALL TEAM IMPROVING; TOUGH OPPOSITION CAUSE LO
*UNC WINS NCC VOLLEYBALL; SDSU FIFTH (COLE)
...BUT YOU BLEW IT (L)
JUNIOR HIGH BENEFITS FROM NCAA PROGRAM (SCHNEIDER)
*PLAYERS, COACHES VIEW NCC
WOMEN SHOULDN'T VOTE (L) (
VOTING INFO DISCLOSED FOR NOV. ELECTION
REGISTRATION DEADLINE FOR VOTERS SET FOR OCT. 21
XFOUR WARDS AVAILABLE IN CITY
MONDAY LAST CHANCE FOR VOTER REGISTRATION
VOTING REGISTRATION VIOLATIONS MAY BE INVESTIGATED B
VOTING PROCEDURE
MORE OPINION ON... STUDENT'S OBLIGATION TO VOTE (L)
VOTER REGISTRATION ENDS OCT. 18; BALLOTS AVAILABLE
KHEAVY TURNOUT
XTHREE ISSUES FACE VOTERS (SIMONS)
VOTE TOO IMPORTANT TO WASTE (ED)
COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE MISSES CHANCE (FREEMAN)
kTIME to VOTE!
SOUTH DAKOTA VOTERS GO FOR POPULAR CANDIDATES
SEE POWWOW
*AUDITION-ONE STEP IN PLAY PROCESS (HUBER)
KTWO RHODES CANDIDATES NOMINATED
MARY WAGNER ELECTED TO SCHOOL BOARD
XMATH PROF RECALLS 44 HOBO DAYS (CANTER)
kTHREE PRdFESSORS IN PLACEMENT, STUDENT SERVICES, AD
WET WALKATHON RAISES $1,600 FOR RESEARCH
XA CENTER IS FOUND (STRASBURG)
XWALKER IS MODEL OF CONSISTENCY
XBROOKINGS WOMAN SPENDS THREE WEEKS MAKING U.S. FLAG
XTRAVELERS REACH HALFWAY POINT IN WALK ACROSS U.S.
RACE-WALKING IS A GROWING SPORT (MOWER)
XFREE H20 PROMPTS SUCCESS
XABDNOR UNOPPOSED IN DISTRICT PRIMARY (SEVIG)
WALTER TAKES FIRST AT KARATE TOURNEY
CONFLICT SIMULATION RE-ENACTS WWII (ROHDE)
XRALSTON DISPUTES WARREN REPORT (KAROLEVITZ)
NURSING GRAD NAMED HEAD OF INFIRMARY
WASSOM NEW SA LAWYER
XBOC REHIRES WASSOM (PRESZLER)
LAWYER FINDS PERSONAL CONTACT WITH STUDENTS MORE
INNER-TUBE WATER POLO CURES MID-WINTER SWIMMING 1
XI BAPTIZE THEE...
GEHRKE INVESTIGATES MANGANESE DEPOSITS
OPINION ON... IRRIGATION, ELECTRIC RATES (L)
OPINION ON... STATE WATER CONFERENCE (L)
PIPELINE STUDIES, FUNDING DOMINATE STATE WATER POLIC
JOINT^ EFFORT NEEDED TO HALT ENVIRONMENTAL DESTRUCTIO
XBARNETT: WATER BIGGEST STATE ISSUE (SNYDER)
XWASTE WATER STUDY MAY AID CITIES
MEETING ENDS WITH HEATED DEBATE; GARRISON REPORT TO
XNATIONAL WILDLIFE WEEK TO FOCUS ON CLEAN WATER
WATER PLAN MOVING AHEAD
WATER SAFETY WORKSHOP COMING UP
ENGINEERS RESEARCH WASTEWATER TREATMENT NEAR BROOKIN
XWASTEWATER TREATMENT STUDIED
EPA GRANTS OVER $30,000 FOR WASTE WATER FILTRATION
PLATEK STUDIES WATER USE
WATERFOWL NUMBERS TO REMAIN LEVEL
OUTDOOR LORE
COMPETITION OPENS FOR WATERFOWL STAMP DESIGN
WATERFOWL FACE POOR TO FAIR BREEDING IN EAST
SENATE WATERGATE REPORT PRINTED
TWO-THIRDS OF STUDENTS SURVEYED DISLIKE FORD'S PARDO
XDEAN: WATERGATE WAS PAINFUL EDUCATION (GEBHART)
'WAY-OUT' IDEAS NEEDED
OPINION ON... WAY-OUT COMMITTEE (L)
IMPRACTICAL IDEAS STUDIED BY WAY-OUT COMMITTEE
XDUST TO SNOW?
XSHORT DAYS...COLD NIGHTS
CLOUD SEEDING PROGRAM HAS UNCERTAIN FUTURE; LEGISLAT
XFRISBEE IN FEBRUARY
HOT WEATHER 'CRACKS UP' PAINTINGS; AIR CONDITIONERS
OFFICIALS PONDER LEGALITY OF WEATHER MOD ELECTIONS
XTHUNDERSTORMS TEMPT TORNADOES (WOSTER)
XLET'S GO FLY A KITE (
XSTUDENT RENTAL? NOT QUITE
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WEATHER
WEATHER REPORTS
WEATHER-BR
WEAVING
WEDDINGS
WEEDS
WEEKEND COLLEGE
WEELBORG DEANNA
WEICKER LOWELL
WEIGHT CONTROL
WEIGHTLIFTING
WEIKERT DICK
WEILAND JACK
WEILAND PAN
WEINER IRV
WEISBERG TIM
WEISSER SCOTT
WELCH DON
WELCH JANES
WELLS DARRELL
WERMAN JIN
WERNER NARK
WERTISH DOUG
WESTIN FRED
WETLANDS
DATE PAPER NOTATION
6/25/1980
1/28/1976
3/02/1977
10/04/1978
2/22/1978
9/04/1974
8/25/1976
9/25/1974
5/02/1979
10/09/1974
10/23/1974
10/30/1974
2/16/1977
3/23/1977
12/12/1979
9/25/1974
10/30/1974
1/15/1975
2/19/1975
2/26/1975
3/12/1975
3/26/1975
4/16/1975
4/23/1975
10/15/1975
10/22/1975
11/26/1975
1/21/1976
1/28/1976
2/04/1976
2/18/1976
3/31/1976
4/07/1976
10/13/1976
11/17/1976
1/26/1977
11/16/1977
12/14/1977
3/01/1978
3/22/1978
4/05/1978
4/05/1978
4/26/1978
6/21/1978
9/06/1978
12/13/1978
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
2/21/1979
2/20/1980
2/27/1980
3/26/1980
4/16/1980
9/11/1974
9/18/1974
11/03/1976
11/17/1976
10/30/1974
10/06/1976
10/23/1974
9/24/1975
10/01/1975
11/12/1975
11/19/1975
3/17/1976
4/06/1977
10/05/1977
12/07/1977
3/23/1977
11/08/1978
7/02/1975
9/14/1977
12/11/1974
4/16/1975
4/20/1977
1/31/1979
3/24/1976
3/24/1976
A013
A064
A014
AOll
Alll
AQ33
A261
A021
A081
A051
AlQl
A012
AQ71
A041
A121
A281
A137
A081
A153
A071
A044
A081
A181
A064
A291
A103
A063
A103
A124
Alll
A143
AlQl
A113
A321
A211
A123
A121
A124
AQ71
A155
A181
A191
A191
A031
A201
A141
A051
A141
A151
A105
A131
A153
A131
AlOl
Alll
A091
A211
A083
A031
A086
A031
A121
A153
A015
AlOl
A053
A023
A071
A151
A081
AQll
A082
A195
A036
A123
A081
A221
A224
XSUNNER RAINS
STATE ROAD AND- WEATHER REPORT AVAILABLE FROM HIGHWAY
ktree icing
kWINTER COMING?
sue SPONSORS WEAVING DEMO
QUICKIE WEDDINGS POPULAR FOR OUT-OF-STATE ROMANCERS
WEED LAW CALLED UNCONSTITUTIONAL IN NEW BERLIN. WISC
PROPOSED WEEKEND COLLEGE BRINGS EDUCATION TO MASSES
KWEELBORG FLYING HIGH FROM PILOT SELECTIONS
LOWELL WEICKER NAMED AS FIRST HARDING LECTURER
XWEICKER FIRST HARDING LECTURER
XWEICKER SAYS. VOTE OR DON'T COMPLAIN (GEBHART)
RESIDENTS HAVE FAT CHANCE TO SLIM DOWN (PATERSON)
OPINION ON... TOPS STORY (L)
THIN IS IN. MORE PEOPLE WANT LESS (ANTOINE)
XLIFTERS TO CHALLENGE NATIONAL RECORDS (FEY)
TWO WEIGHTLIFTERS PLACE AT IOWA MEET
WEIGHTLIFTERS CAPTURE TEAM TITLE AT ABERDEEN OPEN
WEIGHTLIFTERS TO HOST POWERLIFT MEET (MCCARTHY)
WORLD RECORD SET AT POWERLIFT MEET (MCCARTHY)
OPINION ON... WEIGHTLIFTING CLUB (L)
WEIGHTLIFTERS ESTABLISH FOUR RECORDS AT PIERRE MEET
2 UNIVERSITY SPORTS CLUBS COMPETE IN NATIONAL MEETS
LIFTERS TIE FOR SECOND IN WINNIPEG OPEN MEET
XWEIGHTLIFTERS WIN NATIONAL HONORS (MCCARTHY)
WEIGHTLIFTERS—LOOK BEFORE YOU LIFT (FEY)
WEIGHTLIFTERS SET SEVEN RECORDS (SCHLUETER)
•LIFTERS PLACE AT LAKEVILLE; BURTON SETS FOUR RECORD
•LIFTING TOURNEY SCHEDULED FOR FEB. 13-14
XWEIGHTLIFTING TAKES HOLD; POWERLIFT EVENT FEB 13-14
XSILHA TAKES PHYSIQUE TITLE
LIFTERS WIN STATE MEET; GREICHUS WINS TITLE (KELTGEN
XA MOTLEY LOOKING CREW
WEIGHTLIFTERS RANK HIGH IN NATIONAL RATINGS (HAMMOND
WEIGHTLIFTERS PLACE SEVEN IN SEASON OPENER
JACKRABBITS WIN FOURTH IN POWERLIFT MEET
MASON LEADS WEIGHTLIFTERS
XWEIGHTLIFTING CLUB FINISHES SECOND IN NORTHERN PLAI
XPUMPING IRON
LIFTERS PLACE IN NATIONALS
XMASON FINDS SPORT THAT GIVES HIM BIG LIFT (HAMMOND)
LIFTERS TAKE STATE TITLE
XGREICHUS WRITES THE BOOK ON WEIGHT TRAINING
XCRAIN - NOT JUST ONE OF THE BOYS (HAMMOND)
XGAYLA CRAIN; NOT JUST ANOTHER PRETTY FACE
MASON SETS WEIGHTLIFTING RECORDS
xfiRIDE LEADS WOMEN'S CONTINGENT INTO MALE (SAVAGE)
STRONGMEN TO COMPETE AT SDSU (KLINE)
XTWO WORLD MARKS FALL AT POWERLIFT (ROBY)
XWEIGHTLIFTERS PLAN BIG EVENT
LIFTERS REWRITE RECORDS
SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
XMASON BARELY MISSES QUALIFYING FOR NATIONALS
XJACKS CORRAL MUSTANGS 45-10 (FEY)
COACHES ANNOUNCE PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
XTHE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
WEIKERT DROPS BACK...
X<74 CANDIDATES QUERIED
XWEILAND STRESSES RECORD IN OFFICE; SEEKS REELECTION
XVOLLEYBALL SQUAD LOSES TWO; SEASON RECORD FALLS TO
XTRICKSTER USES CARDS. MIND. MAGIC
XFINGERS QUICKER THAN THE EYE...
XFLUTIST TIM WEISBERG TO PERFORM IN CONCERT
XCANCELLED!
XWEISBERG: 'AUDIENCES DON'T MISS VOCALS' (HUBER)
INTERNS FACE POLITICAL REALITY
XWEISSER CITES MAJOR CONCERN
XNEBRASKAN TACKLES POETRY AND SPORTS (HANSON)
'WINTER IN THE BLOOD' IS 'ROOTS' FOR MIDWEST
XTWO TAKE WILDERNESS CHALLENGE (PATES)
XPROFESSOR TESTIFIES FOR DEFENSE IN DRUG CASES
XMD TELETHON 'GREAT EXPERIENCE' FOR BROOKINGS LONG-T
FOUR JACKRABBITS MAKE NCC ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM
XTEACHERS OF YEAR
XSCIENTIST RELAXES BY VIOLIN-MAKING (FREEMAN)
XVIOLINS ARE WESTIN'S LABOR OF LOVE (THOMPSON)
FEDERATION WILDLIFE OFFICIAL SAYS WETLANDS 'AMONG RI
XWETLANDS WILDLIFE
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WETLANDS
WHEAT
WHITE MART
WHITED CRAIG
WHITEHEAD JAMES
WHO'S WHO
WIBLEMO JACKIE
WIBLEMO RON
WIEDERHOLT PAUL
WIESE GILBERT
WIESE SUE
WILABY-DENNIS
WILD BOARS
WILDLIFE
WILDLIFE FEDERATIO
WILKINSON ROSS
WILLIAMS CHERYL
WILLIAMS DON
WILLIAMS MIKE
WILLIAMS ROGER
WILLIAMS TODD
WILLIAMSON RON
WILLRODT PAUL
WILSON HAROLD
WILSON NIKE
WILSON PHIL
WILSON RICHARD
WINE
WINTER
DATE PAPER NOTATION
1/25/1978
9/27/1978
12/07/1977
12/14/1977
1/15/1975
8/28/1974
11/12/1975
4/23/1975
2/07/1979
2/14/1979
12/11/1974
2/19/1975
2/26/1975
3/19/1975
3/19/1975
12/14/1977
5/04/1977
5/05/1976
4/12/1978
11/15/1978'
8/28/1974
1/22/1975
3/19/1975
3/19/1975
10/15/1975
12/10/1975
3/24/1976
4/28/1976
11/17/1976
11/17/1976
2/16/1977
3/23/1977
4/20/1977
5/04/1977
7/27/1977
12/14/1977
2/22/1978
3/22/1978
9/06/1978
4/30/1980
9/17/1975
7/02/1975
9/03/1975
9/20/1978
7/07/1976
9/12/1979
4/12/1978
6/18/1975
8/27/1975
4/26/1978
3/12/1975
3/19/1975
3/26/1975
4/09/1975
9/20/1978
9/27/1978
2/27/1980
3/19/1980
1/21/1976
2/04/1976
9/25/1974
10/15/1975
11/12/1975
12/10/1975
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
2/27/1980
1/15/1975
1/15/1975
1/22/1975
1/22/1975
2/19/1975
11/05/1975
11/26/1975
11/26/1975
12/10/1975
1/14/1976
A183
Alll
A021
A041
A036
A1B3
A135
A081
A131
A143
A224
A146
A061
A164
A181
A131
AQ81
A085
A104
A116
A073
A154
A151
A154
A301
A201
A13I
AlOl
A161
A171
A131
A232
A173
A155
Alll
A153
A141
A041
A231
A055
A105
A033
A131
A093
A131
A074
A091
A014
A082
A021
AOll
A046
A043
A041
A072
A051
AOll
A044
A153
A063
A211
A223
A132
A153
A09I
A104
A052
AOll
A021
AQ14
A151
A136
A034
A013
A045
A102
A021
LANDMARK DECISION HANDED DOWN.
XWETLANDS BECOME CLASSROOM FOR WILDLIFE MAJOR
VIRUS IMMUNE WHEAT STRAIN FOUND
WHEAT DISEASE CURE GIVEN
WATER FLOODS WHITE MART
*RABBITS WILL GRIND IT OUT (FEY)
NOVELIST-POET SCHEDULED TO READ WORKS THURS.
NO NAMES SUBMITTED TO WHO'S WHO BOOK
WIBLEMO HAS HIGH MARK IN ALL AROUND COMPETITION
SANDERSON TAKES FIVE EVENTS IN WIN OVER UND
XJACKS WIN TWO OVER WEEKEND
SAUGIE STILL IN CONTENTION FOR NCC BASKETBALL TITLE
SJACKS EDGE AUGIE, 71-69
RON WIBLEMO NAMED TO ALL-NCC BASKETBALL SQUAD
XWIBLEMO WASN'T RECRUITED BY MARKING (RAASCH)
XWIEDERHOLT AND FORNIA TYPIFY RODEO SUCCESS CGERLACH
XLOCAL MAN DOES EVERYTHING BUT MEND BROKEN HEARTS AN
sRABBITS PLACE 14TH IN TOURNEY; CONFERENCE NEXT
ANDERSONi WILABY MAKE NCAA CUT IN MEN'S GYMNASTICS
NEWEST GAME IS A BOAR
SDEPARTMENT HEADS NAMED
REFUGE DESIGNATED FOR EAGLE HABITAT
GAME SURVIVES MILD WINTER FOLLOWING EARLIER BLIZZARD
XHABITAT STRESSED FOR WILDLIFE WEEK
FWS CLASSIFIES GRIZZLY BEAR AS ENDANGERED SPECIES IN
RED FOX LIVING HABITS UNDER SCRUTINY OF STATE UNIVER
^IRRIGATION CHANNELS AFFECT WILDLIFE (KROLL)
FIVE STUDENTS TO DETERMINE ENERGY EFFECTS
HUSBAND AND WIFE TEAM STUDIES CHEMICAL HARM TO LAKES
DROUGHT TAKES TOLL ON WILD ANIMALS
ENVIRONMENT ANALYZED IN WILDLIFE FEDERATION INDEX
^NATIONAL WILDLIFE WEEK TO FOCUS ON CLEAN WATER
NEW MITIGATION PLAN ANNOUNCED FOR OAHE
ABANDONMENT OF YOUNG WILDLIFE TOTALLY NORMAL
CHANNELIZATION SHOWS DIVERSE EFFECTS
NEW WILDLIFE ORGANIZATION RELATES MANAGEMENT STORY
XWILDLIFE WEEK SET FOR MARCH 19-25
WILDLIFE SHOULD BE PROTECTED (ED)
WILDLIFE OFFICIALS REPORT INCREASE IN STATE PHEASANT
WILDLIFE CONTROL (L)
OUTDOOR LORE /
DEPARTMENT HEAD, PHYSICAL PLANT DIRECTOR NAMED '
*3 DEPARTMENT DIRECTORS NAMED
KFIELD HOCKEY FAILS TO BE MOST POPULAR SPORT AROUND,
ACADEMIC APPEALS IN PRESIDENTIAL REVIEW
XMIKE WILLIAMS
XOUT OF A JOB, PROFESSOR ACHIEVED HIS GOAL (PATES)
kACTING union DIRECTOR TO REPLACE MOISAN
XTODD WILLIAMS NAMED STUDENT CENTER DIRECTOR
XSENATE RACE TO FOCUS ON WATER (GREGERSON)
XTHREE SLATES ENTER SA PRESIDENTIAL RACE
XJOHNSON, WILLRODT
XJOHNSON, WILLRODT
XJOHNSON, WILLRODT
XFORMER PRIME MINISTER TO BE HARDING LECTURER
WILSON FIRST IN LECTURE SERIES; GIVES ACCOUNTS OF PR
XWILSON WINS, KIRKEGAARD WHINES (LAWRENCE)
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS: DISORDER (SPECK)
JAZZ TROMBONE SOLOIST TO HIGHLIGHT FESTIVAL
XJAZZ TROMBONIST USES INTUITION TO COMPOSE
REAL HOBO SYMBOLIZES HOBO DAY
XPAUL ROYER'S ART FORMS INCLUDE WINEMAKIN6 IN ADDITI
XFINER WINES PLEASE MORE PALATES
XWINE DRINKING STEEPED WITH CUSTOMS (BROWN)
XCHOOSING WINE: NOT HARD WHEN USING 'RULES OF THUMB*
CORK-SNIFFING IS MERELY A PART OF WINE ETIQUETTE
WINE FACTS (L)
SEE ALSO WEATHER
XBLIZZARD: MORE THAN FIFTY PERSONS DEAD
WOMEN WITHOUT HEAT FOR 30 HOURS
LIVESTOCK LOSS REVIEWED (OLSON)
XKEEPING THE BODY WARM HELPS PREVENT FROSTBITE
WINTER INJURIES PREVENTED WITH PROTECTIVE MEASURES
WINTERIZATION PLAN AVAILABLE TO HOMEOWNERS IN 10 COU
EARLY BLIZZARD HALTS CLASSES; 10-INCH SNOW PARALYZES
OPINION ON... BLIZZARD REFUGE (L) / .
XWINTER RECREATION IN BROOKINGS
XIT WAS COLD!
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WINTER
WINZENBURG BOB
WITH BARBARA
WITHEE DAVE
WITTON FRED
WNAX
WOLD CYLE
WOLLHAN HARVEY
WOLTING LOUIE
WOMEN
WOMEN'S CENTER
WOODBINE COTTAGE
WOODCARVING
WOODEN KENNETH
WOODS PHIL
WORK
WORK STUDY
j -rf ,
DATE P^P|R NOTATIONltM^ ''ff i;
3/2A/1976
12/08/1976
12/08/1976
11/16/1977
11/23/1977
2/22/1978
3/01/1978
3/22/1978
12/13/1978
1/31/1979
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
2/14/1979
12/12/1979
1/16/1980
1/30/1980
2/06/1980
1/31/1979
2/01/1978
5/07/1975
3/24/1976
4/16/1975
4/16/1975
9/04/1974
10/30/1974
11/23/1977
4/05/1978
10/25/1978
2/19/1975
9/04/1974
9/18/1974
10/02/1974
10/16/1974
11/06/1974
11/20/1974
12/11/1974
12/11/1974
2/19/1975
4/30/1975
6/04/1975
8/27/1975
10/15/1975
12/10/1975
12/10/1975
2/11/1976
4/07/1976
9/08/1976
9/22/1976
11/03/1976
4/06/1977
8/31/1977
10/12/1977
2/01/1978
2/01/1978
2/01/1978
4/12/1978
6/07/1978
6/07/1978
1/24/1979
5/02/1979
5/02/1979
5/02/1979
3/26/1980
4/02/1980
8/28/1974
11/06/1974
2/19/1975
9/08/1976
8/31/1977
10/19/1977
4/30/1980
11/23/1977
12/13/1978
A221
A092
A221
A025
A051
A134
A015
A036
Alll
AOll
A015
A073
A071
A154
A014
A056
A013
A133
AQ81
A083
A014
A164
A181
A096
Alll
A033
A113
A054
A031
A094
A072
A051
A033
A044
A061
A091
A131
A071
A063
A113
A061
A223
Aa83
A083
A093
A043
A121
A091
AOll
A021
A224
A031
A021
A021
A031
A094
AOll
AOll
A115
A012
A041
AQ41
A121
A091
AQ31
AQ31
A021
AQ71
A121
A024
A031
A015
A071
8/28/1974 A051
9/24/1975 A034
3/24/1976 A121
9/08/1976 A051
KEEPING EXTREMITIES WARM IMPORTANT IN COLD WEATHER
XSHOVELING OUT
WINTER SURVIVAL: STAY WARM, KEEP YOUR COOL (MERNAU6H
KEARLY WINTER STORM
^WINTER'S BEAUTY IN BLACK AND WHITE (WOSTER)
BLIZZARD MAY THREATEN DEER AND PHEASANTS
XWINTER HANGS ON
KIT'S BEEN A LONG WINTER
KEEP YOUR WINDOWS CLEAR - OR ELSE
^WINTER'S HERE
XJUMP-START MARKET SHIFTS INTO FULL GEAR (LAWRENCE)
BROOKINGS WINTER FESTIVAL SET FOR THIS SUNDAY
XWINTER BASH GETS WARM RECEPTION —
XWINTER TRAVEL DEMANDS CAUTION, PLANNING TO: INSURE S
xSNOW TREK
SKIP STYLE, KEEP WARM (L)
XDOWN HILL RUN
XWINZENBURG TOP BASKETBALL RECRUIT FOR ZULK
XWITH AT THE COFFEEHOUSE THIS WEEK
xTENNIS TEAM EVENS RECORD; PREPARES FOR NCC MEET
APPARENT SUICIDE TAKES PLACE ON CAMPUS TUESDAY MORNI
JACKS MAY LOSE WNAX COVERAGE (FEY)
'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
XWOLD REFLECTS ON ASPECTS OF CROSS COUNTRY
XDIRKSEN COMMENTS ON 'RABBIT RUNNERS SLATED FOR NCC
XWOLLMAN STRESSES PRO-FAMILY VALUES (KRAUSE)
WOLLMAN WOULD NOT MISUSE OFFICE
GOV. OFFERS NO HIGHER ED SOLUTION (HANSON)- -
X'PEOPLE.WILL TRY TO DENY DEATH' (CURRY)
RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY) : " .
PANEL, NATIONAL FUND ESTABLISHED FOR OLDER FEMALE ST
HISTORY COURSE STUDIES WOMEN IN AMERICA - ^
WOMEN'S NAT'L GUARD DUTY 'UNIQUE'; NO HO-HUM OFFICE
OPINION ON... WOMAN (L)
CAUCUS DISCUSSES WOMEN'S RIGHTS (HEBBERT)
RESEARCH CLASS EXPLORES ROLE OF WOMEN IN HISTORY
SERIES REACHES OUT TO ISOLATED WOMEN
WOMEN'S RIGHTS GROUP PUSHES LEGISLATION
XWOMEN'S YEAR CHAIRMAN DISCUSSES DISCRIMINATION
WOMEN'S SPORTS GROWING
XWOMEN'S EQUALITY DAY
FILMS BY WOMEN DISCUSS WOMEN ON KESD-TV
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S CONFERENCE MARRED; WOMEN CONTI
AREA WOMEN WORKING TO SUPPORT NATIONAL AGENDA
COMMITTEE TO EVALUATE WOMEN'S SPORTS PROGRAM
OPINION ON... DEFINITION OF 'WOMAN' (L)
AG AND ENGINEERING HAVE MORE WOMEN-MAJORS ' = -~ -
XPIONEER PAST GIVES WOMEN ADVANTAGE (JOHNSON) %
MORE WOMEN ENROLLED; MALE-FEMALE RATIO N0Vf~5-4
WOMEN'S ROLES TO BE DISCUSSED IN WORKSHOP
TOO MANY MEN REPLACE WOMEN (EGGER)
WOMEN... OF COURSE-
WOMEN'S INDEPENDENCE INCREASING (MOONEY) -
STATE UNIVERSITY DEVELOPS WOMEN'S STUDY CURRICULUM
XWOMEN CHANGE POLITICS' MAKE-UP (EGGER)
FEMINIST TO SPEAK
XINDIAN MOTHERS ASSUME NEW ROLES - -
WOMEN SPEAK ON. -
xHISTORY OMITS WOMEN (RIETMAN) ^
SDSU RANKS LOW ON FEMALE BOSSES (SPRINGER)..
WOMEN ARE EQUAL (L).
WOMEN SHOULDN'T GIVE UP (L) - - -- -
XFEMALE DAIRY FARMERS ARE MORE THAN JUST PLAIN NILKM
WOMEN NEED FANS FOR INCREASED SPORTS FUNDING
CENTER TO AID WOMEN (CARLSON) .
LOCAL WOMEN'S CENTER URGES OUTREACH, EDUCATION
WOMEN'S CENTER PLANS ACTIVITIES
WOMEN'S CENTER LOSES FUNDS; VOLUNTEER HELPS
XWOMEN'S CENTER EXPANDS -
XBRIGGS HOUSE REVIVES PRESIDENTIAL NOSTALGIA
XTHE TOUCH OF A MASTER'S WAND
x*SAD TALE* COMES FROM THE HEART (STORM)
WOODS A VIRTUOSO OF TECHNIQUE ON ALTO SAX (OSWALD)
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT
WORK STUDY EXPANDS
WORK-STUDY JOBS STILL AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS
GRAD STUDENTS, 1ST GRADERS HELPING EACH OTHER LEARN
FEDERAL FUND PROVIDES 550 WITH WORK STUDY JOBS
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WORN-A-BIT SHOP
WOSTER KEVIN
WOUNDED KNEE
WRESTLING
DATE PAPER NOTATION
12/05/1979 A053 WORK-STUDY GOOD PROGRAM (L)
12/12/1979 A016 WORK-STUDY TURNED DOWN BY STUDENTS (PETERSON)
12/12/1979 A054 SYSTEM IS ABSURD CD
4/30/1980 A171 xVETERANS RECALL "THE LONGEST DAY* (LAWRENCE)
10/15/1975 A251 *CHEM PROFS USE TRICKS TO TEACH
9/28/1977 A035 CHEMISTRY PROFESSOR WINS SCIENCE AWARD
4/16/1975 A064 XWORN-A-BIT SHOP OFFERS VARIETY
3/22/1978 A041 REGENTS PROVOKE FACULTY ANGER (ED)
4/05/1978 A041 ARGUS LEADER SLAMS BOYCOTT (ED)
4/12/1978 A041 KNEIP*S OPPOSITION UNEDUCATED (ED)
4/19/1978 A041 STUDENT RALLY GOOD BEGINNING (ED)
4/26/1978 AQ41 MORRILL'S PROBLEM OURS TOO (ED)
6/07/1976 A041 PETERSON BORED OF REGENTS (ED)
6/21/1978 A041 JfSDSU THEATRE "GREAT" (ED)
7/12/1976 A041 CHEMICAL CONTROLS NEEDED (ED)
7/26/1978 A041 LAKE DEVELOPMENT HURTS (ED)
7/26/1978 A042 PHARMACY TROUBLES (ED)
9/06/1978 A041 FACULTY NEEDS STUDENT SUPPORT (ED)
9/13/1978 A041 VOTE TOO IMPORTANT TO WASTE (ED)
9/20/1978 A041 RESOLUTION LACKS KNOWLEDGE (ED)
9/27/1978 A041 MIDWESTERN VOICES IMPORTANT (ED)
10/04/1978 A041 PRESIDENT MUST HAVE FREE SPEECH (ED)
10/11/1978 A041 CITYWIDE ISSUES DISCONTINUED (ED)
10/18/1978 A041 SENATE BULLIES FEDERATION (ED)
10/25/1978 A041 REGENTS ASKED TO PROVE SANITY (ED)
11/01/1978 A041 SENATE SPEAKS FOR STUDENTS (ED)
11/01/1978 A041 DAIRY ACT SHOULD BE MAINTAINED (ED)
11/08/1978 A016 COLLEGIAN EDITOR RESIGNS SUNDAY
4/30/1975 A061 WOUNDED KNEE JURORS WILL DISCUSS 'DOUBLE STANDARD*
5/07/1975 A025 JURORS: 'RESPECT INDIAN BELIEFS' (RIGNEY)
10/30/1974 A114 MURRAY, PARK ELECTED WRESTLING CO-CAPTAINS
11/06/1974 A083 SCHMIDT EVALUATES OUTLOOK FOR UPCOMING WRESTLING SEA
11/13/1974 A145 *MHO OR WHAT?
11/20/1974 A081 WRESTLING TEAM OPENS 1974 SEASON AT BISON OPEN; JENS
12/11/1974 A181 'RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
12/11/1974 A201 *JACKRABBIT WRESTLERS OFF TO GOOD START
12/11/1974 A201 RABBIT WRESTLERS PLACE SIX AT OMAHA; TEAM TAKES THIR
1/15/1975 A093 JACK WRESTLERS IN ACTION SATURDAY AFTER MONTH OFF
1/22/1975 A135 INJURY-RIDDEN WRESTLERS BEAT SOUTHWEST, 30-15
1/29/1975 A073 *MAT TEAM LOSES FIRST DUAL OF SEASON
2/05/1975 A071 WRESTLING SQUAD EARNS THREE MORE WINS
2/12/1975 A074 WRESTLERS SPLIT WITH NORTH DAKOTA SCHOOLS
2/19/1975 A145 XWRESTLERS SPLIT WITH MANKATO, WINONA
2/19/1975 A151 xOUTSTANDING HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLER, JENSEN ADJUSTING
2/26/1975 A071 JACK WRESTLERS FINISH SEASON AT 11-5
3/12/1975 A091 JENSEN CAPTURES TITLE AS JACKS FINISH SIXTH IN NCC
3/12/1975 A094 THREE JACK WRESTLERS COMPILE 5-6 RECORD AT NCAA NATI
3/26/1975 A095 JACK WRESTLERS FARE WELL IN U.S. FEDERATION MEET
4/23/1975 A066 NDSU FORFEITS ALL DUAL MAT MEETS, CONFERENCE FINISH
5/07/1975 A086 CAPTAINS CHOSEN FOR WRESTLING, FOOTBALL SQUADS
7/02/1975 A141 xMICK MARTIN NAMED HEAD WRESTLING COACH
11/12/1975 A183 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
11/19/1975 A113 XMAT TEAM TALENTED, INEXPERIENCED
11/26/1975 A071 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
12/10/1975 A191 WRESTLERS DOWN NDSU IN DUAL MEET
12/10/1975 A221 RABBIT RUMBLINGS (FEY)
1/14/1976 A133 XWRESTLERS DOWN AUGUSTANA 28-14
1/28/1976 A123 XTOP-RANKED NORTHERN IOWA STOPS JACK GRAPPLERS 23-12
2/04/1976 A113 JACKS WIN 26-12 OVER ST. CLOUD; JENSEN SCORES 28TH W
2/11/1976 A091 JACK WRESTLERS UP DUAL RECORD TO 9-1
2/18/1976 A133 WRESTLERS FINISH SEASON AT 10-1-1
2/25/1976 A083 JACKS TAKE SECOND IN NCC; JENSEN OUTSTANDING WRESTLE
3/17/1976 A143 JENSEN TAKES DIVISION II TITLE; SIMET HELPS JACKS TO
4/14/1976 AlOl WRESTLING MEETS TO BE HELD APRIL 23, 24
6/09/1976 A114 JENSEN STILL ELIGIBLE AFTER NCAA CHECK
9/08/1976 A102 THE WAY I SEE IT (ED)
11/10/1976 A091 JACKRABBIT WRESTLERS OPEN SEASON FRIDAY; MARTIN LOOK
11/17/1976 A191 SCHALLES NAMED TOP WRESTLER AT LINCOLN
11/17/1976 A191 SCHOLARSHIP TO HONOR PAULSEN
11/24/1976 A061 JENSEN, TEAGUE TAKE FIRST IN BISON OPEN
12/08/1976 A204 XJACKRABBIT WRESTLERS WIN TITLE AT IOWA STATE UNIVER
12/15/1976 A121 WRESTLERS SPLIT WITH IOWA STATE, U. OF NEB.
12/15/1976 A131 XSCHALLES SETS SIGHTS ON 1980 OLYMPICS (HAMMOND)
1/19/1977 A081 WRESTLERS BEAT ST. CLOUD
1/19/1977 A091 XJACKS BEAT BOISE STATE 30-10
1/26/1977 A115 XWRESTLERS WIN, LOSE \
2/02/1977 A061 WRESTLERS GET VICTORIES (HAMMOND)
2/09/1977 A041 OPINION ON... USD WRESTLING MATCH (L)
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2/09/1977
2/09/1977
2/16/1977
2/23/1977
3/02/1977
3/23/1977
3/23/1977
3/30/1977
E/OA/1977
10/19/1977
11/16/1977
11/23/1977
12/07/1977
12/07/1977
12/1^/1977
1/18/1978
1/18/1978
1/25/1978
2/01/1978
2/08/1978
2/15/1978
2/22/1978
3/01/1978
3/01/1978
3/22/1978
3/22/1978
A/12/1978
A/19/1978
6/21/1978
11/15/1978
11/22/1978
12/06/1978
12/06/1978
12/13/1978
1/17/1979
1/2A/1979
1/2A/1979
1/31/1979
2/07/1979
2/1A/1979
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
2/21/1979
2/28/1979
3/21/1979
10/31/1979
12/05/1979
1/16/1980
1/23/1980
1/30/1980
2/06/1980
2/06/1980
2/13/1980
2/13/1980
2/20/1980
2/27/1980
3/19/1980
3/26/1980
2/20/1980
9/03/1975
11/12/1975
3/17/1976
9/08/1976
10/13/1976
10/27/1976
1/19/1977
1/26/1977
3/23/1977
A/06/1977
9/07/1977
10/26/1977
11/02/1977
11/09/1977
11/09/1977
12/1A/1977
A091 INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
A09A XWRESTLERS WIN TWO> LOSE ONE
Alll WRESTLERS BEATEN BY UNI
A081 THREE WRESTLERS WIN TITLES (HAMMOND)
A071 INSTANT REPLAY (HAMMOND)
A181 XHOHERTZ WINS NATIONALS
A201 XHOHERTZ JOINS GROUP (HAMMOND)
A121 XMARTIN RESIGNS AS MAT BOSS (HAMMOND)
A121 XLINANDER NAMED MAT BOSS (HAMMOND)
A28A XWRIST WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP HELD
A121 WRESTLING SEASON HINGES ON "IPS* (HAMMOND)
A082 TEAGUE TOPS WRESTLERS IN BISON OPEN TOURNEY
AlOA XWRESTLERS LOSE TEAGUE
A12A WRESTLERS PLACE IN UNI OPEN, WIN FIRST DUAL AGAINST
Alll XJACKS UPSET BISON WRESTLERS' - - • •
A091 XSWANSON STUNS LEWIS (HAMMOND)
A091 WRESTLERS WIN SIXTH STRAIGHT
A131 XGRAPPLERS STOP SIOUX; WIN EIGHTH STRAIGHT (HAMMOND)
A091 XWRESTLERS WIN TWO AFTER AUGIE LOSS
A073 WRESTLERS LOSE DUALS; HOST PANTHERS FRIDAY
A081 XJACK WRESTLERS AIMING FOR NCC CHAMPIONSHIP
A151 HOHERTZ, SIMET WIN WRESTLING TITLES (HAMMOND)
A091 XSEVEN GRAPPLERS ENTER NATIONALS
AlOl XWRESTLERS PUT SUCCESS ON LINE (HAMMOND)
A151 XSIMET SHORT OF WRESTLING SWEEP (HAMMOND)
A151 XLONG WINS THIRD PLACE
Alll XJACK WRESTLERS WIN DOUBLE TITLES
AlOl WRESTLERS COMPETE FOR HONORS
A083 HRNCIR TRIES FOR U.S. TEAM SPOT
A09A XGRAPPLERS SOLID AT EVERY WEIGHT (GERLACH)
A085 FOUR WRESTLERS PLACE IN-BISON TOURNAMENT
A145 WRESTLERS THIRD AT UNO INVITATIONAL' "
A151 XGRAPPLERS PIN MANKATO; WIN 44-3
A124 XGRAPPLERS FACE FIRST STIFF TEST
A151 JACK ATHLETIC SQUADS EXPERIENCE BUSY VACATION
A131 SDSU SITE OF NCAA WRESTLING (KLINE)
A141 XGRAPPLERS SPLIT IN-DUAL ACTION-- - "
A141 SCHOOL RECORD BROKEN IN JACKS WRESTLING DUAL
A141 GRAPPLERS SPLIT IN NORTH DAKOTA
A135 GRAPPLERS DROP FINAL DUAL
A013 SDSU HOSTS NATIONAL TOURNEY
A041 TOURNEY FEATURES CREAM OF CROP (ED)
SlOl KINJURIES, LOSSES HURT TITLE HOPES
AlOl KNCAA CHAMPIONSHIP ELUDES JENSEN (KLINE)
A131 JACKS IN POST-SEASON TOURNEYS (KLINE)
WILLBE-CRUCIAL FO^,
Slii ^
an HSilll-iHS THIRD STRAIGHT DUAL (JENSEN)WRESTLERS BEATEN BY NATIONALLY RANKED TEAMS
A174 XGOETTE, HOHERTZ AIM FOR AUGIE
an AUGUSTANA; PREPARE FOR NCC TOURNAMEA175 XHOHERTZ, ZASTROW PINS KEY IN 28-14 UPSET WIN
A095 SENIORS PREPARE FOR NCC MEET AFTER GOOD SEASON
NATIONALS (PENNISTON)A131 XBREAKS GO AGAINST-JACKS-(COLE) "
A153 SPORTS IN A NUTSHELL...
A134 PROFESSOR WRITES CAMPUS HISTORY
an S£"I®"'-ed to read works thurs."
an S^RECTOR TO COMPILE S.D. AUTHOR LISTAOfl WRITERS TO HEAR THREE POETS AT GREAT PLAINS CONFEREN
aSIJ SiySioI WRITE ON; REVISION PART OF DAILY WORA084 WRITERS PLAN GREAT PLAINS CONFERENCE
Alll "WRITER READS" BRINGS MIDWESTERN AUTHOR
A093 WRITERS ORGANIZING TO GET HELP", CRITICISM '
A161 ENGLISH GRAD ASSISTANT AUTHOR OF 11 BOOKS; IN HER SP
A071 THREE WINNERS SELECTED FOR WRITING CONTEST
A091 XOUTDOOR WRITER'S CONFERENCE SET (WOSTER)
^f-.!J?^§!J!J^NCES WRITING; PLANS NEW PUBLICATION
A091 XWRITERS TO CONVENE THURSDAY
A012 xAUTHOR'S BOOKS INVITE READERS INTO HIS "HOME"
A081 XPOETS, WORKS HIGHLIGHT CONFERENCE
A091 XNEVA HARDING SUBJECT OF UPCOMING BOOK
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WYMAN DONALD
YARBR0U6H J W
YARBR0U6H NELL
YEARBOOK
YEATS MICHAEL
YOST DONNA
YOUNG HALL
YOUNG JOE
YOUNGER BERYL
YOUTH CONSERV CORP
YVART JACQUES
2EPPLIN LED
ZIMMER RICK
ZIP CODES
ZIVANOVIC JUDITH
ZONING
ZOO
ZULK GENE
ZZ TOP
DATE PAPER NOTATION
9/13/1978 AlA'i THIRD WRITERS' CONFERENCE IS SEPT. 28-29
9/27/1978 MIDWESTERN VOICES IMPORTANT (ED)
9/27/1978 A061 kKLOEFKORN, INMATE JOIN THIRD WRITERS CONFERENCE
10/04/1978 AOll *POETRY BRIDGES GAP FOR INMATE, AUDIENCE
10/04/1978 A061 XKANSAS POET STRIVES TO 'GET ALONG IN BIG SOUP*
6/27/1979 A061 SDSU GRAD PART OF 'PUBLISHING GAME' .
10/31/1979 A061 XKLOEFKORN, BLY, MANFRED HIGHLIGHT FOURTH WRITER',
11/07/1979 A061 KMIDWEST VOICE WAS THEME OF WRITER'S CONFERENCE <
11/07/1979 A071 *A CONVERSATION WITH ROBERT BLY; HE'S CONTROVERSIAL
1/30/1980 A065 DEDICATION PAYS OFF FOR PROF., CO-AUTHORS FAST-SELLI
9/17/1975 A061 CASH AWARDED AS PRIZES IN WRITING CONTEST
10/29/1975 A083 CREATIVE WRITING CONTEST WINNERS CHOSEN IN EVENT
11/09/1977 A073 KCHILDREN'S FICTION TABOOS DISAPPEAR (HUBER)
5/02/1979 A091 *TALENT ISN'T ONLY REQUIREMENT FOR SCRIPTWRITING
11/05/1975 AQ82 HARVARD EXPERT SPEAKS ON AFRICAN FLORA, FAUNA
2/01/1978 A071 KBEST LECTURE SERIES OPENS WITH ENGLISH PROFESSOR
9/24/1975 A062 KONE PERSON ART SHOW
cpp lAPI^PAHRTT VPAPRIf
3/26/1980 A065 YEATS' DISCUSS IRELAND AT HARDING LECTURE
10/02/1974 A064 TWO PLACE IN KARATE MEET
1/29/1975 A071 YOST WINS TWO EVENTS AT WEEKEND KARATE MEET
5/07/1975 A091 YOST BECOMES FIRST WOMAN TO EARN KARATE BLACK BELT
3/21/1979 A061 450 STUDENTS SPONSOR FILIPINO CHILD (RIETMAN)
3/22/1978 A163 YOUNG EARNS DEGREE
9/11/1974 A061 *ARTIST DRAWS HISTORY (BROWN)
6/22/1977 A151 YCC PROGRAM BEGINS YEAR
2/04/1976 A061 FRENCH SINGER, COMPOSER YVART REPLACES TRAVELING THE
11/17/1976 A131 ZEP--THE MOST MISUNDERSTOOD BAND (HAUFFE)
11/24/1976 A042 OPINION ON... LED ZEPPLIN REVIEW, CAMPUS SECURITY (L
10/29/1975 AQ73 XSTUDENT TO PRESENT PLAY BASED ON BECKETT'S WORKS
9/17/1975 A131 NEW ZIP CODE POSSIBLE FOR STATE UNIVERSITY (DEVRIES)
5/04/1977 A013 STATE UNIVERSITY GETS ZIP CODE
5/02/1979 A091 *TALENT ISN'T ONLY REQUIREMENT FOR SCRIPTWRITING
11/14/1979 A061 *SPEECH PROFESSOR'S PLAY WINS NATIONAL CONTEST
9/21/1977 A044 HENDRICKS IN TROUBLE
9/21/1977 A081 xCOURT DECIDES LAKE ISSUE (WOSTER)
9/28/1977 A051 ZONING CHANGE REQUEST FAILS BY 4-0 VOTE (SEVIG)
10/05/1977 A044 STUDENTS SHAFTED BY ZONING LAW (SEVIG)
10/12/1977 A051 LAKE HENDRICKS APPEAL CONSIDERED BY JANKLOW
10/12/1977 A061 FATE OF INDUSTRIAL PARK UNDECIDED (RAAP)
4/26/1978 A121 xLAKE HENDRICKS TO BE DEVELOPED FOR HOMES
9/13/1978 A063 KNEIP, OTHERS MAY VIOLATE CITY ZONING LAW
9/20/1978 AQ21 KNEIP VIOLATION SURFACES OTHERS (GEBHART)
10/04/1978 A024 CITY AWAITS REPLIES ON ZONING VIOLATIONS
11/08/1978 AOll ZONING CHANGE WOULD AFFECT STUDENTS (SNEVE)
11/22/1978 A016 ZONING PROPOSAL CHANGE COULD EASE COMPLAINTS (SNEVE)
8/27/1980 AlOl ORDINANCES PROMPT NEW HABITS
9/01/1976 A091 *DAY TRIPPING
10/04/1978 A091 *CRIPPLED CHILDREN 'SPIRITED'
10/02/1974 A073 xMARKING RESIGNS; ZULK TAKES OVER
11/01/1978 A073 ZULK ACQUIRES TOP NOTCH MINNESOTA ATHLETES
1/14/1976 A151 XZZ TOP TO PERFORM JAN. 22; MANCHESTER AT USD SAME N
1/21/1976 A023 SOCIAL CHAIRPERSON DEFENDS SCHEDULING OF CONCERT
1/28/1976 AOll *ZZ TOP: 'SMALL CROWD NICE' (BLESENER)
o
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